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Preface
What is Uyghur?
Modern Uyghur, pronounced [ȤȚǺ'ȑȚə] (roughly ooi-ĞOOR) is known in Uyghur as Hazirqi
zaman Uyghur tili ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻗﻰ زاﻣﺎن ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘر ﺗﯩﻠﻰ, less formally as Uyghur tili( ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘر ﺗﯩﻠﻰalso written
Уйғур тили, Uyƃur tili) or Uyghurche ( ﯘﯘرەУйғурчə, Uyƃurqə).1 Uyghur is a southeastern
Turkic language (ISO 639-3: uig) spoken by approximately 10 million people in Chinese
Turkestan (Xinjiang / Sinkiang 新疆 Uyghur Autonomous Region) in western China,2 as well as
in neighboring Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and in smaller diaspora communities around the world.
Uyghur is one of 56 official languages of the People’s Republic of China. It has three dialects
(northern, Khotan (Hotän, Xoten), and Lop Nur), and a number of local vernaculars. Modern
Uyghur is typologically similar to modern Uzbek (with which it shares a medieval ancestral
language, Chaghatay), and Uyghur serves as a lingua franca (common language of
communication) for many other ethnic groups in Xinjiang, such as the Tatars, Uzbeks, Sibes,
Huis (Dunggans), Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Russians, and Oyrat Mongols. The Uyghur language has
exerted a strong influence on the other languages of the region, including on the varieties of
Northwest Chinese spoken in the region. It in turn has been influenced (particularly in
vocabulary and intonation) by dominant languages in the region, with Xinjiang Uyghur being
influenced by Chinese, and CIS Uyghur being influenced primarily by Russian.
The Old Uyghur language was spoken in the southern Tarim Basin (i.e. the area that is today
southern Xinjiang) between the 9th and 13th centuries; it was a blending of Old Turkic, the
Central Asian Turkic Chaghatay language, and local Tarim Basin language varieties These local
varieties included Indo-European varieties in the north-central Tarim Basin, and south-Siberian
type Turkic varieties in the eastern regions. The oases surrounding the Tarim Basin were before
the mid-twentieth century quite autonomous; that the oases of different sub-regions were under
different political control resulted in considerable variation among the local language varieties, a
variation which is partially audible even today. The area around Kashgar was part of the
Qaraxanid (Karakhanid) state and incorporated a layer of Persian and Qarluq Turkic on an Old
Uyghur base. The southern oasis of Khotan and the north-central oasis of Turfan were most
influenced by ancient Indo-European languages like Tocharian (as well as, to a lesser extent,
Korla and Aqsu). The eastern oases of Qumul (Hami) and Turpan were during the Old Uyghur
period Idikut states, partly settled and influenced by Turks from the north speaking varieties of
Old Turkic that most closely resemble south Siberian Turkic languages; the best-preserved
remnant of this migration is the Sarigh Yugur language spoken south of this area in today’s
Gansu province. The ebb and flow of introduced religions in the region contributed to linguistic
and cultural admixture up to the pre-modern period: Buddhism during the Old Uyghur period
contributed to the relative homogeneity of the north-central varieties at that time, and contributed
some Sanskrit vocabulary to Uyghur; Islam from the 10th century onwards in the Kashgar region,
1

Some alternate names for the language and ethnic group are: Uighur, Uyğur, Eastern Turki, 維吾爾(語)/维吾尔(语)
Wéiwú’ěryǔ, Уйгурский (язык), Neuuigurisch, and Ouïgour. The ethnonym and language name is often
pronounced “WEE-gur” in English.
2
The current formal and official name of the main Uyghur area is the Xinjiang Uyğur Autonomous Region (XUAR
or simply Xinjiang, sometimes written Sinkiang). The region is also referred to as Chinese Turkestan or Eastern
Turkestan. None of these terms is considered politically neutral; cautious Uyghur learners may wish to use the
shortened official name of the region, or resort to city names and geographical designations (e.g. Tarim Basin).
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and from the 13-14th century onwards in the eastern region hastened some homogenization of the
Turkic varieties across the Tarim Basin. Besides Islam, the extension of Chaghatay and Mongol
rule to these easternmost oases contributed to the leveling of the local language varieties across
the Tarim Basin. Nonetheless, due to the myriad of distinct ethnic, political, and religious
histories, many oases retained distinct linguistic features.
While during the Qaraxanid period and beyond, Kashgar Uyghur was a valued medium of
inter-oasis communication, by the 19th century a more homogenized variety of the language,
spoken in the northwestern Ghulja (Yili, Ili) region came to be dominant as part of a Jadadist
movement sweeping Central Asia. Ghulja, with its temperate climate and favorable location
between the Chinese and Russian spheres of influence, was settled by Uyghur and other migrants,
particularly from the 17th century onwards. This Ghulja variety laid the foundation for the
modern standard language.

Why study Uyghur?
The language is a gateway to Uyghur culture, about which much research has appeared in
English in the last decade. A non-comprehensive list of recent publications as examples would
include the fields of anthropology (Bellér-Hann 2008, Kamberi 2005), modern and historical
archaeology of the region (Kuzmina and Meir 2007, Mei et al. 2002, Stein 1907), music (Light
2008, Harris 2008), language ideology (Dwyer 2005), history (Millward 2007), and politics
(Becquelin 2004, Bovingdon 2004). Knowing Uyghur allows you access to people and written
sources in Xinjiang and Uyghur-speaking areas within the Commonwealth of Independent States,
particularly in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. Uyghur can also be a helpful “gateway” to other
Turkic languages, which will be easy to learn after you’ve learned Uyghur, especially Uyghur’s
most closely-related neighboring language, Uzbek.
Beyond modern Uyghur culture, studying Uyghur allows the study of traditional Uyghur
herbal medicine, Central Asian religious history (e.g. Indian, Tibetan, and Chinese Buddhism,
Manichaeism, Nestorian Christianity, Zoroastrianism, and Sufism) in the Tarim Basin context; it
also allows for an exploration of the rich art history and archaeology of the region. Desert water
conservation techniques through the Uyghur karez system have only begun to be studied.
The region has also had centuries of interaction with neighboring groups not only in China,
but also in what are now the Central Asian nations, as well as Afghanistan, Pakistan, Russia and
Siberia, and Mongolia. Being able to converse and read Uyghur allows a nuanced understanding
of these regional interactions.

Why this is a free textbook
Our goal is to allow a reader to build language competence, balancing an understanding of
grammar with language usage in the Uyghur social context. It is an urgent priority of ours to
make a learner-centered linguistically informed Uyghur language textbook widely available. For
a major Central Asian language (and a major minority language of China), there are surprisingly
few Uyghur materials available for language learners. In particular, there are hardly any nonChinese language textbooks whose goal is to build comprehensive language competence; most of
the otherwise useful available sources are either conversation books oriented towards “survival
Uyghur,” or solely grammatical descriptions. This textbook aims to systematically guide the
language learner through grammar and contextualized usage via graded situational texts, and
provides plenty of opportunity for learners to practice their skills via exercises.
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By making this linguistically-informed textbook freely available in pdf format over the
internet, we hope to remove barriers to the learning of the Uyghur language, and Turkic
languages in general. The dissemination format via internet also drastically shortens the
publication cycle: we are able to publish a first edition quickly, and an unlimited number of
subsequent editions can appear at minimal cost. We encourage reader feedback on any aspect of
the textbook directed to the address uyghur@ku.edu.
We gratefully acknowledge the critical support of the University of Kansas (see
Acknowledgments below), yet easily 95% of the effort involved in the production of this
textbook was an uncompensated, volunteer effort on the part of the authors.
In order to balance reasons of time, cost, demand, and quality, this textbook is based on
constructed, graded dialogues illustrating grammatical and usage information and accompanied
by audio recordings of the texts. These copyrighted works are the product of nearly a decade of
research, yet with proper citation are freely available for download, reproduction, and
distribution, as long as that distribution is at no cost. In this way, we believe the most people are
served.

How to use this Textbook
Introduction
The introduction provides a grammatical overview, a comparison of Uyghur writing systems,
and instructions on writing and pronouncing Uyghur. A list of references for further reading is
provided.
Lessons 1-15
1. At the beginning of each lesson is a text box indicating the major concepts and
grammatical structures introduced in that lesson. Use this for orientation and review.
2. The major grammatical points are briefly introduced and exemplified on the first page
of each lesson. This provides a quick overview, with examples, of the lesson’s contents.
3. Two to four Dialogues illustrate the concepts presented. 3 They correspond to the
accompanying audio CD if accompanied by the audio icon.
The volume begins with
texts in Latin transliteration and Arabic-script Uyghur, and starting with Lesson 5, only
Arabic-based Uyghur is used.
4. Numbered Example sentences are given in Latin- and Arabic-script Uyghur through
Lesson 6; thereafter, only Arabic-script examples are given. All examples are
accompanied by English translation.
5. New Vocabulary lists
a. New words are presented in Latin- and Arabic-script Uyghur, and in English
translation.
b. Stressed syllables are underlined, e.g. dixan ‘farmer.’
c. Verbs are followed by a hyphen (-), e.g. qil-.
d. Until Lesson 11, all “dictionary forms” of verbs in -mAK and -(I)sh (nominalized
infinitives) are given in parentheses after a verb stem, e.g. al- (almaq, ëlish); this
3

As constructed, illustrative dialogues, these do not constitute “authentic” language material. However, as the
collocations and phrases are drawn from everyday speech, they do provide a naturalistic environment in which to
observe the newly-introduced structures, forms, and usages.
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allows familiarity with dictionary forms and practice with harmonic and vowelraising processes.
e. Beginning in Lesson 11, the -mAK and -(I)sh forms are only given if irregular.
f. If verbs require a certain case suffix on nominal arguments, these suffixes follow
after the verb form is listed in square brackets, so [+GA] indicates that the verb is
governed by the dative case (e.g. bar- [+GA], as in: Men bazargha barimen. ‘I go
to the market.’), and transitive verbs are marked with the accusative [+ni], e.g.
uchrat- [+ni].
g. A small group of nouns with a basic form CVCC (consonant-vowel-consonantconsonant) seem to behave irregularly with suffixation; examples of suffixed
forms appear after the base form, e.g. köngül (könglüm, köngli).
6. Step-by-step detailed Explanations of the new grammar points, also in tabular format;
7. Language use notes: Knowing the grammar is only half the battle in language learning;
these usage notes explain the social implications of using particular vocabulary items or
grammatical constructions.
8. Exercises to reinforce the new vocabulary and grammar learned.

How to enhance your learning experience
1. Simulate an immersion experience in Uyghur culture
To whatever extent possible, try to simulate the experience of being in a Uyghur-speaking
environment: hearing (and struggling to understand) native speakers use Uyghur, and observing
not just what words and grammar they use, but also how they express culturally important things
such as politeness, respect, hospitality, humor, and what it means to be male and female.
Simulating immersion is possible even without having any Uyghurs around: after reading
each new lesson’s grammatical overview, make it a habit to first listen to that chapter’s audio
dialogues several times. Don’t worry if you don’t understand much; just listen several times,
noting the rhythm and intonation of the language as well as the vocabulary and grammar. Only
then look over the vocabulary list and the written text, note the new words, and then re-listen to
the audio. By listening first to the audio, of, say, “At the Market,” you simulate the experience of
being at the Turpan bazaar, where you may be in the midst of haggling over a purchase, without
the benefit of being able to look up all the words first in a dictionary.
You can further enhance your pseudo-immersion experience by:
 Labeling things in your home in Uyghur;
 Using idle moments in your day to imagine how you would say something in Uyghur (“I am
walking would be...,” “Let’s see if I can read off her telephone number in Uyghur...” etc.);
 Searching for Uyghur videos on YouTube and other file-sharing sites;
 Listening to Uyghur music;
 Cooking Uyghur food (like leghmen or polu), and learning the names of the ingredients;
 Chatting and/or corresponding with Uyghurs via the internet.
2. See your textbook and instructor as resources
Prepare well for each class meeting by going over the relevant lesson chronologically: read the
grammatical overview on that lesson’s first page, and then listen to the audio several times. Try
to make sense of what you can by listening only, as above. Once you’ve later read over the entire
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lesson, come to class with questions for your teacher. Ideally, these questions should go beyond
the textbook to explore ways of expressing things important to your interests.
3. Make Uyghur yours
Your goal should be: “How can I say what I want to say in Uyghur?” Ideally, you will spend
some time in a Uyghur-speaking environment immersed in the language. Whether you are in
Xinjiang or at home working with your language teacher or language helper, however, you can
make use of language-learning techniques to be able to communicate what you want (as opposed
to what somebody’s textbook wants). The so-called LAMP technique (Language Acquisition
Made Practical, Brewster and Brewster 1976) is completely self-directed learning, designed for
learners who do not have the luxury of a language textbook. Although you have this and other
Uyghur learning tools at your disposal, the LAMP technique can still be useful.
It works as follows: A learner prepares his/her own “syllabus” before each meeting, i.e. a list
of the things she wants to communicate. The teacher or language helper helps the learner acquire
the necessary vocabulary, structures, and behaviors associated with that communicative situation;
they practice in the meeting, and then the student practices in the immersion environment until
the next meeting, where the process repeats itself. Gradually, the student acquires a repertoire of
dialogues and therefore communicative competencies. Sometimes this technique is summarized
as “Learn a little and use it a lot.”
The main point is that language must be exercised to become “one’s own,” and that ordinary,
daily-life encounters provide the best opportunity to exercise that language and its associated
behaviors. Like this textbook, the LAMP technique also emphasizes that language learning is a
profoundly social activity, requiring social interaction, some degree of empathy and emotional
connection with native speakers, and specific personal motivation to make those connections.
4. Make use of other reference works
This book does not aim to cover all aspects of Uyghur grammar, but points out some main
structures, often emphasizing the differences between English and Uyghur. For a fuller treatment
of word-building and auxiliary verbs, we refer you to Tömür (1987 [2003]) and Hahn (1991),
respectively. There is also De Jong (2007). If you know Mandarin, we would recommend
Metniyaz et al. (1991) Uyghur-Chinese textbooks; if you know German, then Friedrich (2002) is
a useful reference.
For travel conversation dialogues, we recommend Abdullah and Brewster (1997) and De
Jong et al (2005). As for dictionaries, for Uyghur-English we would recommend St.John (1991)
and Schwartz (1992); for bilingual Russian-Uyghur, Nazhip (1968); and for Uyghur-Japanese,
Sugawara (2009). Online dictionaries are also available, e.g. the Online Uyghur-English
Dictionary group (2009) and Yulghun (2009). Once you become a proficient reader of Uyghur
and would like some texts glossed in English, see Tursun (2007).
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Chrissie Brown (U.K.), to whom we offer our profound thanks.
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Abbreviations used in this Textbook
The following abbreviations for grammatical terms are used throughout this textbook:
+
<>
[]
A
acc.
address
adj.
adv.
aux.
C
CIS
conj.
deg.
D
enclitic
euph.
G
I
Imper.

nominal suffix
verbal suffix
orthographic (written) form
spoken form
vowel with harmonic variants a e*
accusative case
address term (how someone addresses s.o.)
adjective
adverb
auxiliary verb (helping verb)
consonant
Commonwealth of Independent States usage
(i.e. in former Soviet Central Asia)
conjunction
degree
consonant with the harmonic variants d t*
a particle which attaches to a word
euphemism, euphemistic usage
consonant with harmonic variants g k gh q*
vowel with the harmonic variants ∅ i u ü *
Imperative

K
ling.
lit.
M
N
N.Xinjiang
Neg.
Num.
Part.
Pers.End
pl.
PN

consonant with harmonic variants k q*

postp.
pron.
Neg.
Q
Refl.
S. Xinjiang
sg.

Postposition
pronounced as
Negative
question (particle, suffix, word)
Reflexive
southern Xinjiang vernacular
Singular

s/he

he or she (translation of the gender
neutral pronoun u)
temporary measure word
Verb; Vowel
vowel with the harmonic variants y i*

linguistic terminology
literally; literal meaning
measure
Noun
northern Xinjiang verncular
Negative
Numeral
Particle
Person Endings (1/2)**
plural
Pronoun

Infm.
Informal
t.M.
Interj.
Interjection
V
Interrog. Interrogative
Y
*see Abbreviation Convention 1 below.
**Person Endings 1 are the regular pronominal type: -men, -sen, -siz, -∅, -miz, -ngiz (see Lesson 3);
Person Endings 2 are the possessive type: -m, -ng,-ngiz, -(s)I, -q/-miz, -nglar (see Lesson 4).

Other abbreviation conventions:
1. Capital letters indicate that the sound is harmonically variable; for example, +DA
represents the variants -da/de/ta/te. Note that a capital I may indicate i/u/ü or ∅/i/u/ü, e.g.
possessive +(I)m. The other harmonic variants discussed in this book are A= a/e, D= d/t,
G= gh/q/g/k, K= k/q, and Y= y/i. These variants are usually reflected in the writing
system.
2.

Parentheses indicate that the sound or string occurs only in some environments; the
progressive verb suffix -(I)sh, represents -ish (or -ush or üsh) after consonant-final stems
(këlish < kel- ‘come’, turush < tur- ‘stand,’ körüsh < kör- ‘see’), and -sh after vowelfinal stems (anglash < angla- ‘hear’). See Lessons 3-8 for a more detailed explanation.
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Uyghur Grammar
Before we set out to look at dialogues, we need to be aware of some main features of Uyghur
grammar and writing system. If you find these principles too abstract at this point, you can just
skim through this section briefly, and use it later as reference.

1. General Characteristics
1. The typical word order in an Uyghur sentence is Subject-Object-Verb (SOV), e.g. Men
Uyghurche oquymen , lit., ‘I Uyghur study.’ Compare this to English Subject-Verb-Object
word order: I study Uyghur.
2. Uyghur is an agglutinative language, meaning that potentially many suffixes (denoting
person, number, case, mood, etc.) are usually all attached to one word stem. For example
‘to your house,’ the main word, house, occurs first, and the modifying element are attached
directly to the right and written all in one word: öyingizge (öy-ingiz-ge, lit. ‘home-your-to’),
and ‘having worked’ ishlewatqan (ishle-wat-qan) ‘work-ing-INDEFINITE.PAST.’
3. Nouns are not distinguished for gender (e.g. male, female), unlike in Spanish, French, and
German. Nouns are usually pluralized (with the suffix +lAr) except when preceded by a
numeral: atlar ‘horses,’ but ikki at ‘two horses.’ Instead of using articles (like English a, the),
Uyghur uses demonstrative pronouns (this, that) and no marker or the numeral one (bir) to
indicate definitness and indefinitness, respectively, e.g. bu müshük ‘this cat/the cat’ vs. bir
müshük ‘a/one cat’ or müshük ‘cat/cats.’
4. Uyghur verbs take different suffixes, usually at least for tense (present, past) and person (I,
you, s/he, they, etc.), for example oqu-y-men read-PRESENT.FUTURE-I ‘I read/study.’ Uyghur
verbs can also take other suffixes for e.g. voice (causative, passive), aspect (continuous),
mood (e.g. ability), as well as suffixes that change verbs into nouns —sometimes many all
1
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together: oqu-wat-qan-im-da read-CONTINUOUS-INDEFINITE.PAST-my-at ‘When I was
studying....’ Negation usually also appears as a verb suffix, e.g. oqu-ma-y-men read-NEGPRESENT.FUTURE-I ‘I don’t read.’
5. Uyghur has vowel and consonant harmony, a system where vowels or consonants in a word
come to match or become similar to each other, especially as suffixes and other elements are
attached. Many but not all words and grammatical elements in Uyghur are behave according
to these harmonic principles. In this textbook, if a suffix is written with one or more capital
letters (e.g. +DA, +lAr, +GA, etc.), these capital letters indicate that these sounds are
harmonic, that is, variable: D= d/t, G= gh/q/g/k; K= k/q; A= a/e; I= i/u/ü or ∅/i/u/ü.

2. Sound system
We first describe the sounds of the language using a Latin orthography, and then introduce the
current Arabic-based Uyghur writing system.
Consonants
Uyghur has 23 consonants (listed here alphabetically according to the Arabic script): b, p, t, ch, x,
d, r, z, j, s, sh, gh, f, q, k, g, ng, l, m, n, x, h, w, y. These are not pronounced much differently
than their English counterparts (e.g. Uyghur j in baj ‘tax’ is pronounced like j in judge; Uyghur
ch in üch ‘three’ is pronounced like ch in itch; Uyghur h in he’e ‘yes’ is pronounced like h in
hello), except that l has palatal or velar (‘dark’) variants.
A few sounds are not found in English: q gh and x. The voiceless uvular stop q [qȹ] is
pronounced like a back k, with the back of the tongue touching the soft palate, as in aq ‘white,’
Qeshqer ‘Kashgar.’ The sound gh [ȑ](~[ǳ] ) is typically a voiced fricative version of q, also
pronounced at the very back of the mouth, and sounds like French or German r, as in Roissy or
Ruhr. (Near front vowels, gh is often pronounced more front, like French Rue or German Rübe.)
Finally, the Uyghur voiceless velar or uvular fricative x [x] (~[χ]) is pronounced like ch in
Scottish loch, or further back in the mouth, like a back version of German ach.
The four sounds k, g, q, and gh are subject to CONSONANT HARMONY, meaning that (1) within
a stem, they potentially determine the harmonic backness of a word and (2) within a variable
suffix, they conform to certain features (backness and voicing) of preceding stem (=main word).
Consonant harmony is discussed below.
A few special characteristics about Uyghur consonants should also be noted. First, Arabicscript Uyghur distinguishes [ ﺝȴ] and [ ﮋʒ], which are represented by j and zh, respectively, in
Latin-script Uyghur. Only the first one, [ ﺝȴ] (sounds like English judge) is frequently found in
Uyghur words; the other, [ ﮋʒ] (sounds like English garage), is only for foreign and
onomatopoeic (sound-imitating) word, like zhurnal ‘magazine, journal,’ pizh-pizh ‘sizzling’ (In
Latin-script Uyghur, some writers choose not to distinguish  ﺝand ﮋ, writing them both as j.)
Besides this orthographic variation, there is some north-south regional variation between
these two sounds [ȴ] and [ʒ]. The letter  ﺝj (normally pronounced [ȴ] as in baj ‘tax’) is in
southern Xinjiang often pronounced [ʒ]. Initial y [j] can also be pronounced [ʒ] before i, e.g.
yilan [ʒilan] ‘snake.’
In Uyghur words of Turkic origin, sh is rare, except as a suffix; similarly, since f was
borrowed into Uyghur from Arabic and Persian, it is often replaced by p, especially in colloquial
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and rural usage: fakultët~pakultët ‘academic department.’1
Vowels
Uyghur has eight vowels. Vowels are round (o, u, ü, ö) and unround (a, i, e, ë); this distinction is
sometimes termed labial vs. non-labial; they are front (ü, ö, e) or back (u, o, a). These
distinctions are critical for harmonic purposes, since Uyghur words are subject to both VOWEL
HARMONY (as well as consonant harmony).The orthographic vowel i represents both a front [i]
and a back [Ǹ], and is not subject to vowel harmony. We can therefore view the Uyghur vowels
schematically as follows:
Round
Unround
Back
u, o
a, i = [Ǹ]
Front
a, ë =[e], i
ü, ö, e =[ǫ]
We will talk more about how harmonic processes work in section 4 below.
3. Word Accent (Stress) Patterns
Uyghur accent (stress or high pitch, which we will for convenience call stress) is not well
understood, yet some general remarks can be made to aid language learning. In Uyghur, stress is
mostly determined by the length of syllables. This means that a syllable which is closed (i.e.,
ends in consonants [CVC or CVCC]) tends to attract stress, while a syllable which is open (i.e.
ends in a vowel [CV]) does not. If this seems confusing, until you learn the principles below, a
general rule of thumb could be: stress the last syllable of the stem, e.g. ayagh ‘foot,’
Turpan’gha ‘to Turfan.’ (In the vocabulary lists, we underline stressed syllables.) If you’re
feeling brave, read on:
In words with closed or open and closed syllables, the first closed syllable within a word
will usually take the primary stress:
st
1 syllable is closed (CVC) and stressed:
CVC.CV.CV keynige ‘ ﻛﻪﻳﻨﯩﮕﻪbackwards’ CVC.CV.CVC tapshuruq ‘ ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇقhomework’
VC.CCVC.CV In’glizche ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ
CVC.CVC
yardem‘ ﻳﺎردەمhelp’
CVC.CV.CVC.CV anglishimche ‘ ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﻤﭽﻪI’ve heard that...’ 2
‘English language’

•

2nd syllable is closed and stressed:
CV.CVC
balam ‘ ﺑﺎﻻمmy child’
CV.CVC.CV bolamdu
CV.CVC.CVC murekkep ‘ ﻣﯘرەﻛﻜﻪپcomplicated’
CV.CVCC.CV.CVC chongaytmiduq ‘ ﭼﻮﯕﺎﻳﺘﻤﯩﺪۇقwe haven’t expanded’

‘ ﺑﻮﻻﻣﺪۇIs it OK?’

3rd syllable is closed and stressed:
CV.CV.CVC padishah ‘ ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎھking’ CV.CV.CVC.CV balilarni ‘ ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻼرﻧﻰchildren-Acc.’
1

fakultët is an example of a set of recent, usually Russian loan words that vary in pronunciation but are written with
an f. Earlier loans of f from Persian and Arabic usually no longer vary, and are now always written with p, for
example payda ‘use, advantage, benefit’ < Arabic fā’ida ﻓﺎﺋﺪة.
Orthographic vowel-initial words like angla- ‘hear’ and In’glizche ‘English’ actually begin with a glottal stop
(small check in the throat) that counts as a consonant.
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4th syllable is closed and stressed:
CV.CV.CV.CVC munasiwet ‘ ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەتrelations, relationship’
While stress is most likely to fall on the last syllable, certain sounds and suffixes attract or repel
stress (the following examples are by no means comprehensive):
• Stress-attracting suffixes: e.g. -GAn, -Gu, -(A)m, -(I)wat
oqutquchi ‘ ﺋﯘﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﻰteacher’
oynawatimen ‘ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪنI am playing.’
Stress-avoiding suffixes and syllables
 Some suffixes (like -(I)wer) will push stress leftwards onto the preceding vowel.
oynawersun ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎۋەرﺳﯘن
‘Let her/him/them go on playing’ (final syllable = primary stress)
yuyuwersun ﻳﯘﻳﯘۋەرﺳﯘن
‘Let her/him/them go on washing’ (often pronounced yuwersun)
 Sometimes when a suffix is added to a word containing short a or e, the stress tends to
move to the syllable preceding a/e (and the a/e gets “raised” to i, see Lesson 2):
but
süpiti ‘ ﺳﯜﭘﯩﺘﻰits quality’
süpet ‘ ﺳﯜﭘﻪتquality’
•

Most words borrowed from another language will usually maintain the stress pattern of
their source language. Original long vowels in loan words also attract stress:
mashina ‘ ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﺎmachine, vehicle, car’
gimnastika ‘ ﮔﯩﻤﻨﺎﺳﺘﯩﻜﺎgymnastics’
dunya ‘ دۇﻧﻴﺎworld’
bina ﺑﯩﻨﺎ
‘building’
bala ﺑﺎﻻ
‘disaster’ (with long vowel baala, which is not written); but compare:
bala ﺑﺎﻻ
‘child’ (written the same as ‘disaster,’ but with short vowel bala)
•

Compound words (formed by combining two words, whether hyphenated or not) tend to
focus on the second word, so the main stress will often fall on the normal stressed syllable
of that second word.
ashxana (< ash ‘food’ + xana ‘room’)‘ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﺎdining room’
•

To help you learn these patterns, the stressed syllable will often be underlined (as above when
listed in the vocabulary of each lesson; but if in doubt, stress the last syllable.
4. Vowel and Consonant Harmony
Word-internal harmony is relatively weak in Uyghur, but when suffixes are added to a word stem,
certain suffix vowels and consonants harmonize with those of the stem. There are two variable
vowels in Uyghur, A (a/e) and I (i/u/ü). There is one harmonically variable consonant type: G
(k/g/q/gh). Uyghur’s harmony system has three relevant components: voicing, backness, and
roundness harmony.
4.1 Voicing Harmony
Voicing refers to a sound produced with the vibration of the vocal chords. (If you place you
fingers on your Adam’s apple, the b in bit causes the vocal chords to vibrate, whereas the p in pit
does not.) Here are the voiced and voiceless sounds in Uyghur:
Voiced:
b, d, g, gh, j, z, r, l, m, n, ng, w, y and all vowels.
Voiceless:
p, t, k, q, ch, s, sh, f, x, h.
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Voicing harmony refers to the assimilation of e.g. suffixes to the voicing of the preceding stem.
The process is simple: When a stem ends in a voiced consonant, the voiced variant of a suffix
will be used (if there is one); when a stem ends in a voiceless consonant, then the voiceless
variant of that suffix will be used. Vowels count as voiced sounds; gh counts as voiced.
Examples of voicing harmony, using the locative case suffix +DA:
Stems ending in a voiced sound:
Stems ending in a voiceless sound:
öy + DA
→
öyde ‘at home’
at
+ DA → atta ‘at/on the horse’
su + DA
→
suda ‘at/on the water’
mektep + DA → mektepte ‘at school’
tagh + DA
→
taghda ‘at/on the mountain’ bash + DA → bashta ‘at/on the head’

4.2 Backness Harmony
Backness refers to how far back in the mouth the raised part of the tongue is, and applies to both
vowels and consonants. If the tongue is raised in the back of the mouth, like with a, the vowel is
considered back, and if the tongue is raised in the front part of the mouth, like with e, the vowel
is considered front. Backness harmony for consonants applies only to k g q and gh, whereby k
and g are considered front, and q and gh are considered back. We look at vowels first.
Backness in Vowels
Back vowels: a o u
Front vowels: e ö ü
Not harmonic: i ë (Does not affect nor is changed by vowel or consonant harmony.)
(The letter i  ﺋﻰin Uyghur represents both front and back varieties of i, i.e. [i] and [Ǹ].)
In words of Turkic origin, front and back vowels rarely co-occur in the same word:
Back-vocalic words: moma ‘grandmother’
Uyghur
‘Uyghur’
Front-vocalic words: qeder ‘until’
köwrük
‘bridge’
i can combine with front- or back-vowel stems:
Back-vocalic words: qizil ‘red’
qoychi ‘shepherd’
tashliq
‘rocky’
Front-vocalic words: xëli
‘quite’
derexlik
‘forested’

qisqa
tërimaq
chilek
güllük

‘short (in length)’
‘grow’
‘bucket’
‘flowered’

Monosyllabic (single-syllable) words with i or ë normally count as back:
it-lar ‘dogs’ (The stem it must be back, since it takes the back-vocalic suffix +lar.)
il-ghu ‘hook’ (il- must be back, since it takes the back-vocalis suffic -ghu)
But there are some exceptions, e.g.:
bil-mek ‘know, knowing.’ (The stem must be front, because it takes a front-vocalic suffix.)
kiy-me! ‘Don’t wear (it)!’ (kiy- must be front, because it takes me).
There are two general exceptions to word-internal harmony: compounds and loan words.
1. Two (or more) words combined into a compound word can mix front and back vowels, but
each part of the compound is usually separated by a hyphen:
ﮔﯩﻴﺎھ-ﮔﯜل
‘flowers and shrubs’ hal-ehwal ﺋﻪﮬﯟال-‘ ﮬﺎلhealth, situation’
gül-giyah
5
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2. Loan words are frequently ‘disharmonic,’ that is, mixing front and back sounds:
mu’ellim
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ
‘teacher’
tëlëfon ‘ ﺗﯧﻠﯧﻔﻮنtelephone’
For these exceptional words, the rule of thumb is to harmonize based on the last vowel in the
stem, so tëlëfon would take back-vocalic suffixes, e.g. tëlëfonlar. However, if the last vowel of
the stem is i , then pick the last vowel of the stem which is not i, e.g. mu’ellim, which is front,
hence mu’ellimler.
Backness in Consonants
Backness harmony applies only to the velar consonants k g and the uvular consonants q and gh.
The first two, k and g, are made with the tongue touching the soft palate, or velum, and are more
in the front of the mouth than the q gh, so k g are considered front. The last two q and gh are
made with the tongue touching the uvula further back, and thus are considered back.
Examples of consonant backness harmony: Dative +GA
The dative case has four variants, according to both the backness of the preceding consonant and
of the preceding vowel in the stem:
(Last sound in stem is) Voiceless
(Last vowel in stem is) Back
(Last vowel in stem is)
Front

Back vowel + voiceless final:
Back vowel + voiced final:
Front vowel + voiceless final:
Front vowel + voiced final:

-qa ﻗﺎ-ke -ﻛﻪ

(Last sound in stem is) Voiced

-gha -ﻏﺎ
-ge ﮔﻪ-

tamaq ‘food’
+GA → tamaqqa ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻘﺎ
Aqsu ‘(city of) Aqsu’ +GA → Aqsugha ﺋﺎﻗﺴﯘﻏﺎ
ders ‘lesson’
+GA → derskeدەرﺳﻜﻪ
mu’ellim ‘teacher’ +GA → mu’ellimge ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﮕﻪ

In the last example, the final vowel in mu’ellim is an i, which does not affect harmony. In this
case, we have to look further back (leftwards) into the stem for the previous vowel, which is e, so
we know that the mu’ellim will require a front-harmonic suffix, if available. Taking a further
example of universitet ‘university,’ even though e is a vowel made in the front of the mouth, we
also have to look backwards (leftwards) in the word to find a harmonic vowel. Since i does not
affect harmony, we have to go all the way back to u, which is a back vowel, so we would add the
back (and voiceless) variant of the dative suffix +GA: universitetqa (and not *-ke).
If a word has no other vowels besides the neutral i, you may have to look at the velar (k g)
and uvular (q gh) consonants for help in deciding the backness of the stem. If the stem is back, it
will have uvular consonants q gh, like Qirghiz, and will always take back-harmonic suffixes
(Qirghizgha ‘to the Kyrgyz’). In contrast, a word with the velar consonants k g will be frontharmonic, e.g. gëzit, gëzitke ‘to the newspaper.’

Having fun yet? Further details of this dative case suffix will be covered in Lesson 5.
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4.3 Roundness Harmony: applies to vowels
Uyghur vowels are distinguished by whether the lips are rounded or unrounded.
Rounded:
o
u
ö
ü
Unrounded: a
ë
e
i
Roundness Harmony: If stem-final vowel is rounded, then it will be followed by a suffix which
also has a rounded vowel (if the suffix has such variants).
Examples of roundness harmony, using the denominal verb (infinitival) suffix -(I)sh:
-(I)sh has four variants, depending on the roundness and backness of the stem-final vowels; if the
verb stem ends in a vowel, only -sh is added:
(Last vowel in stem is) Back
(Last vowel in stem is) Front

Back + round vowel:
Front + round vowel:
Back + unrounded vowel:
Front + unrounded vowel:

(Last vowel in stem is) Round

(Last vowel in stem is) Unrounded

-ush -ۇش
-üsh -ۈش

-(i)sh- ﯨﺶ/-ش

oqut- ‘teach’ + -(I)sh → oqutush
öt- ‘pass’+ -(I)sh
→ ötüsh
xala- ‘want’ + -(I)sh → xalash
ëyt- ‘tell’ + -(I)sh
→ ëytish

ۇش ← ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﯘش- + -ﺋﻮﻗﯘت
ۈش ← ﺋﯚﺗﯜش- + -ﺋﯚت
ش ← ﺧﺎﻻش- + -ﺧﺎﻻ
ﯨﺶ ← ﺋﯧﻴﺘﯩﺶ- + -ﺋﯧﻴﺖ

When the verb stem ends in a vowel (as in hala-), sh is simply added. For further details about
these deverbal nouns, see Lessons 3 and 9.

To summarize:
• These three harmonic processes (Voicing, Backness, and Roundness) constitute the
general principles of sound harmony in modern Uyghur:
o Voicing: Voiced variants (if existing) are used after stems ending in a voiced
sound; stems ending in a voiceless sound are followed by a voiceless variant.
o Backness: Back variants (if existing) are used after back-vowel stems; front
variants are used after front-vowel stems.
o Roundness: Round variants (if existing) are used after stems whose last vowel is
round; unrounded variants are used after stems whose last vowel is unrounded.
• Not all suffixes are harmonic (for example, the Accusative case +ni does not vary);
• Of the harmonic suffixes, not all have rounded variants in Uyghur: the locative case
suffix +DA, for example, does not (unlike in Kyrgyz), whereas -(I)sh above does.
• Harmonic suffixes may variously combine the three types of harmony in Uyghur: for
example, the Locative case +DA combines Voicing and Backness harmony, whereas the
deverbal noun -(I)sh combines Backness and Roundness harmony. Learn which types of
harmony apply to particular suffixes.
• Exceptions to these harmonic processes exist, which you will learn later.

However, you may have had enough of rules for now, and will want to get on with learning how
the language is used.
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Writing and Pronouncing Uyghur
1. Uyghur scripts: an overview
Uyghur has been written with several different orthographies over the centuries (Duval and
Janbaz 2006, Dwyer 2005). The most important of these is (1) a modified Perso-Arabic-based
script, which serves as the current official orthography for the main Uyghur population in
Xinjiang / Chinese Turkestan, and is known in Uyghur as the Ereb yëziqi ‘Arab writing’ or kona
yëziq ‘old writing.’3 It appears in the leftmost column in Table 1 (isolation form only), as well as
in a more detailed Table 2 below.
In the first four lessons, we also use (2) a Latin-based script called Uyghur Latin yëziqi
(ULY), in order to facilitate the learning of the Arabic-based script. This script has been widely
used since 2000 as a means of transliterating Uyghur and in Internet communication (hence its
former name, kompyutër yëziq ‘computer writing’). This writing system is similar to other Latinscript orthographies (for example English), except for the letters e, ë, and gh, which represent the
sounds [ɛ], [e], and [ɣ]/[ʁ], respectively. This now-official transliteration system that is the basis
for this textbook has been approved by the Xinjiang Language and Script Committee (Xinjiang
Til-Yëziq Komitëti Tetqiqat Merkizi 2008).
Two other common ways of writing Uyghur which are not used in this book are provided
in the table below for the purpose of comparison: (3) so-called yëngi yëziq ‘new writing,’ another
Latin-based script based on Chinese pinyin that was used about a decade after 1969 and (4) a
Cyrillic script known as Slawiyenche (lit., in the Slavic way’) or Slawiyen yëziqi (‘Slavic
writing’) used in Kazakhstan and other CIS states.
The yëngi yëziq system is also similar to other Latin-script orthographies, with the
exception of the characters e, ȅ, ƃ, ė, hʔ and zh, which represent e [ǫ], ö [ø], gh [ɣ]/[ȑ], q [qȹ], h
[h], and zh [Ȣ], respectively. Uyghur Cyrillic includes the following Cyrillic characters: e [ǫ ], җ
[ȴ], ғ [ǳ, ȑ], қ [qȹ], ң [ŋ] , and һ [h]. The Latin-based (Uyghur Latin yëziqi and yëngi yëziq) and
the Cyrillic alphabets use upper and lower-case (capital and small) letters, as in English. The
following table is arranged according to the Latin alphabet, since Latin-script based dictionaries
of Uyghur will be arranged according to this order.4
If you make use of a Cyrillic-based Uyghur dictionary (for example Nazhip 1968), the
alphabetical order will be: a, ə, б, в, г, ғ, д, е, ж, җ, з, и, й, к, қ, л, м, н, ң, о, ө, п, р, с, т, у, ү, ф,
х, Һ, ц, ч, ш, ы, э, ю, я. Since this Uyghur script is Cyrillic-based, the letters ю [ju] and я [ja]
correspond to two letters in the Latin and Arabic scripts (ю = yu= ﻳﯘ, and я = ya = ﻳﺎ,
respectively). We can illustrate these differences with the following examples: ‘life’ haят hayat
‘ ;ﮬﺎﻳﺎتgood’ яxши yaxshi ‘ ;ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰstar’ юлтyз yultuz ﻳﯘﻟﺘﯘز.
Table 1 also shows the pronunciation of each of these letters shown in the International
Phonetic Alphabet (I.P.A.); one letter can be pronounced more than one way depending on its
context within a word. The right-hand side of the table provides Latin-script Uyghur examples of
each letter in a word.

3

Strictly speaking, kona yëziq refers to the Arabic-based Chaghatay script in use between the 10th and 20th centuries,
while Ereb yëziqi refers to the reformed Arabic script introduced in 1983, and used up to the present day.
4
Schwartz 1992, despite being based in Latin-script Uyghur, is arranged according to the Arabic alphabet (as is
Table 2 below).
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Table 1. Comparison of Uyghur scripts

yëngi
yëziq
A, a
B, b
D, d
E, e

(4)
Cyrillic
script
slawiye
yeziq
A, a
Б, б
Д, д
E, e

Ë,, ë

E, e

ﻑ

F, f

ﮒ

(1)
Arabic
script
kona
yëziq
ﺋﺎ
ﺏ
ﺪ
ﺋﻪ

(2)
Uyghur
Latin script
Uyghur Latin
yëziqi
A, a
B, b
D, d
E, e

ﺋﯥ

(3)
Chinese
Latin

International
Phonetic Alphabet

Xelq’araliq
tawush belgiliri
a, ɑ
b
d

Example
Uyghur
English
(Latin)
meaning
misal
menisi

ɛ, æ

at
bash
derex
ete

horse
head
tree
tomorrow

E, e

e

ëtiz

field

F, f

Ф, ф

f, ф

formula

formula

G, g

G, g

Г, г

g

gül

flower

ﻍ

Gh, gh

Ƣ, ƣ

Ғ, ғ

ʁ, ɣ

ghaz

goose

ھ

H, h

H, h

Һ, һ

h

hawa

weather

ﺥ

X, x

H, h

X, x

x, χ

xet

letter

ﺋﻰ

I, i

I, i

И, и

i, ɨ

it

dog

ﺝ

J, j

J, j

Җ, җ

ʤ, ʒ

jawab

answer

ﻙ

K, k

K, k

K, k

kʰ

küz

fall

ﻕ

Q, q

Ķ, ķ

Қ, қ

qʰ

qish

winter

ﻝ
ﻡ
ﻥ
ﯓ
ﻭ
ﯙ
ﭖ

L, l
M, m
N, n
--, ng**
O, o
Ö, ö
P, p

L, l
M, m
N, n
--, ng
O, o
Ө, ө
P, p

Л, л
М, м
Н, н
Ң, ң
O, o
Ө, ө
П, п

l, ɫ
m
n

lëksiye
muz
naxsha
yangyu
on
öz
apa

lecture
ice
song
potato
ten
self
mother

ﺮ
ﺱ
ﺵ

R, r
S, s
Sh, sh

R, r
S, s
X, x

Р, р
C, c
Ш, ш

r, ɾ
s
ʃ

roman
sëriq
sheher

novel
yellow
city

ﺕ

T, t

T, t

Т, т

tʰ

tatliq

sweet

ﭺ

Ch, ch

Q, q

Ч, ч

ʧʰ, ʃ

chüsh

dream

ﯗ

U, u

U, u

У, у

u

usul

dance

ﯛ

Ü, ü

Ü, ü

Ү, ү

y

üzüm

grapes

ﯟ

W, w

W, w

В, в

w, v

waqt

time

ﯤ

Y, y

Y, y

Й, й

j

yil

year

ﺰ

Z, z

Z, z

З, з

z

zal

hall

ŋ
o
ø
pʰ

Zh, zh*
Ж, ж
zhurnal*
Zh, zh
ʒ
*Sometimes  ﮋis transliterated as j, so zhurnal is sometimes spelled jurnal or jornal.
** The sound ng [ŋ] does not occur word-initially.
ﮋ
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2. Arabic-based Uyghur script
Each letter has up to four different forms, depending on its position: word-initial, word-medial,
and word-final Arabic-script forms, as well as the forms that are written in isolation.
Table 2. Arabic-script Uyghur (kona yëziq)

Uyghur example
Latin
(Eng.trans.)

example
(Uyghur)

isolated

final medial

initial sounds like English

a
e
b
p
t
j
ch
x

horse
tomorrow
head
mother
sweet
answer
dream
letter

ﺋﺎت
ﺋﻪﺗﻪ
ﺑﺎش
ﺋﺎﭘﺎ
ﺗﺎﺗﻠﯩﻖ
ﺟﺎۋاب
ﭼﯜش
ﺧﻪت

ﺍ
ﻩ
ﺏ
ﭖ
ﺕ
ﺝ
ﭺ
ﺥ

ﺎ
ﻪ
ﺐ
ﭗ
ﺖ
ﺠ
ﭻ
ﺦ

ﺋﺎ
ﺋﻪ
ﺑ
ﭘ
ﺗ
ﺟ
ﭼ
ﺧ

d
r

tree
novel

دەرەخ
روﻣﺎن

ﺪ
ﺮ

د
ﺭ

z
zh
s
sh
gh

hall
magazine
yellow
city
goose

زال
ژۇرﻧﺎل
ﺳﯧﺮﯨﻖ
ﺷﻪﮬﻪر
ﻏﺎز

ﺱ
ﺵ
ﻍ

ﺰ
ﮋ
ﺲ
ﺶ
ﻎ

ﺴ
ﺸ
ﻐ

ﺯ
ﮊ
ﺳ
ﺷ
ﻏ

f
q

formula
winter

ﻓﻮرﻣﯘﻻ
ﻗﯩﺶ

ﻑ
ﻕ

ﻒ
ﻖ

ﻔ
ﻘ

ﻓ
ﻗ

k
ng
g
l
m
n
h
o
u
ö

fall
potato
flower
lecture
ice
city
weather
ten
dance
self

ﻛﯜز
ﻳﺎﯕﻴﯘ
ﮔﯜل
ﻟﯧﻜﺴﯩﻴﻪ
ﻣﯘز
ﻧﺎﺧﺸﺎ
ﮬﺎۋا
ﺋﻮن
ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل
ﺋﯚز

ﻙ
ﯓ
ﮒ
ﻝ
ﻡ

ﻚ
ﯔ
ﮓ
ﻞ
ﻢ
ﻦ
ﮭ
ﻮ
ﯘ
ﯚ

ﻜ
ﯖ
ﮕ
ﻠ
ﻤ
ﻨ
ﮬ
ﯯ
ﯱ
ﯳ

ﻛ
ﯕ
ﮔ
ﻟ
ﻣ
ﻧ

ü
w
e
i
y

grapes
time
tomorrow
dog
year

ﺋﯜزۈم
ۋاﻗﯩﺖ
ﺋﻪﺗﻪ
ﺋﯩﺖ
ﻳﯩﻞ

ﯛ
ﯟ
ﯶ
ﯹ
ﯤ

ﯜ

ﯵ
ﯞ
ﯧ
ﯩ
ﯧ

ﯴ

ﯗ
ﯙ

ﯷ
ﯺ
ﯥ

ﯨﯫ
ﯨﯭ
ﺒ
ﭙ
ﺘ
ﺞ
ﭽ
ﺨ

ﯮ
ﺋﯘ
ﺋﯚ

ﯸﯦ
،ﯨ ﯻ
ﯦ

father
at
bend, extra
apple
table, hatpin
judge**
church**
*Gutteral h, like German
Bach
dance
*Single flap, like Am. Eng.
Saturday
zebra
mirage, vision
salami
shoe
*A gentle gargle, like
French Paris, German Reis
forget, Jp. fuji
*A back k, like Arabic
qatar**
kiss**
sing
goal
lecture; all
man
man
hello
hole, taut (Br.)
coo, choose
*rounded-lips ernest; Fr.
oeuf
*French une
aware; wane~vain
ear
meet, it, him
year

** Before another consonant, Uyghur j is pronounced [ʒ] like g in mirage, Uyghur ch is pronounced [ʃ] like sh in
dish, Uyghur k is pronounced [x], like German Achtung, and Uyghur q is pronounced [χ].
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The above table is arranged according to the Arabic alphabet, and Arabic-script Uyghur
dictionaries are sorted in this order: a, e, b, p, t, j, ch, x, d, r, z, j, s, sh, gh, f, g, q, k, g, ng, l, m, n,
h, o, u, ö, ü, w, ë, i, y. The Arabic script has several forms for each letter, but d, r, z, and j do not
have medial and isolated forms. Many of the sounds of Uyghur are similar to English. In Table 2
above, those that are dissimilar to or absent in English are starred (*) in the rightmost column.
Those sounds with common variants have two stars (**); see immediately below the table.
3. Writing the Arabic-based Uyghur script
a) The Arabic Uyghur script is written from right to left (not left to right as in English). This
also means that the pages of books are turned from right to left, starting from the “back.”
While our textbook’s chapters follow the English left-to-right page order, the vocabulary
at the back of this textbook is printed in right-to-left, to help you get used to reading and
looking up words in an Arabic-based Uyghur.
b) Arabic letters are written together, with the exception of the so-called ‘closing’ letters ﺋﺎ-،اۈ- ،ۇ-،ۆ-،ۇ-،و- ،ژ- ،ر-،ز-، ﯨﺪ،ﺋﻪ- ،ە- , requiring a break in the otherwise connected
writing. Whichever letter follows any of these within a word must be written in the
initial form, since these lack medial forms. For example:  ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰورtëlëwizor ‘television’
and  ﻛﺎﻧﺎداKanada ‘Canada.’ All other letters will connect to a letter which follows them.
c) Words beginning with a vowel (ۈ- ،ۇ-،ۆ-،ۇ-،و- ،ە- ، ا- ) must be preceded by a hamza
(which is phonetically a glotal stop [ˀ]),5 for example  ﺋﯘin  ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرuyghur ‘Uyghur’ [ɉujȑur].
Word-initially, the hamza does not have an equivalent in the Latin or Cyrillic scripts.
d) In written Uyghur, two vowels in succession must also be separated by this hamza symbol,
indicating that the vowels belong to two separate syllables and are theoretically separated
by a glottal stop (the checked sound). The first vowel is written with a final or closing
form, and the second letter is written in its initial form, e.g. the sequence mu + e would be
written ﻣﯘﺋﻪ. In Latin-script Uyghur, the hamza is rendered as an apostrophe, for example,
mu’ellim [muˈˀɛllim] ‘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢteacher.’ (In normal, non-emphatic speech, however, the
glottal stop is typically realized as a glide, e.g. [muˈʷǫllim]). Compare sür’et ‘speed’ with
süret ‘picture.’ These are all Arabic loans.
e) Wherever the string la occurs in a word, there is a special combined form of  ل+  ﺋﺎ: this is ﻻ
la, as in lampa ‘ ﻻﻣﭙﺎlamp.’
f) Due to changes in spelling rules in 1983 and 1991, you may encounter spellings differing from
the current standard. For example, (1) those final consonants now spelled b d g gh (<kitab>
‘book’ <Xemid> ‘Hämit’ <ayagh> ‘foot’ used to be spelled p t k q: <kitap> < Xemit> <ayaq>.
The latter spelling reflects their pronunciation in isolation. (In the current standard, there are of
course words that do (still) end in p t k q, e.g. <top> ‘ball,’ and even <ayaq> ‘wooden bowl.’)
(2) Rounding harmony is obligatorily expressed in suffixes, e.g. <öz+(I)m> is now written
<özüm> ‘me myself,’ but it used to be written <özem>~<özüm> and still is pronounced özem.
5

A glottal stop is a checked sound made in the throat, like the first h in English uh-uh ‘no’.
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4. Pronouncing Uyghur
There are a number of largely regular differences between the writing system (marked in angled
brackets < >) and the spoken language (but thankfully, not nearly as many as in English):
• Final <-b> pronounced p: An orthographic (written) b in word-final position is
pronounced p [p], but without a puff of air: <kitab> is pronounced kitap [kȹitȹap]
• Medial <-b-> pronounced v: When orthographic <b> occurs between two vowels, it is
pronounced v: <kitabi> [kȹitȹivi]~ [kȹitȹiwi]
• <-nb-> : -mb-: When syllable-final <n> occurs before syllable-initial b, they are
pronounced mb: peysenbe ‘Thursday’ [pȹejȓǫmbǫ]
• <-lm-> : -mm-: Syllable-final <l> before syllable-initial m is pronounced mm: qilma!
[qimma] ‘Don’t do it!’; <-ln-> becomes ll : <mehmanlar> mihmallaa ‘guests’
• Syllable-final <-l> is sometimes not pronounced: e.g. <bolup> bop [bopȹ], <qelip> qap
[qȹapȹ]); <bolghan> booghan [bo:ȑan], <qilghan> qiighan [qȹi:ȑan]
• <ch> is pronounced sh before t or k: <achti> ashti ‘She/He opened [it]’
• <-ts-> : -ss-: When syllable-final <t> occurs before syllable-initial s, they are pronounced
ss: savatsiz ‘uneducated,’ pron. [savassiz]; also for <-zs->: <tuzsiz> [tussiz] ‘saltless’
• <-ghq-> : -qq-: When syllable-final <gh> occurs before syllable-initial q or dative suffix
+GA, these are pronounced as -qq-: <tagh> +GA → taghqa [tȹaqqȹa] ‘to the mountain’
• Final <-q> is often pronounced x , e.g. <tupraq> tuprax ‘dirt’
• <-qi> -gi: -ghi: When final <q> of a multisyllabic word is followed by <i>, q is still
written as <q> but pronounced gh: <paypaq> ‘sock’ + (s)I is spelled <paypiqi> but is
pronounced paypighi [pȹajpȹǸȑǸ] or as [pȹajpȹǸqȹǸ] ‘his/her sock’; in a single-syllable word,
written <q> is also pronounced q: <oq>, <oqi> oqi ‘his/her arrow.’
•

•

Final <-r> : ∅: When <r> occurs at the end of a word, or at the end of a syllable before
another consonant, it is not pronounced, and the previous vowel is lengthened:
<Uyghurlar> is pronounced Uyghuulaa [ujȑuəlaə] ‘Uyghurs,’ <bar> [ba:] ‘(I) have~it
exists,’ <bazar> [ba:za:] ‘market,’ <barghan> [ba:ȑan] ‘went,’ <körgen> [kȹøəg ǫn]
it, ik > isht, ishk: An i occurring before t or k will be pronounced as a whispered lax
vowel i [ɪ] (like i in him), and will be followed by a sh sound: ikki [ˀɪ̥ʃkkʰi] ‘two,’ ittik
[ˀɪ̥ʃtʰikʰ]

‘fast,’ it [ɉǺʘȓtȹ] ‘dog,’ pit [pʰɪ̥ʃtʰ] ‘flea.’ Related changes will be pointed out later.
• Initial <ë-> > i: An <ë> occurring in an initial syllable will be pronounced as i: <ëshek>
6
[ɉiȓǫkȹ] ‘donkey,’ <tëz> [tȹiz] ‘quick,’ <këlidu> [kȹilidu] ‘(He/She/It) comes.’
• Initial <o-> > u, <ö> > ü: When <o> and <ö> occur before syllables containing <u> and
<ü>, respectively, the former vowels often harmonize with the latter ones in spoken
Uyghur: <oqughuchi> [uqȹuȑuȷȹi] ‘student,’ <ötük> [ytȹykȹ] ‘boots.’
• <w> w~v : w is sometimes pronounced like English v, especially word-initially, e.g.
waqt~vaqt ‘time.’ <r> often is not pronounced at the end of words: <sodiger> [sodigǫə]
• Non-initial <h> is often not pronounced, especially if final: <padishah> [pȹadiȓa] ‘king.’
For more details on the pronunciation in different sound environments, see Hahn (1991).
6

This process is the same as the A-raising regressive assimilation rule for affixes described in Lesson 2; however, in
these cases described above, the orthography does not change, i.e. e and ë continue to be written as such.
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Lesson 1

ﺑﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ؟
What is this?
Concepts and Structures
1. Copular (be-) sentences: Affirmative: A B ‘A is B’
Negative: A B emes ‘A is not B’
2. Demonstrative pronouns: bu ﺑﯘ, ‘this,’ u ﺋﯘ, ‘that,’ awu ‘ ﺋﺎۋۇthat (one) (over there)’
mawu ‘this one,’ shu ‘that,’ mushu ‘this one,’ ashu ‘that one (over there)’
3. Attributive use of demonstrative pronouns: bu N ‘this N’
4. Interrogative pronouns: nëme ‘what?’ kim ‘who?’
5. Particles: chu ‘ ﭼﯘIs that so?’, question mu  ﻣﯘ, mu ‘ ﻣﯘalso’

1. Copular (be-) sentences: ‘A is B’; ‘Is A B?’ ‘What is B?’
In Uyghur, the most common way to make a sentence in which one thing, A, is equivalent to
another thing, B, is to just juxtapose them: A B.
A
B
B
A
.ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب
‘This is a book’
(1) Bu
kitab.
This
book
(2) Meryem
Märyäm

oqughuchi.
student

.ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ

‘Märyäm is a student.’

The negative form is A B emes, e.g. Meryem oqughuchi emes. ‘Maryam is not a student.’ In any
form of the present tense, it is not necessary to use a copula (be-verb). Below are two ways to
form questions in the present tense: with a sentence-final question particle mu (which is written
together with the previous word), as in (3), or with a question word, as in (4) and (5):
(3) Bu
kitabmu
this
bookQ?
Is this a book?
ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻤﯘ؟
(4) Bu
this

nëme?
what

What is this?

ﺑﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟

(5) Bu
this

kim?
who

Who is this?

ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﻢ؟

When a question word is used (as in (4) and (5)), there is no need to use the question particle mu.
Besides learning how to ask and answer simple questions like ‘What is this?’, ‘Who is that?’; ‘Is
this a ...?’ in this lesson you also learn the counter-question chu ‘and what about....?’
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 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت- 1.1

Dialogue 1.1

A university student, Emily, asks her teacher Abliz for names for things and people in her classroom.

Emily

Bu nëme?

 ﺑﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟:ﺋﻪﻣﯩﻠﻰ

Abliz:

Bu kitab.

. ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

Emily: U nëme?

 ﺋﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟:ﺋﻪﻣﯩﻠﻰ

Abliz:

U qeghez.

. ﺋﯘ ﻗﻪﻏﻪز:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

Emily

Bu kim?

Abliz:

U (oghul bala) Erkin.

 ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﻢ؟:ﺋﻪﻣﯩﻠﻰ
. ﺑﯘ ) ﺋﻮﻏﯘل ﺑﺎﻻ( ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
 ﺋﺎۋۇ ﻛﯩﻢ؟:ﺋﻪﻣﯩﻠﻰ

Emily: Awu kim?
Abliz:

. ﺋﯘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

U mu’ellim.

 ﺑﯘ ژۇرﻧﺎﻟﻤﯘ؟:ﺋﻪﻣﯩﻠﻰ

Emily: Bu zhurnalmu?
Abliz:

. ﺋﯘ ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺖ، ﺋﯘ ژۇرﻧﺎل ﺋﻪﻣﻪس، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

Yaq, zhurnal emes. U gëzit.

 ﺋﺎۋۇﻣﯘ ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺘﻤﯘ؟:ﺋﻪﻣﯩﻠﻰ

Emily: Awumu gëzitmu?
Abliz:

. ﺋﯘﻣﯘ ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺖ، ﮬﻪﺋﻪ:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

He’e, umu gëzit.

Emily: Awuchu?

 ﺋﺎۋۇﭼﯘ؟:ﺋﻪﻣﯩﻠﻰ

Abliz:

. ﺋﯘ ﻗﻪﻟﻪم:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

U qelem.

 ﻣﺎۋۇ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻤﯘ؟:ﺋﻪﻣﯩﻠﻰ

Emily: Mawu nëme? Kitabmu?
Abliz:

. ﺋﯘ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

U lughet.

 ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ ﻟﯘﻏﻪﺗﻤﯘ؟- ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ:ﺋﻪﻣﯩﻠﻰ

Emily: Uyghurche-In’glizche lughetmu?
Abliz:

. ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت- ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺴﭽﻪ، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

Yaq, Nëmische-In’glizche lughet.

 ﺋﯘ ﻛﯩﻢ؟ )ﺋﯘ( ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻨﻤﯘ؟:ﺋﻪﻣﯩﻠﻰ

Emily: U kim? (U) Erkinmu?
Abliz:

. ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ، ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

Yaq, Erkin emes, Adil.
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 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت- 1.2

Dialogue 1.2

Ron now talks to his teacher’s small child in the campus restaurant.

ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ ﺑﺎﻻ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا

 ﺑﯘ ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟:رون

Ron: Bu nerse nëme?
bala: Bu choka.

. ﺑﯘ ﭼﻮﻛﺎ:ﺑﺎﻻ

Ron: Chokimu?

 ﭼﻮﻛﯩﻤﯘ؟:رون
. ﭼﻮﻛﺎ، ﮬﻪﺋﻪ:ﺑﺎﻻ

bala: He’e, choka.

 ﺋﺎۋۇ ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟:رون

Ron: Awu nerse nëme?

.  ﺋﯘ ﺗﻪﺧﺴﻪ:ﺑﺎﻻ

bala: U texse.

 ﺋﺎۋۇﭼﯘ؟:رون

Ron: Awuchu?

 ﻗﺎﻳﺴﻰ؟ ﻣﺎۋۇﻣﯘ؟:ﺑﺎﻻ

bala: Qaysi? Mawumu?

. ﺋﺎۋۇ ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ، ﻳﺎق:رون

Ron: Yaq, awu nerse.

. ﺋﯘ ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻛﺎن:ﺑﺎﻻ

bala: U istakan.

 ﺑﯘ ﺑﺎﻻ ﻛﯩﻢ؟:رون

Ron: Bu bala kim?

. ﺑﯘ ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ:ﺑﺎﻻ

bala: Bu Erkin.

 ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎدەم ﻛﯩﻢ؟:رون

Ron: U adem kim?

. ﺋﯘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ:ﺑﺎﻻ

bala: U mu’ellim.

 ﺋﺎۋۇﭼﯘ؟:رون

Ron: Awuchu?

. ﺋﯘﻣﯘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ. ﺋﯘ ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ:ﺑﺎﻻ

bala: U Sidiq. Umu mu’ellim.

 ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻤﯘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﻤﯘ؟:رون

Ron: Adilmu mu’ellimmu?
bala: Yaq, u mu’ellim emes. U
oqughuchi.

. ﺋﯘ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ. ﺋﯘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس، ﻳﺎق:ﺑﺎﻻ
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Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
The Arabic alphabetical order is used her. In the left-hand column, words are in the Latin script; the stressed syllable
is underlined. (If in doubt, stress the last syllable of a word; for more details, refer to the Introduction.)

Latin-script Uyghur
Abliz
Adil
adem
ashu
Aliye
awu
Erkin
emes
bala
bu
bir
texse
chashka
choka
depter
zhurnal
Sidiq
shu
qaysi
qeghez
qelem
kitab
kichik
kim
gëzit
lughet
Meryem
mawu
mu’ellim
mushu
nerse
nëme
Nëmische
he’e
orunduq
oghul
oghul bala
oqughuchi
oqutghuchi
u
ular
üstel
isim (ismim, ismi)

English
Abliz (male name); servant of God
Adil (male name); just, fair
man, person
that one (far from speaker)
Aliyä (female name)
that one (very far from speaker)
Ärkin (male name); free, liberty
is not, not being (nominal negation)
child
this (close to speaker)
one, once; a
plate, shallow dish, saucer, tray
mug, cup
chopsticks
notebook, exercise book
journal, magazine, periodical (old spelling: zhornal)
Sidiq (male name)
that, named, aforementioned
which?
paper
pen
book
small, little
who?
newspaper
dictionary
Märyäm (female name)
this one (for objects)
teacher
this one (objects or situations just mentioned)
thing, item
what?
German language; in the German manner
yes, uh-huh (in reply to a question)
chair, stool
boy; son
boy, male child
student, pupil
teacher
that; he, she, it
they, those
table, flat desk
name; noun
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Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
ﺋﺎدەم
ﺋﺎﺷﯘ
ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪ
ﺋﺎۋۇ
ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ
ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
ﺑﺎﻻ
ﺑﯘ
ﺑﯩﺮ
ﺗﻪﺧﺴﻪ
ﭼﺎﺷﻜﺎ
ﭼﻮﻛﺎ
دەﭘﺘﻪر
ژۇرﻧﺎل
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ
ﺷﯘ
ﻗﺎﻳﺴﻰ
ﻗﻪﻏﻪز
ﻗﻪﻟﻪم
ﻛﯩﺘﺎب
ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ
ﻛﯩﻢ
ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺖ
ﻟﯘﻏﻪت
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم
ﻣﺎۋۇ
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ
ﻣﯘﺷﯘ
ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ
ﻧﯧﻤﻪ
ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺴﭽﻪ
ﮬﻪﺋﻪ
ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪۇق
ﺋﻮﻏﯘل
ﺋﻮﻏﯘل ﺑﺎﻻ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻐﯘﭼﻰ
ﺋﯘ
ﺋﯘﻻر
ﺋﯜﺳﺘﻪل
( ﺋﯩﺴﻤﻰ،ﺋﯩﺴﯩﻢ ) ﺋﯩﺴﻤﯩﻢ
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istakan
in’gliz*

glass, drinking glass (CIS: stakan)
English; English (person), British (person)

in’glizche
yaq
yëngi

English language; in the English manner
no (in reply to question)
new

ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻛﺎن
ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰ
ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ
ﻳﺎق
ﻳﯧﯖﻰ

*The apostrophe in the Latin-script word In’gliz indicates that the n and the g are pronounced separately () ﯕﮓ, as
In-gliz-che (unlike in English-language “English”, where ng are pronounced as a single sound). Compare yëngi
‘new,’ where ng is pronounced as a single sound [ŋ] ( ) ڭ.

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1 Copular Sentences
1.1 Declarative Form
A
B
For the present-future tense, no linking verb is necessary between A and B (e.g. in (6) below,
between ‘this’ bu and ‘pen’ qelem). Simply juxtapose the two arguments being equated:
(6) Bu qelem.
This is a pen.
.ﺑﯘ ﻗﻪﻟﻪم
(7) U mu’ellim.
He /She/That is a teacher.
.ﺋﯘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ
If you are using a descriptive adjective like ‘new’ or ‘good,’ simply add the adjective after the
noun in the same way:
.ﺑﯘ ﻗﻪﻟﻪم ﻳﯧﯖﻰ
(8) Bu qelem yëngi.
This pen is new.
(9) U mu’ellim yaxshi.
That teacher is good.
.ﺋﯘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ
We will revisit the use of these predicate adjectives as above in Lesson 2.
1.2 Question Forms
A
B mu? and A Qword?
In the dialogues you have come across two ways of asking a question: using the question particle
mu, or using question pronouns such as kim, nëme, and qaysi.
Using the question particle mu
To ask a question which can be answered by ‘yes’ or ‘no,’ you can add it a noun, eg. bala
‘child,’ depter ‘notebook’; or to an adjective, eg. kichik ‘small’; yëngi ‘new.’
(10) U deptermu?
Is that a notebook? ﺋﯘ دەﭘﺘﻪرﻣﯘ؟
(11) U kichikmu?
Is it small?
ﺋﯘ ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻜﻤﯘ؟
(12) Bu qeghezmu?
Is this paper?
ﺑﯘ ﻗﻪﻏﻪزﻣﯘ؟
(13) Bu yëngimu?
Is this new?
ﺑﯘ ﻳﯧﯖﯩﻤﯘ؟
The accent (stress) falls on the syllable before the mu particle, as indicated by the underlining.
(This mu can also follow any predicate, and can refer to the action or to the whole sentence; see
Lessons 3, 4, and 8.) To see how question mu works with predicate adjectives, see Lesson 2.)
Using Question words (interrogative pronouns)
We use interrogative pronouns like kim ‘who,’ and nëme ‘what’ to ask questions. In Uyghur, the
question word simply replaces the noun in question; for the kind of sentence we have just learned,
the question word is put after the subject. For example:
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(14) Bu kim?
(15) Bu nëme?
(16) Adil kim?

Who is this?
ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﻢ؟
What is this?
ﺑﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟
Who is Adil? (i.e., Is he a friend of yours or what?) ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﻛﯩﻢ؟

Notice that when you use a question word, you do not need the question particle mu. Other
question words will be introduced gradually through the textbook.

1.3 Negation
A B emes.
‘A is not B’
The negative copula emes is placed at the end of copular sentences serves to negate these
sentences:
(17) Awu zhurnal emes.
That (over there) is not a magazine. .ﺋﺎۋۇ ژۇرﻧﺎل ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
However, there are many briefer ways of responding to such a question. If you were asked:
(18) Awu kitabmu?
Is that (over there) a book? ﺋﺎۋۇ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻤﯘ؟
You could answer in any of the following ways:
(19) Yaq, u kitab emes.
No, that is not a book.
Yaq, kitab emes.
No, [it] is not a book.
U kitab emes.
That is not a book.
Kitab emes.
[It’s] not a book.
emes.
[It] is not.
Yaq.
No.
The last, shortest option sounds rather brusque and impolite.

. ﺋﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﻪﻣﻪس،ﻳﺎق
. ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﻪﻣﻪس،ﻳﺎق
.ﺋﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
.ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
.ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
.ﻳﺎق

The negative form can also be used to make a contrastive statement: ‘A is not B, but rather C,’
using thes structure A B emes, C:
(20) Aliye oqughuchi emes, oqutquchi.
‘Aliye is not a student, she’s a teacher.’

. ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﻰ،ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس

2. Demonstrative Pronouns
Plain Forms
bu, u, shu
Uyghur demonstratives distinguish three degrees of relative distance from the speaker: between
an object close to us (‘this’) from an object that is further away (‘that’), from one that is even
further away (‘that over there’). For now, concentrate on learning bu and u well; since the uses of
shu tend to be specialized, we include them for your later reference.
bu ‘this’ ﺑﯘ: Visible person, object, or concept close to the speaker:
bu kitab ‘this book (that we both can see and is near us)’
u ‘that’ ﺋﯘ: Visible person, object, or concept some distance from the speaker
u gëzit ‘that (which we both see) is a newspaper’
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shu ‘that one’  ﺷﯘ: Used to clarify a distant, previously-mentioned object in the affirmative1
Shu is used emphatically and contrastively. If someone asks, ‘Did you say the one on the right?’
You could answer: He’e, shu. ‘ Yes, that (that’s the one I mean).’ shu cannot usually be used in
the negative; instead, u is used:
(21) U kitap. U depter. U depter emes.
‘That’s a book. That’s a notebook. And that (other one) is not a notebook.’
In contrastive usage, in the following example the speaker contrasts shu (referring to the subject,
Ähmät) with the subject of the next clause, ‘the rest of them’; shu precedes a negated verb, and
qalghan hemmisi ‘the rest of them’ precedes a positive verb:
(22) Exmet keldimu? Shu kelmidi, qalghan hemmisi keldi.
‘Did Ähmät come?
He (lit., ‘that one’) didn’t come, all the rest of them came’ (Tömür 2003: 177).
This usage emphasizes that the subject did not carry out the action as expected. Though beyond
the scope of this lesson, we note that bu, u, and shu can be pluralized and marked with case
suffixes. In more complex sentences, they can also be used to refer to a previously-mentioned
known object that is not visible, e.g.:
(23) Tursun bir maqale yazdi, bu maqale yeqinda elan qilinidu.
‘Tursun wrote an article; this will soon be published.’ (Tömür 2003: 176).
Derived forms
mawu, awu, mushu, ashu
Uyghur also has derived forms of the above, meaning ‘this one,’ ‘that one,’ and ‘that one (over
there),’ to be used when the speaker points out an object. (In the first form, bu ‘this’ appears as
m-, and the second, u appears as a.) These are intensified forms of bu and u:
mawu ‘this one’  ﻣﺎۋۇconcrete objects (in speech, often shortened to ma)
Mawu lughet. ‘This one (and not any other) is a dictionary.’ cf. Bu lughet. ‘This is a dictionary.’
awu ‘that one (way over there)’  ﺋﺎۋۇ: object distant from the speaker
In the spoken language, awu is often shortened to a. Awu is used for concrete things which are
visible but considerably distant, such as objects way across the room or on the horizon, or at the
other side of the room. It is rarely used in response to a question. Awu is usually accompanied by
a raising of the chin in the direction of the object, and often by a lengthened high intonation on
the first vowel (especially by women speakers): aaaa(wu) terepte ‘over there’ (lit., ‘on that side
way over there’).
There is a similar pair of demonstrative pronouns ending in +shu that is more emphatic, and used
in the spoken language only: mushu and ashu. These are particularly frequent in the Ghulja (Yili)
variety spoken in northwestern Xinjiang. They occur both adult and child speech, but are
frequently used by children when they complain about something or someone. Otherwise,

1

These meanings are different from Turkish, where shu is used like Uyghur u for entities some distance from the
speaker, and Turkish o(n) (=Uyghur u) is for distant objects.
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mushu and ashu are most often used to confirm or clarify something that the speaker has heard
or seen before:
mushu ‘this one’  ﻣﯘﺷﯘ: clarifies something searched for
mushumu? ‘Is this the one (you’ve been looking for)?’
ashu ‘that one (over there)’  ﺋﺎﺷﯘ: a confirmation in a response to a question
Mushu kitabmu? ‘Is it this book?’ -- He’e, ashu. ‘Yes, that’s the one.’
There are other demonstrative pronouns, but these are the most common ones. Do listen to native
speakers using them in a range of contexts.

Uses of Demonstrative Pronouns
Demonstrative pronouns can be used just like a noun and stand alone, as they do in Dialogue 1,
as the subject (A) of a simple A=B sentence:
(24) Bu
qeghez.
‘This is paper.’ (lit., ‘this paper’)
ﺑﯘ ﻗﻪﻏﻪز
(25) U
kim?
‘Who is that?’
ﺋﯘ ﻛﯩﻢ؟
(26) Awu mu’ellim.
‘That is a teacher.’
.ﺋﺎۋۇ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ
Demonstratives can also modify (stand in front of and support) another noun as an attribute, as in
Dialogue 2 above:
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)

Bu adem
U adem
Bu nerse
Mushu nerse

kim?
Erkin.
nëme?
choka.

‘Who is this person?’ (lit. ‘this person who?’) ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎدەم ﻛﯩﻢ؟
‘That person is Ärkin.’
.ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎدەم ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ
‘What is this thing?’
ﺑﯘ ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟
‘This (here) thing is a chopstick.’
.ﻣﯘﺷﯘ ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ ﭼﻮﻛﺎ

Demonstrative Pronouns: Summing up
Of the demonstrative pronouns we have learned, the most commonly-used are bu, u, and awu.
Compare awu and u: both can refer to the visible (things or people) or invisible (things or
abstract concepts). Notice now how three distinctions of distance can be made in context.
(31) Bu Adil, u Abliz, awu Roy. . ﺋﺎۋۇ روي، ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ،ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
‘This is Adil, that is Abliz, and that one (over there) is Roy.’
If the item talked about is close to one of the speakers than the other, they might use different
demonstratives when talking about the same object, just as we would in English:
(32) A: Bu nerse nëme?
‘What is this thing?’
ﺑﯘ ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟
B: U (nerse) texse.
‘That (thing) is a plate.’
.ﺑﯘ )ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ( ﺗﻪﺧﺴﻪ
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3. Language Notes
3.1 Echo questions: the particle chu ‘ ﭼﯘAnd how about...?’
After a speaker has asked one question, she can make an abbreviated question using the
particle chu. Appear at the end of a clause, after isolated nouns, pronouns or adverbs, chu forms
an echo question. Speakers use chu to avoid repetition, to ask a similar question to one just asked
previously, but perhaps referring to a different person or subject.
 ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎدەم ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﻤﯘ؟:ﺋﺎ
‘Is this person a teacher?’
(33) A: Bu adem mu’ellimmu?
. ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎدەم ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ:ب
B: He’e, bu adem mu’ellim. ‘Yes, this person is a teacher.’
 ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎدەﻣﭽﯘ؟:ﺋﺎ
‘And what about this person?’
A: U ademchu?
.
ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ
 ﺋﯘ، ﻳﺎق:ب
‘No, s/he is not a teacher.’
B: Yaq, u mu’ellim emes.
In (33) above, instead of U ademchu?, it would be possible to say U ademmu mu’ellimmu? ‘Is
this person also a teacher?’ but it would be very long-winded, so chu is a nice shortcut.
Echo questions can be very short, as in the following:
(34)
Uchu?
And what about him/her/it?
(35) Awuchu?
‘And what about that?’

ﺋﯘﭼﯘ؟
ﺋﺎۋۇﭼﯘ؟

Chu has several other functions: as a topicalizing emphatic marker (e.g. Menchu,.. ‘As for me, ...’)
and as a polite suggestion (e.g. Emdi uxlaylichu. ‘So let’s go to sleep, shall we?’), see Lesson 10.
3.2 Particle mu ‘ ﻣﯘalso, too’
Besides the sentence-final question particle mu, Uyghur has another mu which is placed just
after nouns and pronouns, meaning ‘too’ or ‘also.’ This mu is always stressed.
(36) Awumu zhurnal.
‘That also is a magazine.(That is a magazine too.) .ﺋﺎۋۇﻣﯘ ژۇرﻧﺎل
(37) Meryemmu oqughuchi. ‘Märyäm is also a student.’
.ﻣﻪرﻳﻪﻣﻤﯘ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ
This particle mu can also be used for emphasis, which is covered in Lessons 8 and 10, e.g.
Chongmu öy iken bu. ‘This is really a big house!’
The ‘also’ mu can be used in an interrogative sentence together with the question mu:
(38) a. Bu zhurnal.
‘This is a magazine.’
.ﺑﯘ ژۇرﻧﺎل
b.U zhurnalmu?
‘Is that a magazine?’
ﺋﯘ ژۇرﻧﺎﻟﻤﯘ؟
c. Awumu zhurnalmu?
‘Is that (over there) a magazine too?’ ﺋﺎۋۇﻣﯘ ژۇرﻧﺎﻟﻤﯘ؟
‘also’
Question
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Exercises
Exercise 1
Below is a list of nouns. Practice asking the appropriate question, either “Who is this?” or “What
is this?”. Then give the answer “That is a ...” Use whichever script you feel comfortable with
(following the example given):
Uyghur Latin
kitab
Erkin
lughet
mu’ellim
oqughuchi
gëzit
Adil
chashka
Meryem
orunduq
üstel

Answers
. ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎبBu kitab.
. ﺑﯘ ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦBu Erkin.

Questions
 ﺑﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟Bu nëme?
 ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﻢ؟Bu kim?

Uyghur Arabic

ﻛﯩﺘﺎب
ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ
ﻟﯘﻏﻪت
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ
ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺖ
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
ﭼﺎﺷﻜﺎ
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم
ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪۇق
ﺋﯜﺳﺘﻪل

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Exercise 2
For the following nouns, form the questions “What/who is this thing/person?”, choosing nerse
‘thing,’ or adem ‘person,’ and the appropriate question word nëme? or kim? Then answer the
question. The first example is provided:
choka:
a. texse
b. Sidiq
c. lughet
d. zhurnal
e. Aliye
f. oqughuchi
g. qeghez
h. orunduq
i. Meryem

Bu nëme? ‘What is this?’
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

Bu choka. ‘These are chopsticks’
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

It is common to ask what-questions without nerse, i.e. Bu nëme? rather than Bu nerse nëme?
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Exercise 3a
Imagine that each of the first statements below is not true. Reply by saying “no,” restating the
example in the negative (A emes), and then stating the correct item (in parentheses) in the
affirmative. Follow this example:
Bu choka.
(texse)
Yaq, bu choka emes. Bu texse. ‘No, these are not chopsticks.
This is a plate.’
(1) Bu kitab.
(depter)
_________________________
(2) Awu mu’ellim. (oqughuchi) _________________________
(3) U istakan.
(texse)
_________________________
(4) Mawu gëzit.
(zhurnal)
_________________________
(5) Awu oqughuchi. (mu’ellim)
_________________________
(6) Bu orunduq.
(üstel)
_________________________
(7) Awu zhurnal.
(gëzit)
_________________________
(8) U choka.
(qelem)
_________________________
(9) Bu lughet.
(kitab)
_________________________
(10) U zhurnal.
(lughet)
_________________________

Exercise 3b
Using the same list of nouns above, firstly turn the statement into the negative. Then swop each
demonstrative pronoun, either from “this” to “that”, or vice versa. Finally, use the word in
brackets together with the original demonstrative to correct the first the first statement. For
example:
Bu choka.
(qelem)
_________________________
Bu choka emes. U choka. Bu qelem. ‘This is not a chopstick. That is a chopstick. This is a pen.’
U qeghez.
(depter)
_________________________
U qeghez emes. Bu qeghez. U depter. ‘That is not paper. This is paper. That is a notebook.’
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 4a
Using the phrases you have learned, ask your teacher what some of the things in the room are
called. Remember to use the appropriate demonstrative pronouns (this, that, that over there)
according to how far away it is. Write down any new words you learn.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Exercise 4b
If you want extra practice, show your teacher photographs of your friends or family, and get him
or her to ask you who is who.
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Lesson 2

ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻳﺎﻣﺎﻥ
The Good and the Bad
Concepts and Structures
1. Adjectives and adverbs of degree: yaxshi ‘ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰgood,’ eski  ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻰ, yaman  ﻳﺎﻣﺎن, nachar ‘ ﻧﺎﭼﺎرbad, ’
kona ‘ ﻛﻮﻧﺎold,’ yëngi ‘ ﻳﯧﯖﻰnew’; degree adverbs xëli ﺧﯧﻠﻰ, eng ﺋﻪڭ
2. Predicate adjectives: U yaxshi. ‘That is good.’ U yaxshi emes. ‘That is not good.’
3. Conjunctions: coordinating we  ۋە, hem ‘ ﮬﻪمand’; contrastive lekin  ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ, biraq ﺑﯩﺮاق, emma ‘ ﺋﻪﻣﻤﺎbut’
4. Changes in final vowels a, e > i, ë
5. Language use notes: 1. Several words for ‘bad’  ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻰeski,  ﻧﺎﭼﺎرnachar,  ﻳﺎﻣﺎنyaman; 2. Several words
for ‘old’:  ﻗﯧﺮىqëri,  ﻛﻮﻧﺎkona,  ﭼﻮڭchong; 3. Use of interrogative pronouns: nëme ‘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪwhat,’ qandaq ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق
‘how’

We will focus on how to describe things, using common adjectives like ‘good’  ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ, ‘bad’
ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻰ, ‘old’ﻛﻮﻧﺎ، ‘new’ ﻳﯧﯖﻰ, and adverbs which explain the degree of these qualities, like ‘very’
 ﺑﻪك، ‘most’  ﺋﻪڭ، ‘quite’ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ.
(1) a. xëli yaxshi
‘quite good’
ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ
b. eng yaxshi
‘best’ (lit., ‘most good’)
ﺋﻪڭ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ
In Lesson 1, we had simple predicate nominal sentences equating two nouns, NounA=NounB:
NounA
NounB
(2) Bu
depter.
‘This is a notebook.’
.ﺑﯘ دەﭘﺘﻪر
You also learned that bu N can be a noun phrase means ‘this N’ (e.g. bu depter ‘this notebook’).
Here, we will start to expand the stative sentence pattern to include adjectival predicates, in the
pattern NounA=AdjB. These can be more than a single word, for example, NounA might consist
of a noun and its modifier, e.g. bu depter ‘this notebook.’ Here, yëngi is the adjectival predicate:
NounA
AdjB
(3) Bu depter yëngi.

‘This notebook is new.’

.ﺑﯘ دەﭘﺘﻪر ﻳﯧﯖﻰ

This lesson will also introduce conjunctions expressing ‘and’ and ‘but.’ We also learn a rule of
vowel raising, how a final a or e becomes i or ë after adding suffixes.
Also, nëme questions general categories of things, while qandaq focuses on specific qualities.
(4) a. Nëme tamaq? What kind (category) of food?
ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق؟
b. Qandaq tamaq? What kind (quality) of food?
ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﺗﺎﻣﺎق؟
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 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-2.1

Dialogue 2.1
Adil and Rena are new students.

ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ۋە رەﻧﺎ ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼر

 ﺑﯘ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﻛﯩﺘﺎب؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺑﯘ ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب:رەﻧﺎ
 ﺑﯘ ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس:رەﻧﺎ
 ﺋﺎۋۇ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﻟﯘﻏﻪت؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
.ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت- ﺋﯘ ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ:رەﻧﺎ
 ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت-  ﺑﯘ ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟
. ﺑﯘ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت ﺑﻪك ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ:رەﻧﺎ
 ﺑﯘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺑﯘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺑﻪك ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ:رەﻧﺎ
 ﺋﺎۋۇ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﭽﯘ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺋﯘ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاش ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ:رەﻧﺎ

Adil: Bu qandaq kitab?
Rena: U Xenzuche kitab.
Adil:
Rena:
Adil:
Rena:
Adil:

Bu yëngi kitab qandaq?
Bu kitab anche yaxshi emes.
Awu qandaq lughet?
Awu In’glizche-Uyghurche lughet.
Bu Xenzuche-Uyghurche lughet
qandaq?

Rena:
Adil:
Rena:
Adil:
Rena:

Bu lughet bek yaxshi.
Bu mu’ellim qandaq?
Bu mu’ellim bek yaxshi.
Awu sawaqdashchu?
U sawaqdash xëli yaxshi.

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-2.2

Dialogue 2.2
Adil talks to a second-year student, Aynur, outside.

(ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﻧﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر ﺗﺎﻻدا ) ﺳﯩﺮﺗﺘﺎ

Adil:
U chong bina yëngimu?
Aynur: Yaq, u bina yëngi emes, u kona bina.
Adil:
Awu binachu?
Aynur: U binamu chong,
biraq u bina anche kona emes.
Adil:
Bu qizil tashliq zhurnal yaxshimu?
Aynur: Yaq, u zhurnal yaxshi emes.
U aq tashliq yëngi zhurnal eng yaxshi.
Adil:
U ëgiz ayal qërimu?
Aynur: Yaq, bu ëgiz ayal qëri emes.
Adil:
Awu (kichik) oghul bala qandaq?
Aynur: U oghul bala anche yaxshi emes.
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 ﺋﯘ ﭼﻮڭ ﺑﯩﻨﺎ ﻳﯧﯖﯩﻤﯘ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
 ﺋﯘ ﻛﻮﻧﺎ، ﺋﯘ ﺑﯩﻨﺎ ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
.ﺑﯩﻨﺎ
 ﺋﺎۋۇ ﺑﯩﻨﺎﭼﯘ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
، ﺋﯘ ﺑﯩﻨﺎﻣﯘ ﭼﻮڭ:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
.ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺋﯘ ﺑﯩﻨﺎ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻛﻮﻧﺎ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
 ﺑﯘ ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻞ ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﻖ ژۇرﻧﺎل ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺋﯘ ژۇرﻧﺎل ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
.ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎق ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﻖ ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ژۇرﻧﺎل ﺋﻪڭ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ
 ﺋﯘ ﺋﯧﮕﯩﺰ ﺋﺎﻳﺎل ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻤﯘ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺑﯘ ﺋﯧﮕﯩﺰ ﺋﺎﻳﺎل ﻗﯧﺮى ﺋﻪﻣﻪس، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
 ﺋﺎۋۇ )ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ( ﺋﻮﻏﯘل ﺑﺎﻻ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
 ﺋﯘ ﺋﻮﻏﯘل ﺑﺎﻻ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
.ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
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Dialogue 2.3

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-2.3

In a restaurant

Polat:
Jack:
Polat:
Jack:
Polat:
Jack:
Polat:
Jack:

ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا

 ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟، ﺟﺎك:ﭘﻮﻻت
. ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ:ﺟﺎك
 ﻟﻪﯕﻤﻪن ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘ؟:ﭘﻮﻻت
( ﻟﻪﯕﻤﻪن ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ )ﺗﻪﻣﻠﯩﻚ:ﺟﺎك
 ﭘﻮﻟﯘﭼﯘ؟:ﭘﻮﻻت
. ﭘﻮﻟﯘﻣﯘ ﺑﻪك ﺗﻪﻣﻠﯩﻚ:ﺟﺎك
 ﻣﺎﻧﺘﺎ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ؟:ﭘﻮﻻت
. ﻣﺎﻧﺘﯩﻤﯘ ﻳﺎﻣﺎن ﺋﻪﻣﻪس:ﺟﺎك

Jek, Uyghurche tamaq qandaq?
Uyghurche tamaq yaxshi.
Lengmen yaxshimu?
Lengmen yaxshi. (~ temlik)1
Poluchu?
Polumu bek temlik.
Manta qandaq?
Mantimu yaman emes.

Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
Afriqa
aq
Amërika
anche
ayal (ayalim, ayali)
Aynur
emma
eng
eski
bek
biraq
bilen
pakar
polu
Polat
tashliq
aq tashliq zhurnal
tala
tamaq
temlik
chong
Xenzuche
xëli
Rena
Rusiye
sawaqdash
su
1

English gloss
Africa (place name)
white
America (place name); usually = United States
(not) very, (not) much (used only with negative)
woman; wife; lady
Aynur (female name); moonlight
but
most (superlative)
bad, morally bad
very, quite
but, however
with, by, about
short (in height)
rice pilaf (a meat, carrot & rice dish)
Polat (male name); steel
covered, backed; stony, graveled
magazine with a white cover
outside, outdoors
meal, cooked food, food
tasty, flavorful
big, large; advanced (in age)
Chinese language; in the Chinese way
quite, considerably
Rena (female name); chrysanthemum
Russia (place name)
classmate
water

Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﻓﺮﯨﻘﺎ
ﺋﺎق
ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﺎ
ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ
ﺋﺎﻳﺎل
ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
ﺋﻪﻣﻤﺎ
ﺋﻪڭ
ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻰ
ﺑﻪك
ﺑﯩﺮاق
ﺑﯩﻠﻪن
ﭘﺎﻛﺎر
ﭘﻮﻟﯘ
ﭘﻮﻻت
ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﻖ
ﺋﺎق ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﻖ ژۇرﻧﺎل
ﺗﺎﻻ
ﺗﺎﻣﺎق
ﺗﻪﻣﻠﯩﻚ
ﭼﻮڭ
ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ
ﺧﯧﻠﻰ
رەﻧﺎ
رۇﺳﯩﻴﻪ
ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاش
ﺳﯘ

The audio has yaxshi ‘good.’ But it’s more common to say temlik ‘tasty, flavorful’ here. Use either.
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sëriq
qara
qandaq
qëri
qizil
kona
kök
lengmen (pron. leghman)
lëkin
manta
nahayiti
nachar
Norwëgiye
hem
ular
Uyghur
we
ëgiz
yaxshi
yash
yaman
Yawropa
yëshil

yellow
black, dark
how; what kind of
old, elderly, aged (animate; less polite)
red
old (said of inanimate objects)
blue, turquoise, azure
leghman (dish of noodles and meat sauce)
but
manta; steamed dumplings
extremely
bad, poor (in quality)
Norway (place name)
also, too, plus
they; those
Uyghur; Uyghur (people)
and
tall, high (people, things)
good
young; age, years of age
bad, evil
Europe (place name)
green

ﺳﯧﺮﯨﻖ
ﻗﺎرا
ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق
ﻗﯧﺮى
ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻞ
ﻛﻮﻧﺎ
ﻛﯚك
ﻟﻪﯕﻤﻪن
ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ
ﻣﺎﻧﺘﺎ
ﻧﺎﮬﺎﻳﯩﺘﻰ
ﻧﺎﭼﺎر
ﻧﻮرۋﯦﮕﯩﻴﻪ
ﮬﻪم
ﺋﯘﻻر
ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘر
ۋە
ﺋﯧﮕﯩﺰ
ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ
ﻳﺎش
ﻳﺎﻣﺎن
ﻳﺎۋروﭘﺎ
ﻳﯧﺸﯩﻞ

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. Adjectives and Adverbs
1.1 Attributive Adjectives
Adj (Adj) Noun
Adjectives in Uyghur usually stand attributively before the noun they describe, like in English.
Remember that in Uyghur there is no need for articles like English ‘a’ or ‘the.’
(5) yëngi kitab
new book
ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب
(6) qizil orunduq
red chair
ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻞ ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪۇق
More than one adjective can be strung together to describe something. Their preferred order may
be different from how we would put it in English. See this example for Dialogue 2.2:
(7) aq tashliq yëngi zhurnal ‘a new, white-covered magazine’ ﺋﺎق ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﻖ ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ژۇرﻧﺎل
(lit., ‘white cover new magazine’)
1.2 Adverbs of Degree
xëli, bek, nahayiti, eng
Adjectives can be modified, allowing the speaker to indicate his/her views on the degree of an
attribute. These include bek ‘very,’ xëli ‘quite, considerably,’ and nahayiti ‘extremely,’ and the
superlative eng ‘most.’ These are placed before the adjective they describe, such as chong ‘big’:
(8) a. xëli chong
quite big
ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﭼﻮڭ
b. bek chong
very big
ﺑﻪك ﭼﻮڭ
c. eng chong
biggest (lit., ‘most big’)
ﺋﻪڭ ﭼﻮڭ
d. nahayiti chong
extremely big
ﻧﺎﮬﺎﻳﯩﺘﻰ ﭼﻮڭ
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Of the above degree adverbs, xëli and nahayiti are used in formal speech and are more intensive,
whereas bek is less intensive used very frequently in casual speech. There is no single word in
Uyghur equivalent to the English word too in the sense of excessively, e.g. too big, too expensive.
Instead, Uyghur speakers tend to use a word like or bek ‘very’ as in bek chong ‘very big.’2
In the spoken language, bek can be combined with mu ‘also’ (see Lesson 1) for light
emphasis (comparable to the particle DA in Turkish):
(9) Rusiye bekmu chong.
‘Russia is really big.’
.رۇﺳﯩﻴﻪ ﺑﻪﻛﻤﯘ ﭼﻮڭ
Here’s an example of the comparative xëli and superlative eng degree adverbs:
(10) Bu bina xëli chong. Awu bina eng chong.
.ﺋﺎۋۇ ﺑﯩﻨﺎ ﺋﻪڭ ﭼﻮڭ.ﺑﯘ ﺑﯩﻨﺎ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﭼﻮڭ
‘This building is very big. That building is the biggest.’
Using the same degree adverbs in negative sentences, we use the pattern Adj emes:
(11) Bu bina chong emes.
‘This building is not big.’
.ﺑﯘ ﺑﯩﻨﺎ ﭼﻮڭ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
Anche Adj emes
‘not too Adj, not very Adj’
Anche ‘too, much, so’ is only used with a negated verb, such as the existential negative emes:
(12) Bu gëzit anche yaxshi emes. This newspaper is not so good. .ﺋﯘ ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺖ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
Yaman emes ‘not bad’ is used like the English ‘not bad, ’ i.e. “quite all right” or “reasonable.”
2. Adjectival Predicates
The predicate in traditional Uyghur grammar includes everything after the subject, and this element or elements describe(s) the subject and usually contains a verb or verb-like element. In Lesson 1, we learned sentences with noun predicates as in (13) below; here, we look at adjectival
predicates as in (14) and (15) below. (There are many kinds of predicates; we will start verbal
predicates in Lesson 3.) When an adjective appears after the noun it describes, it is functioning
as a predicate in the sentence, e.g. bu kitap yëngi ‘This book [is] new.’ Like with nominal predicates, Uyghur adjectives simply follow the subject; no verb of being (as in English) is necessary.
Adjectival predicates are distinct from the attributive adjectives that appear before the
nouns they modify, e.g. yëngi kitap ‘new book.’ For the stative sentences that we have been
practicing, only two parts are needed: a subject and a predicate.
subject
predicate
predicate
subject
(13) U
lughet.
‘That is a dictionary.’
.ﻟﯘﻏﻪت
ﺋﯘ
(14) Bu yëngi kitab yaxshi.
‘This new book is good.’
ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ
ﺑﯘ ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب
(15) Awu bina
kichik.
‘That building is small.’
.ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ
ﺋﺎۋۇ ﺑﯩﻨﺎ
In the above examples, the noun lughet and the adjectives yaxshi and kichik form the predicate of
the sentence. They are a separate part of the sentence from the preceding subject noun phrase;
as you can see in (14), it’s possible to have adjectives both in the subject and the predicate.

2

There are many other modifiers in common use: intayin ‘extremely, quite’; taza ‘really’; bir az~bir qeder ‘slightly,
rather.’ In addition, there are a number of others derived from the semantic extension of adjectives, which are
common in the spoken language only – ajayip, yaman, dehshet, karamat, alamat – which have the colloquial flavor
of ‘totally, damned, frickin’ + Adj.
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Notice however that the noun phrase bu yëngi kitab ‘this new book’ can also become a complete
sentence in itself, if bu becomes the subject by itself. Thus, yëngi kitab will be the predicate.
subject
predicate
predicate
subject
(16) Bu
yëngi kitab. ‘This is a new book.’
.ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب
ﺑﯘ
3. Conjunctions
we, hem ‘and’; lekin, biraq, emma ‘but’; (and bilen ‘with, and’)
Conjunctions in Uyghur are used less than in English, but in similar ways. They can be used to
join two nouns or adjectives, and even two phrases or sentences. The coordinating conjunction
we ‘and’ mostly joins nouns, whereas hem ‘and’ mostly joins adjectives or verbs. Sometimes
hem can be placed before both adjectives when they function as predicates as in (18):
(17) Abliz, Sidiq we Erkin ‘Abliz, Sidik and Ärkin’
 ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ ۋە ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ،ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
(18) Ular hem chong hem ëgiz.
‘They are both elderly and tall.’.ﺋﯘﻻر ﮬﻪم ﭼﻮڭ ﮬﻪم ﺋﯧﮕﯩﺰ
When conjunctions are used to join two complete sentences, only we can be used. The
conjunction hem can only join two predicates (verbs or predicate adjectives) together in the same
sentence, but not two different sentences. This will be explored in Lesson 7. In addition, Uyghur
commonly makes use of the postposition bilen ‘with’ almost as if it were a conjunction, for
example, Adil bilen Abliz ‘Adil and Abliz,’ as we will see briefly in (dialogue 3.2 of Lesson 3)
and Lesson 6.
To form constrastive conjunctions, two predicates or sentences can be joined by lëkin, biraq
or emma ‘but.’ The following example is from Dialogue 2.2:
(19) U bina chong, biraq u anche kona emes. ‘That building is large, but it is not very old.’

. ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻛﻮﻧﺎ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس،ﺋﯘ ﺑﯩﻨﺎ ﭼﻮڭ

Lëkin and emma can be used just like biraq in the above sentence.

4. Vowel changes (vowel reduction/raising)
Uyghur vowels and consonants sometimes undergo sound changes when words and suffixes or
particles are combined. One of these discussed in the Introduction is Vowel and Consonant
Harmony, which we will begin to explore in Lesson 3. Another of these we can observe in the
last sentence of the dialogue 2.3, where manta ‘steamed dumpling’ changes to manti when
followed by mu; note that other vowels (like the u in polu ‘pilaf’) didn’t change:
(20) Mantimu yaman emes. ‘Manta are also not bad.’
.ﻣﺎﻧﺘﯩﻤﯘ ﻳﺎﻣﺎن ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
(21) Polumu bek temlik.
‘Pilaf is also very tasty.’
.ﭘﻮﻟﯘﻣﯘ ﺑﻪك ﺗﻪﻣﻠﯩﻚ
There is a rule to help you to know which vowels will change: the word-final short vowels a and
e are raised to i or ë in an unstressed syllable. This rule applies to all kinds of words (e.g. verbs,
nouns, adjectives) and all kinds of suffixes, so it is good to learn it well, because you will
encounter these changes frequently. We refer to this as A-raising (where A=a, e).
•

When a stem ending in an unstressed a  ﺋﺎor e  ﺋﻪis followed by a syllable beginning with a
consonant (e.g. when taking a suffix), the final vowel usually changes to i ى. For example,
bala ‘child’ + mu → balimu ‘(a) child too’; jümle ‘sentence’ + mu → jümlimu ‘(a) sentence
too.’
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•

If a word has only one syllable (like ja), a  ﺋﺎor e  ﺋﻪusually changes to ë ې, for example ﻣﺎڭ
mang ‘walk, go on foot,’ mëngiwatidu ‘s/he is walking’, ye ‘ ﻳﻪEat!,’ yëdi ‘ate.’ (Notice that
this doesn’t happen if the vowel is stressed and/or not final, e.g. aq ‘white’ aqmu ‘also
white,’ not *ëqmu.)

• Other final vowels u, o, i, ë, ö, ü don’t change.
Here are some examples:
(22) bala ‘child’; texse ‘plate’+ mu →
balimu, texsimu
 ﺗﻪﺧﺴﯩﻤﯘ،ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻤﯘ
bala ‘child’; texse ‘plate’ + chu →
balichu, texsichu
 ﺗﻪﺧﺴﯩﭽﯘ،ﺑﺎﻟﯩﭽﯘ
qisqa ‘short’; kona ‘old’ + mu →
qisqimu, konimu
 ﻛﻮﻧﯩﻤﯘ،ﻗﯩﺴﻘﯩﻤﯘ
mashina ‘car,’ choka ‘chopsticks’ + plural lAr → mashinilar, chokilar  ﭼﻮﻛﯩﻼر،ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﯩﻼر
There are two related phenomena to note once you’ve mastered the above. First, this process of
raising a and e to i and ë also happens between words in the spoken language only, but it is not
reflected in the writing, for example:
(23) lata ‘cloth, rag’ xej ‘(Chinese-style) shoe’
lata xej pronounced latixej ‘cloth shoes’
It is best to memorize which words do not have A-raising: e.g., awaz ‘voice,’ awazi ‘his/her
voice’ (not *awizi). Contrast this with paypaq ‘sock,’ paypiqim ‘ ﭘﺎﻳﭙﯩﻘﯩﻢmy sock, which does
raise final a to i. Also, the written form of the final consonant, here <p >پ, usually stays the
same when a suffix is added; it does not change to <b>. Similarly, a voiced final consonant
preserves its form, e.g. kitab  ﻛﯩﺘﺎب, kitabim ‘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﻢmy book’ (see Introduction 4.2).
Remember that vowels other than a and e do not change: su ‘water’sumu ‘also water’; qëri
‘old,’ qërimu ‘also old’; polu ‘pilaf,’ poluchu ‘What about pilaf?’
There are some regular exceptions to A-raising, where a and e don’t change. These are:
• Personal names, e.g. Rena, Mahire, Gülnisa.
• Place names which are less familiar to Uyghurs, like Yawropa, Norwëgiye
However: Amërika and Afriqa do change (because they are much more widely used, and so have
been more fully ‘nativized’): Amërikimu, Afriqimu
• Loan words from other languages may not change, unless they have been nativized: for
example, the Chinese loan word ja ‘false,’ jamu ‘also false’ (not *jemu); dunya ‘world,’
dunyamu ‘also (the) world’ (not *dunyimu); baha ‘price,’ bahamu ‘also (a/the) price.’
If the borrowed words place stress on the last syllable and/or have long vowels, they will
not change. The final a of both dunya and bina ‘building’ is a long vowel in the source language,
Arabic, and is stressed in Uyghur. But if the loan words have been nativized and/or have final
short vowels, they will change: laza ‘chili pepper,’ lazimu; lampa ‘light bulb,’lampimu.
5. Language Use Notes
5.1 Several words and senses for ‘old’:
 ﻛﻮﻧﺎkona
 ﻗﯧﺮىqëri
chong ﭼﻮڭ
Kona  ﻛﻮﻧﺎonly refers to inanimate things (material), such as kona kitab ‘old book,’ kona bina ‘old
building.’ Qëri ﻗﯧﺮى, on the other hand, is only used for living beings: people and animals, but
also plants and trees: qëri adem ‘aged person,’ qëri derex ‘old tree.’
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But take care when describing someone as ‘old’: qëri is not very polite, and should never be
used when referring to a person’s relatives or to someone’s face. Instead, use chong ‘ ﭼﻮڭbig,’
which in reference to people always refers to age, not their size: chong adem ‘older person,
elders’; compare chong bina ‘big building’ and ëgiz bina ‘tall building.’
5.2 Several words for ‘bad’:
 ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻰeski  ﻧﺎﭼﺎرnachar  ﻳﺎﻣﺎنyaman
Eski, nachar and yaman are opposite to yaxshi ‘good.’ When speaking negatively about someone
or something, there are two possibilities for ‘bad’: eski and nachar. Eski implies a moral
criticism, especially when applied to people: U adem bek eski. ‘That person is really (inherently)
bad.’ Sometimes, eski is used to refer to things, and then in means ‘old, tattered’: eski kitab
‘tattered book’ (compare kona kitab ‘old book’ above, which refers unjudgementally to the
object’s perceived chronological age). Even when used for things, eski retains a negative value
judgment (there’s something wrong with the object, e.g. a tattered book).
But when referring to things clearly of poor quality, nachar is used instead: nachar lughet
‘poor (quality) dictionary,’ Bu tamaq nachar. ‘This food is bad.’
One more negatively-charged adjective is yaman ‘evil, bad.’ The word is not used lightly by
adults, as it has a fundamentally negative judgment inherent to it, e.g. Shaytan yaman ‘The devil
is evil.’ Children will use it indiscriminately (sen yaman! ‘You are bad!’), and see footnote 1
above for one of its extended meanings.
5.3 Using qandaq ‘ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاقwhat kind of, how?’ and neme ‘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪwhat?’
In Dialogue 1, qandaq occurs in attribute and in predicate position in the sentence. As an
attribute, qandaq means ‘what kind of,’ whereas as a predicate, it generally means ‘how.’
(24) a. Bu qandaq lughet?
‘What kind of dictionary is this?’
ﺑﯘ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﻟﯘﻏﻪت؟
b. Bu lughet qandaq?
‘How is this dictionary?’
ﺑﯘ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟
In the attributive usage in (17a) above, the question emphasizes specific qualities of the
following noun, here lughet; for example, whether it is a Uyghur-Chinese or a technical
dictionary. In the predicative usage in (24b) above, the question request an evaluation of the
overall quality of the subject; e.g. the speaker would like to know if it is good or easy to use.
We also encounter nëme, whose basic meaning is ‘what?’ Sometimes, nëme can be used just like
qandaq, in the sense of ‘which, what kind?’ (compare (24a) with (25):
ﺑﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت؟
(25) a. Bu nëme lughet?
‘Which/What kind of dictionary is this?’
b. U Xenzuche-Qazaqche lughet. ‘It is a Chinese-Kazakh dictionary.’

. ﻗﺎزاﻗﭽﻪ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت- ﺋﯘ ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ

But as a general rule of thumb, you should use qandaq for attributive questions like (24a) above.
Used attributatively, the answer to a qandaq question should be a adjective as in (26), while the
answer to a nëme question should be a noun as in (27) below.
(26) a. Qandaq tamaq?
‘What kind of food?’
ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﺗﺎﻣﺎق؟
b.Uyghurche tamaq./Yaxshi tamaq. ‘Uyghur food.’/’Good food’.

. ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق/.ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق
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Since yaxshi ‘good’ and Uyghurche ‘Uyghur’ (lit., ‘in the Uyghur way’) are both adjectives, the
question word is qandaq. But below, polu, manta, and lengman are all nouns, so nëme is used:
(27) Question: Nëme tamaq?
‘What/Which food?’
ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق؟
Answers: Polu / lengman / manta.
‘Pilaf/leghmen/dumplings’  ﭘﻮﻟﯘ/  ﻟﻪﯕﻤﻪن/ ﻣﺎﻧﺘﺎ
When simply asking what people are having for dinner, use nëme. When focusing on the
qualities of something , use qandaq. Here are other examples:
(28) a. Bu nëme kitab?
‘What is the book (about)?’
 ﺑﯘ ﻧﯩﻤﻪ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب؟b. U matematika kitab.
‘It is a mathematics book.’
. ﺋﯘ ﻣﺎﺗﯩﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب(29) a. Bu qandaq lughet?
‘What kind of dictionary is it?’
 ﺑﯘ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﻟﯘﻏﻪت؟b. U Xenzuche-Qazaqche lughet. ‘It is a Chinese-Kazakh dictionary.’

. ﻗﺎزاﻗﭽﻪ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت- ﺋﯘ ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ

Exercises
Exercise 1
Describe some of the things in the room (books, clothes, people, furniture) or things you see
outside the window or in photographs. Use the adjectives you have learned.
Sizes and qualities: pakar, ëgiz, chong, kichik, kona, yëngi, yaxshi, yaman, qëri, yash.
Colors: aq, sëriq, qara, qizil, kök, yëshil.
Follow these examples :
Bu qelem
kök.
This pen is blue.
U üstel
ëgiz.
That table is high.
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
Exercise 2
First, translate the adjectival phrases below.
______________________________
eng yaxshi
______________________________
nahayiti yaxshi
______________________________
bek yaxshi
______________________________
anche yaxshi emes
______________________________
yaxshi emes
______________________________
yaman
______________________________
bek yaman
Working in pairs, Person A asks Person B’s opinion about each of the items which you described
in Exercise 1, using the question word qandaq. Person B should then answer person A using any
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of these descriptive phrases. (You may also use mu ‘also,’ we ‘and,’ biraq ‘but.’) E.g. depter
دەﭘﺘﻪر
A. Bu depter qandaq?
 ﺑﯘ دەﭘﺘﻪر ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ؟:ﺋﺎ
B. Bu depter yaman emes, lëkin kichik. . ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ، ﺑﯘ دەﭘﺘﻪر ﻳﺎﻣﺎن ﺋﻪﻣﻪس:ب
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Exercise 3
Using the following two question-and-answer formats as models for a dialogue:
3a. Things e.g. kitab ‘book’ (alternatives are separated by /)
Bu nëme?
--Bu kitab.
Bu qandaq kitab?
--Bu Uyghurche kitab.
Bu Uyghurche kitab qandaq? --Bu Uyghurche kitab yaxshi/qiyin/tes/yaman emes ‘not bad’
Bu eng yaxshi kitabmu?
--Yaq, bu eng yaxshi kitab emes, awu eng yaxshi kitab. /
--He’e, bu eng yaxshi kitab.
With your partner, substitute the following words. Take turns asking and answering questions:

depter
zhurnal
gëzit
sinip ‘classroom’

lughet
qelem
orunduq ‘chair’

3b. People e.g., mu’ellim
Bu kim?
--Bu mu’ellim.
Bu mu’ellim qandaq? --Bu mu’ellim yaxshi / yaman emes / bek yaxshi.
Bu eng yaxshi mu’ellimmu? --Yaq, bu eng yaxshi mu’ellim emes, awu/u eng yaxshi mu’ellim. /
--He’e, bu eng yaxshi mu’ellim.
U mu’ellim yaxshimu?
--He’e, u mu’ellim bek yaxshi. / Yaq, u mu’ellim yaxshi emes.
--U mu’ellim yaman emes. / U mu’ellim bolidu. ‘That teacher is (just) OK.’
Substitute the following words into the model. Take turns asking and answering questions:
bala
oqughuchi
qiz
qëri ayal ‘old woman’
Tursun (male name)
yash ayal ‘young woman’
Roshen (female name)
sawaqdash
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Lesson 3

 ﺑﺎﺯﺍﺭﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ ۋە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﺵ،ﺳﺎﻻﻣﻠﯩﺸﯩﺶ
Greeting, Shopping, and Working
Concepts and Structures
1. Uyghur greetings: Salam! ‘Greetings!’ Yaxshimusiz! ‘Hello!’
2. Personal pronouns  ﺋﯘﻻر، ﺋﯘ، ﺑﯩﺰ؛ ﺳﻪن؛ ﺳﯩﻠﻪر؛ ﺳﯩﻠﻰ،ﻣﻪن
3. Present-future tense -Y (-i/- y/-yi) and person endings (Type 1)
4. Dative and Locative cases: dative +GA (+gha/qa/ge/ke  ﻏﺎ، ﻗﺎ،ﮔﻪ، ) ﻛﻪ, locative +DA
(+da/ta/de/te  دا، ﺗﺎ،  ﺗﻪ،) دە
5. Language Use Notes: - دەde- ،- ﺋﻮﻗﯘoqu-  ﺋﯚﮔﻪن؛ögen- ، ﻣﺎﻗﯘلmaqul  ﻛﯜن؛kün
There are many types of greetings: religious and non-religious; formal and informal; samegeneration and intergenerational. In this lesson you will learn commonly-used greetings, salam
and yaxshimusiz, and be able to ask where someone works and what they study.
You will learn how to use personal pronouns (I, you, he she, etc.) For example, for the third
person (he, she, it) Uyghur has one pronoun, u. (This is the same as the demonstrative pronoun u
‘that,’ which we learned in Lesson 1.)
Verbs in Uyghur take a variety of tense, aspect, and modal suffixes, expressing when and
how an action or event takes place. The verb stem (without any suffixes) we write with a hyphen
(e.g. oqu- ‘study, read’ -)ﯘ, since in written Uyghur, verbs usually appear with suffixes
attached to them. In this lesson, we learn the present-future tense suffix, -Y (-i/-y/-yi).1 After
attaching to the verb, this suffix is followed by person markers, which are a bit like compact
personal pronouns. Taking oqu-:
(1) Men Uyghurche
oqu-y-men.
‘I study Uyghur.’
I

(2) U

Uyghur

Uyghurche

He/She Uyghur

1

.ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﻤﻪن

study-PresFut-1personSingular

oqu-y-du.

ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ

‘She/He studies Uyghur.’

study-PresFut-3personSingular

.ﺋﯘ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺪۇ

A capital letter as used here indicates that there is more than one form of the sound; in this chapter, Y= y/i, D= d/t,

G= gh/q/g/k (see Abbreviations used in this Textbook in the Preface).
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We will also explore two of the noun case suffixes in Uyghur: the dative +GA (indicating
direction towards), and the locative +DA (location at/in/on). These suffixes are harmonic,
meaning their sound varies depending on the sounds of the preceding noun. Details on these
processes are provided in grammar point 4 below, as well as section 4 of the Introduction.
The verb de- ‘say, speak’ - دەis sometimes used in these dialogues in the sense of ‘be called.’
The verbs oqu- - ﯘand ögen- - ﯚ ەنboth have the meaning ‘study,’ but in different senses.
Maqul ‘  ﯘلOK, alright, yes’ is used to agree with and take leave of someone.

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-3.1

Dialogue 3.1

A foreign student, Robin, meets Abliz at the college gate.

دەرۋازﯨﺪا

 ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ؟:روﺑﯩﻦ
 ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
 ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟:روﺑﯩﻦ
 ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟، ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
. )ﻣﻪن( ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﻤﻪن:روﺑﯩﻦ
.ﻣﻪن ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﻤﻪن
ﺳﯩﺰ ﺑﺎزاردا ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟
. ﻣﻪن ﺑﺎزاردا ﺑﯩﺮ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت ﺋﯩﺰدەﻳﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
.ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺷﻪﭘﻜﻪ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

Robin:

Yaxshimusiz?
Abliz: Yaxshimusiz?
Robin: Nege barisiz?
Abliz: Bazargha barimen. Sizchu?
Robin: (Men) öyge qaytimen.
Men öyde uyghurche öginimen.
Siz bazarda nëme ish qilisiz?
Abliz: Men bazarda bir lughet izdeymen,
yene bir shepke alimen.

()دوﭘﭙﯩﻐﺎ

(pointing to Abliz’s hat)

 ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟، ﺑﯘ ﺷﻪﭘﻜﻪ:روﺑﯩﻦ
. ﺷﻪﭘﻜﻪ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس. ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
 ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ دەﻳﺪۇ؟:روﺑﯩﻦ
. ﺑﯘﻧﻰ ‘دوﭘﭙﺎ’ دەﻳﺪۇ:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

Robin:

Bu shepke, shundaqmu?
Abliz: Yaq. Shepke emes!
Robin: Uni uyghurche nëme deydu?
Abliz: Buni doppa deydu.

()ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻏﻘﺎ

(pointing to his shoes)

 ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ دەﻳﺪۇ ؟:روﺑﯩﻦ
. ﺋﺎﻳﺎغ دەﻳﺪۇ:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
(. رەﮬﻤﻪت! )ﻣﺎﻗﯘل ﺋﻪﻣﯩﺴﻪ:روﺑﯩﻦ
 ﺧﻮش:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

Robin:

Uni uyghurche nëme deydu?
Abliz: Ayagh deydu.
Robin: Rehmet. (Maqul emise.)
Abliz: Xosh.
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 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-3.2

Dialogue 3.2

While out shopping, Rena and Aygül meet their teacher, Muhter.
Rena, Aygül:

Muxter mu’ellim,
siz nege barisiz?

Muxter:

Men öyge barimen.
Siler nege barisiler?
Biz bazargha barimiz.
Siler bazarda nëme qilisiler?
Bir kitab, ikki depter
we üch zhurnal alimiz.
Xemit nede?
U öyde.
Künde öyde öginidu.
Adil bilen Ablizmu öydimu?
(Shundaq,) ularmu öyde.

Rena, Aygül:
Muxter:
Rena, Aygül:
Muxter:
Rena, Aygül:
Muxter:
Rena, Aygül:

، ﻣﯘﺧﺘﻪر ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
ﺳﯩﺰ ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟
. ﻣﻪن ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن:ﻣﯘﺧﺘﻪر
ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
. ﺑﯩﺰ ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﯩﺰ:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
 ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﺑﺎزاردا ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟:ﻣﯘﺧﺘﻪر
 ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ دەﭘﺘﻪر، ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
.ۋە ﺋﯜچ ژۇرﻧﺎل ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﯩﺰ
 ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺖ ﻧﻪدە؟:ﻣﯘﺧﺘﻪر
. ﺋﯘ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
.ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺪۇ
 ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻤﯘ؟:ﻣﯘﺧﺘﻪر
.( ﺋﯘﻻرﻣﯘ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە، )ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-3.3

Dialogue 3.3

Robin points out his teacher, Hämit, to his new friend, Ärkin.

 ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎدەم ﻛﯩﻢ؟:ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ
. ﺋﯘ ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺖ:روﺑﯩﻦ
 ﺋﯘ ﻧﻪدە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ؟:ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ
. ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎڭ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯩﺘﯧﺘﯩﺪا ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺪۇ:روﺑﯩﻦ
 ﺳﯩﺰ ﻧﻪدە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ
. ﻣﻪن ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﭽﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس:روﺑﯩﻦ
.ﻣﻪن ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ
 ﺳﯩﺰ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﻛﻪﺳﯩﭙﺘﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ
. ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﻤﻪن:روﺑﯩﻦ
.ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ ﺑﻪك ﺗﻪس
. ﺋﻮﯕﺎي ﺋﻪﻣﻪس، ﺗﻮﻏﺮا:ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ

Erkin:
Robin:
Erkin:
Robin:
Erkin:
Robin:

U adem kim?
U Xemit.
U nede ishleydu?
Shinjang uniwërsitëtida ishleydu.
Siz nede ishleysiz?
Men xizmetchi emes.
Men oqughuchi.
Erkin: Siz nëme kesipte oquysiz?2
Robin: Men Uyghurche öginimen.
Uyghurche grammatika bek tes.*
Erkin: Toghra, ongay emes.
*Instead of tes, you could also say qiyin ‘difficult.’
2

It’s also possible to substitute qaysi ‘ ﻗﺎﻳﺴﻰwhich’ for nëma ‘what’: Siz qaysi kesipte oquysiz? or simply ask Siz

qaysi (nëma) kesipte? ‘What field are you in?’ ~’ What’s your major?’
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Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
al- (almaq, ëlish) [+ni]
ayagh*
Aygül
et- (etmek, ëtish) [+ni]
ete
emise
bar- (barmaq, bërish) [+GA]
bazar (pronounced bazaa)

xizmetchi
de- (dëmek, dëyish) ^
doppa
sen (sëni, sëning, sanga)

English
get, take, obtain, buy
shoe, pair of shoes; foot; leg; base, end
Aygül (female name); moonflower
do, make; cook, prepare food
tomorrow
then, if that is so, in that case
go (and arrive); (aux) progressing
market; commercial district; shopping
area
go shopping
we
difficult
correct, right
tongue; language
Hämit (male name); praiseworthy
Goodbye! Cheers; enough, all right;
pleasure, satisfaction
(white-collar) worker, employee
say, speak; (aux.) quotative
skullcap
you (sg. informal/intimate)

siz (sizni, sizning, sizge)

you (singular, polite)

siler (silerni, silerning, silerge)

you (plural, ordinary)

shepke
Shinjang
qara- (qarimaq, qarash) [+ni]
qayt- (qaytmaq, qaytish) [+GA]
qil- (qilmaq, qilish) [+ni]
qiyin
kepke
kün
grammatika
maqul
mektep
men (mëni ‘me,’ mëning ‘my,’
manga ‘to me’)
Muxter
ne
nede (< ne + DA)
nege (< ne + GA)
oqu- (oqumaq, oqush) [+ni]

peaked cap
Xinjiang, Chinese Turkestan
look at, look after, consider
return, go back
do, make
difficult
billed flat cap (as worn in Ghulja/Ili)
day; sun
grammar
Alright! Agreed!
school, college, institute; religious school
I

bazargha barbiz
tes
toghra
til
Xemit
xosh

Muhter (male name); chosen one
what?
where at?
where to?
read, study
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Arabic-script Uyghur

( ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ، )ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎل
ﺋﺎﻳﺎغ
ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
( ﺋﯧﺘﯩﺶ، )ﺋﻪﺗﻤﻪك-ﺋﻪت
ﺋﻪﺗﻪ
ﺋﻪﻣﯩﺴﻪ
( ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ، )ﺑﺎرﻣﺎق-ﺑﺎر
ﺑﺎزار
-ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﺎر
ﺑﯩﺰ
ﺗﻪس
ﺗﻮﻏﺮا
ﺗﯩﻞ
ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺖ
ﺧﻮش
ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﭽﻰ
( دﯦﻴﯩﺶ، )دﯦﻤﻪك-دە
دوﭘﭙﺎ
، ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯔ،ﺳﻪن )ﺳﯧﻨﻰ
(ﺳﺎﯕﺎ
، ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ،ﺳﯩﺰ )ﺳﯩﺰﻧﻰ
(ﺳﯩﺰﮔﻪ
،ﺳﯩﻠﻪر )ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﻰ
( ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﮔﻪ،ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ
ﺷﻪﭘﻜﻪ
ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎڭ
( ﻗﺎراش، )ﻗﺎرﯨﻤﺎق-ﻗﺎرا
( ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﺶ، )ﻗﺎﻳﺘﻤﺎق-ﻗﺎﻳﺖ
( ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ، )ﻗﯩﻠﻤﺎق-ﻗﯩﻞ
ﻗﯩﻴﯩﻦ
ﻛﻪﭘﻜﻪ
ﻛﯜن
ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
ﻣﺎﻗﯘل
ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ
، ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ،ﻣﻪن )ﻣﯧﻨﻰ
(ﻣﺎﯕﺎ
ﻣﯘﺧﺘﻪر
ﻧﻪ
ﻧﻪدە
ﻧﻪﮔﻪ
( ﺋﻮﻗﯘش، )ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎق-ﺋﻮﻗﯘ
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ﺋﻮﯕﺎي
( ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ، ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ،ﺋﯘ )ﺋﯘﻧﻰ

ongay
u (uni ‘him/her,’ uning ‘his/her’
uninggha ‘to him/her’)
ular (ularni ‘them’ ...)
uniwërsitët
ögen- (ögenmek, öginish) [+ni]

easy, convenient
he, she, it
they
university
learn

öy
üch
izde- (izdimek, izdesh) [+ni]

house, home, room
three
search, look for

ish
ishle- (ishlimek, ishlesh)

work, job; matter, affair, thing
work

(ﺋﯘﻻار )ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ
ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯩﺘﯧﺖ
، )ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﻪك-ﺋﯚﮔﻪن
(ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ
ﺋﯚي
ﺋﯜچ
، )ﺋﯩﺰدﯨﻤﻪك-ﺋﯩﺰدە
(ﺋﯩﺰدەش
ﺋﯩﺶ
، )ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪك-ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪ
(ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪش
ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ
ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ
( ﻳﯧﻴﯩﺶ، )ﻳﯧﻤﻪك-ﻳﻪ
ﻳﻪﻧﻪ
( ﻳﯘﻳﯘش، )ﻳﯘﻣﺎق-ﻳﯘ

ikki**
two
yaxshimusiz
Hello! How do you do? How are you?
ye- (yëmek, yëyish) [+ni]
eat, consume
yene
again, further, still, else, also, more
yu-*** (yumaq, yuyush) [+ni] ^ wash, launder
(If stress is marked on two syllables, the first is lightly stressed, the second is more strongly stressed.)
*When pronounced alone, the gh of <ayagh> ‘shoe’ is voiceless, sounding like ayaq. Similarly, when
followed by a G-initial suffix with variable voicing such as the dative +GA, this final gh behaves
like a voiceless q, and therefore takes the voiceless +qa form of the dative: ayaqqa ‘to the foot,’
written ayaghqa  ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻏﻘﺎ. Other nouns ending in gh also follow this pattern. But when a voiced

sound (such as i) follows, <ayagh> is pronounced as it is spelled: ayaghi ‘his/her foot.’
**The vowel i is whispered (devoiced) between any two p, t, k, or q (or at the beginning of a word if
followed by these voiceless stops); thus ‘two’ ikki  ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰis pronounced something like shhki. The
voiceless i sounds like a hiss; ask your teacher to repeat such words slowly and then quickly.
*** The initial consonant y preceding i, u, or ü is often pronounced with friction, making it sound like j,
such as yil ‘year’ pronounced [Ȣil], and sounding like jil; yu- ‘wash’ sounding like ju- [Ȣu-] or
yügür- ‘run’ sounding like jügür- [Ȣygyr-] This is particularly common in the speech of
northerners and people of Ghulja (Ili).
^ The verb yu- ‘wash’ adds an extra y before suffixes beginning with a vowel: yu-y-i-men ‘I wash.’

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. Salam!

 م

Yaxshimusiz!

ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ

‘Greetings!’ ‘Hello!’

These are the most common Uyghur greetings, meaning literally, ‘Peace!’ and ‘Are you well?’ In
the latter greeting, remembering our question particle mu, we can think of this as a rearranged
form of a predicate adjective question Siz yaxshimu? (lit., you good-Q?)
In reply, one typically echoes the question (A: Salam! B: Salam! or A: Yaxshimusiz! B:
Yaxshimusiz!). To th latter, it is also possible to answer Yaxshi! But no matter how badly one is
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feeling, practices of decorum dictate that one never answers Yaxshi emes ‘Not good’ or Yaman
‘bad.’ So: Yaxshimusiz! --- Yaxshi!
‘How are you?’ ---‘Fine.’
2. Personal Pronouns
Below is a table of the Uyghur personal pronouns. Pay careful attention to the many pronouns
used for the 2nd person ‘you.’ The forms in grey are used less but included in case you hear them;
focus on the other terms first:
Table 1. Uyghur personal pronouns (nominative case)

person
1st
2nd
3rd

degree
regular
informal, intimate
polite
respectful

singular
men ‘ ﻣﻪنI’
sen ‘ ﺳﻪنyou’
siz ‘ ﺳﯩﺰyou’ (polite)
sili ‘ ﺳﯩﻠﻰyou’ (esteemed)
u ‘ ﺋﯘhe, she, it’

plural
biz ‘ ﺑﯩﺰwe’
senler ‘ ﺳﻪﻧﻠﻪرyou’ (very informal)
siler ‘ ﺳﯩﻠﻪرyou’ (polite)
sizler ‘ ﺳﯩﺰﻟﻪرyou’ (very polite)
ular ‘ ﺋﯘﻻرthey’

For the 2nd person ‘you,’ speakers distinguish several levels of politeness and formality:
Everyday polite siz
Learn and use the everyday formal polite form siz with most people:
e.g. your teacher, classmates, and adult strangers you meet. Like French vous and German Sie, it
is the most common form heard. Girls are usually deferentially addressed with siz, even by their
own parents, while boys are typically addressed with sen.
Everyday informal sen Sen is a familiar, intimate form of ‘you’ (like French tu and German
du), conveying a very close friendship between speaker and hearer, or the superior social rank of
the speaker. In the latter usage, the speaker typically commands respect of or has some authority
over the hearer, e.g. over children, pupils, or an apprentice. Since sen can also be used to
condescend to someone in anger and is thus potentially offensive, it is safest to wait until a
person addresses you with sen before addressing them back with sen.
Formal polite sili
The honorific form sili is used to respectfully address elders, for example
grandparents or respected leaders of a community. It is still widely used in southern Xinjiang and
in literature, whether to address royalty or even customers.
Plural siler: both everyday formal and informal In the 2nd person plural, siler is by far the
most common form of ‘you (plural),’ used in both distant and close relationships.
The other forms, senler ‘you (plural, informal and/or impolite)’ and sizler ‘you (plural, very
formal)’ are much less common, and are included for your reference only. There are still other,
more honorific and dialect forms that you may hear (such as özle, özliri ‘you (sg., honorific)’ and
her qaysiliri ‘you (pl., honorific)), which we have not included here.
For everyday use, then, make sure you learn men, sen, siz, u; and biz, siler, and ular.
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3. Present-Future Tense
V-Y-Person Endings
3.1 Form
The present-future tense suffix is formed by adding the suffix -(y)I- (-i, -y, or-yi) immediately
after the verb (V). Then an appropriate personal ending (1st/2nd/3rd person singular or plural) is
attached: V-(y)I-Pers.Ending. There are three variants of the suffix -y(I)-:
• If the verb stem ends in a consonant (p b f q gh l n sh y w, etc.), use i :
qil‘do’
qilimen, qilimiz, etc.
qayt- ‘return’ qaytimen, qaytisiler, etc.
toy- ‘be full’ toyimen, toyisiler, toyidu, etc.
kör- ‘see’
körisen, köridu, etc.
• If the verb stem ends in a vowel (a e ë i o ö ü), use y :
oqu- ‘read’ oquymen, oquydu, etc. angla- ‘listen’ anglaysiz, anglaydu, etc.
Since -y(I)- attracts stress, no vowel-raising occurs in vowel-final verb stems with the presentfuture tense :
de- ‘say’ deymen, deydu,* etc.
ye- ‘eat’ yeymiz, yeydu, etc.
• If the verb is yu , use -yi:
yu- ‘wash’
yuyimen, yuyisiz, yuyidu.
3.2 Person Endings
Person endings look quite like personal pronouns (since they are actually derived from them);
they agree with the subject of the sentence in person (I, you, she, etc.) and number (singular,
plural). Uyghur has two sets of person endings, but the ones described here are the most
common:
Table 2. Person Endings (type 1, pronominal)

Person
st

1 person
2nd person
3rd person

singular
-men ﻣﻪن-sen / -siz ﺳﻪن- / ﺳﯩﺰ-du دۇ-

Number
plural
-miz ﻣﯩﺰ-siler  ﺳﯩﻠﻪر-du دۇ-

Here are examples of different verbs with the present-future tense suffix and person endings:
• Person endings on consonant-final stems:
V-Y-Person Endings
qil‘do’ qilimen, qilimiz, qilisen, qilisiz, qilisiler, qilidu (I do, we do, you do, etc.)

ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ،ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر،ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺰ، ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺰ،ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﻪن،ﻗﯩﻠﯩﻤﯩﺰ.ﻗﯩﻠﯩﻤﻪن
kör-

‘see’

körimen, körimiz, körisen, körisiz, körisiler, köridu

 ﻛﯚرﯨﺪۇ، ﻛﯚرﯨﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﻛﯚرﯨﺴﯩﺰ، ﻛﯚرﯨﺴﻪن،ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﯩﺰ.ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن
bar-

‘go’

barimen, barimiz, barisen, barisiz, barisiler, baridu

.... ﺑﺎرﯨﺪۇ، ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﺰ، ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﻪن،ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﯩﺰ.ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن
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A-raising applies here: When suffixes are added to some verb stems having the vowels a or e,
these vowels are “raised” or changed (as introduced in Lesson 2):
a, e > i If the verb stem has an unstressed a or e in its second syllable (and that syllable ends
in not more than one consonant), it will change to i:
ögen- ‘study’ öginimen, öginimiz, öginisen, öginisiz, öginisiler, öginidu

..... ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺪۇ، ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺴﯩﺰ، ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺴﻪن،ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﻤﯩﺰ.ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﻤﻪن
aylan- ‘revolve’ aylinimen, aylinimiz, aylinisen, etc.
e > ë , a > ë If the verb stem has one syllable (and it ends in not more than one consonant):
ber- ‘give’ bërimen, bërimiz, bërisen, bërisiz, bërisiler, bëridu

..... ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺪۇ، ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺴﯩﺰ، ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺴﻪن،ﺑﯧﺮﯨﻤﯩﺰ.ﺑﯧﺮﯨﻤﻪن
et-

‘make, prepare’

ëtimen, ëtimiz, ëtisen, ëtisiz, ëtisiler, ëtidu

.... ﺋﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ، ﺋﯧﺘﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر،ﺋﯧﺘﯩﺴﯩﺰ، ﺋﯧﺘﯩﺴﻪن،ﺋﯧﺘﯩﻤﯩﺰ.ﺋﯧﺘﯩﻤﻪن
mang- ‘go (on foot); run, operate’ mangimen but mëngiwatimen (difference due to stress)

de-

• Person endings on vowel-final stems:
V-y-PersEndings1
deymen, deymiz, deysen, deysiz, deysiler, deydu (‘I say,’ ‘we say,’ etc.)

..... دەﻳﺪۇ، دەﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر، دەﻳﺴﯩﺰ، دەﻳﺴﻪن،دەﻳﻤﯩﺰ.دەﻳﻤﻪن
oqu-

oquymen, oquymiz, oquysen, oquysiz, oquysiler oquydu (‘I read,’ ‘we read,’ etc.)

...  ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺪۇ، ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺴﯩﺰ، ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺴﻪن،ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﻤﯩﺰ.ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﻤﻪن
The verbs yu-, ye- and de- (being single syllables ending in a vowel) will take an extra -y- before
any suffix ending in a vowel which does not have y-initial variant (as above).
yeyeymen, yeyimiz, yeysen, yeysiz, yeysiler, yeydu (‘I eat,’ ‘we eat,’ etc.)

......  ﻳﻪﻳﺪۇ، ﻳﻪﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﻳﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ، ﻳﻪﻳﺴﻪن،ﻳﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ.ﻳﻪﻳﻤﻪن
The above is similar to -(I)sh “dictionary” forms mentioned in the Vocabulary: yëyish, yuyush
etc. As mentioned above, yu- ‘wash’ adds an extra y before the present-future i:
yuyuyimen, yuyimiz, yuyisen, yuyisiz, yuyisiler, yuyidu (‘I wash,’ ‘we wash,’ etc.)

.. ﻳﯘﻳﯩﺪۇ، ﻳﯘﻳﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﻳﯘﻳﯩﺴﯩﺰ، ﻳﯘﻳﯩﺴﻪن،ﻳﯘﻳﯩﻤﯩﺰ.ﻳﯘﻳﯩﻤﻪن

3.3 Usage of the present-future tense
Expresses a present state of affairs
Most often, it is used to describe a current, usual state of affairs, a stable, ongoing action or
situation, similar to the use of the English simple present:
(3) Biz bu yerde ishleymiz.

‘We work here.’

.ﺑﯩﺰ ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ
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Expresses a likely event in the future
Used about a future action or situation; the speaker is quite certain that the event will occur:
(4) U Ürümchige baridu. ‘She/He will (definitely) go to Ürümchi.’
(5) Men bir kitab alimen. ‘I will (for sure) buy a book.’

.ﺋﯘ ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺪۇ
.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

If ambiguous, present and future meanings can be distinguished using time words such as hazir
‘now,’ and ete ‘tomorrow.’
Expresses Habitual action
The present-future tense can also render habitual action, something that is done regularly at the
present time:
(6) Siz her küni oquysiz. ‘You study every day.’

.ﺳﯩﺰ ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﺋﯘﻗﯘﻳﺴﯩﺰ

4. Noun Cases
4.1 Usage
Uyghur nouns cases perform a similar function to prepositions in English, expressing relations
between participants in the sentence. In this lesson, we introduce the Nominative, Locative, and
Dative cases.
Nominative Case
N+∅
∅
A noun in the nominative case is not marked and is the subject of a sentence, as in öy below:
(7) Bu öy yaxshi.

‘This house/home is good.’

.ﺑﯘ ﺋﯚي ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ

Locative Case
N+DA
The locative expresses a location at, on, or in time or space. The suffix +DA (with voicing and
backness harmonic variants +da/ta/de/te  ﺗﻪ،دە،ﺗﺎ، ) داis attached to location noun.
(8) U uniwërsitëtta ishleydu. ‘S/he works at the university.’

.ﺋﯘ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺴﯩﺘﯧﺘﺘﺎ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ

Dative Case
N+GA
The dative is used for the direction/goal to a place or for a purpose. The suffix +GA (with
voicing and backness harmonic variants +gha/qa/ge/ke ﻛﻪ،ﮔﻪ،ﻗﺎ، ) ﻏﺎis attached to the noun.
(9) Biz bazargha barimiz.

We are going to the market.
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4.2 Formation
There are four different forms for each case suffix. You must learn to select which one to use,
according to the sounds that come at the end of the noun. Review the explanation on consonant
and vowel harmony in section 3 of the Introduction. This will help you to identify which words
are categorized as back and which are considered front, and whether the last sound in the noun
is voiced or unvoiced. Here are some examples:
Table 3. Locative case: examples
back
Nom.
Locative
Dative

voiced final
ﺑﺎﻻ
bala
ﺑﺎﻟﯩﺪا
balida
ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻐﺎ
baligha

front

unvoiced final
ﺗﺎﻣﺎق
tamaq
ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﺘﺎ
tamaqta
ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻘﺎ
tamaqqa

voiced final
ﺋﯚي
öy
ﺋﯚﻳﺪە
öyde
ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ
öyge

unvoiced final
ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ
mektep
ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﻪ
mektepte
mektepke ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻜﻪ

Some other examples:
kimde ﻛﯩﻤﺪە

‘on whom?’

lughette ﻟﯘﻏﻪﺗﺘﻪ

‘in a/the dictionary’

tilda ﺗﯩﻠﺪا

‘in a/the language’

sawaqdashta ‘ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﺘﺎon the classmate’

kimge ﻛﯩﻤﮕﻪ

‘to/for whom?’

lughetke ﻟﯘﻏﻪﺗﻜﻪ

tilgha ﺗﯩﻠﻐﺎ

‘into a/the language’ sawaqdashqa ‘ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻘﺎto/for the classmate’

‘to/for a/the dictionary’

A-raising also occurs (when suffixes are added to words ending in a or e, the vowel is raised to i
(or e in single-syllable words):

bala +GA → baligha (not *balagha)

 ﻏﺎ ← ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻐﺎ+ ﺑﺎﻻ

kepke +DA → kepkide (not *kepkede)

 دە ← ﻛﻪﭘﻜﯩﺪە+ ﻛﻪﭘﻜﻪ

Two exceptions to A-raising that we can observe with the dative case are the question word ne‘where?’ +GA → nege ‘why?,’ and tala ‘outside’ → talagha ‘(towards) the outside.’

4.3.
Personal Pronouns and case
Personal pronouns like men ‘I’ and siz ‘you’ also take case suffixes personal pronouns. The
irregular forms are in bold below: manga, sanga, uninggha, uningda (and not *men’ge, *sen’ge,
*ugha, *uda). These irregular dative and locative forms have +ning inserted between the pronoun
u and the case suffix. uning ‘his, her, its’ is the genitive case of the pronoun u, and is required for
the 3 rd person singular dative, locative, and ablative cases. (We will cover the genitive case in
Lesson 8.)
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Table 4. Nominative, Dative, and Locative Case of Personal Pronouns

1st person
singular

plural

2nd person
3rd person
1st person
2nd person
3rd person

nominative
men ﻣﻪن
ﺳﻪن
sen
ﺳﯩﺰ
siz
ﺳﯩﻠﻰ
sili
ﺋﯘ
u
ﺑﯩﺰ
biz
ﺳﯩﻠﻪر
siler(sizler)
ﺋﯘﻻر
ular

dative
ﻣﺎﯕﺎ
manga
ﺳﺎﯕﺎ
sanga
ﺳﯩﺰﮔﻪ
sizge
ﺳﯩﻠﯩﮕﻪ
silige
ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ
uninggha
ﺑﯩﺰﮔﻪ
bizge
ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﮔﻪ
silerge
ﺋﯘﻻرﻏﺎ
ulargha

locative
ﻣﻪﻧﺪە
mende
ﺳﻪﻧﺪە
sende
ﺳﯩﺰدە
sizde
ﺳﯩﻠﯩﺪە
silide
ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﺪا
uningda
ﺑﯩﺰدە
bizde
ﺳﯩﻠﻪردە
silerde
ﺋﯘﻻردا
ularda

4.4 Interrogative (question) pronouns and case
nege, nede, kimde, kimge
In the dialogues, two words were used for the question ‘Where?’: the dative nege ‘where to?’
and the locative nede ‘where at?’ Take note that the stem ne- has not changed as the suffix was
added. You have also seen case suffixes attached to kim ‘who,’ e.g. kimde ‘on/in whom?’ and
kimge ‘to/for whom?’

5. Language Use Notes
5.1 The Verb ‘to say’ - دە
Notice how the verb de- (dëmek, dëyish) is used in the following expression:
(10) Buni Uyghurche nëme deydu? ‘What is this called in Uyghur?’

ﺑﯘﻧﻰ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ دەﻳﺪۇ؟

In English we use the passive ‘it is said/is called’, whereas the active ‘they say’ tends to be
preferred in Uyghur. So the above sentence in Uyghur literally reads ‘What do (they) say for this
in Uyghur?’ The +ni (definite direct object) suffix of buni  ﺑﯘﻧﻰwill be explained in Lesson 5.

5.2 Two Verbs for ‘to study’ - ﺋﯚﮔﻪنand -ﺋﻮﻗﯘ
Both verbs are used to mean ‘to study,’ but they are used in different contexts: oqu- - ﺋﻮﻗﯘfocuses
on studying by reading, while ögen- - ﺋﯚﮔﻪنfocuses on study by oneself or study skills.
oqu- means ‘to read’ or ‘recite’, and is used when studying in a classroom and with a teacher.
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ögen- (pronounced ügen- in rapid speech) means more ‘to learn, be trained’, so it is used for
personal studies, particularly outside of the classroom, and is also used for any kind of learning
(e.g. about life, moral lessons, or technical skills).
(11) Adil künde öyde öginidu. ‘Adil studies at home every day.’

.ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺪۇ

(12) Men bu mektepte oquymen. ‘I study at this school.’

.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﻤﻪن

5.3 Th
e Interjection maqul ‘OK!’ﻣﺎﻗﯘل
Maqul, which is often used as a one-word sentence, usually means ‘agreed.’ It mostly is used as
a positive response to a request, or as an indirect way to take leave of someone. In the first sense:
(13)

Öyge qaytayli!

‘Let’s go home!’

Maqul.

‘OK. (That’s a good idea)’

!ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﺎﻳﻠﻰ
.ﻣﺎﻗﯘل

When it is time to end a conversation, a speaker says maqul in the sense of ‘OK,’ or ‘So...’:
(14)

Maqul emise. Xosh!

‘OK, then. Goodbye!’

! ﺧﻮش.ﻣﺎﻗﯘل ﺋﻪﻣﯩﺴﻪ

In the leavetaking sense, maqul can also be used alone, as the entire utterance.

5.4 Time expressions using kün ‘ ﻛﯜنday’

künde, her küni

künde When the dative suffix +DA is added to the noun kün ‘day,’ künde forms an adjective
meaning ‘everyday’ (not ‘at today,’ as you might have thought).
her küni The expression her küni is almost identical in meaning literally ‘each day.’
(15)
or

a. Künde ishleymen. ‘I work every day’
b. Her küni ishleymen.

ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﻤﻪن

.ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﻤﻪن
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Exercises
Exercise 1
Add the appropriate dative (‘to/for’) or locative (‘at/on/in’) case endings to each of the nouns
listed below. Remember to look out for the vowel changes and the irregular personal pronouns:
Nominative
öy
bazar
neAbliz
sinip
oqughuchi
orunduq
adem
Aygül
gëzit
zhurnal
men

Dative
Locative
öyge
öyde
__________ ________________
__________ ________________
__________ ________________
__________ ________________
__________ ________________
__________ ________________
__________ ________________
__________ ________________
__________ ________________
__________ ________________
__________ ________________

Aynur __________
ish
__________
doppa __________
siz
__________
kün
__________
choka __________
bala __________
u
__________
biz
__________
lughet __________
Ürümchi__________

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

Exercise 2
In the sentences below, some of the case endings are missing. Add the correct ending for either
the dative or the locative form where appropriate, paying attention to any vowel changes. Many
words will not require any ending. Then see if you can translate the sentences into English.
1. Ular _______ bazar ___________ yeydu.
2. Biz _________ öy ____________ tamaq ëtimiz.
3. Bu kitab ____________ bek tes.
4. Siz __________ ne ____________ oquysiz?
5. U __________uniwërsitët _______________ baridu.
6. Mahire ______________ayagh alidu.
7. Sen ______________ öy ___________ qaytamsen?
8. Men _________________ üch texse __________ alimen.
9. Xemit ________ ete mektep ________ kelmeydu.
10. Bu xizmetchi _____________ ne ____________ishleydu?
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Exercise 3
Below is a dialogue between one person (A) and two others (B & P). The verbs need to be put
into the present-future tense with correct person endings. If there is a space after a noun or
pronoun, add either the dative case +GA (-gha/qa/ge/ke) or the locative case +DA (-da/ta/de/te).
A:
Siler ne _____ (bar-) __________?
B+P: Biz bazar ______ (bar-) _________ Sizchu?
A:
Men uniwërsitët _______ (bar-) __________.
Siler bazar _________ nëme (qil-) __________.
B+P: Biz lengmen (ye-) ____________ we ikki gëzit (al-) ____________ .
Uniwërsitët ______ nëme (qil-) _________ .
A:
Men sinip ______zhurnal (oqu-) ___________.
B+P: Adil ne _____?
A:
U öy ______.
B+P: U nëme ish (qil-) ____________?
A:
Adil oqughuchi. U Uyghurche (oqu-) ____________ .
B+P: Uyghurche tesmu? (tes ‘difficult’)
A:
Uyghurche grammatika bek tes.
Menmu Uyghurche (oqu-) ___________ . Siler ne _____ (ishle) ______.

Exercise 4
1. Ask one of your classmates (or your teacher) what they are going to do tomorrow – using the
2nd person. (If it will help you, write out the questions here first before your lesson.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2. Tell them where you are going to go tomorrow, and what you are going to do, using the first
person (‘I,’ ‘we’).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
3. Now ask them what other students or friends (known to you both) are going to do, using the
third person (‘he,’ ‘she,’ ‘it,’ ‘they’).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 4

ﻛﯜﻧﺪﯨﻠﯩﻚ ﭘﺎﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪﺕ
Daily Routines
Concepts and Structures
1. Asking Questions in the Present-Future Tense with -Am- (and with the particle mu)
2. Negative Questions in the Present-Future Tense -mA-m3. Person Suffixes (type 2, possessive): -dim, -duq, etc.
4. Negating in the Present-Future Tense -mA5. Language Use Notes: verb phrases; differences between  ﺧﻪتand  ;ﮬﻪرپgreeting ﺗﯩﻨﭽﻠﯩﻘﻤﯘ؟
In this lesson you will develop your knowledge of the Present-Future tense by learning how to
ask questions and to give negative as well as positive answers.
(1) a. Ishlemsiz?

‘Do/will you work?’

ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟

b. He’e, ishleymen.

‘Yes, I (will) work.’

. ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﻤﻪن، ﮬﻪﺋﻪ-

c. Yaq, ishlimeymen.

‘No, I don’t /won’t work.’

. ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن، ﻳﺎق-

Also, you will learn how to ask negative questions:
(2)

Barmamsiz?

‘Won’t you go?’

ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟

(3)

Ögenmemsiz?

‘Won’t you study?’

 ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟-

This lesson also includes learning how to express your likes and dislikes.

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-4.1

Dialogue 4.1
Räna meets Adil on campus.

 ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ

Adil: Yaxshimusiz?

 ﺗﯩﻨﭽﻠﯩﻘﻤﯘ؟. ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ:رەﻧﺎ

Rena: Yaxshimusiz. Tinchliqmu?
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 ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟. ﺗﯩﻨﭽﻠﯩﻖ:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ

Adil: Tinchliq. Sizchu?

 ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟. ﻣﻪﻧﻤﯘ ﺗﯩﻨﭽﻠﯩﻖ:رەﻧﺎ

Rena: Menmu tinchliq. Nege barisiz?

. ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ

Adil: Bazargha barimen.
Sizmu bazargha baramsiz?

ﺳﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﺎراﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
. ﻣﻪن ﺑﺎزاراﻏﺎ ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن، ﻳﺎق:رەﻧﺎ

Rena: Yaq, men bazargha barmaymen.
Sinipqa barimen.

.ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﻘﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن
 دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ

Adil: Ders anglamsiz?

. دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻤﺎﻳﻤﻪن، ﻳﺎق:رەﻧﺎ

Rena: Yaq, ders anglimaymen.
Tapshuruq ishleymen.

.ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﻤﻪن

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-4.2

Dialogue 4.2

John, a Uyghur language student, meets Mahirä, a Uyghur literature teacher.

 ﺳﯩﺰ ﻧﻪدە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺟﻮن

Jon: Siz nede ishleysiz?

. ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﻤﻪن:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە

Mahire: Men bu mektepte ishleymen.
Sizmu bu yerde ishlemsiz?

ﺳﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
. ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن، ﻳﺎق:ﺟﻮن

Jon: Yaq, men ishlimeymen.
Men bu yerde Uyghur tili öginimen.

.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘر ﺗﯩﻠﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﻤﻪن
 ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟ ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ دەرس:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە

Mahire: Shundaqmu? Siz In’glizche
ders ötemsiz? Siz mu’ellim emesmu?
Jon: Men In’glizche ders ötmeymen.

ﺋﯚﺗﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟ ﺳﯩﺰ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺋﻪﻣﻪﺳﻤﯘ؟
 ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰ. ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ دەرس ﺋﯚﺗﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن:ﺟﻮن

In’gliz tili bir az qiyin. Sizmu ders

 ﺳﯩﺰﻣﯘ دەرس ﺑﯧﺮەﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟.ﺗﯩﻠﻰ ﺑﯩﺮﺋﺎز ﻗﯩﻴﯩﻦ

bëremsiz?
Mahire: He’e, men edebiyat

 ﻣﻪن ﺋﻪدەﺑﯩﻴﺎت ﻓﺎﻛﯘﻟﺘﯧﺘﯩﺪا دەرس، ﮬﻪﺋﻪ:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە

fakultëtida ders bërimen.

.ﺑﯧﺮﯨﻤﻪن
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 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-4.3

Dialogue 4.3

Räna and Aynur chat with Abdurahman after their morning classes.

 ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

Rena we Aynur: Tamaq yemsiz?
Abduraxman: Yaq, tamaq yëmeymen.

 ﻣﻪن. ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇراﺧﻤﺎن

Men meshq qilimen. (Silerchu?) Siler

 )ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﭼﯘ؟( ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻳﻪﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟.ﻣﻪﺷﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﻤﻪن

yemsiler?

. ﺑﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

Rena we Aynur: Bizmu yëmeymiz.
Biz yataqta dem alimiz.

.ﺑﯩﺰ ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺘﺎ دەم ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﯩﺰ

Abduraxman: Hazir dem alamsiler?

 ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ دەم ﺋﺎﻻﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇراﺧﻤﺎن

Rena we Aynur: He’e, dem alimiz.

. دەم ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﯩﺰ،  ﮬﻪﺋﻪ:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

Siz dem almamsiz?

ﺳﯩﺰ دەم ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟

Abduraxman: Yaq, chüshtin burun dem

 ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن دەم، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرۇاﺧﻤﺎن

almaymen. Chüstin këyin dem alimen.

. ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ دەم ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن.ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﻤﻪن
 ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﺘﺎ:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

Rena we Aynur: Chüshtin këyin sinipta
oqumsiz?

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
 ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﻣﻪن ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇراﺧﻤﺎن

Abduraxman: Adette men chüshtin këyin
oquymen, biraq bügün oqumaymen.

. ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن،ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﻤﻪن
 ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

Rena we Aynur: Bügün chüshtin këyin
oqumamsiz?

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
 ﻣﻪن ﺧﻪت. ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرۇاﺧﻤﺎن

Abduraxman: Oqumaymen. Men xet
yazimen. Silerchu? Chüshtin këyin

 ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﭼﯘ؟ ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ.ﻳﺎزﯨﻤﻪن

oqumsiler?

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
 زاﮬﯩﺪەم. ﻳﺎق ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎﻳﻤﯩﺰ:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

Rena we Aynur: Yaq, oqumaymiz.
Zahidem këlidu, biz birge tamaq ëtimiz.

. ﺑﯩﺰ ﺑﯩﺮﮔﻪ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﺋﯧﺘﯩﻤﯩﺰ،ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ
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 ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻣﺪۇ؟:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇراﺧﻤﺎن

Abdurahman: Xalmurat këlemdu?

Enwer këlidu.

، ﺋﯘ ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ. ﻳﺎق:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
.ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺋﻪﻧﯟەر ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ

Abduraxman: Xalmurat nëmishqa

 ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ؟:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇراﺧﻤﺎن

Rena we Aynur: Yaq. U kelmeydu, biraq

kelmeydu?

. ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

Rena we Aynur: Bilmeymiz.

 ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﺋﯧﺘﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇراﺧﻤﺎن

Abduraxman: Nëme tamaq ëtisiler?

. ﭘﻮﻟﯘ ﺋﯧﺘﯩﻤﯩﺰ:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

Rena we Aynur: Polu ëtimiz.

 ﻟﻪﯕﻤﻪن ﺋﻪﺗﻤﻪﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇراﺧﻤﺎن

Abduraxman: Lengmen etmemsiler?

. ﭘﻮﻟﯘ ﺋﯧﺘﯩﻤﯩﺰ، ﻳﺎق:رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

Rena we Aynur: Yaq, polu ëtimiz.

Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
Abduraxman
adette
angla- (anglimak,
anglash)[+ni]
edebiyat
Enwer
ber- (bermek, bërish)
[+ni,+GA]
burun
bügün
birge
bil- (bilmek, bilish) [+ni]*
tapshuruq
tur- (turmaq, turush)
tinchliq (often pron. tëchliq)
chüsh
chüshtin burun
chüshtin këyin
Xalmurat
xet

English
Abdurahman (male name); God’s merciful
servant
usually, normally
listen, hear
literature, belles-lettres
Änwär (male name); shining
give; (aux.) for someone else's benefit,
continuation, unconstrained
before, earlier [+Din]; prior, previous; nose
today
together, united (< bir ‘one’)
know, understand
homework, assignment
stand, get up; stay, reside; live, be settled;
persist; (aux.) habitual, repetitive, durative;
briefly, for a while
peace, quiet, calm
noon, midday
morning; second half of the morning
afternoon
Halmurat (male name); fulfilled longing
(postal) letter; complex (Chinese or typset)
character
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Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇراﺧﻤﺎن
ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ
( ﺋﺎﯕﻼش، )ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎﯕﻼ
ﺋﻪدەﺑﯩﻴﺎت
ﺋﻪﻧﯟەر
( ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ، )ﺑﻪرﻣﻪك-ﺑﻪر
ﺑﯘرۇن
ﺑﯜﮔﯜن
ﺑﯩﺮﮔﻪ
( ﺑﯩﻠﯩﺶ، )ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪك-ﺑﯩﻞ
ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق
( ﺗﯘرۇش، )ﺗﯘرﻣﺎق-ﺗﯘر
ﺗﯩﻨﭽﻠﯩﻖ
ﭼﯜش
ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن
ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ
ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات
ﺧﻪت
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ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇ
Han Chinese (person)
دەرس
lesson, class, lecture
-دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼ
attend class (angla- ‘listen’)
-دەرس ﺋﯚت
teach class, give a class (öt- ‘pass’)
دەم
breath; breather, rest, break; moment
م
زاﮬﯩﺪە
Zahidem (female name); religious, faithful
ﺷﯘﯕﺎ
so, therefore
ﻓﺎﻛﯘﻟﺘﯧﺖ
university department, faculty
( ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺶ، )ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪك-ﻛﻪل
come, approach; arrive; (aux.) persistence
( ﻛﯚرۈش، )ﻛﯚرﻣﻪك-ﻛﯚر
see, look; read, meet; consider; (aux.) tentative
ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ
after, later
ﻣﺎﺗﯧﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
mathematics
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە
Mahire (female name); clever
ﻣﻪﺷﻖ
exercise, practice (mental or physical) (CIS:
meshiq)
-ﻣﻪﺷﻖ ﻗﯩﻞ
meshq qilpractice, do exercises
(
ﺋﯩﺸﻘﺎ
ﻧﯧﻤﻪ
) ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ
nëmishqa (< nëme ish +GA) why, for what reason?
ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ
hazir
now, immediately; presently, nowadays
ﮬﻪرپ
herp
letter, character, glyph
( ﺋﯚﺗﯜش، )ﺋﯚﺗﻤﻪك-ﺋﯚت
öt- (ötmek, ötüsh)
pass, go through, transcend, occur, penetrate,
undergo; (aux.) single occasion
ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن
imtihan
examination, academic test
ﺋﺎل
ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن
imtihan algive an exam, examine (al- ‘take’)
-ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺑﻪر
imtihan bertake an exam (ber- ‘give’)
(
ﻳﯧﺰﯨﺶ
، )ﻳﺎزﻣﺎق-ﻳﺎز
yaz- (yazmaq, yëzish) [+ni] write
ﻳﻪر
yer
earth, ground; place, locale
*bil- harmonizes as front (bilmek), unlike other monosyllabic stems with i, which are treated as back.
Xenzu
ders
ders angladers ötdem
Zahidem (also as Zahide)
shunga
fakultët
kel- (kelmek, këlish)
kör- (körmek, körüsh) [+ni]
këyin
matëmatika
Mahire
meshq

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. Asking Questions in the Present-Future Tense
V-(A)m-Pers.Suff.2
As with the declarative form of this tense, the questions can be used to ask about the present state
of affairs, about a regular repeated action, or about a future likely event:
(4) Ular bu yerde ishlemdu? ‘Do they work here?’

ﺋﯘﻻر ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻣﺪۇ؟

(5) Siz her küni oqumsiz?

ﺳﯩﺰ ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟

‘Do you study every day?’

(6) U Ürümchige baramdu? ‘Will s/he go to Ürümchi?’

ﺋﯘ ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎراﻣﺪۇ؟

The interrogative of the Present-Future tense is formed by affixing -(A)m- (-am/em/m م- / ەم-/ ام-)
to the verb. Add -am to back-harmonizing verb stems, -em to front-harmonizing verb stems, and
-m to verb stems ending in a vowel. This interrogative suffix is followed by a suffix marking
person (1st/2nd/3rd person) and number (singular/plural). Since these person suffixes are formed
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somewhat differently than those we learned in Lesson 3 (type 1 person endings), adding -di- to
the first person endings. We can call these Type 1 (di-variant) endings.
Table 4.1 Person endings (type 1, pronominal, di-variant)

1st person
2nd
3rd

singular
-dimen دﯨﻤﻪن-/دﯨﻤﻪ-sen ﺳﻪن-sizﺳﯩﺰ-du  دۇ-

plural
-duq~ -dimiz دۇق~ دﯨﻤﯩﺰ-siler ﺳﯩﻠﻪر(-sizler ﺳﯩﺰﻟﻪر- )
-du  دۇ-

When we combine these endings with the interrogative suffix, we get:
Table 4.2 Person suffixes (type 2, possessive): interrogative forms (A= a/e)
st

1 person
2nd
3rd

singular
V-(A)mdim~ -(A)mdimen
اﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن-/ەﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن-, اﻣﺪﯨﻢ/ەﻣﺪﯨﻢV-(A)msen اﻣﺴﻪن- ،ەﻣﺴﻪنV-(A)msizاﻣﺴﯩﺰ- ، ەﻣﺴﯩﺰV-(A)mdu اﻣﺪۇ- ەﻣﺪۇ-

plural
V-(A)mduq اﻣﺪۇق~ەﻣﺪۇقV-(A)msiler ەﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر-،اﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪرV-(A)mdu  اﻣﺪۇ- ەﻣﺪۇ-

Examples of back stems with the interrogative present-future -am-:
qilqilamdimen, qilamduq, qilamsen, qilamsiz, qilamsiler, qilamdu? ‘Do I do...?, Do we...?,’ etc.

 ﻗﯩﻼﻣﺪۇ؟، ﻗﯩﻼﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﻗﯩﻼﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﻗﯩﻼﻣﺴﻪن، ﻗﯩﻼﻣﺪۇق،ﻗﯩﻼﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
bar-

baramdimen, baramduq, baramsen, baramsiz, baramsiler, baramdu? ‘Do I go, Do we go?,’etc

 ﺑﺎراﻣﺪۇ؟، ﺑﺎراﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺑﺎراﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﺑﺎراﻣﺴﻪن، ﺑﺎراﻣﺪﯨﻤﯩﺰ،ﺑﺎراﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
Examples of front stems with -em-:
kör- köremdimen, köremduq, köremsen, köremsiz, köremsiler, köremdu? ‘Do I see?’ etc.

 ﻛﯚرەﻣﺪۇ؟، ﻛﯚرەﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﻛﯚرەﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﻛﯚرەﻣﺴﻪن، ﻛﯚرەﻣﺪۇق،ﻛﯚرەﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
bil-

bilemdimen, bilemduq, bilemsen, bilemsiz, bilemsiler, bilemdu?

‘Do I know?,’ etc.

 ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺪۇ؟، ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺴﻪن، ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺪۇق،ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
ber-

bëremdimen, bëremduq, bëremsen, bëremsiz, bëremsiler, bëremdu ‘Do I give?,’ etc.

 ﺑﯧﺮەﻣﺪۇ؟، ﺑﯧﺮەﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺑﯧﺮەﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﺑﯧﺮەﻣﺴﻪن، ﺑﯧﺮەﻣﺪۇق،ﺑﯧﺮەﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
ögen- öginemdimen, öginemduq, öginemsen, öginemsiz, öginemsiler, öginemdu? ‘Do I study?’

 ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﻪﻣﺪۇ؟، ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﻪﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﻪﻣﺴﻪن، ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﻪﻣﺪۇق،ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﻪﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
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Verb stems ending in vowels (izde- =front, oqu- =back); notice that the -A in -Am- drops out:
izde- izdemdimen, izdemduq, izdemsen, izdemsiz, izdemsiler, izdemdu? ‘Do I search?,’ etc.

 ﺋﯩﺰدەﻣﺪۇ؟، ﺋﯩﺰدەﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺋﯩﺰدەﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﺋﯩﺰدەﻣﺴﻪن، ﺋﯩﺰدەﻣﺪۇق،ﺋﯩﺰدەﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
oqu-

oqumdimen, oqumduq, oqumsen, oqumsiz, oqumsiler, oqumdu?

‘Do I read?,’ etc.

 ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺪۇ؟، ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺴﻪن، ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺪۇق،ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
Two pronunciation notes:
1. Some verbs with a rounded vowel stem may be pronounced as unrounded, but they still must
be spelled with the rounded vowel: oqumdu  ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺪۇmay sound like oqamdu, and tonumdu

 ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻣﺪۇmay sound like tonamdu.
2. The interrogative suffix -(A)m always attracts stress:
baramsen? ‘Will you go?’ oqumamsen? ‘You are not going to read it?’

2. Interrogative present-future using the particle mu
Although the above suffix -(A)m is the main way of creating questions in the present-future
tense, it is also possible in the first person only to form a question using the declarative presentfuture tense and adding the question particle mu (see Lesson 1) at the end:
bar-i-men-mu?‘Will I go?’ (It is not possible to say *bar-i-sen-mu? ‘Will you go?’)
The particle mu is always written together with the preceding word.

3. Negating the Present-Future Tense
V-mAy3.1 Form
V-mAy-Pers.Suffix1
The present-future tense is negated by following the inserting the negative suffix -mA (-ma/me)
and the present-future -Y, followed by the person suffixes, type 1. (Since -mA- ends in a vowel,
the only variant of -Y that occurs is -y.) A-raising on verb stems applies (see ishle-, ye-):
bar-

barmaymen, barmaymiz, barmaysen, barmaysiz, barmaysiler, barmaydu. ‘I won’t go,’ etc.

. ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﺪۇ، ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﺴﯩﺰ، ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﺴﻪن، ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﻤﯩﺰ،ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن
kör-

körmeymen, körmeymiz, körmeysen, körmeysiz, körmeysiler, körmeydu ‘I won’t see,’ etc.

. ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﺪۇ، ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ، ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﺴﻪن، ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ،ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﻤﻪن
ishle- ishlimeymen, ishlimeymiz, ishlimeysen, ishlimeysiz, ishlimeysiler, ishlimeydu. .

. ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ، ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ، ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﺴﻪن، ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ،ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن
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ye-

yëmeymen, yëmeymiz, yëmeysen, yëmeysiz, yëmeysiler, yëmeydu.

‘I won’t eat,’ etc.

. ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ، ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ، ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﺴﻪن، ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ،ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن
3.2 Usage
As with the question form of these tense, negative statements can be made about the present
state of affairs, about a regular/repeated action, or about a future certain event:
(7) Ular bu yerde ishlimeydu.

They don’t/won’t work here. .ﺋﯘﻻر ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ

(8) Men her küni oqumaymen.

I don’t/won’t study every day..ﻣﻪن ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن

(9) Aynur Ürümchige barmaydu.

Aynur doesn’t/won’t go to Ürümchi..ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﺪۇ

4. Negative Questions in Present-Future Tense
-mA-m-PersEnding1
These are primarily used either when a speaker does not believe something, or wants to make
sure about what s/he understood or heard. The negative interrogative of the Present-future
tense is formed by combining the negative suffix -mA with the interrogative suffix -(A)m.
bar- ‘go’

barmamdimen, barmamduq, barmamsen, barmamsiz, barmamsiler, barmamdu?

 ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻣﺪۇ؟، ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻣﺴﻪن، ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻣﺪۇق،ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
kör- ‘see’

körmemdimen, körmemduq, körmemsen, körmemsiz, körmemsiler, körmemdu?

 ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻣﺪۇ؟، ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻣﺴﻪن، ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻣﺪۇق،ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
ishle- ‘work’ ishlimemdimen, ishlimemduq, ishlimemsen, ishlimemsiz, ishlimemsiler, ishlimemdu?

 ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻣﺪۇ؟، ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر، ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ، ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻣﺴﻪن، ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻣﺪۇق،ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن
Negative interrogative forms are also used to give a positive suggestion to someone, in which
case the sentence is pronounced with falling intonation:
(10) Ete kelmemsen emise. ‘Why don’t you come tomorrow, then.’ (= ‘Please come tomorrow.’)

.ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﻣﺴﻪن ﺋﻪﻣﯩﺴﻪ
Both the negative -mA and the negative-interrogative -mAm attract stress. To summarize:
Table 4.3 Summary: Present-Future forms

suffix(es)
Affirmative Declarative ‘Vs’
-(y)I- Pers.Endings
Affirmative Interrogative ‘Does/Do...V?’
-(A)m-*
Negative Declarative ‘Doesn’t/Don’t... V’
-mA-Y
Negative Interrogative ‘Doesn’t/Don’t... V?’
-mA-m-*
*All of the starred forms have the first-person variants -dim~dimen
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Here are some 3rd-person examples of the present-future tense forms outlined in Table 4.3 above
(here, raised vowels are bolded):
Stem
yaz- ‘write’
tur- ‘stand’
kel- ‘come’
ögen- ‘study’
oqu- ‘read’
angla- ‘listen’
ishle- ‘work’
ye- ‘eat’

Affirmative
Declarative
Interrogative
yazidu
yazamdu?
turidu
turamdu
këlidu
këlemdu?
öginidu
öginemdu
oquydu
oqumdu?
anglaydu
anglamdu?
ishleydu
ishlemdu?
yeydu
yemdu?

Declarative
yazmaydu
turmaydu
kelmeydu
ögenmeydu
oqumaydu
anglimaydu
ishlimeydu
yëmeydu

Negative
Interrogative
yazmamdu?
turmamdu?
kelmemdu?
ögenmemdu
oqumamdu?
anglimamdu?
ishlimemdu?
yëmemdu?

5. Language Use Notes
5.1 Verbal Compounds (here, about teaching)
Verbal compounds can be made from, among other parts of speech, a noun and a verb.
Although these nouns and verbs also exist separately in the language, many noun-verb
compounds have an independent meaning:
dem al-

‘rest, take a break/moment’

-دەم ﺋﺎل

meshq qil-

‘exercise/practice, do exercises’

-ﻣﻪﺷﻖ ﻗﯩﻞ

ders öt-

‘teach class, lecture’ [teacher]

-دەرس ﺋﯚت

ders angla-

‘attend class’

[student]

-دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼ

imtihan al-

‘give an exam’

[teacher]

-ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺋﺎل

imtihan ber-

‘take an exam’

[student]

-ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺑﻪر

Note first the relationship between teacher, student, and teaching method: here, the teacher
‘passes’ (the time of) the lesson, and the student ‘listens’ to the lesson. ders öt-/ders angla- thus
reflect the traditional teaching method in China, which entails learning by rote memorization (i.e.
angla- listening only). It is also possible (but uncommon) to say that a student ‘takes’ a class
ders almaq, while the teacher ‘gives’ the lesson: ders bermek.
When examinations are being discussed, the opposite is true: if a teacher has the students sit
for an exam, in Uyghur the teacher ‘takes’ (i.e. obtains) the exam result imtihan almaq, while
the student ‘produces’ the exam result: imtihan bermek.
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In the next lesson, you will also encounter other verbal compounds, made from an
adjective and a verb: yaxshi kör- ‘ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرlike, consider good.’

5.2 Two kinds of ‘letters,’ herp  ﮬﻪرپand xet ﺧﻪت
The word herp refers to a single glyph or character; herp refers to individual letters of an
alphabetic script such as the Latin script a, A, b, ë, ğ, å, ç, ř, or ʧ, Cyrillic Ж, қ ,Greek Σ ε, Arabicscript letters like  ب، ﺋﻪ، ﺋﺎ: all are herp.
xet has three meanings. The principal meaning is (a postal or hand-delivered) letter or a
certificate. But it also is used to describe the complex characters of writing systems such as
Chinese, where each individual character (such as 郭) is considered a xet (not a herp). xet also
refers to syllabic scripts, such as Japanese kana (ァオガ) or Korean syllabic script ( ᆻᇢᇦ).
Finally, xet can also mean ‘handwriting’ or typesetting (as on a typewriter or printing machine),
e.g. xeti chirayliq ‘her/his handwriting is beautiful,’ xet bas- ‘to set type, print.’
And here’s a bonus meaning: Uning burti xet tartiptu. ‘I hear that he has reached puberty.’
(lit., ‘(I hear that) his mustache pulls (grows) letters.’)

Tinchliqmu?

5.3 Are you safe and sound?

ﺗﯩﻨﭽﻠﯩﻘﻤﯘ

Tinchliq  ﺗﯩﻨﭽﻠﯩﻖmeans ‘peace, calm’ and is often pronounced tëchliq. The expression
tinchliqmu? is used as a follow-up question after exchanging initial greetings, and means ‘Are
you safe and sound?,’ usually meaning ‘Is everything all right?’ Thus:
A: Yaxshimusiz!
‘Hello!’
B:
Yaxshimusiz! ‘Hello!’
A: Tinchliqmu?
‘Everything all right?’
B:
Tinchliq.
‘Fine.’
Even when things are not fine, Uyghurs strenuously avoid saying ‘I’m not good’ or ‘I’m in
trouble.’ If someone is in bad health or has a bad life, he or she will say at least Xudagha shükri,
her halda yaman emes ‘Praise God, at least I’m not doing badly’ or Bolidu ‘Alright.’
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Exercises
Exercise 1.
Complete the sentences by putting the verb into the correct present-future tense (some in the
question form, and others in the negative form or both). Here is an example:
Men öyge bar...barimen .
Aynur kitab oqu__________________________.
Siz nëme qil__________________________?
U nede ishle__________________________?
Biz Uyghurche ögen__________________________.
Men manta yaxshi kör__________________________. (use a negated form)
Xemit künde lengmen et__________________________.
Ular yataqta dem al__________________________.
Men uningha xet yaz__________________________.
Siler sinipta meshq qil__________________________? (use a negated form)
Adil bazargha bar__________________________. (use a negated form)
Mu’ellim ete ders öt__________________________.
Bu oqughuchi ders angla__________________________?

Exercise 2
2.1 Working in pairs, Person A turns each of the following declarative sentences given into a
question sentence (‘Do/Will you/she ...?’). Person B gives a negative reply (‘No, I/she
don’t/doesn’t/won’t ...’). For example:
Siz kitab alisiz.
A: Siz kitab alamsiz?
B: Yaq, men kitab almaymen.
Siz polu yeysiz.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Ular meshq qilidu .
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Men gëzit oquymen.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
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Siler sinipqa barisiler.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Bu tamaq temlik.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Rena ashxanigha këlidu.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Biz In’glizche bilimiz.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
U xet yazidu.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Zahidem sinipta oquydu.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Lengmenni ete yeymiz.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Siz Qazaqche öginisiz.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
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2.2 Using the same list as above, Person B can turn each sentence into a negative question (Don’t
/Won’t you/she ...?). Then Person A can give a positive reply (Yes, I/she do/does ...). In this
context, Uyghur doesn’t use the affirmative article he’e ‘yes’; only if the reply was ‘Yes I
don’t.’ For example: Siz kitab alisiz. A:
Siz kitab almamsiz? ‘Won’t you buy a book?’
B:
Yaq, men kitab alimen.
‘No, I will buy a book.’
Siz polu yeysiz.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Ular meshq qilidu.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Men gëzit oquymen.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Siler sinipqa barisiler.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Bu tamaq temlik.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Rena ashxanigha këlidu.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Biz In’glizche bilimiz.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
U xet yazidu.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Zahidem sinipta oquydu.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
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Lengmenni ete yeymiz.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________
Siz Qazaqche öginisiz.
A:___________________________________________________
B:___________________________________________________

Exercise 3
3.1 Ask someone what he or she is going to do today, or tomorrow, and try to write down his or
her answers.
Bügün nëme qilisiz?
‘What will you do today?’
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Yene nëme qilisiz?
‘What else will you do?’
yene ‘again, else’
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Ete nëme qilisiz?
‘What will you do tomorrow? ‘
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
3.2 Let someone ask you the same questions, and see how many answers you can come up with:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 5

ﺑﺎﺯﺍﺭﺩﺍ
At the Market
Concepts and Structures
1. Accusative and Ablative cases: +ni ﻧﻰ- and +Din (+din/tin ﺗﯩﻦ-/دﯨﻦ- )
2. Postpositions requiring ablative case: bashqa, burun, këyin
3. Plural of nouns: +lAr (+lar/ler) ﻻر-/ ﻟﻪر4. Language Use Notes: tonu- -‘ ﺗﻮﻧﯘbe acquainted with’ vs. bil- -‘ ﺑﯩﻞknow, understand’
In this lesson, two other noun cases will be discussed: the accusative case +ni - (also
encountered in Lesson 4) marks a definite direct object, i.e. the recipient of an action.
(1) Men almini yaxshi körimen.

‘I like the apple.’

.ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن

We also learn the ablative case +Din (+din/tin ﺗﯩﻦ-/دﯨﻦ-), which expresses movement away
from a place as in (2), or the source of a comparison (‘A is Adj-er than B’), as in (3).
(2) Ular Ghuljidin, biz Turpandin. ‘They are from Ghulja, we are from Turpan.’

. ﺑﯩﺰ ﺗﯘرﭘﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ،ﺋﯘﻻر ﻏﯘﻟﺠﯩﺪﯨﻦ
(3) Turpan Qeshqerdin issiq. ‘Turpan is hotter than Kashgar.’

.ﺗﯘرﭘﺎن ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪردﯨﻦ ﺋﯩﺴﺴﯩﻖ

Uyghur has postpositions, which function like English prepositions (outside, inside, besides,
before, after, etc.), but in Uyghur they occur after the main noun or noun phrase (not before it.)
In this lesson, we look at a few postpositions which require the noun to be marked with the
ablative case. You will also learn how to make the plural form of nouns with the suffix +lAr
(+lar/ler ﻻر-/ ﻟﻪر-). Finally, we will contrast the meanings of the verbs tonu- and bil-.

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-5.1

Dialogue 5.1
Aygül meets her friend Adil by a fruit stall.

Adil:

 ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرەﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ

Almini yaxshi köremsiz?
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 ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﻼر، ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
 ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ،ﺑﻪك ﻳﯘﻣﺸﺎق
.ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﻤﻪن
.ﻗﺎﺗﺘﯩﻖ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﻼرﻧﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن
 ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﻼردﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﻤﻪن، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
.ﻣﻪن ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻳﻪردﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن
 ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﻗﻪﻳﻪردﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﭼﻮڭ ﺑﺎزاردﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
 ﭼﻮڭ ﺑﺎزرادا ﻛﯩﻤﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺘﺘﯩﻦ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
.ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻣﯧﯟﯨﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺳﺎﺗﯩﺪۇ
 ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﻗﺎﭼﺎن ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. دەرﺳﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
 ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﻛﯩﻠﻮ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
 ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە ﭘﻪﻗﻪت ﺋﯜچ. ﺋﻮﺧﺸﯩﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ:ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
.ﺗﯚت ﻛﯩﻠﻮ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن
 ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
 ﺋﯜزۈم ۋە، ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ:ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل
.ﻗﻮﻏﯘن ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن
 ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردﯨﻦ ﭼﻮڭ ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﺮ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ؟
. ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﺮ:ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل

Aygül: Yaxshi körimen, biraq bu almilar
bek yumshaq, shunga men ularni
yaxshi körmeymen.
Qattiq almilarni yaxshi körimen.
Adil:
Bu almilardin almamsiz?
Aygül: Yaq, almaymen.
Men bashqa yerdin alimen.
Adil:
Adette qeyerdin alma alisiz?
Aygül: Chong bazardin alimen.
Adil:
Chong bazarda kimdin alisiz?
Aygül: Men adette Xemittin alimen.
U yaxshi mëwilerni satidu.
Adil:
Adette bazargha qachan barisiz?
Aygül: Derstin këyin barimen.
Adil:
Adette nechche kilo alisiz?
Aygül: Oxshimaydu. Bezide peqet üch,
töt kilo alimen.
Adil:
Almidin bashqa nëme alisiz?
Aygül: Almidin bashqa, üzüm we
qoghun alimen.
Adil:
Bu yërdin chong bazargha nechche
kilomëtr këlidu?
Aygül: Ikki kilomëtr.

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-5.2

Dialogue 5.2

After their morning classes, two students point out their new teachers and plan their afternoon.

Adiljan: Awu mu’ellim qandaq?
Mahire: Dilyarni demsiz? Men uni yaxshi
körimen. U derslerni bek eniq
chüshendüridu. Siz uni tonumamsiz?
Adiljan: Tonumaymen. U bizge ders
bermeydu.
Mahire: Silerge kim ders bëridu?
Adiljan: Bizge Sidiq mu’ellim ders bëridu.
Men uni yaxshi körimen. Bashqa
sawaqdashlarmu uni bek yaxshi köridu.
Mahire: Chüshtin këyin kino köremsiz?
Adiljan: Adette kino körimen, biraq bu
kinoni yaxshi körmeymen, shunga
men bügün kinogha barmaymen.
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 ﺋﺎۋۇ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺠﺎن
 دﯨﻠﻴﺎرﻧﻰ دەﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟ ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە
 ﺋﯘ دەرﺳﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺑﻪك ﺋﯧﻨﯩﻖ.ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن
 ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟.ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈرﯨﺪۇ
 ﺋﯘ ﺑﯩﺰﮔﻪ دەرس. ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺠﺎن
.ﺑﻪرﻣﻪﻳﺪۇ
 ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﮔﻪ ﻛﯩﻢ دەرس ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺪۇ؟:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە
 ﺑﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ دەرس:ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺠﺎن
 ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ. ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن.ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺪۇ
.ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼرﻣﯘ ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺑﻪك ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﺪۇ
 ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻛﯩﻨﻮ ﻛﯚرەﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە
 ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺑﯘ، ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﻛﯩﻨﻮ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺠﺎن
 ﺷﯘﯕﺎ،ﻛﯩﻨﻮﻧﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﻤﻪن
.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﻛﯩﻨﻮﻏﺎ ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن
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Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
apëlsin
Adile
Adiljan
alma
Amërikiliq
bashqa
banan
bezi
bezide (bezi +DA)
bir qanche
birnechche
peqet
tonu- (tonumaq, tonush)
[+ni]
töt
chüshendür- [+ni]
(chüshendürmek,
chüshendürüsh)
Dilyar
sat- (satmaq, sëtish) [+ni]

English
orange; tangerine (CIS: apël′sin)
Adile (female name); righteous, just
Adiljan (male name); righteous soul
apple
American; U.S. citizen
other, another
banana
some, certain
sometimes
some, several, a number of
some, several, a number of
only, solely, just; (not) at all + neg.; however, yet
know, be acquainted

so’al
som (see koy)
qattiq
qachan
Qazaq
Qazaqche
qanche
qeyer
qoghun

question
unit of currency (e.g. yuan, yen, dollar, ruble, etc.)
hard, firm, stiff; resolute, severe
when, what time?
Kazakh; Kazakh person
Kazakh language; in the Kazakh way
how many?
where? what place?
melon (honeydew, cantaloupe, Hami melon, but
not watermelon)
after, following
kilo, kilogram
kilometer (common nonstd. spelling: kilomëtir)
film, movie
cinema, movie theatre
unit of Chinese currency (kuai = Ch. yuan)
flower, flowering plant
fruit, fruit and nuts
from where?
how much? how many? few
pear, Asian pear
nobody, no one
thirty

këyin [+Din]
kilo
kilomëtr (kilomëtir)
kino
kinoxana
koy
gül
mëwe
nedin (ne ‘what’ +Din)
nechche
neshpüt
hëchkim
ottuz

four
explain

Dilyar (male name); soulmate
sell
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Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﭘﯧﻠﺴﯩﻦ
ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ
ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺠﺎن
ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ
ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ
ﺑﺎﻧﺎن
ﺑﻪزى
ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە
ﺑﯩﺮﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ
ﺑﯩﺮﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ
ﭘﻪﻗﻪت
، )ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻣﺎق-ﺗﻮﻧﯘ
(ﺗﻮﻧﯘش
ﺗﯚت
-ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈر
،)ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈرﻣﻪك
(ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈرۈش
دﯨﻠﻴﺎر
، )ﺳﺎﺗﻤﺎق-ﺳﺎت
(ﺳﯧﺘﯩﺶ
ﺳﻮﺋﺎل
ﺳﻮم
ﻗﺎﺗﺘﯩﻖ
ﻗﺎﭼﺎن
ﻗﺎزاق
ﻗﺎزاﻗﭽﻪ
ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ
ﻗﻪﻳﻪر
ﻗﻮﻏﯘن
ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ
ﻛﯩﻠﻮ
(ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﺮ )ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﯩﺮ
ﻛﯩﻨﻮ
ﻛﯩﻨﻮﺧﺎﻧﺎ
ﻛﻮي
ﮔﯜل
ﻣﯧﯟە
ﻧﻪدﯨﻦ
ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ
ﻧﻪﺷﭙﯜت
ﮬﯧﭽﻜﯩﻢ
ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘز
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on
Özbëk
Özbëkche
ürük
üzüm
ëniq
yumshaq

ten
Uzbek (person)
Uzbek language; in the Uzbek way
apricot
grape
clear, clearly, precise, accurate, definite
soft, mild

ﺋﻮن
ﺋﯚزﺑﯧﻚ
ﺋﯚزﺑﯧﻜﭽﻪ
ﺋﯜرۈك
ﺋﯜزۈم
ﺋﯧﻨﯩﻖ
ﻳﯘﻣﺸﺎق

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. The Ablative (source) Case +Din (+din/tin دﯨﻦ-/ ﺗﯩﻦ- )
1.1 Form
N+Din (+din/tin)
The ablative harmonizes in voicing with the preceding stem: +din is added to a stem ending in a
voiced sound, and +tin is added to a stem ending in a voiceless sound:
kimdin

‘from whom?’

ﻛﯩﻤﺪﯨﻦ

kilodin

‘from/out of a kilo’

ﻛﯩﻠﻮدﯨﻦ

derstin

‘from the lesson’

دەرﺳﺘﯩﻦ

mekteptin

‘of the school’

ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﯩﻦ

ayaghdin

‘from the foot’

ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻏﺪﯨﻦ

The vowel-raising rule a, e > i or ë (see Lesson 3) applies:
nëme ﻧﯧﻤﻪ

‘what?’

nëmidin ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺪﯨﻦ

‘from what?’

alma ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ

‘apple’

almidin ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻦ

‘from an/the apple’

The exceptions to A-raising (all personal names, most foreign places and a few irregular words
and loan words) also apply to the nouns preceding +Din:
Yawropa ‘ ﻳﺎۋروﭘﺎEurope’

Yawropadin ‘ ﻳﺎۋروﭘﺎدﯨﻦfrom Europe’

1.2 Usage
The basic meaning of the ablative is similar to English ‘from’:
1. It describes movement from a place:
(4) Ürümchidin Ghuljigha nechche kilomëtr?

ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻏﯘﻟﺠﯩﻐﺎ ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﺮ؟

‘How many kilometres [is it] from Ürümchi to Ghulja?’
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(5) U hazir yataqtin këlidu.

.ﺋﯘ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ

‘S/he will come from the dormitory now (i.e., soon).’
2. It can also describe the source or origin of something:
(6) Men bazardin alma alimen.

.ﻣﻪن ﺑﺎزاردﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

‘I will buy apples from (at) the market.’
In English, someone buys something at the market, but in Uyghur, it is from the market. The
same structure is used when buying from a person:
(7) Men Xemittin almini alimen.

.ﻣﻪن ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺘﺘﯩﻦ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

‘I will buy the apples from Hämit.’ (or: ‘I (usually) buy apples from Hämit.’)
The source or origin can be more abstract, as in (9) below, where nechchidin ‘from how much?’
is used when asking for the starting point or going rate:
(8) Siz göshni nechchidin satisiz?

ﺳﯩﺰ ﮔﯚﺷﻨﻰ ﻧﻪﭼﭽﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺳﺎﺗﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟

‘How much do you sell the meat for?’ (lit., ‘From how much do you sell the meat?’)
3. Partitive: one or some out of many:
(9) Bu almilardin almamsiz? ‘ ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﻼردﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟Won’t you buy some of these apples?’
Additionally, as we saw in Lesson 4, the postpositions burun ‘before’ and këyin ‘after’
require an ablative noun (chüshtin burun ‘ ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯘرۇنmorning,’ chüshtin këyin ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ
‘afternoon’). (In Uyghur, postpositions are nouns that come after other nouns, which typically
have developed a grammatical function.) In this lesson, we learn the postposition bashqa
‘outside’: +Din bashqa ‘besides, as well as’ (in the negative, ‘except, apart from’):
(10) Zöhredin bashqa menmu barimen.

.زۆﮬﺮەدﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻣﻪﻧﻤﯘ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن

‘Besides Zöhra, I will also go.’
(11) Xemittin bashqa hëchkim kelmeydu. .ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺘﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﮬﯧﭽﻜﯩﻢ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ
‘Apart from Hämit, nobody will come.’
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In sentences (10) and (11), the subjects men and hëchkim (with which the person endings of the
present-future tense have to agree) follow the bashqa phrase.
In addition to their use with chüsh ‘noon’ that we saw in the last lesson, +Din burun ‘before’
and +Din këyin ‘after’ are very commonly-used expressions:
(12) Tamaqtin burun dora yëmeng, tamaqtin këyin dora yeng.

. ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ دورا ﻳﻪڭ،ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن دورا ﻳﯧﻤﻪڭ
‘Don’t take (your) medicine before the meal, take medicine after the meal.’
(13) U ishqa mendin burun këlidu (we) mendin këyin këtidu.

.ﺋﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﻣﻪﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ)ۋە( ﻣﻪﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ
‘She comes to work before me and leaves after me.’
In the next lesson you will see more time phrases using +din/tin.
2. Accusative (direct object) Case
2.1 Form

+ni ﻧﻰ-

The accusative case suffix +ni is invariable. It still triggers A-raising (see nëme):
kim ﻛﯩﻢ

‘who’

kimni ﻛﯩﻤﻨﻰ

u ‘ ﺋﯘhe/she/it’

uni ﺋﯘﻧﻰ

ders دەرس

‘lesson’

dersni دەرﺳﻨﻰ

nëme ‘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪwhat?’

nëmini ﻧﯧﻤﯩﻨﻰ

men ﻣﻪن

‘I’

mëni ﻣﯧﻨﻰ

sen ‘ ﺳﻪنyou’

sëni ﺳﯧﻨﻰ

(not *mënni)

(not * sënni)

As expected, proper names (like Rena) do not undergo A-raising: Renani  رەﻧﺎﻧﻰ.
2.2 Usage
2.2.1 Definite and Indefinite Nouns
The direct object of a sentence is the thing that is having something done to it. Not all direct
objects are marked; accusative +ni marks definite direct objects, that is, objects that are specific
and known to the speaker and hearer. (Definite direct objects are often preceded in English by
the, that, those, twenty and other specifiers.) Indefinite objects, by contrast, are non-specific,
vague, approximate or unknown to the speaker (and sometimes correspond to nouns in English
preceeded by a, some, a few, etc.). Contrast (14) and (15), noticing that definite nouns take +ni,
indefinite nouns do not:
(14) definite: Bazarda bir lughetni izdeymen.’

.ﻣﻪن ﺑﺎزاردا ﺑﯩﺮ ﻟﯘﻏﻪﺗﻨﻰ ﺋﯩﺰدەﻳﻤﻪن

‘I will look for a (specific) dictionary at the market.’
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(15) indefinite: Bazarda lughet izdeymen.

.ﺑﺎزاردا ﻟﯘﻏﻪت ﺋﯩﺰدەﻳﻤﻪن

‘I will look for a (any) dictionary at the market.’
Below is a more challenging pair of sentences, where the same noun Uyghurche is used in a
definite sense in (16), and an indefinite sense in (17). The difference here lies in specificity
implied by the two statements: Uyghurchini bil-‘know Uyghur’ specifies one favored thing (out
of thousands of potential likes), whereas Uyghurche oqu- ‘study Uyghur’ is a general statement
which does not specify when, where, how long, etc.:
(16) definite: Biz Uyghurchini bilimiz. .ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﯩﻨﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﯩﻤﯩﺰ

‘We know Uyghur.’

(17) indefinite: Biz Uyghurche oquymiz. .ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﻤﯩﺰ

‘We study Uyghur.’

The following three examples are clearly indefinite, because which item referred to is a general,
non-specific category, even when modified by an adjective as in (20):
(18) Men alma alimen.

‘I will buy apples.’ (some apples)

(19) Biz alma satimiz, biraq neshpüt satmaymiz.

.ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

. ﺑﯩﺮاق ﻧﻪﺷﭙﯜت ﺳﺎﺗﻤﺎﻳﻤﯩﺰ،ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺳﺎﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ

‘We sell apples, but we don’t sell pears.’
(20) Men In’glizche ders bërimen.

‘I teach English classes.’ .ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ دەرس ﺑﯧﺮﯨﻤﻪن

In contrast, specific, known entities in the conversation require the use of +ni, if they function
as the direct object of the sentence. Learn the following indicators of definiteness:
• Any item mentioned previously (the listener knows which one the speaker is referring to):
(21) Men qelemni izdeymen. ‘I will look for the pen.’

.ﻣﻪن ﻗﻪﻟﻪﻣﻨﻰ ﺋﯩﺰدەﻳﻤﻪن

(22) Shu so’alni soramsiler? ‘Will you ask that question?’ ﺷﯘ ﺳﻮﺋﺎﻟﻨﻰ ﺳﻮراﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟

•

Demonstrative pronouns (‘this, that, these, those’), whether used on their own (e.g. buni)
or modifying another noun (e.g. bu almini):

(23) Siz buni alamsiz?

‘Will you buy/take this (one)?’

(24) Men ularni bilimen.

‘I know about them/those (things).’ .ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﯩﻤﻪن

(25) Ular awu almilarni satidu.

‘They sell those apples.’
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(26) Men bu tamaqni yeymen.

•

‘I eat this food.’

.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻨﻰ ﻳﻪﻳﻤﻪن

Interrogative pronouns (kim, qaysi, etc.) used on their own or modifying a noun:

(27) Siz qaysini yaxshi körisiz?

‘Which do you like?’

ﺳﯩﺰ ﻗﺎﻳﺴﯩﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟

(28) Siz qaysi tillarni bilisiz? ‘Which languages do you know?’

•

ﺳﯩﺰ ﻗﺎﻳﺴﻰ ﺗﯩﻠﻼرﻧﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟

Proper names (places and people):

(29) Ghuljini bek yaxshi körimen.

‘I really like Ghulja.’

.ﻏﯘﻟﺠﯩﻨﻰ ﺑﻪك ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن

(30) Adilni tonuymiz.

‘We know Adil.’

.ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻨﻰ ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻳﻤﯩﺰ

•

Personal pronouns (I, you, she, etc):

(31) U sizni tonumaydu.

‘S/he doesn’t know you.’

.ﺋﯘ ﺳﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻣﺎﻳﺪۇ

(32) Men ularni bilimen.

‘Shall I look for them?’

.ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﯩﻤﻪن

• With bashqa ‘other’ when used on its own, or when modifying a noun:
(33) U qoghun almaydu, biraq bashqa mëwilerni alidu.

. ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻣﯧﯟﯨﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﺪۇ،ﺋﯘﻻر ﻗﻮﻏﯘن ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ
‘S/he won’t buy apples, but s/he will buy other fruit.’
(34) Men bu ademni anche tonumaymen, lëkin bashqilarni tonuymen.

. ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﯩﻼرﻧﻰ ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻳﻤﻪن،ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎدەﻣﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن
‘I don’t really know this man very well, but I know the others.’
•

With Complex Verbs (built from e.g. adjective+verb like yaxshi kör-, yaman kör-, etc.)

(35) Siz poluni yaxshi köremsiz?

‘Do you like polu?’

(36) Tes so’allarni yaman körimiz.

‘We hate difficult questions.’ .ﺗﻪس ﺳﻮﺋﺎﻟﻼرﻧﻰ ﻳﺎﻣﺎن ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﯩﺰ

ﺳﯩﺰ ﭘﻮﻟﯘﻧﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرەﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟

2.2.2 Case marking only on final N
N1 N2 N3+ni
When two or more nouns occur in a list, only the last one has case marking. So when using the
accusative case, normally only the last noun will be marked with +ni, as below:
(37) Men In’glizche, Nëmische we Qazaqchini bilimen. ‘I know English, German and Kazakh.’

. ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺴﭽﻪ ۋە ﻗﺎزاﻗﭽﯩﻨﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﯩﻤﻪن،ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ
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2.2.3 Context-dependent Definiteness
We saw above in examples (16)-(17) that definiteness is not always clear-cut, but rather is
dependent on both the discourse context (what has been said before and what the speaker and
hearer know) and on the intended specificity of the noun(s) and verb. Let us now look at a few
examples that are not easily classified as between definite and indefinite objects:
1. Some Interrogative Pronouns (like nëme) can be marked definite or indefinite.
(38) a. U nëme alidu?

‘What will s/he buy/get?’

ﺋﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﺪۇ؟

b. U nëmini alidu? ‘Which one (of these) will s/he buy/get?’

ﺋﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﺪۇ؟

If a person enters a big department store, we can ask generally what s/he is buying, the noun will
be indefinite and therefore unmarked, as in (38a). However, if that same person steps into the
shoe department, using +ni is more appropriate. The question has become more concrete and
specific, focusing on which pair of shoes out of a specific selection s/he might buy. The basic
rule of thumb is: a vague or general thing will be indefinite and unmarked, whereas a specific
thing will be definite and therefore marked with +ni. There are also indefinite questions:
(39) Bazarda nëme qilisiz? ‘What (all) will you do at the market?’ ﺑﺎزاردا ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟
In (27)-(28) above, we saw that accusative +ni must be used with qaysi, when expressing the
partative (one/some out of many) of a specific quantity range:
(39) qaysini yaxshi körisiz? ‘Which (of these) do you like?’

ﻗﺎﻳﺴﯩﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟

2. Nouns quantified by Numerals can be definite or indefinite. For example:
(40) Men ikki lughet alimen. ‘I will buy two dictionaries.’

.ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

(41) Men ikki lughetni alimen. ‘I will buy (the) two dictionaries.’ .ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻟﯘﻏﻪﺗﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن
3. Nouns qualified by Adjectives can be definite or indefinite. For example:
(42) U yaxshi mëwe satidu. ‘S/he sells good fruit.’

.ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻣﯧﯟە ﺳﺎﺗﯩﺪۇ

(43) U yaxshi mëwini satidu. ‘S/he sells (the) good fruit.’ .ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻣﯧﯟﯨﻨﻰ ﺳﺎﺗﯩﺪۇ
Here in Uyghur, the +ni can be added for nuance, although it is not necessary.
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3. Plural +lAr (+lar/ler

ﻻر-/ ﻟﻪر- )

3.1 Form
N (-Poss) +lAr (+Case)
Nouns are pluralized by adding the back-harmonic suffix +lAr to the noun. It is attached after
any possessive (which we will learn in Lesson 8) and before any case ending. The back-vocalic
variant +lar occurs when the stem-final vowel is back (a o u), whereas the front-vocalic
variant -ler occurs when the stem-final vowel is front (e ö ü).
Nouns with the back-vocalic plural +lar:
qol ﻗﻮل

qollar ﻗﻮﻟﻼر

‘hands’

kitab ﻛﯩﺘﺎب

kitablar ‘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻼرbooks’

bala ﺑﺎﻻ

balilar ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻼر

‘children’

bu ﺑﯘ

bular ﺑﯘﻻر

‘these’

‘homes’

Nouns with the front-vocalic plural +ler:
gül ﮔﯜل

güller ‘ ﮔﯜﻟﻠﻪرflowers’

öy ﺋﯚي

öyler ﺋﯚﻳﻠﻪر

lughet ﻟﯘﻏﻪت

lughetler ‘ ﻟﯘﻏﻪﺗﻠﻪرdictionaries’

nerse ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ

nersiler ‘ﻧﻪرﺳﯩﻠﻪرthings’

As described in the Introduction, stems whose last vowel is i or ë 1 usually let other vowels or
consonants in the stem determine whether a stem is harmonically front or back. Below are three
helpful principles; these apply to any harmonically-variant suffix, including +lAr:


Ignore the last vowel(s) i and/or ë, and keep moving backwards into the stem to find a
different vowel. Match the harmonizing suffix to the first vowel you find in the stem
that is not i or ë. So in the first example, bezi, ignore i, look backwards into the stem to
find e, which is front, so the stem is front-harmonic. The second example apëlsin has two
such vowels to be skipped over (i and ë), and the next vowel we come to is a, so the stem
is considered back:
 ﺑﻪزىbeziler
‘ ﺑﻪزﯨﻠﻪرsome people, some things’
bezi
 ﺋﺎﭘﯧﻠﺴﯩﻦapëlsinlar
‘ ﺋﺎﭘﯧﻠﺴﯩﻨﻼرoranges’
apëlsin
 ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯩﺘﯧﺖuniwërsitëtlar
‘ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯩﺘﯧﺘﻼرuniversities’
uniwërsitët



If all the vowels are i and/or ë, but the word contains g or k (=front consonants), use +ler:
 ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺖgëzitler
‘ ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺘﻠﻪرnewspapers’
gëzit

1

Don’t worry about stems that contain i and/or ë, but whose last vowel is something else; just match the suffix to

that last vowel. For example, Amërika  ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﺎends in a , so is back-harmonic (and for e.g. dative +GA would take its
back variant, +gha: Amërikigha  ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﻐﺎ.
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All other words with only a and/or only i will usually take back +lar:
 ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭗsiniplar
‘ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﻼرclassrooms’
sinip
 ﻗﯩﺰﻏﯩﺰQirghizlar
‘ ﻗﯩﺰﻏﯩﺰﻻرKyrgyz (people)’
Qirghiz
ﻳﯧﯖﻰ
‘ ﻳﯧﯖﯩﻼرnew (things)’
yëngi
yëngilar
 ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯔBëyjingha
‘ ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﻐﺎto Beijing’
Bëyjing

3.2 Usage of the Plural
N+lAr (+Case)
In most situations the plural suffix +lar/ler is used in a similar way to the English plural suffix
-(e)s. But note the following five properties specific to the Uyghur plural:
 A noun quantified by a numeral never takes the plural suffix (unlike English):
töt oqughuchi

‘four students’ (not *töt oqughuchilar)

Ikki lughet alimen.

‘I will buy two dictionaries.’ (not *ikki lughetler) .ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

ﺗﯚت ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ

Interrogative quantifiers are not pluralized
Question words referring to number like ‘how many, how much’ do not take the plural suffix,
neither do the nouns which they quantify. In English these words are considered indefinite, but in
Uyghur they are regarded similar to numbers, and therefore the plural suffix is not added.


(44) Qanchini alisiz?

‘How many (things) will you buy?’ ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟

(45) Nechche adem këlidu? ‘How many people will come?’

ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﺋﺎدەم ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ؟

Quantifying phrases can be, but are not necessarily, pluralized
The expressions birqanche and birnechche mean ‘some, several’, and the noun they qualify can
take the plural suffix:
(46) Birqanche adem(ler) këlidu.
‘Several people (will) come.’



.ﺑﯩﺮﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺋﺎدەم )ﻟﻪر( ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ
(47) Birnechche neshpüt(ler)ni yeymen.

‘I (will) eat several pears.’

.ﺑﯩﺮﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﻧﻪﺷﭙﯜت)ﻟﻪر(ﻧﻰ ﻳﻪﻳﻤﻪن
Nechche is also used with large numbers to mean ‘more than ...’ (e.g.: ‘fifty-plus’ or ‘twentysome’ or ‘forty-odd’). Since there is a definite number preceding nechche, no plural suffix is
added to the noun.
(48) ottuz nechche oqughuchi

‘thirty-some students’

ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘز ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ

(49) on nechche texse

‘more than ten plates’

ﺋﻮن ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﺗﻪﺧﺴﻪ
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With other indefinite pronouns like bashqa ‘other’ or bezi ‘some,’ the plural suffix is
added to the noun they qualify, or is attached to the pronoun itself:

(50) Bashqa oqughuchilar bilidu.

‘Other students know.’

(51) Bezi balilar baridu.

‘Some children (will) go.’

.ﺑﻪزى ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻼر ﺑﺎرﯨﺪۇ

(52) Bashqilargha bërimen.

‘I will give (it) to (the) others.’

.ﺑﺎﺷﻘﯩﻼرﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﻤﻪن

.ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼر ﺑﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ

As seen in (52), the plural suffix always comes before any case ending.
Pluralizing nouns and adjectives
When the plural suffix is added onto adjectives, it turns the adjective into a noun phrase
meaning ‘the ... ones’ or ‘the ... people’ (as with bashqilar above):


(53) Köklerni alimen.

‘I will buy the blue ones.’

(54) Yashlar tëlëwizor köridu.

‘Young people watch television.’.ﻳﺎﺷﻼر ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور ﻛﯚرﯨﺪۇ

.ﻛﯚﻛﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

When a personal name is pluralized, it connotes the person’s family or group members in
addition to that one person:
(55) Meryemlerning öyi

‘Märyäm’s family’s home’

ﻣﻪرﻳﻪﻣﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﻰ

(56) Erkinlerning sinipi

‘the classroom belonging to Ärkin’s class’

ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻨﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﻰ

4. Language Use Notes
tonu-, bil- -  ﺑﯩﻞ-ﺗﻮﻧﯘ

4.1 Two Verbs of knowing
tonu- -ﺗﻮﻧﯘ

This verb means literally ‘to be familiar with, be acquainted with’. It is a relational knowledge
and so is usually used to refer to people:
(57) Men Ablizni tonuymen. ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻳﻤﻪن
‘I know Abliz.’ or ‘I have gotten to know Abliz.’
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bil-

-ﺑﯩﻞ

This verb means more accurately ‘to know about, to have knowledge of,’ and sometimes ‘to
understand.’ It is most often used for concrete or abstract things (facts, situations), but can also
be used to refer to one’s knowledge of a person’s existence. We can contrast bil- and tonu- in the
following sentence:
(56) Men bu artisni bilimen, biraq men uni tonumaymen.

. ﺑﯩﺮاق ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن،ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎرﺗﯩﺴﻨﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﯩﻤﻪن
‘I’ve heard of this actor, but I haven’t gotten to know him (personally).’

Exercises
Exercise 1
Add the correct variant of the plural +lAr below, watching out for any vowel changes:
gül
__________________________
ürük __________________________
gëzit __________________________
qelem __________________________
kepke __________________________
xizmetchi________________________
kino __________________________
tëlëwizor_________________________
ayal __________________________
kitab __________________________
terep __________________________
kichik __________________________
Özbëk __________________________
kök
__________________________
uniwërsitët_______________________
yer
__________________________
ish ____________________________
mu’ellim_________________________
qeghez __________________________
choka __________________________
Exercise 2
Below, add the plural suffix, but only when it is appropriate:
A: Ürümchidin nëme _____________ alisen?
B: Üch depter _______ we ikki qelem _____.
A: Sendin bashqa qanche oqughuchi ___________ baridu?
B: Birqanche sawaqdash __________ baridu.
A: Mekteptin mu’ellim _______ -mu baramdu?
B: On nechche mu’ellim ___________ baridu, bezi ________ barmaydu.
Exercise 3
To the following paragraphs, add the appropriate case suffix: nominative (zero - no suffix),
dative (+gha/qa/ge/ke), locative (+da/ta/de/te), ablative (+din/tin) or accusative (+ni).
Remember to make any necessary vowel or consonant changes to the given stems.
1. Abliz deydu: Men awu fakultët _____________oquymen.
Men matëmatika _________yaxshi körimen, biraq matëmatika ___________ bek tes.
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Men kün ______öy __________sinip ________ barimen.
Sinip ________ders _________anglaymen. Ders __________këyin meshq qilimen.
Meshq _______bashqa ders ____________ anglimaymen.
Chüsh __________ këyin ders __________ anglimaymen.
Chüsh __________ sinip___ yataq _________ qaytimen.
Tamaq _____yeymen, we yataq ______ dem alimen.
Bügün chüsh __________ këyin bazar ______ barimen.
Men _______bashqa Xemitmu baridu. Men Xemit ________ tonuymen.
U men ________ yaxshi köridu. Adiljan we Xemit ________ til ________ oquydu.
Biz bazar _______ bir lughet _____izdeymiz, we gösh _______ alimiz.
Biz qara gösh ________ yaxshi körimiz. Ikki kilo gösh _______ hazir toqquz som ___________.
Yene neshpüt ________ bir kilo _________ alimiz. Bazar _________ biz ular __________ Adil
________alimiz. Adil yaxshi mëwiler _______ satidu.
Biz adette qattiq nashpütler __________ alimiz.Yumshaq neshpütni anche yaxshi körmeymen.
2. Aygül and Muhtär talk about a classmate, Abliz, and Aygül’s teacher, Muhebbet:
Aygül: Abliz ne _________ bilemsiz?
Muxter: U sinip _______ kitab ___________ oquydu.
Aygül: Chüsh ________ öy __________ qaytamdu?
Muxter: He’e qaytidu.
Aygül: Chüsh ________ keyin nëme ________ qilidu?
Muxter: U bazar _______ baridu.
Aygül: Abliz ________ bashqa kim ________ baridu?
Muxter: Bir ikki sawaqdashmu baridu.
Aygül: Ular ________ nëme ________ alidu?
Muxter: Qoghunlar ________ alidu. (qoghun ‘melon’)
Aygül: Qoghun ______ kim satidu.
Muxter: Adile qoghun satidu. Adette u ________ alimiz.
Aygül: Qoghun ________ bashqa nëme satidu?
Muxter: Ürük ________ -mu satidu. (ürük ‘apricot’)
Aygül: Adil yaxshi mëwiler ________ satamdu?
Muxter: Awu mëwiler ______ bek tatliq. Ebeydullam mu’ellim qandaq?
Aygül: Biz ______ u _______ bek yaxshi körimiz.
Muxter: U _________ qaysi tillar _______ bilidu?
Aygül: Uyghurche ________ bashqa u Henzuche we Özbëkche _______ bilidu.
Muxter: Muhebbet mu’ellim ete öy ________bolamdu?
Aygül: Yaq, ete Ürümchi ________ baridu.
Muxter: Qachan bu yer ________ qaytidu?
Aygül: Bir nechche kün _______ këyin qaytidu.
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Lesson 6

ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﯩﻜﻰ ﺗﯘﺭﻣﯘﺵ
School Life
Concepts and Structures
1. Cardinal and Ordinal Numerals 1-12
2. Temporal Expressions: telling time and days of the week
3. Adjectival suffix +liK
4. Language Use Notes: adverbs yene  ;ﻳﻪﻧﻪqëtim  ;ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢnouns axsham ﺋﺎﺧﺸﺎم, këche ﻛﯧﭽﻪ, kech ;ﻛﻪچ
verbs oyna- -ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ, chiq- -ﭼﯩﻖ, chüsh- -ﭼﯜش
5. Postposition bilen ‘ ﺑﯩﻠﻪنwith’
In this lesson you will learn some numbers together with expressions of time. Saying ‘ten
o’clock,’ for example, in Uyghur is sa’et on (lit., time ten). ‘At ten o’clock’ would be sa’et onda
(on ‘ten’ with the locative case +DA ‘at’). When speaking about a time when something occurs,
Uyghur often omit sa’et and just say onda ‘at ten.’ To ask a question about the time something
occurs, simply substitute the question word nechche ‘how many, how much?’ for the hour
number, and add the locative case: sa’et nechchide... ‘At what time...?’ ‘When...?’
(1) a. Sa’et nechchide mektepke barisiz? ‘When do you go to the school?’

ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻧﻪﭼﭽﯩﺪە ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻜﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟

b. Sa’et 8de mektepke barimen.

‘At 8 o’clock I will go to the school.’

 دە ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻜﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن8 ﺳﺎﺋﻪت

It’s not necessary to fully answer; informally, the response c below is often used:
c. 8de
‘At eight.’

 دە8

For the days of the week, Uyghurs typically use forms of Persian origin (e.g. peyshenbe
‘Thursday’), but may also use Chinese-ordered Turkic forms (e.g. heptining töti ‘Thursday,’ lit.
‘(the) week’s fourth (day)’).
In this lesson, we learn a useful and productive derivational suffix +lIK, which forms
adjectives from nouns, e.g. tash ‘stone’ +lIK→ tashliq ‘rocky.’ When added to toponyms, N+lIK
denotes a denizen of that locale: Aqsu +lIK→ Aqsuluq ‘a person from Aqsu’
We also learn the adverbs yene ‘again’ and qëtim ‘time, instance’; we distinguish three ways
to say ‘evening’ or ‘night’; and explore the extended meanings of the verbs oyna- ‘play,’ chiq‘emerge,’ and chüsh- ‘descend.’ ‘Playing’ any game and ‘dancing’ any (traditional) dance are
expressed using oyna-; chiq- denotes motion upwards, while chüsh- denotes motion downwards:
aptobusqa chiq‘get on the bus’
-ﺋﺎﭘﺘﯘﺑﯘﺳﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻖ
aptobustin chüsh‘get off the bus’
-ﺋﺎﭘﺘﯘﺑﯘﺳﺘﯩﻦ ﭼﯜش
Finally, we learn another Uyghur postposition bilen ‘with’ (which made a brief appearance in
Dialogue 3.2 of Lesson 3; on postpositions, see also Lesson 4).
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 -6.1ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 6.1

Two students, Mahire and Adil, discuss their morning routines; (items in parentheses are optional).

ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ،ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪن ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﺪە ﺋﻮرﻧﯩﯖﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﺗﯘرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﺎﻟﺘﯩﺪە )ﺋﻮرﻧﯘﻣﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﯘرﯨﻤﻪن(.
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ) :ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ( ﻳﯜز ﻳﯘﻳﯩﻤﻪن.
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﻳﯜﮔﺮۈﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﻣﻪن ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﺎﻟﺘﻪ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻤﺪﯨﻦ ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﮕﯩﭽﻪ ﻳﯜﮔﯜرﯨﻤﻪن .ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﺎﻟﺘﻪ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻤﺪا ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﻐﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﻤﻪن .ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﮔﯩﻤﻨﺎﺳﺘﯩﻜﺎ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻳﻤﻪن .ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪﻧﻠﯩﻚ
ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻨﻰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﺪە ﻳﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ) :ﻣﻪن( ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻳﻪﺗﺘﻪ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻤﻐﯩﭽﻪ ﻳﻪﻳﻤﻪن.
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻳﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻳﺎق ،ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﻳﻪﻳﻤﻪن.ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻳﻪﻳﻤﻪن.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪﻧﻠﯩﻚ ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﺋﯘ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﺘﺎ )ﻣﻪن( ﺧﺎم ﺳﯚزﻟﻪرﻧﻰ ﻳﺎدﻻﻳﻤﻪن ،ﺗﯧﻜﯩﺴﺘﻨﻰ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﻤﻪن .ﺳﯩﺰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت
ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻣﻪﻧﻤﯘ دەرس ﺗﻪﻛﺮارﻻﻳﻤﻪن.
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼﻳﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :دۈﺷﻪﻧﺒﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﭘﻪﻳﺸﻪﻧﺒﯩﮕﯩﭽﻪ ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﺗﯚت ﺳﺎﺋﻪﺗﺘﯩﻦ دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼﻳﻤﻪن .ﺟﯜﻣﻪ ۋە ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﯩﺮى
ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪﺗﺘﯩﻦ دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼﻳﻤﻪن.
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﭼﯜﺷﺘﻪ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﻮن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﺪە ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﺘﯩﻦ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﻐﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن .ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﭼﯜﺷﻠﯜك ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪﻳﻤﻪن.
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻳﺎق ،ﭼﯜﺷﻠﯜك ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻨﻰ ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻳﻪﻳﻤﻪن .ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﻘﺎ
ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﻤﻪن.
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﭼﯜﺷﺘﻪ دەم ﺋﺎﻻﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت دەم ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن.

 -6.2ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 6.2

Mahire and Adil talk about how they spend their afternoons and evenings.

ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼﻳﻤﻪن ،ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﺘﺎ ﺗﻪﻛﺮار ﻗﯩﻠﯩﻤﻪن .ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺘﺎ ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق
ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﻤﻪن .ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﭼﺎرﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ ،ﻳﯩﻐﯩﻨﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺘﻨﻰ ﻳﻮﻗﻼﻳﻤﻪن .ﺑﻪزى ﻳﻪﻛﺸﻪﻧﺒﯩﻠﻪردە ﺋﯘ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﻤﯘ
ﻳﻮﻗﻼﻳﺪۇ .ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﯩﺮى ﺑﯩﺰ ﻛﯩﻨﻮ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﯩﺰ.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﯩﻤﯘ؟
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﻳﺎق ،ﺳﯩﺮﺗﺘﺎ.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯩﻨﻮﺧﺎﻧﯩﻐﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻘﺎ ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻣﯩﻨﯘت ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ؟
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە :ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﻪ ﻣﯩﻨﯘت ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ  :ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
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. ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە ﻛﻪﭼﻠﯩﻚ ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە
 ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻧﻪﭼﭽﯩﺪە ﺋﯘﺧﻼﻳﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
 ﺳﯩﺰ ﻛﻪﭼﻠﯩﺮى ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟. ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﻮن ﺑﯩﺮدﯨﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن ﺋﯘﺧﻼﻳﻤﻪن:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە
. ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە ﻣﻪن ﺗﯩﻴﺎﺗﯩﺮ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن، ﻣﻪن ﻛﯩﻨﻮﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﻤﻪن:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
 ﺗﯩﻴﺎﺗﯩﺮﺧﺎﻧﺎ ﻳﯩﺮاﻗﻤﯘ؟:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە
 ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺖ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﯩﻦ ﺗﯩﻴﺎﺗﯩﺮﺧﺎﻧﯩﻐﺎ ﺋﻮن ﺑﻪش ﻣﯩﻨﯘﺗﺘﺎ. ﻳﯩﺮاق ﺋﻪﻣﻪس، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
1
( )= ﻳﯧﺘﯩﭗ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن. ﻳﯧﺘﯩﭗ ﺑﺎرﻏﯩﻠﻰ ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺪۇ
 ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪﻣﯘ ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﯩﻤﯘ؟:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە
. ﺋﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
 ﺋﯘ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﺪە ﺋﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺪۇ؟:ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە
. ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺑﻪش ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻤﺪا ﺋﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ ﭼﯜﺷﯩﺪۇ. ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰدە ﺋﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺪۇ:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ

Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
axsham
alte
andin këyin
etigen
bagh
besh
birinchi
peyshenbe
putbol
tansa
tekrar
tekrar qiltekrarla- (tekrarlimaq,
tekrarlash)
top
toqquz

English gloss
last night, evening
six
and then, after that
morning, dawn early morning (before work
or school); early, premature
orchard
five
first
Thursday
football (Am. soccer)
dance (ballroom or Western dancing )
repetition, review
review, do repeatedly
revise, practice
ball; globe, spherical object
nine

turmush
tün

life
night

tünügün
tëkist
tiyatir

yesterday
text
theatrical play, performance; theater (CIS
teatr)
theater
Friday

tiyatirxana
jüme
1

Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﺧﺸﺎم
ﺋﺎﻟﺘﻪ
ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ
ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪن
ﺑﺎغ
ﺑﻪش
ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰ
ﭘﻪﻳﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ
ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل
ﺗﺎﻧﺴﺎ
ﺗﻪﻛﺮار
-ﺗﻪﻛﺮار ﻗﯩﻞ
، )ﺗﻪﻛﺮارﻟﯩﻤﺎق-ﺗﻪﻛﺮارﻻ
(ﺗﻪﻛﺮارﻻش
ﺗﻮپ
ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘز
ﺗﯘرﻣﯘش
ﺗﯜن
ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن
ﺗﯧﻜﯩﺴﺖ
ﺗﯩﻴﺎﺗﯩﺮ
ﺗﯩﻴﺎﺗﯩﺮﺧﺎﻧﺎ
ﺟﯜﻣﻪ

Dialogue 6.2 has yetip barghili bolidu ‘is possible to arrive, can arrive,’ a grammatical construction we will not
encounter until Volume II. For now, just memorize the simpler two-verb combination yetip bar- ‘arrive,’ which is
composed of yet- ‘reach, arrive’ + a conjoining suffix -(I)p, and the verb bar- ‘go,’ here used in the sense of arrive
and completion of the action. For more on the -(I)p construction, see Lessons 14 & 15.
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charshenbe
chüsh- (chüshmek, chüshüsh)
chiq- (chiqmaq, chiqish)
xam
xam söz
drama
düshenbe
di’alog
Roshengül
sa’et
sekkiz
seyshenbe
söz
sirt
shaptul
shahmat
shenbe (pronounced shembe)
Ghulja

qëtim
ket- (ketmek, këtish)
kech (pronounced kesh)
këche

Wednesday
descend, fall, go down, drop, get off, leave,
finish, be built, accommodate
emerge, ascend; exit, leave; be acquired;
blow (wind); (aux.) thoroughness
raw, unprocessed
unfamiliar word, new vocabulary
drama, stage play (formerly dirama)
Monday
dialogue, conversation
Roshengül (female name), bright flower
hour; watch, clock; o’clock
eight
Tuesday
word
outside, exterior
peach
chess
Saturday
Ghulja (city and area in northwestern
Xinjiang; =Yining 伊宁 city,Yili 伊黎
area)
time, occasion
leave, depart, go away; spend; (aux.)
change; unforeseen, accidental, intensive
evening, dusk; late; tardy
night; period from bedtime until next

ﭼﺎرﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ
، )ﭼﯜﺷﻤﻪك-ﭼﯜش
(ﭼﯜﺷﯜش
( ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺶ، )ﭼﯩﻘﯩﻤﺎق-ﭼﯩﻖ
ﺧﺎم
ﺧﺎم ﺳﯚز
دراﻣﺎ
دۈﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ
دﯨﯫﻟﻮگ
روﺷﻪﻧﮕﯜل
ﺳﺎﺋﻪت
ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰ
ﺳﻪﻳﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ
ﺳﯚز
ﺳﯩﺮت
ﺷﺎﭘﺘﯘل
ﺷﺎﮬﻤﺎت
ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ
ﻏﯘﻟﺠﺎ
ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ
( ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺶ، )ﻛﻪﺗﻤﻪك-ﻛﻪت
ﻛﻪچ
ﻛﯧﭽﻪ

morning
gimnastika
meydan
minut
hepte
orun
orundin turoyna- (oynimaq, oynash)
uxla- (uxlimaq, uxlash)
ussul
waqit
waqit ketwaqit ötwëlisipit
ikkinchi
yadla- (yadlimaq, yadlash)
yette
yekshenbe
yoqla- (yoqlimaq, yoqlash)
yüz
yüz

gymnastics, exercises
field, open square, sports ground, arena
minute
week
place, position, seat; position, work unit
stand up, get up (from sitting)
play, have fun
sleep
Uyghur dance
time; time period, free time
time passes, time goes by
spend time, pass time
bicycle
second
memorize
seven
Sunday
visit, call on, see
hundred
face, surface, side; skin (of liquids)
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ﮔﯩﻤﻨﺎﺳﺘﯩﻜﺎ
ﻣﻪﻳﺪان
ﻣﯩﻨﯘت
ﮬﻪﭘﺘﻪ
ﺋﻮرۇن
-ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﯘر
( ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎش، )ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ
 ﺋﯘﺧﻼش، )ﺋﯘﺧﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘﺧﻼ
ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل
ۋاﻗﯩﺖ
-ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﻛﻪت
-ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺋﯚت
ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺖ
ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ
( ﻳﺎدﻻش، )ﻳﺎدﻟﯩﻤﺎق-ﻳﺎدﻻ
ﻳﻪﺗﺘﻪ
ﻳﻪﻛﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ
( ﻳﻮﻗﻼش، )ﻳﻮﻗﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﻳﻮﻗﻼ
ﻳﯜز
ﻳﯜز
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yügür-* (pronounced yüger-)
(yügürmek, yügürüsh)
yërim
yërim këche
yiraq
yighin
yigirme

، )ﻳﯜﮔﯜرﻣﻪك-ﻳﯜﮔﯜر
(ﻳﯜﮔﯜرۈش
ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ
ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﻛﯧﭽﻪ
ﻳﯩﺮاق
ﻳﯩﻐﯩﻦ
ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﻪ

run, jog (CIS zhügür-)
half; half-(hour); partly
midnight; late at night
far
meeting, conference, assembly; gathering
twenty (CIS zhigirme)

*Yügür- can be pronounced yüger- or yügr- (e.g. yügreymen), but is standardly spelled <yügür->, <yügürimen>.

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. Numerals
1.1 Cardinal Numerals 1-12
Here are the numbers one to twelve; the first syllable of cardinal numerals is always stressed:
Table 1: Cardinal numerals

1
bir
ﺑﯩﺮ

2
ikki
ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ

3
üch
ﺋﯜچ

4
töt
ﺗﯚت

5
besh
ﺑﻪش

6
alte
ﺋﺎﻟﺘﻪ

7
yette
ﻳﻪﺗﺘﻪ

8
sekkiz
ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰ

9
toqquz
ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘز

10
on
ﺋﻮن

11
on bir
ﺋﻮن ﺑﯩﺮ

12
on ikki
ﺋﻮن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ

‘Eleven’ and ‘twelve’ are simply composed of ‘ten’ + ‘one’ and ‘ten’ + ‘two.’ So in that case,
how would you say ‘thirteen’? When writing numbers in text, numbers smaller than ten are
spelled out alphabetically, whereas larger numbers are written with numerals:
ikki mashina ‘two cars’
12 oqughuchi ‘twelve students’
678 adem ‘678 people’
1.2 Ordinal Numerals
+(i)nchi
The ordinal suffix +(i)nchi derives an ordinal from a cardinal numeral, much like English -th:
bir +(i)nchi → birinchi ‘first’
on bir +(i)nchi → on birinchi ‘eleventh’
ikki +(i)nchi → ikkinchi ‘second’
alte +(i)nchi → altinchi ‘sixth’
Table 2: Ordinal numerals

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th

birinchi
ikkinchi
üchinchi
törtinchi
beshinchi
altinchi
yettinchi
sekkizinchi
toqquzinchi
oninchi
on birinchi

ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰ
ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺋﯜﭼﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺗﯚﺗﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺑﻪﺷﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺋﺎﻟﺘﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰﯨﻨﭽﻰ
ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘزﯨﻨﭽﻰ
ﺋﻮﻧﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺋﻮن ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰ

20th
30th
40th
50th
60th
70th
80th
90th
99 th
100th

yigirminchi
ottuzinchi
qiriqinchi
ellikinchi
atmishinchi
yetmishinchi
sekseninchi
toqsaninchi
toqsan toqquzinchi
yüzinchi

ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘزﯨﻨﭽﻰ
ﻗﯩﺮﯨﻘﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺋﺎﺗﻤﯩﺸﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﻳﻪﺗﻤﯩﺸﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺳﻪﻛﺴﻪﻧﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺗﻮﻗﺴﺎﻧﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﺗﻮﻗﺴﺎن ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘزﯨﻨﭽﻰ
ﻳﯜزﯨﻨﭽﻰ

Read out the numbers, having a go at saying the missing ones. Notice that numerals ending in -e
such as alte seem to lose the last vowel, resulting in altinchi. The first i in +(i)nchi always stays i,
unlike in some other Turkic languages. In a number ending in a vowel (like yigirme, yigirminchi),
that final vowel changes to i (in bold below), and the first I of the suffix is omitted (+nchi).
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2. Temporal expressions
2.1 Telling time
• Asking and stating the current hour:
sa’et  ﺳﺎﺋﻪت+ Numeral
The Arabic word sa’et ‘ ﺳﺎﺋﻪتtime, o’clock, watch’ is used before the hour numeral to express
current time. The question is literally formulated ‘time how-much became?’ and the answer is
(2) Sa’et qanche boldi? ‘What time is it?’
---Sa’et sekkiz boldi.
‘It’s eight o’clock.’

ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى؟

.ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى

• Stating the hour when something happens or happened:
sa’et  ﺳﺎﺋﻪت+ Num. +DA
The dative suffix +DA (da/ta/de/te) ‘at/on’ is used; be careful to make A-raising changes:
sa’et birde ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺑﯩﺮدە
‘at one o’clock’
sa’et ikkide ‘ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﺪەat two o’clock’
sa’et üchte ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﯜﭼﺘﻪ
‘at three o’clock’
sa’et tötte ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺗﯚﺗﺘﻪ
‘at four o’clock’
sa’et beshte ‘ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺑﻪﺷﺘﻪat five o’clock’
sa’et on birde‘ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﻮن ﺑﯩﺮدەat 11 o’clock’

sa’et altide ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﺎﻟﺘﯩﺪە
sa’et yettide ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﺪە
sa’et sekkizde ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰدە
sa’et toqquzda ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘزدا
sa’et onda ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﻮﻧﺪا
sa’et on ikkide ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﻮن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﺪە

‘at six o’clock’
‘at seven o’clock’
‘at eight o’clock’
‘at nine o’clock’
‘at ten o’clock’
‘at 12 o’clock’

At or around noon, it’s also common to say chüshte ‘ ﭼﯜﺷﺘﻪat noon, midday’; for 12 o’clock
midnight, it is also common to say tün  ﺗﯜنor yërim këche ‘ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﻛﯧﭽﻪmidnight (lit. half-night)’
To express the half-hour, yërim ‘half’ is added after the hour:
sa’et besh yërim(da)
‘(at) five-thirty, half past five’
sa’et toqquz yërim(da) ‘(at) nine-thirty, half past nine’

ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺑﻪش ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻤﺪا
ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘز ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻤﺪا

Notice that yërim is back-harmonic (thus yërim-da; see Lesson 5).
2.2 Time Duration
1. Using the gerund +Giche

 ﻏﯩﭽﻪ-

‘until; up to, as far as’

(A+Din) B+Giche

We have already expressed physical distance between two places (‘from place A to place
B’), using the construction A +Din B +GA. To express temporal distance, i.e. a time
span, Uyghur marks the beginning of the time span (A) with the ablative +Din, the end
of the time span (B) with the gerund +Giche (+ghiche/qiche/giche/kiche ﻛﯩﭽﻪ-/ ﻏﯩﭽﻪ- /
ﮔﯩﭽﻪ-/ ﻗﯩﭽﻪ-). When used with hours, the word sa’et does not have to be repeated:
(3) Sa’et sekkizdin on ikkigiche sinipta oquymen.
‘From eight until twelve o’clock,
.ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﺋﻮن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﮕﯩﭽﻪ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﺘﺎ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﻤﻪن
I study in the classroom.’
•

When not used with the ablative +Din to refer to a time span, the gerund +Giche specifies
the temporal point at which an action or event ends. (Sometimes scholars call this the
limitative “case,” but it is actually one of many gerunds formed with +GA.)
(4) On ikki yërimghiche yeymen. .ﺋﻮن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻤﻐﯩﭽﻪ ﻳﻪﻳﻤﻪن
‘I (typically) eat by 12:30.’
•
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•

One extended meaning of the N+Din N+Giche pattern is to express the extended
temporal dimension of a physical distance: ‘as far as, all the way to.’ This meaning is
different than the physical distance pattern N+Din N+GA: the latter is a simple, objective
fact without any evaluative emotion by the speaker (as in (5) below), whereas in the
previous and as in (6) below, the speaker chooses to emphasize the extent of the physical
distance and/or the length of time that it takes to travel that physical distance:

(5) Ürümchidin Ghuljigha yette yüz kilometr. .ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻏﯘﻟﺠﯩﻐﺎ ﻳﻪﺗﺘﻪ ﻳﯜز ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﺮ
‘It is 700 kilometres from Ürümchi to Ghulja.’
(6) Ürümchidin Ghuljighiche yette yüz kilometr. .ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻏﯘﻟﺠﯩﻐﯩﭽﻪ ﻳﻪﺗﺘﻪ ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﺮ
‘From Ürümchi all the way to Ghulja it is 700 kilometres.’
2. Using a time expression with the ablative to express duration
Time +Din
To express the time taken to do an activity, add +Din to a time expression like sa’et or minut:
(7) Her küni töt sa’ettin ders anglaymen.
.ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﺗﯚت ﺳﺎﺋﻪﺗﺘﯩﻦ دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼﻳﻤﻪن
‘I attend lessons for four hours every day.’
(8) Her küni ottuz minuttin yügürimen. .ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘز ﻣﯩﻨﯘﺗﺘﯩﻦ ﻳﯜﮔﯜرﯨﻤﻪن
‘I run for thirty minutes every day.’

2.3 Days of the Week
There are two commonly-used ways of referring to the days of the week in Uyghur: one is a
Persian system, and the other is a cardinal numeral-based system. The Persian system begins
with shenbe ‘Saturday,’ and subsequent days are composed of a Persian number2 plus the Persian
word shenbe (pronounced shembe) ‘day,’ e.g. charshenbe ‘Wednesday’ (lit., ‘four-day’).
‘Friday,’ the Islamic sabbath, has the separate term jüme.
The alternative cardinal numeral system begins with Monday. (The system’s elements are
Turkic, but it looks grammatically vaguely like Chinese.) The long form of this system begins
with hepte ‘week’ in the genitive case (+ning, which we will learn in Lesson 8), followed by an
ordinal numeral representing the date (e.g. birinchi ‘first’), plus küni (a possessive form of ‘day’):
heptining birinchi küni lit., ‘(the) week’s first day.’ Each subsequent day has the next highest
numeral: ‘the week’s second day, the week’s third day,’ etc., up to seven, which is Sunday.
Table 3. Days of the week

düshenbe دۈﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ
seyshenbe ﺳﻪﻳﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ
charshenbe ﭼﺎرﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ
peyshenbe ﭘﻪﻳﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ
jüme ﺟﯜﻣﻪ
shenbe ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ
yekshenbe ﻳﻪﻛﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ

heptining birinchi küni ﮬﻪﭘﺘﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰ ﻛﯜﻧﻰ
heptining ikkinchi küni ﮬﻪﭘﺘﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﻛﯜﻧﻰ
heptining üinchi küni ﮬﻪﭘﺘﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯜﭼﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﻛﯜﻧﻰ
heptining tötinchi küni ﮬﻪﭘﺘﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺗﯚﺗﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﻛﯜﻧﻰ
heptining beshinchi küni ﮬﻪﭘﺘﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺑﻪﺷﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﻛﯜﻧﻰ
heptining altinchi küni ﮬﻪﭘﺘﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺘﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﻛﯜﻧﻰ
heptining yettinchi küni ﮬﻪﭘﺘﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﻛﯜﻧﻰ

2

‘Monday’
‘Tuesday’
‘Wednesday’
‘Thursday’
‘Friday’
‘Saturday’
‘Sunday’

Persian numbers are not otherwise used in Uyghur, but appear in some other words borrowed from Persian, e.g.
dutar ‘two-stringed lute’ < du ‘two’ + tar ‘string.’ Notice the similarities between Persian du ‘two’ and English dual;
Persian chahar~char ‘four’ and English quarter.
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Sometimes, speakers add küni ‘day of’ to the Persian system, e.g.  ﻳﻪﻛﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻰyekshenbe küni.
To ask about the day of the week, in the Persian system, the question is: Kün’ge nëme? ‘What
day is it?’ (lit.,’ to the day what?’), and the answer is usually the name of the day e.g. Shenbe.
‘Saturday,’ or Kün’ge shenbe ‘The day is Saturday.’
In the cardinal numeral system, the long form of the question is: Heptining qanchinchi or
nechchinchi küni? (lit., ‘the-week’s which day?’) ‘What day of the week is it?’One answers
either Heptining birinchi küni or simply Birinchi. The short form of the question is: Heptining
qanchinchi/nechchinchi? ‘It’s what weekday?’ or: Heptige qanche/nechche?
The answer to the short form question is Heptige bir or simply Bir.
Bügün kün’ge nëme?
---Bügün shenbe or --- Bügün kün’ge shenbe.
One can also ask for confirmation if it is a particular weekday:
Bügün kün’ge shenbimu? ‘Is it Saturday’ -- He’e ‘Yes’ or -- Yaq, yekshenbe. ‘No, it’s Sunday.’
3. Adjectival Suffix +lIK (+liq/lik/luq/lük ﻟﯜك-/ ﻟﯘق- / ﻟﯩﻖ- / ﻟﯩﻚ-)
Four harmonic variants are used depending on the stem’s backness and roundness:
• Nouns ending in a back unrounded vowel take +liq (tashliq ‘with stone’);
• Those ending in front unrounded vowel take +lik (derslik ‘pedagogical’);
• Nouns ending in a back rounded vowel take +luq (suluq ‘watery, juicy’);
• Those ending in a front rounded vowel take +lük (chüshlük ‘midday’).
This suffix is used with a variety of word classes, in order to change on kind of word into other
word class. In this lesson’s dialogues we will look at how adding the suffix -liq/lik/luq/lük onto a
noun, changes it into an adjective:
Noun
With +lIq as an Adjective
etigenlik tamaq ‘breakfast’
ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪﻧﻠﯩﻚ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق
etigen ‘morning’ ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪن
chüsh ‘noon’
ﭼﯜش
chüshlük tamaq ‘lunch (noon meal)’
ﭼﯜﺷﻠﯜك ﺗﺎﻣﺎق
kech ‘evening’ ﻛﻪچ
kechlik tamaq
‘supper (evening meal)’ ﻛﻪﭼﻠﯩﻚ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق
ders ‘lesson’ دەرس
derslik kitab
‘textbook (lesson book)’ دەرﺳﻠﯩﻚ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب
su
‘water’
ﺳﯘ
suluq shaptul
‘juicy (‘watery’) peach’ ﺳﯘﻟﯘق ﺷﺎﭘﺘﯘل
alma ‘apple’
ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ
almiliq bagh
‘apple orchard’
ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﻠﯩﻖ ﺑﺎغ

4. Languge Use Notes
4.1 yene ‘ ﻳﻪﻧﻪagain; more’
Directly before a verb on its own, this adverb has the sense of ‘again’; used before quantitative
expressions, like qëtim it can mean ‘on a further occasion, more’ as in (10):
(9) U ete yene këlidu.
‘She/He will come again tomorrow.’
.ﺋﯘ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ
(10) U yene bir qëtim këlidu. ‘She/He will come once more.’
.ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ
4.2 axsham, kech, këche  ﻛﯧﭽﻪ، ﻛﻪچ،‘ ﺋﺎﺧﺸﺎمevening; night’
The noun kech ‘evening’ describes the span of time stretching from about sunset till late evening.
axsham refers to the narrower time period between the evening meal until bedtime. Therefore in
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the sense of ‘evening,’ kech is heard more often than axsham:
(11) Kechte kino körimen.
‘I will see the film this evening.’ .ﻛﻪﭼﺘﻪ ﻛﯩﻨﻮ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن
Axsham, however, is used most frequently in its other sense, ‘last night.’ With a past tense verb
(see Lesson 11), a sentence with axsham clearly means ‘last night,’ without the need to add
tünügün ‘yesterday.’
(12) U axsham keldi.
‘She/He came last night.’
.ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎﺧﺸﺎم ﻛﻪﻟﺪى
Këche describes the period from bedtime until the next morning. So only këche would be used in
the following example:
(13) Balilar këchide uxlaydu.
The children sleep at night. .ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻼر ﻛﯧﭽﯩﺪە ﺋﯘﺧﻼﻳﺪۇ
The middle of the night is called yërim këche. This expression can cover the period from
midnight until about 0300 (three a.m.), when most people are sleeping.
(14) Yërim këchide Alim bizge tëlëfon qildi.
‘In the middle of the night, Alim called us.’

.ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﻛﯧﭽﯩﺪە ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻢ ﺑﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﺗﯧﻠﯧﻔﻮن ﻗﯩﻠﺪى

4.3 qëtim (‘ ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢnumber of) times, occasions’
Nu qëtim
This noun, which forms a temporal expression and is preceded by a numeral, expresses the
number of instances and frequency with which something takes place; since it is quantified, it
takes no plural suffix (see Lesson 5).
bir qëtim ‘once’ (‘one time’) ﺑﯩﺮ ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ
ikki qëtim ‘twice’ (‘two times’) ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ
üch qëtim ‘three times’ (‘thrice’) ﺋﯜچ ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ
yüz qëtim ‘a hundred times’
ﻳﯘز ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ

4.4 The Verb ‘to play’ oyna- -ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ
The basic meaning of oyna- is ‘play (games)’ and ‘have fun, ’ including children’s play, sports
and physical exercise, as in (15)-(17), or in the sense of ‘acting,’ as in (18):
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

Balilar öyde oynaydu.
(Biz) putbol oynamduq?
Gimnastika oynaymen.
Biz u dramida oynimaymiz.

.ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻼر ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻳﺪۇ
‘The children will play indoors.’
‘Are we going to play football?’
)ﺑﯩﺰ( ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻣﺪۇق؟
‘I do gymnastics.’
.ﮔﯩﻤﻨﺎﺳﺘﯩﻜﺎ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻳﻤﻪن
‘We won’t act in that play.’ .ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘ دراﻣﯩﺪا ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻤﺎﻳﻤﯩﺰ

It is also used for all kinds of recreation like dancing and partying (and even having sex), but is
not used for playing a musical instrument. Note the two different words for ‘dance’:
(19) Shahmat oynimamsiler?
‘Don’t you play chess?’
ﺷﺎﮬﻤﺎت ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
(20) Men bilen tansa oynamsiz? ‘Will you (ballroom) dance with me?’ ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺗﺎﻧﺴﺎ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
(21) Ular Uyghurche usul oynaydu. ‘They do Uyghur folk dancing.’ .ﺋﯘﻻر ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻳﺪۇ
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4.5 Going Up and Down
The verb chiq- - ﭼﯩﻖhas three basic meanings: ‘climb up’ or ‘get onto’ or ‘exit.’ One can taghqa
chiq- ‘climb a mountain,’ aptobusqa chiq- ‘get on board’ a vehicle such as a bus, or ishqa chiq‘go to work,’ and finally öydin chiq- ‘leave the house, go out.’ To use chiq-, the motion must be
emerging and/or upwards.
The verb chüsh- -‘ ﭼﯜشdescend, get off’is used for taghdin chüsh- ‘coming down a hill’
and for mashinidin chüsh- ‘alighting from a vehicle.’ The phrase ishtin chüsh- is used to mean
‘leave/clock off work’. In using chüsh-, the motion must be downwards.
5. The postposition bilen ‘ ﺑﯩﻠﻪنwith’
Briefly introduced in Lessons 2 and 3, bilen is placed after the noun (just like other postpositions
like burun and këyin), and used to express a comitative (somebody accompanying someone
else), as in (22)-(25), or as an instrumental (the means or tool by which an action is carried out),
as in (26)-(27):
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
•

Men bilen tansa oynamsiz? ‘Will you dance with me?’ ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺗﺎﻧﺴﺎ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
Men Xemit bilen këlimen. ‘I will come with Hämit.’ .ﻣﻪن ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺖ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯧﻠﯩﻤﻪن
U Polat bilen bille talada. ‘He/She is outside with Polat.’.ﺋﯘ ﭘﻮﻻت ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﯩﻠﻠﻪ ﺗﺎﻻدا
Rena Adil bilen qoshna. ‘Rena is neighbors with Adil.’
.رەﻧﺎ ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻗﻮﺷﻨﺎ
Ayrupilan bilen barimiz.
‘We will go by plane.’
.ﺋﺎﻳﺮۇﭘﯩﻼن ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﯩﺰ
Choka bilen yeymiz.
‘We eat with chopsticks.’
.ﭼﻮﻛﺎ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻳﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ
Careful! Postpositions like bilen preceded by pronouns generally require that pronoun to
be in the genitive case (see Lesson 8); this is always true for third-person u --> uning:

(28) Dilyar uning bilen baridu.

‘Dilyar will go with him/her.’ (Never *u bilen)
.دﯨﻠﻴﺎر ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﺎرﯨﺪۇ

The first person pronoun allows both nominative men (as in (22) above) and genitive mëning:
(29) Mëning bilen tansa oynamsiz? ‘Will you dance with me?’ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺗﺎﻧﺴﺎ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
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Exercises
Exercise 1
Translate into Uyghur the following times, adding the appropriate adverbs of time before the
point of time. Choose from etigen, chüshtin burun, chüsh, chüshtin këyin, or kech.
Eg. 21:30
08:00
19:30
11:00
05:30
12:00
14:30
18:00
17:30
21:00
11:30
22:30

kech sa’et toqquz yërimda
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Exercise 2
Working in pairs, or with your teacher, person A can ask person B when he/she does the activity. Person
B then replies, choosing one of the times listed.
Example: Di’alogni tekrarlimaq
07:00-08:00
A: Siz sa’et qanchide di’alogni tekrarlaysiz?
‘When do you prepare the dialogue?’
B: Man etigende sa’et yettidin sekkizgiche di’alogni tekrarlayman.
‘I prepare the dialogue in the morning from 07:00 to 08:00.’

1. Uxlimaq
2. Ders anglimaq
3. Tëlëwizor körmek
4. Yügürmek
5. Etigenlik chay ichmek
6. Kechlik tamaq yëmek
7. Chüshlük tamaq yëmek
8. Dem almaq
9. Tapshuruq ishlimek
10. Sözlerni yadlimaq
11. Meshq qilmaq
12. Bazargha barmaq
13. Gimnastikigha chiqmaq
14. Dostlarni yoqlimaq
15. Ashxanidin qaytmaq
16. Kochida oynimaq
17. Orundin turmaq
18. Birinchi dersni ötmek
19. Kino körmek

from 22:30 until 05:30
08:00 – 12:00
21:00 – 22:00
06:00 – 06.30
06:30 – 07:00
18:30 – 19:00
12:00 – 12:30
12:30 – 13:00
19:00 – 20:30
14:00 – 15:00
19:00 – 20:30
Monday, 12:30 – 14:30
Wednesday, 18:30 – 19:00
Sunday, 11:00 – 14:00
today, 12:30
Saturday, 15:30 – 17:30
tomorrow, 06:00
every day, 08:00 – 10:00
Friday, 19:00 – 21:00
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Exercise 3
A typical language student’s timetable in China is given here, in order to help you practice joining two
clauses with either andin or andin këyin ‘after that.’ First, Person A asks Person B what time each event
occurs. Person B should incorporate two actions into each answer, by mentioning the activity which
follows each answer. For example:

08:00
ders ber- _________________________________________
12:00 (noon) dem al- __________________________________________
Sa’et qanchide ders bërisiz?
Sa’et sekkizdin on ikkigiche ders bërimen, andin këyin dem alimen.
Starting Time
06:00 06:30 07:00 07:30 08:00 10:30 12:00 13:00 16:00 16:30 19:00 20:00 20:30 22:30 -

Activity
tur- ______________________________________________
yügür- ____________________________________________
di’aloglarni tekrarla- ________________________________
etigenlik chay ich- _________________________________
Uyghurche ders angla- ______________________________
meshq qil- ________________________________________
chüshlük tamaq et- _________________________________
dem al- ___________________________________________
bazargha bar- ______________________________________
mu’ellimni yoqla- __________________________________
tëlëwizor kör- _____________________________________
yataqqa qayt- ______________________________________
kitab oqu- _________________________________________
uxla- _____________________________________________
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Lesson 7

ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﻬﺎﻧﻐﺎ ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎﺭﻟﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ
Preparing for exams
Concepts and Structures
1. Present continuous V-(I)wat-, and its interrogative and negative forms
2. Variable word order for Time and Place expressions
3. Language Use Notes: Adverbs hazir  ﮬﺎزﯨﺮvs. emdi  ;ﺋﻪﻣﺪىusage of bol- -( ﺑﻮلbolidu, boldi);
Conjunctions we ۋە, hem  ﮬﻪمvs. bilen  ;ﺑﯩﻠﻪنpartitive köpinchisi ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﯩﺴﻰ, bir qisim ﺑﯩﺮ ﻗﯩﺴﯩﻢ
The Present Continuous (Progressive) form of the verb expresses an action or state that is
currently ongoing: She is working, as distinct from the Present-Future tense, which expresses a
general, temporally unspecified habitual action in the present or near future, not necessarily at
this very moment: She works every day. The Present Continuous is formed with a suffix -(I)wat:
(1) Men kütüpxanida ishleymen. ‘I work in the library.’ (= as my regular job.)

.ﻣﻪن ﻛﯜﺗﯜﭘﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﻤﻪن
(2) Men kütüpxanida ishlewatimen. ‘I am working in the library.’ (= at this very moment)

.ﻣﻪن ﻛﯜﺗﯜﭘﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
We learned in the Introduction that Uyghur is a Subject-Object-Verb language. That constituent
order is rather fixed, but there is some variability in the placement of temporal and locative
expressions before or after the subject, and even sometimes the object:
Subject + Time and/or Loc + Object + Verb
Time and/or Loc + Subject + Object + Verb
(3) a. Men ete öyde bu kinoni körimen.
b. Ete öyde men bu kinoni körimen.

.ﻣﻪن ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﻨﻮﻧﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن

.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﻨﻮﻧﻰ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن

Subject + Object + Time and/or Loc + Verb
c. Men bu kinoni ete öyde körimen.

‘I will watch this film at home tomorrow.’

The only change in meaning in (3) a-c above is one of emphasis. Later in this lesson, we learn
the useful adverbs emdi and hazir, and also revisit the conjunctions we and hem, and learn how
the postposition bilen ‘with’ can also be used in the sense of ‘and.’ We learn the primary uses of
the verb bol- ‘become, be,’ and that the verbs qorq- ‘fear,’ and xapa bol- ‘be angry’ are
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associated with objects marked with the dative case. Finally, we examine two partitives, köpinchi
’‘many of...’ and bir qisim ‘some of....
Beginning with this lesson, to encourage your reading fluency, example sentences in the
Grammar section are presented only in Arabic-script Uyghur. In the Dialogues section, the
dialogue titles and scene-setting descriptions are now given bilingually.

 -7.1ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 7.1

The teacher will give an examination tomorrow, but the students are still not applying themselves. They
are spending time on other things. We find the teacher having a discussion with a student, Hakimjan.

ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎﻗﭽﻰ ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼر ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ .ﺋﯘﻻر ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺋﯩﺸﻼر ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻠﯩﻨﯩﺪۇ،
ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺋﯘﻻردﯨﻦ ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺪۇ ،ﮬﻪم ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ ﺗﻪﻧﻘﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ.

ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن :ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﻘﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن .ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﺮﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﻣﻪﺷﻖ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن.ﺋﯘﻻر ﺑﻪك ﺗﻪس ،ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﻛﯚپ
ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ.
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :دوﻟﻘﯘن ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ؟
ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن :ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﻮﻗﯘۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ .ﭘﻮﻻت رەﺳﯩﻤﻠﯩﻚ ژۇرﻧﺎل ﻛﯚرﯨﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﭽﯘ؟
ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن :ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺳﯘﺧﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻛﯩﺮ ﻳﯘﻳﯘۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﻛﯩﺮ ﻳﯘﻳﯘۋاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇ؟
ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن :ﻳﺎق ،ﺋﯘ ﺗﻮپ ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﯩﺪا ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼر ﻗﻪﻳﻪردە؟
ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن :ﺑﻪزﯨﻠﻪر ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺘﺎ دەم ﺋﯧﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ ،ﺑﻪزﯨﻠﻪر ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :ﺋﯘﻻر ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺗﻪﻛﺮار ﻗﯩﻠﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ؟ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن ﺋﻪﻣﻪﺳﻤﯘ!
ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن :ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﯩﺴﻰ ﺗﻪﻛﺮار ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺑﯩﺮ ﻗﯩﺴﯩﻢ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼر ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :ﺗﻮﻏﺮا دەﻳﺴﯩﺰ ،ﺑﯩﺮﻗﯩﺴﯩﻢ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼر ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﭽﺎن ﺋﻪﻣﻪس .ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﻛﻪﭼﻠﯩﻚ ﺗﻪﻛﺮار ۋاﻗﺘﯩﺪا
ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ .ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺗﯧﻜﯩﺴﺘﻨﻰ ﻳﺎدﻟﯩﻤﺎﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟ ﺑﯘ ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﮔﻪ ﺑﻪك ﻣﯘﮬﯩﻢ.
ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن :ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ،ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮﻟﻤﺎڭ! ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ ﭼﺎﻗﯩﺮﯨﻤﻪن .ﮔﯧﭙﯩﯖﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﯘﻻرﻏﺎ ﻳﻪﺗﻜﯜزﯨﻤﻪن.

 -7.2ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 7.2
Then Hakimjan talks to the other classmates.

ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼرﻏﺎ ﮔﻪپ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ.

ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن :ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼر ،ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺑﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﺑﻪك ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮﻟﯘۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ .ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﯩﭗ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟ ﺑﻪزى ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼر ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺑﯧﺮﯨﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ .ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺑﯧﺮﯨﻤﯩﺰ.
ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼر :ﻣﺎﻗﯘل ،ﺑﯩﺰ دەرس ﺗﻪﻛﺮار ﻗﯩﻼﻳﻠﻰ .ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻣﺪۇ؟
ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن :ﺋﻪﻧﻪ ،ﻛﯧﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼر :ﭘﯩﻴﺎدە ﻛﯧﻠﯩﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇ؟
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. ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺖ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯧﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ، ﻳﺎق:ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-7.3

Dialogue 7.3
Four students are not doing the exercises.

ﺗﯚت ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ ﻣﻪﺷﻖ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ

ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
 ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻣﻪﺷﻖ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟.ﺑﯩﺰ ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ
. ﺑﯘ ﮬﯩﻜﺎﻳﻪ ﺑﻪك ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻖ ﺋﯩﻜﻪن. ﺑﯩﺰ ﺑﯩﺮ ﮬﯩﻜﺎﻳﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘۋاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ. ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ،ﻳﺎق
. ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺑﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﻣﯘﺷﯘ ﮬﯩﻜﺎﻳﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﯘﻗﯘﻳﻤﯩﺰ،ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ
.ﺑﯩﺰ ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻨﻰ ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﮔﻪ ﺋﺎرﯨﻴﻪت ﺑﯧﺮﯨﻤﯩﺰ
. ﺑﯩﺰ ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻨﻰ ﻛﯜﺗﯜﭘﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﺎرﯨﻴﻪت ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﯩﺰ. رەﮬﻤﻪت.ﺑﻮﻟﺪى

:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
:ﭘﻮﻻت
:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
:ﭘﻮﻻت
:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
:ﭘﻮﻻت

Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
achchiqlan- (achchiqlanmaq,
achchiqlinish)
ariyet ber- [+ni] [+GA]
ariyet al- [+ni] [+Din]
az
emdi
ene
bol- (bolmaq, bolush)
piyade
taziliq1
tenqid qil- [+ni]
tirish- (tirishmaq, tirishish)2
tirishchan
chaqir- (chaqirmaq,
chaqirish) [+ni]
xapa bolderslik
derslik kitab
dolqun
resimlik
suxana
1

Arabic-script Uyghur

English
be annoyed, irritated
lend
borrow
few
just now, recently, so now
look there!, hey look at that!
become, be; be possible, permissible;
(aux.) completion, accomplishment
on foot, by foot
cleanliness, hygiene
reprimand, discipline
strive, be diligent
diligent, studious
invite, call over

، )ﺋﺎﭼﭽﯩﻘﻼﻧﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎﭼﭽﯩﻘﻼن
(ﺋﺎﭼﭽﯩﻘﻠﯩﻨﯩﺶ
( ~ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ، )~ﺑﻪرﻣﻪك-ﺋﺎرﯨﻴﻪت ﺑﻪر
( ~ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ، ) ~ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎرﯨﻴﻪت ﺋﺎل
ﺋﺎز
ﺋﻪﻣﺪى
ﺋﻪﻧﻪ
( ﺑﻮﻟﯘش، )ﺑﻮﻟﻤﺎق-ﺑﻮل
ﭘﯩﻴﺎدە
ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻖ
-ﺗﻪﻧﻘﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻞ
( ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﯩﺶ، )ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﻤﺎق-ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺶ
ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﭽﺎن
( ﭼﺎﻗﯩﺮﯨﺶ، )ﭼﺎﻗﯩﺮﻣﺎق-ﭼﺎﻗﯩﺮ

be irritated, angry
pedagogical, pertaining to school
school workbook, exercise book
Dolqun (male name); wave
pictorial, illustrated magazine
washroom, bathroom

-ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮل
دەرﺳﻠﯩﻚ
دەرﺳﻠﯩﻚ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب
دوﻟﻘﯘن
رەﺳﯩﻤﻠﯩﻚ
ﺳﯘﺧﺎﻧﺎ

The suffix +lIK that we learned in Lesson 6 as a way to form adjectives out of nouns (suluq ‘watery, juicy’ < su

‘water’) is also used to make abstract nouns out of adjectives or other nouns, as here with taziliq ‘cleanliness’ <
taza ‘clean’ and resimlik ‘pictorial magazine’ < resim ‘drawing, picture.’
2

The verb tirishmaq ‘be diligent’ is most commonly used as a gerund (adverbial) with the suffix -(I)p (see Lesson

15) before another verb, for example tiriship ögen- -ﺋﯚﮔﻪن

‘ ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﯩﭗstudy diligently.’
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sözle- (sözlimek, sözlisish)
söhbet
söhbetlesh- (söhbetleshmek,
söhbetlishish)
qiziq
qisim
kütüpxana
köp
köpinchisi
köpinche
kir
gep
min-* [+ni]
ma’arip
muhim
her
hikaye
ëyt- (ëytmaq, ëytish) [+ni]
it (pronounced isht)
yetküz- (yetküzmek,
yetküzüsh) [+ni] [+GA]

talk, speak
dialogue, conversation
chat, converse
interesting, humorous; hot
part, section, unit
library
much, many
most of them
frequently, often; usually, generally
laundry, dirty clothes or linen
talk, words, speech
ride
education, learning
important, significant
each
story
tell, recount
dog
pass on, convey, relay

( ﺳﯚزﻟﻪش، )ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻤﻪك-ﺳﯚزﻟﻪ
ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت
، )ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﻪﺗﻠﻪﺷﻤﻪك-ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﻪش
(ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﯩﺸﯩﺶ
ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻖ
ﻗﯩﺴﯩﻢ
ﻛﯜﺗﯜﭘﺨﺎﻧﺎ
ﻛﯚپ
ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﯩﺴﻰ
ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﻪ
ﻛﯩﺮ
ﮔﻪپ
-ﻣﯩﻦ
ﻣﺎﺋﺎرﯨﭗ
ﻣﯘﮬﯩﻢ
ﮬﻪر
ﮬﯧﻜﺎﻳﻪ
( ﺋﯧﻴﺘﯩﺶ، )ﺋﯧﻴﺘﻤﺎق-ﺋﯧﻴﺖ
ﺋﯩﺖ
( ﻳﻪﺗﻜﯜزۈش، )ﻳﻪﺗﻜﯜزﻣﻪك-ﻳﻪﺗﻜﯜز

*As a monosyllable, the verb min- takes front harmonizing suffixes, like bil- ‘know.’

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. Present Continuous (present progressive) aspect
1.1 Form
We will learn the affirmative, negative, and question (both affirmative and negative) forms.
Affirmative Declarative ‘V-ing’
V-(I)wat-i -Pers.Endings
Attach to the verb one of the harmonic variants of the suffix -(I)wat (-wat, -iwat, -uwat, -üwat),
then add -i (which here does not have harmonic variants),3 followed by the regular set of person
endings (Type 1): -men, -miz, -sen, -siz, siler, -du.
Table 7.1. Present continuous affirmative declarative with personal endings (type 1); I=∅/i/u/ü

1st person
2nd person

3rd person

3

Singular
ۈ(ۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن/ۇ/ى/∅) - -(I)watimen
ۈ(ۋاﺗﯩﺴﻪن/ۇ/ى/∅)- -(I)watisen
ۈ(ۋاﺗﯩﺴﯩﺰ/ۇ/ى/∅)- -(I)watisiz
ۈ(ۋاﺗﯩﺪﯨﻼ/ۇ/ى/∅-) -(I)watidila
ۈ(ۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ/ۇ/ى/∅)- -(I)watidu

Plural
ۈ(ۋاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ/ۇ/ى/∅)- -(I)watimiz
-(I)watisiler
ۈ(ۋاﺗﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر/ۇ/ى/∅)ۈ(ۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ/ۇ/ى/∅)- -(I)watidu

This -i is actually a grammaticalized form of the Turkic gerundial suffix -A, whose harmonically variant form still

occurs in modern Uyghur in some adverbial contexts, which we cover in Volume II.
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The w  ۋof this suffix may be pronounced either as w or v, i.e. [(I)wati] or [(I)vati]. Below are
some examples of harmonic variants. Notice that the a in -(I)wat does not vary, nor does I appear
after vowel-final stems, because the stem-final syllable is stressed: sözlewat-, uxlawatidu < uxla‘sleep,’ anglawatidu < angla-. Read Table 2 from right to left:
Table 7.2. Present Continuous Affirmative Declarative: examples
progressive form
stem
progressive form
stem

دەۋاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ
ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ
ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر

-دە
-ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ
-ﻗﯩﻞ

ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻠﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
ﺋﯧﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
ﺋﯧﺘﯩﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
ﺑﻮﻟﯘۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ
ﻳﯜﮔﯜرۈۋاﺗﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر

resulting suffix

-ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻼن
-ﺋﺎل
-ﺋﻪت
-ﺑﻮل

ﺋﻮﻗﯘۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
ﺳﯚزﻟﻪۋاﺗﯩﺴﯩﺰ
ﺋﯧﻴﺘﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ
ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﯟاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ
ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
ﻳﯧﺰﯨﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
ﺑﯧﺮﯨﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
ﺗﯘرۇۋاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ

-ﺋﻮﻗﯘ
-ﺳﯚزﻟﻪ
-ﺋﯧﻴﺖ
-ﻗﺎﻳﺖ
-ﺋﯚﮔﻪن
-ﻳﺎز
-ﺑﻪر
-ﺗﯘر

-ﻳﯜﮔﯜر

ﻛﯚرۈۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن

-ﻛﯚر

stem type

-wat-i-

Vowel-final

-iwat-i-

Consonant-final

-iwat-i-

Consonant-final;
with A-raising

-uwat-i-üwat-i-

Consonant-final
with back rounded
vowels
Consonant-final
with front round
vowels

One reason second part -wat- of the continuous suffix -(I)wat- is invariable is that it is derived
from a grammaticalized auxiliary verb. Uyghur is particularly rich in such auxiliary verbs, which
allow speakers to express a wide range of nuanced actional and aspectual meanings. Aspectual
auxiliary verbs are discussed in Lesson 15 of this book, and in detail in Volume II.
Affirmative Interrogative ‘Is/Am/Are... V-ing?’
-(I)wat-am-Pers.Endings1 or 2
Like for the Present-Future tense (V-(y)I-Am-Pers.Endings), forming questions with the Present
Continuous makes use of the interrogative suffix -Am. However, since -wat is harmonically
invariable, the interrogative suffix also does not vary, and is always -am in this construction. So,
after -(I)wat, -am is attached (the final -i of the declarative -(I)wat-i merges with the a of -am).
After that come the person endings. Type 1 and 2 endings are both acceptable. (We first
encountered the second set of person endings with the Present-Future tense (Lesson 4), which
vary from the main (first) set only in that the first person forms are -dim and -duq (rather
than -dimen and -dimiz).
Table 7.3. Present Continuous Interrogative (the first alternative for first person is more common)
st

1 person
2nd person
3rd person

Singular

Plural

)ى(ۋاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻢ ؟)ى(ۋاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن؟)ى(ۋاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟)ى(ۋاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇ؟-

)ى(ۋاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇق؟)ى(ۋاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﯩﺰ؟)ى(ۋاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟)ى(ۋاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇ؟93
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To ask a positive (affirmative) question in the present continuous, you may choose either set of
person endings: -dim or -dimen (singular) and -duq or -dimiz (plural), resulting
in -(I)watamdimen or -(I)watamdim, and -(I)watamdimiz or -(I)watamduq for the first person
only. The Type 2 person endings -dim and -duq (see Lesson 3) are more commonly used.
Negative Declarative ‘not V-ing’ V -mA-y-wat-i- or -(I)wat-ma-y -Pers.Endings
The negative suffix -mA may be placed before or after the present continuous suffix -(I)wAt, e.g.
-mAywatidu or -(I)watmaydu. In the first variant V-mA-y-wat-, which is more common, the
verb stem is negated. (This puts the focus on the non-occurrence of the action and its duration;
see example (4) below.) Since -mA immediately follows the verb in the first, it is harmonic
(-ma~me). This is followed by the Present-Future suffix -(y)I as -y-, then the consonant-initial
variant -wat of -(I)wat, and finally the personal endings.
Table 7.4. Present Continuous Negative Declarative (-mA-ywat- variant) : examples
progressive form
stem
progressive form
stem
resulting suffix

ﻗﯩﻠﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر
ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻼﻧﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ
ﺗﯘرﻣﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن

-ﻗﯩﻞ
-ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻼن
-ﺗﯘر
-ﺋﻮﻗﯘ

ﻗﺎﻳﺘﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ
ﺋﯧﻴﺘﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ
ﺑﻮﻟﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ
ﻳﺎزﻣﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ

-ﻗﺎﻳﺖ
-ﺋﯧﻴﺖ
-ﺑﻮل
-ﻳﺎز

ﺋﻪﺗﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺴﯩﺰ
ﻳﯜﮔﯜرﻣﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر
ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺴﯩﺰ
دﯦﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ

-ﺋﻪت
-ﻳﯜﮔﯜر
-ﺳﯚزﻟﻪ
-دە

ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر
ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ
ﺑﻪرﻣﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن

-ﺋﯚﮔﻪن
-ﻛﯚر
-ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ
-ﺑﻪر

-maywati-

-meywati-mAywati-meywati-

stem type
Consonant-final
back; NO A-raising
Consonant-final
with back rounded
vowels
Consonant-final;
C-final front
A-raising

The negated verb stems oyna- and de- are affected by A-raising (oynimaywat-, dëmeywat-), while
the affirmative is not (oynawat-, dewat-). Conversely, the negated forms of ber- and shughullanare not affected (bermeywat-, shughullanmaywat-), whereas the affirmative is (bëriwat-,
shughulliniwat-). These differences are due to the placement of stress on the syllable
before -wat-. Using the negated present continuous emphasizes that the action or event hasn’t
occurred for a long time:
(4) Uning bilen arilashmaywatimen.

.ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﺎرﯨﻼﺷﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن

‘I’m not involved with him/her (and haven’t been for a long time)’

The other variant, -(I)watmay-, negates the present continuous suffix. and therefore simply
connotes ‘not doing x right now:’
(5) Balilar talada wëlisipit miniwatidu.

.ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻼر ﺗﺎﻻدا ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺖ ﻣﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ

‘The children are riding bikes outside.’ (right now)
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The variation of -I- in -(I)wat- follows the harmonic principles illustrated in Table 2 above, and
the converbial -i in -(I)wat-i- does not appear, hence: boluwatmaysiz, öginiwatmaymen. The
negative suffix -mA which follows shows no variation; it is always -ma. This is followed by an
inserted -y- before the personal endings, resulting in -(I)watmay-. For example:
Table 7.5. Present Continuous Negative Declarative ( -iwatmay - variant): examples
progressive form
stem
progressive form
stem
resulting suffix
ﺳﯚزﻟﻪۋاﺗﻤﺎﻳﺴﯩﺰ
-ﺳﯚزﻟﻪ
دەۋاﺗﻤﺎﻳﻤﯩﺰ
-دە
-watmay-

ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎۋاﺗﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ
ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﯟاﺗﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ
ﺗﯘرۇۋاﺗﻤﺎﻳﻤﯩﺰ
ﻳﯜﮔﯜرۈۋاﺗﻤﺎﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر

-ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ
-ﻗﺎﻳﺖ-ﺗﯘر
-ﻳﯜﮔﯜر

ﺋﻮﻗﯘۋاﺗﻤﺎﻳﻤﻪن
ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ
ﺑﻮﻟﯘۋاﺗﻤﺎﻳﻤﯩﺰ
ﻛﯚرۈۋاﺗﻤﺎﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر

-ﺋﻮﻗﯘ
-ﺋﯚﮔﻪن
-ﺑﻮل
-ﻛﯚر

-iwatmay-uwatmay-üwatmay-

stem type
V-final, front
V-final, back
other C-final
round, back
round, front

Negative Interrogative ‘Isn’t/Aren’t...V-ing?’ V-mA-y-wat-am ~ V-(I)wat-m-am -PersEnd.1/2
Forming a question in the negative of the present continuous also has two variants, depending on
whether the verb or the present continuous suffix is negated. The first variant, V-mA-y-wat-amis more common. It requires the variable form of the negative -mA (-ma~me), followed by the -y
form of the Present-Future -(y)I, followed by the invariant -wat form of the present continuous
suffix -(I)wat. To this the the interrogative suffix -Am is added; it is always -am since the
preceding -wat doesn’t vary). Finally, the regular personal endings are added, resulting
in -mAywatam-, e.g. kelmeywatamsiler ‘Aren’t you (plural) coming?’ For the first person
suffixes, both variants allow -dim~-dimen and -duq~-dimiz.
Table 7.6. Present Continuous Negative Interrogative V-mAy-wat-am (read right to left)
progressive form
stem
progressive form
stem
resulting suffix

ﺗﯘرﻣﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﯩﺰ؟

-ﺗﯘر

ﺑﻮﻟﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇ ؟

-ﺑﻮل

ﻳﺎزﻣﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇ؟
ﻗﯩﻠﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇق؟
ﺗﯘرﻣﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻢ؟

-ﻳﺎز
-ﻗﯩﻞ
-ﺑﺎر
-ﺗﯘر

ﺋﯧﻴﺘﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇ؟
ﻗﺎﻳﺘﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﯩﺰ ؟
ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻼﻧﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن؟

-ﺋﯧﻴﺖ
-ﻗﺎﻳﺖ
-ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻼن
-ﺋﻮﻗﯘ

ﺋﯜزﻣﻪﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇ؟
ﺑﻪرﻣﻪﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر ؟
ﻳﯜﮔﯜرﻣﻪﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪۇ؟

-ﺋﯜز
-ﺑﻪر
-ﻳﯜﮔﯜر
-ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ

ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن؟
ﺋﻪﺗﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ ؟
ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن ؟
دﯦﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﯩﺰ؟

-ﺋﯚﮔﻪن
-ﺋﻪت
-ﻛﯚر
-دە

-maywatam-

stem type
C-final, back,
round
C-final, back
V-final, back,
round
C-final, front

-meywatam-

C-final, front round
V-final, A-raising

The second variant, -(I)wat-ma-m-, requires the present-continuous suffix -(I)wat and the back
variant -ma of negative suffix -mA, and finally the single-consonant form -m of the interrogative
suffix -Am, followed by the regular personal endings. Again there are two options regarding the
position of the negative suffix: it can be placed before or after the continuous aspect suffix.
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Table 7. 7. Present Continuous Negative Interrogative V-(I)wat-mam-: examples (*Oquwatmamdim also possible)
progressive form
stem
progressive form
stem
resulting suffix stem type
ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎۋاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺪۇ؟
-ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ
دەۋاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﯩﺰ؟
-دە
-watmamV-final
ﺋﻮﻗﯘۋاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن؟
-ﺋﻮﻗﯘ
ﻳﯜﮔﯜرۋاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
- ﻳﯜﮔﯜر-watmamr-final
ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻠﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺪۇق؟
-ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻼن
ﺑﯧﺮﯨﯟاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺪۇق؟
-ﺑﺎر
-iwatmamC-final, unround
*ﺋﻮﻗﯘۋاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن؟
-ﺋﻮﻗﯘ
ﺗﯘرۇۋاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺪۇ؟
-ﺗﯘر
-uwatmamC-final, round, bk.
ﺳﯚزﻟﻪۋاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
-ﺳﯚزﻟﻪ
ﻛﯚرۈۋاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
-ﻛﯚر
-üwatmamC-final, round, frnt

1.2 Usage
The present continuous in Uyghur is generally similar in meaning and usage to the English
present progressive ‘V-ing.’ English speakers, though, tend to use the Uyghur present-future
tense in situations where the Uyghur present continuous is more appropriate. Examples (6)-(9)
below illustrate where Uyghur use of the present continuous is similar to that in English.
•

Ongoing action or event

(6) U hazir taziliq qiliwatidu. .ﺋﯘ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ

‘She/He is cleaning now.’

(7) Sen nëmishqa hazir xetni yëziwatisen? ﺳﻪن ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺧﻪﺗﻨﻰ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﯟاﺗﯩﺴﻪن؟
‘Why are you writing the letter (just now)?’
• Action or event stretching over a period, including the immediate present
The action does not need to be taking place at that precise moment, but has been ongoing and
will continue, implying ‘have been...for the time being ...,’ or ‘these days ....’ The subject is not
necessarily engaged in the activity at the moment of speaking.
(8) U aptor bir kitab yëziwatidu.

.ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮر ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﻳﯧﺰﯨﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ

‘That author is (currently) writing a book.’
(9) Men birnechche4 meshq ishlewatimen.

.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﺮﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﻣﻪﺷﻖ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن

‘I am (currently) working on several exercises.’
Where the Uyghur present continuous functions differently that the present progressive in
English is seen in (10)-(11), in which the continuing action or event occurs during a specified
time frame: tekrar waqtida ‘at review time,’ and her küni ‘every day.’ Whereas in English, the
present tense would be used (‘sleep,’ ‘play’), in Uyghur the present continuous is used
(‘sleeping,’ ‘playing’). This subtly emphasizes that the action or event continues through the
time period up to the present time, though it may occur repeatedly, as in (11).

4

Birnechche (< bir ‘one’ + nechche ‘some; how many?’) is written together; see Lesson 5.
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(10) Ular tekrar waqtida uxlawatidu.

.ﺋﯘﻻر ﺗﻪﻛﺮار ۋاﻗﺘﯩﺪا ﺋﯘﺧﻼۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ

‘They sleep right through review time.’ (lit., ‘They are sleeping during review time.’)
(11) Biz her küni chüshte oynawatimiz.

.ﺑﯩﺰ ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﭼﯜﺷﺘﻪ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎۋاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ

‘We play at noon every day.’ (lit., ‘We are playing at noon every day.’)
If the speaker instead used the Present-future tense, he/she would instead be emphasizing the
generality or habituality of the action or event: Biz chüshte oynaymiz. ‘We play at noon.’
•

When negated, the present continuous simply describes an action or event that is
not taking place at the moment.

(12) Ular piyade këliwatmaydu.

.ﺋﯘﻻر ﭘﯩﻴﺎدە ﻛﯧﻠﯩﯟاﺗﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ

‘They aren’t coming on foot (right now).’
(13) Bir qisim sawaqdashlar tirishmaywatidu.

.ﺑﯩﺮ ﻗﯩﺴﯩﻢ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼر ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ

‘One section of the pupils are not being diligent.’ (now, and haven’t been for some time)
Since Uyghurs prefer polite phrasing, examples such as (12) above are more often softened by
the addition of the abilitative suffix -(y)Al- (-al~el~yal~yel, see Lesson 13) ‘be able to, can,’ in
order to put the blame of the non-occurring action on some external hindrance, rather than
attributing it to the volition of the actor, as in (14):
(14) Ular piyade këlelwatmaydu..‘ ﺋﯘﻻر ﭘﯩﻴﺎدە ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇThey aren’t able to come on foot.’
Table 8. Summary: Present Continuous forms

Variant 1
Variant 2
Affirmative Declarative ‘V-ing’
-(I)wat-i(none)
Affirmative Interrogative ‘Is/Am/Are... V-(I)wat-am-*
(none)
ing?’
Negative Declarative ‘not V-ing’
-mA-y-wat-i
-(I)wat-ma-yNegative Interrogative ‘Isn’t/Aren’t...V-ing?’ -mA-y-wat-am*
-(I)wat-m-am- *
*These forms can take either first-person suffix: -dim~-dimen, -duq~-dimiz

2. Word Order for Time or Place
Subj Time/Loc Obj V or Subj Obj Time /Loc V
Within Uyghur’s regular Subject-Object-Verb word order, speakers have quite a bit of flexibility
in placing temporal, locative, and other modifying phrases before or after the subject and object.
Most noun phrases of time or location, and some phrases with a postposition (like bilen ‘with’
or üchün ‘for’) can be placed before or after the subject, but never after the verb.
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(15)

a. Ete men imtihan alimen.

‘I’m taking the exam tomorrow.’ .ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

b. Men ete imtihan alimen.
(16)

.ﻣﻪن ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

a. Ashxanida Xalmurat tamaq yewatidu.

.ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ

b. Xalmurat ashxanida tamaq yewatidu.

.ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ

‘Halmurat is eating in the dining room.’

It is possible to put these modifying elements after the object, but it is much less common, due to
the close relationship between the verb and the object noun. When modifying elements follow
the noun, the direct object should be marked with +ni.5 See (17) and also (3) above:
(17)

a. Men imtihanni ete alimen.

.ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎﻧﻨﻰ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

b. Xalmurat tamaqni ashxanida yewatidu.

.ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻳﻪۋەﺗﯩﺪۇ

3. Conjunctions we  ۋەand hem ( ﮬﻪمwith reference to the postposition bilen )ﺑﯩﻠﻪن
We first encountered coordinating conjunctions in Lesson 2, and we discussed some
conjunction-like functions of the postposition bilen ‘ ﺑﯩﻠﻪنand, with’ in Lesson 6. Lesson 2
showed we mostly joining nouns in the pattern A, B we C (whereas hem joins verbs/adjectives):
(18) Abliz, Sidiq we Erkin

Abliz, Sidik and Erkin

 ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ ۋە ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ،ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

(*bilen is not possible here)
Here, we will learn which contexts in which both hem and we can be used, with or without
differences in meaning, and contrast these with the postposition bilen (from Lesson 6).

5

A tip for grammar wonks: It is also possible under certain conditions to separate denominal verbs (only certain

verbs derived from nouns when formed with qil-/et- ‘do,’ such as tekrar qil- ‘prepare, review’) but only if the direct
object is marked with +ni, and only if there is no additional direct object. For example, take Men imtihan üchün
tekrar qilimen. ‘I review for my exams.’ It would be ungrammatical to separate tekrar qil- without marking tekrar
‘preparations’ with +ni: *Men tekrar imtihan üchün qilimen. But, if we add +ni after the direct object, the sentence
is grammatical: Men tekrarni imtihan üchün qilimen. ‘I do preparations for my exams.’
But those denominal verbs that require an (additional) object, such as ariyet al- ‘borrow’ cannot be
decomposed: Men kitab ariyet alimen. ‘I will borrow a/some book(s).’ *Men ariyet(ni) kitab alimen. A further
possibility is to mark the noun ariyet with the dative case +GA, in which case al- is a simplex verb: Men kitabni
ariyetke alimen.
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hem V/Adj1 hem V/Adj2
‘both...and...’
hem most commonly links two predicates or verb phrases to express a simultaneous state or
action. When the predicates are simple or unmodified, hem is repeated before each one:
(19) Ular hem chong hem ëgiz. ‘They are both elderly and tall.’.ﺋﯘﻻر ﮬﻪم ﭼﻮڭ ﮬﻪم ﺋﯧﮕﯩﺰ
When the predicates are complex or modified, there is no need to repeat hem:
(20) Dem ëlish we ishlesh oxshashla muhim. .دەم ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ ۋە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪش ﺋﻮﺧﺸﺎﺷﻼ ﻣﯘﮬﯩﻢ
‘Rest and work are equally important.’ (hem is o.k. here too) [Metniyaz et al. 1991 I: 369]
Sentence 1 we Sentence 2
The conjunction we can also link two complex clauses, generally whole sentences, and these do
not have to occur simultaneously. Both sentences have finite verbs and could occur
independently (in the following example, it is not possible to substitute hem):
(21) Hazir kütüpxanida bir lughet izdewatimen, we ete bazardin bir kepke izdeymen.

. ۋە ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺑﺎزاردﯨﻦ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﻪﭘﻜﻪ ﺋﯩﺰدەﻳﻤﻪن،ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻛﯜﺗﯜﭘﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﺑﯩﺮ ﻟﯘﻏﻪت ﺋﯩﺰدەۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
‘Now I’m looking for a dictionary in the library, and tomorrow I’ll look for a cap in the market.’
Less commonly, when the speaker wants to emphasize the extent or comprehensiveness of the
two conjoined elements, hem may join nouns or noun phrases as in (22). Whether they are noun
or verb phrases, elements conjoined with hem must have the same subject, and the events or
actions they describe occur simultaneously. In this usage, it is interchangeable with the particle
+mu ‘also’; both of these forms are common:
(22)

a. U hem Ruschini hem In’glizchini bilidu. .ﺋﯘ ﮬﻪم رۇﺳﭽﯩﻨﻰ ﮬﻪم ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﯩﻨﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ
b. U Ruschinimu In’glizchinimu bilidu.6

. ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﯩﻨﯩﻤﯘ ﺑﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ،ﺋﯘ رۇﺳﭽﯩﻨﯩﻤﯘ

‘She/He knows both Russian and English.’
VP1 hem~we VP2 ‘and’
With complex predicates (such as when two sentences are joined), one hem precedes the second
predicate. This usage is identical with that of we.
(23) a. Mu’ellim ulardin xapa boldi, hem tenqid qildi.

. ﮬﻪم ﺗﻪﻧﻘﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻠﺪى،ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺋﯘﻻردﯨﻦ ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى
b. Mu’ellim ulardin xapa boldi, we tenqid qildi.

. ۋە ﺗﻪﻧﻘﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻠﺪى،ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺋﯘﻻردﯨﻦ ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى
6

Also possible: U Rosche bilen In’glizche bilidu or U Roschini we In’glizchini bilidu. Less common and

dispreferred by Uyghur speakers, to use we (U Roschinimu we In’glizchinimu bilidu) in this context.
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‘The teacher was cross with them and blamed them.’
In lists of nouns (as in (18) above), we is more common, unless the speaker wants to emphasize
the comprehensiveness of the list, in which case he/she may use hem ‘and (also)’:
(24) Shinjangdin kömür, tömür hem altun köp chiqidu.

. ﺗﯚﻣﯜر ﮬﻪم ﺋﺎﻟﺘﯘن ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺪۇ،ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎﯕﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯚﻣﯜر
‘A lot of coal, iron, and gold comes from Xinjiang.’ [Metniyaz et al. 1991 I: 210]
bilen ‘(together) with, and’

N1 N2 bilen ﺑﯩﻠﻪن

Bilen can never be used with lists of nouns, as in (19) and (24) above. We learned the
postposition bilen ‘with’ and its comitative (‘with person x’) and instrumental (‘with x
instrument’) uses in Lesson 6. Unlike the conjunctions we and hem, bilen follows the two nouns
it conjoins, and typically connotes ‘Person A together with Person B,’ as in (25) below:
(25)a. Mu’ellim Xalmurat bilen söhbetlishiwatidu. .ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﯩﺸﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ
‘The teacher is discussing (something) with Halmurat.’
It is nearly synonymous to instead use we:
b. Mu’ellim we Xalmurat sohbetlishiwatidu.

.ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ۋە ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﯩﺸﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ

‘The teacher and Halmurat are discussing (something) with each other.’
To use hem in this context sounds awkward to speakers, and results in a completely different
meaning: the teacher and Halmurat are both talking, but not necessarily with each other:
(26) Mu’ellim hem Xalmurat söhbetlishiwatidu.

.ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﯩﺸﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ

‘The teacher and Halmurat are both discussing (something, each with other people).’
To simply conjoin subject nouns, bilen is preferred to hem and we, especially in the spoken
language (a is best for the spoken language, b is common, c is acceptable but less common):
(27)

a. Rena bilen Aliye qoshna. ‘Rena and Aliye are neighbors.’

.رەﻧﺎ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪ ﻗﻮﺷﻨﺎ

b. Rena we Aliye qoshna.

.رەﻧﺎ ۋە ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪ ﻗﻮﺷﻨﺎ

‘Rena and Aliye are neighbors.’

c. Rena hem Aliye qoshna.‘Both Rena and Aliye are neighbors.’
(28)

Exmet bilen men sawaqdash iduq.

.رەﻧﺎ ﮬﻪم ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪ ﻗﻮﺷﻨﺎ

.ﺋﻪﺧﻤﻪت ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻣﻪن ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاش ﺋﯩﺪۇق

‘Ähmet and I were classmates.’ [Metniyaz et al. 1991 I: 369]
(we and hem are also acceptable here, but are more common in the written language)
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Native Uyghur speakers may disagree about these judgments. To sum up: hem conjoins (mostly
single) verbs/adjectives; when hem conjoins nouns, it emphasizes the extent or comprehensiveness of the noun grouping, and hem...hem... expresses ‘both...and....’ We conjoins mostly lists of
nouns and whole sentences; bilen emphasizes combining, and conjoins nouns which together
perform or undergo the action (and is placed after the two conjoined nouns, unlike hem and we.)
4. Language Use Notes
4.1 ‘Just now’ is not so soon! emdi  ﺋﻪﻣﺪىand hazir ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ
Hazir ‘now’ can refer to past, present, or future events. Uyghur speakers use hazir to mean
both ‘very soon, at this instant’ (as English speakers do for ‘now’), hazir also can mean ‘in an
hour or two’ or even ‘perhaps an hour or so ago.’ So if someone you are looking for is not
around, and people say to you “Hazir kelidu,” be willing to wait for a while!
(29) U hazir këlidu.

‘He will come soon.’

.ﺋﯘ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ

(30) Adile hazir ketti.

‘Adile has just left.’

.ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ

The verb tense provides to context to interpret hazir as near-future ‘soon’ or recent-past ‘just.’
The simple past tense (ketti ‘left, ’ also found in (27) above iduq ‘(we) were,’ as well as in (31)
and (40) below) will be covered in Lesson 11.
Emdi ‘just now; and now’
Emdi occurs in an adverbial position and describes an action which is or was not carried out
according to expectations. It is used in at least three contexts:
• A recent event in the past
‘just now, finally’
While hazir dispassionately refers to the immediacy of a past-tense action, emdi often carries a
tone of annoyance or frustration that the person has unexpectedly only just now acted, or the
event has only just now taken place; sooner would have been preferable.
(31) U emdi ashxanidin ketti. ‘He/She’s left the dining room (at last).’

.ﺋﯘ ﺋﻪﻣﺪى ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
The subject might have been asked to leave a while ago, but annoyingly, did not act until now.
• A near-future event
‘soon, finally’
When used with the present-future tense, using emdi is not just stating a fact (which hazir would
do), but signifies that the action is taking place later than expected or hoped. When a Uyghur in
London has been wanting his uncle Hämit to come to the U.K., but the paperwork has taken a lot
of time, if you ask relatives back in China,
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(32) Xemit këlemdu, kelmemdu?

‘Will Hämit come or not?

 ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﻣﺪۇ؟،ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺖ ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻣﺪۇ

you might hear them reply:
(33) U emdi yolgha chiqidu.

‘Now he’s on his way (at last)!’ .ﺋﯘ ﺋﻪﻣﺪى ﻳﻮﻟﻐﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺪۇ

(34) U emdi këlidu.

‘At last he will come!’

.ﺋﯘ ﺋﻪﻣﺪى ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ

Emdi here implies: ‘Finally, after having waited all this time, he’s on his way!’ This emdi implies
that the event will occur very soon.
Emdi, .... ‘So,...’

• Introducing a new subject or action
This usage is very similar to amise ‘so then,well now’.
(35) Emdi, taziliq qilayli!

‘Well, let’s clean up!’

!ﺋﻪﻣﺪى ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻼﻳﻠﻰ

See also how it is used at the beginning of dialogue 7.2 to introduce the new situation there:
(36) Emdi Hakimjan bashqa sawaqdashlargha gep qiliwatidu.

.ﺋﻪﻣﺪى ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼرﻏﺎ ﮔﻪپ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ
‘So now Hakimjan is talking with the other classmates.’

4.2 bol- ‘becoming, being’ and ‘not being, not becoming ’

-ﺑﻮل/-ﺑﻮﻟﻤﺎ

The verb bol- is one of the most common verbs in Uyghur, so it is used in a great variety of
contexts. Its general meaning is ‘become, be,’ and it is used frequently in composed verb forms
(similar to tekrar qil-) like xapa bol- ‘become angry’ and aman bol- ‘be peaceful, be safe’:
(37) Ular xapa bolidu.

‘They are angry.’

.ﺋﯘﻻر ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺪۇ

(38) Aman bolung!

‘Be safe!’

!ﺋﺎﻣﺎن ﺑﻮﻟﯘڭ

(39)

a. Siz kim bolisiz?

‘Who are you?’

ﺳﯩﺰ ﻛﯩﻢ ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟

b. Men Adil.

‘I’m (called) Adil.’

.(ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ) ﺑﻮﻟﯩﻤﻪن

As for example (39), it is possible (but impolite) to simply ask Siz kim? ‘Who are you?’ in a
nominal predicate construction like we learned in Lesson 1. The verb bol- in this case does not
change the meaning in any way, but it does add a degree of politeness to the question. Also
notice that the reply does not in any case have bol-; to so answer would be presumptuous.
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Especially in the past tense, bol- also connotes ‘to happen, occur’:
(40) Nëme boldi?

‘What happened?’

ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى؟

• bol- used in the one-word sentences Bolidu and Boldi can also mean ‘O.K.’.
As in Dialogue 7.3, bolidu is frequently used as a response to a request, meaning is ‘right,
O.K.’, ‘that will be fine’ or ‘go ahead’.
(41) A: Tamaq yeng! – B: Bolidu.

‘Have some food!’ – ‘OK!’

. ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺪۇ- !ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪڭ

The past tense response to a request, Boldi!, means almost the opposite of bolidu: ‘No thanks!’,
‘That was fine’ (lit., ‘It became (already).’) Uyghur learners have trouble with this distinction.
(42)

a. Tamaq yeng !

‘Have some food!’

!ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪڭ

b. Boldi. Xosh...rehmet. ‘No, that’s OK. I’ve had enough, thanks.’

. ﺧﻮش. ﺑﻮﻟﺪى.رەﮬﻤﻪت
Although xosh usually means ‘goodbye,’ in the above context it is pronounced with a drawn-out
vowel xoosh and means ‘enough’ or ‘that’s it.’

4.3 Verbs governed by the Ablative case: +Din qorq- ‘fear (of),’ xapa bol- ‘be angry (with)’
The objects of certain verbs in Uyghur (the targets of the action) must be marked with a the
ablative case suffix +Din. (Most verbs which take objects have objects marked with the
accusative +ni.) These include verbs of fear and anger (lit., ‘afraid from N,’ ‘angry from N’):
(43) Men ittin qorqimen.

‘I’m scared of dogs.’

.ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﺘﺘﯩﻦ ﻗﻮرﻗﯩﻤﻪن

(44) Biz Xemittin xapa bolimiz.

‘We are cross with Hämit.’

.ﺑﯩﺰ ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺘﺘﯩﻦ ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮﻟﯩﻤﯩﺰ

(45) U sendin nepretlinidu.

‘S/he is angry with you.’

.ﺋﯘ ﺳﻪﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻧﻪﭘﺮەﺗﻠﯩﻨﯩﺪۇ

Not all verbs of negative emotion are governed by the ablative; the following verb, achchiqlan‘get annoyed, get steamed’ from achchiq ‘hot,’ requires the dative +GA, as in:
(46) Siz kimge achchiqlinisiz?

ﺳﯩﺰ ﻛﯩﻤﮕﻪ ﺋﺎﭼﭽﯩﻘﻠﯩﻨﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟

‘Who are you annoyed with?’

The verb nepretlen- is stronger and more formal than achchiqlan- or xapa bol-.
Verbs governed by +GA are marked as [+GA] in the vocabulary lists.
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4.4 köpinchisi ‘ ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﯩﺴﻰmost of them’ vs. bir qisim ﻗﯩﺴﯩﻢ

‘ ﺑﯩﺮsome of them’

In Lesson 6, we formed ordinal numerals from cardinal numerals with the suffix +(i)nchi (e.g.
birinchi ‘ ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰfirst,’ oninchi ‘ ﺋﻮﻧﯩﻨﭽﻰtenth,’ yigirminchi ‘ ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﯩﻨﭽﻰtwentieth’). To express the
partative ‘most of ....,’ köp ‘many, much,’ is attached to form köpinchi ‘most (of).’7 It is most
commonly used in the construction N+ning köpinchisi ‘most of the Ns,’ where the genitive case
+ning is attached to the noun, and köpinche is attached to the 3rd person possessive suffix +(s)i.2
You will learn about genitive-possessive constructions in Lesson 8.
(47) (Sawaqdashlarning) köpinchisi tekrar qiliwatidu. ‘Most of the classmates are reviewing.’

.ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼرﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﯩﺴﻰ ﺗﻪﻛﺮار ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ
(If the hearer knows who is being referred to, sawaqdash is omitted: Köpinchisi tekrar
qiliwatidu. ‘Most of them are reviewing.’)
To express the opposite kind of partitive meaning, use bir qisim N ‘some of N’ (lit., ‘one section,
one piece’):
(48)

Bir qisim sawaqdashlar tirishmaywatidu.

.ﺑﯩﺮ ﻗﯩﺴﯩﻢ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼر ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ

‘Some of the classmates aren’t being diligent.’

7

Köpinchi ‘most of ...’ is not to be confused with the adverb köpinche ‘frequently.’
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Exercises
Exercise 1
Translate each of the following sentences into English:
1. Sa’et sekkiz yërimdin onghiche Roshen’gül mëni yoqlaydu.
________________________________________________________________________
2. U sa’et yette yërimda öydin ishqa chiqidu.
________________________________________________________________________
3. Men öydin ashxanigha on minutta barimen.
________________________________________________________________________

4. Men bu kitabni yene bir qëtim oquwatimen.
________________________________________________________________________
5. Siz bek küchlükmu?
________________________________________________________________________
6. Bu kitab manga bek paydiliq.
________________________________________________________________________
7. Hazir dem ëliwatamsiz?
________________________________________________________________________
8. Siniptin yataqqa bërish üchün qanche minut këtidu?
________________________________________________________________________
9. Men kechlik tamaq yewatimen, andin kechte Xemitni yoqlaymen.
________________________________________________________________________
10. Men dawamliq Adil bilen bazargha barimen.
________________________________________________________________________
11. Siler yene bashqa imtihan bëriwatmamsiler?
________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 2
Choose either the present continuous or the present-future verb ending to fit the context, and then
translate each sentence into English.
.1ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﻳﯩﻞ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘر ﺗﯩﻠﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﻪن-
___________________________________________________________________________ 1.
 .2ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻼر ﺳﯩﺮﺗﺘﺎ ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ-
___________________________________________________________________________ 2.
 .3ﺋﯘﻻر ﻗﺎﻳﺴﻰ ﺗﯩﻠﺪا ﺳﯚﻟﻪ-
___________________________________________________________________________ 3.
 .4ﺑﯘ ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﻛﯚپ ﻛﻪت-
___________________________________________________________________________ 4.
 .5ﺑﯩﺰ ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﺗﺎزﻟﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻞ -ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻞ-
___________________________________________________________________________ 5.
 .6ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﻣﻪﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮﻻم -؟
___________________________________________________________________________ 6.
.7ﺋﯘ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺖ ﻣﯩﻨﻤﻪي!____________________________________-
___________________________________________________________________________ 7.
 .8ﺋﯘﻻر ﻛﯩﻢ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﻪش -________________________________________ -؟
___________________________________________________________________________ 8.
.9ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﭽﯩﻠﻪر ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﻤﺎ __________________________________________ -؟
___________________________________________________________________________ 9.
.10ﺳﯩﺰ ﻣﯧﻨﻰ ﺗﻪﻧﻘﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻼم__________________________________________ -؟
__________________________________________________________________________ 10.
 .11ﻣﻪن ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻘﺎ ﻛﻮﻧﺎ دەرﺳﻠﯩﻚ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﺎرﯨﻴﻪت ﺑﻪر _________________ -؟
__________________________________________________________________________ 11.
 .12ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﮬﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺧﺎم ﺳﯚزﻟﻪرﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﯩﺴﯩﻨﻰ ﻳﺎدﻻ.________________________ -
__________________________________________________________________________ 12.
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Lesson 8

؟... ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﻤﻨﯩﯔ
Whose... is this?
Concepts and Structures
1. Expressing Possession; exceptions; differences between written and spoken forms.
2. The Genitive case: +ning
3. Genitive-Possessive constructions: N+ning N+Possessive.Endings
4. Possessive pronouns +ki ‘mine, yours, etc.’
5. Language Use Notes: Voluntative/Optative -Ay, -Ayli; the suppositional particle Du ‘So...,’ ;
agent noun derivational suffix +chi and +chiliK; yaq ‘side; over there’; erzimeydu ‘don’t
mention it,’ emesmu ‘isn’t it so?’; Kinship terms
Genitive-possessive constructions join two nouns in a possessor-possessee relationship, express
belonging or ownership, e.g. sizning kitabingiz ‘ ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﯖﯩﺰyour book.’ The first (possessor)
noun is marked with the genitive case +ning, and the second (possessee) noun is marked with
possessive personal endings. The first noun need not be a person; we can say for example öyning
ishiki ‘the house’s door, the door of the house.’ In Uyghur, the most important part of the
Genitive-Possessive construction is the Possessee (the thing possessed), and it is possible and
common in many contexts to omit the possessor, e.g. kitabingiz ‘your book.’ We can see who the
possessor is by looking at the possessive suffix on kitab.
As the first component noun of the Possessor-Possessee relationship, possessive pronouns
like mëning, sizning, uning ‘my, your, his/hers’ are formed with the invariable genitive suffix
+ning. In this lesson, we ask and answer questions using these forms, including in introductions:
(1) a. Ismingiz nëme?
ﺋﯩﺴﻤﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ؟
‘What’s your name?’
b. Ismim Aliye.
.ﺋﯩﺴﻤﯩﻢ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪ
‘My name is Aliye.’
(2) a. Abletning öyi qeyerde?
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﻪﺗﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﻰ ﻗﻪﻳﻪردە؟
‘Where is Ablet’s home?’
‘ ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎڭ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯩﺘﯧﺘﯩﺪاAt Xinjiang University.’1
b. Shinjang Univërsitëtida.
The second (possessed) noun is marked with the following possessive suffixes depending on
person and number: +(I)m, +(I)ng, +(I)ngiz, +(s)i, +(I)miz, +(I)nglar, +(s)I, for example, sëning
ining ‘your (familiar) younger brother,’ bizning öyimiz ‘our home.’
We then turn to the voluntative verb suffix -Ay(li) ‘Let’s...,’ the suppositional particle du ‘So...,’
to agent noun derivational suffix +chi with +liK, which yields abstract nouns like er-xotunchilik
‘marital relationship,’ from er-xotun ‘husband and wife.’ We also look at the use of ki with
possessive pronouns; the use of yaq ‘side; over there’; erzimeydu ‘you’re welcome’; sentencefinal emesmu ‘...isn’t is?’; and kinship terms in Uyghur (which are, incidentally, called
tughqanchiliq ‘kinship,’ from tughqan ‘kin.’)
1

In China, many but not all institutional employees reside within apartment buildings within their university’s or
institute’s campus.
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 -8.1ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 8.1
Tursunay and Qari meet for the first time.

ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي ﻗﺎرى ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﺠﻰ ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺸﯩﺪۇ.

ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ؟
ﻗﺎرى :ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ؟
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﺴﻤﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ؟
ﻗﺎرى :ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﺴﻤﯩﻢ ﻗﺎرى .ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﺴﻤﯩﯖﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﺋﯩﺴﻤﯩﻢ ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي .ﻳﯘرﺗﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻗﻪﻳﻪردە؟
ﻗﺎرى :ﻳﯘرﺗﯘم ﻗﯘﻣﯘل .ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﯘ؟ ﺳﯩﺰ ﻧﻪﻟﯩﻚ؟
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﻣﻪن ﻛﯘﭼﺎﻟﯩﻖ.
ﻗﺎرى :ﺋﺎﺗﺎ-ﺋﺎﻧﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﻗﺘﺎ ﺗﯘراﻣﺪۇ ؟
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،دادام ﺋﻮﻗﻪت ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ .ﺋﺎﭘﺎم ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﯩﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ .ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﻜﯩﭽﯘ؟
ﻗﺎرى :ﺋﺎﭘﺎم زاۋۇﺗﺘﺎ ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪت ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ .دادام دﯦﮭﻘﺎن.
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﻗﺎرى :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق .ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﻏﺎﭼﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ.
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻳﺎﻏﺎچ ﺑﻪك ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪﺗﺘﯘ ؟
ﻗﺎرى :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق .ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻛﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ ؟
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﺋﺎﻛﺎم ﺑﯘﻏﺎﻟﺘﯩﺮﻟﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ .ﺳﯩﯖﻠﯩﻤﻤﯘ ﺑﯘﻏﺎﻟﺘﯩﺮ.

 -8.2ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 8.2

After the lesson, Ghalip and his classmate Azade are tidying up.

دەرﯨﺴﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻦ ،ﻏﺎﻟﯩﭗ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪﯦﺸﻰ ﺋﺎزادە ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ.

ﻏﺎﻟﯩﺐ :ﺑﯘ ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ؟
ﺋﺎزادە  :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ .ﺑﯘ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﻢ .ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺋﺎۋۇ ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻞ ﻛﯩﺘﺎپ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﻢ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس.
ﻏﺎﻟﯩﺐ :ﺑﯘ ﻗﺎرا ﭼﺎﭘﺎن ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﻜﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس .ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﻤﻨﯩﯔ ﭼﺎﭘﯩﻨﻰ ؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺋﯘ دوﻟﻘﯘﻧﻨﯩﯔ ﭼﺎﭘﯩﻨﻰ.
ﻏﺎﻟﯩﺐ :ﺑﯘ ﺷﻪﭘﻜﯩﭽﯘ ؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺋﯘﻣﯘ دوﻟﻘﯘﻧﻨﯩﯖﻜﻰ .
ﻏﺎﻟﯩﺐ :ﺑﯘﻻر ﻛﯩﻤﻨﯩﯔ ﺳﯩﻴﺎھ-ﻗﻪﻟﻪﻣﻠﯩﺮى ؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺋﯘﻻر دوﺳﺘﯘﻣﯩﻨﯔ ﻗﻪﻟﻪﻣﻠﯩﺮى.
ﻏﺎﻟﯩﺐ :ﺑﯘ ﺋﯘرۇﻧﺪۇﻗﺘﯩﻜﻰ ﭼﻮڭ ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﺎ ﻛﯩﻤﻨﯩﯖﻜﻰ ؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺋﯘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﯩﻤﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﯩﺴﻰ .ﺋﻪﻧﻪ ،ﺋﯘ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺗﺎﻻدا.

 -8.3ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 8.3
Ghalip and Azade run into their teacher outside.

ﻏﺎﻟﯩﭗ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﺎزادە ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﻨﻰ ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﯩﺪۇ.

ﺋﺎزادە :ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺳﯩﺰ ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﯩﯖﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﯩﺰدەۋاﺗﺎﻣﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ .ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﺎم ۋە ﺳﻮﻣﻜﺎم ﻧﻪدە ؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﺘﺎ .ﺑﻪﻟﻜﯩﻢ ﺳﻮﻣﻜﯩﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﺘﺎ .ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ ﺋﻪﻛﯩﻠﯩﭗ ﺑﯧﺮەﻳﻠﯩﻤﯘ؟
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :ﺑﻮﻟﺪى ،رەﮬﻤﻪت .ﻣﻪن ﺋﯚزۈم ﺑﺎراي.
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ﺋﺎزادە :ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ،ﺋﯩﺸﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﺟﯩﻖ .ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش ﺋﻪﻣﻪس ،ۋاﻗﺘﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﺑﺎر .ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﯖﯩﺰﮔﻪ
ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﺑﯧﺮەﻳﻠﻰ.
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :رەﮬﻤﻪت ،ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﮔﻪ.
ﺋﺎزادە  :ﺋﻪرزﯨﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ.
ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ :ﺋﺎزادە ،ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼرﻧﯩﯔ ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق دەﭘﺘﻪرﻟﯩﺮﯨﻨﯩﻤﯘ ﻳﯩﻐﻘﺎچ ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﻣﺎﻗﯘل .ﺑﯘﻟﯩﺪۇ.

Dialogue 8.4

 -8.4ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت
ﻏﺎﻟﯩﭗ ﺋﺎزادە ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﭽﯩﺪە

Ghalip and Azade are back inside the classroom again.

ﺋﺎزادە :ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼر ،ﻣﻪن ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق دەﭘﺘﻪرﻟﯩﺮﯨﻤﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﻳﯩﻐﻤﺎﻗﭽﯩﻤﻪن.
ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﮕﻪ ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﻤﻪن.
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼر :ﺑﯘﻟﯩﺪۇ.
ﺋﺎزادە :دەﭘﺘﯩﺮﯨﻢ ﺋﺎۋۇ ﭘﺎرﺗﯩﺪا .ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﻨﯩﯔ ﻳﯘڭ ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﯩﺴﻰ ﺑﯘ ﺋﯘرۇﻧﺪۇﻗﺘﺎ.
ﻏﺎﻟﯩﺐ :ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺳﻮﻣﻜﯩﺴﻰ ﻗﻪﻳﻪردە؟ ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن .ﺑﯘ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺳﻮﻣﻜﺎم .دوﻟﻘﯘن ،ﺋﺎۋۇ ﺳﻮﻣﻜﺎ ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯖﻜﯩﻤﯘ ﻳﺎﻛﻰ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﻨﯩﯖﻜﯩﻤﯘ؟
دوﻟﻘﯘن :ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎﭘﺘﯩﻜﻰ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺳﻮﻣﻜﺎم.ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﻗﺘﺎ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺳﻮﻣﻜﺎ ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ.
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺗﻮﻏﺮا،ﺋﯘ ﺳﻮﻣﻜﺎ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﻤﻨﯩﯖﻜﻰ .رەﮬﻤﻪت ،دوﻟﻘﯘن.
ﻏﺎﻟﯩﺐ :ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﻨﯩﯔ ﻧﻪرﺳﯩﻠﯩﺮى ۋە دەﭘﺘﻪرﻟﯩﻤﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﮕﻪ ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﻤﯩﺰ.

ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك Vocabulary
Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﭘﺎ
ﺋﺎﭘﺎر) -ﺋﺎﭘﺎرﻣﺎق ،ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﺶ(
ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﺑﻪر-
ﺋﺎت
ﺋﺎﺗﺎ  -ﺋﺎﻧﺎ
ﺋﺎﺳﺖ
ﺋﺎزادە
ﺋﺎﻛﺎ
ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش
ﺋﺎۋاز
ﺋﻪرزى) -ﺋﻪرزﯨﻤﻪك،
ﺋﻪرزﯨﺶ(
ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻛﻪل-
ﺋﻪﮬﯟال
ﺑﻪﻟﻜﯩﻢ
ﺑﻮﻏﺎﻟﺘﯩﺮ
ﺑﻮﻏﺎﻟﺘﯩﺮﻟﯩﻖ
ﺑﻮۋا

English
)mother, mom (northern Xinjiang vernacular
)’take away, take along (< elip bar- ‘take+go
)take (for another’s benefit
horse
parents; mother and father
;bottom, lower part
(Postposition) below, underneath
Azade (female name); freedom
elder brother; (address) Uncle, Sir
busy, in a rush
sound, voice
deserve, be worthwhile, be worthy of
)fetch, get and bring (back
)’(al- ‘take’ + kel- ‘come
circumstance, condition, situation, state
perhaps, maybe, possibly, seemingly
accountant, bookkeeper
accounting, bookkeeping
)grandfather, grandpa (northern Xinjiang
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Latin-script Uyghur
apa
]apar- (aparmaq, apirish) [+ni
]apirip ber- [+ni
at
ata-ana
ast
Azade
aka
aldirash
awaz
]erzi- (erzimek, erzish) [+GA
]ëlip kel- [+ni

ehwal
belkim
boghaltir
boghaltirliq
bowa
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boway
bëliq
bëliqchi
bina (binayim, binasi)
padishah (padishahi (~si))
parta
popayka
pikir* (pikrim, pikri)
tazila- (tazilimaq, tazilash)
[+ni]
tala [+DA]
toxu (toxuyum, toxusi)
tömürchi
tömürchilik
tik- (tikmek, tikish)
jiq
chapan
Xuda (Xudayim, Xudasi)
xizmet
dada
dölet
dëhqan (pronounced dihan)
dëhqanchiliq
zawut
sap
somka
singil* (singlim, singlisi)
siyah (siyahim, siyahi (~-yi))
sheher
shundaq
shükür (shükri)
Ghalib
Qari
qayaq?
qol
Qumul
Qumulluq
qimmet
Kucharliq
köz
köngül* (könglüm, köngli)
kërek
kiyim

elderly man, elder, gentleman; (address) Sir!
fish
fisherman
building, office block
king, sovereign (poss. +hi is standard, but
nonstandard +si is also common)
school desk
sweater, jumper, cardigan
idea, thought; opinion, viewpoint
clean, tidy up, clear away
outdoors, outside; braid, plait
chicken (m./f.)
smith, metallurgist
ironwork, metalwork
sew, stitch; sow, plant; insert, put up
much, many, lots
jacket, light coat; caftan
God
work, employment, labor, service, job
father, daddy (N. Xinjiang)
country, nation
farmer, agriculturalist, peasant, farm worker
farming, agriculture
factory
handle, grip, end; pole
bag, handbag, briefcase, shopping bag
younger sister; younger female relative
ink, writing ink (pron. siya) (poss. +hi is
standard; nonstandard +si is also common)
city, town
thus, in that way, that’s so (Demonstr. PN)
thanks, gratitude (usually to God)
Ghalip (male name); triumphant, victorious
Qari (male name); reader of scripture
which side, where?
hand, arm, forearm (one or both)
Qumul (city and region in eastern Xinjiang,
Ch. Hami 哈密)
Qumulite,’ a person from Qumul
expensive, dear
person from Kuchar (city in south-central
Xinjiang, Ch. Kucha 库查)
eye, eyes
heart; feelings, emotions, spirit
necessary, required
clothing, garments
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ﺑﻮۋاي
ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻖ
ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻘﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
( ﺑﯩﻨﺎﺳﻰ،ﺑﯩﻨﺎ )ﺑﯩﻨﺎﻳﯩﻢ
،ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎھ )ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎﮬﻰ
(ﺳﻰﭘﺎرﺗﺎ
ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﺎ
( ﭘﯩﻜﺮى،ﭘﯩﻜﯩﺮ )ﭘﯩﻜﺮﯨﻢ
، )ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺗﺎزﯨﻼ
(ﺗﺎزﯨﻼش
(ﺗﺎﻻ )ﺗﺎﻻدا
( ﺗﻮﺧﯘﺳﻰ،ﺗﻮﺧﯘ )ﺗﻮﺧﯘﻳﯘم
ﺗﯚﻣﯜرﭼﻰ
ﺗﯚﻣﯜرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ
( ﺗﯩﻜﯩﺶ، )ﺗﯩﻜﻤﻪك-ﺗﯩﻚ
ﺟﯩﻖ
ﭼﺎﭘﺎن
( ﺧﯘداﺳﻰ،ﺧﯘدا )ﺧﯘداﻳﯩﻢ
ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪت
دادا
دۆﻟﻪت
دﯦﮭﻘﺎن
دﯦﮭﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
زاۋۇت
ﺳﺎپ
ﺳﻮﻣﻜﺎ
،ﺳﯩﯖﯩﻞ )ﺳﯩﯖﻠﯩﻢ
(ﺳﯩﯖﻠﯩﺴﻰ
،ﺳﯩﻴﺎھ )ﺳﯩﻴﺎﮬﯩﻢ
(ﺳﯩﻴﺎﮬﻰ~ ﺳﯩﻴﺎﻳﻰ
ﺷﻪﮬﻪر
ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق
(ﺷﯜﻛﯜر)ﺷﯜﻛﺮى
ﻏﺎﻟﯩﺐ
ﻗﺎرى
ﻗﺎﻳﺎق
ﻗﻮل
ﻗﯘﻣﯘل
ﻗﯘﻣﯘﻟﻠﯘق
ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪت
ﻛﯘﭼﺎرﻟﯩﻖ
ﻛﯚز
( ﻛﯚﯕﻠﻰ،ﻛﯚﯕﯜل )ﻛﯚﯕﻠﯜم
ﻛﯧﺮەك
ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻢ
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mashinichiliq
mana
nelik
hemme
orun* (ornum, orni)
oqet
oqet qiluchrat- (uchratmaq, uchritish)
[+ni]
uchritip qaluchrash- (uchrashmaq,
uchrishish) [+bilen]
öz (özem/özüm, özi, etc.)
üst
ëghiz* (aghzim, aghzi)
ich
ishkap
ini
yataq
yaghach
yaghachchi
yaghachchiliq
yaq
yurt
yung
yigh- [+ni]
yighqach kel- [+ni]

ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﻣﺎﻧﺎ
ﻧﻪﻟﯩﻚ
ﮬﻪﻣﻤﻪ
( ﺋﻮرﻧﻰ،ﺋﻮرۇن )ﺋﻮرﻧﯘم
ﺋﻮﻗﻪت
-ﺋﻮﻗﻪت ﻗﯩﻞ
، )ﺋﯘﭼﺮاﺗﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘﭼﺮات
(ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺘﯩﺶ
-ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﺎل
-ﺋﯘﭼﺮاش

tailoring, machine sewing
Look at this!, Behold, here it is!
person from where?
all, every
place, position, seat
living, small trade, business sideline
trade, do some business
encounter, meet
bump into, meet by chance
meet one another by chance
self; (deferential) you
top, upper part; (Postposition) above
mouth, opening; (M.) mouthful, room of
inside, inner part; (Postp.) within, including
cupboard, cabinet
younger brother
dormitory, bedroom
wood, timber
carpenter
carpentry
side, edge, border
hometown, home
wool, fleece; woolen
collect, gather, save (CIS zhigh-)
collect and bring (pron. yighach)

( ﺋﯚزى، ﺋﯚزۈم،ﺋﯚز )ﺋﯚزەم
ﺋﯜﺳﺖ
( ﺋﺎﻏﺰى،ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰ ) ﺋﺎﻏﺰﯨﻢ
ﺋﯩﭻ
ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎپ
ﺋﯩﻨﻰ
ﻳﺎﺗﺎق
ﻳﺎﻏﺎچ
ﻳﺎﻏﺎﭼﭽﻰ
ﻳﺎﻏﺎﭼﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﻳﺎق
ﻳﯘرت
ﻳﯘڭ
-ﻳﯩﻎ
-ﻳﯩﻐﻘﺎچ ﻛﻪل

* The original form (abstract stem) of these words does not have the final vowel (e.g. ëghiz ‘mouth,’ from aghz).
After suffixation, these words revert to this form, as exemplified by the 1st and 3rd person possessives given above.
See also Table 4 below.

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. Expressing Possession

N+Possessive Endings

1.1 Form
Uyghur nouns take a possessive suffix that marks person (1st, 2nd or 3rd person) and number
(singular or plural).The suffix choice is determined by who owns the item(s) or what the item(s)
belong to (‘our’, ‘your,’ ‘their’), for example at+im ‘my horse.’ In a Uyghur possessive
construction, the thing possessed usually must take possessive endings. Uyghur also has
possessive pronouns (mëning ‘my,’ uning ‘his/her’ - see 2.2 below), but unlike English (1)
possession is marked both on the possessor and the possessee (mëning ëtim ‘my horse’), and (2)
in Uyghur, the possessive pronoun can be dropped (atim ‘my horse’).
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The initial vowels of possessive endings have up to four possible variants: zero, i, u, or ü.
These harmonic patterns are the same as those we learned in Lesson 7 for the I in -(I)wat: zero
after vowel-final unrounded stems, i after consonant-final unrounded stems, u after consonantfinal back rounded stems, and ü after consonant-final front rounded stems:
Table 8.1. Possessive suffixes
1st person
S
g

P
l

2nd person
(formal)
(deferential)
3rd person
1st person
2nd person
3rd person

base forms
+(I)m
+(I)ng
+(i)ngiz
+liri
+(s)i
+(i)miz
+(I)nglar
+(s)i

rounded

+m م+
+ng  ڭ+
+ngiz ﯕﯩﺰ+
+si ﺳﻰ+
+miz ﻣﯩﺰ+
+nglar ﯕﻼر+
+(s)i ﺳﻰ+

+um مۇ+
+ung ۇڭ+

+unglar ۇﯕﻼر+

unrounded

+üm ۈم+
+üng ۈڭ+
+ingiz ﯨﯖﯩﺰ+
+liri  ﻟﯩﺮى+
+i ى+
+ünglar ۈﯕﻼر+
+inglar  ﯨﯖﻼر+
+i  ى+

+im ﯨﻢ+
+ing ﯨﯔ+

+imiz  ﯨﻤﯩﺰ+

In Table 1 above, notice that the third person forms (and the second person deferential) differ in
that they do not have a variable vowel I or i. The second person deferential doesn’t vary at all;
the third person (both singular and plural) takes +si with vowel-final stems, and +i with other
stems. Also, notice that the vowel i second person (formal) singular and the first person plural
does not vary; it is either present (after consonant-final stems) or absent (after vowel-final stems).
Some examples appear in Table 2 below. These words have unstressed-syllable A-raising,
that is, their a and e change to i and ë, respectively, as can be seen from somka and chapan:
Table 8.2. Examples of nouns marked with the possessive personal endings

1st person
2nd intimate
SG nd
2 formal
2nd resp.
3rd person
PL 1st person
2nd person
3rd person

somka
‘bag’

chapan
‘coat’

depter
‘notebook’

at
‘horse’

qol
‘hand’

köz
‘eye’

somkam
somkang
somkingiz
somkiliri
somkisi
somkimiz
somkanglar
somkisi

chapinim
chapining
chapiningiz
chapanliri
chapini
chapinimiz
chapininglar
chapini

deptirim
deptiring
deptiringiz
depterliri
deptiri
deptirimiz
deptiringlar
deptiri

ëtim
ëting
ëtingiz
atliri
ëti
ëtimiz
ëtinglar
ëti

qolum
qolung
qolingiz
qolliri
qoli
qolimiz
qolunglar
qoli

közüm
közüng
közingiz
közliri
közi
közimiz
közünglar
közi

1.2 A-raising
If the final unstressed e or a of a noun is stem-final or followed by just one consonant, a/e will
change to i (chapan, depter→ chapinim, deptirim). But if the whole noun stem is only one syllable
(like at), a/e will change to ë (ëtim ‘my horse’). There is no A-raising with +liri.
Remember, too, that when final e and a occur in stressed syllables, they are not raised, such
as so’al ‘question,’ so’alim (not *so’elim). Here are some examples:
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Table 8.3. Nouns with final stress (no A-raising with possessive)

so’al
kitab
ayal
meydan

‘question’
‘book’
‘woman’
‘arena, square’

1st person
so’alim ﺳﻮﺋﺎﻟﯩﻢ
kitabim ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﻢ
ayalim ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻟﯩﻢ
meydanim ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﯩﻢ

3rd person
so’ali ﺳﻮﺋﺎﻟﻰ
kitabi ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻰ
ayali ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻟﻰ
meydani ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﻰ

1.3 Irregular Forms
Below, we will examine three exceptions to the principles given above: the first two have to do
with the syllable structure and stress patterns of the nouns, while the third exception only
concerns the divergence between the written and the spoken language when possessive suffixes
are added.
1.3.1 Some disyllabic words with CVCC roots2 with an extra V in the nominative
Uyghur has a number of disyllabic words of Turkic, Persian, and Arabic origin which, upon any
suffixation, seem to drop the second syllable’s vowel, such as oghul ‘son,’ oghlum ‘my son’;
isim ‘name,’ ismim ‘my name.’ These words are mostly body parts, kinship terms, and abstract
nouns. Actually, the basic form (root) of the word is without the second vowel, e.g. oghl+, ism+;
we will call this the ‘abstract stem.’ In the nominative, an extra, harmonically appropriate vowel
is inserted into the consonant cluster of the abstract stem, so we get oghul but isim. In this
nominative form, the final syllable is stressed (oghul, isim). When any suffix is added, the stress
shifts elsewhere; with the possessive suffix, the stress shifts rightward onto the suffix-final
syllable: oghlum, ismim; oghlingiz, oghli. Below are some common examples; the abstract stem
never occurs alone: either a vowel is added (in the nominative) or suffixes are added:
Table 8 4. Disyllabic words with CVCC roots(extra V in nominative)
abstract stem
nominative stem
gloss
1st p. poss.
ism+
name
isim ﺋﯩﺴﯩﻢ
ismim ﺋﯩﺴﻤﯩﻢ
pikr+
idea, opinion
pikir ﭘﯩﻜﯩﺮ
pikrim ﭘﯩﻜﺮﯨﻢ
oghl+
son, boy
oghul ﺋﻮﻏﯘل
oghlum ﺋﻮﻏﻠﯘم
köngl+
heart, soul
köngül ﻛﯚﯕﯜل
könglüm ﻛﯚﯕﻠﯜم
waqt+
time
waqit ۋاﻗﯩﺖ
waqtim ۋاﻗﺘﯩﻢ
singl+
younger sister
singil ﺳﯩﯖﯩﻞ
singlim ﺳﯩﯖﻠﯩﻢ
aghz+
mouth
ëghiz ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰ
aghzim ﺋﺎﻏﺰﯨﻢ

3rd p. poss.
ismi ﺋﯩﺴﻤﻰ
pikri ﭘﯩﻜﺮى
oghli ﺋﻮﻏﻠﻰ
köngli ﻛﯚﯕﻠﻰ
waqti ۋاﻗﺘﻰ
singlisi ﺳﯩﯖﻠﯩﺴﻰ
aghzi ﺋﺎﻏﺰى

N.B. The abstract stem aghz is ëghiz in the nominative, but reverts to aghz when suffixes are added.

1.3.2 Strong nouns with final stress
N+y/r(I)m/ng/ngiz etc.
In this section, we examine possessive suffixation made irregular by the sound structure of the
nouns. When nouns with more than one syllable end in a stressed vowel, they add a y or r to
the noun (e.g. polo ‘pilaf,’ poliyingiz ‘your pilaf’), before the first and second personal suffixes,

2

C=consonant, V=vowel.
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and they also (b) are not subject to A-raising. We can therefore call these ‘strong’ nouns. These
are mostly loanwords.
Turning first to strong noun stems which add y or r as in Table 5 below, we observe that
the possessive form adds a y or r in the first and second person, but not in the third person.
Choosing y or r is a bit complicated, and partially regional: in most parts of Xinjiang and in
standard Uyghur, r is strongly preferred for radi’o and dashö; y is preferred for tohu (tohuyum
etc.), though r is also acceptable (tohurum, tohuring etc.). But in Qumul (Hami) Uyghur, y is
preferred for all three.
Table 8.5. Strong vowel-final nouns taking possessive +y/r+(I)m etc. (because they are stressed)

tohu ﺗﻮﺧﯘ
‘chicken’

SG 1st person
2nd person
intimate
2nd formal
3rd person
1st person
PL 2nd person
intimate
3rd person

tohuyum ﺗﻮﺧﯘﻳﯘم
tohuyung ﺗﻮﺧﯘﻳﯘڭ
tohuyingiz ﺗﻮﺧﯘﻳﯩﯖﯩﺰ
tohusi ﺗﻮﺧﯘﺳﻰ
tohuyimiz ﺗﻮﺧﯘﻳﯩﻤﯩﺰ
tohuyunglar ﺗﻮﺧﻮﻳﯘﯕﻼر
tohusi ﺗﻮﺧﯘﺳﻰ

radi’o ‘ رادﯨﯯradio’
(pron. radiyo)

dashö داﺷﯚ
‘university’3

radi’orim رادﯨﯯرﯨﻢ
radi’oring ( pron. [-juŋ])
رادﯨﯯرﯨﯔ
radi’oringiz رادﯨﯯرﯨﯖﯩﺰ
radi’osi رادﯨﯯﺳﻰ
radi’orimiz رادﯨﯯرﯨﻤﯩﺰ
radi’oringlar [-juŋlar]
رادﯨﯯرﯨﯖﻼر
radi’osi رادﯨﯯﺳﻰ

dashörüm داﺷﯚرﯨﻢ
dashöring داﺷﯚرﯨﯔ
dashöringiz داﺷﯚرﯨﯖﯩﺰ
dashösi داﺷﯚﺳﻰ
dashörimiz داﺷﯚرﯨﻤﯩﺰ
dashöringlar

داﺷﯚرﯨﯖﻼر
dashösi داﺷﯚﺳﻰ

Any monosyllabic noun ending in a rounded vowel will add +y, e.g. su ‘water,’ suyum ‘my
water.’
We may recall that from Lesson 2 that A-raising does not apply to two-syllable words where
the second vowel is stressed, e.g. bina, kilo→ (Dative +GA) binagha ﺑﯩﻨﺎﻏﺎ., kilogha ; ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻏﺎ
(ablative +Din) binadin  ﺑﯩﻨﺎدﯨﻦ, kilodin  ﻛﯩﻠﻮدﯨﻦ. The same processes apply to the possessive
suffixes. These final-stress words are usually loan words, often from Arabic and Persian. Words
ending in h often have final stress. Since this h is generally not pronounced (except intervocalically), there is some variation in the written forms of these words, which are sometimes
spelled with an  ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎﻳﯩﻢand sometimes not: see below padishahim, which includes an h, and
padishasi, which does not.
Table 8.6. Nouns (generally foreign) not subject to A-raising: examples with the possessive

noun

bina ﺑﯩﻨﺎ
Xuda ﺧﯘدا
tala ﺗﺎﻻ
kilo ﻛﯩﻠﻮ
siyah ﺳﯩﻴﺎھ
Padishah ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎھ

‘building’
‘God’
‘outside’
‘kilogram’
‘ink’
‘king, shah’

1st p. sg. posessive

3rd p. possessive

binayim ﺑﯩﻨﺎﻳﯩﻢ
Xudayim ﺧﯘداﻳﯩﻢ
*
*
siyahim (~-asim) ﺳﯩﻴﺎﮬﯩﻢ
padishahim (~-asim) ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎﮬﯩﻢ

binasi ﺑﯩﻨﺎﺳﻰ
Xudasi ﺧﯘداﺳﻰ
talasi ﺗﺎﻻﺳﻰ
kilosi ﻛﯩﻠﻮﺳﻰ
siyahi (~-asi) ﺳﯩﻴﺎﮬﻰ
padishahi (~-asi) ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎﮬﻰ

*talayim, which would mean ‘my outside,’ and *kiloyum, are generally not said.
3

dashö ‘university’ is a Chinese loan, univërsitët is a Russian loan; all are in common use in Xinjiang; elsewhere,
the latter term is favored.
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Some regional varieties of Uyghur pronounce the extra y in strong stems as an r, such as binarim.
Ask your teacher for other words which follow the same pattern.

1.3.3 Differences between written and spoken Uyghur
Above, we looked at possessive suffixes made irregular by the sound structure of the nouns.
Below, we instead look at how the spelling and/or pronunciation changes on certain words when
possessive suffixes are added. This often results in differences between the spoken and written
forms. However, unlike in the above section, possessive suffixation is completely regular; it is
just the spelling that is irregular.
1.3.3.1 Written p, b is pronounced w~v between vowels in some words
As mentioned in the Introduction, when some loan words ending in p or b take vowel-initial
suffixes, in the spoken language those consonants are pronounced w or v . But in the written
language (Arabic-script Uyghur), even with suffixes, these consonants are still spelled p  پand b
 ب. (In Cyrillic Uyghur the orthography does change from п [pȹ] and б [b]to в [v] is used, e.g.
китаб ‘book,’ китавым ‘my book.’) While Arabic-script Uyghur does not vary, the pronunciation of these sounds does:
Table 8.7. Labial consonant weakening in loan words

Nominative:
written form
mektep ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ
‘school’
kitab ‘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎبbook’

1st person possessive ‘my N’
written form
spoken form
mektiwim~
mektipim ﻣﻪﻛﺘﯩﭙﯩﻢ
mektivim
kitawim~kitavi
kitabim ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﻢ

3rd person possessive ‘his/her N’
written form
spoken form
mektiwi~mektivi
mektipi ﻣﻪﻛﺘﯩﭙﻰ
kitabi ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻰ

kitawi~kitavi

Not all words ending in p and b have labial consonant weakening: sinip ‘class; classroom,’
which like the above words is also an Arabic loan word (< sïnf) shows no change with
possessives suffixes: sinipim ‘my class, my classroom.’ Words of Turkic origin generally do
not change: yip ‘thread, string, yipim ‘my thread, my string’; turup ‘radish,’ turupum ‘my
radish.’
1.3.3.2 Written q and k are pronounced gh and g, respectively, between vowels
When the word-final voiceless consonants q [qȹ] and k [kȹ] come between two vowels when
a suffix is added, they become voiced (in the spoken language), but remain written as q and k
(as voiceless forms). In Cyrillic, however, as above, the orthography reflects the pronunciation,
so these would be written ғ and г intervocalically, as voiced forms. Here are some examples:
Table 8.8. Labial consonant weakening in loan words

Nominative:
written form

1st person possessive ‘my N’
written form
spoken form

yataq ﻳﺎﺗﺎق
‘dormitory’
kichik ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ

yatiqim ﻳﺎﺗﯩﻘﯩﻢ

yatighim

yatiqi ﻳﺎﺗﯩﻘﻰ

yatighi

kichikim ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ

kichigim

kichigi

‘small’

‘my little one’

kichiki ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻜﻰ
‘their little one’
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There are some exceptions, where the final consonants do not weaken, in which case the written
and spoken forms are usually the same:
Nominative:
written form

1st person possessive ‘my N’
written form
spoken form

3rd person possessive ‘his/her N’
written form
spoken form

irq ‘ ﺋﯩﺮقnation,

irqim ﺋﯩﺮﻗﯩﻢ

irqim~iriqim

irqi ﺋﯩﺮﻗﻰ

irqi~iriqi

ëriq ‘ ﺋﯧﺮﯨﻖirrigation

ëriqim ﺋﯧﺮﯨﻘﯩﻢ

ëriqim

ëriqi ﺋﯧﺮﯨﻘﻰ

ëriqi

ditch’
yük ﻳﯜك

yüküm ﻳﯜﻛﯜم

yüküm

yüki ﻳﯜﻛﻰ

yüki

ethnicity, race’

‘load’

Language learners should also be cautious of words written with a final -gh. When the stem is
pronounced in isolation, the written gh is pronounced q [qȹ], as in ayagh [ajaqȹ] ‘foot, leg.’ When
gh occurs intervocalically, however, it is pronounced as it is written, as in ayaghim [ajaȑim] ‘my
foot, my leg.’ Since Uyghur spelling rules have been changed several times over the last thirty
years, you will find that native speakers’ spellings of these words can vary.

2. The Genitive case
2.1 Form
N+ning
The genitive case is formed by adding the invariable suffix +ning ﻧﯩﯔ- onto a noun, e.g.
kimning ‘whose?’, sinipning ‘(the) classroom’s.’ This suffix does trigger A-raising, e.g. palta
‘axe,’→ paltining ‘(the) axe’s,’ somka → somkining ‘(the) bag’s’. One of the most common
uses of nouns marked with genitive case is in possessive constructions (in section 2.3 below).
Since the possessor in these constructions (marked with the genitive) is often a person, we turn
first to personal pronouns marked with the genitive.
2.2 Genitive personal pronouns
Below, compare the nominative (plain) forms of the personal pronouns (I, you, he/she, etc., from
Lesson 3) with the genitive pronouns (‘my’, ‘your’, etc), which are formed by adding the +ning
possessive suffix:
Table 8.9. Personal Pronouns in Nominative and Genitive case

person
1st
2nd
3rd

Nominative

singular
Genitive

men ﻣﻪن
sen ﺳﻪن
siz ﺳﯩﺰ
u ﺋﯘ

mëning ‘ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔmy’
sëning ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯔ
sizning ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ
uning ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ

Nominative

plural
Genitive

biz ﺑﯩﺰ
siler ﺳﯩﻠﻪر

bizning ﺑﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ
silerning ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ

ular ﺋﯘﻻر

ularning ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ

3. Genitive-Possessive Constructions
3.1 Form
PossessorN+ning
PossesseeN+Possessive Endings
The first noun, which is the possessor, appears in the genitive case, with +ning. The thing
possessed (the possessee noun) immediately follows, with possessive suffixes attached.
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Table 8.10. Genitive-Possessive constructions with personal pronouns

mëning inim ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻨﯩﻢ
sëning ining ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻨﯩﯔ
sizning iningiz ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻨﯩﯖﯩﺰ
uning inisi ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻨﯩﺴﻰ
bizning inimiz ﺑﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻨﯩﻤﯩﺰ
silerning ininglar ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻨﯩﯖﻼر
ularning inisi ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻨﯩﺴﻰ

mëning öyüm ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯜم
sëning öyüng ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯜڭ
sizning öyingiz ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﯖﯩﺰ
uning öyi ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﻰ
bizning öyimiz ﺑﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﻤﯩﺰ
silerning öyünglar ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯜﯕﻼر
ularning öyi ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﻰ

In the spoken language and when the possessor is a personal pronoun, the possessive suffix will
sometimes be omitted: bizning öy ‘our home,’ silerning mektep ‘your (pl.) school,’ instead of the
more standard bizning öyimiz, and silerning mektipingler. Possessive suffixes are not dropped in
the written language.
3.2 Usage
3.2.1 Standard Usage
Besides expressing ownership (Sidiqning kitabi ‘Sidik’s book’), this construction is frequently
used for relationships of belonging,4 e.g. bu döletning ismi ‘this country’s name,’ and can often
be translated as English N’s , or as the preposition of (‘the name of this country’). The possessor
can be an abstract noun, a personal name, a personal pronoun, or even a question pronoun:
(3) Ular kimning ata-anisi?  ﺋﺎﻧﯩﺴﻰ؟- ‘ ﺋﯘﻻر ﻛﯩﻤﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﺗﺎWhose parents are they?’
(lit, They are whose parents?)

(4) U nëmining awazi? ﺋﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎۋازى؟

‘What is that sound?’ (That’s the sound of what?)

When it is obvious from the noun suffix who is the owner, the preceding genitive pronoun can
be dropped: to say ‘my hand’, it is sufficient to say qolum, and mëning ‘my’ can be dropped
(since its meaning is already captured in the possessive suffix +um. Speakers who still use the
genitive pronoun together with the possessive generally do so for emphasis (i.e. it’s mine and
not yours).
3.2.2 Suffix Order: Combining Possessive with other suffixes
After the noun stem, the plural suffix +lAr (from Lesson 5) may be added, followed by the
possessive personal suffixes(with A-raising affecting +lAr), e.g. kitablirim: Men kitablirini
ekilimen. .‘ ﻣﻪن ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻠﯩﺮﯨﻨﻰ ﺋﻪﻛﯩﻠﯩﻤﻪنI will bring his/her/their books.’
Case suffixes (including the genitive illustrated here) are added after both plurals and
possessives:
Stem + Plural + 1/2/3 Person Possessive
+ Case
aka
+lAr
+im
+ning
‘of my brothers’
öy +
+ünglar
+Din
‘from your house’
Men kitablirimni ekilimen. ‘I will bring my books.’
Men kitabliringni ekilimen. ‘I will bring your (sg.) books.’
4

Below in 3.2.4 we will learn about possessive constructions without the genitive, e.g. dunya xeritisi ‘world map.’
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Men kitabliringizni ekilimen. ‘I will bring your (sg.) books.’
Men kitablirimizni ekilimen. ‘I will bring our books.’
Men kitabliringlarni ekilimen. ‘I will bring your (pl.) books.’
3.2.3 Use of the Possessive with Quantifiers
Quantifiers include hemme ‘all, every,’ bezi ‘some,’ köpinche ‘many (of),’ and numerals. These
can take these possessive suffixes:
hemmimiz
almilarning köpinchisi

ﮬﻪﻣﻤﯩﻤﯩﺰ
ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﻼرﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﯩﺴﻰ

‘all of us’
‘most of the apples’ (‘of the apples, most of
them’)
‘ ﺑﯩﻨﺎﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﯩﺴﻰtwenty of the buildings’
binalarning yigirmisi
‘ ﺑﯩﺮﺳﻰone (of)’
biri~birsi^
(‘ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﯖﻼرthe) two of you, both of you’
ikkinglar
‘ ﺗﯚﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰthe four of us’
tötimiz
^birsi occurs in the spoken language only and is non-standard.

3.2.4. Non-genitive Composed Possessive constructions
The 3rd person suffix is frequently used when two or more nouns form a noun phrase without
the possessive suffix +ning. The first noun is not a literal ‘owner’ of the second noun, but is an
attribute used like an adjective. A typical example would be nouns used with the word meydan
‘field, sports pitch, arena, square’ or depter ‘notebook’:
jeng meydani
ﺟﻪڭ ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﻰ
‘battlefield’
top meydani
ﺗﻮپ ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﻰ
‘sports ground, ballpark’
sheher meydani
ﺷﻪﮬﻪر ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﻰ
‘city square’
dëhqanchiliq meydani دﯦﮭﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﻰ
‘agricultural field’
tapshuruq deptiri
ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق دەﭘﺘﯩﺮى
‘homework notebook, notebook for homework’
xelq hökümiti
ﺧﻪﻟﻖ ﮬﯚﻛﯜﻣﯩﺘﻰ
‘the People’s Government’
Compare the last non-genitive possessives above with their non-composed genitive-possessive
counterparts: tapshuruq deptiri ‘homework notebook’ vs. oqughuchilarning depterliri
‘notebooks of the students’; xelq hökümiti ‘the People’s Government’ (a formal title) with
xelqning hökümiti ‘(a/the) government of the people.’
While most composed nouns are formed as above (N N-poss.endings), there are a few
exceptional forms that simply juxtapose the two nouns. The first type is relatively recent,
unintegrated loan words (in which case they are written separately, as in shinjiang dashö
‘Xinjiang University.’ The other group is compound nouns (two nouns that have become fused
into a compound), in which case they may be written together (kinoxana ‘cinema, movie
theater’), hyphenated (charwa-mal ‘livestock’), or written separately (köz eynek ‘eyeglasses’).
3.2.5 Modifying Genitive-Possessive constructions with attributes
The noun marked in the genitive (possessor) be preceded by modifiers: demonstrative pronouns
(bu, u), numerals (ikki), adjectives (kichik, chong, ëgiz), etc.: bu oqughuchighning depterliri
‘the(se) students’ notebooks’; such modifiers are used frequently, as they indicate definiteness
(like the in English).
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Such modifiers may also be inserted between the possessor and the possessee:
oqughuchilarning bu depterliri ‘these notebooks of the students,’ oqughuchilarning ikki chong
deptiri ‘two large notebooks of the students’; dadamning qishliq chapini ‘my dad’s winter coat.’
Extended genitive constructions are also possible: balamning dostlirining somkiliri ‘the bags
of my child’s friends’; kichik balamning yëqin dostlirining qara somkiliri ‘the black bags of my
little child’s close friends’(examples from Friedrich 2002).
3.2.6 Common learner errors with possessive constructions
• Uyghurs often refer to the collective (N+(I)miz)
In languages like English, we often use the first-person possessive pronoun ‘my’ for things
which we do not own personally, such as a country (‘in my country...’). In Uyghur, these large
collective entities are referred to using the first person plural +(I)miz, since they are considered to
belong to a larger group of people: (bizning) dölitimizde ‘)ﺑﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ( دۆﻟﯩﺘﯩﻤﯩﺰدەin our country.’
• Plural possessor, singular possessee
If the possessor (the first noun marked in the genitive) is plural (e.g. ‘you (plural),’ referring to
two sisters) but the possessee is singular (e.g. their elder brother), the possessee will be marked
with the second person plural possessive suffix, to agree with ‘you (pl.)’: (silerning) akanglar
‘ )ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ( ﺋﺎﻛﺎﯕﻼرyour older brother’ (and not *silerning akingiz or *sizning akingiz).
4. The Pronominalizer ki ﻛﻰUyghur has a particle ki which creates referential (anaphoric) pronouns; it attaches as an enclitic
to nouns or pronouns in the genitive (or locative, see 3.2 below) or to time and place expressions
(see Lesson 10).5 In this lesson, we are concerned with its use with pronouns.
4.1 Usage on Pronouns
Possessive pronouns in Uyghur (mëningki, sëningki)and in English (mine, yours) are attributes
of the subject, that function more like adjectives than pronouns; we can say This book is mine the
same way we say This book is red. In Uyghur, these possessive pronouns can function as
predicates, that is, as the most verb-like thing in the sentence. Compare the possessive pronoun
predicates on the left (which are complete sentences) with the ordinary genitive-possessive noun
phrases on the right. In the right-hand column below, the possessive personal pronoun is just an
attribute helping to describe the noun, and remains part of the noun phrase; on the left, the
possessive personal pronoun has been turned into a distinct predicate, describing the noun phrase
but separate from it.
Table 8.11. Possessive pronouns +ki as predicates

Possessive pronouns + ki as Predicate attribute

Plain Possessive PNs as noun attribute

Bu kitab mëningki. ‘ ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﻜﻰThis book is mine.’
U qelem sizningki. ‘ ﺑﯘ ﻗﻪﻟﻪم ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﻜﻰThis pen is yours.’
Bu sinip ularningki. ‘ ﺑﯘ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭗ ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯖﻜﻰThis classroom is theirs.’

mëning kitabim ‘ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﻢmy book’
sizning qelimingiz ‘ ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﻗﻪﻟﯩﻤﯩﯖﯩﺰyour pen’
ularning sinipi ‘ ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﻰtheir classroom’

5

The particle ki is also used as a subordinating conjunction ‘that’ (Aliye didn’t realize that she was tired), which we
explore in Volume II.
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Some other kinds of pronouns and nouns that can take the  ﻛﻰenclitic in this sense follow:
as in: Bu kimningki? ‘Whose is this?’
‘whose (thing)?’
kimningki ﻛﯩﻤﻨﯩﯖﻜﻰ
‘Dolkun’s (one)’
Dolqunningki دوﻟﻘﯘﻧﻨﯩﯖﻜﻰ
‘my older brother’s (one)’akamningki
ﺋﺎﻛﺎﻣﻨﯩﯖﻜﻰ
4.3 Usage on Locative Phrases
+Diki
In the dialogue you had the suffix +Diki (-tiki/diki) ‘(which is) located at/in....’ This suffix is
actually the locative +DA case suffix (with its vowel raised to i, hence +Diki), followed by the
+ki enclitic. With the plural +lAr, it connotes ‘those (N) who are located at/in ….’ For example:
ishkaptiki awu somka
ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎﭘﺘﯩﻜﻰ ﺋﺎۋۇ ﺳﻮﻣﻜﺎ
mushu orunduqtiki chong popayka ﻣﯘﺷﯘ ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪۇﻗﺘﯩﻜﻰ ﭼﻮڭ ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﺎ
öyingizdikiler
ﺋﯚﻳﯩﯖﯩﺰدﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر
ishkap ichidiki kiyimler
ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎپ ﺋﯩﭽﯩﺪﯨﻜﻰ ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻤﻠﻪر
orunduq astidiki tohu
ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪۇق ﺋﺎﺳﺘﯩﺪﯨﻜﻰ ﺗﻮﺧﯘ
deryaning bu yëqdiki zawut
دەرﻳﺎﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯘ ﻳﯧﻘﯩﺪﯨﻜﻰ زاۋۇت

‘that bag (which is) on the cupboard’
‘the large sweater (that is) on this chair’
‘those at your home, your family’
‘the clothes inside the cupboard’
‘the chicken under the chair’
‘the factory on this side of the river’

5. Language Use Notes
5.1 Voluntative/Optative V-Ay, -Ayli
The dialogue 8.3 contains a few verbs bearing the suffix -Ay or -Ayli. Speakers use this
voluntative (or “hortative”) verb suffix to urge the subject(s) of the sentence to do the action: (biz)
bar-ayli! ‘Let’s go’ Man kel-ey. ‘(I think) I’ll come.’As illustrated, the -Ay suffix, which has the
harmonic variants (-ay/ey/y), is for the first person singular, and the -Ayli suffix, with the same
variants, is for the first person plural. We will revisit this in Lesson 15 and Lesson 18.
5.2 Suppositional particle Du
One of the dialogue’s speakers also ends a sentence  ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻳﺎﻏﺎچ ﺑﻪك ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪﺗﺘﯘ ؟Hazir yaghach bek
qimmettu?with Du (tu/du ﺗﯘ-/ دۇ-), a particle indicating that the speaker supposes that his/her
statement is true, and doesn’t really need any confirmation, but nonetheless with this particle is
still asking for some kind of response from the hearer: ‘So (I think) …’ e.g. Apingiz yaxshi
turghandu. ‘ ﺋﺎﭘﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺗﯘرﻏﺎﻧﺪۇ؟I believe your mother’s well.’
5.3 Agent Noun Suffix +chi with Abstract noun Suffix +liq/lik
In this lesson’s vocabulary list, you can see how these two derivational suffixes both derive
different kinds of nouns from nouns. The suffix +chi signifies the agent of an action (someone
who deals with or works with that item/substance). For example:
Table 8.12: Agent nouns with +chi
Source noun (N)
bëliq ‘ ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻖfish’
yaghach ‘ ﻳﺎﻏﺎچwood, timber’
tömür ‘ ﺗﯚﻣﯜرiron’
ish ‘ ﺋﯩﺶwork, labor’
hizmet (‘ ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪتwhite collar) work’
charwa ‘ ﭼﺎرۋاherd, livestock’

Agent noun (N+chi)
bëliqchi ‘ ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻘﭽﻰfisherman’
yaghachchi ‘ ﻳﺎﻏﺎﭼﭽﻰcarpenter’
tömürchi ‘ ﺗﯚﻣﯜرﭼﻰsmith, metallurgist’
ishchi ‘ ﺋﯩﺸﭽﻰworker, manual laborer’
hizmetchi ‘ ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﭽﻰemployee, salary man’
charwichi ‘ ﭼﺎرۋﯨﭽﻰherdsman’
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The multifunctional suffix +lIK (+liq/lik/luq/lük) we first encountered in Lesson 6 as a suffix
which changed nouns into adjectives (like suluq ‘watery’). Now you will learn two new usages
of this suffix. When attached to a place name (or the interrogative pronouns ne or qeyer), it
describes the origin or ethnicity of a person or thing. For example:
Siler nelik?
ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻧﻪﻟﯩﻚ؟
Men Amërikiliq.
.ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﻛﯩﻠﯩﻖ
Dostum Ürümchilik. .دوﺳﺘﯘم ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ

‘Where are you (pl.) from?’
‘I am American.’ (usually mean ‘U.S. citizen’)
‘My friend is from Ürümchi.’

Combining this with the agent noun suffix +chi yields +chiliK (+chilik/chiliq  ﭼﯩﻠﯩﻖ، ﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ+) ,
which creates an abstract noun from the base noun. The two nouns are related in meaning, but
the original (base) noun is more concrete and specific in meaning, and the noun with +chiliK is
more abstract and general:
Table 8.13: Abstract nouns with +chiliK

noun
bëliq
tömür
er-xotun
tughqan (pron.
tuqqan)

fish
iron
husband and wife,
married couple
relatives

noun+chi

N+chiliK

bëliqchi
tömürchi
---

fisherman
smith
---

beliqchiliq
tömürchilik
er-xotunchiliq

---

---

tughqanchiliq

fishing
metallurgy
marital
relationship
kinship

5.4 yaq ﻳﺎق
‘side’
u yaqta ‘over there’
The word yaq ‘side’ is often used where in English we would say ‘over there’ or ‘on that side’
within locative noun phrases: bu yaqta ‘ ﺑﯘ ﻳﺎﻗﺘﺎon this side, over here,’ u yaqta ‘ ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﻗﺘﺎon that
side, over there.’ For example:
(5) Ata-aningiz yaqta turamdu? Do your parents liver over there?  ﺋﺎﻧﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﻗﺘﺎ ﺗﯘراﻣﺪۇ؟- ﺋﺎﺗﺎ
Yaq can also be used to form an interrogative pronoun, qayaq ‘which side? which direction?’
(This is exactly parallel to the formation of the interrogative pronoun we used in section 4.3
above, qeyer ‘where?’ < qa ‘what?’+ yer ‘place.’) Both of these question pronouns can take case
suffixes:
ﻗﺎﻳﺎﻗﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ؟
(6) Qayaqtin këlidu?
Which way will he/she/they come from?
(7) U yaqqa barimen.
I’m going (in) that direction.
.ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﻗﻘﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن

5.5 A polite response to thanks: erzimeydu ‘don’t mention it’ ﺋﻪرزﯨﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ
erzimeydu ‘you’re welcome,’ ‘not at all’ is a stand-alone response to being thanked (Rehmet! -Erzimeydu.) It is derived from the negated present-future form of the verb erzimek ‘have mercy.’
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5.6 The tag question emesmu ‘ ﺋﻪﻣﻪﺳﻤﯘIsn’t it so?’
You may often hear this expression ...emesmu? tacked onto the end of a statement. The speaker
believes his/her statement to be a certain fact, is confident that the listener also knows this fact,
and asks this listener to confirm it.. It is used in a very similar way to the English rhetorical
question ‘…, isn’t it?’ Comparing emesmu with the particle Du, we can say that in both, the
speaker believes in the veracity of his/her statement, but emesmu also conveys a request for a
response (however minimal and perfunctory), whereas Du does not require one.

5.7 Kinship in Uyghur families
Figure 1. Basic Uyghur kinship terms
bowa ~
chong ata

chong/kichik
apa~ hamma

moma ~
chong ana

chong/kichik
dada~ tagha

hede~acha
singil

bowa ~
chong ata

dada~
ata

apa~ana

aka
ini ~ uka

chong/kichik apa
~ana~hamma

moma ~
chong ana

chong/kichik
dada~ tagha

☺ men

In Uyghur, older and younger siblings must be distinguished (unlike in English); one can’t just
say ‘sister,’ without specifying if she is an older sister (acha~hede) or a younger sister (singil);
see Figure 1 above. In the parent’s generation, there are no separate words for e.g. ‘older aunt’
and ‘younger aunt’; instead, the age difference is expressed with the modifying words chong
‘elder’ and kichik ‘younger’: chong apa ~ chong hamma ‘elder aunt,’ ‘mother or father’s older
sister,’ kichik apa ~ kichik hamma ‘younger aunt,’ ‘mother or father’s younger sister.’ Uyghur,
like English, does not have different kinship terms for relatives on the father’s side vs. relatives
on the mother’s side, only the age difference matters. Thus, whether it’s on the father’s or the
mother’s side, an elder uncle would be addressed and referred to as chong tagha ~ chong dada; a
younger uncle on either side would be called and referred to as kichik tagha ~ kichik dada.
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The alternative forms (represented by ~ above) reflect differences in region and formality; for
example, for ‘younger brother,’ both ini and uka are used all over Xinjiang, but ini is more
common in the north (e.g. in Ghulja, Ürümchi) and uka is more common in the south; the latter
term is less formal. Of the two terms for ‘mother,’ ana is less formal and used everywhere,
whereas apa is more formal, and tends to be used in the north and be considered more oldfashioned:
Table 8.14. Regional variation in Uyghur kinship terms

term
‘elder sister’
‘younger brother’
‘mother’
‘father’
‘(elder, younger) aunt’
‘(elder, younger) uncle’
‘grandfather’
‘grandmother’

northern Xinjiang
hede
ini ~ uka (pronounced fka)
apa (more formal); ana
dada
(chong, kichik) apa
(chong, kichik) dada
bowa
moma

southern Xinjiang
acha
uka; ini
ana
ata
(chong, kichik) hamma
(chong, kichik) tagha
chong ata
chong ana

There are also some differences between address terms (how we address a relative to his/her face,
e.g. ‘Mom’) and reference terms (how we refer to a relative when they are not present, e.g. ‘my
mother’). ‘Father’ and ‘mother’ are simply addressed as ‘Apa!’/’Dada!’. When referring to aunts
and uncles, speakers of both regions are more likely to specify if the aunt/uncle is older (chong
apam/dadam) or younger (kichik hammam/tagham). But in the south, it is also possible to
address aunts and uncles just as plain ‘Hamma!’/Tagha!’; whereas in the north, speakers always
specify their relative age: ‘Chong/Kichik apa!’ ‘Chong/Kichik dada!’.
For now, it is enough to know that most of these can be used both as address and reference
terms. Try to learn the basic kinship terms: the three generations including the ego’s generation
(men, acha, aka, etc.), the parental generation, and the grandparental generation. Many of these
terms are also used metaphorically as polite means of address; some of these are glossed in this
lesson’s vocabulary list, e.g. aka ‘elder brother’ used metaphorically as a respectful term of
address for an older male in the parental generation.
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Exercises
Exercise 1
For each of the following nouns, create a genitive-possessive construction with each personal
pronoun (men, sen, siz, biz, etc.). For example:
ders mëning dersim, sëning dersing, sizning dersingiz, uning dersi …
yüz

____________________________________________________________________

aka

____________________________________________________________________

ayagh ____________________________________________________________________
yurt

____________________________________________________________________

dada

____________________________________________________________________

orunduq____________________________________________________________________
ini

____________________________________________________________________

ehwal ____________________________________________________________________
mu’ellim___________________________________________________________________
qelem ____________________________________________________________________
zhurnal____________________________________________________________________
texse ____________________________________________________________________
tamaq ____________________________________________________________________
xizmet ____________________________________________________________________
mektep ____________________________________________________________________
dost

____________________________________________________________________

waqit ____________________________________________________________________
xet

____________________________________________________________________

Xuda ____________________________________________________________________
dölet

____________________________________________________________________
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öy

____________________________________________________________________

bowa ____________________________________________________________________
Exercise 2
Practice with possessive pronouns and the ki enclitic.
The right-hand column below contains at least an object to be possessed (‘book,’, ‘coat,’ etc.),
and sometimes a personal pronoun (given in the nominative). Working in pairs, Student A
should create a question using the genitive-possessive construction (‘Is this your/my/
her …?’). Student B replies with a negative genitive-possessive construction. Then, Student B
thinks up another noun, and creates a contrastive possessive construction with -ki.
Example (here, Student B has added qeghez ‘paper,’ which she emphasizes):
_________________________________________________________
ﺳﯩﺰ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب
A: Awu sizning kitabingizmu? ﺋﺎۋۇ ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
B: Yaq, u mëning kitabim emes. . ﺋﯘ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﻢ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس،ﻳﺎق
ﺋﯘ ﻗﻪﻏﻪز ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﻜﻰ
Bu qeghez mëningki.

‘Is that your book?’
‘No, it’s not my book.’
‘This paper is mine.’

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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ﻣﻪن ﻛﯩﺘﺎب
دەﭘﺘﻪر
.ﺋﺎﭘﺎم ﭼﺎﺷﻜﺎ
ﺗﻪﺧﺴﻪ
ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺖ ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﺎ
ﭼﺎﭘﺎن
دﯦﮭﻘﺎن ﺗﻮﺧﯘ
ﺋﯩﺖ
ﺋﯘﻻر ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺖ
ژۇرﻧﺎل
ﺳﯩﺰ ﭘﺎرﺗﺎ
ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪۇق
ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭗ
ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﺎ
.ﺋﯩﻨﯩﺴﻰ ﺷﻪﭘﻜﻪ
ﻛﻪﭘﻜﻪ
ﺑﯩﺰ دادا
ﺑﻮۋا
ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﺑﺎﻻ
ﺳﯩﯖﯩﻞ
ﺋﺎﻛﺎﯕﻼر ﻳﺎﺗﺎق
ﺋﯚي
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Exercise 3
Add the missing possessive suffixes to the underlined words in the following dialogue (notice
that the preceding stems may undergo A-raising):
A: Sizning qoghun____ qimmetmu?
B: Yaq, mëning qoghun ____ anche qimmet emes. Sizning shaptullar____ qandaq?
A: Mëning shaptullar ____bek yaxshi. Mëning ata-ana ____ ularni yaxshi köridu.
B: Bu kimning ayagh____?
A: U bashqa dostummning ayagh____.
B: Bu kichik bala sizning bala ____. mu?
A: Yaq, u mëning bala____ emes. U dostlirimning bala____.
B: Awu qëri adem silerning bowa ____ mu?
A: He’e, u bizning bowa. ____.
B: Bowanglarning yurt____ nede?
A: Uning yurt____ Qumulda. Silerning öy____ qeyerde?
B: Ürümchide.
A: Ayalingizning yurt____ chu?
B: Ayalimning yurt____ mu Ürümchide. Ikkimiz Ürümchilik. Silerningkichu?
A; Bizning öy____ Qeshqerde.
B: Siler nëme ish qilisiler?
A: Mëning yoldishim____ mu’ellim. Chong bala____ mektepte oquydu. Sizningkichu?
B: Mëning ayal____. öyde, mëning balam yoq. Biz ete Ürümchige qaytimiz.
A: Siz wëlisipit____ni u yaqqa apiramsiz?
B: Yaq, biraq ayalimning ini____ bashqa wëlisipitni bizge ariyet bëridu.
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Lesson 9

ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺸﲎ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚﺭﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟
What do you like to do?
Concepts and Structures
1. Uses of the verbal noun -(I)sh ﯨﺶ- , -mAK - ﻣﺎق/ﻣﻪك
2. Uses of numerals; writing numerals; reading numerals aloud; months of the year; fractions and
percentages
3. Language Use Notes: mang- -ﻣﺎڭ, bar- -ﺑﺎر, ket- - ;ﻛﻪتaghine  ﺋﺎﻏﯩﻨﻪ, dost  دوﺳﺖ, and
adash ; ﺋﺎداشyardem qil--ﻳﺎردەم ﻗﯩﻞ, aware bol-  ; ﺋﺎۋارە ﺑﻮلsora-- ; ﺳﻮرا+che ﭼﻪUyghur has two gerundial (or infinitival) verbal suffixes, -(I)sh and -mAK, which serve a number
of important functions. For now, we can highlight two main functions of these suffixes: -(I)sh
and -mAK allow a sentence to be constructed inside a larger sentence.
In English, we can take a simple sentence like We study Uyghur and make it more complex
by saying We like to study Uyghur. Notice that English has the pattern like to + infinitive verb, as
in: like to study. Similarly, Uyghur requires that the verb also be in an infinitival form, with the
suffix -(I)sh, e.g. öginish ‘to study.’ This infinitive is usually followed by the accusative case
marker +ni, since study Uyghur has become the object of the main sentence.
(1) Biz Uyghurche öginishni yaxshi körimiz. ‘We like to study Uyghur.’

.ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﯩﺰ

Similarly, we can use -(I)sh to create emphatic sentences like ‘It is easy to V’ or ‘V-ing is easy.’.
Here, since the whole V-(I)sh clause is the subject of the main sentence, it is not marked with
accusative +ni:
(2) Uyghurche öginish ongay. ‘Studying Uyghur is easy.’ (= ‘It is easy to study Uyghur.’)

.ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ ﺋﻮﯕﺎي

In this lesson, we also learn the suffix -mAK, which we have previously encountered in word lists
(e.g. al-, almaq, ëlish; ket-, ketmek, këtish), since most dictionaries of Turkic languages,
including Uyghur, list verbs in this form. When you use dictionaries in this format, if the verb
stem ends in a or e, be sure to look out for an A-raised form (see Lesson 3) as in the second
example below:
mangmaq ‘ ﻣﺎﯕﻤﺎقto go, walk; work, operate (by itself)’ from mang - -ﻣﺎڭ
sorimaq ‘ ﺳﻮرﯨﻤﺎقto ask, inquire’
from sora- -ﺳﻮرا
This lesson will also cover a wider usage of numbers, and will teach you how to use three
different verbs meaning to go, in order to fit different situations.
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 -9.1ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 9.1

Jemile, who is studying English, bumps into Burhan, a fellow student, by the sports field.

ﺟﻪﻣﯩﻠﻪ ﺋﯧﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﻘﺎن ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ .ﺑﯘرﮬﺎن ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪﯨﺸﻰ .ﺟﻪﻣﯩﻠﻪ ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﺪا ﺑﯘﮬﺎن ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺸﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﯩﺪۇ.

ﺑﯘرﮬﺎن :ﺟﻪﻣﯩﻠﻪ ،ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺟﻪﻣﯩﻠﻪ :ﻣﺎﮔﯩﺰﯨﻨﻐﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن.ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﻪردە ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن .ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟
ﺑﯘرﮬﺎن :ﻣﻪن ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﯘش ﺑﯩﻨﺎﺳﯩﻐﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن.
ﺟﻪﻣﯩﻠﻪ :ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﯩﺪە ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺧﺎﻻﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺑﯘرﮬﺎن :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺑﻪك ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن ،ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﯩﻤﯘ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻨﻰ
ﺧﺎﻻﻳﻤﻪن.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﺑﻪﺷﯩﻨﭽﻰ دەرﺳﻨﻰ ﺗﯜﮔﯩﺘﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻼۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن.
ﺟﻪﻣﯩﻠﻪ  :ﺑﯘ دەرﺳﻨﻰ ﺗﯜﮔﯩﺘﯩﺶ ﺋﻮﯕﺎي ﺋﻪﻣﻪس.
ﺑﯘرﮬﺎن :ﺗﻮﻏﺮا ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﻛﻪﻟﮕﯜﺳﯩﺪە ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﯩﻨﻰ راۋان ﺳﯚزﻟﻪﺷﻨﻰ ﺋﺎرزۇ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﻤﻪن ،ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ
ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺧﺎﻻﻳﻤﻪن.

 -9.2ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 9.2

Nur and Betty are both studying Chinese at the same college. They are discussing the differences between
ﻧﯘر ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﻪﺗﺘﯩﺌ Pﺋﻮﺧﺸﺎش ﺑﯩﺮ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇ ﺗﯩﻠﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇthe Uyghur, Chinese and English languages. .

ﺋﯘﻻر ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ،ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ ۋە ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰ ﺗﯩﻠﻠﯩﺮى ﺋﺎرﯦﯩﺴﯩﺪﯨﻜﻰ ﭘﻪرﻗﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﺸﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ.

ﻧﯘر :ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ ﺗﻪﺳﻤﯘ؟
ﺑﻪﺗﺘﻰ :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﭽﻪ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ ﺗﻪس ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ ﺗﯧﺨﯩﻤﯘ ﻗﯩﻴﯩﻦ.
ﻧﯘر :ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﻪ ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻘﺎرﻟﯩﻘﻤﯘ؟
ﺑﻪﺗﺘﻰ :ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻘﺎرﻟﯩﻖ ،ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺧﻪﺗﻠﯩﺮى ﺑﻪك ﺟﯩﻖ ،ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺧﻪﺗﻠﯩﺮﯨﻨﻰ ﻳﺎدﻻش ﺋﻮﯕﺎي ﺋﻪﻣﻪس.
ﻧﯘر :ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﺸﻨﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
1
ﺑﻪﺗﺘﻰ :ﺑﯩﻠﯩﻤﻪن ،ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﮬﻪرﭘﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﭼﯩﺮاﻳﻠﯩﻖ ﻳﺎزاﻟﻤﺎﻳﻤﻪن ،ﭼﯜﻧﻜﻰ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﺶ ﺋﻮڭ ﺗﻪرەﭘﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻠﯩﻨﯩﺪۇ.
ﻧﯘر :ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻘﭽﯘ؟
ﺑﻪﺗﺘﻰ  :ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻖ ﺳﻮل ﺗﻪرەﭘﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻠﯩﻨﯩﺪۇ.
ﻧﯘر :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟ ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﺸﻨﻰ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﻤﻪن.

 -9.3ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 9.3

Michelle wants to go to Beijing, but it is difficult to buy a train ticket, so she asks her friend Sabir for help.

ﻣﯩﺸﯩﻞ ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻗﭽﻰ ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺪۇ .ﺑﯩﺮاق ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺑﯧﻠﯩﺘﻰ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ ﺑﯩﺮﺋﺎز ﻗﯩﻴﯩﻦ ﺑﻮﻟﻐﺎﭼﻘﺎ  ،ﺑﯘ ﺗﻮﻏﺮﯨﻠﯩﻖ دوﺳﺘﻰ ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮدﯨﻦ ﻳﺎردەم
ﺳﻮراﻳﺪۇ.

ﻣﯩﺸﯩﻞ :ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ ،ﺋﺎﻳﺮۇﭘﯩﻼن ﺑﯧﻠﯩﺘﻰ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ ﺗﻪﺳﻤﯘ؟
ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﺋﺎﻳﺮۇﭘﯩﻼن ﺑﯧﻠﯩﺘﻰ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺑﻪﻛﻤﯘ ﻗﯩﻴﯩﻦ ،ﭼﯜﻧﻜﻰ ﻗﯩﺸﺘﺎ ﺋﺎﻳﺮۇﭘﯩﻼﻧﻼر ﺑﻪك ﺋﺎز
ﺋﯘﭼﯩﺪۇ.
ﻣﯩﺸﯩﻞ :ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺑﯧﻠﯩﺘﯩﭽﯘ؟
Yazalmaymen ‘I can’t write (it)’: The abilitative suffix V-(A)la ‘able to do V’ will be covered in Lesson 11.
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 ﻧﻪﮔﻪ. ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﺎﻏﯩﻨﻪم ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﯩﺪا ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ. ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺑﯧﻠﯩﺘﻰ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺗﻪس ﺋﻪﻣﻪس:ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ
ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻗﭽﻰ ﺋﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
. ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﻐﺎ:ﻣﯩﺸﯩﻞ
 ﻗﺎﭼﺎن ﻣﺎﯕﻤﺎﻗﭽﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ
. ﻣﻪن ﻛﯧﻠﻪر ﺳﻪﻳﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﯩﺪە ﻣﯧﯖﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻼۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن:ﻣﯩﺸﯩﻞ
 ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻗﭽﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ
 ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺑﯧﻠﯩﺘﻰ ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪﺗﻤﯘ؟. ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺑﯩﺮ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ دوﺳﺘﯘﻣﻨﻰ ﻳﻮﻗﻼﺷﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻼۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن:ﻣﯩﺸﯩﻞ
 ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻨﻰ ﺧﺎﻻﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟. ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺑﯧﻠﯩﺘﻰ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪت ﺋﻪﻣﻪس، ﻳﺎق:ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ
. ﭼﯜﻧﻜﻰ ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺑﯧﻠﯩﺘﻰ ﺋﻪرزاﻧﺮاق ۋە ﻗﻮﻻي، ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻨﻰ ﺧﺎﻻﻳﻤﻪن:ﻣﯩﺸﯩﻞ
. ﺋﯘﻧﺪاق ﺑﻮﻟﺴﺎ ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﭼﯜﺷﺘﻪ ﺋﺎﻏﯩﻨﻪﻣﺪﯨﻦ ﺳﻮراي:ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ
. رەﮬﻤﻪت:ﻣﯩﺸﯩﻞ
. ﺋﻪرزﯨﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ:ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ

Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
aptobus (pron. aptowus)
atmish
adash
arzu
arzu qilarqiliq
asan
asta
aghine
erzan
ellik
bashlanBurhan
bëlet
Bëyjing
Bilqiz
pah!
poyiz
poyiz istansisi
pirsent
toqsan
tüget- (tügitish, pronounced
tügütüsh) [+ni]
tëxi
tëximu
tëlëwizor
tëlëwizor istansisi

English
bus, public coach
sixty
pal, dear friend, chum (address term; used by
youth)
hope, wish, expectation
hope, wish, expect
via, through, by way of (Postposition)
easy
slow, tardy; gently; behind schedule
close friend, pal, buddy (used by males)
inexpensive, cheap
fifty
begin, start; be lead
Burhan (male name); evidence (of faith)
ticket, coupon, voucher
Beijing (capital city of China)
Bilqiz (female name)
Oh!, gosh!, wow! (expresses dismay or
amazement)
train, locomotive
train station
percent
ninety
finish, complete; make vanish
yet, still
even more, still further
television, TV
television station
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Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس
ﺋﺎﺗﻤﯩﺶ
ﺋﺎداش
ﺋﺎرزۇ
ﺋﺎرزۇ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ
ﺋﺎرﻗﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﺋﺎﺳﺎن
ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ
ﺋﺎﻏﯩﻨﻪ
ﺋﻪرزان
ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ
، )ﺑﺎﺷﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺑﺎﺷﻼن
(ﺑﺎﺷﻼش
ﺑﯘرﮬﺎن
ﺑﯧﻠﻪت
ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯔ
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ
!ﭘﺎھ
ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ
ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﯩﺴﻰ
ﭘﯩﺮﺳﻪﻧﺖ
ﺗﻮﻗﺴﻪن
، )ﺗﯜﮔﻪﺗﻤﻪك-ﺗﯜﮔﻪت
(ﺗﯜﮔﯩﺘﯩﺶ
ﺗﯧﺨﻰ
ﺗﯧﺨﯩﻤﯘ
ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور
ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﯩﺴﻰ
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Jemile
Junggo
chüshenche
chünki
chirayliq
xala- (xalimaq, xalash)
da’im
rawan
Sabir
seksen
sora- (sorimaq, sorash)
[+Din]
sol
sowghat
sizningche
qal- (qëlish)

Jemile (female name)
China, People’s Republic of China
understanding, concept; annotation; opinion
because
pretty, lovely; nicely
want, desire, aspire
always, often, frequently
fluent; fluently, smoothly
Sabir (male name)
eighty
ask, inquire, request

qoshul-

left (side)
present, gift
in your view, according to you
stay, remain, be left over, left behind, give
up; (aux.) end up being (unintentional
result); be about to, nearly happen
be joined; accept, be receptive, agree

qolayliq
Qirghiz
qiriq
qiziqarliq
qish
kelgüsi
këler
kona yëziq
gösh
mashina
magizin
mang- (mangmaq, mëngish)
mëningche
ming
nur
oqut- [+ni]

handy, convenient; advantage, convenience
Kyrgyz, Kyrgyz (person)
forty
interesting, exciting, fascinating
winter
future
next, forthcoming
old script; Arabic-script Uyghur
meat, flesh
vehicle, car; machine
department store, large shop
go; walk; work, run, operate (machine)
in my view, according to me
thousand
light, ray; Nur (male name)
teach, instruct

ong
oltur-

right (side)
sit, sit down; settle, reside; (aux.)
continuation within a short period
think, consider, have in mind, expect
fly; evaporate
straight (on), direct; opposite
hope, expectation, wish, anticipation
hope, expect, wish, anticipate
station, terminal
help, assistance
help, assist

oyla- (oylimaq) [+ni]
uchudul
ümid
ümid qilistansa
yardem
yardem ber- [+GA]
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ﺟﻪﻣﯩﻠﻪ
ﺟﯘﯕﮕﻮ
ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﭽﻪ
ﭼﯜﻧﻜﻰ
ﭼﯩﺮاﻳﻠﯩﻖ
( ﺧﺎﻻش، )ﺧﺎﻟﯩﻤﺎق-ﺧﺎﻻ
داﺋﯩﻢ
راۋان
ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ
ﺳﻪﻛﺴﻪن
( ﺳﻮراش،)ﺳﻮرﯨﻤﺎق-ﺳﻮرا
ﺳﻮل
ﺳﻮۋﻏﺎت
ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﻪ
( ﻗﯧﻠﯩﺶ، )ﻗﺎﻟﻤﺎق-ﻗﺎل
، )ﻗﻮﺷﯘﻟﻤﺎق-ﻗﻮﺷﯘل
(ﻗﻮﺷﯘﻟﯘش
ﻗﻮﻻﻳﻠﯩﻖ
ﻗﯩﺮﻏﯩﺰ
ﻗﯩﺮﯨﻖ
ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻘﺎرﻟﯩﻖ
ﻗﯩﺶ
ﻛﻪﻟﮕﯜﺳﻰ
ﻛﯧﻠﻪر
ﻛﻮﻧﺎ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻖ
ﮔﯚش
ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﺎ
ﻣﺎﮔﯩﺰﯨﻦ
( ﻣﯧﯖﯩﺶ، )ﻣﺎﯕﻤﺎق-ﻣﺎڭ
ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﭽﻪ
ﻣﯩﯔ
ﻧﯘر
، )ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﻗﯘت
(ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﯘش
ﺋﻮڭ
، )ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرﻣﺎق-ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘر
(ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘۇش
( ﺋﻮﻳﻼش، )ﺋﻮﻳﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﻳﻼ
( ﺋﯘﭼﯘش،  )ﺋﯘﭼﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘچ
ﺋﯘدۇل
ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ
-ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻞ
ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﺎ
ﻳﺎردەم
-ﻳﺎردەم ﺑﻪر
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yardem qilyaki
yetmish
yëziq
yëngi yëziq
yëqin
yëqinda
yil (sometimes pron. zhil)

be helpful, assist
or
seventy
writing, script, written language
Latin-script Uyghur orthography (1970s)*
close, near, nearby
recently, lately
year

-ﻳﺎردەم ﻗﯩﻞ
ﻳﺎﻛﻰ
ﻳﻪﺗﻤﯩﺶ
ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻖ
ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻖ
ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻦ
ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻨﺪا
ﻳﯩﻞ

*Yëngi yëziq, a Chinese pinyin -based Latin script was used during the 1970s in Xinjiang (see Introduction).

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. The -(I)sh Infinitive ﯨﺶ1.1 Basic Form V-(I)sh
(I=∅, i, u, ü)
In its most basic form, when the gerundial suffix -(I)sh is added to a verb stem, it forms a noun,
e.g. qil- ‘do,’ qilish ‘doing,’ oyla- ‘think’ and oylash ‘thinking.’ In this infinitive form, its
function and meaning is the same as the -mAK ‘dictionary’ suffix (qilmaq ‘doing,’ oylimaq
‘thinking’). But the form V-(I)sh is used in many different grammatical constructions in Uyghur,
the first few of which we learn here. The main thing to keep in mind is that since -(I)sh makes
the verb into a noun, a V-(I)sh form will behave like a noun, taking only nominal (and not verbal)
suffixes, such as case and possessive markers.
When adding the suffix to the verb, we have to make the usual the harmonic and syllabic
adjustments, just as we did for other suffixation processes (see Lessons 5-8):
• A-raising applies (unstressed stems ending in a single final consonant with a short a or e):
o if the stem is more than one syllable, a/e → i: tüget-, tügitish  ﺗﯜﮔﯩﺘﯩﺶ.
o if the stem is a monosyllable, then a/e → ë mang-, mëngish ﻣﯧﯖﯩﺶ
• But if the stem ends in two consonants, no A-raising occurs tart-, tartish 2ﺗﺎرﺗﯩﺶ
• y-insertion applies (to monosyllabic stems ending in a vowel): ye- ‘ ﻳﻪeat,’ yëyish ﻳﯧﻴﯩﺶ
yu- ‘ ﻳﯘwash,’ yuyush  ﻳﯘﻳﯘش, de- -‘ دەsay,’ dëyish .( دﯦﻴﯩﺶWe also had this process in Lesson 3
with the present-future suffix -Y, e.g. yuyimen ‘I wash,’ but deymen ‘I say’ (not *deyimen) and
yeymen ‘I eat’ (not *yeyimen).
• Disyllabic vowel-final stems are regular, simply taking -sh: oylash, sözlesh.
• With regular consonant-final stems, the variants -ish, -ush, and üsh exist: këtish, bolush,
körüsh.
1.2 Usage
V-(I)sh gerunds (infinitival verbs) may serve as a subject (1.2.1) or object (1.2.2) of a sentence.
They also can be part of possessive constructions (1.2.3), which can be subjects or objects.

2

A-raising does not occur because the r in tart- ‘pull’ is not pronounced, leading to the lengthening of the preceding
vowel: taat. Since A-raising never occurs with long vowels, it doesn’t occur here.
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1.2.1 As a Subject Noun
In the sentence Studying Uyghur is a rollicking good time, Studying Uyghur is the subject, in an
infinitival form. We can use the Uyghur infinitive for the same purpose:
(3) Uyghurche öginish qiziqarliq. .‘ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻘﺎرﻟﯩﻖIt is interesting to study Uyghur.’
(4) Oqush tes emes.
.ﺋﻮﻗﯘش ﺗﻪس ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
‘Reading is not difficult.’
Notice (3) and (4) follow the same grammatical pattern as the simple predicate sentences we had
in Lessons 1 and 2:
(5) Bu kitab tes.
ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺗﻪس
‘This book is difficult.’
Like any subject, phrases ending in V-(I)sh can be modified and expanded in various ways; the
subject can be modified by a place expression as in (6) - (8), a demonstrative as in (9), and
adjectives as in (10). In all three examples below, all elements to the left of tes or asan comprise
the subject, which is underlined:
(6) Öyde öginish tes. .‘ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ ﺗﻪسIt’s hard to study at home.’(Studying at home is hard.)
(7) Öyde Uyghurche öginish tes. .‘ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ ﺗﻪسIt’s hard to study Uyghur at home.’
(8) Qumuldin bëlet ëlish asan..‘ ﻗﯘﻣﯘﻟﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﯧﻠﻪت ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ ﺋﺎﺳﺎنBuying tickets from/in Hami is simple.’
(9) Bu kitabni3 oqush tes.
.‘ ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻗﯘش ﺗﻪسReading this book is difficult.’
(10) Xam sözlerni yadlash tes. .‘ ﺧﺎم ﺳﯚزﻟﻪرﻧﻰ ﻳﺎدﻻش ﺗﻪسIt is difficult to memorize the new words.’
Tip: If you’re having trouble finding the subject of the Uyghur sentences, look to the left of V-(I)sh (in
English, look to the right of ‘to V’ or ‘V-ing’). Of course, the predicate (verb or verb-like element) of the
main sentence can also be modified, e.g. with adverbs as in (11) and (12):

(11) Yaxshi gösh ëlish hëli tes. .‘ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﮔﯚش ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﺗﻪسTo buy good meat is quite difficult.’
(12) Putbol oynash bek qiziqarliq. .‘ ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎش ﺑﻪك ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻘﺎرﻟﯩﻖPlaying soccer is really fun.’
1.2.2 As a Direct Object
Since it’s grammatically a noun, V-(I)sh can also serve as a direct object of a sentence. As such,
V-(I)sh always takes the accusative case +ni:
(13) Men öginishni yaxshi körimen..ﻣﻪن ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن
‘I like to study.’
(14) Men Qeshqerni yaxshi körimen. .ﻣﻪن ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪرﻧﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن
‘I like Kashgar.’
This direct object can of course be expanded with modifiers:
(15) Uyghurche öginishni yaxshi körimiz.‘ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﯩﺰWe like to study Uyghur.’
And the direct object can contain another direct object (seen by the double marking with *ni below):
(16) Ular dersni tügitishni oylaydu. '‘ ﺋﯘﻻر دەرﺳﻨﻰ ﺗﯜﮔﯩﺘﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻼﻳﺪۇThey plan to finish the lesson.’

.
In (16), we have a sentence within a sentence: Ular dersni tügitidu ‘They finish the lesson’ is the
sentence “inside,” another sentence, Ular oylaydu ‘They think.’ Ders ‘lesson’ has +ni as well,
because it is the definite direct object of tüget-, and tügitish has +ni, because, as we learned
above, all V-(I)sh direct objects take +ni. In the next example (17), the main sentence is Men
3

The use of bu in u kitab ‘this book’ makes the object definite, so it takes the accusative suffix +ni.
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oylawatimen ‘I’m thinking,’ and the subordinate “inside” sentence is Men bir yaxshi dostumni
yoqlimen ‘I will visit a good friend of mine.’
(17) Men bir yaxshi dostumni yoqlashni oylawatimen..ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﺮ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ دوﺳﺘﯘﻣﻨﻰ ﻳﻮﻗﻼﺷﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻼۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن
‘I’m thinking of visiting a good friend of mine.’
Once again, in (17) the +ni suffix is attached to both the direct object of the subordinate clause,
and on the end of the subordinate clause which is the direct object of the main sentence.

1.2.3 Order of Direct and Indirect Objects
Here is another example, this time with both a direct object (bu sowghat), marked with +ni, and
an indirect object (siz). The indirect object —here, the recipient of the gift— is marked with
+GA. In this sentence, (the subject (men) has been omitted, but is seen in the verb (xalaymen):
(18) Sizge bu sowghatni bërishni xalaymen. .ﺳﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﺑﯘ ﺳﻮۋﻏﺎﺗﻨﻰ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻨﻰ ﺧﺎﻻﻳﻤﻪن
‘I want to give this gift to you.’
The indirect object with the dative sizge ‘to you’ is typically placed before the direct object bu
sowghat ‘this gift’ in the following pattern:
Subject + Indirect Object + Direct Object
+ Verb
Speakers may deviate from this pattern, but it is the most common one when there is both a
direct and an indirect object.
1.2.4 In Possessive Noun Phrases (either as Subject or Object)
V-(I)sh nouns can be used together with possessive personal pronouns to create possessive
constructions (just like we learned in Lesson 8, e.g. mëning dersim ‘my lesson’), except that the
noun is a gerund, e.g. ularning bërishi ‘their giving.’ These can be used as subjects or objects
and can take case suffixes just like regular nouns. In the following phrases, notice how the both
kel- infinitives have personal possessive suffixes, which agree in person and number with the
preceding possessive pronoun:
sëning këlishing ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﯩﯔ
‘your coming’
ularning këlishi ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﻰ
‘their coming’
Example (19) has the possessive noun phrase as a subject; in (20), it appears as the direct object:
(19) Uning xet yëzishi tes. .ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺧﻪت ﻳﯧﺰﯨﺸﻰ ﺗﻪس
‘It’s hard for him/her to write letters.’
(lit., ‘His/her writing a letter is hard.’)
(20) Biz ularning këtishini ümid qilimiz.
.ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺸﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﻤﯩﺰ
‘We hope they will go.’ (lit., ‘We hope [for] their going.’)
Again, a simple sentence like U ussul oynaydu ‘S/he he dances’ can be embedded within a
larger sentence, (Men) ...ni öz közüm bilen körimen ‘I see ... with my own eyes’:
(21) Uning ussul oynishini öz közüm bilen körimen. ‘I see him/her dancing with my own eyes.’

ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﺸﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﯚز ﻛﯚزۈم ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن

These two sentences can even be put into another sentence, (Men ...ni oylaymen ‘I think (that)...’:
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(22) Uning ussul oynishini öz közüm bilen körüshni oylaymen.

.ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﺸﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﯚز ﻛﯚزۈم ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯚرۈﺷﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻼﻳﻤﻪن

‘I think (that) I see him dancing with my own eyes.’

2. More on Numbers
In Lesson 6, you first learned cardinal (regular) numerals like bir, ikki, üch, and ordinal numerals
like birinchi, ikkinchi, and üchinchi, formed with the ordinal suffix +(i)nchi.
2.1 Writing Numbers
Often in writing, a Uyghur text will abbreviate ordinal numerals using a hyphen (-) attached
to the number in place of the +inchi suffix (i.e. directly after the number, going from right to
left). For example, to write beshinchi poyiz ‘(the) fifth train’ or ‘train #5,’ the full form would be
beshinchi poyiz, whereas the short form would be will be written with a ‘-5’ (reading right to
left), but read aloud the same as the full form:
Full form:
ﺑﻪﺷﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ
Abbreviated form:  ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ-5
Dates are commonly written this way: the short form is ﻳﯩﻞ-1996 1996-yil ‘(the year) 1996’;
the longer form spells out each numeral: ﺑﯩﺮ ﻣﯩﯔ ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘز ﻳﯜز ﺗﻮﻗﺴﻪن ﺋﺎﻟﺘﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﻳﯩﻞ
The same applies to the days of the month: the short form is e.g. ﺋﺎﭘﺮﯨﻞ-11 on birinchi april
‘April 11th’; the long form spells out the numerals: ﺋﻮﻧﺒﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎﭘﺮﯨﻞ
If we put these together into one date, we write: ﺋﺎﭘﺮﯨﻞ-11 ﻳﯩﻞ-1996: 1996-yil, 11-april ‘April 11,
1996.’
2.2 Months of the Year
Like for days of the week (see Lesson 6), there are two ways to express months of the year. The
first is a Russian-based system: Janwar, Februar, etc. The other is a Turkic system borrowed
from Chinese, in which the month is expressed as a number (birinchi ay ‘January,’ etc.):
Table 1. Months of the year

Russian style
ﻳﺎﻧﯩﯟار
Janiwar
ﻓﯧﺒﺮال
Fëbral
ﻣﺎرت
Mart
ﺋﺎﭘﺮﯨﻞ
April
ﻣﺎي
May
ﺋﯩﻴﯘن
Iyun
ﺋﯩﻴﯘل
Iyul
ﺋﺎۋﻏﯘﺳﺖ
Awghust
ﺳﯩﻨﺘﻪﺑﯩﺮ
Sintebir
ﺋﯚﻛﺘﻪﺑﯩﺮ
Öktebir
ﻧﻮﻳﺎﺑﯩﺮ
Noyabir
دﯦﻜﺎﺑﯩﺮ
Dekabir

Chinese style
ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
birinchi ay
ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
ikkinchi ay
ﺋﯜﭼﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
üchinchi ay
ﺗﯚﺗﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
tötinchi ay
ﺑﻪﺷﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
beshinchi ay
ﺋﺎﻟﺘﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
altinchi ay
ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
yettinchi ay
ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰﯨﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
sekkizinchi ay
ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘزﯨﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
toqquzinchi ay
ﺋﻮﻧﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
oninchi ay
ﺋﻮن ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
on birinchi ay
ﺋﻮن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎي
on ikkinchi ay
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2.3 Reading Numbers Aloud
Reading dates
‘The year 1996’ is written ‘- 1996’ but should be read out as:
bir ming toqquz yüz toqsen altinchi yili ﺑﯩﺮ ﻣﯩﯔ ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘز ﻳﯜز ﺗﻮﻗﺴﻪن ﺋﺎﻟﺘﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﻳﯩﻠﻰ
Literally: ‘One thousand, nine hundred (and) ninety sixth year’
In English, years are abbreviated - for instance, we would read 1918 as ‘nineteen eighteen’,
dropping the word ‘hundred’. In Uyghur, at present, this is acceptable only if the century or
millennium has already been referred to in the context. In such a situation you could see written:
‘In 2002 … and in 2003 …’....... ﻳﯩﻠﺪا-2003  ۋە..... ﻳﯩﻠﺪا-2002
Reading Telephone Numbers
Uyghurs will tend to read out telephone numbers in groups of tens and hundreds. For example
most would read out the number 81 23 710 as:
seksen bir, yigirme üch, yette yüz on  ﻳﻪﺗﺘﻪ ﻳﯜز ﺋﻮن، ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﻪ ﺋﯜچ، ﺳﻪﻛﺴﻪن ﺑﯩﺮ
Literally: ‘Eighty one, twenty-three, seven hundred (and) ten’ 81-23-710

2.4 Doing Fractions and Percentages
Fractions
Denominator+Din Numerator
We have already learned yerim ‘half.’ Besides this, fractions (‘one-quarter,’ ‘two-thirds’) are
expressed with the ablative case +Din, which marks the denominator (the lower number of
the fraction), and precedes the numerator (the number above the line):
beshtin bir
ﺑﻪﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯩﺮ
‘one-fifth’ (lit., ‘out of five, one’)
yüzdin yigirme besh ﻳﯜزدﯨﻦ ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﻪ ﺑﻪش
‘25/100’
Generally, fractions out of one hundred are expressed as percentages.
Percentages
Nu pirsent
Percentages are expressed just like in English, with the numeral preceding the word pirsent
‘percent’: yigirme besh pirsent
‘ ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﻪ ﺑﻪش ﭘﯩﺮﺳﻪﻧﺖtwenty-five percent (25%)’

3. Language Use Notes
3.1
Three verbs of going:
mang- - ﻣﺎڭbar- - ﺑﺎرket- -ﻛﻪت
Although similar in meaning, these three verbs are used for different activities.
mang ﻣﺎڭis ‘to go (by foot)’, or ‘walk’
(22) Ular piyade mëngiwatidu.
‘They are going by foot.’ .ﺋﯘﻻر ﭘﯩﻴﺎدە ﻣﯧﯖﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ
However, it is also used for machinery in the sense of ‘run, operate, work.’
(23) Sa’etim mangmaydu.
‘My watch isn’t working.’ .ﺳﺎﺋﯩﺘﯩﻢ ﻣﺎﯕﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ
(24) U sheherge aptobus mangmaydu. ‘There is no bus for that city.’
(lit. ‘To that city, [the] bus is not running.’) .ﺋﯘ ﺷﻪﮬﻪرﮔﻪ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس ﻣﺎﻳﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ
It also means ‘leave,’ especially when the emphasis is on starting the journey, rather than
reaching the destination.
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(25) Mangimen.
(26) U yëqinda Amërikigha mangidu.

‘I will go/leave (now)’
‘S/he will leave for America soon.’

.ﻣﺎﯕﯩﻤﻪن

.ﺋﯘ ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻨﺪا ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﻛﯩﻐﺎ ﻣﺎﯕﯩﺪۇ

bar- -ﺑﺎر
This is used to describe movement from and to a place, whether on foot, by car, plane:
(27) U hazir bazargha baridu. .ﺋﯘ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﺪۇ
‘He/She will go the market soon.’
bar- usually emphasizes arriving at or reaching one’s destination, which is not home:
(28) Men ete Ghuljigha barimen. .ﻣﻪن ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﻏﯘﻟﺠﯩﻐﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن
‘I will go to (and reach) Ili tomorrow.’
ket- -ﻛﻪت
Its basic meaning is ‘to leave, depart.’ It is often used whenever someone is returning home.
(29) U ete Qumulgha këtidu. ‘ ﺋﯘ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﻗﯘﻣﯘﻟﻐﺎ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇHe/She will leave for Qumul tomorrow.’
Here are some comparisons:
If the going is expressed by ket- and mang-, the person is not likely to reach Beijing tomorrow,
since these verbs emphasize the departure and the start of the journey, respectively. The
traveller may be going by train.
(31) Men ete Bëyjinggha këtimen. .ﻣﻪن ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﻤﻪن
‘I leave to return to Beijing tomorrow.’
(32) Men ete Bëyjinggha mangimen. .‘ ﻣﻪن ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﻣﺎﯕﯩﻤﻪنI leave for Beijing tomorrow.’
Whereas in (33) below, s/he will go to Beijing and reach his/her destination tomorrow; s/he is
probably going by plane.
(33) Men ete Bëyjinggha barimen. ‘ ﻣﻪن ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪنI will go to Beijing tomorrow.’
.
If a period of time is specified, the verb bar- will take a Locative +DA phrase, to say how long a
particular individual will take (e.g. ‘in … hours’). In contrast, the verb ket- is only used in the
abstract to say general statements about anyone (e.g. ‘it takes … days’), so the amount of time
will not take the locative+DA, since the time phrase is now the subject.
(34) Ürümchige ikki sa’ette barimen.
.ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪﺗﺘﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن
‘It takes me two hours to go to Ürümchi.’
(35) Ürümchige ikki sa’et këtidu.
.ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ
‘It takes two hours to get to Ürümchi.’
3.2. Three different kinds of friends: aghine  ﺋﺎﻏﯩﻨﻪ, dost  دوﺳﺖ, and adash ﺋﺎداش
Aghine ‘friend, pal’ is a casual term used most often by males, whereas dost ‘friend’ is a more
formal term, used by and for both females and males. Men tend to use dost only to refer to their
close friends, whereas aghine can cover a wider range, from acquaintances to very close friends.
Among men, then, out of a larger group of people termed aghine, only the closest of these would
be called dost. To designate one of these friends as being closest, one would say:
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(35) mëning eng yëqin aghinem ‘my closest friend/buddy’ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﻪڭ ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻦ ﺋﺎﻏﯩﻨﻪم
Women are never referred to as aghine, nor do they refer to others as aghine. Finally, aghine
and dost both can take personal possessive and plural suffixes, like dostlirim ‘my friends,’
dostum ‘my friend; my boy/girlfriend.’
When talking face-to-face with close friends, girls and women will often use adash ‘chum,
pal.’ Adash is used by both sexes (especially by youths and children), but is informal (and
sometimes cheeky); it is not used with personal suffixes, nor is it used to describe someone. To
refer to someone else, women would only use the word dost for ‘friend.’
(36) Adash, sëning eng yëqin dostung kim?  ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﻪڭ ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻦ دوﺳﺘﯘڭ ﻛﯩﻢ؟،ﺋﺎداش
‘Pal, who is your closest friend?’
3.3. Asking: sora- - ﺳﻮرا
Person+Din X+ni sora- ‘Ask X from Person’
The verb sora- ‘to ask’ is a verb that can have one or two objects. With one (a direct object):
(37) Men bir so’al soraymen. ‘I will ask a question.’ .ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﺮ ﺳﻮﺋﺎل ﺳﻮراﻳﻤﻪن
With two objects, a direct and an indirect one, the indirect object must be put into the ablative
case +Din, since questions are asked from someone. Note that in Uyghur the indirect object
mu’ellim precedes the direct object so’al.
(38) Men mu’ellimdin bir so’al soraymen. .ﻣﻪن ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺳﻮﺋﺎل ﺳﻮراﻳﻤﻪن
‘I will ask the teacher a question.’
3.4 Forming Verbs from Nouns: yardem qil- -ﻗﯩﻞ
aware bol--‘ ﺋﺎۋارە ﺑﻮلto inconvenience’

‘ ﻳﺎردەمto help,’

One frequent way of making verbs from nouns in Uyghur is to add the verb ‘do’ after the noun:
in Lesson 6, for example, we learned tekrar qil- ‘rehearse, do repeatedly,’ and in Lesson 7, tenqid
qil- ‘to reprimand, discipline.’ Similarly, we can form the verb yardem qil- from the noun yardem
‘help’.
(39) Ular manga köp yardem qilidu. .ﺋﯘﻻر ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﻛﯚپ ﻳﺎردەم ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ
‘They help me a lot.’
Some of these verbs only appear in this form (N qil-), and rarely or never as a plain noun,
especially if the source nouns are loan words. Of the three examples above, the Arabic loan
words tekrar and tenqid rarely appear as nouns, just like ariyet in the verbs ariyet ber- ‘lend’ and
ariyet al- ‘borrow,’ which we learned in Chapter 7. However, yardem does appear both as a noun and in
verbal constructions.

Since often help is directed for the benefit of someone else, yardem can also be combined
with the verb ber- ‘to give’ to form the verb yardem ber- ‘to give help.’ In this construction, the
person being helped must be marked with the dative +GA case:

.ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪﮔﻪ ﻳﺎردەم ﺑﯧﺮﯨﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ

(40) Mahire Aliyige yardem bëriwatidu.
‘Mahire is helping Aliye.’
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You will find that a great number of action verbs are created using qil-.4 To instead create a
stative verb, the noun is combined with bol- ‘become, be.’ Compare the difference between the
following phrases using the noun aware ‘inconvenience, trouble’:
(39) Men silerni aware qiliwatimen.
‘I am causing you (pl.) trouble.’

.ﻣﻪن ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻧﻰ ﺋﺎۋارە ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن

(40) Siler men üchün aware boluwatisiler. ‘You are going to some trouble on my behalf.’

.ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻣﻪن ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﺋﺎۋارە ﺑﻮﻟﯘۋاﺗﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر

Notice in (40) that with aware bol-, the person thought to be causing the trouble (men ‘I’) is
followed by the postposition üchün ‘for’: men üchün ‘for me.’ Aware bol- cannot take a direct
object, so the ‘troublemaker’ is marked with üchün and is never the subject of the sentence. In
contrast, in (39), the perceived troublemaker is the subject of the sentence, and those troubled are
the direct object and are marked with +ni.
aware qil- is used to apologize for one’s behavior or making others do extra unnecessary
work, whereas the aware bol- is an expression of gratitude used when hosts goes out of their way
to treat you well, which happens all the time in Uyghur homes!

3.5 Revealing One’s Sources:
N-poss+che ‘According to ...’
Uyghur speakers pay a lot of attention to how reliable their information is, that is, the grounds on
which a statement is made. Uyghur uses the particle +che with possessive nouns to form an
adverbial phrase meaning ‘according to, based on.’ We have already encountered +che in
Lessons 2 and 4 in language names such as Uyghurche and In’glizche, which we could loosely
translate as ‘according to the Uyghurs/English’ or ‘in the Uyghur/English way,’ i.e., ‘the Uyghur
language’ and ‘the English language.’ (This meaning is clearer when the Ethnonym +che occurs
within a noun phrase, e.g. Uyghurche tamaq ‘Uyghur food’= ‘food according to the Uyghur
way.’) So, when attached to proper nouns (e.g. ethnic groups), +che can refer to not just their
understanding and thought, but also their whole way of life and/or their language.
Tatarche
Qirghizche

‘Tatar (language); in the Tatar manner’
‘Kyrgyz language; in the Kyrgyz manner’

ﺗﺎﺗﺎرﭼﻪ
ﻗﯩﺮﻏﯩﺰﭼﻪ

Here, we see that +che can be also suffixed to possessive pronouns (mëning, uning etc., see
Lesson 8) to mean ‘in ...’s opinion’:
mëningche
‘in my opinion ‘
ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﭽﻪ
sëningche, sizningche
‘in your opinion’
 ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﻪ،ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯖﭽﻪ
uningche
‘in his/her opinion’
ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﭽﻪ
bizningche
‘in our opinion‘
ﺑﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﻪ
silerningche
‘in your (pl.) opinion’
ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯖﭽﻪ
ularningche
‘in their opinion’
ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯖﭽﻪ

4

Uyghur also makes use of the verb et- ‘do, make,’ but much less frequently than in many other Turkic languages,
e.g. tamaq et- ‘prepare food.’
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When attached to infinitive verbs marked with -(I)sh (remember, these are grammatically
nouns) with possessive suffixes (Lesson 8), +che means ‘according to …’:
anglishimizche ‘according to what we have heard’
oylishimche
‘according to my thinking’
chüshinishimche ‘according to my understanding’

ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﻤﭽﻪ
ﺋﻮﻳﻠﯩﺸﯩﻤﭽﻪ
ﭼﯜﺷﯩﻨﯩﺸﯩﻤﭽﻪ

Exercises
Exercise 1
Sentence-within-a-sentence: (I)ish+ni
Create sentences by assembling the three elements, marking the verb or verb phrase (the second
item listed) with -(I)sh+ni suffix to create a sentence within a sentence. Taking the first example
(men, Ürümchige bar-, oyla-), we could say: Men Ürümchige bërishni oylaymen. ‘I think I will
go to Ürümchi.’

ﺋﻮﻳﻼ
ﻣﻪن ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎر
ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ
 ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎرa
ﻣﻪن ﺋﻮﻳﻼﻳﻤﻪن
 ﻣﻪن ﺋﻮﻳﻼb
. ﻣﻪن ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻼﻳﻤﻪنc

-ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚر

- ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘ
 ﺋﯘ1
-  ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘa
- ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرb
_______________________________________________________________ c
-ﺧﺎﻻ

- ﺋﯘﻻر ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺗﯘر2
-ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺗﯘر
- ﺋﯘﻻر ﺧﺎﻻ
__________________________________________________________________
-ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻞ

- ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺖ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﻪﻛﻪل3
-ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﻪﻛﻪل
-ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺖ ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻞ
__________________________________________________________________
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ﺋﺎرزۇ ﻗﯩﻞ-

 4ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﻛﯩﻐﺎ ﺑﺎر-
ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﻛﯩﻐﺎ ﺑﺎر-
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ ﺋﺎرزۇ ﻗﯩﻞ-
__________________________________________________________________
ﺋﺎرزۇ ﻗﯩﻞ-

 5ﻣﻪن ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﯩﻨﻰ راۋان ﺳﯚزﻟﻪ-
ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﯩﻨﻰ راۋان ﺳﯚزﻟﻪ-
ﻣﻪن ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺋﺎرزۇ ﻗﯩﻞ-
__________________________________________________________________
ﺋﻮﻳﻼ-

 6ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪرﮔﻪ ﺑﺎر-
ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪرﮔﻪ ﺑﺎر-
ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﺋﻮﻳﻼ-
__________________________________________________________________
ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻞ-

 7ﺋﯘ ﻛﯧﻠﻪر ﻳﯩﻞ ﮔﯧﺮﻣﺎﻧﯩﻴﯩﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺖ-
ﻛﯧﻠﻪر ﻳﯩﻞ ﮔﯧﺮﻣﺎﻧﯩﻴﯩﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺖ-
ﺋﯘ ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻞ-
__________________________________________________________________
ﺋﻮﻳﻼ-

 8ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﻏﯘﻟﺠﯩﻐﺎ ﻣﺎڭ-
ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﻏﯘﻟﺠﯩﻐﺎ ﻣﺎڭ-
ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﻮﻳﻼ-
__________________________________________________________________
ﻗﻮﺷﯘل-

 9ﻣﻪن ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﮔﻪ ﺋﺎزراق ﻳﺎردەم ﺑﻪر-
ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﮔﻪ ﺋﺎزراق ﻳﺎردەم ﺑﻪر-
ﻣﻪن ﻗﻮﺷﯘل-
__________________________________________________________________
ﺋﻮﻳﻼ-
 10ﺋﺎﺗﺎ -ﺋﺎﻧﺎم ﻣﯧﻨﻰ ﻣﯘﺷﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﻳﻮﻗﻼ-
ﻣﯧﻨﻰ ﻣﯘﺷﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﻳﻮﻗﻼ-
ﺋﺎﺗﺎ -ﺋﺎﻧﺎم ﺋﻮﻳﻼ-
__________________________________________________________________
ﺧﺎﻻ-

 11ﺋﯘ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت دەرس ﺑﻪر-
ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت دەرس ﺑﻪر-
ﺋﯘ ﺧﺎﻻ-
__________________________________________________________________
ﺑﻮل-
 12ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺠﺎن ﺑﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﺑﯧﻠﻪت ﺋﺎل-
ﺑﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﺑﯧﻠﻪت ﺋﺎل-
ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺠﺎن ﺑﻮل-
__________________________________________________________________
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ﺧﺎﻻ-

 13ﻣﻪن ﺋﯚﻳﯩﻤﯩﺰﻧﻰ رەﺗﻠﻪ-
ﺋﯚﻳﯩﻤﯩﺰﻧﻰ رەﺗﻠﻪ-
ﻣﻪن ﺧﺎﻻ-
__________________________________________________________________

Exercise 2 Translate the following sentences into English.
 .1ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﺷﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن.
 .2ﺋﯘ ﺑﯩﺮ ﭼﻮڭ ﺑﺎﻻ ،ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ.
 .3ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﭽﻪ ،ﺗﺎﻧﺴﺎ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎش ﺑﻪﻛﻤﯘ ﺗﻪس ﺋﻪﻣﻪس.
 .4ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻢ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﺋﯧﺘﯩﺸﻜﻪ ﺋﺎﻣﺮاق ﺋﻪﻣﻪس.

 .5ﺑﯩﺰ ﻳﺎزدا ﺳﯘ ﺋﯜزۈﺷﻨﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻠﯩﺸﯩﯟاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ) .ﺳﯘ ﺋﯜزۈش ’(‘swim
 .6ﺳﯩﺰ ﻳﺎزﻟﯩﻖ ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻠﺪە ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪرﮔﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻨﻰ ﺧﺎﻻﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
 .7ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻼر ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻠﯩﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ.
 .8ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻼر ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺷﻼردا ﻣﯧﯖﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺪۇ؟
 .9ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﻪ ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﭽﯩﺴﻰ ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﻛﯩﺮ ﻳﯘﻳﯘش ،ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﺋﯧﺘﯩﺶ ،ﺋﯚي ﺗﺎزﯨﻼش ،ﺑﺎزاردﯨﻦ ﻛﯚﻛﺘﺎت
ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟﯦﻠﯩﺶ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﺮﯨﻨﻰ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ.
.10

ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﭽﻪ ﺳﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻜﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ ۋە ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺶ ،ﺋﻮﻗﯘش ،ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺋﺎرﯨﻴﻪت ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ ۋە

ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯘرۇش ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﯜن ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ.

Exercise 3
Translate the following sentences into Uyghur (Arabic script):
1. It’s not easy to learn Chinese characters.
___________________________________
___________________________________ 2. Buying plane tickets to Beijing is expensive.
?3. Is it far to go by bike to the shops
___________________________________
4. It is interesting to watch television.
___________________________________
?5. Is it easy to write the Arabic script
___________________________________
6. It is cheaper to buy hard pears.
___________________________________
?7. Do you like to watch this movie
___________________________________
___________________________________ 8. To study in a dormitory is not convenient.
9. It is interesting to sit in the market.
___________________________________
10. I like to run on the sports field.
___________________________________
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Exercise 4
In the conversation below, fill in the correct form of the verb ‘to go,’: bar-, ket-, or mang-, and
then write your English translation of the conversation alongside it.

ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﻧﻪﮔﻪ..............................................؟
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ،.........................................
ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﻐﺎ........................................
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﺋﺎﻳﺮۇﭘﯩﻼن ﺑﯩﻠﻪن. ..................................

ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﻳﺎق ،ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﺎ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن،.................................
ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن. ...................................
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﺪە..........................................؟
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪن ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﺪە..........................................
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﻳﻮﻟﺪا ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﻛﯜن ...................................؟
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﺑﯩﺮ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﻛﯜن . .................................
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﻗﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن .ﺋﺎﺗﺎ -ﺋﺎﻧﺎم ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪرﮔﻪ ..........................
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﺋﺎﺗﺎ -ﺋﺎﻧﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻗﻪﻳﻪرﻟﯩﻚ؟
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﺋﺎﻗﺴﯘﻟﯘق .ﺋﯘﻻر ﺋﺎﻗﺴﯘدﯨﻦ ﻛﯘﭼﺎر ﺋﺎرﻗﯩﻠﯩﻖ ..........................
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﺋﺎﻗﺴﯘدﯨﻦ ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﺪە........................................؟
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﯜﻧﺪە..............................................
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﺋﯘﻻر ﺋﯘزۇن ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺗﯘراﻣﺪۇ؟
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﺋﯜچ ﮬﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ.
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ،ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺋﺎﻗﺴﯘﻏﺎ..................................؟
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﺋﯘﻻر ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﻰ ﺋﺎرﻗﯩﻠﯩﻖ..............................
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻛﯜن....................................؟
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﺋﯜچ ﻛﯜن.........................................
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﭘﺎھ! ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﻗﺴﯘﻏﺎ  ...................................ﻧﺎﮬﺎﻳﯩﺘﻰ ﺋﯘزۇن
ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ............................ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس ﺑﻪك ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ ،ﺋﻪﻣﻪﺳﻤﯘ!
ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم :ﺋﺎﻳﺮۇﭘﯩﻼن ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﺳﺎﺋﻪﺗﺘﻪ ..............................؟
ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ :ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪﺗﺘﻪ. .........................................
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Lesson 10

ﺑﺎﺭ ﻳﻮﻕ
Being and nothingness
Concepts and Structures
1. Existential adjectives bar  ﺑﺎرand yoq  ﻳﻮق: existing and having
2. Making Comparisons with: A B+Din (دﯨﻦ-/ﺗﯩﻦ- ) Adj
3. More on the relativizer ki  ﻛﻰ: N1+diki N2, N1+ningkidin Quantity
4. Using adjectives and numbers as nouns: possessive adjectives: chongi, kichiki; possessive
numerals ikkimiz etc.
5. Measure words: some weights and measures; temporary measure words
6. Language Use Notes: partitive +Din ; دﯨﻦ ﺗﯩﻦmore on particle chu  ;ﭼﯘChinese schooling;
Vocabulary notes qërindash  ;ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪاشbezi  ;ﺑﻪزىcompound words; loan words
Bar (affirmative) and yoq (negative) are used to express existence as in (1), and non-existence
(2); having (3), or lacking (4):
(1) Ürümchide köp rësturan bar.

.ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪە ﻛﯚپ رﯦﺴﺘﯘران ﺑﺎر

‘In Ürümchi there are a lot of restaurants.’
(2) Bu yil univërsitëtta norwëgiyilik yoq.

.ﺑﯘ ﻳﯩﻞ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯩﺘﯧﺘﺘﺎ ﻧﻮرۋﯦﮕﯩﻴﻪﻟﯩﻚ ﻳﻮق

‘This year there are no Norwegians at the university.’
(3) Mende qelem bar.

.ﻣﻪﻧﺪە ﻗﻪﻟﻪم ﺑﺎر

‘I have a pen.’

(4) Mende qelem yoq.

.‘ ﻣﻪﻧﺪە ﻗﻪﻟﻪم ﻳﻮقI don’t have a pen.~I don’t have any pens.’

The possessive usage as in (3) and (4) above requires the possessor be marked in the locative
case +DA. We also discuss an alternative with genitive pronouns, mëning bir qelemim bar ‘I
have/own a pencil.’ Bar and yoq do not take any suffixes and refer to a general time period of the
present. (Past-tense statements of existence and possession (bar idi, yoq idi) will be covered in
Lesson 13 and later in Volume II.) In this lesson, we learn more uses of the particle ki (see also
Lesson 8) and ablative +Din for making comparisons (cf. Lesson 3). We discuss measure words,
which are independent nouns used to describe a specific quantity or volume of something, such
as xalta ‘bag,’ used as ‘a bag of, a package of,’ as in bir xalta pemidur ‘a bag of tomatoes.’ We
also introduce one of the many kinds of compound words in Uyghur, jüp söz ‘paired words,’ i.e.
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compound nouns. These are nouns that are composed of two words separated by a hyphen, like
ata-ana ‘parents,’ from ata ‘father’ and ana ‘mother,’ or one word which has been echoed
(reduplicated) in the second syllable, like chay-pay ‘tea and the like.’ We also discuss a number
of vocabulary items and glance at some of the non-Turkic elements of Uyghur vocabulary,
drawn from Persian, Arabic, Russian, Chinese, and other sources.

 -10.1ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 10.1

Polat lives and works in Kazakhstan and wants to visit Xinjiang. He asks his friend Tömür what things
are like there.
ﭘﻮﻻت ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﺪا ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ .ﺋﯘ ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎﯕﻐﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎن ﻳﻮﻗﻼﺷﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻼپ ،دوﺳﺘﻰ ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜﻟﺪﯨﻦ

ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎﯕﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﻪﮬﯟاﻟﯩﻨﻰ ﺳﻮراﻳﺪۇ.

ﭘﻮﻻت :ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل ،ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺷﻨﺠﺎﯕﺪا ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل :ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻛﯜز ﭘﻪﺳﻠﻰ ،ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﭼﻮﻗﯘم ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺑﺎر.
ﭘﻮﻻت  :ﻳﺎزدا ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺟﯩﻘﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل  :ﻳﺎق ،ﻳﺎزدا ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺑﻪك ﺋﺎز.
ﭘﻮﻻت  :ﻧﻪﺷﭙﯜﺗﭽﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل  :ﻧﻪﺷﭙﯜت ﻛﯜزدە ﺟﯩﻖ ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﻗﯩﺸﺘﺎ ﻧﻪﺷﭙﯜت ﺑﻪك ﺋﺎز ﺑﯘﻟﯩﺪۇ .ﺋﻪﺗﯩﻴﺎزدا ﺗﯧﺨﻤﯘ ﺋﺎز،
ﮬﻪم ﺗﯘﻟﯩﻤﯘ ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪت  .ﺋﺎﻟﺘﯩﻨﺠﻰ ۋە ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﻨﺠﻰ ﺋﺎﻳﻼردا ﻧﻪﺷﭙﯜت ﺗﯧﭙﯩﻠﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ.
ﭘﻮﻻت :ﻗﯩﺶ ﭘﻪﺳﻠﯩﺪە ﻗﺎر ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل  :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎﯕﻨﯩﯔ ﺷﯩﻤﺎﻟﯩﺪا ﻗﺎر ﺑﺎر .ﺋﻪﻣﻤﺎ ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪردە ﻗﺎر ﻳﻮق دﯦﻴﻪرﻟﯩﻚ .
ﭘﻮﻻت  :ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪە ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘرﻛﯚپ ﻳﺎﻏﺎﻣﺪۇ؟
ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل  :ﻳﺎق .ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪە ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻛﯚپ ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر ﻳﺎﻏﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ .ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﻏﯘﻟﺠﯩﺪا ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯚپ ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر ﻳﺎﻏﯩﺪۇ.
1
ﭘﻮﻻت :ﺷﺎﻣﺎل ﭼﯩﻘﺎﻣﺪۇ ؟
ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل  :ﺋﻪﺗﯩﻴﺎزدا داﺋﯩﻢ ﺷﺎﻣﺎل ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺪۇ ،ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﻳﺎزدا ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺷﺎﻣﺎل ﭼﯩﻘﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ ،ﻛﯜزدە ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ
ﺷﺎﻣﺎل ﻳﻮق.
ﭘﻮﻻت  :ﺋﺎﻟﺘﺎﻳﻨﯩﯔ ﮬﺎۋاﺳﻰ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟
ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل  :ﻳﺎزدا ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪرﻧﯩﯔ ﮬﺎۋاﺳﻰ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺋﯩﺴﺴﯩﻖ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس،ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺳﺎﻟﻘﯩﻦ .ﻗﯩﺸﺘﺎ ﮬﺎۋا ﺑﻪك
ﺳﯘﻏﯘق .ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﮬﺎۋاﺳﻰ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟
ﭘﻮﻻت :ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﮬﺎۋاﺳﻰ ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎﯕﻨﯩﯖﻜﯩﮕﻪ ﺋﻮﺧﺸﯩﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ .ﺷﯩﻤﺎﻟﺪا ﻗﺎر ﺑﺎر .ﺟﻪﻧﯘﺑﺪا ﻗﺎر ﻳﻮق ،ﺋﯘ
ﺗﻪرەﭘﺘﻪ ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە ﻗﺎﺗﺘﯩﻖ ﺑﻮران ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺪۇ.

’The verb chiq- ‘emerge’ is here used with shamal ‘wind, breeze’ to mean ‘blow.
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 -10.2ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 10.2

Adil goes into a small shop looking for stationery and a few snacks.

ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ دۇﻛﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯘﻗﯘش ﻗﻮراﻟﻠﯩﺮى ۋە ﺑﯩﺮﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﺋﯘﺷﺸﺎق ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻛﻠﯩﻚ ﺋﺎﻟﻐﯩﻠﻰ ﺑﺎرﯨﺪۇ.

ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻗﯩﺰﭼﺎق ،دەﭘﺘﻪر ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
ﻗﯩﺰ :ﻧﯧﭙﯩﺰ دەﭘﺘﻪر ﺑﺎر ،ﻗﯧﻠﯩﻨﻰ ﻳﻮق.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻧﯩﭙﯩﺰﯨﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﯩﺮﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﻻي ،ﻗﻪﻟﻪم ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
ﻗﯩﺰ :ﻗﻪﻟﻪم ﻳﻮق ،ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪاش ﺑﺎر.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪاﺷﻼردﯨﻦ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺧﺎﻟﺘﺎ ﺧﺎﺳﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻻي.
ﻗﯩﺰ :ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺑﯩﺰدە ﺧﺎﺳﯩﯔ ﻳﻮق .ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﮔﺎزﯨﺮ ﺑﺎر ،ﺋﺎﻻﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯜچ ﺧﺎﻟﺘﺎ ﺋﺎﻻي ،ﻛﻪﻣﭙﯜﺗﻤﯘ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
ﻗﯩﺰ :ﮬﻪر ﺧﯩﻞ ﻛﻪﻣﭙﯜت ﺑﺎر .ﻗﺎﻳﺴﯩﺴﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﺪﯨﻦ ﻳﯜز ﮔﺮام ﺋﺎﻻي.

Dialogue 10.3

 -10.3ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت
ﮔﯜﻟﯩﻨﯩﯔ ۋە ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﯩﻠﯩﺮى

Güli and Tahir are finding out about each other’s families.

ﮔﯜﻟﻰ :ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ ،ﺑﺎﻟﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ :ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺑﺎﻻم ﺑﺎر ،ﭼﻮڭ ﺑﺎﻻم ﺋﯘﻏﯘل ،ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ ﺑﺎﻻم ﻗﯩﺰ .ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﯘ؟
ﮔﯜﻟﻰ :ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﻤﯘ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺑﺎﻻم ﺑﺎر ،ﭼﻮﯕﻰ ﻗﯩﺰ ،ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻜﻰ ﺋﻮﻏﯘل،ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪﯨﺸﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﺑﺎر؟
ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ :ﺗﯚت ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪﯨﺸﯩﻢ ﺑﺎر .ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﺎﻛﺎم ،ﺑﯩﺮﮬﻪدەم ،ۋە ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺋﯩﻨﯩﻢ ،ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﯘ؟
ﮔﯜﻟﻰ :ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪﯨﺸﯩﻢ ﺑﺎر .ﺋﯘﻻردﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﮬﻪدەم ﮬﻪم ﺳﯩﯖﻠﯩﻢ ﺑﺎر .ﺑﯩﺰ ﺑﻪش ﺟﺎن.
ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ :ﻳﻮﻟﺪﯨﺸﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻗﻪﻳﻪردە ﺋﯧﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ؟
ﮔﯜﻟﻰ  :ﻳﻮﻟﺪﯨﺸﯩﻢ ﺑﻪﺷﯩﻨﺠﻰ ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ .ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻟﯩﯖﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟
ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ :ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻟﯩﻢ ﺋﯘﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﯩﻠﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ .ﺋﯘ ﺋﻮن ﺗﯚﺗﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺑﺎﺷﻼﻧﻐﯘچ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻨﯩﯔ ﺗﻪﻧﺘﻪرﺑﯩﻴﻪ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻤﻰ.
ﮔﯜﻟﻰ :ﺋﺎﺗﺎ -ﺋﺎﻧﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪت ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ؟
ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ :ﺋﺎﭘﺎم ﺋﯚي ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻟﻰ ،دادام ﮬﯚﻛﯜﻣﻪﺗﺘﻪ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ.
ﮔﯜﻟﻰ :ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ دادام ﺳﻮدﯨﮕﻪر ،ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻢ -ﻛﯧﭽﻪك ﺑﺎزﯨﺮﯨﺪا ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەت ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ.
ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ :ﺋﺎﭘﯩﯖﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟
ﮔﯜﻟﻰ :ﺋﺎﭘﺎم ﺗﯘﻗﯘﻣﯩﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ زاۋۇﺗﯩﺪا ﺋﯧﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ.

ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك Vocabulary
Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﻟﺘﺎي
ﺋﺎي
ﺋﻪﺗﯩﻴﺎز
ﺑﺎﺷﻼﻧﻐﯘچ

English
)Altay (region and city in northern. Xinjiang
month; moon
spring, early spring; thawing season
primary, initial, elementary, beginning
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Latin-script Uyghur
Altay
ay
etiyaz
bashlanghuch
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bahar
boran
bolaq
pesil ( possessive pesli)
tal
Tahir
tenterbiye
traktor
toqu- [+ni]
toqumichiliq
toluq
toluqsiz
Tömür
tijaret
jabduq
jan
jay
jenub
jenubiy
Junggoluq
jüp
choqum
xasing (=yer yangighi)
xalta
Xitay
xil
derya
dukan
salam
salam bersalqin
sodiger
sorun
soghuq (pron. soghaq)
sulyaw (=pilastinka)
shara’it (pron. sharayit)
shamal
sherq
sherqiy
shimal
shimaliy
shimishke
gherb
gherbiy
qar
Qeshqer
qërindash

spring; late spring; sprouting season
storm, windstorm, sandstorm, gale, hurricane
bundle, package, e.g. paper cone (t.M)*
season; division, chapter
single, individual; counter for many objects
Tahir (male name)
physical exercise, sport
tractor, farm vehicle (sometimes spelled tiraktor)
weave, knot, knit, braid
textile industry; knitting, weaving
full, complete
partial, incomplete
Tömur (male name); iron
trade, business
furniture, gear, equipment, utensils; preparation,
arrangement
soul, life; dear, beloved
place, location; residence, above
south
southern, southerly
Chinese citizen (PRC usage)
pair, couple
certainly, undoubtedly, definite, for sure
peanut(s)
pack, bag, carrier bag, sack
China (CIS usage)
kind, variety, type, sort
river
small shop, kiosk, market stall
greetings, salutations, regards; Hello!
pass on greetings
mild, temperate, cool, fresh, freshness
trader, merchant, salesperson
occasion, gathering (usually male)
cool, cold, chilly, chilling
plastic, synthetic (CIS plastinka)
conditions, situation, environment
wind, breeze
east, orient
eastern, easterly, oriental
north
northern, northerly
snack seeds (sunflower, melon)
west; occident
western, westerly, occidental
snow
Kashgar (city and area in southwestern Xinjiang)
pencil; sibling (male or female)
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ﺑﺎﮬﺎر
ﺑﻮران
ﺑﻮﻻق
ﭘﻪﺳﯩﻞ
ﺗﺎل
ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ
ﺗﻪﻧﺘﻪرﺑﯩﻴﻪ
ﺗﺮاﻛﺘﻮر
-ﺗﻮﻗﯘ
ﺗﻮﻗﯘﻣﯩﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﺗﻮﻟﯘق
ﺗﻮﻟﯘﻗﺴﯩﺰ
ﺗﯚﻣﯜر
ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەت
ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇق
ﺟﺎن
ﺟﺎي
ﺟﻪﻧﯘب
ﺟﻪﻧﯘﺑﯩﻲ
ﺟﻮﯕﮕﻮﻟﯘق
ﺟﯜپ
ﭼﻮﻗﯘم
(ﺧﺎﺳﯩﯔ )ﻳﻪر ﻳﺎﯕﯩﻐﻰ
ﺧﺎﻟﺘﺎ
ﺧﯩﺘﺎي
ﺧﯩﻞ
دەرﻳﺎ
دۇﻛﺎن
ﺳﺎﻻم
-ﺳﺎﻻم ﺑﻪر
ﺳﺎﻟﻘﯩﻦ
ﺳﻮدﯨﮕﻪر
ﺳﻮرۇن
ﺳﻮﻏﯘق
(ﺳﯘﻟﻴﺎۋ )ﭘﯩﻼﺳﺘﯩﻨﻜﺎ
ﺷﺎراﺋﯩﺖ
ﺷﺎﻣﺎل
ﺷﻪرق
ﺷﻪرﻗﯩﻲ
ﺷﯩﻤﺎل
ﺷﯩﻤﺎﻟﯩﻲ
ﺷﯩﻤﯩﺸﻜﻪ
ﻏﻪرب
ﻏﻪرﺑﯩﻲ
ﻗﺎر
ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪر
ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪاش
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qëlin
qiz
qizchaq
kempüt (pron. kempit)
küz
gazir
gram
Güli
mëwe-chëwe
nëpiz
hawa
hayat
hede
hökümet
ottura
ottura mektep
oxsha- (oxshimaq) [+GA]
oqutquchi
oqutquchiliq
issiq
yaz
yagh- (yaghmaq, yëghish)
yamghur
yoldash
yultuz

thick (and flat), close, dense
girl; young woman; daughter; bride
young girl; (address: girl)
sweets, candy
autumn, fall season
watermelon snack seeds
gram (unit of weight)
Güli (female name)
fruits and nuts
thin, slender (and flat)
weather; atmosphere, sky, air
living, life; alive
elder sister; (address: Auntie)
government, administration
middle, medium, center
secondary school (junior and high)
resemble, seem, be similar, be up to expectation
teacher, instructor
teaching, pedagogy
hot, warm; heat, high temperature; feverish
summer
precipitate, fall from sky (rain, snow)
rain
husband, spouse, companion; comrade
star

ﻗﯧﻠﯩﻦ
ﻗﯩﺰ
ﻗﯩﺰﭼﺎق
ﻛﻪﻣﭙﯜت
ﻛﯜز
ﮔﺎزﯨﺮ
ﮔﺮام
ﮔﯜﻟﻰ
ﭼﯧﯟە-ﻣﯧﯟە
ﻧﯧﭙﯩﺰ
ﮬﺎۋا
ﮬﺎﻳﺎت
ﮬﻪدە
ﮬﯚﻛﯜﻣﻪت
ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا
ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ
( )ﺋﻮﺧﺸﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﺧﺸﺎ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﻰ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﺋﯩﺴﺴﯩﻖ
ﻳﺎز
( ﻳﯧﻐﯩﺶ، )ﻳﺎﻏﻤﺎق-ﻳﺎغ
ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر
ﻳﻮﻟﺪاش
ﻳﯘﻟﺘﯘز

*t.M= temporary measure word

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. Existential adjectives

bar

ﺑﺎر

yoq ﻳﻮق

1.1 Form
Declarative
Interrogative

Affirmative
bar
barmu?

Negative
yoq
yoqmu?

The general present form of bar and yoq is simple, using plain bar and yoq in declarative
sentences, as in (5) and (6) below, and adding the particle mu in questions, as in (7) and (8).
Question mu (Lesson 1), is always written together with the preceding word:
(5) Mëwe jiq.

.ﻣﯧﯟە ﺟﯩﻖ

‘There is a lot of fruit.’

(6) Alma yoq.

.ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﻳﻮق

‘There are no apples.’
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(7) Xasing barmu?

ﺧﺎﺳﯩﯔ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟

(8) Kempüt yoqmu? ﻛﻪﻣﭙﯜت ﻳﻮﻗﻤﯘ؟

‘Are there any peanuts?
‘Aren’t there any sweets?’

1.2 Existential meaning
In this usage, bar means ‘(something) exists,’ ‘is present’ or ‘there is/are.’ Its negative form yoq
means ‘(something) does not exist, is not present’ or ‘there isn’t/aren’t.’ Usually they form the
predicate (the most verb-like thing) of a stative sentence:
(9) Qar bar.

‘There is snow.’ (lit., snow exists)

.ﻗﺎر ﺑﺎر

We had stative sentences with regular adjective predicates in Lesson 1 (Bu bina ëgiz ‘This
building is tall’), like in (10) below:
(10) Qar soghuq. .ﻗﺎر ﺳﻮﻏﯘق

‘Snow is cold.’

As predicates, bar and soghuq are the most verb-like elements in these sentences, but they differ
from verbs is that they do not take verb suffixes. They express a general state of affairs
(‘stative’) valid over an unspecified time period, rather than an action at a particular time.
When bar and yoq are used to express existence, a locative or temporal noun often appears at
the beginning of the sentence to indicate the place or time something exists:
(11) Sinipta üstel bar.

.ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﺘﺎ ﺋﯜﺳﺘﻪل ﺑﺎر

‘There are chairs in the classroom.’

(12) Bügün kino bar.

.ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﻛﯩﻨﻮ ﺑﺎر

‘There’s a movie today.’

Bar and yoq can also be used as single-word sentences, in answers to questions:
(13)

a. Bügün kino barmu?

ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﻛﯩﻨﻮ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟

‘Is there a movie today?’

b. (He’e,) bar.

. ﺑﺎر،ﮬﻪﺋﻪ

‘(Yes,) there is.’

c. (Yaq,) yoq.2

.ﻳﻮق،ﻳﺎق

‘(No,) there isn’t.’

One extended meaning of bar and yoq is as a euphemistic expression for ‘be alive/not be alive’:
(14)
2

a. Ata-aningiz barmu?

 ﺋﺎﻧﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟- ﺋﺎﺗﺎ

‘Are your parents still around?’

Using the single-word sentence yoq by itself can often be seen as brusque and impolite, especially if it is in

response to a request. One-word answers are given with the possessive bar/yoq: Xasing barmu? ‘Do you have any
peanuts?’ --Yoq. ‘(No,) I don’t.
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b. Dadam yoq.

‘My dad isn’t.’ (he’s no longer alive.)

.دادام ﻳﻮق

(not *I don’t have a father.)
Polite euphemism is important to Uyghur discourse. It is grammatically possible, but quite
impolite, to use the adjective hayat ‘be alive’ to directly ask: Ata-aningiz hayat mu? ‘Are your
parents alive?’ We would therefore encourage you to instead use bar/yoq in this sense.
Besides acting as predicates, existential bar and yoq can also be attributes, describing a noun.
This attributive usage of existential bar/yoq is either translated as a relative clause or as an
adjective:
su bar jay

‘place where there is water’ (lit., ‘water-exists place’)

ﺳﯘ ﺑﺎر ﺟﺎي

sorunda yoq adem ‘ ﺳﻮرۇﻧﺪا ﻳﻮق ﺋﺎدەمunsociable person’ (‘not-present-at-gatherings (sorun) person’)
1.3 Possessive meaning: perceived belonging
N+ning N-Poss.Endings bar/yoq
There are two possessive constructions using bar/yoq, and while sometimes they are equivalent
in meaning, one (described here in 1.3) usually involves a state of perceived belonging,
whereas the other (1.4) involves possession which may be temporary.
In this first state of perceived belonging, bar means ‘(somebody or something) has or
possesses (something),’ while yoq means ‘(somebody or something) does not have or possess
(something).’
This uses the first uses the Genitive-Possessive construction (from Lesson 8):
(15) Mëning ikki balam bar. .‘ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺑﺎﻻم ﺑﺎرI have two children.’ (my two child exist)
(16) Akamning üch qizi bar. .‘ ﺋﺎﻛﺎﻣﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯜچ ﻗﯩﺰى ﺑﺎرMy older brother has three daughters.’
(17) Sizning qanche hedingiz bar?

ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﮬﻪدﯨﯖﯩﺰ ﺑﺎر؟

‘How many older sisters do you have?’
The possessive pronouns will usually be dropped if the owner referred to is obvious from the
context (e.g. in an answer to a question, like (18) is for (17).
(18) (Mëning) Ikki hedem bar.

.)ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ( ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﮬﻪدەم ﺑﺎر

(19) (Mëning) Ishim yoq.

.)ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ( ﺋﯩﺸﯩﻢ ﻳﻮق

‘I have two older sisters.’

‘I don’t have work.’~ ‘I don’t have anything to do.’3

3

Unlike (15)-(18), in (19) we cannot say that the ‘work’ is permanently or inherently belonging to the person, but

the ‘work’ referred to is perceived to be “owned” by the speaker.
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It may help to keep the literal meaning (‘my two older sisters exist.’) in mind, since the grammar
in Uyghur is slightly different than that of English.

1.4 Possessive meaning: location/time
Location/Time+DA N bar/yoq
The second possessive usage of bar and yoq is used with a temporal or locative phrase at the
beginning of the sentence, in order to indicate where or when the noun exists. This time or
location must be marked with the locative case +DA. In these sentences, the speaker is only
claiming that the noun is located ‘on or with someone’ or ‘at a particular time,’ but no claims
are being made about ownership. The item could be borrowed, and could but does not
necessarily belong to the noun or noun phrase marked with +DA, as in the first example:
(20) Uningda bir wëlisipit bar.

.ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﺪا ﺑﯩﺮ ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺖ ﺑﺎر

‘S/he has a bicycle (with his/her person, but it may not be his/her own).’
Now compare the ‘belonging’ possessive we learned in 1.3 above:
(21) Uning bir wëlisipiti bar.

.ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺮ ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺘﻰ ﺑﺎر

‘S/he has (owns) a bicycle (but may not have it with him/her at this time).’
Some other examples:
(22) Mende mashina yoq. .ﻣﻪﻧﺪە ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﺎ ﻳﻮق

‘I don’t have a car (available).’

(23) Silerde bir at barmu? ‘ ﺳﯩﻠﻪردە ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﺎت ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟Do you have a horse in your yard?’ (‘at you’)
The specific locative meaning is clearer when both cases (the possessive and the locative) are
used together. In (24), the object (sëning is omitted) is moved to the start for emphasis:
(24) Deptiring mende bar. .‘ دەﭘﺘﯩﺮﯨﯖﯩﺰ ﻣﻪﻧﺪە ﺑﺎرI have your notebook (here) with me.’
A related locative use of bar and yoq is to identify whether someone is at home or not. In
question-and-answer form (either in person or on the telephone), sometimes öyda accompanies
bar or yoq, but usually the location is understood and remains unspoken.
(25)

a. Tahir (öyde) barmu?
b. (U) yoq.

ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ )ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ( ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟

‘Is Tahir there (at home)?’
‘(He) isn’t.’

.)ﺋﯘ( ﻳﻮق
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1.5 Word Order in bar/yoq sentences
The most common word order is for locative and/or temporal expressions to come first, followed
by the subject, followed by bar or yoq at the end of the sentence:
(26) Ürümchide qishta jiq qar bar.
‘There’s a lot of snow in Ürümchi in the winter.’
Location

Time

Subject

Predicate

Ürümchide

qishta

jiq qar

bar.

In Ürümchi

in winter abundant snow

.ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪە ﻗﯩﺸﺘﺎ ﺟﯩﻖ ﻗﺎر ﺑﺎر

exists

Sometimes for emphasis, the subject may be placed at the beginning of the sentence, as we saw
in (24) above. Also, when two parallel clauses or sentences with bar/yoq are linked together, the
subject may be omitted from the second clause/sentence if it is understood from the context:
Location

Subject

(27) Bezi yillarda qar

Predicate

Location

Subject

köp,

bezi yillarda

Predicate

yoq.

. ﺑﻪزى ﻳﯩﻠﻼردا ﻳﻮق، ﺑﻪزى ﻳﯩﻠﻼردا ﻗﺎر ﻛﯚپ
‘In some years the snow is abundant, some years there is none.’

1.6 Using yoq dëyerlik ‘hardly... at all’
Dialogue 10.1 has the adverbial dëyerlik ‘...to speak of’ at the end of the sentence after yoq:
(28) Qar yoq dëyerlik.

‘There’s hardly any snow at all.’

.ﻗﺎر ﻳﻮق دﯦﻴﻪرﻟﯩﻚ

This adverbial particle is used like other particles to add vagueness to a statement, as if
‘hardly...at all’ is a sort of afterthought on the part of the speaker. It is derived from the general
present (‘aorist’) tense of verb de- ‘say.’

2. Comparative constructions

A +Din B Adj

To make comparisons between A & B, add the ablative case +Din (din/tin دﯨﻦ//  )ﺗﯩﻦto the noun
forming the standard of comparison. Usually the standard (A+Din) is placed after the subject:
(29) Adil mendin ëgiz.

‘Adil is taller than me.’

(30) Men sizdin chong.

‘I am older than you.; (not ‘taller’ or ‘fatter’).ﻣﻪن ﺳﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﭼﻮڭ

.ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﻣﻪﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯩﮕﯩﺰ

(31) Qeshqer Ürümchidin issiq. ‘Kashgar is hotter than Urumqi.’ .ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪر ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯩﺴﺴﯩﻖ
(32) Alma neshpüttin erzan.

‘Apples are cheaper than pear-apples.’ .ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﻧﻪﺷﭙﯜﺗﺘﯩﻦ ﺋﻪرزان
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Remember in Lesson 9, the sentences with the comparative adjectival suffix +rAK that we
learned did not mention any point of comparison (standard):
(33) Alma erzanraq.

‘Apples are cheaper.’

.ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺋﻪرزاﻧﺮاق

Cheaper than what? We don’t know. To make the standard of comparison explicit, therefore, we
use +Din on the standard. Let’s now look at such comparative constructions in sentence with
verbs. If we start with a non-comparative sentence:
(34) En'gliyede yamghur jiq yaghidu.

‘In England it rains a lot.’ .ﺋﻪﻧﮕﻠﯩﻴﻪدە ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر ﺟﯩﻖ ﻳﺎﻏﯩﺪۇ

We can use that basic structure to compare the event or action in two different locales:
(35) En'gliyede yamghur Ürümchidin jiq yaghidu.

.ﺋﻪﻧﮕﻠﯩﻴﻪدە ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺟﯩﻖ ﻳﺎﻏﯩﺪۇ

‘In England it rains more than in Ürümqi.’ (Editor’s note: It rains a lot more in England.)
3. More on the relativizer ki

ﻛﻰ

3.1 N1+Diki N2
We saw in Lesson 8 how the particle ki  ﻛﻰcreates possessive pronouns (from nouns and
pronouns) in the structure N+ning+ki, as in mëningki ‘mine, the one belonging to me,’ and
mu’ellimningki ‘the one belonging to the professor.’ We also observed how ki is used together
with the locative case to create locative relative clauses, such as siniptiki mu’ellim ‘the teacher
who is in the room.’ Here, we can contrast these locative relative clauses (N1+Diki N2, ‘the N2
which is in N1’) with possessive constructions (N1+ning N2+Poss.Endings, ‘the N1’s N2’).
(Compare English ‘the government in China’ (locative) vs. ‘China’s government.’) See how
similar these two phrases are:
bu öyning jabduqliri ‘this home’s furniture’
bu öydiki jabduqlar

ﺑﯘ ﺋﯚﻳﻨﯩﯔ ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇﻗﻠﯩﺮى

‘the furniture in this home’ (‘this at-the-house furniture.’)ﺑﯘ ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻜﻰ ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇﻗﻼر

With the locative-relative +Diki, since it is not a possessive construction, there is no possessive
suffixation (like +i) on the noun ‘furniture.’ Here is another pair:
(36)

a. Junggoning ademliri

‘China’s people’ (=only Chinese citizens) ﺟﻮﯕﮕﻮﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﺎدەﻣﻠﯩﺮى
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b. Junggodiki ademler

‘the people who are in China’4

ﺟﻮﯕﮕﻮدﯨﻜﻰ ﺋﺎدەﻣﻠﻪر

3.2 N+ning+ki+din Quantity
The relativizer ki is combined with the ablative +Din to refer to the person selling the apples in a
very abbreviated fashion, leaving off ademning almisi ‘a person’s apples’ as follows:
(37)

a. Men buningkidin ikki kilo alimen.

.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘﻧﯩﯖﻜﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻛﯩﻠﻮ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

‘I will buy two kilos of this person’s ones.
The above is short for the following, with the omitted elements italicized:
b. Men bu ademningki almisidin ikki kilo alimen.

.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎدەﻣﻨﯩﯖﻜﻰ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﺴﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻛﯩﻠﻮ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن
4. Using Adjectives and Numbers as Nouns
In the dialogues you will have encountered possessive and/or plural noun suffixes occurring on
adjectives or numbers. This happens frequently when the subject is understood (and therefore
omitted). Sometimes this usage is equivalent to English ‘(one) of, one(s)’:
(38) Chongi qiz.

‘The older of them is a girl.’

(39) Kichiki oghul.

‘The younger/smaller of them is a boy.’

(40) Qëlini yoq.

‘There are no thick ones (left).’

(41) Nëpizidin birni alay. ‘Let me buy one of the thin ones.’
(42) Üchimiz bar.

‘There are three of us.’

.ﭼﻮﯕﻰ ﻗﯩﺰ
.ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻜﻰ ﺋﻮﻏﯘل
.ﻗﯧﻠﯩﻨﻰ ﻳﻮق
.ﻧﯧﭙﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﺑﯩﺮﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﻻي
.ﺋﯜﭼﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﯩﺰ

To say ‘the two of them,’ ikkisi is common, but ikkilisi also occurs:
(43) Ikkisini alimen.

‘I will buy (just) two of them.’

.ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﺴﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

(44) He’e, ikkilisi hayat. ‘Yes, both of them are living.’

. ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻠﯩﺴﻰ ﮬﺎﻳﺎت،ﮬﻪﺋﻪ

4

This term refers to any person in China, potentially including foreigners living there. Contrast the simple plural
noun Junggoluqlar ‘ﺟﻮﯕﮕﻮﻟﯘﻗﻼرcitizens of China.’ This latter term routinely includes not just Chinese citizens within

China, but refers broadly to any Chinese citizen anywhere in the world. Note also that these three expressions
include all ethnicities, just like the terms ‘British’ or ‘Australian.’ To say specifically ‘(ethnic) Chinese,’ one would
use the term Xenzu in China, and Kitay in the CIS.
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5. Measure Words
Nu N1.measure N2
Weights and measures are expressed with the quantity preceding the weight or measure word,
followed by a substantive noun. Note that any noun which is quantified (i.e. by a number) does
not take the plural suffix (not *besh kilo alimilar, *ikki yüz gram kempütler):
besh kilo alma

‘five kilos of apples’

ikki yüz gram kempüt

‘200 grams of sweets’

ﺑﻪش ﻛﯩﻠﻮ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ
ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻳﯜز ﮔﺮام ﻛﻪﻣﭙﯜت

Some nouns serve as temporary counters (‘measure words’); these occur independently in the
language, but are often pressed into service in the same Numeral-Measure-Noun construction:
bir xalta xasing

‘one packet of peanuts’

ﺑﯩﺮ ﺧﺎﻟﺘﺎ ﺧﺎﺳﯩﯔ

üch ëghiz öy

‘three-room house’

ﺋﯜچ ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰ ﺋﯚي

bir jüp ayagh

‘one pair of shoes’

ﺑﯩﺮ ﺟﯜپ ﺋﺎﻳﺎغ

bir tal yultuz

‘a/one single star’

ﺑﯩﺮ ﺗﺎل ﻳﯘﻟﺘﯘز

These temporary measures derive from the independent nouns xalta ‘bag,’ ëghiz ‘mouth,’ jüp
‘pair,’ tal ‘willow.’

6. Language Use Notes
6.1 Partitive: Buying ‘some of …’
N+Din Quantity ‘a quantity of N’
Besides using the ablative +Din to mark the source of something (Lesson 5, as in dukandin
alimen ‘I’ll buy (it) from the shop’), and for comparative constructions (section 2 above), +Din is
also used as a partitive. The noun which +Din marks is the whole, and what follows is some part
of that whole:
(45) Bu almidin ikki kilo alimiz.

.ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻛﯩﻠﻮ ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﯩﺰ

‘We will buy two kilos of these apples.’
Did you notice that the noun is referred to in the singular? This will always be the case unless
there is more than one kind of fruit.
6.2 More on the Tag Question chu

ﭼﯘ

N+ning chu? ‘And N’s?’

The particle chu that we encountered in Lesson 1 used when asking a follow-up question (‘and
what about so-and-so?’), like U Kanadaliq. Ularchu ? ‘S/he’s Canadian. (And) what about
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them?’ Following a possessive bar or yoq sentence, it’s important to follow the same pattern
(maintain the N+ning and any further case or number suffixes on the possessor), though the
possessee can be dropped. This is different than English ‘Do you?’
(46) a. Mëning bir ëtim bar. .ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯧﺘﯩﻢ ﺑﺎر
b. Sizningchu?

‘I have (own) a horse.’
‘Do you?’ (lit., ‘And yours?’)

ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﯘ؟

(Full form: “Sizning bir ëtingiz barmu?” ‘Do you have a horse?’)
Here are two more examples; notice the vowel raising on +DA in (48)b:
(47) a. Bizning ikki balimiz bar. .‘ ﺑﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﺑﺎرWe have two children.’
b. Ularningchu?

‘What about them?’ (‘And theirs?’)

ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯖﭽﯘ؟

(48) a. Mende bir tëlëwizor bar. .ﻣﻪﻧﺪە ﺑﯩﺮ ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور ﺑﺎر
b. Silerdichu?

‘I have a television (here).’
‘How about you?’ (‘And at yours?’)

ﺳﯩﻠﻪردﯨﭽﯘ؟

6.3 The Chinese schooling system
Elementary schools (bashlan’ghuch mektep, from bashla- ‘start, begin’) in China start at the first
grade (when pupils are about age 7) and continue through the 6th grade. Thereafter, the ottura
mektep ‘middle school’ refers to the subsequent six years of schooling (equivalent to English
secondary schools, covering both the junior and senior high school in the American system).
Ottura mektep (which is pronounced otra if said quickly) is subdivided into two stages, three
years of toluqsiz ottura mektep (‘incomplete middle school,’ i.e. middle school/junior high), and
three additional years of toluq ottura mektep (‘complete middle school,’ i.e. secondary/high
school).
Primary and middle schools are referred to using numbers rather than names:
Yettinchi bashlan’ghuch mektep ‘the 7th Elementary School’
Ottuz ikkinchi ottura mektep

‘the 32nd Middle School’

ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺑﺎﺷﻼﻧﻐﯘچ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ
ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘز ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ

6.4 Vocabulary Notes
6.4.1

qërindash ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪاش

Siblings or Pencils?

Qërindash is an example of homophony in Uyghur. One of its meanings is ‘sibling (male or
female)’, and the other is a ‘pencil’:
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(49) Töt qërindishim bar.

‘I have four siblings.’

(50) Men ikki qërindash alimen. ‘I will buy two pencils.’

.ﺗﯚت ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪﯨﺸﯩﻢ ﺑﺎر
.ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪاش ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻤﻪن

Do not be anxious, though; it is mostly quite clear from the conversation which one is meant!
6.4.2

bezi ﺑﻪزى

‘Some, sometimes’

The word bezi is a quantifier meaning ‘some.’ It often appears with a time noun having a
locative suffix -da/ta/de/te, together making up an adverbial phrase:
bezi künlerde

‘(on) some days’

ﺑﻪزى ﻛﯜﻧﻠﻪردە

bezi yillarda

‘(in) some years’

ﺑﻪزى ﻳﯩﻠﻼردا

bezi waqitlarda

‘sometimes,on some occasions’

ﺑﻪزى ۋاﻗﯩﺘﻼردا

This last one above is usually abbreviated to just bezide ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە.

ﺟﯜپ ﺳﯚز

6.5 Hyphenated Compound Nouns

The two nouns of these compound words are often semantically similar and form a compound
whose meaning is always more general than that of either of the contributing nouns. They are
pronounced like one word, but they are always written with a hyphen between the two
words. An example is the compound ata-ana  ﺋﺎﻧﺎ-‘ ﺋﺎﺗﺎparents,’ composed of ata ‘father’ and ana
‘mother.’ Observe how the Arabic script starts again with an initial  ئafter the hyphen.
Sometimes both individual nouns exist also as common independent words in the modern
language, like ata-ana. (These are rather formal and somewhat antiquated-sounding terms; in
northern Xinjiang at least, dada and apa are more common, but in the south, ata and ana are
more commonly used). Nonetheless, the compound ata-ana  ﺋﺎﻧﺎ-‘ ﺋﺎﺗﺎparents’ is used everywhere.
Sometimes, the second part after the hyphen is not (or no longer) an independent word
modern Uyghur: e.g. qen-gëzek ‘sweets,’ kiyim-këchek ‘clothes’: qen and kiyim are common
words, but gëzek and këchek are not used.
Another large number of these compound nouns are so-called reduplicated forms, that is, the
second syllable is a duplicate of the first syllable, except that the initial sound p- (or sometimes
m- or other sounds) is substituted; this second syllable is meaningless without the first: chay-pay
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‘tea and the like (candies, biscuits, sugar, etc.)’; mëwe-chëwe ‘fruits and the like’; pay and chëwe
are meaningless and cannot be used alone.
Words joined in this way will take suffixes just as if they were a single word, but only added
onto the second noun: ata-anilar ﺋﺎﻧﯩﻼر- ‘ ﺋﺎﺗﺎparents,’ mëwe-chëwiler ﭼﯩﯟﯨﻠﻪر-ﻣﯧﯟە.
6.4
Loan Words
Every language borrows words and other elements from other languages. Uyghur is a Turkic
language and most of its vocabulary is Turkic, but it also has loan words from Persian, Arabic,
Russian, Chinese, and other languages. It’s useful to know if a word is a loan, since especially
the recent loans may be only partially subject to various processes (like vowel and consonant
harmony).
6.4.1 Words of Persian and Arabic origin
Vocabulary associated with Islamic religious practice is of Arabic origin, including jüme ﯜە
‘Friday,’ and greetings and leave-takings, e.g salam ﺳﺎﻻم. Beyond these, however, are a wide
variety of Persian and Arabic loans, especially abstract nouns and learned words. Some of these
words, like mewsum, acquired a more specific meaning in Uyghur; some became more general,
like gül and shahmat.
From Arabic: mu’ellim ‘ ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢteacher,’ from
mewsum
From Persian: gül ﮔﯜل



‘ ﻣﻪﺳﯟۇمsemester’ from  ‘season’
‘flower’

from ﮔﻞ

‘rose; flower’

shahmat ‘ﺷﺎﮬﻤﺎتchess’ from ‘ ﺷﺎھ ﻣﺎتcheckmate’ (lit., ‘king defeated’).
Some Uyghur morphology is of Persian origin, e.g. the relativizer ki.
6.4.2 Words of Russian origin
Russian words should be recognizable: ، ﺋﺎﻳﺮۇﭘﯩﻼن، ﺗﺮاﻛﺘﻮر، ﭼﺎﺷﻜﺎ، ﺧﯩﺘﺎي، ﻻك،ﻛﻪﻣﭙﯜت

ﭘﯩﺮﺳﻪﻧﺖ. In general, words beginning in ist- or ending in -ka or having o in a final syllable
(spelled u in Uyghur) often have a Russian source, like istansa (from станция) ‘station,’ chashka
(from чашка) ‘cup, mug,’ pemidur ‘tomato’ (помидор). Besides these, the names of months
(april, may, etc.) will be familiar to Russian or English speakers. In the Uyghur used outside of
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China, in general, more Russian words are used than Chinese, including the word kitay (often
pronounced xitay), meaning ‘China’ and ‘Chinese’ in Uyghur (and related to ‘Cathay’). Even
within China, Russian words often compete with Chinese ones, e.g. tëlëwizor vs. Chinese
dyanshi ‘television.’
Words coming through Russian to Uyghur include wëlisipit ‘bicycle,’ from Russian
велосипед and French vélocipède; lak ‘varnish, lacquer’ via Russian лак ‘lacquer’ from French
laque; and kempüt ‘candy’ via Russian конфета from Italian confetti ‘sugar-coated almonds.’
6.4.3 From Chinese
Mandarin Chinese borrowings generally are recent borrowings of administrative and other terms.
These tend have a simple syllable structure, and only end in a vowel, n, or ng. Some examples:
xasing ‘ ﺧﺎﺳﯩﯔpeanut’ from Mandarin huāshēng 花生; gazir ‘ ﮔﺎزﯨﺮedible seeds (melon or
sunflower)’ from Chinese guāzĭ ; sulyaw ‘ ﺳﯘﻟﻴﺎۋplastic, synthetic’ from Chinese sùliào 塑料;
Shinjang ‘ ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎڭXinjiang 新疆 (Uyghur Autonomous Region),’ the Mandarin name for eastern
or Chinese Turkestan, meaning ‘new dominion’; and Junggo ‘ ﺟﻮﯕﮕﻮChina,’ the name used
within China for the nation, from Zhōngguó 中国 ‘Middle Kingdom.’ (Elsewhere, Kitay is used,
see 6.4.2 above.) In the CIS (the former Soviet Central Asia), recent Chinese loans are not
generally understood; conversely, many Russian words in common use in the CIS are not
understood in Xinjiang.
Uyghur also has words from other language as diverse as Mongolian, Sanskrit (much ﻣﯘچ
‘pepper’) English, and other Turkic languages.
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Exercises
Exercise 1
1.1 Translate these questions. (For the first question, use the more polite translation.)
a. Are your parents alive? ____________________________________________________
b. How many brothers and sisters do you have? ___________________________________
c. Who is older (bigger) than you? _____________________________________________
d. Who is younger (smaller) than you? __________________________________________
e. Do you have a husband? ___________________________________________________
f. Don’t you have a wife? ____________________________________________________
g. Is he/she shorter than you: __________________________________________________
h. How many children do you have? ___________________________________________
1.2 Ask your teacher, classmate, or someone on the street each of the above questions, and write
down their answers here.
a. __________________________________ __________________________________
b. __________________________________ __________________________________
c. __________________________________ __________________________________
d. __________________________________ __________________________________
e. __________________________________ __________________________________
f. __________________________________ __________________________________
g. __________________________________ __________________________________

Exercise 2
2.1 Here are some more Uyghur compound words whose first and second parts both are still
independent nouns in the language. See if you can guess what their combined meanings are, even
though you may only know one half.
e.g. ata-ana
derya-ëqin

parents

__.  ﺋﺎﻧﺎ-ﺋﺎﺗﺎ

____________________  ﺋﯧﻘﯩﻦ-دەرﻳﺎ

gherbiy-shimal____________________  ﺷﯩﻤﺎل-ﻏﻪرﺑﯩﻲ
abi-hawa

____________________  ﮬﺎۋا-ﺋﺎﺑﻰ

aka-uka

____________________  ﺋﯘﻛﺎ-ﺋﺎﻛﺎ

këche-kündüz ____________________  ﻛﯜﻧﺪۈز-ﻛﯧﭽﻪ
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gül-giyah

____________________  ﮔﯩﻴﺎھ-ﮔﯜل

qish-yaz

____________________  ﻳﺎز-ﻗﯩﺶ

acha-singil

____________________  ﺳﯩﯖﯩﻞ-ﺋﺎﭼﺎ

qiz-yigit

____________________  ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺖ- ﻗﯩﺰ

yëmek-ichmeq ____________________  ﺋﯩﭽﻤﻪك- ﻳﯧﻤﻪك
2.2 From your teacher and Uyghur friends, collect as many compound words as you can, the
kind whose second part is reduplicated and has no independent meaning:
e.g.

hesen-hüsen
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

‘rainbow’
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________

ﮬﻪﺳﻪن ﮬﯜﺳﻪن
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

Exercise 3
Now you should be able to write a short paragraph describing your own family. Use the
questions from Exercise 1(a) as suggestions for subjects to cover.
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 11

ﻛﻪﺳﭗ ﺗﻮﻏﺮﯨﺴﯩﺪﯨﻜﻰ ﺳﯚھﺒﻪﺕ
Talking about Occupations
Concepts and Structures
1. Definite past tense: -di- دى-; its polite uses
2. Occupations and other abstract nouns with +chilIK ﻟﯩﻖ/ ﻟﯩﻚ/ ﻟﯜك/ﻟﯘق
3. Language Use Notes: Expressing uncertainty ‘whether or not’ V1-DI-, V1-midi- bilmeymen
etc.; people (insan ﺋﯩﻨﺴﺎن, kishi ﻛﯩﺸﻰ, adem  ;)ﺋﺎدەمgep qilish  ;ﮔﻪپ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶapproximate time with
+lAr ﻻر/  ;ﻟﻪرorder of noun phrases; purposive -(I)sh üchün  ﺋﯜﭼﯜنand -(I)shqa
Beginning in this lesson, in the Vocabulary, -(I)sh and -mAK verb forms are only listed if they
are irregular. From here on, example sentences are presented only in Arabic Uyghur script.
These examples should be read from right to left (and therefore, the example numbers are now
placed on the right). In the next few lessons we look at ways to express actions in the past. Here
we learn the simple past tense, in which the speaker is certain that the event or action occurred:
‘I came.’

.( ﻣﻪن ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ1)

‘Did you go?’

( ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﺑﺎردﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ؟2)

‘They didn’t see.’

.( ﺋﯘﻻر ﻛﯚرﻣﯩﺪى3)

We also we learn “I don’t know whether or not ...”; noun for occupations with +liK; approximate
time expressions with +lAr; and meaning distinctions for a number of vocabulary items.

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-11.1

Dialogue 11.1

During a lunch break, Batur is walking to the college cafeteria when he sees his classmate Nurgül coming
out.
. دوﺳﺘﻰ ﻧﯘرﺷﺎد ﺷﯘ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﺘﺎ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺪۇ.ﭼﯜﺷﺘﻪ ﺑﺎﺗﯘر ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﻐﺎ ﻣﺎﯕﯩﺪۇ

 ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﻣﺎﯕﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟:ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل
 ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟. ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﻐﺎ: ﺑﺎﺗﯘر
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ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ.
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﯧﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﻳﯧﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﯧﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﭘﻮﻟﯘ ﻳﯧﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﻧﺎن ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﻳﺎق ،ﻧﺎۋاﻳﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﺋﺎدەم ﻳﻮق؟
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻨﻰ ﻛﯚردﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﻳﺎق ،ﻛﯚرﻣﯩﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻳﺪﯨﻐﺎﻧﻠﯩﻘﯩﻨﻰ  -ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻤﺎﻳﺪﯨﻐﺎﻧﻠﯩﻘﯩﻨﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن.
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﻳﺎق .ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﺪﯨﻢ .ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ۋاﻗﺘﯩﻢ ﻳﻮق.

 -11.2ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 11.2
In Ürümchi, the Kashgarian Adil meets with Anna.

ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪە ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪرﻟﯩﻚ ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺸﯩﺪۇ.

ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻗﻪﻳﻪردﯨﻦ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ  :ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻜﻪ ﻗﺎﭼﺎن ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ  :ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰﯨﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎﻳﺪا ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ .ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﺋﺎي ﺑﻮﻟﺪى .ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﻠﯩﻜﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻳﺎق .ﻣﻪن ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪرﻟﯩﻚ .ﺳﯩﺰ ﺟﯘﯕﮕﯘﻏﺎ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن ،ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺸﻼرﻧﻰ ﻗﯩﻠﻐﺎﻧﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ :ﺑﯩﺮﻣﯩﯔ ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘز ﻳﯜز ﺳﻪﻛﺴﻪن ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘزﯨﻨﭽﻰ ) (-1989ﻳﯩﻠﻰ ﺗﯘﻟﯘق ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻨﻰ ﭘﯜﺗﺘﯜردۈم.
ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯩﺘﯧﺘﻘﺎ ﻛﯩﺮدﯨﻢ .ﺋﺎﻟﺪى ﺑﯩﻠﻪن 1ﺗﯩﻠﺸﯘﻧﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﻨﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﺪﯨﻢ .ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﺎرﯨﺦ ۋە
ﻓﯩﺰﯨﻜﺎ ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﺪﯨﻢ .ﺑﯩﺮﻣﯩﯔ ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘز ﻳﯜز ﺗﻮﻗﺴﻪن ﺗﯚﺗﯩﻨﭽﻰ )(-1994ﻳﯩﻠﻰ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻳﯩﻞ ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻪر ﺑﻮﻟﺪۇم.
ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﯩﻠﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﺪﯨﻢ .ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻳﯩﻞ ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮ ﺷﯩﺮﻛﯩﺘﯩﺪە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺷﯘ ﺷﯩﺮﻛﻪﺗﻜﻪ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ  :ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﻮﺗﯧﺮ ﺳﻮدﯨﺴﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻼﻧﺪﯨﻢ .ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر ﺷﯩﺮﻛﻪت ﻣﯘدﯨﺮى ﻣﯧﻨﻰ ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﺋﻪۋەﺗﺘﻰ.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻧﯧﻤﯩﮕﻪ؟
ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ  :ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮ ﺳﻮدﯨﺴﻰ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎﯕﻐﺎ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ دەپ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ :ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﺪا ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘر ﻛﯩﺸﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﯘﭼﺮاﺗﺘﯩﻢ .ﺋﯘ ﻣﯧﻨﻰ ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎﯕﺪا ﺗﯩﻞ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻜﻪ ﺗﻪﻛﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﯩﻠﺪى.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺋﯘﻛﯩﺸﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﺴﻤﻰ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﻜﻪن ؟
ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ  :ﻧﯘرﺷﺎد .ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ .ﺋﯘ ﻣﯧﻨﻰ ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻜﻪ ﺗﯘﻧﯘﺷﺘﯘردى .ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻣﯧﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﺑﺪان ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ
ﺋﯘرۇﻧﻼﺷﺘﯘرۇپ ﻗﻮﻳﺪى.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟
’aldi bilen ‘first, beforehand
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. ﻧﯘرﺷﺎد ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﭼﻮڭ ﻳﺎردەم ﻗﯩﻠﺪى. ﮬﻪﺋﻪ: ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ
 ﻧﯘرﺷﺎد ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪرﮔﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻣﺪۇ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
.ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﺪﯨﻐﺎﻧﻠﯩﻘﯩﻨﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن- ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪﯨﻐﺎن:ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ
. ﻣﻪن دەرﺳﻜﻪ ﻣﺎﯕﺎي2، ﻛﻪﭼﯜرۈڭ. دەرس ۋاﻗﺘﻰ ﺑﯘﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺧﻮش ﺋﻪﻣﯩﺴﻪ، ﻣﺎﻗﯘل: ﺋﺎﻧﻨﺎ
. ﺧﻮش:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ

Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
ald
esker
ewet- [+ni]
bëliqchiliq
bultur
püttür- [+ni]
teklip
teklip qiltonushtur- [+ni]
Turdigül
tughqan (pron. tuqqan)
tughqanchiliq
tilshunas
tilshunasliq
charwichiliq
xewer
xewerchi
xewerchilik
ximiye
zaman
soda
sodigerchilik
shirket
kechür- [+ni]
kesip (kespim, kespi)**
kompyutër
kir- [+GA]
kishi
gep qil-[+GA]
Gërmaniye
mashinichi
muxbir
2

Kechürüng!

English
front
soldier
send, dispatch
fisheries
last year
complete, fulfill; graduate
invitation, request (verbal or written)
invite
introduce
Turdigül (female name)
relative, relation (by birth)
kinship; relatedness
linguist, philologist
linguistics, philology
animal husbandry
news, information
reporter, columnist
journalism
chemistry
time, period
trade, sales; baking soda
trading, business
company, firm
forgive, pardon; experience, undergo
specialization, specialty; subject, major
computer
enter
person
talk
Germany
tailor (cf. mexanik ‘mechanic’)
journalist

‘ ﻛﻪﭼﯜرۈڭSorry! Excuse me!’
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Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﻟﺪ
ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻪر
-ﺋﻪۋەت
ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻘﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر
-ﭘﯜﺗﺘﯜر
ﺗﻪﻛﻠﯩﭗ
-ﺗﻪﻛﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﯩﻞ
-ﺗﻮﻧﯘﺷﺘﯘر
ﺗﯘردﯨﮕﯜل
ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎن
ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﺗﯩﻠﺸﯘﻧﺎس
ﺗﯩﻠﺸﯘﻧﺎﺳﻠﯩﻖ
ﭼﺎرۋﯨﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﺧﻪۋەر
ﺧﻪۋەرﭼﻰ
ﺧﻪۋەرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ
ﺧﯩﻤﯩﻴﻪ
زاﻣﺎن
ﺳﻮدا
ﺳﻮدﯨﮕﻪرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ
ﺷﯩﺮﻛﻪت
-ﻛﻪﭼﯜر
ﻛﻪﺳﯩﭗ
ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮ
-ﻛﯩﺮ
ﻛﯩﺸﻰ
-ﮔﻪپ ﻗﯩﻞ
ﮔﯧﺮﻣﺎﻧﯩﻴﻪ
ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﭽﻰ
ﻣﯘﺧﺒﯩﺮ
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muxbirliq
mudir
mënge
nan
naway
nawayxana
Nurshad
hazirqi
hoy!
hësapla- (hësaplash)
obdan
orunlashturörp-adet
ëlëktronluq
ishtan
insan

journalism
manager, head, chairperson
brain, mind
flatbread, nan
baker (of nan)
bakery (for nan)
Nurshat (male name)
present, current, modern
Hey!
calculate, count, compute
well, nicely; nice, pleasant
organize, set up
customs and traditions
electronic
trousers
human being, humankind, homo sapiens

ﻣﯘﺧﺒﯩﺮﻟﯩﻖ
ﻣﯘدﯨﺮ
ﻣﯧﯖﻪ
ﻧﺎن
ﻧﺎۋاي
ﻧﺎۋاﻳﺨﺎﻧﺎ
ﻧﯘرﺷﺎد
ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻗﻰ
!ﮬﻮي
( )ﮬﯧﺴﺎﭘﻼش-ﮬﯧﺴﺎﭘﻼ
ﺋﻮﺑﺪان
-ﺋﻮرۇﻧﻼﺷﺘﯘر
 ﺋﺎدەت-ﺋﯚرپ
ﺋﯧﻠﯧﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻠﯘق
ﺋﯩﺸﺘﺎن
ﺋﯩﻨﺴﺎن

* A-raising does not occur for the verb ewet- (e.g. ewetish).
** Kesip is another one of these words like aghiz ‘mouth’ whose base form is actually CVCC (kesp), so when
vowel-initial suffixes like possessive i are added, the result is kespi (not *kesipi). But cf. kesipler ‘specialties.’

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. Simple Past Tense
1.1 Form
1.1.1 Declarative Form
V-DI ‘V’d’
The affirmative of the simple, definite past tense (‘V’d’) is formed with the verbal suffix -DI
and the appropriate person endings, which agree with the subject of the sentence. These are the
2nd set of the regular person endings, having a special form -Duq in the first person plural:
Table 11.1. Simple past tense: person and number suffixes (possessive-type (2) endings)

singular

1st person

-DIm

2nd person intimate

-DIng

2nd person formal3
3rd person

-DIngiz
-DI

plural
دﯨﻢدﯨﯔدۇڭدۈڭدﯨﯖﯩﺰدى-

-Duq
-DInglar
(-DIngIzlAr
-DI

دۇقدﯨﯖﻼردۇﯕﻼردۈﯕﻼردﯨﯖﯩﺰﻻر- )
دى-

As usual, A-raising applies to the verb stem, and there is regular harmonic variation of DI (D=d,
t, I =i, u, ü); see also Lesson 7 on -(I)wat-; Lesson 3 on +DA, and the Introduction:

3

The second-person formal plural form is in parentheses, as the intimate form -DInglar is much more commonly

used. Besides these formal suffixes, there are also second-person honorific forms (sg.) -la, and -(Ishti)la.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

D → t, if the verb stem ends in a voiceless consonant (p t k q sh etc.)
D → d if the verb stem ends in a voiced consonant (b d g gh j etc.)
I → i if the last syllable of the verb stem ends in an unrounded vowel (a e ë i): tim, ting,
tingiz, tuq, tinglar, ti, or dim, ding, dingiz, duq, dinglar, di.
I → u if the last vowel of the verb stem if is back and rounded (o, u): dum, dung, dunglar
(or tum, tung etc.);
I → ü if the last vowel of the verb stem is front and rounded (ö, ü): düm, düng, dünglar
(or tüm, düng etc.)
First person plural -duq never varies. (see Lesson 4, in Present-Future -Am-duq)

Below the following sample verbs the variants and vowel changes: kel- ‘come’, oqu- ‘read’, ye‘eat’, kör- ‘see’, ket- ‘leave’, qorq- ‘fear’ and öt- ‘pass’:
Table 11.2. Simple past tense: harmonic variant examples
PLURAL
SINGULAR

1st Person

2nd Person

kelduq
yëduq
oquduq
körduq
kettuq
qorqtuq
öttuq
keldinglar
oqudunglar
yëdinglar
kördünglar
kettinglar
qorqtunglar
öttünglar

ﻛﻪﻟﺪۇق
ﻳﯧﺪۇق
ﺋﻮﻗﯘدۇق
ﻛﯚردۇق
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯘق
ﻗﻮرﻗﺘﯘق
ﺋﯚﺗﺘﯘق
ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﻼر
ﺋﻮﻗﯘدۇﯕﻼر
ﻳﯧﺪﯨﯖﻼر
ﻛﯚردۈﯕﻼر
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯩﯖﻼر
ﻗﻮرﻗﺘﯘﯕﻼر
ﺋﯚﺗﺘﯜﯕﻼر

(as above)

3rd Person
Singular/Plural

keldi
oqudi
yëdi
kördi
ketti
qorqti
ötti

keldim
yëdim
oqudum
kördüm
kettim
qorqtum
öttüm
kelding
oqudung
yëding
kördüng
ketting
qorqtung
öttüng
keldingiz
yëdingiz
oqudingiz
kördingiz
kettingiz
qorqtingiz
öttingiz
ﻛﻪﻟﺪى
ﺋﻮﻗﯘدى
ﻳﯧﺪى
ﻛﯚردى
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
ﻗﻮرﻗﺘﻰ
ﺋﯚﺗﺘﻰ
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ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ
ﻳﯧﺪﯨﻢ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘدۇم
ﻛﯚردۈم
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯩﻢ
ﻗﻮرﻗﺘﯘم
ﺋﯚﺗﺘﯜم
ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯔ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘدۇڭ
ﻳﯧﺪﯨﯔ
ﻛﯚردۈڭ
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯩﯔ
ﻗﻮرﻗﺘﯘڭ
ﺋﯚﺗﺘﯜڭ
ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ
ﻳﯧﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘدﯨﯖﯩﺰ
ﻛﯚردﯨﯖﯩﺰ
ﻛﺎﺗﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰ
ﻗﻮرﻗﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰ
ﺋﯚﺗﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰ

intimate/informal

polite/formal
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1.1.2 Negative Form
V-mi-dI-Pers.Endings2 ‘didn’t V’
The negative declarative form of the simple past tense is expressed by means of the negative
suffix -mA inserted between the verb stem and the simple past suffix -DI. Since that suffix
attracts stress and therefore the preceding open syllable is unstressed, -mA undergoes A-raising to
-mi. In the negative declarative, the simple past is always expressed with dI- (since it is
preceded by a vowel). Beware that the person endings are no longer influenced by the vowels
of the verb stem, since they are now separated by the negative suffix.
Note how all are of the form -mi-d-:
PLURAL

kelmiduq
yëmindinglar
ketmidi

ﻛﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪۇق
ﻳﯧﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼر
ﻛﻪﺗﻤﯩﺪى

SINGULAR

دۇق+ﻣﻪ+ﻛﻪل
 دﯨﯖﻼر+ ﻣﻪ+ﻳﻪ
دى+ﻣﻪ+ﻛﻪت

körmidim
oqumiding
qorqmidingiz

ﻛﯚرﻣﯩﺪﯨﻢ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﯩﺪﯨﯔ
ﻗﻮرﻗﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ

دﯨﻢ+ﻣﻪ+ﻛﯚر
 دﯨﯔ+ ﻣﺎ+ﺋﻮﻗﯘ
دﯨﯖﯩﺰ+ﻣﺎ+ﻗﻮرق

1.1.3 Question Form
V-di-Pers.Endings2 mu?
‘Did ... V?’
The interrogative form of the simple past is made by adding the question particle mu to the end
of the declarative form. The resulting doubled m in the first person singular (V-dim mu?) is to be
distinguished in speech (by lengthening the m when speaking) from third person (V-di mu?).
‘Did I/we come?’
‘Did you (pl.) come?’

ﻛﻪﻟﺪۇﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﻤﯘ؟

‘Did he/she/they come?’

ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻤﯘ

‘Did I come?’

ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻤﻤﯘ؟

‘Did you (sg, inf.) come?’

ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟

‘Did you (sg., pol.) come?’

ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ؟

The use of the sentence-final particle mu with the past tense differs from the present-future tense
(Lesson 3), which inserted the interrogative -Am- between the stem and the person endings.
1.1.4 Negative Question Form
V-di-Pers.Endings2 mu?
‘Did you/he etc. V?’
A negative interrogative form of the simple past is made just by adding the question suffix -mu
onto the end of the negative statement form given above. (Note this is different from the
present/future tense, which added -mam/mem before the person endings.
Again the negative suffix changes to -mi and only the variant beginning with -d... are used, as
for the negative statement.
Negative Question
‘Didn’t I go?’
‘Didn’t you learn?’
‘Weren’t you reading?’
‘Weren’t you afraid?’
‘Didn’t he/they see?’

Negative Statement
ﺑﺎرﻣﯩﺪﯨﻤﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﯩﺪﯨﻤﻤﯘ؟
ﻗﻮرﻗﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻤﯘ؟
ﻛﯚرﻣﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ؟

‘I didn’t go.’
‘You didn’t learn.’
‘You didn’t read.’
‘You weren’t afraid.’
‘He/She/They didn’t/don’t see.’
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ﺑﺎرﻣﯩﺪﯨﻢ
ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﯩﺪﯨﯔ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ
ﻗﻮرﻗﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼر
ﻛﯚرﻣﯩﺪى
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Table 11.3. Summary: Simple (definite) past tense

Affirmative Declarative ‘...V’d’
Interrogative ‘Did/Does... V/V’d?’
Negative Declarative ‘...did/does not V’
Negative Interrogative ‘Didn’t/Doesn’t...V?’

-DI-Am-DI-mi-dI
- mi-dI- mu?

1.2 Usage
The Uyghur simple past tense conveys an action or event in the past. The speaker asserts that the
action or event is true; hence this is often termed the definite simple past tense.
‘I didn’t read yesterday.’

.( ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﯖﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﯩﺪﯨﻢ4)

‘After that (andin keyin), I went home.’

.( ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻣﻪن ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﺑﺎردﯨﻢ5)

‘I came to Ürümchi last year.’

.( ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ6)

‘I graduated from secondary school in 1996.’

ﻳﯩﻠﻰ ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻨﻰ ﭘﯜﺗﺘﯜردۈم-1996 (7)

In examples (4)-(5) above, the action or state began at an unspecified in the past and (for all we
know) continued up to the present; in (6)-(7), the actions occurred at clear points in the past (last
year and 1996). In English, this distinction is sometimes expressed by different verb forms (the
present perfect (have V’d) and the English simple past (V’d), respectively). Yet the Uyghur
simple past suffix +DI can handle an unspecified or specified past, as illustrated in (8) and (9):
a. ‘Have you seen Adil (anywhere recently)?’ (=unspecified)

( ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻨﻰ ﻛﯚردﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟8)

b. ‘No, I haven’t.’

. ﻛﯚرﻣﯩﺪﯨﻢ،ﻳﺎق-

a. ‘Did you see Adil (when you were there)?’ (=specified)
b. ‘No, I didn’t.’4

( ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻨﻰ ﻛﯚرﻣﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟9)
. ﻛﯚرﻣﯩﺪﯨﻢ،ﻳﺎق-

The Uyghur simple past will not, however, cover situations referring to past experience, e.g.
Have you ever seen this film?’. For that sense, Uyghur has a past participle suffix -GAn, which
will be in Volume II.
The simple past in Uyghur is also used in some contexts in which English speakers would tend
to use a simple present tense. For example:
4

In time expressions with the verb bol-, we can also see that the Uyghur simple past can denote both the present or

past perfect, e.g. sa’et 5 boldi. ‘It is/has been five o’clock.’
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a. ‘Where are you from?’ (lit., ‘Where did you come from?’)
b. ‘I’m from England.’ (lit., ‘I came from England.’)
‘It’s time for class.’ (lit., ‘Lesson time has occurred.’)
‘It’s time to eat.’ (lit., ‘Food time has occurred.’)

( ﻗﻪﻳﻪردﯨﻦ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟10)
.ﻣﻪن ﺋﻪﻧﮕﻠﯩﻴﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ.( دەرس ۋاﻗﺘﻰ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى11)
.( ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ۋاﻗﺘﻰ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى12)

Politeness and the Past Tense: indicating previous intentions
When replying to a question in the past tense, notice that Uyghur maintains the past tense in
the reply, whereas in English we often revert to the present:
a. ‘Did Adil leave?’

( ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯩﻤﯘ؟13)

b. ‘I don’t know.’ (lit, ‘I didn’t know.’)

.ﺑﯩﻠﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ

In (13b), the person implies he/she has tried to find out, but did not succeed. To instead respond
in the present-future tense (Bilmeymen ‘I don’t know’) would be grammatically correct but
slightly impolite, since it implies that one has not made an effort to inquire.
Sometimes the simple past is used when the action has already started, to acknowledge the
actor’s intention to carry out that act. In the first line of Dialogue 1, Nurgül asks Batur:
‘Where were you going? (before we met)’(lit., ‘Where did you go?’)

( ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﻣﺎﯕﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟14)

Nurgül acknowledges that Batur had been going somewhere purposefully before they met. By
using the simple past tense,5 it’s as if Nurgül tries to insulate Batur’s going from being
interrupted by this social chit-chat. In doing so, she is striking an important social balance: in
Uyghur society, it is impolite not to stop and converse with acquaintance; the consequences of
such chance encounters may affect the plans of either party (e.g. an invitation to a home, or to
accompany the other person where they were going). By using the past tense, however, Nurgül
both acknowledges her friendship with Batur (thus fulfilling her obligations to greet him), but
gives Batur a face-saving way of continuing on his way without Nurgül, if he desires.
A similar use of the simple past is when a speaker asserts that he/she has decided to act out of
social obligation. This is found in common expressions such as:

.( )ﻣﻪن( ﻣﺎﯕﺪﯨﻢ15)

‘I have to go (now). I should be going (now).’
‘Do you have to return?’ Must you be going back (so soon)?’
‘I really do have to get on home.’ ~ ‘I’m going back (right now).’

5

The verbs bar- and ket- cannot be used in this context, the way mang- can.
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This use of the simple past is often heard in situations where a person is attempting to leave after
a party or a home visit, and wishes to convey the sense of ‘I would have like to have stayed, but
it’s getting late.’ It is also used on more common occasions like clocking off work, where one is
not a guest or is under no pressure to stay, but is uttered in advance of taking action.

2. Occupations and other abstract nouns with +chilIK
In Lesson 6, we learned how +lIK (+liq/lik/luq/lük) forms can be added to nouns to form
adjectives (e.g. tashliq ‘rocky,’ from tash ‘rock, stone’, and kechlik ‘evening, evening’s’ from
kech ‘evening; late’). We learned in Lesson 8 that this same suffix when added to toponyms
forms nouns meaning ‘resident of...’ (Turpanliq ‘Turfani, resident of Turfan’); also in Lesson 8,
the +chiliK suffix was introduced, which forms abstract nouns from agent nouns, as in

‘ دﯦﮭﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖagriculture,’ from ‘ دﯦﮭﻘﺎنfarmer,’ and ‘ ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖkinship,’ from ‘ ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎنrelative.’
+lIK can convert an adjective into an abstract noun, for example yaxshiliq ‘goodness’
comes from yaxshi ‘good’. The texts of this lesson have a number of examples of abstract
occupations (field of specialization), mostly formed from professions and job titles via this
+chiliK suffix.
To distinguish a profession from an abstract occupation: the profession often ends in +chi (see
Lesson 8), and the abstract occupation often ends in +chiliK.6
Abstract Noun
linguistics
journalism
local reporting
teaching
trade
animal husbandry
fishery
carpentry
metallurgy, ironwork
tailoring, machine sewing

6

+lIK

ﺗﯩﻠﺸﯘﻧﺎﺳﻠﯩﻖ
ﻣﯘﺧﺒﯩﺮﻟﯩﻖ
ﺧﻪۋەرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەﺗﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ
ﭼﺎرۋﯨﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻘﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﻳﺎﻏﺎﭼﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
ﺗﯚﻣﯜرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ
ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

Concrete Noun

ﺗﯩﻠﺸﯘﻧﺎس
ﻣﯘﺧﺒﯩﺮ
ﺧﻪۋەرﭼﻰ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﻰ
ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەﺗﭽﻰ
ﭼﺎرۋﯨﭽﻰ
ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻘﭽﻰ
ﻳﺎﻏﺎﭼﭽﻰ
ﺗﯚﻣﯜرﭼﻰ
ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﭽﻰ

linguist (< til ‘tongue’)
journalist, reporter
columnist
teacher
merchant
herder
fisherman
carpenter
smith, ironworker
tailor, machinist

Not all profession names end in (+chi)+lIK; Persian loans have agent suffixes like +pez (ashpez ‘cook,’ from ash

‘food’) and +ger (sodiger ‘merchant,’ from soda ‘trade’). Feeling confused about how to differentiate a concrete
from an abstract noun? The English translations of the concrete nouns can be preceded by the indefinite article a
(e.g. a journalist), whereas the more abstract occupation usually cannot, e.g. you cannot say *a journalism.
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3. Language Use Notes
3.1 Expressing uncertainty V1-di-, V1-midi- bilmeymen ‘I don’t know whether...V’d’
V1-(y)I-, V1-mAy- bilmeymen ‘I don’t know whether...Vs’
One way to express uncertainty about an action or state, is to repeat the verb –once in the
affirmative and then again in the negative– and add bil-mey-Person.Endings after it, e.g.
bilmeymen ‘I don’t know.’ In this construction, x bilmeymen ‘I don’t know x’ becomes the main
sentence, and ‘whether or not V’ becomes a sentence within a sentence. The embedded (inside
sentence) verb may be in the simple past or the present-future tense; the main sentence (x
bilmeymen) is usually in the present-future tense. Here, first, are examples of the past tense:
‘I don’t know whether or not he has eaten.’

.ﻳﯧﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن،( ﺋﯘ ﻳﯧﺪﯨﻤﯘ18)

‘Do you know if Adil left yesterday (or not)? ﻛﻪﺗﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟،( ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯩﻤﯘ19)
And her are examples in the present-future tense:
‘I don’t know whether s/he’ll/they’ll come tomorrow.’ .ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﻣﺪۇ ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن،( ﺋﯘ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻣﺪۇ20)
(lit., ‘tomorrow will-s/he/they-come? won’t-s/he/they-come? (I) don’t know’)
This construction is also used with the stative adjectives bar then yoq; in the following sentence,
the main clause sentence is optionally moved to a position after the dependent clause:
‘S/he/They didn’t know whether or not Adil is in.’

.( ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ ﻳﻮﻗﻤﯘ ﺋﯘ ﺑﯩﻠﻤﯩﺪى21)

(lit., ‘Adil exists? doesn’t-exist? s/he/they didn’t know.’)
In terms of word order, the verb of the main sentence (here, bilmeymen) always occurs at the
end, so the dependent clauses (e.g. ‘whether or not’) must come before the main sentence.
3.2 Different words for ‘person’: adem

ﺋﺎدەم, insan ﺋﯩﻨﺴﺎن, kishi ﻛﯩﺸﻰ

The word kishi is the most generic word for ‘person,’ and its plural, kishiler ‘people,’ is used all
the time for both sexes. In contrast, the more formal term adem primarily refers to adult males
(and it is derived from ‘Adam’). adem can be used for a mixed group of both genders, but is
generally not used for females alone, or for children. Accordingly, the question ‘Bu adem kim?’
will be presumed to be referring to a man. Of the three terms, the most formal term insan is used
only in the sense of ‘human being’ (as compared to non-human animate and inanimate beings).
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3.3 Talking about someone: gep qilish ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ

ﮔﻪپ

The word gep means ‘talk’ in a comprehensive sense; it does not refer to the individual words
spken, but rather to the whole topic or gist of a conversation. To express talk about someone, one
adds the genitive ending +ning to a person (or other topic) and adds gep qil- ‘talk’ with a third
person possessive suffix, i.e. Person +ning gepini qil-, e.g. Turdigülning gepini qil-:
‘I talked about Turdigül yesterday.’

.( ﻣﻪن ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺗﯘردﯨﮕﯜﻟﻨﯩﯔ ﮔﯧﭙﯩﻨﻰ ﻗﯩﻠﺪﯨﻢ22)

‘He often/constantly talks of his parents.’

. ﺋﺎﻧﯩﺴﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﮔﯧﭙﯩﻨﻰ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ-( ﺋﯘ داۋاﻣﻠﯩﻖ ﺋﺎﺗﺎ23)

3.4 Approximate Numbers and time expressions with +lAr
An extended use of the plural suffix +lAr (+lar/ler ﻟﻪر- /ﻻر- , Lesson 5) is to create an
approximate number or time expression (see the section in Lesson 6 on telling time: beshlerde
‘around five’ or‘five-ish’). We can even interpret Adil’s statement in dialogue 11.1 (Nëma
ishlarni qilghandingiz? ‘ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺸﻼرﻧﻰ ﻗﯩﻠﻐﺎﻧﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟What (all) have you done for work?’) as an
approximate number: nëma ishlar means literally ‘what works, what tasks,’ but implies that Adil
wants Anna to give several examples of her past jobs, which she does.
Approximate numbers
Number+lAr, +lArche ‘about Number’
Just add +lAr to any number to create an approximate number, especially a temporal reference
e.g. onlar ‘about ten’; sa’et onlarda ‘at about ten o’clock.’ But when expressing a non-temporal
approximate group of persons or things, +lArche is commonly used:
‘Around ten people came.’

.( ﺋﻮﻧﻼرﭼﻪ ﺋﺎدەم ﻛﻪﻟﺪى24)

Approximate time
Time.Number+lAr+DA ‘about Number o’clock’
An approximate or estimated time expression can be created using plural +lAr plus locative
suffix +DA attached to a number (‘o’clock’ is understood).

.( ﺑﯩﺰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﻮﻧﻼردا ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯘق25)

‘We left at about ten-ish.’

It is also possible, though less common, to achieve the same effect substituting the postposition
bilen for the locative suffix:
‘She came at around seven.’

.( ﺋﯘ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﻠﻪر ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﻪﻟﺪى26)
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3.5 Review: Ordering of Noun Suffixes
N+lAr+Poss+Case
When beginning to learn Uyghur it is easy to leave out some of the many suffixes that are
required in Uyghur, so let us briefly review the order of those which may occur on a noun.
The plural suffix comes first (in bold), then the possessor suffix (underlined) followed by
the noun’s case (in italics):
mashiniliringlarda

‘in your cars’

ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﯩﻠﯩﺮﯨﯖﻼردا

When a noun is qualified by a other nouns (ie. nouns used like adjectives), only the final
noun receives the person or the case suffixes:
Ghulja mëhmanxanisigha

‘to/into the Ili Guesthouse’

ﻏﯘﻟﺠﺎ ﻣﯧﮭﻤﺎﻧﺨﺎﻧﯩﺴﯩﻐﺎ

hësablash mashina shirkitide ‘at the calculator7 company’ ﮬﯧﺴﺎﺑﻼش ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﺎ ﺷﯩﺮﻛﯩﺘﯩﺪە
3.6 Purposive clauses
V-(I)sh üchün/+GA
‘in order to V’
To express purpose, the -(I)sh gerund is used with the postposition üchün ‘for (the sake of).’
The statement usually answers a why-question.

.( ﺳﯧﺘﯩﺶ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ27)

‘I came in order to sell.’

In many contexts, it is possible to substitute the dative case +GA ‘to’ for the postposition the
üchün. These statements would answer the question ‘for what (purpose)?’ You can compare both
constructions in (29)–(30):
‘I came to sell peaches.’ (or:...setish üchün keldim.)

.( ﺷﺎﭘﺘﯘل ﺳﯧﺘﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ28)

‘I came to Xinjiang to study Uyghur.’ . ﻣﻪن ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎﯕﻐﺎ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ.a

(29)

. ﻣﻪن ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎﯕﻐﺎ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻜﻪ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ.b
‘I’m going to the dormitory (in order) to rest.’

.ﻣﻪن ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﻘﺎ دەم ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن.a (30)
. ﻣﻪن ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﻘﺎ دەم ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن.b

7

ëlëktronluq hësablash mashinisi ‘electronic calculator’ used to be the unwieldy term used for ‘computer.’ After

computers, or at least internet cafes, came into widespread use, two terms came into use. One was ëlëktronluq
mënge (a direct translation from the Chinese diànnăo 电脑 ‘electronic brain’); the other was kompyutër. The latter
term is now most broadly used.
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Exercises
Exercise 1
On the right are verbs in an infinitive form +mAK. Change each of these into the 1st person
singular ‘I’ of (1) the present/future tense ‘will come’, (2) the present continuous tense ‘am
coming’, and (3) the simple past tense ‘came.’
Simple Past
Present Continuous
Present/Future
Infinitive
_______ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪك__________ﻛﯧﻠﯩﻤﻪن____________________ﻛﯧﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن_________________ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ
________________________________________________________________________ﺑﺎرﻣﺎق
________________________________________________________________________ﺳﺎﺗﻤﺎق
_______________________________________________________________________ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﻪك
________________________________________________________________________ﻗﺎﻳﺘﻤﺎق
________________________________________________________________________ﻗﺎﻳﺘﻤﺎق
_______________________________________________________________________ﻛﯚرﻣﻪك
_________________________________________________________________________ﻳﯧﻤﻪك
________________________________________________________________________ﻣﺎﯕﻤﺎق
______________________________________________________________________ﺳﻮرﯨﻤﺎق
_______________________________________________________________________ﺑﻪرﻣﻪك
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Exercise 2
2.1 Using the verb ishle- ‘work,’ and write out its question form, its negative form and its
negative question form in both the simple past and present/future tenses in the person
indicated. (The declarative form is already given for you to follow.)
SIMPLE PAST
PRESENT/FUTURE
nd
st
2 p. Plural
1 p. Singular
3rd person
1st p. Plural

ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼر

ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﺪﯨﻢ

ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ

ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Declarative
Question
Negative
Neg. Question

2.2 Now, for further practice, you can use some of the other verbs listed in Exercise 1.
SIMPLE PAST
PRESENT/FUTURE
nd
st
rd
2 p. Plural
1 p. Singular
3 person
1st p. Plural
_______________________________________________________________Declarative
_________________________________________________________________Question
_________________________________________________________________Negative
_____________________________________________________________Neg. Question
_______________________________________________________________Declarative
_________________________________________________________________Question
_________________________________________________________________Negative
_____________________________________________________________Neg. Question
_______________________________________________________________Declarative
_________________________________________________________________Question
_________________________________________________________________Negative
_____________________________________________________________Neg. Question
_______________________________________________________________Declarative
_________________________________________________________________Question
_________________________________________________________________Negative
_____________________________________________________________Neg. Question
_______________________________________________________________Declarative
_________________________________________________________________Question
_________________________________________________________________Negative
_____________________________________________________________Neg. Question
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Exercise 3
Insert the verb kel- in the correct form (declarative or question, affirmative or negative) and in
the appropriate tense (past, present or future), to obtain the meaning given in the brackets:
(Did he come?) _______________________________________________ ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ! ﺑﺎﺗﯘر، ﮬﻮي:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
(He didn’t come) ____________________________________________________  ﺋﯘ، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
(Why didn’t he come?) ______________________________________________  ﺋﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺑﯩﻠﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
(whether he will come or not)

 ﺋﯘ_______________________________________ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ

(He will come) ______________________________________________________  ﺋﯘ ﭼﻮﻗﯘم:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
(He said ‘I will come’)

“.ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺋﯘ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ "ﺋﻪﺗﻪ _________________________________ دﯦﺪى

Exercise 4
Translate into Uyghur the following dialogue:
A: Where do you come from? _________________________________________________
B: I’m from Germany.
____________________________________________________
A: When did you come to Xinjiang? ____________________________________________
B: Three months ago. ________________________________________________________
A: What did you do in Germany? ______________________________________________
B: I was studying at Humboldt University in Berlin. _________________________________
A: When did you graduate? ___________________________________________________
B: I graduated last year. ______________________________________________________
A: Which subjects did you study? ______________________________________________
B: I studied linguistics and history. ____________________________________
A: What work is your father employed in? _______________________________________
B: He is a journalist. ________________________________________________________
A: And (what about) your mother? _____________________________________________
B: She does teaching.
________________________________________________________
A: Where are you going just now? ______________________________________________
B: I’m going back to the dormitory. What about you? _______________________________
________________________________________________________________________
A: I’m going to the market. ____________________________________________________
B: Well, I have to go now. I’m busy.____________________________________________
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A:
B:
A:
B:

Hey, have you seen Sidiq? __________________________________________________
Yes, I saw him outside the cafeteria. __________________________________________
Do you know if he has had lunch or not? ______________________________________
No, I don’t know (whether he has). ___________________________________________

Exercise 5
Answer the following questions to fit what is written in brackets. Use with -(I)sh üchün
and -(I)shqa to express the purpose of the action.
 ﺳﯩﺰ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟.1
(to study Uyghur) ______________________________________________________________
 ﺳﯩﺰ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘۋاﺗﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟.2
(to learn Uyghur traditions) _____________________________________________________
. ﺋﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ.3
(to buy a pair of trousers (ishtan)) __________________________________________________
 ﺳﯩﺰ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﻘﺎ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟.4
(to rest)_______________________________________________________________________
 ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺳﯩﻨﯩﭙﻘﺎ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ؟.5
(to review his/her homework)______________________________________________________
 ﺳﯩﺰ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺗﺎرﯨﺨﻨﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟.6
(to understand the present age)_____________________________________________________
hazirqi dewre ‘modern age, modern century’ chüshen- ‘understand’
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Lesson 12

ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻠﮕﻪ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺶ
Going on Vacation
Concepts and Structures
1. Abilitative (potential) mood: -(y)Ala ‘can, be able to’
2. Modal adjectives and the -(I)sh gerund: Necessitative kërek  ﻛﯧﺮەك, lazim  ﻻزﯨﻢ, zörür  زۆرۈر,
Contingent mumkin ‘ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦpossible’
3. Reciprocal voice -(I)sh
4. Speaker stance particles: iken ‘ ﺋﯩﻜﻪنapparently’: Gu ﻏﯘ- /ﻗﯘ5. Uses of reflexive pronouns: öz ‘ ﺋﯚزself’
6. Language Use Notes azraqmu ‘ ﺋﺎزراﻗﻤﯘnot even a little’; yash ‘ ﻳﺎشage; young’; qanchilik
‘ ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ...of how many/much’; xëli ‘ ﺧﯧﻠﻰvery’ ; +GA qara- ‘ ﻏﺎ ﻗﺎراtake care of’
In this lesson we will introduce some ways to express mood (e.g. possibility, necessity, and
permissibility) and voice (the relationship between the action and its participants, e.g. active,
passive, reflexive, reciprocal). We learn two major modal expressions: the abilitative (or
‘potential’) verb suffix -(y)Ala ‘can, be able to,’ and the modal adjectives kërek ‘necessary,’
lazim ‘required,’ and zörür ‘important,’ and mumkin ‘ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦpossible.’ All four adjectives,
which express ‘must, should’ or ‘might,’ follow a verb with the -(I)sh gerund (or its negative
counterpart -mAsliK):
‘I might go.’ (lit.,‘(My) going is possible.’)

.( ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﯩﻢ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ1)

‘I mustn’t go.’ (lit.,‘(My) not going is necessary.’)

.( ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﯩﻢ ﻛﯧﺮەك2)

The reciprocal voice suffix -(I)sh- usually functions to express ‘an action done together with
someone,’ as in sözle- ‘speak,’ sözlesh- ‘speak together (with someone)’; kör- ‘see,’ körüsh‘meet (someone).’ Then we examine the reflexive pronoun öz ‘one(self), self,’ which is used
both as a regular reflexive pronoun (with possessive markers, e.g. özüm ‘me myself’), and as a
polite and deferential substitute for the pronoun ‘you’, e.g. özingiz baramsiz? ‘Will you go?’
Also discussed in this lesson are particles that modify adjectives and express the speaker’s
stance toward the event or action: iken ‘ ﺋﯩﻜﻪنapparently,’ and Gu ﻏﯘ-/ﻗﯘ- ‘I’m pretty sure
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; ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ  ; qanchilikﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎش  ; qanche yashﺋﺎزراﻗﻤﯘ that....’ Finally, the expressions azraqmu
 , and Person+GA qara- ‘take care of (person)’ are also discussed.ﺧﯧﻠﻰ xëli

 -12.1ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 12.1
Nurgül and Sidik discuss their holiday plans.

ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻞ ﮬﻪﻗﻘﯩﺪە ﭘﺎرا ﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﺪۇ.

ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ :ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل ،ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻞ ﻗﯩﻠﺪﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻞ ﻗﯩﻠﺪۇق.
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ :ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻠﺪە ﻣﯘﺷﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺗﯘراﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﺋﯧﻨﯩﻖ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس .ﻣﻪن ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪرﮔﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﯩﻢ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ.
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪردە ﺑﯩﺮ ﺗﯘﻏﻘﯩﻨﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﺑﺎر .ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﯧﻠﯩﮕﺮاﻣﻤﺎ ﻛﻪﻟﺪى.
ﺋﯘ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻗﺎﭘﺘﯘ .ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﺋﯘ دوﺧﺘﯘرﺧﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻳﯧﺘﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەك ﺋﯩﻜﻪن.
ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺗﯘﻏﻘﯩﻨﻰ ﻳﻮق .ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﻣﻪن ﻳﺎﻛﻰ ﺋﺎﻛﺎم ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻤﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺮى ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪرﮔﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ
ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﻗﺎرﯨﺸﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﻛﯧﺮەك.
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ  :ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﺗﯧﻠﯩﮕﺮاﻣﻤﺎ ﺋﻪۋەﺗﺘﯩﯖﻼرﻣﯘ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﺋﻪۋەﺗﻤﯩﺪۇق .ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﭼﻮﻗﯘم ﺋﻪۋەﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ.
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ :ﭘﻮﭼﺘﯩﺨﺎﻧﯩﻐﺎ ﻗﺎﭼﺎن ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﺋﯚزۈم ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﯩﻢ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ .ﺑﻪﻟﻜﯩﻢ ﺋﺎﻛﺎم ﺑﺎرﯨﺪۇ.
ﭼﯜﻧﻜﻰ ﻣﻪن ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ دەرﯨﺲ ﺋﺎﯕﻼۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن.
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ :داۋاﻻش ﮬﻪﻗﻘﯩﻨﻰ ﻛﯩﻢ ﺗﯚﻟﻪﻳﺪۇ؟ ﺋﯚزى ﺗﯚﻟﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەﻛﻤﯘ؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﺋﯚزى ﺗﯚﻟﯩﻴﻪﻟﻤﻪﺳﻠﯩﻜﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ 1.ﭼﯜﻧﻜﻰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺗﯘرﻣﯘﺷﻰ ﻧﺎﭼﺎر.
ﺷﯘﯕﺎ داۋاﻻش ﮬﻪﻗﻘﯩﻨﻰ ﺑﯩﺰ ﺗﯚﻟﯩﺸﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ.
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ :ﺋﯘ ﻛﯩﺸﻰ ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺷﻼردا ﺑﺎر؟
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل :ﻳﻪﺗﻤﯩﺸﻠﻪرﮔﻪ ﻛﯩﺮدى .ﺷﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﺋﯘ ﺋﯚزﯨﮕﻪ ﻗﺎرﯨﻴﺎﻟﻤﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ.
ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﮬﺎﻟﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺧﻪۋەر ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺸﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﻻزﯨﻢ.
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 -12.2ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 12.2
A month later, Sidik met Nurgül once again.

ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﺎﻳﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻦ ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ ﻧﯘرﮔﯜﻟﻨﻰ ﺋﯘﭼﺮاﺗﺘﻰ.

ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ:
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل:
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ:
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل:
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ:
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل:
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ:
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل:
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ:
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل:
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ:
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل:
ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ:
ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل:

ۋاي ،ﻧﯘرﮔﯜل ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪرﮔﻪ ﺑﺎرﻣﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﺑﺎردﯨﻢ .ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺋﺎﭘﺘﯘﺑﯘس ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻧﻤﯘ؟
ﻳﺎق ،ﺋﺎﻳﺮۇﭘﯩﻼن ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﻰ ﺋﺎرﻗﯩﻠﯩﻖ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺗﯘﻏﻘﯩﻨﯩﯖﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺳﺎﻻﻣﻪﺗﻠﯩﻜﻰ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟
ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ،ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮﻣﻪزﮔﯩﻞ دوﺧﺘﯘرﺧﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻳﯧﺘﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯩﺮەك.
ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪردە ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺋﯘزۇﻧﺮاق ﺗﯘرﻣﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪۋﺳﯘﻣﺪە دەرﺳﯩﻢ ﻛﯚپ ،ﺷﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﺋﯘزۇن ﺗﯘرﻣﯩﺪﯨﻢ
ﺗﯘﻏﻘﯩﻨﯩﯖﯩﺰﻏﺎ ﻛﯩﻢ ﻗﺎراﻳﺪۇ؟
ﺋﺎﻛﺎم ﻗﺎراﻳﺪۇ ،ﭼﯜﻧﻜﻰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ۋاﻗﺘﻰ ﺑﺎر.
ﺋﯘ ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪردە ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ؟
دﯦﻤﯩﺪى،ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﺎي ﺗﯘرﯨﺪﯨﻐﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن.
ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق.

 -12.3ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 12.3

Batur works in the Foreign Affairs Office. Peter is an international student who came to meet Batur, but
he cannot find him. So he talks with Batur’s colleague.
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر ﺗﺎﺷﻘﻰ ﺋﯩﺸﻼر ﺑﯚﻟﯜﻣﺪە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺪۇ .ﭘﯩﺘﯧﺮ ﭼﻪﺗﯭﻟﻠﯩﻚ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ .ﺋﯘ ﺑﺎﺗﯘر ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯚرۈﺷﯜش ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﻛﻪﻟﺪى .ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﯘ ﺑﺎﺗﯘرﻧﻰ
ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪى .ﺷﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﯘ ﺑﺎﺗﯘرﻧﯩﯔ ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﺪﯨﺸﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﺸﯩﺪۇ.

ﭘﯩﺘﯧﺮ :ﺑﺎﺗﯘر ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ :ﺑﺎرﻏﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن) .ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﺪﯨﺸﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺳﻮراﻳﺪۇ (.ﮬﻪراﺳﺖ ،ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪى.
ﭘﯩﺘﯧﺮ :ﺋﯘ ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻣﺪۇ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ :ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪﯨﻐﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن .ﺳﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﻛﯚپ ﺋﺎدەم ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺳﻮراۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
ﮬﻪﻣﻤﯩﺴﻰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﻳﺎردﯨﻤﯩﮕﻪ ﻣﯘﮬﺘﺎج .ﻣﯘﮬﯩﻢ ﺋﯩﺸﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
ﭘﯩﺘﯧﺮ :ﻣﻪن ﺟﯜﻣﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎپ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻨﻰ ﺋﯩﻠﺘﯩﻤﺎس ﻗﯩﻠﻐﺎﻧﯩﺪﯨﻢ .ﺑﯩﺮﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﻛﯜن ﺑﻮﻟﺪى.
ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ ﺗﯧﺨﯩﭽﻪ ﺟﺎۋاپ ﺑﻪرﻣﯩﺪى.ﺑﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺑﺎﺗﯘر ﮬﻪل ﻗﯩﻠﺪﯨﻤﯘ ،ﻗﯩﻠﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ :ﺋﯘ ﺋﯚزى ﺑﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺑﯧﻜﯩﺘﻤﻪﺳﻠﯩﻜﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ .ﺑﻪﻟﻜﯩﻢ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ رەﮬﺒﻪرﻟﻪر ﺗﻪﺳﺘﯩﻖ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەك.
ﭘﯩﺘﯧﺮ :ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﻛﯚز ﻗﺎرﯨﺸﻰ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ،ﺑﯩﻠﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ :ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎپ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ ﭼﻮڭ ﻣﻪﺳﻠﻪ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس.
رەﮬﺒﻪرﻟﻪر ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎپ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻘﺎ ﻗﯘﺷﯘﻟﯩﺪۇ ﺑﻪﻟﻜﯩﻢ ﺑﺎﺗﯘرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯧﺴﯩﺪە ﻳﻮﻗﻘﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن.
ﭘﯩﺘﯧﺮ :ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﻪ ﺑﯘ ﺋﯩﺶ ﮬﻪل ﺑﯘﻟﯩﺪﯨﻐﺎﻧﺪەﻛﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ :ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﭽﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎپ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﭼﻮڭ ﻣﻪﺳﻠﻪ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس .رەﮬﺒﻪرﻟﻪر ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎپ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻘﺎ ﻗﯘﺷﯘﻟﯩﺪۇ.
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Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
ach- (ëchish) [+ni]
ariliq
aghrip qalaghriq
Awstiraliye
es (ësim, ësi)
el
ellik
batur
bölüm
bëkit- [+ni]
pochta
pochtixana
Pitër
pilan
tap- (tëpish) [+ni]
tashqiy
tetil
tetil qiltestiq
turmush
töle- [+ni]
tëlëgramma
jawab
chet
chet el ~ chet’el
chet ellik ~ chet’ellik
xewer al- [+Din]
xizmetdash
dawalash
doxtur
doxturxana
rast (pronounced ras)
rehber
zörür
salamet
salametlik
sözlesh- (sözlishish)
shuning üchün
qara- (qarimaq) [+GA]
qal- (qëlish) [+DA]
qanchilik
körüshközqarash

English
open; uncover, unpack; turn on
space between, interval, clearance, gap
get sick, become ill, fall ill
illness, sickness, pain, ailment; patient
Australia (CIS: avstraliya)
memory, recollection
land, country
national, nation’s
brave, heroic; hero; Batur (male name)
section; department, office
attach; fix up, arrange
post, mail
post office
Peter (male name) (do not spell as)ﭘﯧﺘﯩﺮ
plan, scheme; production quota (CIS: plan)
find, discover
outer, external, exterior; foreign (affairs)
holiday, vacation, school break
take a vacation, go on holiday
approval, sanction
life, living, livelihood, lifestyle
compensate, pay, reimburse
telegram
answer, reply
side, fringe, margin
foreign country
foreigner, alien; foreign, overseas
get news (of), obtain information (about)
colleague, workmate
treatment, cure, remedy, therapy
doctor, physician (“western”)
hospital, clinic, infirmary
fact, truth; factual, true; (interj.) Right!
director, boss, chief
important, vital
healthy, well
health, well-being
talk together, converse (<sözle-)
therefore, for that reason
watch, look; look after, care for; compare
remain; (aux.) end up unintentionally
how much ...?
meet, see each other (< kör-)
viewpoint, opinion
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Arabic-script Uyghur

( ) ﺋﯧﭽﯩﺶ-ﺋﺎچ
ﺋﺎرﯨﻠﯩﻖ
-ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻗﺎل
ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﻖ
ﺋﺎۋﺳﺘﯩﺮاﻟﯩﻴﻪ
( ﺋﯧﺴﻰ، ﺋﻪس ) ﺋﯧﺴﯩﻢ
ﺋﻪل
ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر
ﺑﯚﻟﯜم
-ﺑﯧﻜﯩﺖ
ﭘﻮﭼﺘﺎ
ﭘﻮﭼﺘﯩﺨﺎﻧﺎ
ﭘﯩﺘﯧﺮ
ﭘﯩﻼن
( )ﺗﯧﭙﯩﺶ-ﺗﺎپ
ﺗﺎﺷﻘﯩﻲ
ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻞ
-ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻞ ﻗﯩﻞ
ﺗﻪﺳﺘﯩﻖ
ﺗﯘرﻣﯘش
-ﺗﯚﻟﻪ
ﺗﯧﻠﯧﮕﺮاﻣﻤﺎ
ﺟﺎۋاب
ﭼﻪت
()~ ﭼﻪﺗﯭل
ﭼﻪت ﺋﻪل
(ﭼﻪت ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ )~ ﭼﻪﺗﯭﻟﻠﯩﻚ
ﺧﻪۋەر ﺋﺎل
ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﺪاش
داۋاﻻش
دوﺧﺘﯘر
دوﺧﺘﯘرﺧﺎﻧﺎ
راﺳﺖ
رەﮬﺒﻪر
زۆرۈر
ﺳﺎﻻﻣﻪت
ﺳﺎﻻﻣﻪﺗﻠﯩﻚ
( )ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﺸﯩﺶ-ﺳﯚزﻟﻪش
ﺷﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن
( )ﻗﺎرﯨﻤﺎق-ﻗﺎرا
( )ﻗﯧﻠﯩﺶ-ﻗﺎل
ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ
-ﻛﯚرۈش
ﻛﯚزﻗﺎراش
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lazim
mezgil
mesile
mewsum
muhtaj [+DA]
mumkin
nachar
Nurmuhemmet
hal (halim, hali)
heq (heqqim, heqqi)
heqqide
hel
hel qiluzun
özger- (özgirish)
iken
iltimas
iltimas qilyat- (yëtish)

obligatory, needed
period, duration
problem, question, difficulty, dilemma
semester
in need of, wanting, lacking
possible, likely
inadequate, deficient, poor quality
Nurmuhämmät (male name)
condition, state; strength, energy
truth, justice; reward, fee, payment
about, regarding, pertaining to
solution
solve, resolve
long
change
is (apparently, it seems...); indirectly
known by speaker, unsubstantiated
application, formal request
apply, make an application
lie down

ﻻزﯨﻢ
ﻣﻪزﮔﯩﻞ
ﻣﻪﺳﯩﻠﻪ
ﻣﻪۋﺳﯘم
ﻣﯘﮬﺘﺎج
ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ
ﻧﺎﭼﺎر
ﻧﯘرﻣﯘﮬﻪﻣﻤﻪت
( ﮬﺎﻟﻰ،ﮬﺎل )ﮬﺎﻟﯩﻢ
( ﮬﻪﻗﻘﻰ،ﮬﻪق )ﮬﻪﻗﻘﯩﻢ
ﮬﻪﻗﻘﯩﺪە
ﮬﻪل
-ﮬﻪل ﻗﯩﻞ
ﺋﯘزۇن
( )ﺋﯚزﮔﯩﺮﯨﺶ-ﺋﯚزﮔﻪر
ﺋﯩﻜﻪن
ﺋﯩﻠﺘﯩﻤﺎس
-ﺋﯩﻠﺘﯩﻤﺎس ﻗﯩﻞ
( )ﻳﯧﺘﯩﺶ-ﻳﺎت

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
Mood reflects the speaker’s stance toward the action or event, expressing things like necessity or
probability (‘It could/would/should/probably...’) The abilitative, necessitative, and contingent
moods are discussed below.
1 Abilitative (Potential) Mood
V-(y)Ala ‘can, be able to’
This suffix is equivalent to the English auxiliary verb ‘can’ or ‘able to’. We will cover it in more
detail in Lesson 13. The declarative form of the abilitative suffix -(y)Ala (-(y)ala/(y)ele ەﻟﻪ- /اﻻ- )
has the usual back and front harmonic variants, as well as they extra y after vowel-final stems:
C-final stem
V-final
front V

tap-ala-y-siz
qari-yala-ymen
min-ele-ymen

ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻻﻳﺴﯩﺰ
ﻗﺎرﯨﻴﺎﻻﻳﻤﻪن
ﻣﯩﻨﻪﻟﻪﻳﻤﻪن

‘you will be able to find’
‘I can care for; I can look’
‘I can ride’

Negative form V-(y)Al-mA ‘can, be able to’
tap-al-ma-y-miz

‘we cannot find’

ﻳﻤﯩﺰ- ﻣﺎ+  ال+ ﺗﺎپ
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Interrogative form V-(y)Ala-m ‘cannot, not be able to’
Only the -m of the present-future question suffix -am/em is used:
qari-yala-m-dimen

‘can I look after/care for ...?’  دﯨﻤﻪن+م+  ﻳﺎﻻ+ -ﻗﺎرا

ﻗﺎرﯨﻴﺎﻻﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن

The abilitative or potential mood occurs with many tenses, but for now, we limit ourselves to the
present-future tense. Here is a sentence from Dialogue 12.1.
‘Perhaps he can’t take care of himself.’

.( ﺋﯘ ﺋﯚزﯨﮕﻪ ﻗﺎرﯨﻴﺎﻟﻤﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ3)

Table 12.1. Summary: Abilitative Paradigm (present-future tense)

Affirmative
Negative
Interrogative
Neg Interrogative

V-(y)Al(a)
V- (y)Al-mAV--(y)Alam
V-(y)Al-mA-m-

oyni-yala-ydu
qari-yal-ma-ydu
tap-ala-m-siz
qari-yal-mam-siz

examples
‘s/he can play/dance...’
‘s/he can’t look after/care for’
‘can you find ...?’
‘can’t you look after /care for?’

ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻴﺎﻻﻳﺪۇ
ﻗﺎرﯨﻴﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ
ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻻﻣﺴﯩﺰ
ﻗﺎرﯨﻴﺎﻟﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ

2. Modal adjectives and the -(I)sh gerund
Necessitative and contingent moods are expressed not by verb suffixes (like the abilitative
above), but rather by verbs with -(I)sh and modal (mood) adjectives. These four modal adjectives
kërek  ﻛﯧﺮەك, lazim  ﻻزﯨﻢ, zörür ‘ زۆرۈرneed,’ mumkin ‘ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦpossible’ all require -(I)sh gerunds
to be their subjects: men öginishim kërek ‘I need to study.’
-(I)sh has many functions; in this chapter we focus primarily on its use with modal adjectives.
2.1 The -(I)sh gerund
• Affirmative Declarative V-(I)sh
(I=∅/i/u/ü)
In Lesson 9, we learned that the verbal suffix -(I)sh forms a gerund or infinitive: kör- ‘see,’
körüsh ‘seeing, to see.’ (V-(I)sh is not the form found in dictionaries; the dictionary form is
V-mAK.) The gerund -(I)sh had four harmonic variants: -sh, -ish,- ush, and -üsh.
•

Negative V-mAsliK

(A=a/e, K=k/q)

Its negative form, -mAsliK has only back (-masliqﻣﺎﺳﻠﯩﻖ-) and front (-meslik ﻣﻪﺳﻠﯩﻚ- ) variants,
e.g. körmeslik ‘not seeing,’ barmasliq ‘not going.’
• Possessive Person Endings
The grammatical function of the -(I)sh gerund is to turn a verb (phrase) into a noun (phrase), so
that it can modify another part of the sentence (here, the modal adjectives kërek etc.). Since
V-(I)sh has become a noun, it is can take nominal suffixes. For the necessitative and
possibilitative constructions described in 2.2 below, the -(I)sh/mAsliK gerund requires
possessive suffixes (see Lesson 8) added to it. These are reviewed here:
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Table 12.2. Type 2 (possessive) person endings (affirmative) (I=i/u/ü)

singular

st

1 person
2nd p. Intimate
2nd p. Formal
3rd person

-Im
-Ing
-Ingiz

plural

ﯨﻢ- ۇم- ۈم- م- ڭ-- ﯨﯔ- ۇڭ- ۈڭﯨﯖﯩﺰ- ۇﯕﯩﺰ- ﯕﯩﺰ ۈﯕﯩﺰ-

-Imiz

 ﯨﻤﯩﺰ-  ۇﻣﯩﺰ- ۈﻣﯩﺰ-ﻣﯩﺰ--

-Inglar

ﯕﻼر- ﯨﯖﻼر- ۇﯕﻼر- ۈﯕﻼر-

-(s)I )س(ى-

This regular possessive suffixation applies to both the affirmative (-(I)sh) and negative
(-mAsliK) forms of the gerund, e.g. körüshüm ‘my seeing,’ körmesliki ‘his/her not seeing,’
bërishimiz ‘our going,’ barmasliqing ‘your (intimate) going.’
Note on Pronunciation: As we’ve seen before, when q or k end up between two vowels as
above, although written Arabic-script Uyghur continues to write these sounds as q and k, they are
pronounced as voiced gh and g, respectively, in this environment:
‘my not going’
‘my not washing’

pronounced [gh]
ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﯩﻢ
barmasliqim
ﻳﯘﻣﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﯩﻢ
yumasliqim

‘my not seeing’
‘my not speaking’

pronounced [g]
ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﺳﻠﯩﻜﯩﻢ
körmeslikim
ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻤﻪﺳﻠﯩﻜﯩﻢ
sözlimeslikim

2.2 Necessitative and Contingent moods V-(I)sh/mAsliK Adj ‘must; possible’
All four adjectives (kërek ‘need, must’ lazim ‘obliged, should’, zörür ‘important, vital, must’ or
mumkin ‘possible, perhaps, may’) express the need or likelihood of a future event or action.
The first three express necessity and are therefore typically called the necessitative (or
‘debitative’) mood; the last we will term contingent mood. Their formation entails having the
action or event in the -(I)sh or -mAsliK gerund, which is followed by possessive suffixes; this
whole clause constitutes a subject phrase to the new main predicate, which is kërek, lazim etc.:
Subj V-(I)sh-Poss.Endings kërek/lazim/zörür/mumkin

‘S/he should come.’ (lit., ‘His/Her coming is necessary.’)

.( ﺋﯘ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەك4)

‘S/he might return.’ (lit., ‘His/Her returning is possible.’)

.( ﺋﯘ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﺸﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ5)

‘I must go.’ (lit., ‘My going is necessary.’)

.( ﻣﻪن ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﯩﻢ ﻛﯧﺮەك6)

‘You should be working.’

.( ﺳﻪن ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﺸﯩﯔ ﻛﯧﺮەك7)

‘Does he himself have to pay?’

( ﺋﯚزى ﺗﯚﻟﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەﻛﻤﯘ؟8)

With zörür ‘vital/important’ (which is the most formal and least commonly-used of the three
necessitative adjectives), the subject pronoun is put in the genitive (e.g. sizning këlishingiz
zörür), as in the following examples.
‘It is important that I leave.’ (lit., ‘My leaving is vital.’)
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‘They must come.’ (lit., ‘Their coming is crucial.’)

.( ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﻰ زۆرۈر10)

A whole sentence can be the subject clause, behaving almost as a regular sentence except for
the verb (with -(I)sh-Endings) and the final adjectival complement. Compare these pairs:
‘You will (definitely) see it tomorrow.’

.( ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﺴﯩﺰ11)

‘Perhaps you’ll see it tomorrow.’

.( ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻛﯚرﯨﺸﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ12)

(lit., ‘You tomorrow it seeing is possible.’)
.( ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﻗﺎرﯨﺸﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﻻزﯨﻢ13)

‘We should look after him/take care of him.’
(lit., ‘Our looking after him is obligatory.’)

.( ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﮬﺎﻟﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺧﻪۋەر ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺸﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﻻزﯨﻢ14)

‘We must get news of his condition.’

(lit., ‘Our getting news of his condition is necessary.’)
• Negated forms V-mAsliK kërek (etc.) ‘shouldn’t V,’ V-(I)sh emes ‘need not V’
These kinds of sentences can be negated in two different ways, with two different meanings:
with the negative infinitive -mAsliK(-masliq/meslik), or with the negative particle emes. Using
-mAsliK (-masliq/meslik) negates the verb it is attached to, negating the action (rather than
some modifier of it):
‘S/he must/should not come.’

.( ﺋﯘ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﺳﻠﯩﻜﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ15)

‘I must/should not go.’

.( ﻣﻪن ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﯩﻢ ﻛﯧﺮەك16)

‘S/he might not buy this book.’

.( ﺋﯘ ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ17)

In contrast, using the negative particle emes negates the modal adjective (i.e. not need, not
possible, etc.), and is less forceful than -mAsliK. Compare these three sentences using kërek:
‘He must come.’ (Declarative)

.( ﺋﯘ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەك18)

‘He should not come (under any circumstances)’
‘He doesn’t have to come (but he could).’

.( ﺋﯘ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﺳﻠﯩﮕﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەك19)
.( ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەك ﺋﻪﻣﻪس20)
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There is a big difference between (19) and (20); (19) is strongly negative, whereas (20) leaves
other possibilities open. Double negative sentences are also possible, which have a stronger
meaning of ‘must, absolutely’ than the declarative sentence:
‘There must be peaches in this orchard.’

.( ﺑﯘ ﺑﺎﻏﺪا ﺷﺎﭘﺘﯘل ﻳﻮق ﺑﻮﻟﯘﺷﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس21)

(lit: It is impossible for there not to be peaches in this orchard.)
Compare three more similar sentences in the declarative, gerundial negative, and particle negative using mumkin. With negations using emes, the possessive pronoun is common, as in (23):
‘He/she might come.’

. ﺋﯘ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦa (22)

‘He/she might not come.’

. ﺋﯘ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﺳﻠﯩﻜﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦb

‘He/she definitely won’t come.’

.( ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس23)

(‘His/her coming is not possible.’)

In the last example, the speaker is quite convinced that the person will not be coming.
• Interrogative:
Questions are formed with the interrogative particle mu:
‘Does he himself have to pay [for it]?’

...kerek mu? ...mumkin mu? etc.

( ﺋﯚزى ﺗﯚﻟﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەﻛﻤﯘ ؟24)

• Comparing the usage of all four Modal Adjectives
Zörür is stronger in meaning than kërek or lazim, and conveys a stronger necessity, ‘must.’ It is
used more frequently in written texts than in spoken Uyghur (when kërek is often preferred,
especially in the northern and standard varieties of Uyghur).
Kërek and lazim usually express a milder degree of necessity, consistent with the meaning
‘should’ or ‘ought to.’ Both adjectives are similar in meaning and can be used interchangeably,
yet kërek is more common. The adjective mumkin covers the area of possibility. Nevertheless,
the uncertainty of the action referred to must be based on facts the speaker has learned from a
reliable source. It should not express a subjective opinion.
Table 12.3. Summary: mood
(Tns=Tense; 1=Pronominal endings (type 1); POSS=possessive endings (type 2); Necessitative: kërek, lazim, zörür)
modal type
Abilitative (potential)
Necessitative
Contingent
Affirmative
V-(y)Ala-Tns-1
V-(I)sh-POSS kërek
V-(I)sh-POSS mumkin
V-mAsliK-POSS kërek
V-mAsliK-POSS mumkin
Negative
V-(y)Al-mA-Tns-1
V-(I)sh-POSS kërek emes
V-(I)sh-POSS mumkin emes
Interrogative
V-(y)Ala-m-Tns-1
V-(I)sh-POSS kërek mu?
V-(I)sh-POSS mumkin mu?
V-mAsliK-POSS kërek mu?
V-mAsliK-POSS mumkin mu?
Negative Interrog.
V-(y)Al-mA-m-Tns-1
V-(I)sh-POSS kërek emesmu?
V-(I)sh-POSS mumkin emesmu?
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3. Reciprocal Voice
V-(I)sh ‘V (with someone)’
Grammatical voice concerns the relationship of the verb to the other participants (e.g. subject,
object) in the sentence. Until now we have only used the active voice; in later lessons, you will
learn about passive, causative and reflexive voices.
The reciprocal voice ‘V with someone’ has the same form as the gerundial infinitive -(I)sh
(with the same harmonic variants, i.e. -sh/ish/ush/üsh). It is also placed directly after a verb
stem, and (unlike the -(I)sh gerund) is followed by other verbal suffixes (e.g. negative,
abilitative, tense, aspect, and person endings). Compare these two verbs:
Reciprocal voice
‘S/he/They talk with each other.’ sözlishidu
‘We meet.’
körüshimiz

Active voice
sözleydu
körimiz

‘ ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﺸﯩﺪۇS/he/They talk.’
‘ ﻛﯚرﯨﺸﯩﻤﯩﺰWe see.’

ﺳﯚزﻟﻪﻳﺪۇ
ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﯩﺰ

The reciprocal voice often occurs with plural subjects, since the action is accomplished
together or ‘to each other.’ Putting these examples in context:
active ‘S/he talks to his/her colleague.’

. ( ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﺪﯨﺸﯩﮕﻪ ﺳﯚزﻟﻪﻳﺪۇ25)

reciprocal ‘S/he talks with his/her colleague.’

.( ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﺪﯨﺸﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﺸﯩﺪۇ26)

active ‘We will see it later.’

.( ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﯩﺰ27)

reciprocal ‘We will see each other later.’

.( ﺑﯩﺰ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻛﯚرﯨﺸﯩﻤﯩﺰ28)

Volume II of this textbook will cover the use of voice more fully.
4. Speaker Stance particles iken ‘ ﺋﯩﻜﻪنapparently’; emphatic Gu

ﻏﯘ- /ﻗﯘ-

Uyghur speakers are careful to indicate the perceived reliability of the assertions they make.
Uyghur has many ways of expressing the stance of speakers towards the information contained
in statements (e.g. through verb suffixes or particles), and here, we introduce just two of these
particles.
4.1 Present evidential Marker

‘ ﺋﯩﻜﻪنapparently’

This particle iken (originally a past form of ‘be’) appears only at the end of sentences, and can be
written together with the preceding word, but is always pronounced together with it. It expresses
tentative or indirect knowledge (‘apparently, it seems that’) in the present; with iken, a
speaker is indicating that his/her information has been received from another person, and is not
the speaker’s first-hand experience. Unless a speaker can claim to have obtained the information
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objectively and directly, it is virtually obligatory to use iken. Example (29) would only be said by
a doctor or nurse diagnosing a patient. Example (30), however, indicates that the speaker heard
or read it from another source, without having examined the patient.
‘S/he has to be hospitalized.’

.( ﺋﯘ دوﺧﺘﯘرﺧﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻳﯧﺘﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەك29)

‘Apparently s/he has to be hospitalized.’

.( ﺋﯘ دوﺧﺘﯘرﺧﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻳﯧﺘﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەك ﺋﯩﻜﻪن30)

The many other uses of iken will be tackled in Volume II.
4.2 Emphatic Marker Gu
The marker Gu ﻏﯘ- /ﻗﯘ- -ghu/qu is attached to the element to which it refers: typically a sentence
(in which case it is usually sentence-final), but also possibly a clause or word in a sentence, e.g.
sizghu ‘you (for certain).’ It occurs after person, number, and case markers, e.g öyigighu
(öy+(s)i+GA+Gu) ‘to his/her house (for sure).’ Gu is always written together with the preceding
word; it is written and pronounced qu after a voiceless consonant (yoqqu )ﻳﻮﻗﻘﯘ, and appears as
ghu elsewhere (barghu ﺑﺎرﻏﯘ, körmidighu )ﻛﯚرﻣﯩﺪﯨﻐﯘ. There are no front-harmonized variants. As
an enclitic, Gu is less subject to harmonic variation, but it cannot stand alone as particle like iken
can. It does cause a change the final u to i of the present-future verbs (e.g. V-i-du) (baridu
+Gu→ baridighu  ﺑﺎرﯨﺪﯨﻐﯘ, ketmeydu +Gu → ketmeydighu

)ﻛﻪﺗﻤﻪﻳﺪﯨﻐﯘ. As the examples above

illustrate, Gu can occur with both the present and the past tense (unlike iken, which only occurs
in the present).
Gu has two uses. Typically it expresses the speaker’s confidence that the properties of his or
her assertion are true; s/he knows it as a fact and may be countering either his or her own doubts,
or the perceived doubts of another speaker. Gu might thus be translated as ‘really, for sure,
definitely’; or ‘still, actually.’ Notice that Gu is often at the end of a sentence, but also can follow
other elements (as in (33), the subject):
‘He/she/they are definitely in the dorm(room).’

.( ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺘﺎ ﺑﺎرﻏﯘ31)

‘I know for sure that s/he will come.’

.( ﺋﯘ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪﯨﻐﯘ32)

‘You for sure will pass the exam, but them?’ ﺋﯘﻻرﭼﯘ؟
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The second use of +Gu serves to reinforce the speaker’s uncertainty about the reason that an
event or state occurs; the uncertainty is conveyed as the speaker’s opinion rather than as a fact
(as expressed by mumkin above):
‘My dad (somehow) isn’t coming (home).’ (Friedrich 2003:198)

.( دادام ﮬﯧﭻ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﺪﯨﻐﯘ34)

The sense of uncertainty is especially common when Gu is followed the verb de- ‘say,’ where
de- is used to mean ‘think that..., believe that....’ Examples (35)-(39) are from the dialogues:
‘I am pretty sure he/she/they are in the dorm.’

.( ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺘﺎ ﺑﺎرﻏﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن35)

‘I believe he will come.’

.( ﺋﯘ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪﯨﻐﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن36)

‘I think Yakupjan hasn’t come yet.’

.( ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻐﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن37)

‘Is Bilqiz in?’

( ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟38)

‘I don’t believe she is.’

.ﻳﻮﻗﻘﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن-

‘I can’t find Zöhrä (so far).’

.( زۆﮬﺮەﻧﻰ ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن39)

‘I think she’s in the dormitory.’

.ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺘﺎ ﺑﺎرﻏﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن-

Gu and iken can be used together, especially in the sense of ‘contrary to expectation.’ For
example, if Lesson 12 is longer than I had expected it to be, I might say:

دەرس ﺑﻪك ﺋﯘزۇن ﺋﯩﻜﻪﻧﻐﯘ؟-12 (40)

‘Lesson 12 is (actually) really long.’

The issue of speaker objectivity and subjectivity (reliability of information) is expressed in other
ways in Uyghur, which we will explore in later lessons.
4. Reflexive Pronoun öz

ﺋﯚز

‘self, oneself’

The pronoun öz ‘self, oneself’ usually occurs with possessive suffixes, allowing expression of
myself, herself, themselves, etc. You should write these according to the official orthography
(with the now-familiar harmonic variants with rounding harmony, e.g. özüm, özüng etc.) as
shown below, but you will pronounce these like the forms in parentheses below (without
rounding harmony, e.g. özem, özeng, etc.). You may also occasionally see these forms written
unofficially without rounding harmony; unofficial (but commonly-used) spellings appear in
parentheses:
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Table 12.4. Possessive suffixes with the reflexive pronoun öz

1st person
2nd p.
Intimate
2nd p. Formal
3rd person

Singular
myself
yourself

Plural

(ﺋﯚزۈم )ﺋﯚزەم
(ﺋﯚزۈڭ )ﺋﯚزەڭ
ﺋﯚزﯨﯖﯩﺰ
ﺋﯚزى

yourself
himself, herself, itself

yourselves

ﺋﯚزﯨﻤﯩﺰ
ﺋﯚزۈﯕﻼر
()ﺋﯚزەﯕﻼر

themselves

(ﺋﯚزى )ﺋﯚزﻟﯩﺮى

ourselves

The original function of reflexive pronouns is in sentences where the subject and direct object
are the same person: He shaved himself, We bathed ourselves, etc. In Uyghur, the reflexive
pronoun, as an object, follows the subject and precedes the verb. It can take case markers, as is
seen below with u özige ‘to s/he himself/herself’:
‘S/he may not be able to care for himself/herself.’

.( ﺋﯘ ﺋﯚزﯨﮕﻪ ﻗﺎرﯨﻴﺎﻟﻤﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ41)

Besides this original use, reflexive pronouns can occur by themselves as subjects or objects in a
sentence, without the personal pronoun:
‘Does (s/he) himself/herself have to pay?’

( ﺋﯚزى ﺗﯚﻟﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەﻛﻤﯘ؟42)

Frequently in the second person, these lone reflexive pronouns are used as a more polite and
indirect way to say ‘you’ (than siz and siler):
‘Did you (polite) also go?’ (lit., ‘Did yourself also go?’)
‘We bought it ourselves.’ (lit: ‘Ourselves bought it.’)

( ﺋﯚزﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﺑﺎردﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟43)
. ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺋﯚزﯨﻤﯩﺰ ﺋﺎﻟﺪۇق-

6. Language Use notes
6.1 azraqmu

‘ ﺋﺎزراﻗﻤﯘnot even a little, not at all’

When one adds mu ‘also, too’ to the quantifier azraq ‘some of..., a little,’ and this is followed by
a negated verb, the resulting meaning is ‘not even a little’ or ‘nothing at all’:
‘Abliz gave me nothing at all.’ (A. didn’t give me even a little.) .( ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﺋﺎزراﻗﻤﯘ ﺑﻪرﻣﯩﺪى44)
‘That fruit is very poor. I didn’t buy any at all.’
‘Their government won’t pay even a fraction.’

. ﺋﺎزراﻗﻤﯘ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ.( ﺋﺎۋۇ ﻣﯧﯟﯨﻠﻪر ﺑﻪك ﻧﺎﭼﺎر45)

.( ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﮬﯚﻛﯩﻤﯩﺘﻰ ﺋﺎزراﻗﻤﯘ ﺗﯚﻟﯩﻤﯩﺪى46)

Since it’s a partitive (part-of-whole), the object must be put in the ablative case +Din:
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‘We didn’t buy a single one (out) of his apples.’
‘I didn’t give any of my own money.’

.( ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﺴﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﺎزراﻗﻤﯘ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪۇق47)
.( ﺋﯚزەﻣﻨﯩﯔ ﭘﯘﻟﯘﻣﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﺎزراﻗﻤﯘ ﺑﻪرﻣﯩﺪﯨﻢ48)

6.2. yash ‘ ﻳﺎشyear(s) in age; young’
• Qanche yashqa kirdingiz? ‘How old are you?’ --Number yashqa kir- ‘be Num years old’
The word yash is both a noun and adjective. As a noun ‘year(s) (in age),’ it is preceded by a
numeral: besh yash ‘five years old.’ It is impolite to ask an older person’s age, but to a younger
person, the most common way is to ask how many years has someone ‘entered’ (kir-, always in
the past tense), using the dative +GA:
‘How old are you?’ (lit., ‘how many years have you entered?’

( ﺳﯩﺰ ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻛﯩﺮدﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟49)

You would reply:

.ﻳﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻛﯩﺮدﯨﻢ... ( ﻣﻪن50)

‘I am ... years old.’ (lit., ‘I have entered ... years.’)
Another way to ask the question is simply: Person qanche yash?
‘What age is Tursun?’

( ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎش؟51)

Uyghurs start counting age from one’s date of birth (unlike Chinese). But when a person passes
away, one year is added for each thirty years, in order to match the Islamic hijriye calendar. So if
Abdurshid passed away when he was sixty, we would say that he passed away at 62:
‘Abdurishid passed away at 62.’

. ﻳﯧﺸﯩﺪا ﺋﺎﻟﻪﻣﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯚﺗﺘﻰ62 ( ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ52)

This hijriye-based age, calculated by adding ten days to each Gregorian year, is known in
Uyghur as töhmet ‘nominal age.’ Older people like to refer to their töhmet, while young people
refer to their miladi (Gregorian age).
• Approximate age: Nu+lAr, Nu yashlar, Nu nechche yash
Approximate age is stated by adding the plural suffix +lAr to the number (just like any other
approximate number, see Lesson 11), or to yash. This is useful when guessing someone’s age or
being vague about one’s own age (although Uyghurs are not shy or ashamed about getting old):
‘My mother is seventy-ish.’ (yetmish ‘seventy’)
‘He is about 30 years old.’

.( ﺋﺎﭘﺎم ﻳﻪﺗﻤﯩﺸﻠﻪرﮔﻪ ﻛﯩﺮدى53)
.( ﺋﯘ ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘز ﻳﺎﺷﻼردا ﺑﺎر54)
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Alternatively, one can use nechche ‘some’ in the expression; for approximate age, one can use
[Number] nechche yashqa kirdi-:
‘I am forty-something.’

.( ﻣﻪن ﻗﯩﺮﯨﻖ ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻛﯩﺮدﯨﻢ55)

‘My father is in his seventies.’

.( دادام ﻳﻪﺗﻤﯩﺶ ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻛﯩﺮدى56)

6.3 Interrogative qanchilik  ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚAdj ‘How Adj/N?’ ‘How far? How long?’
To form a question about duration in time or distance, the structure qanchilik Adj/N is used, from
qanche ‘how much?’ and the suffix +lIK. The adjective or noun following qanchilik is a
temporal or distance expression, e.g. (arqiliq) yiraq ‘far, distant, distance (in between)’ uzun
‘long,’ waqit ‘time.’ The most common sense of this expression is ‘how far?’ or ‘how long?’
‘How far is Kashgar from Hotän?’

( ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪر ﺧﻮﺗﻪﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ ﻳﯩﺮاق؟57)

If clear from the context that the reference is time, then waqit may be omitted (though yiraq
above may not be):

( ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪە ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ )ۋاﻗﯩﺖ( ﺗﯘردﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟58)

‘How long did you stay in Ürümchi?’

6.4 More on the degree adverb xëli ‘ ﺧﯧﻠﻰquite, very’
Xëli (which we learned in Lesson 2) can qualify verbs or predicate adjectives, specifying a
degree of intensity ‘quite’, ‘very’:
‘Our home is quite far (away).’

.ﺑﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚي ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﻳﯩﺮاق

‘This book is really not so bad.’

(59)

.( ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﻳﺎﻣﺎن ﺋﻪﻣﻪس60)

When used with the phrase uzun waqit ‘(a) long time’, either uzun or waqit may be omitted:
‘It takes quite a long (time) by bus.’

.( ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻘﺎ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ )ۋاﻗﯩﺖ( ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ61)

‘I lived in that place for quite a while.’

.ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ) ﺋﯘزۇن( ﺗﯘردۇم
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6.5 +GA qara- ‘look, watch, care for’
The verb qara- (whose original meaning is ‘watch, look,’ as in dërizidin qaraydu ‘S/he/They
looks/look out the window’) is intransitive: it never takes a direct object. When used in the sense
of ‘raise, take care of’ (referring usually to children, animals, and sometimes the infirm), these
indirect objects ar marked with the dative case +GA:
‘Who looks after your children?’

( ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻠﯩﺮﯨﯖﯩﺰﻏﺎ ﻛﯩﻢ ﻗﺎراﻳﺪۇ؟63)

‘Nobody (hëchkim) looks after them (for me).’

.( ﺋﯘﻻرﻏﺎ ﮬﯧﭽﻜﯩﻢ ﻗﺎرﯨﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ64)

Exercises
Exercise 1
Complete the dialogue by filling in the appropriate form of the reflexive pronoun öz:

 ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ؟، ﺋﻪﻛﺒﻪر:A
____________ﭼﯘ؟، ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ:B
 ﭘﻮﻻﺗﻨﻰ ﻛﯚردﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟:A
. ﺋﯘ ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ. ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﻛﯚرﮔﻪﻧﯩﺪﯨﻢ:B
. دﯦﮕﻪﻧﯩﺪى،‘ ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻟﯩﻢ ﺑﺎرﯨﺪۇ، ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن._______‘ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯩﻤﯘ؟ ﺋﯘ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ:A
. ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟ ﺋﯘ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ‘____________ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﻪن‘ دﯦﺪى:B
. ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﭘﯩﻼﻧﻰ ﺋﯚزﮔﻪردﯨﻐﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن:A
 ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻣﯘ ﺑﺎراﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟،____________ﭼﯘ، ﮬﻪﺋﻪ:B
 ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻟﯩﻢ ____________ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ. ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻣﺪۇق ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ، ﺑﺎراﻣﺪۇق:A
.ﺧﺎﻟﯩﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ_______ ﻣﯘ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺧﺎﻟﯩﻤﺎﻳﻤﻪن
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Exercise 2
Translate the following sentences into English:

 .aﻣﻪن ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﯩﻢ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ

________________________________________________________________
 .bﺋﯘﻻر ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯖﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﻤﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ.

________________________________________________________________
 .cﺑﯩﺰ ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪرﮔﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﺸﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ.

________________________________________________________________
 .dﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﯩﯖﻼر ﻛﯧﺮەك ﺋﻪﻣﻪﺳﻤﯘ؟

________________________________________________________________
 .eﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻜﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس.

__________________________________________________________________
 .fﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ ﺑﯘ ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻨﻰ ﻳﯧﻴﯩﺸﻰ ﻻزﯨﻢ.

________________________________________________________________
 .gﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇﻗﯘﯕﻼرﻧﻰ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﺸﯩﯖﻼر زۆرۈر.

________________________________________________________________
 .hﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪﺳﯩﻠﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻠﯩﺸﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻛﯧﺮەك ﺋﻪﻣﻪس.

________________________________________________________________
 .iﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻳﻠﯩﻤﺎﺳﻠﯩﻘﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻨﻤﯘ؟
__________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 3
Translate these sentences into Uyghur:

_____________________________________________ Next year I might go to Australia.
___________________________________________ They must come to our house today.
__________________________________________ ?Might we go to the market tomorrow
__________________________________________________ You ought to buy this book.
____________________________________________ I cannot open that window (dërize).
______________________________________ You shouldn’t take a calculator to the exam.
____________________________________________ The boss may not go to the meeting.
________________________________________ He might pay 500 yuan for a new bicycle.
__________________________________He does not have to eat all the dumplings (manta).
_______________________________________________ ?Won’t I need to write this letter

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Exercise 4
Have a go at translating the following snippets of conversations or sentences back into English, paying
careful attention to the grammar you have learned in this lesson:

- .aﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻤﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﻛﯩﻢ ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺪۇ؟
 ﮬﯧﭽﻜﯩﻢ ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﺪۇ.– .bﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﻜﯩﻤﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻟﻰ ﻗﯩﺮﯨﻖ ﻳﺎﺷﻼردا ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
 ﻳﺎق ،ﺋﯘ ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘز ﻳﺎﺷﻼردا ﺑﺎر. ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﻜﯩﻤﭽﯘ؟ ﺋﯘ ﻗﯩﺮﯨﻖ ﻳﺎﺷﻼرﻏﺎ ﻛﯩﺮدى..cﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼر دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەك.
 – .dﻣﻪرﻳﻪﻣﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼرﻣﯘ ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻣﺪۇ؟
 ﻣﻪرﻳﻪﻣﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼر ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﺳﻠﯩﮕﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ. eﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰ ﺋﺎدەم دەرﺳﻜﻪ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪى.
 .fﻧﯘرﻣﯘﮬﻪﻣﻤﻪﺗﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﮬﯧﭽﻜﯩﻢ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﻗﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪى.
 – .gﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺴﯩﻐﺎ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﻛﯩﻢ ﻗﺎراﻳﺪۇ؟
 ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﮬﯧﭽﻜﯩﻢ ﻗﺎرﯨﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ. ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺳﯩﯖﻠﯩﺴﯩﭽﯘ؟ ﺳﯩﯖﻠﯩﺴﻰ ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺴﯩﻐﺎ ﺋﺎزراﻗﻤﯘ ﻗﺎرﯨﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ. ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺴﻰ ﺳﻪﻛﺴﻪن ﻳﺎﺷﻼرﻏﺎ ﻛﯩﺮدﯨﻤﯘ؟ ﻳﺎق ،ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪﺗﻤﯩﺶ ﻳﺎﺷﻼرﻏﺎ ﻛﯩﺮدى. .hﺑﺎﺗﯘرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎردﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
 ﺑﺎردﯨﻢ. ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺗﯘردﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟ -ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﺋﯘزۇن ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺗﯘردۇم.
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Lesson 13

ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺕ ۋە ﺳﻮﺩﯨﮕﻪﺭﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ
Work and Business
Concepts and Structures
1. Uses of the Abilitative mood: -(y)Al(a) اﻻ-/ەﻟﻪ2. Imperfect (habitual) past tense: -At-ti  اﻳﺖ/ ەﻳﺖ/ﻳﺖ
3. Causative voice: -Dur, -Guz, -Ur دۇر/ ﮔﯘز/ ۇرand other forms
4. Definite past particle: idi ﺋﯩﺪى
5. Language Use Notes: öydikiler  ;ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪرyoli bar  ;ﻳﻮﻟﻰ ﺑﺎرmunasiwet ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەت
In this lesson, we explore meaning nuances of the abilitative mood (from Lesson 12) -(y)Al(a)
‘able to, can,’ and its combination with various verb tenses.
We also introduce the imperfect past tense -At-ti, used to convey habitual or frequent actions or
events in the past: ‘used to V, would V.’ (Compare the simple past tense in Lesson 11.)
‘They used to go to the bazaar frequently.’

.( ﺋﯘﻻر ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﻛﯚپ ﺑﺎراﺗﺘﻰ1)

The causative voice is used to add another object (participant) to a sentence; it also changes
intransitive verbs (verbs that can’t have a direct object) into transitive ones, allowing them to
have a direct object, like ëyt- ‘talk,’ ëytquz- ‘make (someone) talk.’ Usually, a causative verb can
be translated as ‘make V,’ but sometimes the causative form has a somewhat different meaning
as well, e.g. qayt- ‘return,’ qayttur- ‘send back,’ or ‘make (someone) return.’ As can be seen
above, the causative voice has more than one suffix; these are bolded below:
‘My dad made me keep telling stories.’ (ëyt-quz-iwat-idu) . دادام ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﮬﯩﻜﺎﻳﻪ ﺋﯧﻴﺖﻗﯘزﯨﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇa (2)
‘They made artificial rain today.’ (yagh-dur-di)

. ﺋﯘﻻر ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﺳﯘﻧﺌﯩﻰ ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر ﻳﺎﻏﺪۇردىb

Predicate nominal sentences like Adil oqughuchi ‘Adil is a teacher’ can be expressed as past
perfect ‘had been’ by adding the past tense particle idi:
‘Alim had been a student.’

.( ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻢ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ ﺋﯩﺪى3)
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Dialogue 13.1

Yakupjan, who has heard from Adil about Jennifer, meets her and asks her about life in America.

ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﭽﺎن ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺪﯨﻦ ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ ﺗﻮﻏﺮﯨﻠﯩﻖ ﺋﺎﯕﻼپ ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯚرۈﺷﺘﻰ ۋە ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺗﯘرﻣﯘﺷﻰ ﺗﻮﻏﺮﯨﺴﯩﺪا ﺳﻮرﯨﺪى.

ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ ،ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﻤﭽﻪ ﺳﯩﺰ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮﻧﻰ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﺘﯩﺸﻜﻪ ﺑﻪك ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﻜﻪﻧﺴﯩﺰ .راﺳﺘﻤﯘ؟
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس.
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺳﯩﺰ ﺑﯘرۇن ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮ ﺷﯩﺮﻛﯩﺘﯩﺪە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﮕﻪﻧﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﮕﻪﻧﺪﯨﻢ.
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮﻻرﻧﻰ رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ ﻗﯩﻼﺗﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﻳﺎق ،ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮﻻرﻧﻰ ﺳﺎﺗﺎﺗﺘﯩﻢ.
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺑﯘ ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﻨﻰ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ داۋاﻣﻼﺷﺘﯘرﻣﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﺋﯩﺶ ﺋﻮرﻧﯩﺪﯨﻜﻰ ﺷﺎراﺋﯩﺖ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس ﮬﻪم ﻣﺎﺋﺎﺷﯩﻤﯘ ﺗﯚۋەن ﺋﯩﺪى.
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﺪا ﻣﺎﺋﺎش ﻳﯘﻗﯘرى ﺋﻪﻣﻪﺳﻤﯘ؟
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﺋﻪﻟﯟەﺗﺘﻪ ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردﯨﻦ ﻳﯘﻗﯘرى ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺗﯘرﻣﯘش ﺧﯩﺮاﺟﯩﺘﯩﻤﯘ ﻛﯚپ .ﺋﯚي ﺋﯩﺠﺎرﯨﺴﻰ ﺋﯜﭼﯜﻧﻤﯘ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ
ﭘﯘل ﺧﻪﺟﻠﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ.
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﺪا ﺋﯚي ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟﯦﻠﯩﺶ ﺗﻪﺳﻤﯘ؟

1

ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﺑﻪك ﺗﻪس ،ﺋﯚي ﻧﺎﮬﺎﻳﯩﺘﻰ ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪت ،ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﻣﻪن ﺋﯚي ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟاﻻﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ .ﻣﻪن ﺋﯚي ﺋﯩﺠﺎرە ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ
ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘراﺗﺘﯩﻢ.
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺋﺎﺗﺎ-ﺋﺎﻧﯩﯖﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﺋﯘﻻر ﺋﯚزﻟﯩﺮﯨﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﻰ ﺑﺎر .ﺋﯘﻻر  -60ﻳﯩﻠﻼردا ﺋﯚي ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟاﻟﻐﺎن .ﺷﯘ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﺘﺎ ﺋﯚي ﺑﺎﮬﺎﺳﻰ
ﺗﯚۋەن ﺋﯩﺪى.
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺋﯘﻻر ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺋﯩﻘﺘﯩﺴﺎدﯨﻲ ﺟﻪﮬﻪﺗﺘﻪ ﺳﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﻳﺎردەم ﺑﯧﺮەﻣﺪۇ؟
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﻳﺎق ،دادام ﭘﯧﻨﺴﯩﻴﯩﮕﻪ ﭼﯩﻘﺘﻰ .ﻣﺎﺋﺎﺷﻰ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﯘﻗﯘرى ﺋﻪﻣﻪس ،ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﻳﺎردەم ﺑﯧﺮەﻟﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ.
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﺪا ﺋﯚي ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟﯦﻠﯩﺶ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ ﻛﯧﺮەك؟
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﻛﯩﺸﯩﻠﻪرﺋﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺋﯚي ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟﯦﻠﯩﺶ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﺑﺎﻧﻜﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻗﻪرز ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺸﻰ ﻛﯧﺮەك .ﻗﻪرزﻧﻰ ﮬﻪر ﻳﯩﻠﻰ 10
ﭘﯩﺮﺳﻪﻧﺖ ﺋﯚﺳﯜﻣﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯘرﯨﺪۇ .داداﻣﻤﯘ ﮬﻪر ﻳﯩﻠﻰ %10ﻧﻰ ﺗﯚﻟﻪﻳﺘﺘﻰ .ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﯚي ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﻳﺎق ،ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردﯨﻤﯘ ﺋﯚي ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟﯦﻠﯩﺶ ﺑﻪك ﺗﻪس .ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﭼﻪ ﺋﯩﺠﺎرﯨﺪە ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرۇۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن.
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﺷﻪﺧﺴﻰ ﺋﯚﻳﻠﻪر ﻳﻮﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەﺗﭽﻰ ﻳﺎﻛﻰ دﯦﮭﻘﺎﻧﻼرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚزﻟﯩﺮى ﺳﯧﻠﯩﯟاﻟﻐﺎن ﺷﻪﺧﺴﻰ ﺋﯚﻳﻠﯩﺮى ﺑﺎر .ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﯩﻜﻰ
ﻛﺎدﯨﺮﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚي ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟﯦﻠﯩﺸﻰ ﺑﻪﻛﻤﯘ ﻗﯩﻴﯩﻦ .ﺋﺎﻛﺎم ۋە ﺋﯩﻨﯩﻢ ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەﺗﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ .ﺋﺎﻛﺎﻣﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯚزﯨﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﻰ
ﺑﺎر ،ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﯩﻨﯩﻤﻨﯩﯔ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﻤﻰ ﺋﯚي ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟاﻟﻐﯘدەك ﻛﯚپ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس .ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﺋﯘ ﺋﯚي ﺋﯩﺠﺎرﯨﮕﻪ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرﯨﺪۇ.
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﺋﯚي ﺋﯩﺠﺎرﯨﺴﻰ ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪﺗﻤﯘ؟
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺷﻪﺧﺴﻰ ﺋﯚﻳﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﺠﺎرﯨﺴﻰ ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪت ،ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﯩﺪارﯨﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﻪرزاﻧﺮاق.
ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮ :ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰﻟﯩﻖ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰﻟﯩﻘﺘﺎ.
’öy sal- ‘build a home by hand, add on a room.
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Dialogue 13.2

Another foreigner, Sandra, now meets Adil, having heard from Jennifer that Adil is from Kashgar.

ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﭼﻪﺗﯭﻟﻠﯩﻚ ﺳﺎﻧﺪراﻣﯘ ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻨﯩﯔ ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪردﯨﻦ ﻛﻪﻟﮕﻪﻧﻠﯩﻜﯩﻨﻰ ﺟﻪﻧﻨﯩﻔﯧﺮدﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﯕﻼپ ،ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯚرۈﺷﯩﺪۇ.

ﺳﺎﻧﺪرا :ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ،ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﯚﺗﻜﻪن ﻳﯩﻠﻰ ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪردﯨﻦ ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ ،ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق.
ﺳﺎﻧﺪرا :ﻳﺎﻟﻐﯘز ﻛﻪﻟﮕﻪﻧﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق ،ﻳﺎﻟﻐﯘر ﻛﻪﻟﮕﻪﻧﯩﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺳﺎﻧﺪرا :ﺋﯘ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﺘﺎ ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن ﻗﯩﻴﯩﻦ ﺑﻮﻟﻐﺎﻧﻤﯩﺪى؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق ،ﺋﯘ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﺘﺎ ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺑﻪﻛﻤﯘ ﺳﯧﻐﯩﻨﺎﺗﺘﯩﻢ .ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪﯨﻜﻰ ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎﻧﻠﯩﺮﯨﻢ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﻛﯚپ
ﻳﺎردەم ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺸﺘﻰ .ﺋﯘ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﺘﺎ ﮬﻪر ﺟﯜﻣﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎراﺗﺘﯩﻢ .ﮬﻪﺗﺘﺎ ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﺪە
ﻗﻮﻧﯘپ ﻗﺎﻻﺗﺘﯩﻢ.
ﺳﺎﻧﺪرا :ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﯩﻜﻰ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﻪردە ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﻼﺗﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ،ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺑﻪدەن ﭼﯧﻨﯩﻘﺘﯘراﺗﺘﯩﻢ .ﭼﯜﺷﺘﻪ ﺑﺎزاردﯨﻦ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ.
ﺑﻪزى ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﯩﺮى ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻠﯩﺮﯨﻢ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯩﻨﻮ ﻛﯚرەﺗﺘﯩﻢ.
ﺳﺎﻧﺪرا :ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﯩﺮى ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺋﯧﭽﯩﺶ ﭘﺎﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪﺗﻠﯩﺮى ﺑﺎرﻣﯩﺪى؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﺑﯩﺰ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻼرﯨﻢ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻳﺘﺘﯘق ،ﻧﺎﺧﺸﺎ ﺋﯧﻴﺘﺎﺗﺘﯘق .
ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﻳﺎردﯨﻤﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ  -ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺷﺎراﺋﯩﺘﯩﻐﺎ ﻛﯚﻧﯜپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺳﺎﻧﺪرا :ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﺋﯩﺪى؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﺟﯩﻖ ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﯩﮕﻪن ﺋﯩﺪﯨﻢ .ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﻳﯘﻗﯘرى ﻧﻮﻣﯘر ﺋﺎﻻﻟﻤﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ.
ﺳﺎﻧﺪرا :ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ۋاﻗﺘﯩﻢ ﻳﯘرﺗﯘﻣﻨﻰ ﺋﻪﺳﻠﻪش ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﯚﺗﻪﺗﺘﻰ.ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻜﻪ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺑﯚﻟﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ.
ﺳﺎﻧﺪرا :ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﭼﯘ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺑﯘ ﻳﯩﻞ ﺧﯧﻠﯩﻼ ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﭽﺎن ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺳﺎﻧﺪرا :ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺷﻨﻰ -1999ﻳﯩﻠﻰ ﭘﯜﺗﺘﯜرﺳﯩﺰ ،ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﻗﺎﻻﻻﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻧﻪﺗﯩﺠﯩﺴﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼر ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪت ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻻﻳﺪۇ .ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮﺳﻰ ،ﻳﻮﻟﻰ ﺑﺎرﻻرﻣﯘ
ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪە ﻗﺎﻻﻻﻳﺪۇ .ﺑﺎﺷﻘﯩﻼر ﺋﯚزﯨﻨﯩﯔ ﻳﯘرﺗﯩﻐﺎ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﺪۇ.
ﺳﺎﻧﺪرا :ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻦ ﺋﺎدەﻣﻠﯩﺮﯨﯖﯩﺰ ﻳﻮﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﮬﯚﻛﯜﻣﻪت ﺋﻮرۇﻧﻠﯩﺮﯨﺪا ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎﻧﻠﯩﺮﯨﻤﯩﺰ ﺑﺎر .ﺋﯘﻻر ﻳﺎردەم ﺑﯧﺮەﻟﻪﻳﺪۇ .ﺑﯩﺮاق ﻣﻪن
ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪە ﻗﯧﻠﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺧﺎﻟﯩﻤﺎﻳﻤﺎن.
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Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Arabic-script
Uyghur

Latin-script Uyghur

English

asta-asta
amraq [+GA]
a’ile
elwette
emgek
bas- (bësish) [+ni]
bashqiche
baghche
banka
baha
beden
böl- [+ni]
pul
pënsiye
pënsiyige chiqtart- [+ni]

slowly, gradually
fond, dear, beloved
family, kin, household
certainly, of course
work, labor
press, print; load, cover; oppress
differently, on the contrary
garden, park
bank
price, cost, value, worth
human body; constitution
divide, partition; sever; share
money
retirement
retire, go into retirement
draw out, extend, pull, drag; suffer; extract; urge;
photograph
throw, cast, abandon; (aux.) sudden, uncontrolled
bottom, lower; low; below, beneath
business person, merchant
business, trade, commerce
aspect, point of view
tea; (tea) party
train, exercise
spend (money)
expenses, fees
last, continue
tree
repairs, mending
repair, mend, fix
insert, cover, place, put lay, set, plant, arrange, build,
lock; put on (clothing); move, carry, pretend, engage,
install; (aux.) inadvertent act
cause, reason; basis

tashla- [+ni]
töwen
tijaretchi
tijaretchilik
jehet
chay
chëniq- [+ni]
xejle- [+ni]
xirajet
dawamlash- [+ni]
derex
rëmont
rëmont qilsal- (sëlish) [+ni]
seweb (pron. sewep) [-i
bilen]
sëtiwal- (sëtiwëlish) [+ni]
sëghin- [+ni]
sin’alghu
sin’alghu lëntisi
shexs
shexsiy
shunglashqa
shunchilik

buy, trade, barter, shop
miss, long for, yearn for
video recorder, video player
videotape
individual, person
private, personal
therefore, so, hence
that much, that many; thus, so
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ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ-ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ
ﺋﺎﻣﺮاق
ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﻪ
ﺋﻪﻟﯟەﺗﺘﻪ
ﺋﻪﻣﮕﻪك
-ﺑﺎس
ﺑﺎﺷﻘﯩﭽﻪ
ﺑﺎﻏﭽﻪ
ﺑﺎﻧﻜﺎ
ﺑﺎﮬﺎ
ﺑﻪدەن
-ﺑﯚل
ﭘﯘل
ﭘﯧﻨﺴﯩﻴﻪ
-ﭘﯧﻨﺴﯩﻴﻪﮔﻪ ﭼﯩﻖ
-ﺗﺎرت
-ﺗﺎﺷﻼ
ﺗﯚۋەن
ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەﺗﭽﻰ
ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەﺗﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ
ﺟﻪﮬﻪت
ﭼﺎي
-ﭼﯧﻨﯩﻖ
-ﺧﻪﺟﻠﻪ
ﺧﯩﺮاﺟﻪت
-داۋاﻣﻼش
دەرەخ
رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ
-رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ ﻗﯩﻞ
-ﺳﺎل
ﺳﻪۋەب
-ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟال
-ﺳﯧﻐﯩﻦ
ﺳﯩﻨﯫﻟﻐﯘ
ﺳﯩﻨﯫﻟﻐﯘ
ﻟﯧﻨﺘﯩﺴﻰ
ﺷﻪﺧﺲ
ﺷﻪﺧﺴﯩﻲ
ﺷﯘﯕﻼﺷﻘﺎ
ﺷﯘﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ
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qatnash- (qatnishish) [+GA]
qaytur- [+ni]
qerz
qerz alqoshna (pron. xoshna)
qon- [+DA]
kadir
köngül (könglüm, köngli)

attend, participate, take part
return, send back
loan, debt
borrow money, take out a loan
neighbor
spend a night, stay over; land, alight
official, administrator, functionary, managerial worker
heart; emotion, feelings, spirit

köngül achköngül bölkön- [+GA]
kirim
lënta
ma’ash (pron. maash)
mahir
mesilen
moma
munasiwet
munasiwetlik
netije
nomur
hazirche
her da’im
heyde- (heydimek) [+ni]
unchilik
undaq
ötken (cf. öt-‘pass’)
ösösüm
öydikiler
ëghizliq
ikki ëghizliq öy
ijare
ijarige alidare
ishlet- (ishlitish) [+ni]
iqtisad
iqtisad qiliqtisadiy
Yaqupjan
yalghuz
yol
yuqiri
yëqin munasiwetlik

have fun, enjoy oneself
feel concern, care about
adjust, become accustomed; agree
income
tape, ribbon, film
salary, wages, earnings
clever, skillful, gifted, dexterous, agile
for example
grandmother, grandma, granny (N. Xinjiang)
relations, relationship, connection, contact
connected, associated
result, score, achievement
numeral; size; score
just now, for the time being
always, frequently, constantly, invariably
drive, steer; expel, drive out
that much, as much as that
like that, thus
past, previous, last
grow, develop, increase
growth, interest, profit, gain
those at home, parents and siblings
consisting of...rooms (excl. kitchen, bathroom)
two-room apartment or house
rent, lease; rented, leased
rent, lease
work unit, workplace, office, agency
use, employ, engage, utilize
economy, finance
save, economize
economic, financial
Yaqupjan (male name)
alone, solitary
road, route, way
top; high, above
influential, closely connected

yighla- (yighlimaq, -sh)

cry, weep
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-ﻗﺎﺗﻨﺎش
-ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯘر
ﻗﻪرز
-ﻗﻪرز ﺋﺎل
ﻗﻮﺷﻨﺎ
-ﻗﻮن
ﻛﺎدﯨﺮ
،ﻛﯚﯕﯜل )ﻛﯚﯕﻠﯜم
(ﻛﯚﯕﻠﻰ
-ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺋﺎچ
-ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺑﯚل
-ﻛﯚن
ﻛﯩﺮﯨﻢ
ﻟﯧﻨﺘﺎ
ﻣﺎﺋﺎش
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮ
ﻣﻪﺳﯩﻠﻪن
ﻣﻮﻣﺎ
ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەت
ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەﺗﻠﯩﻚ
ﻧﻪﺗﯩﺠﻪ
ﻧﻮﻣﯘر
ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﭼﻪ
ﮬﻪر داﺋﯩﻢ
-ﮬﻪﻳﺪە
ﺋﯘﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ
ﺋﯘﻧﺪاق
ﺋﯚﺗﻜﻪن
-ﺋﯚس
ﺋﯚﺳﯜم
ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر
ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰﻟﯩﻖ
ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰﻟﯩﻖ
ﺋﯩﺠﺎرە
-ﺋﯩﺠﺎرﯨﮕﻪ ﺋﺎل
ﺋﯩﺪارە
-ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪت
ﺋﯩﻘﺘﯩﺴﺎد
-ﺋﯩﻘﺘﯩﺴﺎد ﻗﯩﻞ
ﺋﯩﻘﺘﯩﺴﺎدﯨﻲ
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن
ﻳﺎﻟﻐﯘز
ﻳﻮل
ﻳﯘﻗﯘرى
ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻦ
ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەﺗﻠﯩﻚ
-ﻳﯩﻐﻼ
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Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. Uses of the Abilitative (potential) -(y)Ala
The abilitative mood describes the subject’s ability to perform an action. It is not used for
polite requests2 (‘please can/may I ...?’). The abilitative -(y)Ala refers to capability only.
‘Are you able to advise/direct3 me?’

( ﺳﯩﺰ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﻳﻮل ﻛﯚرﺳﯩﺘﻪﻟﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ ؟4)

‘Can your little child walk?’

( ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻣﺎﯕﺎﻻﻣﺪۇ ؟5)

‘Yes, (s/he) can.’

. ﻣﺎﯕﺎﻻﻳﺪۇ، ﮬﻪﺋﻪ-

While the abilitative usually refers to objective physical or mental potential, with the verb kör‘look, see’ this form can encompass the emotional ability to be dispassionate, ‘can(‘t) bear to’:

. ﻣﻪن ﻛﯚرەﻟﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن. ﺑﻪزﯨﻠﻪر ﻛﯚرەﻟﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ،( ﺋﯘ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻢ ﻛﯩﻴﺴﻪ6)
‘When she wears nice clothes, some people can’t bear to look; I certainly can’t (out of envy).’
The abilitative can co-occur with the simple past and present continuous tenses as well as the
present-future tense (and with the conditional and iterative, which we haven’t had yet).
1.1 The Abilitative mood with the Present-Future tense V-(y)Ala-y
The formation of the abilitative was discussed in Lesson 12; we review it here:
Table 13.1. Summary: Abilitative (potential) paradigm (present-future tense)

example
Declarative
Negative
Interrogative
Neg. Interrog.

V-(y)Al(a)-y-Pers. Endings1
V- (y)Al-mA-y-Pers.Endings1
V-(y)Ala-m-Pers. Endings1
V-(y)Al-mA-m-Pers.Endings1

heydi-yel-e-siz
qari-yal-ma-ydu
tap-ala-m-siz
kör-el-me-m-siz

ﮬﻪﻳﺪﯨﻴﻪﻟﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ
ﻗﺎرﯨﻴﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ
ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻻﻣﺴﯩﺰ
ﻛﯚرەﻟﻤﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ

‘you can drive (a car)’
‘s/he can’t care for...’
‘will you be able to find ...?’
‘can’t you see?’

In the previous lesson, we also discussed its regular harmonic variants: the declarative form of
the suffix itself has only front (këlele- ‘can come,’ dëyele- -‘ دﯦﻴﻪﻟﻪcan say,’ oyniyala- ‘ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻴﺎﻻcan
play’) and back (ëytala- ‘can tell’) variants, as does the negative form -(y)Al-mA- (dëyelme-

2

For requests, a plain or modified present-future tense is used; polite requests are often formulated as questions with

the conditional -sA ‘if...’ or the gerund-adjectival -(I)sh mumkin ‘is it possible.’
3

The meaning of yol körset- in the first sentence is ambiguous; depending on the context, it could mean ‘show the

way, give directions’ or ‘give advice.’
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‘ دﯦﻴﻪﻟﻤﻪcan’t say,’ sözliyelme- -‘ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻴﻪﻟﻤﻪcan’t talk,’ and oyniyalma- ‘ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻴﺎﻟﻤﺎcan’t play’). We
list examples of harmonic variants in Tables 2 and 3 below.
Table 13.2. Abilitative + Present-Future: Consonant-final stems (bar-, kel-, tart- kör-, al-, et-)
st

1 p. singular
1st p. plural
2nd p. sg. intimate
2nd p. sg. polite
2nd p. plural
3rd person sg./pl.

Affirmative

ﺑﺎراﻻﻳﻤﻪن
ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ
ﺗﺎرﺗﺎﻻﻳﺴﻪن
ﻛﯚرەﻟﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ
ﺋﺎﻻﻻﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر
ﺋﯧﺘﻪﻟﻪﻳﺪۇ

Negative

ﺑﺎراﻟﻤﺎﻳﻤﻪن
ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ
ﺗﺎرﺗﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﺴﻪن
ﻛﯚرەﻟﻤﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ
ﺋﺎﻻﻟﻤﺎﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر
ﺋﯧﺘﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ

Affirmative Question

ﺑﺎراﻻﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن ؟
ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﻪﻣﺪۇق ؟
ﺗﺎرﺗﺎﻻﻣﺴﻪن ؟
ﻛﯚرەﻟﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ ؟
ﺋﺎﻻﻻﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر ؟
ﺋﯧﺘﻪﻟﻪﻣﺪۇ ؟

Negative Question

ﺑﺎراﻟﻤﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن ؟
ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﻤﻪﻣﺪۇق ؟
ﺗﺎرﺗﺎﻟﻤﺎﻣﺴﻪن ؟
ﻛﯚرەﻟﻤﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ ؟
ﺋﺎﻻﻟﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر ؟
ﺋﯧﺘﻪﻟﻤﻪﻣﺪۇ؟

Table 13.3. Abilitative + Present-Future: Vowel-final stems (angla-, ishla-, oqu-, yu-, ye-)
st

1 p. singular
1st p. plural
2nd p. sg. intimate
2nd p. sg. polite
2nd p. plural
3rd person sg./pl.

Affirmative

ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻴﺎﻻﻳﻤﻪن
ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻴﻪﻟﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺎﻻﻳﺴﻪن
ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻴﻪﻟﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ
ﻳﯘﻳﺎﻻﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر
ﻳﯧﻴﻪﻟﻪﻳﺪۇ

Negative

ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻴﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﻤﻪن
ﺋﺸﻠﯩﻴﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﺴﻪن
ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻴﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﺴﯩﺰ
ﻳﯘﻳﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر
ﻳﯧﻴﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ

Affirmative Question

ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻴﺎﻻﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن؟
ﺋﺸﻠﯩﻴﻪﻟﻪﻣﺪۇق ؟
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺎﻻﻣﺴﻪن ؟
ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻴﻪﻟﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﻳﯘﻳﺎﻻﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر ؟
ﻳﯧﻴﻪﻟﻪﻣﺪۇ ؟

Negative Question

ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻴﺎﻟﻤﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن ؟
ﺋﺸﻠﯩﻴﻪﻟﻤﻪﻣﺪۇق ؟
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺎﻟﻤﺎﻣﺴﻪن ؟
ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻴﻪﻟﻤﻪﻣﺴﯩﺰ ؟
ﻳﯘﻳﺎﻟﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر ؟
ﻳﯧﻴﻪﻟﻤﻪﻣﺪۇ؟

Pronunciation notes: Verb stems ending in +lA (like oyla-, sözle-) may in the spoken language
drop -(y)A of -(y)Ala, so that oyni-yala and sözle-yele become oyn-al-, söz-el-: Oyniyalamdu?
‘ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻴﺎﻻﻣﺪۇ؟Can s/he play?’ is often pronounced oynalamdu, and sözliyelemdu? ‘Can s/he speak?’
is pronounced sözlelemdu. Standard Written Uyghur does not show this abbreviation. When
pronouncing the negative abilitative, -(y)Al-mA often is pronounced -(y)AmmA-.
When the Present- Future Tense refers to a future action or event, the use of the negative
form usually means that the person will no longer be able to do the action, from now on.
‘Are you able to go to Ürümchi?’

( ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎراﻻﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟7)

‘No, I’m not able to go now (anymore).’

. ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺑﺎراﻟﻤﺎﻳﻤﻪن،ﻳﺎق-

1.2 The Abilitative mood with the Simple Past Tense V-(A)li-di-Person.Endings2
When the simple past tense suffix -Di is added to the abilitative mood, the final vowel of -(A)la
is raised to i; the simple past tense suffix is invariant (-di), and it is followed by the regular
person endings for the simple past (which include first-person -dimen and -duq). Examples of
front and back verb stems are given in Tables 4 (C-final stems) and 5 (V-final stems) below.
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Table 13.4. Abilitative Mood with the Simple Past Tense, Consonant-final stems (bar-, kel-, tart-, kör-,4 al-, ëyt-)
Affirmative
Negative
Affirmative Question Negative Question

1st p. singular
1st p. plural
2nd p. sg. intimate
2nd p. sg. polite
2nd p. plural
3rd person sg./pl.

ﺑﺎراﻟﯩﺪﯨﻢ
ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﯩﺪۇق
ﺗﺎرﺗﺎﻟﯩﺪﯨﯔ
ﻛﯚرەﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ
ﺋﺎﻻﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼر
ﺋﯧﺘﻪﻟﯩﺪى

ﺑﺎراﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ
ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪۇق
ﺗﺎرﺗﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯔ
ﻛﯚرەﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ
ﺋﺎﻻﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼر
ﺋﯧﺘﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪى

ﺑﺎراﻟﯩﺪﯨﻤﻤﯘ ؟
ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﯩﺪﯨﻘﻤﯘ ؟
ﺗﺎرﺗﺎﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﻤﯘ ؟
ﻛﯚرەﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ؟
ﺋﺎﻻﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ ؟
ﺋﯧﺘﻪﻟﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ ؟

ﺑﺎراﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﻤﯘ ؟
ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪۇﻗﻤﯘ ؟
ﺗﺎرﺗﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻤﯘ ؟
ﻛﯚرەﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ؟
ﺋﺎﻻﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ؟
ﺋﯧﺘﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ ؟

Table 13.5. Abilitative Mood with the Simple Past Tense, Vowel-final stems (angla-, ishla-, oqu-, sözle-, yu-, ye-)
Negative Question
Affirmative
Negative
Affirmative Question

1st p. singular
1st p. plural
2nd p. sg. intimate
2nd p. sg. polite
2nd p. plural
3rd person sg./pl.

ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻴﺎﻟﯩﺪﯨﻢ
ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻴﻪﻟﯩﺪۇق
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺎﻟﯩﺪﯨﯔ
ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻴﻪﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ
ﻳﯘﻳﺎﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼر
ﻳﯧﻴﻪﻟﯩﺪى

ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻴﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ
ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻴﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪۇق
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯔ
ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻴﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ
ﻳﯘﻳﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼر
ﻳﯧﻴﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪى

ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻴﺎﻟﯩﺪﯨﻤﻤﯘ ؟
ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻴﻪﻟﯩﺪۇﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺎﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﻤﯘ ؟
ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻴﻪﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ؟
ﻳﯘﻳﺎﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ ؟
ﻳﯧﻴﻪﻟﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ ؟

ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻴﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﻤﯘ ؟
ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻴﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪۇﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻤﯘ ؟
ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻴﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﻳﯘﻳﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ ؟
ﻳﯧﻴﻪﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﻤﯘ ؟

An example of past-tense usage shows that it is unclear if the state or event in the past
continues to the present or not, where the speaker may or may not be able to write him now:
‘I was able to write him a letter.’

. ( ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﺧﻪت ﻳﺎزاﻟﯩﺪﯨﻢ8)

The abilitative is used whenever the speaker must talk about him- or herself, providing a
necessary dose of humility. In (10), answering in the simple past would be too direct:
‘I couldn’t write the Uyghur letters very well.’.( ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﺧﻪﺗﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﭼﯩﺮاﻳﻠﯩﻖ ﻳﺎزاﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ9)
‘Were you able to buy the bike?’

 ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﭙﯩﺘﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻻﻟﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ؟- (10)

‘Yes, I could.’ (rather than aldim)

. ﺋﺎﻻﻟﯩﺪﯨﻢ،ﮬﻪﺋﻪ-

1.2 Abilitative mood with the Present Continuous Tense V-(A)l-mA-y-watUsing the present continuous with the abilitative mood emphasizes temporary difficulties, and
occurs mostly in its negative form. The focus is on the possibility of something not occurring.
The subject temporarily cannot act; due to some hindrance, the action or event is not occurring at
that moment, as in (11) and (12):

4

Even with verb stems with round vowels like kör-, the person suffixes are unrounded (+im,+ ing, and +inglar),

since the abilitative -(y)Ala is unrounded. (Person suffixes for the past tense are otherwise affected, resulting in the
endings +um/üm, +ung/üng, and +unglar/ünglar).
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‘They won’t be coming on foot.’ (lit., ‘They can’t come on foot.’).( ﺋﯘﻻر ﭘﯩﻴﺎدە ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ11)
‘I can’t find the ball.’

.( ﺗﻮﭘﻨﻰ ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن12)

In a question-and-answer dialogue about temporary difficulties, the questioner normally uses a
plain present continuous interrogative (V-(I)wat-Am-), as in (13) & (14) below.
‘Are you (pl.) studying English?’

( ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟13)

The answerer will generally use the negative abilitative (combined with the present continuous,
V-(A)l-mA-ywat-), as here below or as in (11) and (12) above:
.  ﻛﯧﻠﻪر ﻳﯩﻠﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﻤﯩﺰ. ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ، ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺑﻪك ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش،ﻳﺎق-

(14)

‘No, we’re too busy now, so we aren’t able to study (it). We’ll study (it) next year.’
Similarly:
‘Why aren’t you (pl.) coming to class?’

 ﺳﯩﻠﻪر دەرﺳﻜﻪ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟a (15)

.ﺷﯘ ﺳﻪۋەﺑﺪﯨﻦ دەرﺳﻜﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن. ﺋﺎﭘﺎم دوﺧﺘﯘرﺧﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻳﯧﺘﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ- b (15)
‘My mother is in (‘lying in’) the hospital. That’s the reason why I can’t come to class.’
So, questions and affirmative statements are generally made in the plain present continuous
tense, but (negative) answers and statements add the abilitative modal suffix. Notice that in (16a)
the abilitative is avoided (pronounced yügrüwat- or yügrewat-):
‘Aren’t you running on the track?’
‘Can’t you run on the track?’

ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﺪا ﻳﯜﮔﯜرۈۋاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟

a (16)

ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﺪا ﻳﯜﮔﯜرەﻟﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟

b (16)

If the questioner particularly wanted to emphasize inability to run (due to the bad condition of
the track), he/she could instead use the negative abilitative -elme-y(wat-am)- as in (16b) above;
the latter is grammatical because it is in the negative. The speaker assumes that his/her
interlocutor cannot run there because of some external hindrance.
The affirmative form of the abilitative together with the present continuous (‘can (be) V-ing’)
is less common than negative and interrogative forms, but it is possible. If you’re trying to make
a phone appointment with someone you could say:
‘I am able to be telephoning now.’ . ﻣﻪن ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺗﯧﻠﯩﻔﻮن ﺋﯘراﻻۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪنa (17)
‘I am not able to phoning now.’. ﻣﻪن ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺗﯧﻠﯩﻔﻮن ﺋﯘراﻟﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪنb (17)
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But some speakers will avoid V-(y)Aliwat- and instead use the plain present continuous
(V-(I)wat- as in (18a)) or the present-future tense (V-(y)Ala- as in (18b):
‘I’m phoning right now (and not any later).’

. ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺗﯧﻠﯩﻔﻮن ﺋﯘرﯨﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪنa (18)

(The above is better than uralaymen ‘I’m only able to phone [now].’)
‘I can play chess.’

. ﺷﺎﮬﻤﺎت ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻴﺎﻻﻳﻤﻪنb (18)

(Also o.k. for some Uyghur speakers: oyniyalawatimen ‘I’m able to be playing [chess].’)
The negative forms of the present continuous are the most common; a negative interrogative is
possible, e.g. men yazalawatmamdimen? ‘ ﻣﻪن ﻳﺎزاﻻۋاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪن؟Am I not able to be writing?’~
‘Don't you see that I am able to be writing?’, as is a double negative interrogative, e.g. men
yazalmaywatmamdimen? ‘ ﻣﻪن ﻳﺎزاﻟﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﻤﺎﻣﺪﯨﻤﻪنAm I not unable to be writing?’ Far less
common than the negative forms is the affirmative declarative form (V-AlA-wat-i-), which
sounds ungrammatical to many native speakers. All forms take the Type 1 (pronominal) person
endings.
Table 13.6. Summary: Abilitative mood and the present continuous tense

Affirmative
Negative
Interrogative
Negative Interrogative

V-AlA-wat-i-Pers.Endings1 (uncommon)

V-Al-mA-ywat-i-Pers.Endings (common)
V-Al-mA-ywat-Am-Pers.Endings (fairly common)
V-AlA-wat-mA-m-Pers. Endings (fairly common)

To summarize the tense forms covered in this lesson that co-occur with the abilitative mood: the
abilitative always immediately follows the verb stem (V-(y)Al(a)-), where A= a, e. The presentfuture and simple past tenses co-occur with affirmative and negative sentences, but for the
present continuous, the negative forms predominate; the negation must immediately follow the
abilitative (V-(y)Al-mA-y-wat-(Am)-).
Table 13.7. Summary: Abilitative mood and Present-future, Simple Past, and Present Continuous Tenses

Present-Future
V-(y)Al(a)-YPers.Endings1
Negative
V-(y)Al-mAPers.Endings1
Interrogative V-(y)Ala-mPers.Endings1
Negative
V-(y)Al-mA-mInterrogative Pers.Endings1
Affirmative

Simple Past
V-(A)li-di-Pers.Endings2
V-(A)l-mi-di-Pers.Endings2
V-(A)l-di-Pers.Endings2
mu?
V-(A)l-Am-di-Pers.Endings2
mu?
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Present Continuous
V-(y)AlA-wat-i-Pers.Endings1
(uncommon)
V-(y)Al-mA-ywat-i-Pers.Endings1
(common)
V-(y)Al-mA-ywat-Am-Pers.Endings1
(fairly common)
V-(y)AlA-wat-mA-m-Pers. Endings1
(fairly common)
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2. The Imperfect (Habitual) Past Tense V-At-ti-Person.Endings2
To form the declarative form of the imperfect past tense, which typically expresses ‘used to V,’
the suffix -At is added to the verb stem, and the simple past -DI follow it, with the normal person
endings for the simple past tense. -At, which is usually stressed, shows the usual variants (a/e)
for consonant-final stems (e.g. qaytatti, keletti), plus a variant -yt, which occurs after vowel-final
stems, e.g. sözleytti. In this construction, the simple past form only occurs as -ti
(-Attim, -Attuq, -Atting, -Attingiz, -Attinglar, -Atti).
The forms are as follows (A=a(y), e(y)):
Declarative
Interrogative
Negative
Negative Interrogative

V-At-ti-Person.Endings2
V-At-ti-Person.Endings2 mu?
V-mAyt-ti-Person.Endings2
V-mA-yt-ti-Person.Endings2 mu?

Table 13.8. Examples of the Past Imperfect (with oqu-, ishla-, qorq-, al-, kör, ye-)
Declarative Question
Declarative
Negative

1st p. singular
1st p. plural
2nd p. sg. intimate
2nd p. sg. polite
2nd p. plural
3rd person sg./pl.

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ
ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺘﺘﯘق
ﻗﻮرﻗﺎﺗﺘﯩﯔ
ﺋﺎﻻﺗﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰ
ﻛﯚرەﺗﺘﯩﯖﻼر
ﻳﻪﻳﺘﺘﻰ

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ
ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﺘﺘﯘق
ﻗﻮرﻗﻤﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﯔ
ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰ
ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﯖﻼر
ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﺘﺘﻰ

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻳﺘﺘﯩﻤﻤﯘ ؟
ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺘﺘﯘﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﻗﻮرﻗﺎﺗﺘﯩﯖﻤﯘ ؟
ﺋﺎﻻﺗﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ؟
ﻛﯚرەﺗﺘﯩﯖﻼرﻣﯘ؟
ﻳﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﻤﯘ ؟

Negative Question

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﻤﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪﻳﺘﺘﯘﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﻗﻮرﻗﻤﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﯖﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﯖﻼرﻣﯘ؟
ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﻤﯘ؟

The habitual past tense is used to convey both recurring and durative events in the past.
Examples of recurring events or actions in the past (usually meaning ‘used to V, would V’) are:
‘At noon, usually I would eat lunch in the market.’ .( ﭼﯜﺷﺘﻪ ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﻣﻪن ﺑﺎزاردا ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ19)
‘Some Saturdays I used to watch movies.’

.( ﺑﻪزى ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﯩﺮى ﻣﻪن ﻛﯩﻨﻮ ﻛﯚرەﺗﺘﯩﻢ20)

‘We would dance at some places.’ (at parties)

.( ﺑﻪزى ﺟﺎﻳﻼردا ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻳﺘﺘﯘق21)

Unlike English ‘used to,’ Uyghur -At-ti- does not necessarily imply that the action or event no
longer occurs, unless the sentence context actually indicates so. Thus, -At-ti can mean that the
action or even used to occur, and still does occur regularly:
‘I used to play soccer (and I might still do so now and then).’
‘On Saturdays we would often watch a video.’
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.( ﻣﻪن ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ22)

.( ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﯩﺮى ﺳﯩﻨﯫﻟﻐﯘ ﻛﯚرەﺗﺘﯘق23)
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The habitual past tense can also indicate durative meanings in the past, that is fairly permanent
situations or occupations, where the use of words like ‘always’ or ‘often’ might be appropriate.
In English we might even put the simple past (‘-ed’) to express this:
‘I have worked in a computer company (before).’

.( ﻣﻪن ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮ ﺷﯩﺮﻛﯩﺘﯩﺪە ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ24)

‘I used to sell computers.’

.( ﻣﻪن ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮﻻرﻧﻰ ﺳﺎﺗﺎﺗﺘﯩﻢ25)

‘I did not study very much last year.’ (=habit)
‘I didn’t care much about studying.’ (but maybe now I do)

.( ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺟﯩﻖ ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ26)
.( ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻜﻪ ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺑﯚﻟﻤﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ27)

‘Much of the time, I missed my hometown.’ (but I don’t anymore) .( ﻛﯚپ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﻼردا ﻳﯘرﺗﯘﻣﻨﻰ ﺳﯧﻐﯩﻨﺎﺗﺘﯩﻢ28)
‘When I was young, I always brought bread (for them).’ .ﺋﻪﻛﯩﻠﻪﺗﺘﯩﻢ

( ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ ۋاﻗﺘﯩﻤﺪا ﺋﯘﻻرﻏﺎ ﻧﺎن29)

3. Causative Voice
Voice suffixes specify the relationship between a verb and the participants in a sentence. After
learning the reciprocal voice -(I)sh ‘together, each other’ in Lesson 12 (and the active voice
before that), in this lesson we turn to the causative voice: ‘make or cause (someone) do....’ For
example: ye- ‘eat,’ ye-güz- ‘feed (someone else).’ In Uyghur the causative voice suffix has
several forms. The form is somewhat predictable, depending on the sound shape of verb stems,
but not entirely. Notice that some verb stems can take one or the other of two different suffixes:
•

-DUr (-dur/tur/dür/tür دۇر-\ ﺗﯘر- \دۈر- \ ﺗﯜر- ): most verb stems ending in a consonant, e.g.
yazdur- ‘cause to write,’ taptur- ‘cause to find,’ püt-tür- ‘finish’

•

-GUz (-ghuz/quz/güz/küz ﻏﯘز- \ ﻗﯘز- \ﮔﯜز- \  ) ﻛﯜز: Some verbs ending in a consonant:

•
•

yazghuz- ‘write,’ tapghuz- ‘find,’ ketgüz- ‘make leave’
-GUz: also for monosyllabic verbs ending in vowels: ye- ‘eat’
-Ur (-ur/ür)~Ar (-ar/er): Some stems ending in two consonants, and some ending in sh
or ch: qaytur- -‘ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯘرmake return,’ uchur-~uchar- ‘cause to fly,’ chüshür- -ﭼﯜﺷﯜر
~chüsher- (spoken language only) ‘make descend,’ ichür-~icher- ‘cause to drink.’
The -Ur forms are standard, but in the spoken language you will often hear the -Ar
variant with these stems;

•

-t: on two-syllable stems ending in a vowel, -Ay or -Ar: ishlet- -‘ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪتmake work,’
oqut- -‘ ﺋﻮﻗﯘتteach,’ aqart- ‘whiten,’ azayt- ‘lessen,’ këngeyt- ‘widen.’
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•
•

-t or -tGUz on non-monosyllabic stems ending in a vowel: oynat-~oynatquz- ‘cause to
play,’ sözlet-~sözletküz- ‘cause to speak’
Some suffixes are best just memorized, for example:

chiq- ‘emerge’

chiqar-

-ﭼﯩﻘﺎر

‘cause to come out’

‘see’

körset-

-ﻛﯚرﺳﻪت

‘point out, show’

qorq- ‘fear’

qorqut-

-ﻗﻮرﻗﯘت

‘threaten’

kör-

The subject of a causative verb is the agent of the action; both transitive and intransitive verbs
can be changed into causative forms. When intransitive verbs like chiq- ‘emerge’ take causative
forms, they become transitive, and can take a direct object. Notice how the subject of (30)
becomes the direct object of (31):
‘Gülnar got off the bus.’ (intransitive)

.( ﮔﯜﻟﻨﺎر ﺋﺎﭘﺘﯘﺑﯘﺳﺘﯩﻦ ﭼﯩﻘﺘﻰ30)

‘Roshen made Gülnar get off the bus.’ (transitive)

.( روﺷﻪن ﮔﯜﻟﻨﺎرﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﯘﺑﯘﺳﺘﯩﻦ ﭼﯩﻘﺎردى31)

This description of the causative is sufficient for now. See if you can recognize which of the
verbs you have already learned are in fact the causative mood of another verb. You may see
some verbs taking more than one voice marker at the same time. You will study how to use the
causative voice in Volume II.
4. Definite Past Particle idi ﺋﯩﺪى
The particle idi often appears after a predicate (verb or verb-like element) to indicate a known
event or action in the past: it is witnessed or experienced, or known for a long time by the
speaker.5 Idi is the definite past counterpart to the indefinite present particle iken (L. 12): with
iken, the speaker’s understanding is unclear or second-hand; with idi, it is clear or first-hand.6
Therefore, iken and idi will not co-occur. For example, in (32) we have the predicate töwen ‘(be)
low’ followed by idi:
‘My wages were low.’

5

. ( ﻣﺎﺋﺎﺷﯩﻢ ﺗﯚۋەن ﺋﯩﺪى32)

idi was once was the simple past form of an Old Turkic copula är, which came to function in Uyghur as an

auxiliary i-. Though this auxiliary never appears in modern Uyghur as an independent verb, it still plays a role in
modern Uyghur grammar, as the first part of iken and -idu, for example, as well here in this particle.
6

The indefinite past counterpart to idi is (i)mish, a hearsay particle (and verb suffix) which appears in Volume II.
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4.1 This use of idi in such stative sentences serves as a way to put these predicate nominals and
adjectives in the past tense: ‘was/were Adj/N.’ Below we can compare present- (33a)and pasttense (33b) predicate nominal sentences, as well as present and past existential sentences (33c):
‘Now housing prices are high.’

.  ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺋﯚي ﺑﺎﮬﺎﺳﻰ ﻳﯘﻗﯩﺮىa (33)

‘At that time, housing prices were low.’

.  ﺷﯘ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﺘﺎ ﺋﯚي ﺑﺎﮬﺎﺳﻰ ﺗﯚۋەن ﺋﯩﺪىb

. ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺑﯩﺰدە ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﺎ ﺑﺎر، ﺑﯘرۇن ﺑﯩﺰدە ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﺎ ﻳﻮق ﺋﯩﺪىc.
‘In the past we didn’t have a car, now we do.’
Idi takes possessive-type (type 2) person endings to agree with the subject, just as a simple past
tense -DI would: idim  ﺋﯩﺪﯨﻢ, , iduq  ﺋﯩﺪۇق, iding  ﺋﯩﺪﯨﯔ, idingiz  ﺋﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ, idinglar  ﺋﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼر, idi  ﺋﯩﺪى.
In (34a), the first-person singular idim agrees with the subject, men:

. ﻣﻪن ﺷﯘ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﺘﺎ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺋﯩﺪﯨﻢa (34)

‘At that time I was good.’
‘At our young time, we were beautiful.’

. ﺑﯩﺰ ﻳﺎش ۋاﻗﺘﯩﻤﯩﺰدا ﭼﯩﺮاﻳﻠﯩﻖ ﺋﯩﺪۇقb

4.2 idi is also used after a participial verb. Such a construction most often expresses a past-inthe-past (a past perfect) meaning ‘had been,’ or ‘have had the experience in the past of V-ing’.
In these constructions, idi also takes person endings:
‘I have/had worked at this school.’

.ﻣﻪن ﻣﯘﺷﯘ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﮕﻪن ﺋﯩﺪﯨﻢ

(35)

In standard Uyghur, idi is written separately from the predicate that precedes it; however, it is
also common to see idi written together with the preceding predicate if it is a verb (kelgen
idi~kelgenidi ‘came’), and even written together while omitting the first part of idi (kelgendim
(pronounced kelgentim) < kelgen idim ‘I came’). Since these constructions require grammatical
constructions that we haven’t yet had, we will tackle this second usage in Volume II.
5. Language Use Notes
5.1

Which Family is Which?

ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر

N(+Poss)+Diki+lAr ‘those at (poss) N’

In Lesson 10, grammar point 3.1, you have encountered locative relative clauses with +Diki,
formed with the locative +DA, the relativizer ki, e.g. siniptiki ‘those (people or things) in the
classroom.’ The noun that such a locative relativizer modifies (like kishi or üstel, e.g. siniptiki
kishi ‘(the) people in the classroom,’ or siniptiki üstel ‘(the) tables in the classroom’) is often
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omitted and implicit. This is the case with the commonly-used öydikiler ‘those at home’: what is
implied is öydiki kishiler ‘the people at home,’ and kishi has been omitted.
Now, we can add possessive suffixes to express whose house it is; since possessive suffixes
are added right after the noun stem and before +Diki, we get:
öy-üm-di-ki-ler

‘those in my home’

ﺋﯚﻳﯜﻣﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر

öy-imiz-di-ki-ler

‘those in our home’

ﺋﯚﻳﯩﻤﯩﺰدﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر

öy-üng-di-ki-ler

‘those in your (sg. intim.) home’

öy-ingiz-di-ki-ler

‘those in your (sg. formal) home’

ﺋﯚﻳﯩﯖﯩﺰدﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر

öy-ünglar-di-ki-ler

‘those in your (pl.) home’

ﺋﯚﻳﯜﯕﻼردﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر

öy-i-di-ki-ler

‘those in his/her/their home’

ﺋﯚﻳﯜﯕﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر

ﺋﯚﻳﯩﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر

Öydikiler mainly refers to one’s own family living in the parental home, but it can include other
relatives or lodgers who share the house with you. If you are married, perhaps with children of
your own and live separately from your parents, then you will call that family a’ile-m ‘my (own)
household,’ to differentiate it from the home of your parents and siblings (the latter is then
called one’s chong öy ‘great home’). A’ile takes the normal possessive endings:
a’ilem

a’ilimiz

a’ileng

a’ilingiz

a’ilenglar

a’ilisi

ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﻪم

ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﯩﻤﯩﺰ

ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﻪڭ

ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﯩﯖﯩﺰ

ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﻪﯕﻼر

ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﯩﺴﻰ

It is customary for some sons to build a house or room within the courtyard of his parents’ home,
and it is the usual practice that the youngest son inherits his parents’ own house, in which case
his a’ilisi might end up the same as his chong öyi (and chong öyidikiler).
5.2 There is a Solution

ﻳﻮﻟﻰ ﺑﺎر

The phrase yoli bar literally means ‘his/her/its way exists’; it is used to express a way out of a
difficulty, or a solution to a dilemma. (yoli barlar is short for yoli bar kishiler ‘(people who)
have a way.’) This can be seen in (36), from Dialogue 13.2.

.  ﻳﻮﻟﻰ ﺑﺎرﻻرﻣﯘ ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﺪە ﻗﺎﻻﻻﻳﺪۇ،( ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮﺳﻰ36)
‘Yet others who have a way of doing so can stay in Ürümchi.’
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5.3 Someone with Influence ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەت
The word munasiwet means ‘relationship’ or ‘relatedness.’ The adjective derived from it
munasiwetlik properly means ‘related to’ or ‘concerning’, but when referring to people it can
mean ‘influential, well-connected.’ This is an expression of an essential part of Chinese culture
known in Mandarin as guānxī 关系 ‘relations, connections.’ In China and most Asian countries,
it is useful if not crucial to have close connections and friends in important positions, in order to
get permission for things, to find a job, to buy certain things, and even to get tasks at home done
(like plumbing repairs). Whereas in countries without such a well-developed social network,
priority is given to those who have more money or who have waited longest, in Uyghur society
priority is given to the people you know. In dialogue 13.2, the question was asked whether the
person has a chance of staying in the big city after graduation (something which most young
people dream about, but which is very difficult):
‘Do you have any close contacts who can help you?’ ( ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻦ ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەﺗﻠﯩﻚ ﺋﺎدەﻣﻠﯩﺮﯨﯖﯩﺰ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ ؟37)
(Implication: ‘Don’t you have anyone who can pull strings for you?’)
Adil was asked if he has any munasiwet with people who have the necessary influence to help
him find a job. Since this is the usual way to approach a job application, this is not seen as
underhanded. ‘It’s not what you know but who you know’ is a useful motto in Asian business
and society today, and much time is invested in building relationships.

Exercises
Exercise 1
Add the appropriate variant of the abilitative -(y)Al(a) to the following verbs. Maintain the
person (1st/2nd/3rd), number (singular/plural), and sentence type (declarative, negative or
question), and its tense (past, present or future) of the simple form. A first example is provided:
with Abilitative
Simple form
with Abilitative
Simple form
ﺑﯧﺮەﻟﯩﺪۇق
ﺑﻪردۇق
ﺑﺎراﻻﻳﻤﯩﺰ
ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﯩﺰ
ﺑﺎردﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ ؟
ﻛﯚرەﻟﻪﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ ؟
ﻣﺎﯕﯩﺪۇ
ﺋﺎﯕﻼﻳﺪۇ
ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ؟
ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ
ﻛﯧﺘﻪﻟﻪﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر
ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرﻣﺎﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر ؟
ﻛﯚرەﺗﺘﯘق
ﮬﻪﻳﺪﯨﻴﻪﻟﻪﻣﺪۇ؟
ﮬﻪﻳﺪﯨﺪﯨﻤﯘ؟
ﭼﯩﻘﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ
ﻗﺎراﻳﻤﯩﺰ
ﺋﻪﺗﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ؟
ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ
ﺗﯘرﯨﻤﻪن
ﺑﺎرﻣﯩﺪۇﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﻛﯚرﯨﺴﯩﻠﻪر
ﺗﯚﻟﯩﺪﯨﻢ
ﺷﯘﻏﯘﻟﻠﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ
ﺑﺎﺳﺘﯩﯖﻼرﻣﯘ ؟
ﺋﯧﻴﺘﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ ؟
ﻗﺎرﯨﺪى
ﺋﯧﺘﻪﻣﺪۇ ؟
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Exercise 2
Translate the following sentences into English, paying attention to every suffix on the verb.
.  ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﮕﻪﻛﻜﻪ ﻗﺎﺗﻨﺎﺷﺘﻰ، ۋەﻟﻰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯩﺘﯧﺘﺘﯩﻜﻰ ۋاﻗﺘﯩﺪا.a

___________________________________________________
ﺋﻪﻣﺪى ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺑﻮﻟﺪۇڭ ؟،  ﺳﻪن ﺋﯚﻳﯩﻤﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﻛﯧﻠﻪﺗﺘﯩﯔ.b
___________________________________________________
. ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﺟﺎﻳﺪا دەم ﺋﺎﻻﺗﺘﯩﻢ.c
___________________________________________________
. ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر داۋاﻣﻠﯩﻖ ﻗﻮﺷﻨﯩﻤﯩﺰﻏﺎ ﮔﯚش ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮاﺗﺘﯩﻢ.d
___________________________________________________
. ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﭘﻪﻗﻪت ۋاﻗﺘﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﻳﻮق، ﺑﯩﺰ ﻛﯩﺘﺎپ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺷﻨﻰ ﺑﻪك ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرەﺗﺘﯘق.e
___________________________________________________
. ﺑﯘرۇن ﻗﺎر ﻏﻮﻟﺠﯩﺪا ﺟﯩﻖ ﻳﺎﻏﺎﺗﺘﻰ.f
___________________________________________________
. ﻣﻪن ﭼﻪﺗﯭل ﺗﯩﻠﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ.g
___________________________________________________
. ﻣﻪن ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﺘﯩﻜﻰ ۋاﻗﺘﯩﻤﺪا ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺗﻮپ ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﯩﺪا ﻳﯜﮔﯜرەﺗﺘﯩﻢ.h
___________________________________________________
. ﮬﻪدەم ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻨﻰ ﻧﺎﮬﺎﻳﯩﺘﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺋﯧﺘﻪﺗﺘﻰ.i
___________________________________________________
 ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﻛﯩﺮﻣﻪﻳﺴﯩﻠﻪر ؟،  ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﮬﻪر داﺋﯩﻢ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﻤﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﻳﻮﻗﻼﻳﺘﺘﯩﯖﻼر، ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن.j
___________________________________________________
Exercise 3
Have a go at translating these sentences into Uyghur, applying the Abilitative or the Past
imperfect (Habitual) mood where appropriate:
A. Last semester I used to go to Abliz’s home. Now he can come to our home. ____________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
B. I would go to the livestock market every week, but these days I am not able to go. _________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
C. When he was small, Nurshat used to climb trees.
_________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
D. When my sister was at university, she always did her homework with Güli. ____________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
E. My grandmother always made very good polu (pilaf). _____________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 4
The following is a conversation between Azade and Batur. Where you think it is appropriate, add
the habitual past (past imperfect, -At-ti) suffixes onto the verb stem given, and elsewhere put
just the simple past endings.

ﺋﺎزادە :ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻧﻪدﯨﻦ ﻛﻪل__________________________.ﺳﯩﺰ؟
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﺑﺎزاردﯨﻦ ﻛﻪل __________________________ .
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺑﺎزاردا ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﻗﯩﻞ__________________________ .
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪ __________________________ .
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺳﯩﺰ ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺑﺎزاردا ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪ __________________________ .
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﻳﺎق ،ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن .ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر داﺋﯩﻢ ﺑﺎزاردا ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪ..___________.-
ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ ؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺋﯚﺗﻜﻪن ﺋﺎﻳﺪا ﻣﻪﻧﻤﯘ ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺑﺎزاردا ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪ ._________________________-
ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎﻳﺪا ﻣﻪن ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﻳﻪ . ___________-
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇﻗﻨﻰ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪ  _________________________________-؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﻳﺎق  ،ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪ . ..___________ -ﺑﯘ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﻪردە ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻜﻪ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺑﯚﻟﻤﻪﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن.
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن ،ﺋﯚﺗﻜﻪن ﻣﻪۋﺳﯘﻣﺪە ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﻪن ،..______________________-ﻳﯘ
ﻗﯩﺮى ﻧﯘﻣﯘرﻣﯘ ﺋﺎﻻﺗﺘﯩﻢ ،ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﮬﺎزﯨﺰ ﺋﯘﻧﺪاق ﺋﻪﻣﻪس.
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﺋﯚﻳﯩﯖﯩﺰدﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺳﯧﻐﯩﻨﯟاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ ﻳﻪﻧﯩﻼ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﺳﯧﻐﯩﻦ ______________________ .ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘرﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺘﺎ ﻳﯩﻐ
ﻻ..___________-
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﻣﻪﻧﻤﯘ ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺗﯘرۇﺷﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﻣﻪ ______________________-ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﻪﻣﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر
ﻧﻰ ﺑﻪك ﺳﯧﻐﯩﻦ ___________..ﻣﻪۋﺳﯘﻣﺪا ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺗﯘر._________________ -
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر ﻳﻪﻛﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﯩﺮى ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﺑﺎر .._____________ -؟
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە ﺑﺎﻏﭽﯩﻐﺎ ﺑﺎر. .___________ -ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە ﺋﺎﻏﯩﻨﯩﻠﯩﺮﯨﻢ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺋﺎچ ________
______________.ۋە ﺋﯘﻻر ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺗﺎﻧﺴﺎ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ،. ...___________-
ﺋﺎزادە :ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘرۇن ﺗﺎﻧﺴﺎ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﺷﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﻣﻪ .______________________ -
ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺗﺎﻧﺴﺎ ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﺋﺎﻣﺮاق.
ﺑﺎﺗﯘر :ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪﭘﻜﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪت ﻗﯩﻞ ______________________؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺑﯩﺮ ﻳﯩﻞ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﺗﯘر._________________________________ -ﭼﯜﻧﻜﻰ
ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪت ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ .ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻳﯩﻞ ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻪر ﺑﻮل____________- -
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Lesson 14

ﺩﯦﻬﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ ۋە ﺳﺎﻳﺎھﻪﺕ
Farming and Traveling
Concepts and Structures
1. Converbial constructions with -(I)p: V1 -(I)p V2; Serial converbs and Directional complements
2. Language Use Notes: +ning aldida ﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا-; temporal limitative +Giche ﻏﯩﭽﻪ-; bir ish ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﺶ
birer ish  ;ﺑﯩﺮەر ﺋﯩﺶimperative mood: giving commands
In the next three lessons we explore a very common verb construction, in which two or more
verbs are strung together with the linking suffix -(I)p. The suffix has three main functions: (1) as
a verb serializer, that is, to link two or more sequential or simultaneous actions or events together;
(2) to form directional complements, where the second verb expresses the direction in which the
action occurs (up, out, etc.); and (3) to express more information about how or in what manner
the action or event occurred, as an aspectual or actional construction.
In this lesson we will focus on the first and second uses of the -(I)p participle, which is to
link several sentences or clauses together in a series of events or actions, and to specify the
direction of an action. Only the last verb in the series bears person and tense suffixes; the
converb with -(I)p can only take a few suffixes, such as causative and negation. This
construction is used when someone is describing multiple actions (leaving and going indoors), as
in (1a) or to clarify all that was involved in one action, as in (1b). For example:
‘She left that place and then went indoors.’
. ﺋﯘ ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﭗ ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻛﯩﺮدىa(1)
‘She left (them) and went indoors.’
. ﺋﯘ ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰb
(1a) expresses sequential actions; (1b) expresses one complex action and could answer the
question, ‘How did she leave?’ --‘She left by entering the house.’ In (1b), the focus is on leaving,
whereas in (1a), both actions are equally in focus.
In addition to these converbial constructions, we learn the locative phrase N+ning aldida ‘in
front of N,’ and temporal uses of the limitative suffix [time]+Giche ‘up to [time].’

 ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت-14.1

Dialogue 14.1

Tursun is Se’ide’s classmate at the university. .ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪەﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﻮﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯧﺘﯧﺘﺘﯩﻜﻰ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻠﯩﺮﯨﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﯩﺮى

 ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯔ؟، ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن:ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە
. ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ:ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
 ﺑﺎزاردا ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﺪﯨﯔ؟:ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە
. ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪپ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ، ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻨﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﯩﻨﻰ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯘرۇپ ﺑﻪرﮔﻪچ، ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﺮ ﭼﺎﭘﺎن ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ:ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
 ﭘﻮﻟﯘ ﻳﯧﺪﯨﯖﻤﯘ؟:ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە
. ﺷﻮﻳﻼ ﻳﯧﺪﯨﻢ، ﻳﯧﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ:ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
 ﺋﺎﻛﺎڭ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاﻗﺮاق؟ ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﻘﺎ ﻛﯧﻠﻪﻣﺪۇ؟:ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە
. ﺋﯘ ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪﯨﻐﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن. ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ:ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
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ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە :ﺋﯘ ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪﻧﺪە ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ؟
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﺋﯘ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻛﺎﻟﯩﺴﯩﻨﻰ ﺳﯧﺘﯩﭗ ،ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﭘﯘﻟﯩﻐﺎ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻗﻮي ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟﯦﻠﯩﭗ ،ﺋﺎﺷﻘﺎن ﭘﯘﻟﻐﺎ ﺋﺎﻳﺎغ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن
1
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ.
ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە :ﺋﺎﻛﺎڭ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ دﯦﮭﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﻪك ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاﺷﻤﯘ؟
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﻳﺎق ،ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻛﻪچ ﻛﯜز ۋاﻗﺘﻰ .ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش ﺋﻪﻣﻪس .ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ دﯦﮭﻘﺎﻧﻼر ﺋﯜﭼﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎﻳﺪﯨﻦ
ﺋﻮﻧﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎﻳﻐﯩﭽﻪ ﺑﻪك ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺪۇ .ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن ﺋﺎﻛﺎم ﮬﻪر ﻳﯩﻠﻰ ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﺎﻳﻼردا
ﺑﻮﻏﺪاﻳﻠﯩﺮﯨﻨﻰ ﺋﻮرۇپ ،ﺧﺎﻣﺎن ﺗﯧﭙﯩﭗ ،ﺳﻮرۇپ ،ﭼﻪﺷﻠﻪپ ،ﺗﺎﻏﺎرﻻرﻏﺎ ﻗﺎﭼﯩﻼپ ،ﺳﺎﯕﻐﺎ
ﻗﺎﭼﯩﻠﯩﯟاﻟﯩﺪۇ .ﮬﻪم ﺋﯘ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﻪردە ﺋﯧﺮﯨﻘﻼرﻧﻰ ﻳﺎﺳﺎپ ،ﺳﻪﻳﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺳﯘﻏﯩﺮﯨﭗ ،ﭘﻪﻣﯩﺪور ۋە ﻻزﯨﻼرﻧﻰ
ﺋﺎﭘﺘﺎﭘﻘﺎ ﻳﯧﻴﯩﭗ ﻗﯘرۇﺗﯘپ،ﺋﻪﺗﺘﯩﮕﻪﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﻪﭼﻜﯩﭽﻪ ﺑﻪك ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺪۇ.
ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە :ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن ﺋﺎﻛﺎ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ؟
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﺋﺎﻛﺎم ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻗﯩﺸﻠﯩﻖ ﺳﻪﻳﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺋﻮرﯨﻐﺎ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ ،ﻳﻪرﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﻏﺪۇرۇپ ،ﻛﯜزﻟﯜك ﺑﯘﻏﺪاي ﺗﯧﺮﯨﭗ ،ﺋﻮﺗﯘﻧﻨﻰ
ﻛﻪﺳﻠﻪپ ،ﻗﯩﺸﻨﯩﯔ ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎرﻟﯩﻐﯩﻨﻰ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە :ﮬﻪي ،ﺋﯘ ﺑﻪك ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش ﺋﯩﻜﻪن! ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﺑﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﻳﻮﻗﻼپ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﻜﻪ ۋاﻗﺘﻰ ﻳﻮﻗﻘﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن.
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﻛﯩﻢ ﺑﯩﻠﯩﺪۇ؟ ﺋﯘ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺸﻜﻪ ۋەدە ﺑﻪرﻣﯩﺪى.
ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە :ﺋﻪﮔﻪر ﺋﯘ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺴﺎ ،ﻣﻪن ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺘﺎ ﺑﺎر .ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﮬﯩﭻ ﻳﻪرﮔﻪ ﺑﺎرﻣﺎﻳﻤﻪن.
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ دەرﺳﯩﯔ ﻳﻮﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە :ﻳﻮق ،ﺑﯘ ﻣﻪۋﺳﯜﻣﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﺎرﺗﯩﭗ ﻓﺎﻛﯘﻟﺘﯧﺖ ﻣﯘدﯨﺮى دەرﺳﯩﻤﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪﻧﮕﻪ ﺋﻮرۇﻧﻼﺷﺘﯘردى.
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﭘﺎﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪت ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە :ﺑﯘ ﮬﻪﭘﺘﯩﺪە ﻳﻮق .ﻛﯧﻠﻪر ﮬﻪﭘﺘﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻼپ ،ﺑﯩﺰ ﺳﯩﻴﺎﺳﯩﻲ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺸﻜﻪ ﻗﺎﺗﻨﯩﺸﯩﺸﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﻛﯧﺮەك.
ﺑﻪﻟﻜﯩﻢ ﺋﯘ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﺘﺎ ﺑﯩﺮﺋﺎز ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش ﺑﻮﻟﯩﻤﯩﺰ.
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﭼﺎرﺷﻪﻧﺒﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﻪردە ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﺋﯜﮔﯩﻨﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪرﻏﯘ.
ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە :ﺑﻪزى ﻛﯜﻧﻠﯩﺮى ﺑﯩﺰ ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪپ ،ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﻦ دەرس ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎرﻻپ ،ﺧﺎم ﺳﯚزﻟﻪرﻧﻰ ﭘﯩﺸﺸﯩﻖ
ﻳﺎدﻻپ ،ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﻪﻧﺘﻪرﺑﯩﻴﻪ ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﯩﻐﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ،ۋاﻟﯩﺒﻮل ﻳﺎﻛﻰ ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎﻳﻤﯩﺰ.
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﻳﻪﻛﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﻠﯩﺮﯨﭽﯘ؟
ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە :ﻳﻪﻛﺸﻪﻧﺒﯩﻠﻪردە ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﺮﺋﺎز ﻛﻪچ ﺋﻮرﻧﯘﻣﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﯘرﯨﻤﻪن .ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪﻧﻠﯩﻚ ﭼﺎي ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ ﺑﻮﻟﻐﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ
ﺗﺎﻣﺎﺷﺎ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﻤﻪن .ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﺑﺎﻏﭽﯩﻼرﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﺋﺎﻳﻠﯩﻨﯩﻤﻪن ،ﻳﺎﻛﻰ ﻛﯩﻨﻮ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﻪن.

 -14.2ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 14.2

Tursun comes into the office looking for Letipe.
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭙﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﯩﺰدەپ ﺋﯩﺸﺨﺎﻧﯩﻐﺎ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﺪۇ.
Rukiye goes out to find her, but just then Letipe comes in.

رۇﻗﯩﻴﻪ ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭙﻨﻰ ﺋﯩﺰدەپ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺪۇ ،دەل ﺷﯘ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﺘﺎ ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭗ ﺳﯩﺮﺗﺘﯩﻦ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﭗ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ.

ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭙﻪ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯩﻤﯘ؟
رۇﻗﯩﻴﻪ :ﺑﺎرﻏﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن.
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭙﻪ ،ﻧﻪدﯨﻦ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭙﻪ :ﺳﯩﺮﺗﺘﯩﻦ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن :ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﺸﯩﻢ ﺑﺎر .ﭘﺎراﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﺸﻘﺎ ۋاﻗﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﺑﺎرﻣﯩﺪۇ؟
ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭙﻪ :ﺑﺎر.
’ashqan pul ‘leftover money, change
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 -14.3ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 14.3

Sattar has come to Tursunay’s office, and is chatting with her.
ﺳﺎﺗﺘﺎر ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫﻳﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﺸﺨﺎﻧﯩﺴﯩﻐﺎ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﭘﺎراﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﺪۇ.

ﺳﺎﺗﺘﺎر :ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪن ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﺪە ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻦ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺴﯩﺰ؟
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰدە ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ،ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯧﻠﯩﻤﻪن .ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟
ﺳﺎﺗﺘﺎر :ﻳﻪﺗﺘﻪ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻤﺪا ﺋﺎﻳﺎﻟﯩﻢ ﺋﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ ،ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﯧﻠﯩﻤﻪن.
2
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﺪە ﺋﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ ﭼﯜﺷﯜپ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
ﺳﺎﺗﺘﺎر :ﺋﺎﻟﺘﯩﺪە ﺋﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ ﭼﯜﺷﯩﻤﯩﺰ ..ﮬﻪي ،ﺑﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪﯨﻜﻰ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﺎﻳﺎل ﻗﯧﻨﻰ؟
ﺋﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ ﭼﯜﺷﯜپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯩﻤﯘ؟
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﻰ ﻳﯩﺮاق ،ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﺑﺎﻟﺪۇرراق ﺋﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ ﭼﯜﺷﯩﺪۇ.

 -14.4ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن ۋە ﺋﺎزادەﻟﻪر ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰدﯨﻜﻰ ﻳﻮﻟﯘﭼﯩﻼر.

Dialogue 14.4
Yakupjan and Azade are passengers on a train.

ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﭘﻮﻻت ﻗﻪﻳﻪردە ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﭘﻮﻻت ﻳﻮق .ﺋﯘ ﻗﯘﻣﯘل ﺑﯧﻜﯩﺘﯩﺪە ﭼﯜﺷﯜپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى.
ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن :ﺋﯘ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﻗﯘﻣﯘﻟﺪا ﭼﯜﺷﯜپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى؟
ﺋﺎزادە :ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن.

 -14.5ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 14.5

Adil goes to see Abliz off at the bus station, but he first bumps into Nuriman there.

ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس ﺑﯧﻜﯩﺘﯩﺪە ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﯘزﯨﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﻮﻳﯘش ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا ،ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﻧﯘرﯨﻤﺎﻧﻨﻰ ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺘﯩﺪۇ.

ﻧﯘرﯨﻤﺎن :ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﻗﺎﻳﺎﻗﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯔ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎۋۇ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس ﻛﯜﺗﯜش ﺋﻮرﻧﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ .ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﯩﺰدەۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن .ﺋﯘ ﺗﯘرﭘﺎﻧﻐﺎ ﻣﺎﯕﯩﺪۇ .ﺋﯘ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ
»ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﮕﯩﭽﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﻤﻪن« دﯦﺪى ،ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻏﯩﭽﻪ ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن.
ﻧﯘرﯨﻤﺎن :ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :راﺳﺘﻤﯘ؟
ﻧﯘرﯨﻤﺎن :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ .ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺑﯩﺮاز ﺑﯘرۇن ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا ﻛﯚرﮔﻪﻧﯩﺪﯨﻢ.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻗﺎﻳﺴﻰ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﺘﺎ؟
ﻧﯘرﯨﻤﺎن :ﺋﻪﻧﻪ ،ﺋﺎۋۇ ﭼﻪﺗﺘﯩﻜﻰ ﻛﻮﻧﺎ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ .ﺋﻪﻣﺪى ﻛﯚردۈﯕﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﮬﻪ ،رەﮬﻤﻪت .ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ! ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ!

’ishqa chiqip ket- ‘go to work (from home);’ ishtin chüsh- ‘get off of work
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Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
aptap
ash- (ëshish) [+ni]
ashqan
ashqan pul
aghdur- [+ni]
aldi bilen
aldin
Amine
aylan- (aylinish) [+ni]
etigenlik
bashla- (bashlimaq) [+ni]
baldur
bughday
bëket
pa’aliyet
paranglash- (paranglishish)

English
sunshine, sunlight
increase; exceed; leftover, remaining
leftover, extra
extra money, change
turn over, till; turn out; overturn
firstly, first of all
ahead of time, beforehand
Amine (female name), faithful
revolve, go round; wander, tour; change, turn (into)
morning (Adj.)
start, begin
early, soon
wheat
station, stop
activity, event
chat, talk, converse

pemidur
pishshiq
piyaz
tartip [+Din]
taghar
tamasha
tamasha qil-

tomato
ripe, cooked, done; mature; thoroughly
onion
beginning, since
sack, gunnysack
entertainment, show, recreation, enjoyment, fun
enjoy entertainment, have fun, have a leisurely
walk around, play pranks
kick; thresh
preparation(s)
Turfan (city in eastern Xinjiang), Tulufan 吐鲁番
Tursun (male name)
Tursun’ay (female name)
sow, plant seeds; grow

tep- (tepmek, tëpish) [+ni]
teyyarliq
Turpan
Tursun
Tursun’ay
tëri- (tërimaq, tërish) [+ni]
chamghur
cheshle- (cheshlimek)
[+ni]
xaman
xaman tepdel
diqqet
diqqet qilRuqiye
Sattar
Se’ide (also as Sajide)
saqla- (saqlimaq) [+ni]

Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﭘﺘﺎپ
-ﺋﺎش
ﺋﺎﺷﻘﺎن
ﺋﺎﺷﻘﺎن ﭘﯘل
-ﺋﺎﻏﺪۇر
ﺋﺎﻟﺪى ﺑﯩﻠﻪن
ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﻦ
ﺋﺎﻣﯩﻨﻪ
( )ﺋﺎﻳﻠﯩﻨﯩﺶ-ﺋﺎﻳﻼن
ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪﻧﻠﯩﻚ
( )ﺑﺎﺷﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺑﺎﺷﻼ
ﺑﺎﻟﺪۇر
ﺑﯘﻏﺪاي
ﺑﯧﻜﻪت
ﭘﺎﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪت
-ﭘﺎراﯕﻼش
()ﭘﺎراﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﺶ
ﭘﻪﻣﯩﺪۇر
ﭘﯩﺸﺸﯩﻖ
ﭘﯩﻴﺎز
ﺗﺎرﺗﯩﭗ
ﺗﺎﻏﺎر
ﺗﺎﻣﺎﺷﺎ
-ﺗﺎﻣﺎﺷﺎ ﻗﯩﻞ

turnip, short white root vegetable (=turup)
pile up, heap up (grain)

-ﺗﻪپ
ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎرﻟﯩﻖ
ﺗﯘرﭘﺎن
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي
، )ﺗﯧﺮﯨﻤﺎق-ﺗﯧﺮى
(ﺗﯧﺮﯨﺶ
ﭼﺎﻣﻐﯘر
-ﭼﻪﺷﻠﻪ

threshing floor, winnowing area
thresh, trample out (grain)
precisely, exactly
care, caution, attention, alertness
take care, pay attention, be alert
Ruqiye (female name); doer of kind deeds
Sattar (male name)
Sa’ide (female name), happiness
guard, preserve, keep, protect; wait, await

ﺧﺎﻣﺎن
-ﺧﺎﻣﺎن ﺗﻪپ
دەل
دﯨﻘﻘﻪت
-دﯨﻘﻘﻪت ﻗﯩﻞ
رۇﻗﯩﻴﻪ
ﺳﺎﺗﺘﺎر
(ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە )ﺳﺎﺟﯩﺪە
( )ﺳﺎﻗﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺳﺎﻗﻼ
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sang
sez- (sezmek, sëzish) [+ni]
sewze
sey
soru- [+ni]
sughar- (sughurush) [+ni]
sirtqa chiqsiyasiy
shoyla
qatarliq
qachila- (qachilimaq)[+ni]
qoy
qoy- [+ni]
qurutqëni
kala
kech
kesle- (keslimek) [+ni]
küt- [+ni]
kütüsh öyi
küzgi
laza
Letipe
marozhni
meyli
meyli … meyli
Nuriman
Hakimjan
hey
hëch (pronounced hich)
hëch yer + [Vneg]
otun
or- [+ni]
ora
uchra- (uchrimaq) [+GA]
uchrash- (uchrishish) [+ni]
uzat- (uzitish) [+ni]
öre
waqche
walibol
wede
wede ber- [+GA]
woy!
ëriq
ich- (ichish) [+ni]
ishxana

grain silo, government grain storage facility
feel, perceive, sense
carrot
vegetable (=  ;)ﻛﯚﻛﺘﺎتcooked vegetable dish
winnow, toss up and scatter; squander
irrigate, water
go outside; (euph.) be excused, go to the toilet
political
mutton, turnip and rice dish
and so on, etcetera, and all such
pack, bag, wrap, fill, load up
sheep
put, set, arrange; stop, settle, give up; establish;
(aux.) act in advance
dry, dry out
look, so let’s..., well then; where
cow, ox, bovine
late
chop up, cut up
wait, expect; look after (guests), entertain
waiting room
autumnal, autumn-planted
chili pepper
Letipe (female name); kind, gracious
ice cream
OK, all right, never mind, whatever
whether … or …
Nuriman (female name), light of faith
Hakimjan (male name), ruler
hey! (expresses surprise)
(none/no)... whatsoever, (none/no)... at all
nowhere, anywhere
firewood
scythe, cut, harvest
pit, hole; cellar
meet, chance (upon), hit (upon)
meet, get together
cause to leave, see off, bid farewell, hand over
high (place, price); real, actual; upright, erect
late, tardy, belated
volleyball
promise, pledge
promise, make a pledge
gosh, oh! (expresses shock or alarm)
ditch, irrigation channel
drink, consume, eat (soup)
office, workroom
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ﺳﺎڭ
( )ﺳﯧﺰﯨﺶ-ﺳﻪز
ﺳﻪۋزە
ﺳﻪي
-ﺳﻮرۇ
( )ﺳﯘﻏﯘرۇش-ﺳﯘﻏﺎر
-ﺳﯩﺮﺗﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻖ
ﺳﯩﻴﺎﺳﯩﻲ
ﺷﻮﻳﻼ
ﻗﺎﺗﺎرﻟﯩﻖ
-ﻗﺎﭼﯩﻼ
ﻗﻮي
-ﻗﻮي
-ﻗﯘرۇت

ﻗﯧﻨﻰ
ﻛﺎﻻ
ﻛﻪچ
-ﻛﻪﺳﻠﻪ
-ﻛﯜت
ﻛﯜﺗﯜش ﺋﯚﻳﻰ
ﻛﯜزﮔﻰ
ﻻزا
ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭙﻪ
ﻣﺎروژﻧﻰ
ﻣﻪﻳﻠﻰ
ﻣﻪﻳﻠﻰ......ﻣﻪﻳﻠﻰ
ﻧﯘرﯨﻤﺎن
ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن
ﮬﻪي
ﮬﯧﭻ
ﮬﯧﭻ ﻳﻪر
ﺋﻮﺗﯘن
-ﺋﻮر
ﺋﻮرا
( )ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘﭼﺮا
()ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺸﯩﺶ-ﺋﯘﭼﺮاش
( )ﺋﯘزﯨﺘﯩﺶ-ﺋﯘزات
ﺋﯚرە
ۋاﻗﭽﻪ
ۋاﻟﯩﺒﻮل
ۋەدە
-ۋەدە ﺑﻪر
!ۋوي
ﺋﯧﺮﯨﻖ
-ﺋﯩﭻ
ﺋﯩﺸﺨﺎﻧﺎ
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iman
yataqdash
yasa- (yasimaq) [+ni]
yangyu (yangyuyum)
yay- (yëyish) [+ni]
yoluchi
yür- (often pron. jür)
yëngiraqta ~ yëngila
yighqan (pron. zhiqqan)

faith; trust, confidence
roommate, dorm mate, housemate
construct, build
potato3
spread out, roll out, lay out; air; put out to pasture
traveler, passenger
move (forward), go (forward, along), proceed,
stroll; [+bilen] go around with, accompany; (aux.)
continued, regular, or frequent action
just (now), recently
savings (CIS: zhighqan)

ﺋﯩﻤﺎن
ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺪاش
( )ﻳﺎﺳﯩﻤﺎق-ﻳﺎﺳﺎ
(ﻳﺎﯕﻴﯘ )ﻳﺎﯕﻴﯘﻳﯘم
( )ﻳﯧﻴﯩﺶ-ﻳﺎي
ﻳﻮﻟﯘﭼﻰ
-ﻳﯜر
ﻳﯧﯖﯩﻼ، ﻳﯧﯖﯩﺮاﻗﺘﺎ
ﻳﯩﻐﻘﺎن

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
1. Converbial constructions with -(I)p
1.1 As Verb serializer and verb complementizer
This and the next several lessons focus on a variety of very frequently-used verbal constructions
linking two (or more) verbs together with the -(I)p suffix: V1 -(I)p V2. (Sometimes, textbooks
call these ‘participial’ or ‘adverbial’ constructions.) We first need to distinguish different uses of
the converb -(I)p: as a verb serializer (linking events or actions together in a chain), and verb
complementizer (where a secondary verb expresses information about the direction, manner,
focus and time of the main verb).
V1 -(I)p V2-tense-Person.endings
[[Clause1 V-(I)p ] [Clause2 V-(I)p] [Clause3 V-(I)p] [Clause4 V ....]]
In Uyghur, clauses and whole sentences can be strung together, connected by -(I)p; -(I)p serves
as a link on the chain, between events or actions, which are expressed either as individual verbs,
verb phrases, or even whole sentences. The simplest chain would be V1 -(I)p V2, such as olturup
sözlidim ‘I sat down and talked’ or ‘I spoke (while) sitting down.’ For the purposes of
interpreting serial verbs (chains of clauses or sentences), we can roughly translate the -(I)p
converb as ‘and, and then, while....’4 The first verb(s) cannot take aspect, person or number
suffixes; only the sentence-final verb (in our simple version, V2) has tense and person
endings (-di-m). We can string more predicates together, V1 -(I)p V2-(I)p V3-tenseperson.endings, as in (2) below, expressing the sequential actions berip, ëlip, yep, followed by
the final verb qayt-ti-m, which is marked for tense and person.
. ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ، ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪپ،ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ، ( ﻣﻪن ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ2)
‘I went to the shops and bought some apples, I ate a meal, then went back home.’
In contrast, (3) is a grammatically identical example but describes simultaneous actions:

As a Verb serializer

3

Though the most common word for ‘potato’ is yangyu (from Chinese), some people are beginning to use
bökchamghur ﺑﯚﻛﭽﺎﻣﻐﯘر, and berengge ﺑﻪرەﯕﮕﻪ.
4
Yet when two verbs are juxtaposed with -(I)p with little or no intervening material, at least two interpretations are
possible: (1) ‘I sat down and talked’ interprets both verbs as independent verbs of equal status, thus the action is
either simultaneous (‘I sat down while talking’) or sequential (‘I sat down and (then) talked’); (2) the other possible
interpretation ranks the second verb as secondary to the first verb, and dependent on it, hence ‘I spoke while sitting.’
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. ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﺪۇق، ﭘﺎراﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﭗ، ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ،( ﺋﻮن ﺑﯩﺮﮔﯩﭽﻪ ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﺪە ﻳﻪپ3)
‘At his house we ate, drank, talked and danced until eleven.’
The context determines whether the events or actions are simultaneous or sequential. The
subject is in the nominative and is the same person for all actions or events. (It is possible to
change subjects mid-sentence, but then the new subject must be specified in the nominative in
the appropriate -(I)p clause, and all subsequent predicates then refer to the new subject.)
As a Verb complementizer
V1 -(I)p V2Aux-tense-Person.Endings
Equally if not more important in Uyghur, however, is the related use of the structure V1-(I)p V2
to create a verbal compound, that is, to link a the first (main) verb, V1, to an auxiliary (helping)
verb, V2. Whereas in the above serial verb constructions, both verbs (or all verbs, in the case of
V1-(I)p, V2-(I)p, V3) were equally important, in an auxiliary verb construction, it is the first verb
(before -(I)p) that is the important verb; the other verb merely adds a nuance of meaning to the
main verb, for example, seeing someone going up a hill, on might say she chiqip bar- ‘go up’
(not *‘emerge and go’): the main action is one of upwards movement, and the auxiliary V2
expresses a secondary action: movement away from the speaker (bar-). To take another example,
I might talk of hearing radio news as: anglap qal- ‘(actually) heard,’ where angla- ‘listen’ is the
main action, and qal- is a helping auxiliary that in this case implies the result of the action
continues.
Of the two above examples, the first kind of auxiliary V2 verbs conjoined by -(I)p (bar- in
chiqip bar- ) are called directional complements, as they express the direction an action is
going in. These include bar- ‘go,’ kel- ‘come,’ ket- ‘leave,’ chiq- ‘go up (<emerge),’ chüsh- ‘go
down.’ The second kind of auxiliary verbs conjoined by -(I)p (qal- in anglap qal-) are called
aspectual or actional complements, as they express for example the manner or duration of the
action, whether the action fulfilled or surprised speaker expectations, and many other
modifications in meaning of the main verb. These verb complements do not ever describe
consecutive independent actions (as the serial verb -(I)p constructions do), but rather an
independent action, V1, modified by a complement, V2.
There are at least half a dozen directional complements, and over twenty verbs that serve as
aspectual or actional auxiliaries to the main verb. Most all of these (like bar- ‘go’ or qal‘remain’) can also serve as main verbs elsewhere, since they are full independent verbs.
Uyghurs use -(I)p converbs where English speakers would use conjunctions (and, then – for
serial actions) or adverbs (repeatedly, unthinkingly – for complements). Converbs in Uyghur are
frequently used and their nuances can be difficult to grasp. In this lesson, we therefore survey
their most common contexts (as above) and examine serial verbs and directional complements;
in Lesson 15, we begin to study examples of their use as aspectual and actional complements
(primarily the former); in Volume II, we take up other aspectual and actional complements.

1.2 Form
Declarative

-(I)p ﯨﭗ- (I)= -∅/ip/up/üp

The converb has four harmonic variants -∅/ip/up/üp, just like the reciprocal -(I)sh and the present
continuous -(I)wat. The verb stems it attaches to are subject to the usual A-raising (such that bar‘go’ and ber- ‘give’ both result in bërip.) Here are some examples of the harmonic forms:
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‘enter’
‘kick’
‘give’
‘see’
‘descend’

kirip ﻛﯩﺮﯨﭗ
tëpip ﺗﯧﭙﯩﭗ
bërip ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ
körüp ﻛﯚرۈپ
chüshüp ﭼﯜﺷﯜپ

‘tell’
‘see off’
‘go’
‘put’
‘hold’

ëytip ﺋﯧﻴﺘﯩﭗ
uzitip ﺋﯘزﯨﺘﯩﭗ
bërip ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ
qoyup ﻗﻮﻳﯘپ
tutup ﺗﯘﺗﯘپ

‘say’
‘sow’
‘read’
‘hear’

dep دەپ
tërip ﺗﯧﺮﯨﭗ
oqup ﺋﻮﻗﯘپ
anglap ﺋﺎﯕﻼپ

Negative
V1-mAy V2 / V1-mAstin V2
There are two different forms of the negative counterpart to the -(I)p suffix, both which often can
be translated as ‘without.’ Some examples are given (with both A-raising and harmonic A bolded):
negative
declarative
example
ﺗﯘر
stay
turmastin ﺗﯘرﻣﺎﺳﺘﯩﻦ
turmay ﺗﯘرﻣﺎي
-ﻛﻪل
come
kelmestin ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﺳﺘﯩﻦ
kelmey ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪي
-ﺋﻮﻳﻼ
play
oylimastin ﺋﻮﻳﻠﯩﻤﺎﺳﺘﯩﻦ
oylimay ﺋﻮﻳﻠﯩﻤﺎي
V1-mAy V2
(A= a/e)
The suppletive suffix -mAy (-may/mey) is the more common of the two, used in both the presentfuture and past tense. It is considered more literary than -mAstin.
‘S/he left without waiting for me.’
.( ﺋﯘ ﻣﯧﻨﻰ ﺳﺎﻗﻠﯩﻤﺎي ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ4)
V1-mAstin V2
(A= a/e)
This alternative (-mastin/mestin) is less common, used only in the past tense, and is colloquial
(casual). Its meaning, however, is the same as that of -mAy. (A= a/e)

. ﻛﯧﻴﻤﻪﺳﺘﯩﻦ ﻗﯩﻴﻨﯩﻠﯩﭗ ﻳﯩﻐﻘﺎن ﭘﯘﻟﯘم، ﺋﯩﭽﻤﻪﺳﺘﯩﻦ،( ﺋﯘ ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﻳﯧﻤﻪﺳﺘﯩﻦ5)
‘This is the money I have saved hard, not squandering it on food, drink or clothes.’
(Older people, who have struggled to save up for something important, may say this.)
Table 1. Summary: Converb -(I)p (I)= -∅/ip/up/üp; A=a/e

Declarative
Negative

V1-(I)p V2
V1-mAy V2

V1-mAstin V2

1.3 Usage of Serial Verb -(I)p
This section explore the ambiguity in meaning between sequential and simultaneous action for
clauses or sentences linked by the serial converb -(I)p, as introduced in 1.1.
1.3.1 Sequential Actions
In sentences with consecutive actions or events that take place one after the other in a close
sequence, but involve the same person doing the action, especially when someone is in transit or
traveling and doing things en route. In the serial verb usage (unlike as a complementizer), the
final verb is the focus of the sentence. Since this sentence-final verb takes the tense and person
suffixes, any change in these suffixes will affect the meaning of all the preceding converbs too.
. ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ، ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪپ، ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ،( ﻣﻪن ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ6)
‘Yesterday I went to the market, bought apples, ate a meal, (then) went back home.’
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. ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﻤﻪن، ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪپ،( ﻣﻪن ﮬﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ7)
‘Every day I go to the market, eat a meal, (and) go back home.’
Here is an example of affirmative -(I)p and negative -mAy converbs used in the same sentence:
. ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ،  ﮬﯧﭽﻨﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎي، ( ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ8)
‘This morning I went to the shops and came back without buying anything.’
In the English translations above, all the verbs receive a (past) tense marker (went, bought, ate,
went back), whereas in Uyghur, only the last verb receives tense and person markers (e.g. -tim, -i-men), while the rest of the verbs in the action sequence are have the -(I)p suffix.

1.3.2 Simultaneous Actions
-(I)p forms are used when the same people simultaneously (or over a period of time) do more
than one action. It does not need to be clear who is doing what when, just that the people
involved did all these things on and off over the period (e.g. all evening).
. ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎپ ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘردۇق، ﭘﺎراﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﭗ، ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ،( ﺑﯩﺰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﻮن ﺑﯩﺮﮔﯩﭽﻪ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﺪە ﻳﻪپ9)
‘At his house we sat eating, drinking, talking and dancing until 11 pm.’
Notice that in the English translation we needed to use a conjunction like ‘and’ to link the final
two verbs. This is not so in Uyghur when using the -(I)p forms. If we were to insert the Uyghur
conjunction we in the middle, the preceding verb would become separated from the ‘series’ of
verbs, and so would also need to have its own person and tense suffix as well. Compare the
following sentence having the same meaning as that above.

. ﭘﺎراﯕﻼﺷﺘﯘق ۋە ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﺪۇق، ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ،ﺑﯩﺰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﻮن ﺑﯩﺮﮔﯩﭽﻪ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﺪە ﻳﻪپ

(10)

‘At his house we ate, drank, talked until 11pm and we (also) danced.’
Here are two examples of simultaneous actions, using the negative -mAy:
‘S/he didn’t sit down, but stayed standing up (erect).’
.( ﺋﯘ ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرﻣﺎي ﺋﯚرە ﺗﯘردى11)
‘Will you just stand there, without saying a word?’
( ﺳﻪن ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻤﻪي ﺗﯘراﻣﺴﻪن؟12)
Sometimes it is ambiguous whether actions are consecutive or simultaneous, since the
difference may be irrelevant in Uyghur. We need to understand the wider context.

. ﻗﺎﻳﺘﺘﯩﻢ،  ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﺎ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ،( ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ13)
Sentence (13) has two interpretations: first, completely sequential one: ‘Yesterday after I went to
the shops and (then) bought a sweater, then (after that) I came back home.’ Alternatively, a
close-to-simultaneous interpretation of all converbs is possible: ‘Yesterday I went to the market
and (as I was in the market) bought a sweater (while) on my way home.’
Likewise, the next sentence can also have two interpretations:
. ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﺪۇق، ﭘﺎراﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﭗ، ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ،( ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﺪە ﻳﻪپ14)
Sequential: ‘After we had eaten in his house, (then) drank and talked, and after that we danced.’
Simultaneous: ‘We were eating, drinking, talking and dancing in his home.’
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1.4 Usage of Verb Complementizer -(I)p for Directional Actions
This section explores the use of the verb complementizer -(I)p as a directional complement,
that is, for the V2 to indicate the direction of V1’s action. The -(I)p converb join a main verb V1,
with an auxiliary verb (or verb complement) V2, where the V2 expresses the direction of the
subject’s movements; these are two parts of the same action, or two very closely-linked actions.
‘Rukiye left (them) and went inside.’
.( رۇﻗﯩﻴﻪ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﮕﻪ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ15)
If we attempt to interpret the actions as simultaneous, (10) might mean ‘(While) entering the
house, she left.’ Yet it is clear here that Rukiye couldn’t have entered the house before she left
the people outside (those are telling us this information). Therefore, the actions are sequential,
and the primary function of the second verb is to describe the direction of the V1, kir-.
It is useful to learn the verbs of human movement which serve as directional complements: kir‘enter,’ chiq- ‘emerge, ascend,’ chüsh- ‘descend,’ and qayt- ‘return’ as illustrated below.
Crucially, the use of different noun cases helps to differentiate between directional meanings,
particularly the dative +GA (indicating motion towards the noun it is attached to) and the
ablative +Din (indicating motion away from its noun). For example, in (16), +GA indicates that
the direction of entering is into the house (and not leaving the house); in (18), +Din indicates the
motion is away from the house (and not simply motion upwards inside of the house).
‘S/he went into/left to go into the house.’
‘S/he (briefly) went to jail, but now is out.’
‘S/he went out of (has left) the house.’
‘S/he went up to the 5th floor & came back down.’
‘S/he has come out of the movie theatre.’
‘S/he left/got off the train.’
‘S/he got off the bus at the stop.’
‘S/he went down in the cellar, but came back out.’
‘S/he went back to Norway.’
‘S/he has returned from Hong Kong.’
‘S/he came to the sports field & went away again.’
‘S/he has been to the market and came back.’

.ﺋﯘ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﮕﻪ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
.ﺋﯘ ﺗﯜرﻣﯩﮕﻪ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﭼﯩﻘﺘﻰ
ﺋﯘ ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻦ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
 ﻗﻪۋەﺗﻜﻪ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ5 ﺋﯘ
.ﭼﯜﺷﺘﻰ
ﺋﯘ ﻛﯩﻨﻮدﯨﻦ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ
.ﻛﻪﻟﺪى
ﺋﯘ ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰدﯨﻦ ﭼﯜﺷﯜپ
.ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
ﺋﯘ ﺑﯧﻜﻪﺗﺘﻪ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﺘﯩﻦ
.ﭼﯜﺷﯜپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى
.ﺋﯘ ﺋﻮرﯨﻐﺎ ﭼﯜﺷﯜپ ﭼﯩﻘﺘﻰ
ﻧﻮرۋﯦﮕﯩﻴﻪﮔﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﭗ
.ﺋﯘ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
ﺋﯘ ﺧﻮﯕﻜﻮﯕﺪﯨﻦ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﭗ
.ﻛﻪﻟﺪى
.ﺋﯘ ﻣﻪﻳﺪاﻧﻐﺎ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
ﺋﯘ ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪى

kirip ketkirip chiqciqip ketchiqip chüsh-

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

chiqip kel-

(20)

chüsüp ket-

(21)

chüshüp qal-

(22)

chüshüp ketqaytip ket-

(23)
(24)

qaytip kel-

(25)

këlip ketbërip kel-

(26)
(27)

The common expression bërip kel- ‘go and come back’ as in (27) emphasizes going; to focus on
returning, a sentence would used the ablative N-Din kel- alone ‘come from N.’ Here is an
exchange between two people as an example:
‘Where did you go? (Where have you come back from?)’
( ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﯔ؟28)
‘I went home.’ (lit., ‘I went home and (now) I’m back.’)
.ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ
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The following two sentences have a the slight difference in meaning; sentence (29) covers two
consecutive actions whereas (30) uses two verbs to describe the same action:
‘S/he got on the bus, and (then) left.’
. ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ،( ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ29)
.( ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ30)
‘S/he left (here) and got onto the bus.’
The phrase chiqip ketti in (30) will usually be spoken without a pause and the -(I)p may be
dropped, sounding like chiketti. In contrast, the reading of (29) will be clearly enunciated chiqip
ketti, with a slight pause in between. The break or comma in (29) means that these are two
separate actions. The person went into the bus, and then he left (presumably on the bus).
However, (30) just says that s/he has entered the bus, but the bus has not yet left, or perhaps only
that s/he went out of the waiting room in the direction of the bus (intending to board it).
2. Language use notes
2.1 ‘Ahead of, in front of’: N[time/place]+ning aldida ﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪاWe have already seen locative phrase Place+ning aldida ‘in front of’ (from the noun ald ‘front’
+ 3rd person possessive i + locative case +DA) to describe a location where:
‘In front of that old bus over there....’
......( ﺋﺎۋۇ ﭼﻪﺗﺘﯩﻜﻰ ﻛﻮﻧﺎ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا31)
The phrase can also be used temporally, in the sense of ‘before, ahead of,’ as in Dialogue 14.5:
‘before seeing Abliz off…’
.....( ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﯘزﯨﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﻮﻳﯘﺷﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا32)
(uzitip qoy- is a more polite way of saying ‘send (Abliz) off’ (vs. the simple past tense uzättim),
since qoy- describes actions that are done casually, for no particular purpose; thus seeing him off
was no burden whatsoever. We explore this use of qoy- and other auxiliaries in Lesson 15.)
2.2 Further uses of +Giche ﻏﯩﭽﻪ- ‘as far as, up until (Place); by (Num. o’clock)’
In Lesson 6, you learned about the limitative clitic +Giche (+ghiqe/qiche/giche/kiche), which
expresses spatial or temporal distance: ‘as far as, up until.’ Here are examples of it used to
delineate time ‘by’, ‘up until’ or ‘so far’.
‘I will get there by seven o’clock.’
.( ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﮕﯩﭽﻪ ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪرﮔﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﻤﻪن33)
.( ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻏﯩﭽﻪ ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻟﻤﺎﻳﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن34)
‘I haven’t found him yet.’
2.3 A matter for discussion: bir ish ‘something (going on),’ birer ish ‘a matter’
The two phrases bir ish ‘ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﺶa thing, matter, affair; something (going on)’ and birer ish ﺑﯩﺮەر
‘ ﺋﯩﺶa particular matter, issue’ are used in a whole variety of situations, both to highlight a
serious matter, and to deflect social inquiries. In the first sense, after the initial yaxshimusiz
greetings, bir(er) ish can be used to introduce a serious matter. Here, bir ish and birer ish are
both used in the sense of ‘(a little) something (going on),’ but despite the light tone, are weighty:
‘Have you got something (a particular issue you’d like to talk about)?’ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟

‘I had a matter (I wanted to discuss with you).’

( ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺮەر ﺋﯩﺸﯩﯔ35)
.( ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﺸﯩﻢ ﺑﺎر ﺋﯩﺪى36)

In contrast, bir ish can also be deployed in much less weighty and serious circumstances, in order
to make one’s activities vague (or even conceal them), which is socially completely acceptable.
Uyghurs are always asking each other ‘where are you going? ,’ and will usually follow it with
‘what are going to do there?’ Since these are only polite phrases expressing appropriate passing
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concern for another’s affairs, they will not require a detailed answer. Very often, the useful
expression bir ish will be quite sufficient to fob off enquirers. For example:
‘Why are you going to Nuriman’s house?’
( ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﻧﯘرﯨﻤﺎﻧﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﺰ؟37)
.ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﺸﯩﻢ ﺑﺎر
‘I have business (‘something’) there.’
The phrase bir ish bilen ‘for a purpose’ is commonly used with (main) verbs of direction:
( ﺋﯘ ﭼﻪت ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ ﺋﯜرۈﻣﭽﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﺶ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻤﯘ؟38)
‘Did that foreigner come to Ürümchi with any particular purpose?’
‘S/he came to do trading.’ (lit., ‘... came with trading’)
.( ﺋﯘ ﺳﻮدا ﺋﯩﺸﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻛﻪﻟﺪى39)
‘S/he came to do business.’(lit., ‘...came and did business’)
.( ﺋﯘ ﺳﻮدﯨﮕﻪرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪى40)
2.4 Imperative Mood: Giving Commands
At the end of Exercise 3 there are some new verb endings. Ilyas discovers he’s missed his bus
stop, and first shouts to the bus driver or conductor: toxtung! ! ‘ ﺗﻮﺧﺖۇڭStop!’ (often pronounced
toxtang )ﺗﻮﺧﺘﺎڭ. The suffix -ung on the verb ‘stop’ is the polite 2nd person singular
imperative -(I)ng and is a direct command. Then, Ilyas says:
‘Let me get off (here).’
!( ﻣﻪن ﭼﯜﺷﯜۋاﻻي41)
The suffixes on chüsh- ‘descend, get off,’ -üwal-ay, express the speaker’s wish that the action is
carried out. -ay (ay/ey) is a kind of first-person imperative — usually called hortative — marker
which is best tranlated as ‘let me....’
We will learn more about the imperatives and -(I)wal in Lessons 15 and in Volume II.

Exercises
Exercise 1
a. Change these ten verbs (shown in the -maq/mek infinitive) into affirmative -(I)p forms. Then
before referring to a vocabulary list (in this lesson or at the end of the book), try to give an
approximate English meaning. The first one is done for you.
Meaning
stop, cease
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-(I)p form

Infinitive (-mAK form)

ﺗﻮﺧﺘﺎپ

ﺗﻮﺧﺘﯩﻤﺎق
ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻤﺎق
ﺑﺎﺷﻠﯩﻤﺎق
ﻳﺎدﻟﯩﻤﺎق
ﻳﺎﺳﯩﻤﺎق
ﻳﺎزﻣﺎق
ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎرﻟﯩﻖ
ﺗﻪﭘﻤﻪك
ﺋﺎﺷﻤﺎق
ﻳﯩﻐﻤﺎق
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b. Convert these next verbs (given in the -(I)sh infinitive) into the negative -may/mey participles,
and supply approximate meanings, preferably without looking at a dictionary or the vocabulary.
Meaning
do

-mAy form

Infinitive (-mAK form)

ﻗﯩﻠﻤﺎي

ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ
ﺋﻮﻳﻼش
ﻗﯘرۇﺗﯘش
ﭼﯜﺷﯜش
ﻳﯜرۈش
ﻣﯧﯖﯩﺶ
ﺋﯩﭽﯩﺶ
ﻛﯜﺗﯜش
ﻳﯧﻴﯩﺶ
ﻗﻮﻳﯘش

Exercise 2
In this dialogue, the final tense and person suffixes for each sentence are given, but you must
choose verb stem to fit each context. Sometimes two spaces are provided for two verbs.
(Amine comes to Sajide’s office to talk to her. Not finding Sajide, she talks to another woman.)

. ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﺎﻳﺎل ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﺸﯩﺪۇ، ﺳﺎﺟﯩﺪەﻧﻰ ______ اﻟﻤﺎي.ﺋﺎﻣﯩﻨﻪ ﺳﺎﺟﯩﺪەﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﺪارﯨﺴﯩﮕﻪ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﺪۇ
 ﺳﺎﺟﯩﺪەﻧﻰ _________ ﯨﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟:ﺋﺎﻣﯩﻨﻪ
. ﺋﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ _______ _________ﯨﺘﻰ:ﺋﺎﻳﺎل
 ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق ﺑﺎﻟﺪۇر _______ _________ ﯨﺘﻰ؟:ﺋﺎﻣﯩﻨﻪ
. ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺑﻪش ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻤﺪا ﺋﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ ______ﯨﯩﺪۇ. ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﺑﯩﺮەر ﺋﯩﺸﻰ _______ ﺋﯩﺪى:ﺋﺎﻳﺎل
 رەﻧﺎﭼﯘ؟ ﺋﯘﻣﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ _______ _________ ﯨﺘﯩﻤﯘ؟:ﺋﺎﻣﯩﻨﻪ
. ﺋﺎۋۇ ﺋﯩﺸﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا _______ ﯨﯩﺪۇ. ﺋﯘ ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﺑﺎر، ﻳﺎق:ﺋﺎﻳﺎل
. رەﮬﻤﻪت:ﺋﺎﻣﯩﻨﻪ
. _________ ﯨﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ:ﺋﺎﻳﺎل
Exercise 3
Complete the dialogue below by filling in the verbs that you think are appropriate in the context.
Most of the verbs will be directional verbs (bar-, kel, chiq, chüsh-, ket-). A translation follows,
to help you identify the events.
Part 1: Adile and Aynur are playing around in front of their house. Their neighbor Tursun turns
up and is looking for their older brother Ilyas.
____ ﻗﯩﺰﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻛﯩﺴﯩﻨﻰ،______ ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر ﺋﯚﻳﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا_______ ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﻗﻮﺷﻨﯩﺴﻰ ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
.
ﻗﻪﻳﻪردە؟
ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
:
ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
Tursun: Where is Ilyas?
____________ ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﭗ:ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ
Adile: He went inside.
 ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﻰ _________؟:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
Aynur: Shall I call him?
._________  ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ. ﻛﯧﺮەك ﺋﻪﻣﻪس:ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ
Adile: You don’t need to.
._________ ﯨﻐﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن
I think he’s coming out soon.
؟
_________
 ﺳﯩﺰ ﻧﻪﮔﻪ، ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
Aynur: Where have you been, Tursun?
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_________  داداﻣﻨﯩﯔ دۇﻛﯩﻨﯩﻐﺎ:ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
_________
________________ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن:ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر
._______ﺋﯜﭼﯜن
_________________
ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ
ﻣﺎرۇژﻧﻰ
 ﺑﯩﺮ: ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن.
Tursun: I went to get an ice cream.
( ) ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻦ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ
(Ilyas comes out of the house.)
 ﺳﻪن ﻧﻪدﯨﻦ_________؟، ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
Ilyas: Tursun, where did you come from?
. _________ ._______ دۇﻛﺎﻧﻐﺎ:ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
Tursun: I came back from the store.
ﻳﯧﯖﻰ
،
_________ ﺳﻪن ﻣﻪن ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﯩﻠﻠﻪ ﻛﯩﻨﻮﺧﺎﻧﯩﻐﺎ
Will you go with me to the cinema to see the
ﻛﯩﻨﻮﻧﻰ _______؟
new film?
،_______  _______ ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎﻟﺪى ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
Ilyas: OK! I first need to go inside,
،_______ﭘﯘل
get some money, then I’ll come.
._________________________
. ______  ﻣﻪﻧﺪە. ﻛﯧﺮەك ﺋﻪﻣﻪس، ﺑﻮﻟﺪى:ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
Tursun: There’s no need. I have (some).
_______ دادام ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﭘﯘل
My dad gave me money.
؟
_________
 ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق. ﻣﺎﻗﯘل:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
Ilyas: OK. How shall we travel?
.
_________
ﺑﯩﻠﻪن
 ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس:ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
Tursun: We’ll go by bus.
Tursun: I came back from going to my dad’s
store.
Aynur: What did you go for?

Part 2.

They go by bus to the movie theatre. Ilyas meets Polat on the bus. Tursun gets off the bus, but
Ilyas, who isn’t paying attention, doesn’t get off there.
 ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن._________  ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﺘﺎ ﭘﻮﻻﺗﻘﺎ. _________  ﻛﯩﻨﻮﺧﺎﻧﯩﻐﺎ،ﺋﯘﻻر ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﺘﺎ ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرۇپ
._________  ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس دﯨﻘﻘﻪت ﻗﯩﻠﻤﺎي ﺋﯘ ﻳﻪردە،ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﺘﯩﻦ _______ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ
Ilyas: Hey, Polat! Are things well with you?
Polat: Fine. How about your (situation)?
Ilyas: Not bad. Where were you going?
Polat: I just now got off work.
Ilyas: Why did you leave work so late?
Polat: There’s a lot of work. Our factory is
extremely busy.
Ilyas: Tomorrow too? Won’t you be able to take
a rest on Sunday?
Polat: I won’t take a rest this week. I’ll go to
work at 7 o’clock tomorrow.
Ilyas: Does the bus stop at your workplace?
Polat: No, I have to get on in front of the bank.
Ilyas: Where do you get off?
Polat: Usually I get off at the big market, but
today I’ll get off by the hotel. How about you?
Ilyas: Tursun and I are both getting off in front
of the movie theater.
Polat: We’ve passed the cinema, I’m sure!
Ilyas: Is that right? I wasn’t paying attention.
Tursun! Hey, Tursun!
Polat: Tursun got off the bus, I believe.
Ilyas: Why didn’t he say anything to me? Stop,
stop! Let me off.
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 ﺋﻪﮬﯟاﻟﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘ؟، ﮬﻮي ﭘﻮﻻت:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
 ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﯘ؟. ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ:ﭘﻮﻻت
 ﻧﻪﮔﻪ_____؟. ﻳﺎﻣﺎن ﺋﻪﻣﻪس:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
_______  ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺋﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ:ﭘﻮﻻت
___  ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﻣﯘﻧﺪاق ﻛﻪچ ﺋﯩﺸﺘﯩﻦ:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
 زاۋۇﺗﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﻧﺎﮬﺎﻳﯩﺘﻰ. ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪت ﺑﻪك ﺟﯩﻖ:ﭘﻮﻻت
.ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش
 ﺋﻪﺗﯩﭽﯘ؟ ﻳﻪﻛﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ ﻛﯜﻧﯩﺪە دەم:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
______________؟
 ﺑﯘ ﮬﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﻣﻪن دەم _____ﺋﻪﺗﻪ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﻳﻪﺗﺘﯩﺪە:ﭘﻮﻻت
. _________ﺋﯩﺸﻘﺎ
 ﺋﯩﺪارﯨﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس _____؟:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
. ﻣﻪن ﺑﺎﻧﻜﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻘﺎ ﻛﯧﺮەك، ﻳﻮق:ﭘﻮﻻت
ﻧﻪدە _____ _____؟:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
 ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ ﭼﻮڭ ﺑﺎزاردا ___ ___ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺑﯜﮔﯜن:ﭘﻮﻻت
ﻣﯧﮭﻤﺎﻧﺨﺎﻧﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا ___ ___ﺳﯩﺰﭼﯘ؟
 ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﻛﯩﻨﻮﺧﺎﻧﯩﻨﯩﯔ:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
._______ _______ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا
! ﺑﯩﺰ ﻛﯩﻨﻮﺧﺎﻧﯩﺪﯨﻦ _________ﯨﻘﯘ:ﭘﻮﻻت
! راﺳﺘﻤﯘ؟ ﻣﻪن دﯨﻘﻘﻪت ﻗﯩﻠﻤﺎﭘﺘﯩﻤﻪن:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
! ۋوي ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن،ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن
_____ ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﺪﯨﻦ _____ﻏﯘ:ﭘﻮﻻت
 ﺗﻮﺧﺘﯘڭ! ﻣﻪن،؟ﺗﻮﺧﺘﯘڭ.___  ﺋﯘ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ:ﺋﯩﻠﻴﺎس
.ﭼﯜﺷﯜۋاﻻي

Engesæth, Yakup & Dwyer

Lesson 15

ﻛﯧﺴﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ ۋە ﺳﺎﻻﻣﻪﺗﻠﯩﻚ
Illness and Health
Concepts and Structures
1. Aspectual and actional -(I)p complements: baq- - ; ﺑﺎقbol-- ;ﺑﻮلtur- - ;ﺗﯘرqal- ;ﻗﺎلket--;ﻛﻪت
qoy- -ﻗﻮي
2. Others auxiliary verbs : bar- - ;ﺑﺎرber- - ; ﺑﻪرtashla- - ; ﺗﺎﺷﻼchiq- - ;ﭼﯩﻖsal-, kel--  ;ﻛﻪلkör- -;ﻛﯚر
oltur- - ;ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرöt- - ;ﺋﯚتyür- -ﻳﯜر
3. Language Use Notes: Contraction of Verbs ending in -l-(I)p to -p ; privative +siz  ;ﺳﯩﺰand
more on numbers: possessive numerals, telling time, lists and ranges of numbers
We focus here on six of the more than twenty aspectual and actional complements that follow the
converb -(I)p in the sequence V1-(I)p V2. As introduced in Lesson 14, these verb complements
(often called auxiliaries) modify a main verb V1 and describe this action or event’s manner,
mode, or duration. In this usage, these two verbs joined with -(I)p describe a single action or
event; and only the complement V2 (auxiliary verb) bears tense and person suffixes.
To help understand the dialogues, the table below summarizes the modifications in meaning
that the six most common auxiliary verbs make in a converbial construction.
Table 15.1. Aspectual and actional auxiliaries 1: baq-, bol-, tur-, ket-, qal, and qoy-

Stem
baqboltur-

Meaning as Independent V
look after, nurture, bring up
become, be
stand, stay

qal-

stay, remain

ket-

leave, depart

qoy-

put, place

Meaning as Auxiliary
attempt to, do a little
finish, complete
durative: continue, keep on;
or do briefly, for a while
come to, (almost ) end up
being, nearly, be about to
become, change into;
intensive action
be pleased to; do quickly; do
halfheartedly

what it does
minimizes the action
works with past tense
sustained duration; or
temporarily continuation
change of state, not caused
directly
similar to qal- , but with
inanimate subjects
with a transitive verb, softens a
request

We have purposely provided a great number of examples, so that you can study the variety of
situations in which these verb phrases are used. Don’t get too anxious about trying to learn all the
new vocabulary in this lesson right away, but rather try to grasp the way the auxiliary verbs
function to modify the meaning of main verbs.
The lesson ends with some language use notes on the pronunciation of l-final verbs with
the -(I)p converb, on the privative noun suffix +siz ‘without,’ and more on three different uses of
numbers.
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 -15.1ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 15.1
In front of the cafeteria.

ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا

دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﯧﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻳﯧﺪﯨﻢ.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪﭼﯘ؟ ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻛﯚردﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﺎز ﺑﯘرۇن ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻛﯚرۈپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ .ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺑﯩﺮ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى .ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﻳﻪپ ﺑﻮﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ؟ ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﺳﺎﺋﻪﺗﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯧﺮى ﺳﺎﻗﻼۋاﺗﯩﻤﻪن.
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺪﯨﻐﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن .ﻧﻪﮔﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺋﺎۋۋال ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﻘﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ،ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪﻳﻤﯩﺰ .ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇﻗﻨﻰ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪپ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ،ﺑﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﺑﺎرﯨﻤﯩﺰ.
ﺑﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور ﺑﯘزۇﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﻐﺎن ﺋﯩﺪى 1.ﺋﺎﻛﺎم ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ .ﺑﯩﺮاق
ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰوردﯨﻦ ﻛﯚپ ﭼﺎﺗﺎق ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى .ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ ﺋﯧﻠﯧﻜﺘﯧﺮ ﺗﯧﺨﻨﯩﻜﯩﺴﻰ ﺟﻪﮬﻪﺗﺘﻪ ﺑﻪك
ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮ ،ﺋﯘ ﺑﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﻳﺎردەم ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺸﻘﺎ ۋەدە ﺑﻪرﮔﻪن ﺋﯩﺪى.
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻣﻪﻧﻤﯘ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺋﯧﻠﯧﻜﺘﯧﺮ ﺗﯧﺨﻨﯩﻜﯩﺴﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﯟاﺗﯩﻤﻪن ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور ﺋﻮﯕﺸﺎﺷﻨﻰ ﺳﯩﻨﺎپ ﺑﺎﻗﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ.
2
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺳﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﯔ! ﺑﯩﺮﻟﯩﻜﺘﻪ ﺋﻮﯕﺸﺎپ ﻛﯚرەﻳﻠﻰ.
4
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻛﻪﭼﯜرۈڭ! ﻣﯩﺠﻪزﯨﻢ ﻳﻮق 3.ﻣﻪن زۇﻛﺎم ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ )ﺑﻮپ ( ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ .ﺑﯧﺸﯩﻢ ﻗﺎﺗﺘﯩﻖ ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﯟاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﻪﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﻪﮬﯟاﻟﻰ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﻪﻣﯘ ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻳﯧﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﺋﯘ ﺟﯩﮕﻪر ﻛﯧﺴﻪل ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ )ﺑﻮپ( ﻗﯧﻠﯩﭙﺘﯘ )ﻗﺎﭘﺘﯘ(.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :راﺳﺘﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،راﺳﺖ.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ )ﺑﻮپ( ﻗﺎﻟﺪى؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﮬﻪﭘﺘﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﯧﺮى ﻳﯧﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﺳﻠﯩﮕﻰ ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ .ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﺋﯧﻴﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﻮﻳﺎي!
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻣﺎﻗﯘل.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﻪ ﺋﯘ ﻛﯧﺴﻪﻟﻨﻰ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﻳﯘﻗﺘﯘرۇۋاﭘﺘﯘ ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﺋﯚﺗﻜﻪن ﺋﺎﻳﺪا ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﻪ ،ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ ۋە ﻣﻪن ﺳﯩﺮﺗﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻛﭽﻰ ﺑﻮﻟﺪۇق .ﺑﯘرۇن
ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻘﯩﻨﻰ ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪﻳﺘﺘﯘق .ﻗﺎرﯨﺴﺎق ،ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﺎ ﭘﺎﻛﯩﺰ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس ﺋﯩﻜﻪن ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﭘﯘﻟﻨﻰ
ﺗﯚﻟﻪپ ﻗﻮﻳﯘﭘﺘﯘق .ﺷﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﺎﻣﺎﻟﺴﯩﺰ ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﺘﯩﻦ ﺋﺎزراق ﻳﻪپ ،ﭼﺎﻳﺪﯨﻨﻤﯘ ﺋﺎزراق ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ
ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇق .ﺋﻪﺗﯩﺴﻰ ﺋﯜﭼﯩﻤﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﭽﻰ ﺳﯜرۈپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى .ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﺳﺎﻗﺎﻳﺪۇق ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﻪ ﺟﯩﮕﻪر
ﻛﯧﺴﻪل ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ )ﺑﻮپ( ﻗﺎﻟﺪى.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺋﻪﻧﺪﯨﺸﻪ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺸﻨﯩﯔ ﮬﺎﺟﯩﺘﻰ ﻳﻮق .ﺳﺎﻗﯩﻴﯩﭗ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ.
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق ،ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ )ﺑﻮپ( ﻗﺎﻟﺪى.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :دۇﺧﺘﯘرﻻر ﻛﯧﺴﻪﻟﻨﻰ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق داۋاﻻۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ؟
1

buzulup qalghan idi ‘was broken.’ In Lesson 13 we learned the definite past particle idi, which sets an action in a
definite and more distant past than the rest of the speaker’s narrative. idi can only follow nouns/adjectives (like
yaxshi idi ‘It was good’) or verbs ending in the suffix -GAn, hence buzlup qalghan. See also a couple of lines further:
wede bergen idim ‘I had promised....’ -GAn is discussed in Vol. II.
2
ongshitip baqayli ‘Let’s try to make it right.’ -Ayli is the optative form of the first person plural, used for making
”polite suggestions, ‘Let us....
3
’mijezim yoq ‘I don’t feel well.
4
Parentheses indicate how some -(I)p forms are pronounced; they should never be spelled in a contracted format.
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ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﺋﯘﻻر ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺋﻮﻛﯘل ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ )ﺳﯧﭗ( داۋاﻻۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ .ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﻪﻣﯘ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ دورا ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ ﺗﯘرۇۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻳﻪﻣﺪۇ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :دەﺳﻠﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻨﻰ ﻛﯚپ ﻳﯧﻤﻪﻳﺘﺘﻰ .ﭘﻪﻗﻪت ﻳﯧﺘﯩﭗ ﺳﯘﻻ ﺋﯩﭽﻪﺗﺘﻰ .ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺋﺎزراق ﺳﻪي ﻳﻪﻳﺪۇ.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :دۇﺧﺘﯘرﺧﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﺎ ﺑﺎرﻣﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻳﺎق ،ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :زﯦﺮﯨﻜﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻳﺎق ،ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ دوﺳﺘﻠﯩﺮى ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﻳﻮﻗﻼپ ﺗﯘرۇۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ .ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯜﺳﺘﯩﮕﻪ،ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺋﯘ ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت
ﻛﯩﺘﺎب ﻳﺎﻛﻰ ژۇرﻧﺎل ﻛﯚرۈپ ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺋﻪﻧﻪ ،ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ )ﻛﯧﭗ( ﻗﺎﻟﺪى .ﻣﻪن ﻣﺎﯕﺎي.
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻣﺎﻗﯘل ﺋﻪﻣﯩﺴﻪ.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺧﻮش.
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﺧﻮش.

 -15.2ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Dialogue 15.2
Abliz goes home, and Dilber chats with Abdurishid.

ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻦ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪۇ ،دﯨﻠﺒﻪر ﺋﺎﻧﺪۇرﺷﯩﺪ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﭘﺎراﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﺪۇ.

دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ ،ﻛﻪچ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﯖﻐﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﻣﻪن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت دەرﺳﺘﯩﻦ ﭼﯜﺷﯜپ ،ۋﯦﻠﺴﯩﭙﯩﺖ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﺎرﻏﺎن .ﻳﻮﻟﺪا
ۋﯦﻠﺴﯩﭙﯩﺘﯩﻢ ﺑﯘزۇﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى .ﺋﯘﻧﻰ رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ ﺑﺎﻗﺘﯩﻢ ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﻮﻟﻤﯩﺪى ،ﺋﺎﻣﺎﻟﺴﯩﺰ
ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻳﻪرﮔﻪ ﻗﻮﻳﯘپ ،ﻗﯘﻟﯘپ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ ،ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﺎﺑﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻘﺎ ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرۇپ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ .ﺷﯘ
ﺳﻪۋەﭘﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﭽﯩﻜﯩﭗ ﻗﯧﻠﯩﭗ ،ﭼﯜﺷﻠﯜك ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻨﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﺪﯨﻼ ﻳﻪپ ﺑﻮﻟﺪۇم.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﻗﺎﻧﺪاﻗﺮاق ﺋﯩﻜﻪن ؟
5
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﻣﻪن ۋاﻗﭽﻪ ﻛﻪﻟﺪﯨﻢ ،ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻼر ﺳﻮۋۇپ ﻗﯧﻠﯩﭙﺘﯘ )ﻗﺎﭘﺘﯘ(.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﮬﻪ ،ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺶ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﻤﯩﺰ؟ ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﻘﺎ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﺎﻣﺪۇق؟
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﻳﺎق ،ﺋﺎﻛﺎڭ ﺳﺎﻗﻼپ ﺗﯘرۇۋاﺗﯩﺪﯨﻐﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇﻗﻼرﻧﻰ ﺳﻮﻣﻜﯩﻐﺎ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ )ﺳﯧﭗ( ﺑﻮﻟﺪۇﯕﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﺋﺎﭘﻼ! ﺑﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﺋﯘﻧﺘﯘپ ﻗﺎﭘﺘﯩﻤﻪن.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎرﻟﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ )ﻗﯩﭗ( ﺑﻮﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ-ﻣﯘﻧﭽﻪ ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎرﻟﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﺪﯨﻢ.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇﻗﻼر ﻗﻪﻳﻪردە؟
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﺋﻪﺗﯟﯨﺮﻛﯩﻨﻰ ﺟﻮزﯨﻐﺎ ﻗﻮﻳﯘپ ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇم ،ﻛﯘﻟﯘﭼﻨﻰ ﺗﺎرﺗﻤﯩﻐﺎ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ )ﺳﯧﭗ( ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇم.
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﺋﺎﻣﺒﯘرﻧﯩﭽﯘ؟
6
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻳﺎﻧﭽﯘﻗﯘﻣﻐﺎ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﯟاﻟﺪﯨﻢ .ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﺑﯩﺮ ﻳﻪرﮔﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى .ﺋﺎﻛﺎﯕﻨﻰ ﺳﺎﻗﻠﯩﺘﯩﭗ
رەﻧﺠﯩﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﻮﻳﻤﺎﻳﻠﻰ ﻳﻪﻧﻪ؟!
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر :ﻳﺎق ،ﺋﯘ ﭼﻮﻗﯘم رەﻧﺠﯩﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ.
5

sowup qaptu ‘(it seems to) have gotten cold(er).’ The -ptu ending on qal- (qëliptu > qaptu) is an indefinite past
tense, expressing unconfirmed, unwitnessed, or unexpected past-tense information. Its meaning is a past-tense
counterpart of the present-future tense indefinite particle iken. See also (four lines hence) untup qaptimen ‘I seem to
have forgotten,’ which is the same indefinite past suffix with a first-person singular ending. See Volume II.
6
sëliwal- ‘manage to put, insert, etc.’ (sal- ‘insert, place, put’ + (I)wal-), self-benefit auxiliary suffix, see Volume II.
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Dialogue 15.3

 -15.3ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

Outside his dorm, Abdurishid continues to talk with Adil.

ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪﻧﯩﯔ ﻳﺎﺗﯩﻘﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺪا ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻨﻰ ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن داۋاﻣﻼﺷﺘﯘرﯨﺪۇ.

ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺋﺎﭘﻼ ،ﭼﺎﺗﺎق ﺑﻮﻟﺪى.
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى.
)ﺋﯩﺸﯩﻜﻨﯩﯔ ﻳﻮﭼﯘﻗﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻗﺎراپ(

Looking through a crack in the door:

ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭗ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى.
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭗ دﯦﮕﻪن ﻛﯩﻢ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ  :ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺗﻮﻧﯘﺷﯘم .ﺋﯘ ﺋﯚﻳﺪە زﯦﺮﯨﻜﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺴﯩﻼ ،داۋاﻣﻠﯩﻖ ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪرﮔﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ )ﻛﯧﭗ( ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ .ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە
ﻛﻮﭼﯩﻼردا ﻣﻪﺳﺖ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ )ﺑﻮپ( ﻗﯧﻠﯩﭗ ،ﺳﻮﻗﯘﺷﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﯩﺪۇ .ﺗﺎﻳﺎق ﻳﻪپ ﻗﺎﻟﺴﺎ ،ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﻘﺎ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﭗ،
ﺗﯧﺨﯩﻤﯘ ﺟﯩﻖ ﮬﺎراق ﺳﻮراﻳﺪۇ.
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﺑﯧﺮەﻣﺴﻪن؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻣﻪﻧﺪە ﮬﺎراق ﻳﻮق ،ﺋﯚزۈم ﮬﺎراق ﺋﯩﭽﻤﻪﻳﻤﻪن .ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻠﯩﺮﯨﻢ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﮬﺎراق ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ
ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ.
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﺳﻪن ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ﮬﺎراق ﺋﯩﭽﻤﻪﻳﺴﻪن؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﮬﺎراق ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس .ﺑﯩﺮ ﺗﯘﻏﻘﯘﻧﯩﻢ ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر ﮬﺎراق ﺋﯩﭽﯩﺶ ﺳﻪۋەﺑﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﯜﮔﻪپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ.
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق .ﺋﯘ  16ﻳﯧﺸﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﺎرﺗﯩﭗ داﺋﯩﻢ ﮬﺎراق ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ ﻳﯜرﮔﻪﭼﻜﻪ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻨﻜﻰ ﻳﯩﻠﻼردا ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻳﯧﺘﯩﭗ
ﻗﺎﻟﺪى -11 .ﺋﺎﻳﺪا ﺗﯜﮔﻪپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ.
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﺑﻪك ﺋﻪﭘﺴﯘﺳﻠﯩﻨﺎرﻟﯩﻖ ﺋﯩﺶ ﺑﻮﭘﺘﯘ.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق ﻗﯩﻠﯩﻤﯩﺰ؟ ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﻘﺎ ﻛﯩﺮەﻣﺪۇق؟
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﻳﺎق ،ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭗ ﻣﻪﺳﺖ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺴﺎ ،ﭼﻮﻗﯘم ﺑﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﺎۋارە ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ )ﻗﯩﭗ( ﻗﻮﻳﯩﺪۇ .ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ
ﻳﺎﺗﯩﻘﯩﻐﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ،ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﺪﯨﻦ ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇﻗﻠﯩﺮﯨﻨﻰ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ )ﺋﯧﭗ( ﺗﯘراﻳﻠﻰ .ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ ﺑﯩﺰ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺑﯩﻠﻠﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻰ
ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ .ﺋﯘﻣﯘ ﺋﯧﻠﯧﻜﺘﺮ ﺗﯧﺨﻨﯩﻜﯩﺴﯩﻐﺎ ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻘﯩﺪﯨﻐﯘ.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﺋﯘ ﺑﺎراﻟﻤﺎﻳﺪۇ .ﺋﯘ زۇﻛﺎم ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ )ﺑﻮپ( ﻗﺎﻟﺪى.

Dialogue 15.4

 -15.4ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

The story continues: Adil knocks on Abliz’s door.

ﮬﯩﻜﺎﻳﻪ داۋاﻣﻠﯩﺸﯩﺪۇ :ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﺸﯩﻜﯩﻨﻰ ﭼﯧﻜﯩﺪۇ.

ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﻠﻪر؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ .ﺋﻪﮬﯟاﻟﯩﯖﯩﺰ ﻗﺎﻧﺪاﻗﺮاق؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻳﺎﻣﺎن ﺋﻪﻣﻪس .ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰورﻧﻰ ﺋﻮﯕﺸﺎپ ﺑﻮﻟﺪۇﯕﻼرﻣﯘ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ :ﻳﺎق ،ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﺑﺎرﻟﻤﯩﺪۇق.
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن؟ ﺑﯩﺮ ﺋﯩﺶ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻤﯘ؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :ﻣﻪﻟﯘم ﺳﻪۋەب ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﯚزۈﻣﻨﯩﯔ رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇﻗﻠﯩﺮﯨﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻻﻟﻤﺎي ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ .ﺳﯩﺰ ﺑﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﺋﯚزﯨﯖﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﻜﯩﻨﻰ
ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﺗﯘرﻏﺎن ﺑﻮﻟﺴﯩﯖﯩﺰ؟
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺪۇ .ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﺗﯘراي.
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :رەﮬﻤﻪت ،ﺳﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﺎۋارە ﻗﯩﻠﺪۇق.
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ :ﻳﺎق ،ﮬﯧﭽﻘﯩﺴﻰ ﻳﻮق .ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﻘﺎ ﻛﯩﺮﻣﻪﻣﺴﯩﻠﻪر؟
ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ :رەﮬﻤﻪت ،ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاﻳﻤﯩﺰ.
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. ﻣﺎﻗﯘل ﺋﻪﻣﯩﺴﻪ:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
. ﺧﻮش:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺧﻮش:ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
(outside )ﺳﯩﺮﺗﺘﺎ

 ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺖ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﻣﺎﯕﻤﺎﻣﺪۇق؟:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﭘﯩﻴﺎدە ﻣﺎﯕﺎﻳﻠﻰ. ۋﯦﻠﺴﯩﭙﯩﺘﯩﻢ ﺑﯘزۇﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ
. ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر ﻳﯧﻐﯩﭗ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺪﯨﻐﺎن ﺋﻮﺧﺸﺎﻳﺪۇ، ﺑﻮران ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ. ﮬﺎۋا ﺗﯘﺗﯘﻟﯘپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ. ﺗﯧﺰ ﻣﺎﯕﺎﻳﻠﻰ:ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ
. ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق ﻗﯩﻼﻳﻠﻰ:ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ

Vocabulary ﺳﯚزﻟﯜك
Latin-script Uyghur
Abdurishid (Abdureshid)
apla
achiq- [+ni]
aran
az qalazraq
Asiya
Asiye
ash
aghriaghrip yataghrit- [+ni]
amal
amalsiz
ambur
anche-munche
aware
aware bolaware qilawwal
epsuslinarliq
etwirke
etisi
echüsh- [+ni]
esle- (eslimek) [+ni]
eket- (ekitish) [+ni]
ekirendishe
endishe qilbash
baghla- (baghlimaq) [+ni]
baq- (bëqish) [+ni]

English
Abdurishid (male name; pron. and also sometimes
spelled Abdirishit)
oh, gosh! oh, dear! (expresses dismay)
bring out, take out, take away (< ëlip chiq-)
just, hardly, scarcely, with difficulty
soon, almost
less, fewer, fairly little, fairly few
Asia
Asiye (female name)
food, meal
hurt, ache, be painful, be ill, be sore
lie sick in bed
hurt, cause pain, injure
resource, way out, method
without recourse, with no choice
pliers, pincers, tongs, forceps
more or less, somewhat, occasionally, at times
bother, trouble, hardship, inconvenience
be bothered, be inconvenienced
be a burden, impose, be a pest, cause trouble
before, prior, previous; beforehand, formerly
pitiful, regrettable
screwdriver
next day, day after
bring down, take and alight, bring off (< ëlip chüsh-)
remember, recollect, recall, bear in mind, miss
take away, carry away, take out (< ëlip ket-)
bring in(doors), fetch in, carry in (< ëlip kir-)
worry, care, anxiety
worry, be anxious
head, top; beginning; chief, leader
tie up, bind
nurture, bring up, rear; (aux.) attempt to, do a little
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Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ
()ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرەﺷﯩﺪ
ﺋﺎﭘﻼ
-ﺋﺎﭼﯩﻖ
ﺋﺎران
-ﺋﺎز ﻗﺎل
ﺋﺎزراق
ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﺎ
ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﻪ
ﺋﺎش
-ﺋﺎﻏﺮى
-ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻳﺎت
-ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﺖ
ﺋﺎﻣﺎل
ﺋﺎﻣﺎﻟﺴﯩﺰ
ﺋﺎﻣﺒﯘر
 ﻣﯘﻧﭽﻪ-ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ
ﺋﺎۋارە
-ﺋﺎۋارە ﺑﻮل
-ﺋﺎۋارە ﻗﯩﻞ
ﺋﺎۋۋال
ﺋﻪﭘﺴﯘﺳﻠﯩﻨﺎرﻟﯩﻖ
ﺋﻪﺗﯟﯨﺮﻛﻪ
ﺋﻪﺗﯩﺴﻰ
-ﺋﻪﭼﯜش
( )ﺋﻪﺳﻠﯩﻤﻪك-ﺋﻪﺳﻠﻪ
( )ﺋﻪﻛﯩﺘﯩﺶ-ﺋﻪﻛﻪت
-ﺋﻪﻛﯩﺮ
ﺋﻪﻧﺪﯨﺸﻪ
-ﺋﻪﻧﺪﯨﺸﻪ ﻗﯩﻞ
ﺑﺎش
( )ﺑﺎﻏﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺑﺎﻏﻼ
( )ﺑﯧﻘﯩﺶ-ﺑﺎق
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buzulbuyan [+Din]
birlik
pat- (pëtish) [+GA]
pakiz
prenik
pishpiwa
tartma
toghrisida
tonush
tut- [+ni]
tutul- [+ni]
Turghunjan
tuz
tuzsiz
tüge- (tügesh)
tëxnika
tëz
jehet
joza
jiger
jiger kësili
jiyen (oghul)
jiyen qiz
chataq
chach- (chëchish) [+ni]
chamadan
chüshlük
chëchek
Xoten
dawala- (dawalimaq)
[+ni]
deslepte
Dilber
dora (pronounced dara)
dora ichrak
renji- [+Din]
renjit- [+ni]
zukam
zëriksaqay- (saqiyish) [+ni]
sayahet
soqush-

-ﺑﯘزۇل

be broken, destroyed, damaged, ruined; go bad, be
corrupted
since, ever since
unity, oneness; (ling.) singular
fit, be able to contain, accommodate; hold, house,
contain; sink, set, descend; bog, mire
clean; vacant
biscuit, cookie (non-standard spelling: )ﭘﯩﺮەﻧﯩﻚ
ripen, be ripe; be cooked, be baked
beer
drawer
about, concerning, regarding, with respect to
acquaintance, person one knows
grab, seize, hold, grip, catch
be captured, be held; be overcast, be dark
Turghunjan (male name)
salt
salt-free; tasteless, insipid
cease, be finished, come to an end; expire, die,
vanish, pass away, decease
technology, technique
quick, fast ; quickly
aspect, perspective, side
table, workbench (= üstel)
liver
hepatitis
nephew
niece
problem, trouble, nuisance; lateral branch; Too bad!
scatter, spill out, dissipate, emit
suitcase
midday..., noon...
tree blossom, bloom; smallpox
Hotän, Khotan (city in s. Xinjiang; Hetian 和田)
treat, cure

ﺗﯧﺨﻨﯩﻜﺎ
ﺗﯧﺰ
ﺟﻪﮬﻪت
ﺟﻮزا
ﺟﯩﮕﻪر
ﺟﯩﮕﻪر ﻛﯧﺴﯩﻠﻰ
(ﺟﯩﻴﻪن )ﺋﻮﻏﯘل
ﺟﯩﻴﻪن ﻗﯩﺰ
ﭼﺎﺗﺎق
( )ﭼﯧﭽﯩﺶ-ﭼﺎچ
ﭼﺎﻣﺎدان
ﭼﯜﺷﻠﯜك
ﭼﯧﭽﻪك
ﺧﻮﺗﻪن
( )داۋاﻟﯩﻤﺎق-داۋاﻻ

at first, initially, originally
Dilber (female name)
medicine, medication, remedy, pills, elixir
take medicine
cancer (illness); shrimp, prawn
be annoyed, be irritated, be cross
annoy, irritate, make upset
cold (illness), flu
be bored, be fed up, tire of
recover, get better, be healed
journey, trip, tour, excursion
argue; hit each other; be at war; crash, collide

دەﺳﻠﻪﭘﺘﻪ
دﯨﻠﺒﻪر
دورا
-دورا ﺋﯩﭻ
راك
-رەﻧﺠﻰ
-رەﻧﺠﯩﺖ
زۇﻛﺎم
-زﯦﺮﯨﻚ
( )ﺳﺎﻗﯩﻴﯩﺶ-ﺳﺎﻗﺎي
ﺳﺎﻳﺎﮬﻪت
-ﺳﻮﻗﯘش
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ﺑﯘﻳﺎن
ﺑﯩﺮﻟﯩﻚ
-ﭘﺎت
ﭘﺎﻛﯩﺰ
ﭘﺮەﻧﯩﻚ
-ﭘﯩﺶ
ﭘﯩﯟا
ﺗﺎرﺗﻤﺎ
ﺗﻮﻏﺮﯨﺴﯩﺪا
ﺗﻮﻧﯘش
-ﺗﯘت
-ﺗﯘﺗﯘل
ﺗﯘرﻏﯘﻧﺠﺎن
ﺗﯘز
ﺗﯘزﺳﯩﺰ
( )ﺗﯜﮔﻪش-ﺗﯜﮔﻪ
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sowusunsundur- [+ni]
sürich sürsina- (sinimaq)
shundaqtimu
shëker
ghem-qayghu
ghem-qayghugha patqazan
qandaqraq*
qoshumqe
qulup
qulup salkawap
kocha
kuluch
körset- (körsitish) [+ni]

cool down, become cool; become discouraged
break, snap; to present, hold out
break, snap something
move, shift, flow swiftly, run, pour out, spread
have diarrhea, have the runs
test, try out
nevertheless, despite that, even so
sugar, granulated sugar
worry, sorrow, concern
be miserable, to sink into sadness
pot, wok, cauldron (usually with four handles)
like what?
appendix, extra, supplementary; (ling.) suffix, affix
lock, padlock
lock (up), padlock
kebab, barbequed meat with spices
street, neighborhood side road
wrench, spanner
show, demonstrate, point out

köykülkëchikkësel
kitabxana
kiyim-këqek
maqale
may

burn, catch fire, scorch, glow
laugh, smile
be late, be delayed
illness, disease, sickness, disorder; patient
bookstore, bookshop (CIS ‘library’)
clothing and personal attire, apparel
article, academic or journalistic article
oil, fat, grease; petroleum, gasoline; battery cell; face
cream
drunk, intoxicated
known, clear, obvious; certain, particular
fist, punch
be punched, receive a blow
disposition, temperament, nature; constitution
need, necessity, urge
toilet, lavatory, W.C., washroom
alcohol, liquor, strong spirits
just now
weather goes bad
weather clears up
‘oh! ah!’ (expresses surprise or realization)
don’t mention it, you’re welcome (~hëch gep yoq)
injection, syringe shot; intravenous drip
give a shot, inject by syringe (=okul qoy-)
mend, repair, put right (=ongla-)

mest (pronounced mes)
melum
musht (pronounced mush)
musht yemijez
hajet
hajetxana
haraq
hazirla
hawa buzulhawa ëchilhe!
hëchqisi yoq
okul
okul salongsha- (ongshimaq)
[+ni]
ur- [+ni]
uq- [+ni]

hit, strike, beat, knock; blow (wind)
be aware of, grasp, comprehend, realize, know
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-ﺳﻮۋۇ
-ﺳﯘن
-ﺳﯘﻧﺪۇر
-ﺳﯜر
-ﺋﯩﭻ ﺳﯜر
( )ﺳﯩﻨﯩﻤﺎق-ﺳﯩﻨﺎ
ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﺘﯩﻤﯘ
ﺷﯧﻜﻪر
 ﻗﺎﻳﻐﯘ-ﻏﻪم
ﻗﺎﻳﻐﯘﻏﺎ ﭘﺎت-ﻏﻪم
ﻗﺎزان
ﻗﺎﻧﺪاﻗﺮاق
ﻗﻮﺷﯘﻣﭽﻪ
ﻗﯘﻟﯘپ
ﻗﯘﻟﯘپ ﺳﺎﻟﻤﺎق
ﻛﺎۋاب
ﻛﻮﭼﺎ
ﻛﯘﻟﯘچ
-ﻛﯚرﺳﻪت
()ﻛﯚرﺳﯩﺘﯩﺶ
-ﻛﯚي
-ﻛﯜل
-ﻛﯧﭽﯩﻚ
ﻛﯧﺴﻪل
ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﺨﺎﻧﺎ
ﻛﯧﭽﻪك-ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻢ
ﻣﺎﻗﺎﻟﻪ
ﻣﺎي
ﻣﻪﺳﺖ
ﻣﻪﻟﯘم
ﻣﯘﺷﺖ
-ﻣﯘﺷﺖ ﻳﻪ
ﻣﯩﺠﻪز
ﮬﺎﺟﻪت
ﮬﺎﺟﻪﺗﺨﺎﻧﺎ
ﮬﺎراق
ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻻ
-ﮬﺎۋا ﺑﯘزۇل
-ﮬﺎۋا ﺋﯧﭽﯩﻞ
!ﮬﻪ
ﮬﯧﭽﻘﯩﺴﻰ ﻳﻮق
ﺋﻮﻛﯘل
-ﺋﻮﻛﯘل ﺳﺎل
( )ﺋﻮﯕﺸﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﯕﺸﺎ
-ﺋﯘر
-ﺋﯘق
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untu- [+ni]
ölüzüluning üstige
ëchil- (ëchilmaq)
ëlëktir
israp
issiishsiz
yan
yanchuq
yesli
yochuq
yuqyuqumluq
yip (pronounced zhip)

forget (=unut-)
die (do not use for close acquaintances)
be broken off, be snapped off, picked (fruit), severed
moreover, furthermore, besides, on top of that
be opened, be cleared
electricity, electric, electrical
waste, extravagance (~ bol-, qil-)
get hot, warm up
unemployed, without work
side, edge, border; immediate vicinity
pocket (in garment)
nursery, kindergarten, preschool
crack, chink, gap; opportunity
stick, adhere (to); be infected; be soiled, stained
infectious, contagious
thread, yarn (CIS: zhip)

-ﺋﯘﻧﺘﯘ
-ﺋﯚل
-ﺋﯜزۈل
ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯜﺳﺘﯩﮕﻪ
( )ﺋﯧﭽﯩﻠﻤﺎق-ﺋﯧﭽﯩﻞ
ﺋﯧﻠﯧﻜﺘﯩﺮ
ﺋﯩﺴﺮاپ
-ﺋﯩﺴﺴﻰ
ﺋﯩﺸﺴﯩﺰ
ﻳﺎن
ﻳﺎﻧﭽﯘق
ﻳﻪﺳﻠﻰ
ﻳﻮﭼﯘق
-ﻳﯘق
ﻳﯘﻗﯘﻣﻠﯘق
ﻳﯩﭗ

*qandaqraq is usually prounced qandaghraq with a voiced affricate, and is used where the speaker is asking if there
is an improvement or a deterioration in the situation. See Lesson 9 on the Adj. suffix +rAK.

Grammar ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ
In the previous lesson, we learned three different uses of the converb -(I)p: one, to express a
series or chain of actions, which may be sequential or (nearly) simultaneous; two, to express the
direction of an action or event. The third, the focus of the current lesson, is the use of the second
verb (the V2 in the sequence V1-(I)p V2) to express nuances of meaning of the main (V1) verb.
1. Common Auxiliary Verbs
1.1 Form
V1-(I)p V2,
V1-mAy V2 (V1-mAstin V2)
This chapter concerns the way in which the main action or event, V1, occurs, as expressed with
the following V2 auxiliary verbs: baq-, bol-, tur-, qal-, ket -, and qoy-.
The final verb (V2) always carries the tense and person suffixes for the whole sentence.
Below, we can see how the independent verb tur- appears in the present-future in (1), in the
present continuous (2), and the past tense (3), while the preceding verb saqla- ‘wait’ only takes
the -(I)p converb (and no tense or person suffixes). When tur- is used as an auxiliary or
complement verb, it means ‘keep on, continue’:
‘I will keep waiting for you (all).’
.( ﻣﻪن ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﻰ ﺳﺎﻗﻼپ ﺗﯘرﯨﻤﻪن1)
‘Are you still waiting for me?’
( ﺳﯩﺰ ﻣﯧﻨﻰ ﺳﺎﻗﻼپ ﺗﯘرۇۋاﺗﺎﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟2)
‘Didn’t you continue waiting for us?’
( ﺳﻪن ﺑﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺳﺎﻗﻼپ ﺗﯘرﻣﯩﺪﯨﯖﻤﯘ؟3)
In negative sentences, either the V1 or V2 can be negated, ie. V1-mAy/mAstin V2-Person.Endings,
or V1-(I)p V2-mA-Person.Endings. Usually negation is of the second type, occurring on the final
auxiliary verb. Compare the different meaning nuances of the first type, where the negation is
placed on the main verb V1 as in (4), with negation placed on the auxiliary V2 as in (5).
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‘I ended up unable to buy (it).’
‘I didn’t try to buy (it).’

.( ﻣﻪن ﺋﺎﻻﻟﻤﺎي ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ4)
.( ﻣﻪن ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﺑﺎﻗﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ5)

1.2 Usage
We survey the six most common verbs – all independent verbs in their own right – used as V2s to
express temporal and spatial nuances about the main V1, as well as about its manner.
baq-ﺑﺎق
As a main verb, baq- means ‘to bring up, rear, breed,’ or ‘look after, nurture, nourish’ (children
or animals):
‘S/he raises horses.’
.( ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎت ﺑﺎﻗﯩﺪۇ6)
‘I brought up this boy on my own.’
.( ﻣﻪن ﻳﺎﻟﻐﯘز ﺑﯘ ﺋﻮﻏﯘﻟﻨﻰ ﺑﺎﻗﺘﯩﻢ7)
When functioning as an auxiliary V2, baq- means ‘to try, attempt, have a go at.’ It commonly
used to doubts one’s own ability to do something, for lack of practice or training.
. ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﻰ رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ ﺑﺎﻗﺘﯩﻢ، ( ﻳﻮﻟﺪا ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺘﯩﻢ ﺑﯘزۇﻟﯘپ ﻗﯧﻠﯩﭗ8)
‘When my bicycle broke down on the road, I tried to fix it.’
baq- is also used when someone is nervous or hesitant to do something, and the effort is
therefore halfhearted. For example, ‘to have a little’, when tasting something never tried before,
or when a person is ill or has lost their appetite:
‘We sipped a bit of the liquor.’ (lit., ‘tried to drink’)
.( ﺑﯩﺰ ﮬﺎراﻗﺘﯩﻦ ﺋﺎزراق ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ ﺑﺎﻗﺘﯘق9)
‘Have you tasted the cookies?’
( ﭘﺮەﻧﯩﻜﺘﯩﻦ ﻳﻪپ ﺑﺎﻗﺘﯩﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟10)
‘I will have a nibble on the kebab.’
.( ﻛﺎۋاﭘﺘﯩﻦ ﺋﺎزراق ﻳﻪپ ﺑﺎﻗﺘﯘق11)
. ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﭘﯩﺸﻤﺎﭘﺘﯘ،( ﺑﯩﺰ ﻣﯧﯟﯨﻨﻰ ﺗﯘﺗﯘپ ﺑﺎﻗﺘﯘق12)
‘We felt the fruit (by gently squeezing it), but it wasn’t ripe.’ (lit., ‘tried to grasp’)
Expressing doubt or hesitation is socially encouraged, as Uyghurs (women in particular) do not
want to appear socially aggressive. Consensus (or at least the appearance thereof) is also
important, so a person’s wants are most commonly expresses as suggestions. These suggestions
are often expressed with the auxiliary baq- and a so-called optative (voluntative) suffix in the
first person singular or plural, meaning ‘Let me...’ or ‘Let’s....’ (see Lesson 8.) In Uyghur, the
first-person optative suffixes are -Ay (-ay/ey) ‘Let me... V1’ as in (13), and -Ayli (-ayli/eyli) ‘Let
us … V1,’ as in (14):
‘Let me have a try.’
.( ﺳﯩﻨﺎپ ﺑﺎﻗﺎي13)
‘Let’s take a look.’
.( ﻛﯚرۈپ ﺑﺎﻗﺎﻳﻠﻰ14)
In negative sentences, baq- intensifies the negation, meaning ‘never...before, never ever.’
‘I have never tried fixing a television (before).’
.( ﻣﻪن ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰورﻧﻰ ﺋﻮﯕﺸﺎپ ﺑﺎﻗﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ15)
.( ﺑﯘرۇن ﺑﯘ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻘﯩﻨﻰ ﻛﯚرۈپ ﺑﺎﻗﻤﯩﺪۇق16)
‘We never even thought to look into the cleanliness of that restaurant beforehand.’
‘I have never tried drinking alcohol.’
.( ﮬﺎراق ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ ﺑﺎﻗﻤﯩﺪﯨﻢ17)
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bolAs a main verb, bol- means ‘become, be, occur’:
‘Who is that?’
‘Do you like being a teacher?
‘What happened?’

-ﺑﻮل
( ﺋﯘ ﻛﯩﻢ ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺪۇ؟18)
( ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﻰ ﺑﻮﻟﯘﺷﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرەﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟19)
( ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى؟20)

As an auxiliary and in the past tense, bol- expresses completion or finality of the main action:
‘complete, finish off,’ or ‘end up’.
( ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﻳﻪپ ﺑﻮﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﻤﯘ؟21)
‘Hasn’t s/he finished eating yet?’
‘S/he said ‘I’ll finish eating by 12:30.’
.( ﺋﯘ ' ﺋﻮن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻤﻐﯩﭽﻪ ﻳﻪپ ﺑﻮﻟﯩﻤﻪن 'دﯦﺪى22)
. ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﺑﺎراﻳﻠﻰ،( ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇﻗﻨﻰ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪپ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ23)
‘Let’s go home when we’ve completed the homework.’
‘I’ve only now finished eating.’
.( ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻻ ﻳﻪپ ﺑﻮﻟﺪۇم24)
‘Have you put the tools in the bag?’
( ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇﻗﻼرﻧﻰ ﺳﻮﻣﻜﯩﻐﺎ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﺑﻮﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟25)
‘Haven’t you wrapped up preparations yet?’
( ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎرﻟﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ ﺑﻮﻟﻤﯩﺪﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ؟26)
tur-ﺗﯘر
The meaning of the independent verb is ‘stand up, get up,’ and ‘reside, dwell, stay.’
‘Do you live in Hotän?’
( ﺧﻮﺗﻪﻧﺪە ﺗﯘراﻣﺴﯩﺰ؟27)
‘I got up early.’
.( ﺑﺎﻟﺪۇر ﺋﻮرﻧﯘﻣﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﯘردۇم28)
As an auxiliary verb, tur- expresses the continuity of an action for a short time, i.e. ‘keep on,
carry on … for a while’.
‘I kept waiting for him/her for half an hour.’
.( ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺳﺎﻗﻼپ ﺗﯘردۇم29)
‘S/he keeps on coming here often.’
.( ﺋﯘ داۋاﻣﻠﯩﻖ ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪرﮔﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ30)
. ﻳﯧﺸﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﺎرﺗﯩﭗ داﺋﯩﻢ ﮬﺎراق ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ ﺗﯘراﺗﺘﻰ16 ( ﺋﯘ31)
‘From the age of 16 on, he’d just kept on drinking.’
tur- tends to denote a situation or action which is ongoing or regular for a certain period, as in
dialogue 15.1.
‘The doctor continues to give her injections.’
.( دوﺧﺘﯘر ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﺋﻮﻛﯘل ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﺗﯘرۇۋاﺗﯩﺪۇ32)
‘His family keeps bringing food every day, too.’ .( ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﯩﺴﯩﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ33)
.( ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ دوﺳﺘﻠﯩﺮى ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻳﻮﻗﻼپ ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ34)
‘Now his friends will go on visiting him every day.’
.( ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاﺷﻠﯩﺮﯨﻤﯘ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﻳﯧﻨﯩﻐﺎ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ35)
His other fellow students also keep going to his bedside.’
The temporary nature of the continuity expressed by tur- is more pronounced with the main
V1 verbs al- ‘take’ and ber- ‘give’ (resulting in ëlip tur- ‘borrow briefly’ and berip tur- ‘lend
briefly’:
‘Let’s borrow his tools.’
.( ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇﻗﻠﯩﺮﯨﻨﻰ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﺗﯘراﻳﻠﻰ36)
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‘I loaned 50 soms* to Turghunjan.’ (*in China: yuan) .( ﻣﻪن ﺗﯘرﻏﯘﻧﺠﺎﻧﻐﺎ ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ ﺳﻮم ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ﺗﯘردۇم37)
qal-ﻗﺎل
As an independent verb, qal- means ‘remain, stay put’ or ‘be left behind’. (It is also used when
telling the time, to indicate the minutes remaining before the hour, see Vol. II.)
.( ﻗﺎزاﻧﺪا ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺋﺎزراق ﺋﺎش ﺑﺎر38)
‘There is still a little food left in the pot.’
.( ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺋﯜﭼﻜﻪ ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﻪ ﻣﯩﻨﯘت ﻗﺎﻟﺪى39)
‘It is twenty minutes to three.’
 ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﭘﯩﺸﺘﯩﻤﯘ؟- (40)
a. ‘Is the meal ready yet?’
. ﺋﺎز ﻗﺎﻟﺪى- (41)
b ‘Any minute now!’ (~ ‘Almost!’)
As an auxiliary verb, qal- expresses a change of state, often unforeseen or unintentional; the
subject has not been actively involved in bringing about the event or action: ‘got, ended up….’
The result may be temporary or permanent.
‘Look, Abdurishid has (finally) turned up.’
‘Why did you end up coming late?’
‘So, the food got cold.’
‘The TV broke (accidentally).’
‘I’ve caught a cold.’ (bolup is pronounced bop)
‘S/he got hepatitis.’
‘How long has it been (going on)?’
‘It has lasted two weeks.’
‘Now s/he happens to be quite a bit better.’
‘I think I’ve been infected with hepatitis.’
‘How

(‘from what’) did it happen to spread?’
‘The next day, the three of us got diarrhea.’
‘The two of us happened to recover.’
‘At first, s/he was miserable (sank into misery).’
‘Oh gosh, I (unintentionally) forgot that.’
‘It (unexpectedly) died last year.’

.ﺋﻪﻧﻪ ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى
ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ ۋاﻗﭽﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰ؟
.ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﺗﺎﻣﺎق ﺳﻮۋۇپ ﻗﺎﭘﺘﯘ
.ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور ﺑﯘزۇﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى
.ﻣﻪن زۇﻛﺎم ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ
.ﺋﯘ ﺟﯩﮕﻪر ﻛﯧﺴﯩﻠﻰ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى
.ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى
.ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﮬﻪﭘﺘﻪ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى
.ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺧﯧﻠﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى
ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﺟﯩﮕﻪر ﻛﯧﺴﯩﻠﻰ ﻳﯘﻗﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻐﯘ
.دەﻳﻤﻪن
ﻛﯧﺴﻪل ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﻳﯘﻗﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى؟
ﺋﻪﺗﯩﺴﻰ ﺋﯜﭼﯩﻤﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﭽﻰ ﺳﯜرۈپ
.ﻗﺎﻟﺪى
.ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﺳﺎﻗﯩﻴﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪۇق
. ﻗﺎﻳﻐﯘﻏﺎ ﭘﯧﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى-ﺑﺎﺷﺘﺎ ﺋﯘ ﻏﻪم
.ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺋﯘﻧﺘﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ، ﺋﺎﭘﻼ
.ﺋﯘ ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر ﺋﯚﻟﯜپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ

(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
(55)
(56)
(57)

Comparing a plain verb in (58) with one using the auxiliary qal- in (59), we can see how the
latter expresses a temporary and unexpected action, and implies (‘...and he didn’t see me’).
‘I saw him in the dining room (and we interacted).’
.( ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻛﯚردۈم58)
‘I caught a glimpse of him in the dining room.’
.( ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻛﯚرۈپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ59)
With the auxiliary qal-, when the main verb is negated, that verb is almost always is in the
abilitative mood (-(y)Al(a)), i.e. (V1-(y)Al -mAy qal-, or V1-(y)Al -mAstin qal-), meaning ‘was
not able to V1, could not V1.’ Overall, it is more common for qal- to be used in intransitive
sentences (those without direct objects), as in (60)–(61) (and as in most of (43)–(58) above), than
in transitive sentences with direct objects, as in (62)–(64) below.
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Intransitive:
‘We still haven’t been able to go home.’
‘It turns out that I can’t go today.’

.( ﺑﯩﺰ ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﺑﺎراﻟﻤﺎي ﻗﺎﻟﺪۇق60)
.( ﻣﻪن ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﺑﺎراﻟﻤﺎي ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ61)

Transitive:
.( ﻣﻪﻟﯘم ﺳﻪۋەﭘﻠﻪر ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺋﯚزۈﻣﻨﯩﯔ ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇﻗﻠﯩﺮﯨﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻻﻟﻤﺎي ﻗﺎﻟﺪۇق62)
‘For various reasons, we ended up not being able to get my tools.’
.( ﻣﻪن ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﻨﻰ ﻳﯧﻴﻪﻟﻤﻪي ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ63)
‘I couldn’t eat the food.’
‘S/he was not able to find Adil.’
.( ﺋﯘ ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻨﻰ ﺗﺎﭘﺎﻟﻤﺎي ﻗﺎﻟﺪى64)
5. ket-ﻛﻪت
As a main verb, the basic meaning of ket- is ‘depart, leave, go away.’
‘Where did they go?’
( ﺋﯘﻻر ﻗﻪﻳﻪرﮔﻪ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ؟65)
‘They have left for home.’
.( ﺋﯘﻻر ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ66)
As an auxiliary verb, ket- signifies unintentional, unplanned action. It is similar to the usage of
qal-, but ket- implies that an intensive, quick, or vigorous action has been completed. The
following sentences with ket- clearly indicate a completed action with a more lasting result or
change of state. Also, the subjects of ket- sentences tend to be inanimate:
.( ﻳﯩﭗ ﺋﯜزۈﻟﯜپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ67)
‘The thread (has gone and) snapped (in two).’
‘The wheat in the bag has (all) spilled out.’
.( ﺧﺎﻟﺘﯩﺪﯨﻜﻰ ﺑﯘﻏﺪاي ﭼﯧﭽﯩﻠﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ68)
‘The paper burned up (and there was nothing left).’
.( ﻗﻪﻏﻪز ﻛﯚﻳﯜپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ69)
‘The damp wood broke apart.’
.( ﻧﻪم ﻳﺎﻏﺎچ ﺳﯘﻧﯘپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ70)
The sense of a sudden change of state is why ket- is often used when talking about a change in
the weather.
‘The weather has cleared up.’
.( ﮬﺎۋا ﺋﯧﭽﯩﻠﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ71)
‘The sky is clouding over.’
.( ﮬﺎۋا ﺗﯘﺗﯘﻟﯘپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ72)
‘Then it started to rain.’
.ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر ﻳﯧﻐﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
(73)
In some contexts, qal- and ket- are interchangeable, with no difference in meaning:
‘My bicycle broke.’
.ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺘﯩﻢ ﺑﯘزۇﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى

(74)
.( ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺘﯩﻢ ﺑﯘزۇﻟﯘپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ75)
.( ﺑﯩﺮاق رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ ﺟﻪرﻳﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻛﯚپ ﭼﺎﺗﺎق ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى76)
.( ﺑﯩﺮاق رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ ﺟﻪرﻳﺎﻧﯩﺪا ﻛﯚپ ﭼﺎﺗﺎق ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ77)
‘But while fixing it, lots of problems arose.’
However, qal- and ket- are not interchangeable in every situation. (78) with qal- would be said
during the spring thaw at the end of a long winter; it expresses a change of state that is gradual.
(ket- cannot be used here, because ‘becoming milder’ cannot occur vigorously or intensively, as
ket- implies.) In contrast, (79), which would be uttered in July or August, the perception of
summer heat can certainly be intensive and sudden, hence the use of ket-.
‘The weather has become milder.’
.( ﮬﺎۋا ﺋﯩﺴﺴﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى78)
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‘The weather has (suddenly/with a vengeance) gotten quite hot.’

.( ﮬﺎۋا ﺋﯩﺴﺴﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ79)

When discussing illness, qal- is often used for falling ill (aghrip qal-), while ket- is used to
indicate a worsening illness (aghrip ket-). ket- here has the meaning of suddenness that it had
above in (79), and it is also weightier meaning than qal-.
.( ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺑﯧﺸﯩﻢ ﻗﺎﺗﺘﯩﻖ ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى80)
‘Yesterday I got a bad headache.’
‘Today I wound up with a real migraine.’
.( ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺑﯧﺸﯩﻢ ﻗﺎﺗﺘﯩﻖ ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ81)
Still, if the results of change are lasting, as is the case with serious illnesses, qal- is used, while
ket- is rare:
‘Adil has cancer.’
.( ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ راك ﻛﯧﺴﯩﻠﻰ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى82)
‘I caught smallpox.’
.(ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﭼﯧﭽﻪك ﻛﯧﺴﯩﻠﻰ ﻳﯘﻗﯘپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى83)
Be careful to distinguish qal- and ket- when used as the second of two independent verbs
conjoined with -(I)p (the “serial verb” format discussed in Lesson 14). Compare the following
three sentences: in (84) and (85), qal- functions as an auxiliary (suddenly); in (86), ket- functions
as an independent verb, so that këlip ket- means ‘come and (then) go’:
.( ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى84)
‘Halmurat suddenly turned up.’
‘Halmurat didn’t come.’
.( ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪي ﻗﺎﻟﺪى85)
‘Halmurat came, and then left again.’
.( ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ86)
qoy-ﻗﻮي
As an independent verb, qoy means ‘put, place,’ but it only rarely occurs alone:
‘I put my bicycle in the courtyard.’
.( ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺘﯩﻤﻨﻰ ﻗﻮرۇﻏﺎ ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇم87)
For the above, native speakers would prefer to add an actional auxiliary to the above, using qoyboth as a main verb and as an actional auxiliary as in qoyup qoydum, cf. (91)–(93) below.
qoy- as a directional complement
When used as a directional complement, qoy- retains a semi-independent meaning, here in its use
with sal- (another verb meaning ‘put’), indicating which direction the action is occurring:
‘I put the wrench into the drawer.’
.( ﻛﯘﻟﯘﭼﻨﻰ ﺗﺎرﺗﻤﯩﻐﺎ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇم88)
Qoyup qoy- is used for ‘putting (somewhere), on top of (something),’ while selip qoy- means
‘placing inside’ something else (e.g. a drawer or pocket, bag, pot or bottle). Even when qoy- is
used as an auxiliary, traces of this meaning —placing or presenting something abstract— remain.
Therefore, like the independent verb qoy-, sentences with the auxiliary qoy- will always have an
object, as below.
‘I put the screwdriver down on the table.’
.( ﺋﻪﺗﯟﯨﺮﻛﯩﻨﻰ ﺟﻮزﯨﻐﺎ ﻗﻮﻳﯘپ ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇم89)
qoy- as an actional auxiliary
In the sense of manner and/or action auxiliary that we’ve been discussing in this chapter, qoy- is
used to indicate that the action is rather superficial or carried out casually or half-heartedly:
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.( ﻛﯜﻧﺪە ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ژورﻧﺎل ﻛﯚرۈپ ﻗﻮﻳﯩﺪۇ90)
‘For half an hour each day, s/he glances at a magazine (not reading it seriously).’

. ﺋﺎﻣﺎﻟﺴﯩﺰ ﺗﺎﻣﺎﻗﺘﯩﻦ ﺋﺎزراق ﻳﻪپ ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇق،( ﭘﯘﻟﻨﻰ ﺗﯚﻟﻪپ ﻗﻮﻳﯘﭘﺘﯘق91)
‘We had (already) paid money, so having no choice we (went ahead and) nibbled a little.’
‘We ended up sipping a little of the tea too.’
.( ﭼﺎﻳﺪﯨﻨﻤﯘ ﺋﺎزراق ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇق92)
In the next sentences, qoy- emphasizes that the action takes place just once, rather than being
an enduring or repeated action.
‘We have (just now) wasted a lot of time.’
.ﺑﯩﺰ ۋاﻗﯩﺘﻨﻰ ﺑﻪك ﺋﯩﺴﺮاپ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﯟەﺗﺘﯘق
(93)
‘(Now) we have upset your older brother.’
.( ﺋﺎﻛﯩﯖﯩﺰﻧﻰ رەﻧﺠﯩﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇق94)
‘Letip will surely make trouble for us (now).’ .ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭗ ﭼﻮﻗﯘم ﺑﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﺎۋارە ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﻮﻳﯩﺪۇ
(95)
Related to both of the above meanings (half-hearted and/or single-occasion action), qoy- is also
used for polite requests. Instead of using a stand-alone word ‘please’ (merhemet) as one would
in English, Uyghurs typically soften requests with qoy-: ‘would you... just once/a little?’
7
( ﻛﯚرﺳﯩﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﻮﻳﯘﯕﭽﯘ؟96)
‘Won’t you show me too (please)?’
8
( ﺳﯩﺰ ﺑﯘﻧﻰ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈرۈپ ﻗﻮﻳﺴﯩﯖﯩﺰ؟97)
‘If you would kindly explain this to me....’
When used with verbs of speaking, qoy- is also used in the sense of ‘(say) tactfully, politely,’
especially when passing on a message or request.
‘I will break it to him/her (tactfully).’
.( ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ ﺋﯧﻴﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﻮﻳﯩﻤﻪن98)
‘I will put it to him/her (nicely).’
.( ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ دەپ ﻗﻮﻳﯩﻤﻪن99)
2. Other Auxiliary Verbs
We now turn briefly to a few other actional and aspectual auxiliary verbs, which occurred in the
dialogues of this lesson. These are briefly referenced below, so that when you encounter them in
future lessons, you can turn back to this list and study them again in more detail.
Table 15.2. Aspectual and actional auxiliaries 2: bar-, ber-, tashla-, chiq-, sal-, kel-, kör-, oltur-, öt-, yür-

stem
bar- -ﺑﺎر

Basic aux meaning
progress steadily, go on

ber-ﺑﻪر

benefactive: do for someone
else’s benefit

example

.ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺋﯚﺗﯜپ ﻛﯧﺘﯩﭗ ﺑﺎرﯨﺪۇ

(100)

‘Time keeps on passing.’

.ﺳﯩﺰﮔﻪ ﻗﻮﻏﯘن ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﺑﯧﺮەي

(101)

‘Let me get a melon for you.’

.ﺑﺎﻟﯩﻠﯩﺮﯨﻤﻐﺎ ﮬﯩﻜﺎﻳﻪ ﺋﻮﻗﯘپ ﺑﻪردﯨﻢ

(102)

‘I read a story out loud to my children.’
tashla-ﺗﺎﺷﻼ

be thrown into (a situation),
happen suddenly, uncontrollably

.ﮬﻪﻣﻤﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﮔﯧﭙﯩﮕﻪ ﻛﯜﻟﯜپ ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﺪۇق

(103)

‘We all burst out laughing at what he said.’

7

The final verb qoyung(chu) has a second-person (familiar) imperative suffix (‘please V’).
The final verb qoysingiz has several suffixes that we haven’t seen before, which together also convey the notion of
a polite request: the verb stem qoy- is followed by the conditional -sA (expressing if or when), and this is in turn
followed by the second-person (polite) imperative (‘please V’). We will discuss these forms in Volume II; suffice it
to note here that (97) is triply-marked for a polite request, once through the choice of auxiliary, twice through the
use of the conditional, and thrice through the polite imperative.
8
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chiq-ﭼﯩﻖ

.ﻣﻪن ﻣﺎﻗﺎﻟﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻗﯘپ ﭼﯩﻘﺘﯩﻢ

do thoroughly

sal- - ﺳﺎلto occur unintentionally,
inadvertently
kel-ﻛﻪل
kör-ﻛﯚر
oltur-ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘر

öt- -ﺋﯚت
yür-ﻳﯜر

continuation; approach, come
close to, nearly; continues until
(particularly with time phrases)
tentative: try to, find out, see
whether, see if
continuation within a short
period: just now, briefly dwell on,
consider, ponder

single occasion: happen once off,
this time only, in some ways
similar to qoycontinued, regular, or frequent
action: do frequently, regularly,
go on

(104)

‘I read right through the article.’
‘I read
.( ﺑﯘ ﺟﯜﻣﻠﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﻮﻗﯘپ ﻛﯜﻟﯜپ ﺳﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ105)
this sentence and couldn’t help laughing.’
.( ﺑﯩﺰ ﺋﯜچ ﻳﯩﻠﺪﯨﻦ ﺑﯘﻳﺎن ﺧﻪت ﻳﯧﺰﯨﺸﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﻟﺪۇق106)
‘It is now three years that we have been writing
to each other.’
.( ﺑﯩﺮﻟﯩﻜﺘﻪ ﺋﻮﯕﺸﺎپ ﻛﯚرﯨﻤﯩﺰ107)
‘Together we’ll try to fix it.’
 ﺳﻪن ﺑﯘ ﻳﻪردە ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرﯨﺴﻪن؟،( ﮬﻮي108)
‘Hey, what are you up to right now? (person is
not necessarily sitting)
.( ﺑﯘ ﺋﯩﺶ ﺗﻮﻏﺮﯨﺴﯩﺪا ﻛﯚپ ﺳﯚزﻟﻪپ ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرﻣﺎﻳﻤﯩﺰ109)
‘We’ll not dwell on this matter.’
.( ﺋﯚﺗﻜﻪن ﺋﯩﺸﻼرﻧﻰ ﺋﻪﺳﻠﻪپ ﺋﯚﺗﺘﯜم110)
‘At that moment, I recalled the past events.’

.داﺋﯩﻢ ﮬﺎراق ﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ ﻳﯜرﯨﺪۇ

(111)

‘He goes on and on drinking alcohol (every
day).’

3. Language Usage Notes
3.1 Pronunciation: Contraction of Verbs ending in -l-(I)p to -p
You may recall that verbs ending in l drop this sound when preceding another syllable with
certain consonants, like bolghan being pronounced booghan, qilmidi pronounced qimmidi. This
‘unstable’ l also drops out in -(I)p converbs with the verbs sal-, bol-, qal-, qil-, and kel-, as
follows:
stem
-ﺳﺎل
-ﺑﻮل
-ﻗﺎل
-ﻗﯩﻞ
-ﻛﻪل

sëlip
bolup
qëlip
qilip
këlip

written
ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ
ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ
ﻗﯧﻠﯩﭗ
ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ
ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ

pronounced
sëp~sap
bop
qëp~qap
qip
këp~kep

example

.ﻣﻪن ﭘﯘﻟﯘﻣﻨﻰ ﺗﺎرﺗﻤﯩﻐﺎ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ )ﺳﯧﭗ( ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇم
.ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ )ﺑﻮپ( ﻗﺎﻟﺪى
.ﻣﻪن ﺋﯚﻳﺪە ﻗﯧﻠﯩﭗ )ﻗﯧﭗ( ﻗﺎﻟﺪﯨﻢ
.ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﺋﯩﺸﻨﻰ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ )ﻗﯩﭗ( ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇم
.ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ )ﻛﯧﭗ( ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ

(112)
(113)
(114)
(115)
(116)

If these -(I)p forms are not followed by an auxiliary verb, they tend not to be abbreviated in
speech. In the following example, each of the last verbs of a phrase with -(I)p are not abbreviated,
whereas those that are second to last are: mest bolup qëlip becomes mest bop qëlip (and not
*mest bop qëp), and qilip qoy- becomes qip qoy-:
.( ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭗ ﻣﻪﺳﺖ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ)ﺑﻮپ( ﻗﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﭼﻮﻗﯘم ﺑﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﺎۋارە ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ )ﻗﯩﭗ( ﻗﻮﻳﯩﺪۇ117)
‘Letip ended up getting drunk, and will certainly cause us trouble.’
These same verbs drop l (that is, change -l-Ip to -p) with the indefinite (or reported) past tense
marker (i)ptu (mentioned in footnote 4, and to be introduced in Volume II). So we get:
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written
ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ
sëliptu
boluptu ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ
ﻗﯧﻠﯩﭗ
qëliptu
ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ
qiliptu
ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ
këliptu

stem
-ﺳﺎل
-ﺑﻮل
-ﻗﺎل
-ﻗﯩﻞ
-ﻛﻪل

pronounced
sëptu~saptu
boptu
qëptu~qaptu
qiptu
këptu~keptu

This shortening occurs in the spoken language, and is not normally reflected in the written
language.
3.2 The Privative Suffix +siz ﺳﯩﺰN+siz ‘without N, N-less’
When added to a noun, this suffix gives the noun an opposite meaning, which is descriptive and
adjectival. The suffix is rather like the English suffix ‘-less.’
tuz
ish
amal

ﺗﯘز
ﺋﯩﺶ
ﺋﺎﻣﺎل

‘salt’
‘work, job, matter’
‘recourse, way out,
method’

tuzsiz
ishsiz
amalsiz

ﺗﯘزﺳﯩﺰ
ﺋﯩﺸﺴﯩﺰ
ﺋﺎﻣﺎﻟﺴﯩﺰ

‘tasteless, insipid’
‘jobless, without work, unemployed’
‘without recourse, with no choice,
helpless’

This is a productive suffix: new words are often being coined using this suffix. (If you were to
try creating some new words yourself by attaching this suffix to any noun, you will either
impress or amuse your teacher!) N+siz should not be confused with the verbal personal
ending -siz (as in barisiz ‘you go’), which only attaches to predicates (i.e. verbs and verb-like
things, like bar- and yaxshi as in yaxshimusiz).
3.3 More on the use of Numbers: possessive numerals, telling time, lists and ranges
This lesson’s dialogues have examples of the possessive numerals (Num.-Possessive.Endings)
‘the Number of us/them’ that we learned in Lesson 10.
‘The two of us recovered.’ (‘we two’)
.( ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﺳﺎﻗﯩﻴﯩﭗ ﻗﺎﻟﺪۇق118)
‘The three of us ended up with diarrhea.’
.( ﺋﯜﭼﯩﻤﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﭽﻰ ﺳﯜرۈپ ﻗﺎﻟﺪى119)
Telling time
sa’et Number ‘Number o’clock’; Number sa’et ‘Number of hours’
When you tell the time, the number on the hour hand is said after word sa’et, but when
estimating or describing a length of time the number of hours comes before the word sa’et.
‘It’s now one o’clock. (One o’clock has happened.)’
.( ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺑﯩﺮ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى120)
‘I waited for him for half an hour.’
.( ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ﺳﺎﻗﻠﯩﺪﯨﻢ121)
Expressing lists and ranges of numbers
Large numbers are said in the same order as in English, but with a pause instead of the and (e.g.
‘four hundred and twenty-six’):
.( ﺑﯩﺮ ﻣﯩﯔ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﻳﯜز ﺳﻪﻛﺴﻪن ﺋﺎدەم ﻳﯩﻐﯩﻨﻐﺎ ﻗﺎﺗﻨﺎﺷﺘﻰ122)
‘One thousand two hundrend and eighty person participate in the conference.’
To express a time range in Uyghur, only a pause (written as a comma) is needed between
similar units such as bir, ikki ‘one or two, one to two’:
‘For an hour or two, s/he reads (a) magazine(s).’
. ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت ژورﻧﺎل ﻛﯚرﯨﺪۇ،( ﺑﯩﺮ123)
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Time ranges expressed in ordinal numbers (birinchi, ikkinchi) take neither pauses nor commas:
) (124ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰ ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ ﺳﺎﺋﻪت دەرﺳﺘﯩﻦ ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯜم‘I left (skipped) the first and second hour lesson.’ .

Exercises
Exercise 1
Complete the following by inserting one of the six auxiliary verbs (baq-, bol-, tur-, qal-, ket-, qoy-), then
have a go at translating them into English. Person and tense suffixes have been provided:

 .aﻗﯩﺰﯨﻢ ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺑﯘ ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﻨﻰ ﺋﻮن ﻣﯩﻨﯘت ﻛﯚرۈپ ___________________________
___________________________________________________________________Translation:

 .bﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر داﺋﯩﻢ ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻛﯩﺮﯨﭗ_______________________________ ﯨﺎﺗﺘﻰ.
___________________________________________________________________Translation:

 .cﻣﻪن ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﺋﺎداﻟﻪﺗﻨﻰ ﻛﯚرۈپ __________________________________
___________________________________________________________________Translation:

 - .dﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﺎت ﻣﯩﻨﯩﭗ _______________________________________
ﻳﺎق ،ﻣﻪن ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﺋﺎت ﻣﯩﻨﯩﭗ ______________________________________________________________________________________________________Translation:
_____________________________________________________________________________

 - .eﺳﻪن ﻗﺎزاﻧﻐﺎ ﺗﯘز ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ ._____________________________-دۇﯕﻤﯘ؟
- .ﮬﻪﺋﻪ  ،ﺗﯘز ،ﻣﺎي ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ ________ ________________________دۇم.
____________________________________________________________________Translation:
______________________________________________________________________________

 .fﻣﻪن دەﭘﺘﻪرﻧﻰ ﺋﯜﺳﺘﻪﻟﮕﻪ ﻗﻮﻳﯘپ- .__________ ___________________.دۇم
ۋە ﭘﯘﻟﯘﻣﻨﻰ ﺗﺎرﺗﻤﯩﻐﺎ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ___________________- .__________ .ۇپ،
ﻗﯘﻟﯘﭘﻨﻰ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ___________________- .__________ .دۇم،
ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺳﯘ ﺋﻪﻛﯩﻠﯩﺸﻜﻪ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ___________________- .__________ .ﺗﯩﻢ.
__________________________________________________________________Translation:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

- .gﻟﻪﺗﯩﭗ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ___________________- .__________ .ﺗﯩﻤﯘ؟
 ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﯘ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ ___________________-..ﯨﭗ ،ﺑﻪش ﻣﯩﻨﯘﺗﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ ﻳﻪﻧﻪﭼﯜﺷﯜپ ___________________ ..___________________ .ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ.
راﺳﺘﻤﯘ؟ ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن؟ﺋﯘ ﺑﯩﺮ ﭼﺎﻣﺎداﻧﻨﻰ ﺋﯘﻧﺘﯘپ_____________________________-...ﻏﻪن ﺋﯩﻜﻪن.
ﭼﺎﻣﺎداﻧﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯘﺳﺘﯩﮕﻪ ﺑﺎﻏﻼپ_________________-.........ۇپ،
ﻳﻪﻧﻪ ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘﺳﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻘﯩﭗ___________________________-...........ﺗﻰ.
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_______________________________________________________________Translation:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

 .hﻗﻮﺷﻨﯩﻤﯩﺰ ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ ﺗﯜﮔﻪپ___________________-......ﯨﭙﺘﯘ .ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﺪﯨﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ؟
ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،دادام ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﺋﯧﻴﺘﯩﭗ_____________________________-..دى.ۋەﻟﻰ ﺋﯘﻗﺎﻣﺪۇ؟ ﺋﯘﻗﻤﺎﻳﺪﯨﻐﯘ دەﻳﻤﻪن .ﻣﻪن ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ دەپ___________________-.............اي._______________________________________________________________Translation:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

– .iﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺳﯩﻠﻪر ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ ﺑﯩﻠﻪن ﺳﻮﻗﯘﺷﯘپ ___________________-.....دﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ؟
ﮬﻪﺋﻪ ،ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻨﻰ ﻛﯩﻢ ﺋﯘرۇپ ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﺘﯩﭗ __________________________-.دى. ﮬﯩﭽﻜﯩﻢ ﺋﯘرﻣﯩﺪى ،ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺳﻪﺗﻠﯩﺸﯩﭗ_________________________-.دۇق.ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟﯦﺘﯩﻤﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﺑﯘزۇﻟﯘپ ________________________________-.ﺗﻰ.
_______________________________________________________________Translation:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

 . jﻣﻪن ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘرﻧﯩﯔ ﻳﺎﺗﯩﻘﯩﺪا ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ  -ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘرﭼﻪ ﭼﻮڭ ﻟﯘﻏﻪﺗﻨﻰ ﻛﯚرۈپ_________-.ﺗﯩﻢ.
 ﻟﯘﻏﻪت ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘرﻧﯩﯖﻜﻰ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس .ﺋﯘ ﻛﯜﻧﻰ ﻛﯜﺗﯜﭘﺨﺎﻧﯩﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ __________________-.دى._______________________________________________________________Translation:

________________________________________________________________________

 .kﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﻛﯘﻟﯘﭼﻨﻰ ﺋﺎﻏﯩﻨﻪﻣﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ___________________-.دۇم.
ﺑﯩﺮاق ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻏﯩﭽﻪ ﺋﯘﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﺘﯩﭗ___________________-.ﻣﯩﺪﯨﻢ.
_______________________________________________________________ Translation:
_________________________________________________________________________

 .lﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﺎﻣﺪا ﺷﯧﻜﻪر ﺗﯜﮔﻪپ _____________________________-.ﺗﻰ.
ﺷﯘﯕﺎ ﻣﻪن دۇﻛﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺋﯜچ ﻛﯩﻠﻮ ﺋﻪ-___________ -دﯨﻢ.

_____________________________________________________________Translation:

________________________________________________________________________

 .mﻣﻪن ﻧﺎۋاﻳﻨﯩﯔ ﻧﯧﻨﯩﻨﻰ ﺗﯘﺗﯘپ _____________________________-...ﺗﯩﻢ.
ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ ﺋﯘ ﻣﺎﯕﺎ ﻗﺎراپ ﻣﻪﻧﺪﯨﻦ رەﻧﺠﯩﭗ___________________-............دى.
_______________________________________________________________Translation:

________________________________________________________________________
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 .nﺳﺎﻳﺎﮬﻪﺗﻜﻪ ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺸﻘﺎ ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎرﻟﯩﻖ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ___________________-..... ..دﯨﯖﻼرﻣﯘ؟
 ﺋﺎز ﻗﺎﻟﺪى .ﺗﯧﺨﻰ ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻢ-ﻛﯧﭽﻪﻛﻠﯩﺮﯨﻤﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﭼﺎﻣﺎداﻧﻐﺎ ﺳﯧﻠﯩﭗ__________-.......ﻣﯩﺪۇق._______________________________________________________________Translation:

________________________________________________________________________

 .oﺑﯘ ﺋﺎﺷﺨﺎﻧﯩﻨﯩﯔ ﺋﯧﺸﯩﻨﻰ ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻛﯚرﻣﻪﻣﺴﻪن؟
ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺋﻪﻣﻪس .ﺋﯘ ﺗﯘزﺳﯩﺰ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ___________________-..............ﯨﭙﺘﯘ.ﺑﯩﺮاق ﺋﺎزراق ﻳﻪپ_____________________________-..........ﺗﯩﻢ.
 ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﯩﯔ ﭘﯩﯟﯨﺴﯩﭽﯘ؟ﺋﺎزراق
ﻳﻪﻧﻪ
ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ
ﺋﯩﻜﻪن،
ﺋﻪﻣﻪس
ﺳﻮﻏﯘق
 ﭘﯩﯟاﺋﯩﭽﯩﭗ___________________-.دۇم.
_____________________________________________________________Translation:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Exercise 2
Choose which form to insert into the parentheses; in each sentence, there is one best answer.

 .1ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر ﻳﯧﻐﯩﭗ ) ( دەرﮬﺎل ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻗﺎﻳﺘﺎﻳﻠﻰ.
ﺗﯘردى
ﺑﻮﻟﺪى
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ

ﻗﻮﻳﺪى

 .2ﺋﯘ ﺑﻪك ﻧﺎزۇك ،ﭼﺎﻗﭽﺎق ﻗﯩﻠﯩﭗ ) ( ﻻ  ،ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮﻟﯘپ ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ.
ﺑﻮﻟﺴﺎم
ﻗﻮﻳﺴﺎم
ﺗﯘرﺳﺎم
ﻛﻪﺗﺴﻪم
 .3ﺑﯩﺰ ﺑﺎراﻟﻤﯩﺴﺎق ،ﺳﯩﺰ ﺑﻮﻟﺴﯩﯖﯩﺰﻣﯘ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﺑﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﻳﻮﻗﻼپ ) (.
ﺑﻮﻟﯘڭ
ﻳﯜرۈڭ
ﺗﯘرۇڭ
ﺑﯧﻘﯩﯔ
 .4ﺳﻮﻏﯘق ﺳﯘ ﺋﯩﭽﻤﻪڭ ،ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ) ( .
ﺗﯘرﯨﺴﯩﺰ
ﻗﻮﻳﯩﺴﯩﺰ
ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺴﯩﺰ

ﻗﺎﻟﯩﺴﯩﺰ

 .5ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺋﯚﺗﻜﻪن ﺳﯜﺗﻨﻰ ﺋﯩﭽﻤﻪڭ ،ﺳﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﺘﯩﭗ ) (.
ﻗﺎﻟﯩﺪۇ
ﺗﯘرﯨﺪۇ
ﻗﻮﻳﯩﺪۇ
ﺑﻮﻟﯩﺪۇ
 .6ﻣﻪن ﻣﺎﻗﺎﻟﯩﯖﯩﺰﻧﻰ ﺑﺎﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺋﺎﺧﯩﺮﻏﯩﭽﻪ ﺗﻪﭘﺴﯩﻠﻰ ﻛﯚرۈپ ) (  ،ﺑﻪك ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﭙﺴﯩﺰ.
ﭼﯩﻘﺘﯩﻢ.
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﯩﻢ
ﺗﯘردۇم
ﻗﻮﻳﺪۇم
 .7ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل ﻣﯘﺳﺎﺑﯩﻘﯩﺴﯩﺪە ﻏﯘﻟﺠﺎ ﻛﻮﻣﺎﻧﺪﯨﺴﻰ ﺋﯘزۇپ ) ( .
ﺑﺎﻗﺘﻰ
ﭼﯩﻘﺘﻰ
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
ﻗﺎﻟﺪى
 .8ﻣﯧﮭﻤﺎﻧﻼرﻧﯩﯔ ﮬﻪﻣﻤﯩﺴﻰ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ) ( ،ﺋﻪﻣﺪى ﭼﺎي ﺗﺎرﺗﺎﻳﻠﻰ.
ﺑﻮﻟﺪى.
ﻗﻮﻳﺪى
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
ﺗﯘدى
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.9ﺳﯩﺰ ﺋﯧﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰ ﺗﯩﻠﯩﻨﻰ ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﭗ ) ( ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺑﻮﻟﺪى.
ﺑﺎﻗﻘﯩﻠﻰ
ﻛﻪﻟﮕﯩﻠﻰ
ﻗﻮﻳﻐﯩﻠﻰ
ﻛﻪﺗﻜﯩﻠﻰ
.10ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﯩﻼرﻧﯩﯔ ﺳﻮرﯨﻐﺎن ﺳﯘﺋﺎﻟﻠﯩﺮﯨﻐﺎ ﺑﯩﺮﻣﯘ-ﺑﯩﺮ ﺟﺎۋاب ﺑﯧﺮﯨﭗ ) (.
ﻗﻮﻳﺪى
ﻛﻪﺗﺘﻰ
ﺋﯚﺗﺘﻰ
ﺳﺎﻟﺪى
 .11ﺋﯘ داﺋﯩﻢ ﺑﻪك ﺧﻮﺷﺎل ،ﻗﺎﭼﺎﻧﻼ ﻛﯚرﺳﻪڭ  ،ﻛﯜﻟﯜﭘﻼ ) (.
ﺑﺎﻗﯩﺪۇ
ﻗﻮﻳﯩﺪۇ
ﻗﺎﻟﯩﺪۇ
ﻳﯜرﯨﺪۇ
 .12ﺋﯘ ﺑﯘرۇن ﺑﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯚﻳﮕﻪ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﭗ ) ( ،ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪﻳﺪۇ.
ﻳﯜرەﺗﺘﻰ
ﻗﺎﻻﺗﺘﻰ
ﺗﯘراﺗﺘﻰ
ﺑﺎﻗﺎﺗﺘﻰ
 .13ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮﻟﻤﺎي 5 ،ﻣﯩﻨﯘت ﺳﺎﻗﻼپ ) (  ،ﻣﯘﻻزﯨﻤﻪﺗﭽﻰ ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻻ ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺪۇ.
ﻗﯧﻠﯩﯔ
ﻛﯚرۈڭ
ﺗﯘرۇڭ
ﺑﯧﻘﯩﯔ
 .14ﭼﯩﺸﯩﻢ ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﺋﯩﺸﺸﯩﭗ ﻛﻪﺗﻜﯩﻠﻰ ) (.
ﻳﯜردى
ﺑﺎﻗﺘﻰ
ﻗﺎﻟﺪى

ﺗﯘردى

 .15ﻣﻪن ﺑﯘ ﻣﺎﻗﺎﻟﯩﻨﻰ ﺑﯜﮔﯜن ﻛﯚرۈپ ) ( ﻛﯧﺮەك.
ﺑﻮﻟﯘﺷﯘم
ﺗﯘرۇﺷﯘم
ﻗﯧﻠﯩﺸﯩﻢ

ﻳﯜرۈﺷﯜم
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Uyghur-English vocabulary
(arranged according to Latin-script alphabetization; Lesson references in right-hand column)
Latin-script Uyghur
a’ile

English

Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﻪ

family, kin, household

Abduraxman

Abdurahman (male name); God’s merciful
servant

Abdurishid (Abdureshid)

Abdurishid (male name; pron. and also
sometimes spelled Abdirishit)

Abliz

Abliz (male name); servant of God

ach- (ëchish) [+ni]

open; uncover, unpack; turn on

ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇراﺧﻤﺎن
(ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ )ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرەﺷﯩﺪ

Less.

13
4
15

ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ

1

( ) ﺋﯧﭽﯩﺶ-ﺋﺎچ

12

، )ﺋﺎﭼﭽﯩﻘﻼﻧﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎﭼﭽﯩﻘﻼن
(ﺋﺎﭼﭽﯩﻘﻠﯩﻨﯩﺶ

7
15

achchiqlan- (achchiqlanmaq,
achchiqlinish)

be annoyed, irritated

achiq- [+ni]

bring out, take out, take away (< ëlip chiq-)

-ﺋﺎﭼﯩﻖ

adash

pal, dear friend, chum (address term; used by
youth)

ﺋﺎداش

adem

man, person

adette

usually, normally

9

ﺋﺎدەم

1

ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ

4
1

Adil

Adil (male name); righteous, just

ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ

Adile

Adile (female name); righteous, just

ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ

5

Adiljan

Adiljan (male name); righteous soul

ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺠﺎن

5

Afriqa

Africa (place name)

ﺋﺎﻓﺮﯨﻘﺎ

2

aghdur- [+ni]

turn over, till; turn out; overturn

-ﺋﺎﻏﺪۇر

14
9

aghine

close friend, pal, buddy (used by males)

ﺋﺎﻏﯩﻨﻪ

aghri-

hurt, ache, be painful, be ill, be sore

-ﺋﺎﻏﺮى

15
12

aghrip qal-

get sick, become ill, fall ill

-ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻗﺎل

aghrip yat-

lie sick in bed

-ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻳﺎت

15

ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﻖ

12

-ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﺖ

15

ﺋﺎﻛﺎ

8

( ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ، )ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎل

3

ﺋﺎﻟﺪ

11

ﺋﺎﻟﺪى ﺑﯩﻠﻪن

14

ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﻦ

14

ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش

8

ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪ

1

aghriq

illness, sickness, pain, ailment; patient

aghrit- [+ni]

hurt, cause pain, injure

aka

elder brother; (address) Uncle, Sir

al- (almaq, ëlish) [+ni]

get, take, obtain, buy

ald

front

aldi bilen

firstly, first of all

aldin

ahead of time, beforehand

aldirash

busy, in a rush

Aliye

Aliyä (female name)
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alma

apple

ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ

5

ﺋﺎﻟﺘﺎي

10

Altay

Altay (region and city in northern. Xinjiang)

alte

six

ﺋﺎﻟﺘﻪ

6

amal

resource, way out, method

ﺋﺎﻣﺎل

15

amalsiz

without recourse, with no choice

ﺋﺎﻣﺎﻟﺴﯩﺰ

15

ﺋﺎﻣﺒﯘر

15

ambur

pliers, pincers, tongs, forceps

Amërika

America (place name); usually = United
States
American; U.S. citizen

ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﺎ

2

ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﻠﯩﻖ

5

Amine (female name), faithful

ﺋﺎﻣﯩﻨﻪ

14

amraq [+GA]

fond, dear, beloved

ﺋﺎﻣﺮاق

13

anche

(not) very, (not) much (used only with
negative)

anche-munche

more or less, somewhat, occasionally, at
times
and then, after that

Amërikiliq
Amine

andin këyin

ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ
 ﻣﯘﻧﭽﻪ-ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ
ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ
( ﺋﺎﯕﻼش، )ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎﯕﻼ

angla- (anglimak,
anglash)[+ni]
apa

listen, hear
mother, mom (northern Xinjiang vernacular)

ﺋﺎﭘﺎ

apar- (aparmaq, apirish)
[+ni]
apëlsin

take away, take along (< elip bar- ‘take+go’)

( ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﺶ، )ﺋﺎﭘﺎرﻣﺎق-ﺋﺎﭘﺎر

orange; tangerine (CIS: apël′sin)

apirip ber- [+ni]

take (for another’s benefit)

apla

oh, gosh! oh, dear! (expresses dismay)

2
15
6
4
8
8

ﺋﺎﭘﯧﻠﺴﯩﻦ

5

-ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﺑﻪر

8

ﺋﺎﭘﻼ

15
14

aptap

sunshine, sunlight

ﺋﺎﭘﺘﺎپ

aptobus (pron. aptowus)

bus, public coach

ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس

9

ﺋﺎق

2

ﺋﺎق ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﻖ ژۇرﻧﺎل

2

ﺋﺎران

15

ﺋﺎرﯨﻠﯩﻖ

12

aq

white

aq tashliq zhurnal

magazine with a white cover

aran

just, hardly, scarcely, with difficulty

ariliq

space between, interval, clearance, gap

ariyet al- [+ni] [+Din]

borrow

ariyet ber- [+ni] [+GA]

lend

arqiliq

via, through, by way of (Postposition)

arzu

hope, wish, expectation

arzu qil-

hope, wish, expect

asan

easy

ash

food, meal
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، ) ~ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎرﯨﻴﻪت ﺋﺎل
(~ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ
، )~ﺑﻪرﻣﻪك-ﺋﺎرﯨﻴﻪت ﺑﻪر
(~ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ
ﺋﺎرﻗﯩﻠﯩﻖ

7
7
9

ﺋﺎرزۇ

9

ﺋﺎرزۇ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ

9

ﺋﺎﺳﺎن

9

ﺋﺎش

15
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ash- (ëshish) [+ni]

increase; exceed; leftover, remaining

ashqan

leftover, extra

ashqan pul

extra money, change

-ﺋﺎش

14

ﺋﺎﺷﻘﺎن

14

ﺋﺎﺷﻘﺎن ﭘﯘل

14

ﺋﺎﺷﯘ

1

ashu

that one (far from speaker)

Asiya

Asia

ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﺎ

15

Asiye

Asiye (female name)

ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﻪ

15

ast

bottom, lower part; (Postposition) below,
underneath

ﺋﺎﺳﺖ

asta

slow, tardy; gently; behind schedule

ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ

9

ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ-ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ

13

ﺋﺎت

8

 ﺋﺎﻧﺎ- ﺋﺎﺗﺎ

8

ﺋﺎﺗﻤﯩﺶ

9

ﺋﺎۋارە

15
15

asta-asta

slowly, gradually

at

horse

ata-ana

parents; mother and father

atmish

sixty

aware

bother, trouble, hardship, inconvenience

8

aware bol-

be bothered, be inconvenienced

-ﺋﺎۋارە ﺑﻮل

aware qil-

be a burden, impose, be a pest, cause trouble

-ﺋﺎۋارە ﻗﯩﻞ

15

ﺋﺎۋاز

8

ﺋﺎۋﺳﺘﯩﺮاﻟﯩﻴﻪ

12

ﺋﺎۋۇ

1

ﺋﺎۋۋال

15

ﺋﺎﺧﺸﺎم

6

ﺋﺎي

10

awaz

sound, voice

Awstiraliye

Australia (CIS: avstraliya)

awu

that one (very far from speaker)

awwal

before, prior, previous; beforehand, formerly

axsham

last night, evening

ay

month; moon

ayagh

shoe, pair of shoes; foot; leg; base, end

ﺋﺎﻳﺎغ

3

ayal (ayalim, ayali)

woman; wife; lady

ﺋﺎﻳﺎل

2

Aygül

Aygül (female name); moonflower

ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل

3

aylan- (aylinish) [+ni]

revolve, go round; wander, tour; change,
turn (into)

Aynur

Aynur (female name); moonlight

az

few

( )ﺋﺎﻳﻠﯩﻨﯩﺶ-ﺋﺎﻳﻼن

14

ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

2

ﺋﺎز

7

-ﺋﺎز ﻗﺎل

15

az qal-

soon, almost

Azade

Azade (female name); freedom

ﺋﺎزادە

8

azraq

less, fewer, fairly little, fairly few

ﺋﺎزراق

15

bagh

orchard

ﺑﺎغ

6

ﺑﺎﻏﭽﻪ

13

( )ﺑﺎﻏﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺑﺎﻏﻼ

15

ﺑﺎﮬﺎ

13

baghche

garden, park

baghla- (baghlimaq) [+ni]

tie up, bind

baha

price, cost, value, worth
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bahar

spring; late spring; sprouting season

bala

child

baldur

early, soon

ﺑﺎﮬﺎر

10

ﺑﺎﻻ

1

ﺑﺎﻟﺪۇر

14
5
13

banan

banana

ﺑﺎﻧﺎن

banka

bank

ﺑﺎﻧﻜﺎ

baq- (bëqish) [+ni]

nurture, bring up, rear; (aux.) attempt to, do
a little

bar- (barmaq, bërish) [+GA]

go (and arrive); (aux) progressing

bas- (bësish) [+ni]

press, print; load, cover; oppress

bash

head, top; beginning; chief, leader

bashla- (bashlimaq) [+ni]

start, begin

bashlan-

begin, start; be lead

bashlanghuch

primary, initial, elementary, beginning

bashqa

other, another

( )ﺑﯧﻘﯩﺶ-ﺑﺎق

15

( ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ، )ﺑﺎرﻣﺎق-ﺑﺎر

3

-ﺑﺎس

13

ﺑﺎش

15

( )ﺑﺎﺷﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺑﺎﺷﻼ

14

( ﺑﺎﺷﻼش، )ﺑﺎﺷﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺑﺎﺷﻼن

9

ﺑﺎﺷﻼﻧﻐﯘچ

10

ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ

5

ﺑﺎﺷﻘﯩﭽﻪ

13

bashqiche

differently, on the contrary

batur

brave, heroic; hero; Batur (male name)

ﺑﺎﺗﯘر

12

bazar (pronounced bazaa)

market; commercial district; shopping area

ﺑﺎزار

3

bazargha bar-

go shopping

-ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﺎر

3

ﺑﻪدەن

13

ﺑﻪك

2

ﺑﯧﻜﻪت

14

-ﺑﯧﻜﯩﺖ

12

beden

human body; constitution

bek

very, quite

bëket

station, stop

bëkit- [+ni]

attach; fix up, arrange

bëlet

ticket, coupon, voucher

ﺑﯧﻠﻪت

9

bëliq

fish

ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻖ

8

bëliqchi

fisherman

ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻘﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

8

bëliqchiliq

fisheries

ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻘﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

11

belkim

perhaps, maybe, possibly, seemingly

ﺑﻪﻟﻜﯩﻢ

8

ber- (bermek, bërish)
[+ni,+GA]

give; (aux.) for someone else's benefit,
continuation, unconstrained

besh

five

Bëyjing

Beijing (capital city of China)

bezi

some, certain

bezide (bezi +DA)

sometimes

bil- (bilmek, bilish) [+ni]

know, understand

( ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ، )ﺑﻪرﻣﻪك-ﺑﻪر
ﺑﻪش

6

ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯔ

9

ﺑﻪزى

5

ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە

5

( ﺑﯩﻠﯩﺶ، )ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪك-ﺑﯩﻞ

4
2
9

bilen

with, by, about

ﺑﯩﻠﻪن

Bilqiz

Bilqiz (female name)

ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ
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bina (binayim, binasi)

building, office block

bir

one, once; a

bir qanche

some, several, a number of

( ﺑﯩﻨﺎﺳﻰ،ﺑﯩﻨﺎ )ﺑﯩﻨﺎﻳﯩﻢ

8

ﺑﯩﺮ

1

ﺑﯩﺮﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ

5
2

biraq

but, however

ﺑﯩﺮاق

birge

together, united (< bir ‘one’)

ﺑﯩﺮﮔﻪ

4

ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰ

6

ﺑﯩﺮﻟﯩﻚ

15

ﺑﯩﺮﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ

5

ﺑﯩﺰ

3

ﺑﻮﻏﺎﻟﺘﯩﺮ

8

ﺑﻮﻏﺎﻟﺘﯩﺮﻟﯩﻖ

8

birinchi

first

birlik

unity, oneness; (ling.) singular

birnechche

some, several, a number of

biz

we

boghaltir

accountant, bookkeeper

boghaltirliq

accounting, bookkeeping

bol- (bolmaq, bolush)

become, be; be possible, permissible; (aux.)
completion, accomplishment

bolaq

bundle, package, e.g. paper cone (t.M)*

ﺑﻮﻻق

10

boran

storm, windstorm, sandstorm, gale, hurricane

ﺑﻮران

10

bowa

grandfather, grandpa (northern Xinjiang)

ﺑﻮۋا

8

ﺑﻮۋاي

8

( ﺑﻮﻟﯘش، )ﺑﻮﻟﻤﺎق-ﺑﻮل

7

boway

elderly man, elder, gentleman; (address) Sir!

böl- [+ni]

divide, partition; sever; share

-ﺑﯚل

13

bölüm

section; department, office

ﺑﯚﻟﯜم

12

bu

this (close to speaker)

ﺑﯘ

1

ﺑﯘﻏﺪاي

14

ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر

11

ﺑﯘرﮬﺎن

9

ﺑﯘرۇن

4

ﺑﯘﻳﺎن

15

bughday

wheat

bultur

last year

Burhan

Burhan (male name); evidence (of faith)

burun

before, earlier [+Din]; prior, previous; nose

buyan [+Din]

since, ever since

buzul-

be broken, destroyed, damaged, ruined; go
bad, be corrupted

bügün

today

chach- (chëchish) [+ni]

scatter, spill out, dissipate, emit

chamadan

suitcase

chamghur

turnip, short white root vegetable (=turup)

chapan

jacket, light coat; caftan

chaqir- (chaqirmaq,
chaqirish) [+ni]

invite, call over

charshenbe

Wednesday

charwichiliq

-ﺑﯘزۇل
ﺑﯜﮔﯜن

4

( )ﭼﯧﭽﯩﺶ-ﭼﺎچ

15

ﭼﺎﻣﺎدان

15

ﭼﺎﻣﻐﯘر

14

ﭼﺎﭘﺎن

8

( ﭼﺎﻗﯩﺮﯨﺶ، )ﭼﺎﻗﯩﺮﻣﺎق-ﭼﺎﻗﯩﺮ

animal husbandry
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chataq

problem, trouble, nuisance; lateral branch;
Too bad!

chay

tea; (tea) party

chëchek

ﭼﺎﺗﺎق

15

ﭼﺎي

13

tree blossom, bloom; smallpox

ﭼﯧﭽﻪك

15

chëniq- [+ni]

train, exercise

-ﭼﯧﻨﯩﻖ

13

cheshle- (cheshlimek) [+ni]

pile up, heap up (grain)

-ﭼﻪﺷﻠﻪ

14

chet

side, fringe, margin

ﭼﻪت

12

(ﭼﻪت ﺋﻪل ( ~ ﭼﻪﺗﯭل

12

) ﭼﻪﺗﯭﻟﻠﯩﻚ( ~ﭼﻪت ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ

12

chet el ~ chet’el

foreign country

chet ellik ~ chet’ellik

foreigner, alien; foreign, overseas

chiq- (chiqmaq, chiqish)

emerge, ascend; exit, leave; be acquired;
blow (wind); (aux.) thoroughness

chirayliq

pretty, lovely; nicely

choka

( ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺶ، )ﭼﯩﻘﯩﻤﺎق-ﭼﯩﻖ

6

ﭼﯩﺮاﻳﻠﯩﻖ

9

chopsticks

ﭼﻮﻛﺎ

1

chong

big, large; advanced (in age)

ﭼﻮڭ

2

choqum

certainly, undoubtedly, definite, for sure

ﭼﻮﻗﯘم

10

chünki

because

ﭼﯜﻧﻜﻰ

9

chüsh

noon, midday

ﭼﯜش

4

chüsh- (chüshmek,
chüshüsh)

descend, fall, go down, drop, get off, leave,
finish, be built, accommodate

( ﭼﯜﺷﯜش، )ﭼﯜﺷﻤﻪك-ﭼﯜش

chüshenche

understanding, concept; annotation; opinion

ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﭽﻪ

9

chüshendür- [+ni]
(chüshendürmek,
chüshendürüsh)

explain

، )ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈرﻣﻪك-ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈر
(ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈرۈش

5

chüshlük

midday..., noon...

ﭼﯜﺷﻠﯜك

15
4

6

chüshtin burun

morning; second half of the morning

ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﺑﯘرۇن

chüshtin këyin

afternoon

ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ

4

da’im

always, often, frequently

داﺋﯩﻢ

9

دادا

8

( )داۋاﻟﯩﻤﺎق-داۋاﻻ

15

داۋاﻻش

12

-داۋاﻣﻼش

13

( دﯦﻴﯩﺶ، )دﯦﻤﻪك-دە

3

دﯦﮭﻘﺎن

8

دﯦﮭﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

8
14

dada

father, daddy (N. Xinjiang)

dawala- (dawalimaq) [+ni]

treat, cure

dawalash

treatment, cure, remedy, therapy

dawamlash- [+ni]

last, continue

de- (dëmek, dëyish)

say, speak; (aux.) quotative

dëhqan (pronounced dihan)

farmer, agriculturalist, peasant, farm worker

dëhqanchiliq

farming, agriculture

del

precisely, exactly

دەل

dem

breath; breather, rest, break; moment

دەم

4

دەﭘﺘﻪر

1

depter

notebook, exercise book
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tree

دەرەخ

13

ders

lesson, class, lecture

دەرس

4

ders angla-

attend class (angla- ‘listen’)

-دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼ

4

ders öt-

teach class, give a class (öt- ‘pass’)

-دەرس ﺋﯚت

4

derslik

pedagogical, pertaining to school

دەرﺳﻠﯩﻚ

7

دەرﺳﻠﯩﻚ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب

7

دەرﻳﺎ

10

دەﺳﻠﻪﭘﺘﻪ

15

دﯨﯫﻟﻮگ

6

derex

derslik kitab

school workbook, exercise book

derya

river

deslepte

at first, initially, originally

di’alog

dialogue, conversation

Dilber

Dilber (female name)

دﯨﻠﺒﻪر

15

Dilyar

Dilyar (male name); soulmate

دﯨﻠﻴﺎر

5

diqqet

care, caution, attention, alertness

دﯨﻘﻘﻪت

14

-دﯨﻘﻘﻪت ﻗﯩﻞ

14

diqqet qil-

take care, pay attention, be alert

dölet

country, nation

دۆﻟﻪت

8

dolqun

Dolqun (male name); wave

دوﻟﻘﯘن

7

doppa

skullcap

دوﭘﭙﺎ

3

dora (pronounced dara)

medicine, medication, remedy, pills, elixir

دورا

15

-دورا ﺋﯩﭻ

15

دوﺧﺘﯘر

12

دوﺧﺘﯘرﺧﺎﻧﺎ

12

دراﻣﺎ

6

دۇﻛﺎن

10
6

dora ich-

take medicine

doxtur

doctor, physician (“western”)

doxturxana

hospital, clinic, infirmary

drama

drama, stage play (formerly dirama)

dukan

small shop, kiosk, market stall

düshenbe

Monday

دۈﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ

echüsh- [+ni]

bring down, take and alight, bring off (< ëlip
chüsh-)

-ﺋﻪﭼﯜش

edebiyat

literature, belles-lettres

ehwal

circumstance, condition, situation, state

eket- (ekitish) [+ni]

take away, carry away, take out (< ëlip ket-)

ekir-

bring in(doors), fetch in, carry in (< ëlip kir-)

el

land, country

15

ﺋﻪدەﺑﯩﻴﺎت

4

ﺋﻪﮬﯟال

8

( )ﺋﻪﻛﯩﺘﯩﺶ-ﺋﻪﻛﻪت

15

-ﺋﻪﻛﯩﺮ

15

ﺋﻪل

12
9

ellik

fifty

ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ

ellik

national, nation’s

ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ

12

ﺋﻪﻟﯟەﺗﺘﻪ

13

elwette

certainly, of course

emdi

just now, recently, so now

ﺋﻪﻣﺪى

7

is not, not being (nominal negation)

ﺋﻪﻣﻪس

1

emes
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work, labor

ﺋﻪﻣﮕﻪك

13

emise

then, if that is so, in that case

ﺋﻪﻣﯩﺴﻪ

3

emma

but

ﺋﻪﻣﻤﺎ

2

ﺋﻪﻧﺪﯨﺸﻪ

15

-ﺋﻪﻧﺪﯨﺸﻪ ﻗﯩﻞ

15
7

emgek

endishe

worry, care, anxiety

endishe qil-

worry, be anxious

ene

look there!, hey look at that!

ﺋﻪﻧﻪ

eng

most (superlative)

ﺋﻪڭ

2

ﺋﻪﻧﯟەر

4

ﺋﻪﭘﺴﯘﺳﻠﯩﻨﺎرﻟﯩﻖ

15

Enwer

Änwär (male name); shining

epsuslinarliq

pitiful, regrettable

Erkin

Ärkin (male name); free, liberty

ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ

1

erzan

inexpensive, cheap

ﺋﻪرزان

9

erzi- (erzimek, erzish)
[+GA]
es (ësim, ësi)

deserve, be worthwhile, be worthy of
memory, recollection

( ﺋﻪرزﯨﺶ، )ﺋﻪرزﯨﻤﻪك-ﺋﻪرزى
( ﺋﯧﺴﻰ، ﺋﻪس ) ﺋﯧﺴﯩﻢ

12
11
2

esker

soldier

ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻪر

eski

bad, morally bad

ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻰ

esle- (eslimek) [+ni]
et- (etmek, ëtish) [+ni]

remember, recollect, recall, bear in mind,
miss
do, make; cook, prepare food

ete

tomorrow

etigen

morning, dawn early morning (before work
or school); early, premature

etigenlik

morning (Adj.)

etisi
etiyaz

8

( )ﺋﻪﺳﻠﯩﻤﻪك-ﺋﻪﺳﻠﻪ

15

( ﺋﯧﺘﯩﺶ، )ﺋﻪﺗﻤﻪك-ﺋﻪت

3

ﺋﻪﺗﻪ

3

ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪن

6

ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪﻧﻠﯩﻚ

14

next day, day after

ﺋﻪﺗﯩﺴﻰ

15

spring, early spring; thawing season

ﺋﻪﺗﯩﻴﺎز

10
15

etwirke

screwdriver

ﺋﻪﺗﯟﯨﺮﻛﻪ

ewet- [+ni]

send, dispatch

-ﺋﻪۋەت

11

( )ﺋﯧﭽﯩﻠﻤﺎق-ﺋﯧﭽﯩﻞ

15

( ﺋﺎﻏﺰى،ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰ ) ﺋﺎﻏﺰﯨﻢ

8

ëchil- (ëchilmaq)

be opened, be cleared

ëghiz (aghzim, aghzi)

mouth, opening; (M.) mouthful, room of

ëgiz

consisting of...rooms (excl. kitchen,
bathroom)
tall, high (people, things)

ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰﻟﯩﻖ
ﺋﯧﮕﯩﺰ

2

ëlëktir

electricity, electric, electrical

ﺋﯧﻠﯧﻜﺘﯩﺮ

15
11

ëghizliq

13

ëlëktronluq

electronic

ﺋﯧﻠﯧﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻠﯘق

ëlip kel- [+ni]

fetch, get and bring (back); (al- ‘take’ + kel‘come’)

-ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻛﻪل

ëniq

clear, clearly, precise, accurate, definite

ﺋﯧﻨﯩﻖ

5

ditch, irrigation channel

ﺋﯧﺮﯨﻖ

14

ëriq
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ëyt- (ëytmaq, ëytish) [+ni]

tell, recount

( ﺋﯧﻴﺘﯩﺶ، )ﺋﯧﻴﺘﻤﺎق-ﺋﯧﻴﺖ

7

ﻓﺎﻛﯘﻟﺘﯧﺖ

4

fakultët

university department, faculty

gazir

watermelon snack seeds

ﮔﺎزﯨﺮ

10

gep

talk, words, speech

ﮔﻪپ

7

gep qil-[+GA]

talk

-ﮔﻪپ ﻗﯩﻞ

11

ﮔﯧﺮﻣﺎﻧﯩﻴﻪ

11

Gërmaniye

Germany

gëzit

newspaper

ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺖ

1

Ghalip (male name); triumphant, victorious

ﻏﺎﻟﯩﺐ

8

 ﻗﺎﻳﻐﯘ-ﻏﻪم

15

ﻗﺎﻳﻐﯘﻏﺎ ﭘﺎت-ﻏﻪم

15

ﻏﻪرب

10

ﻏﻪرﺑﯩﻲ

10

Ghalib
ghem-qayghu

worry, sorrow, concern

ghem-qayghugha pat-

be miserable, to sink into sadness

gherb

west; occident

gherbiy

western, westerly, occidental

Ghulja

Ghulja (city and area in northwestern
Xinjiang; =Yining伊宁city,Yili 伊黎area)

gimnastika

gymnastics, exercises

gösh

ﻏﯘﻟﺠﺎ

6

ﮔﯩﻤﻨﺎﺳﺘﯩﻜﺎ

6

meat, flesh

ﮔﯚش

9

gram

gram (unit of weight)

ﮔﺮام

10

grammatika

grammar

ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ

3
5

gül

flower, flowering plant

ﮔﯜل

Güli

Güli (female name)

ﮔﯜﻟﻰ

10

ﮬﺎﺟﻪت

15
15

hajet

need, necessity, urge

hajetxana

toilet, lavatory, W.C., washroom

ﮬﺎﺟﻪﺗﺨﺎﻧﺎ

Hakimjan

Hakimjan (male name), ruler

ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن

14

( ﮬﺎﻟﻰ( ﮬﺎل،ﮬﺎﻟﯩﻢ

12

hal (halim, hali)

condition, state; strength, energy

haraq

alcohol, liquor, strong spirits

ﮬﺎراق

15

hawa

weather; atmosphere, sky, air

ﮬﺎۋا

10

hawa buzul-

weather goes bad

-ﮬﺎۋا ﺑﯘزۇل

15

hawa ëchil-

weather clears up

-ﮬﺎۋا ﺋﯧﭽﯩﻞ

15

hayat

living, life; alive

ﮬﺎﻳﺎت

10

hazir

now, immediately; presently, nowadays

ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ

4

ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﭼﻪ

13

ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻻ

15

ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻗﻰ

11

!ﮬﻪ

15

ﮬﻪﺋﻪ

1

hazirche

just now, for the time being

hazirla

just now

hazirqi

present, current, modern

he!

‘oh! ah!’ (expresses surprise or realization)

he’e

yes, uh-huh
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hëch (pronounced hich)

(none/no)... whatsoever, (none/no)... at all

ﮬﯧﭻ

14
14
5

hëch yer + [Vneg]

nowhere, anywhere

ﮬﯧﭻ ﻳﻪر

hëchkim

nobody, no one

ﮬﯧﭽﻜﯩﻢ
ﮬﯧﭽﻘﯩﺴﻰ ﻳﻮق

hëchqisi yoq

don’t mention it, you’re welcome (~hëch gep
yoq)

hede

elder sister; (address: Auntie)

ﮬﻪدە

10

hel

solution

ﮬﻪل

12
12

15

hel qil-

solve, resolve

-ﮬﻪل ﻗﯩﻞ

hem

also, too, plus

ﮬﻪم

2

ﮬﻪﻣﻤﻪ

8

ﮬﻪﭘﺘﻪ

6

( ﮬﻪﻗﻘﻰ،ﮬﻪق )ﮬﻪﻗﻘﯩﻢ

12

ﮬﻪﻗﻘﯩﺪە

12

ﮬﻪر

7

ﮬﻪر داﺋﯩﻢ

13

ﮬﻪرپ

4
11

hemme

all, every

hepte

week

heq (heqqim, heqqi)

truth, justice; reward, fee, payment

heqqide

about, regarding, pertaining to

her

each

her da’im

always, frequently, constantly, invariably

herp

letter, character, glyph

hësapla- (hësaplash)

calculate, count, compute

( )ﮬﯧﺴﺎﭘﻼش-ﮬﯧﺴﺎﭘﻼ

hey

hey! (expresses surprise)

ﮬﻪي

14
13

heyde- (heydimek) [+ni]

drive, steer; expel, drive out

-ﮬﻪﻳﺪە

hikaye

story

ﮬﯧﻜﺎﻳﻪ

7

ﮬﯚﻛﯜﻣﻪت

10

!ﮬﻮي

11

ﺋﯩﭻ

8

-ﺋﯩﭻ ﺳﯜر

15

-ﺋﯩﭻ

14
13

hökümet

government, administration

hoy!

Hey!

ich

inside, inner part; (Postp.) within, including

ich sür-

have diarrhea, have the runs

ich- (ichish) [+ni]

drink, consume, eat (soup)

idare

work unit, workplace, office, agency

ﺋﯩﺪارە

ijare

rent, lease; rented, leased

ﺋﯩﺠﺎرە

13

-ﺋﯩﺠﺎرﯨﮕﻪ ﺋﺎل

13

ijarige al-

rent, lease

iken

is (apparently, it seems...); indirectly known
by speaker, unsubstantiated

ﺋﯩﻜﻪن

ikki

two

ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ

3

ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰﻟﯩﻖ

13

12

ikki ëghizliq öy

two-room apartment or house

ikkinchi

second

ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ

6

application, formal request

ﺋﯩﻠﺘﯩﻤﺎس

12

iltimas qil-

apply, make an application

-ﺋﯩﻠﺘﯩﻤﺎس ﻗﯩﻞ

12

iman

faith; trust, confidence

ﺋﯩﻤﺎن

14

iltimas
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imtihan

examination, academic test

ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن

4
4

imtihan al-

give an exam, examine (al- ‘take’)

-ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺋﺎل

imtihan ber-

take an exam (ber- ‘give’)

-ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺑﻪر

4

ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰ

1

ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ

1

ﺋﯩﻨﻰ

8

ﺋﯩﻨﺴﺎن

11

ﺋﯩﻘﺘﯩﺴﺎد

13

-ﺋﯩﻘﺘﯩﺴﺎد ﻗﯩﻞ

13

ﺋﯩﻘﺘﯩﺴﺎدﯨﻲ

13

ﺋﯩﺶ

3

ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎپ

8

( ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪش، )ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪك-ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪ

3

in’gliz

English; English (person), British (person)

in’glizche

English language; in the English manner

ini

younger brother

insan

human being, humankind, homo sapiens

iqtisad

economy, finance

iqtisad qil-

save, economize

iqtisadiy

economic, financial

ish

work, job; matter, affair, thing

ishkap

cupboard, cabinet

ishle- (ishlimek, ishlesh)

work

ishlet- (ishlitish) [+ni]

use, employ, engage, utilize

-ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪت

13

ishsiz

unemployed, without work

ﺋﯩﺸﺴﯩﺰ

15

ishtan

trousers

ﺋﯩﺸﺘﺎن

11

ishxana

office, workroom

ﺋﯩﺸﺨﺎﻧﺎ

14

( ﺋﯩﺴﻤﻰ،ﺋﯩﺴﯩﻢ ) ﺋﯩﺴﻤﯩﻢ

1

isim (ismim, ismi)

name; noun

israp

waste, extravagance (~ bol-, qil-)

ﺋﯩﺴﺮاپ

15

issi-

get hot, warm up

-ﺋﯩﺴﺴﻰ

15

issiq

hot, warm; heat, high temperature; feverish

ﺋﯩﺴﺴﯩﻖ

10
1

istakan

glass, drinking glass (CIS: stakan)

ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻛﺎن

istansa

station, terminal

ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﺎ

9

ﺋﯩﺖ

7

( ﺋﯩﺰدەش، )ﺋﯩﺰدﯨﻤﻪك-ﺋﯩﺰدە

3

it (pronounced isht)

dog

izde- (izdimek, izdesh) [+ni]

search, look for

jabduq

furniture, gear, equipment, utensils;
preparation, arrangement

jan

soul, life; dear, beloved

jawab

answer, reply

jay

place, location; residence, above

ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇق

10

ﺟﺎن

10

ﺟﺎۋاب

12

ﺟﺎي

10
13

jehet

aspect, point of view

ﺟﻪﮬﻪت

jehet

aspect, perspective, side

ﺟﻪﮬﻪت

15

Jemile

Jemile (female name)

ﺟﻪﻣﯩﻠﻪ

9

jenub

south

ﺟﻪﻧﯘب

10

ﺟﻪﻧﯘﺑﯩﻲ

10

jenubiy

southern, southerly
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jiger

liver

jiger kësili

hepatitis

jiq

much, many, lots

jiyen (oghul)

nephew

jiyen qiz

niece

ﺟﯩﮕﻪر

15

ﺟﯩﮕﻪر ﻛﯧﺴﯩﻠﻰ

15

ﺟﯩﻖ

8

(ﺟﯩﻴﻪن )ﺋﻮﻏﯘل

15

ﺟﯩﻴﻪن ﻗﯩﺰ

15
15

joza

table, workbench (= üstel)

ﺟﻮزا

jüme

Friday

ﺟﯜﻣﻪ

6

ﺟﯘﯕﮕﻮ

9

ﺟﻮﯕﮕﻮﻟﯘق

10
10

Junggo

China, People’s Republic of China

Junggoluq

Chinese citizen (PRC usage)

jüp

pair, couple

ﺟﯜپ

kadir

official, administrator, functionary,
managerial worker

ﻛﺎدﯨﺮ

kala

cow, ox, bovine

Kanada

Canada (place name)

kawap

kebab, barbequed meat with spices

kech

late

ﻛﻪچ

14

kech (pronounced kesh)

evening, dusk; late; tardy

ﻛﻪچ

6

këche

ﻛﺎﻻ

13
14

 آداintro
 ﻛﺎۋاب15

ﻛﯧﭽﻪ

këchik-

night; period from bedtime until next
morning
be late, be delayed

-ﻛﯧﭽﯩﻚ

15

kechür- [+ni]

forgive, pardon; experience, undergo

-ﻛﻪﭼﯜر

11

kel- (kelmek, këlish)

come, approach; arrive; (aux.) persistence

( ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺶ، )ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪك-ﻛﻪل

4

ﻛﯧﻠﻪر

9

ﻛﻪﻟﮕﯜﺳﻰ

9

ﻛﻪﻣﭙﯜت

10

këler

next, forthcoming

kelgüsi

future

6

kempüt (pron. kempit)

sweets, candy

kepke

billed flat cap (as worn in Ghulja/Ili)

ﻛﻪﭘﻜﻪ

3

kërek

necessary, required

ﻛﯧﺮەك

8

kësel

illness, disease, sickness, disorder; patient

ﻛﯧﺴﻪل

15

specialization, specialty; subject, major

ﻛﻪﺳﯩﭗ

11

kesle- (keslimek) [+ni]

chop up, cut up

-ﻛﻪﺳﻠﻪ

14

ket- (ketmek, këtish)

leave, depart, go away; spend; (aux.) change;
unforeseen, accidental, intensive

këyin

after, later

ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ

4

këyin [+Din]

after, following

ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ

5

kichik

small, little

ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ

1

ﻛﯩﻠﻮ

5

kesip (kespim, kespi)

kilo

kilo, kilogram
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(ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﺮ )ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﯩﺮ

kilomëtr (kilomëtir)

kilometer (common nonstand. spelling:
kilomëtir)

kim

who?

ﻛﯩﻢ

1

kino

film, movie

ﻛﯩﻨﻮ

5

ﻛﯩﻨﻮﺧﺎﻧﺎ

5

ﻛﯩﺮ

7

-ﻛﯩﺮ

11
13

kinoxana

cinema, movie theatre

kir

laundry, dirty clothes or linen

kir- [+GA]

enter

5

kirim

income

ﻛﯩﺮﯨﻢ

kishi

person

ﻛﯩﺸﻰ

11

kitab

book

ﻛﯩﺘﺎب

1

kitabxana

bookstore, bookshop (CIS ‘library’)

ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﺨﺎﻧﺎ

15

ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻢ

8

ﻛﯧﭽﻪك-ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻢ

15

kiyim

clothing, garments

kiyim-këqek

clothing and personal attire, apparel

kocha

street, neighborhood side road

ﻛﻮﭼﺎ

15

kök

blue, turquoise, azure

ﻛﯚك

2

kompyutër

computer

ﻛﻮﻣﭙﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮ

11

-ﻛﯚن

13

ﻛﻮﻧﺎ

2

ﻛﻮﻧﺎ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻖ

9

kön- [+GA]

adjust, become accustomed; agree

kona

old (said of inanimate objects)

kona yëziq

old script; Arabic-script Uyghur

köngül (könglüm, köngli)

heart; feelings, emotions, spirit

( ﻛﯚﯕﻠﻰ،ﻛﯚﯕﯜل )ﻛﯚﯕﻠﯜم

8

heart; emotion, feelings, spirit

( ﻛﯚﯕﻠﻰ،ﻛﯚﯕﯜل )ﻛﯚﯕﻠﯜم

13
13

köngül (könglüm, köngli)
köngül ach-

have fun, enjoy oneself

-ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺋﺎچ

köngül böl-

feel concern, care about

-ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺑﯚل

13

ﻛﯚپ

7

ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﻪ

7

ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﯩﺴﻰ

7

köp

much, many

köpinche

frequently, often; usually, generally

köpinchisi

most of them

kör- (körmek, körüsh) [+ni]

see, look; read, meet; consider; (aux.)
tentative
show, demonstrate, point out

körset- (körsitish) [+ni]
körüsh-

meet, see each other (< kör-)

koy

unit of Chinese currency (kuai = Ch. yuan)

köy-

burn, catch fire, scorch, glow

( ﻛﯚرۈش، )ﻛﯚرﻣﻪك-ﻛﯚر
( )ﻛﯚرﺳﯩﺘﯩﺶ-ﻛﯚرﺳﻪت

15

-ﻛﯚرۈش

12

ﻛﻮي

5

-ﻛﯚي

15

ﻛﯚز

8
12

köz

eye, eyes

közqarash

viewpoint, opinion

ﻛﯚزﻗﺎراش

Kucharliq

person from Kuchar (city in south-central
Xinjiang, Ch. Kucha 库查)

ﻛﯘﭼﺎرﻟﯩﻖ

kül-

laugh, smile

-ﻛﯜل
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kuluch

wrench, spanner

kün

day; sun

küt- [+ni]

wait, expect; look after (guests), entertain

kütüpxana

library

kütüsh öyi

waiting room

küz

autumn, fall season

küzgi

autumnal, autumn-planted

laza

chili pepper

lazim

obligatory, needed

lëkin

but

lengmen (pron. leghman)

leghman (dish of noodles and meat sauce)

lënta

tape, ribbon, film

ﻛﯘﻟﯘچ

15

ﻛﯜن

3

-ﻛﯜت

14

ﻛﯜﺗﯜﭘﺨﺎﻧﺎ

7

ﻛﯜﺗﯜش ﺋﯚﻳﻰ

14

ﻛﯜز

10

ﻛﯜزﮔﻰ

14

ﻻزا

14

ﻻزﯨﻢ

12

ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ

2

ﻟﻪﯕﻤﻪن

2

ﻟﯧﻨﺘﺎ

13
14

Letipe

Letipe (female name); kind, gracious

ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭙﻪ

lughet

dictionary

ﻟﯘﻏﻪت

1

ma’ash (pron. maash)

salary, wages, earnings

ﻣﺎﺋﺎش

13

magizin

department store, large shop

ﻣﺎﮔﯩﺰﯨﻦ

9

mahir

clever, skillful, gifted, dexterous, agile

ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮ

13

ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە

4

ﻣﺎﻧﺎ

8

( ﻣﯧﯖﯩﺶ، )ﻣﺎﯕﻤﺎق-ﻣﺎڭ

9

ﻣﺎﻧﺘﺎ

2
15

Mahire

Mahire (female name); clever

mana

Look at this!, Behold, here it is!

mang- (mangmaq, mëngish)

go; walk; work, run, operate (machine)

manta

manta; steamed dumplings

maqale

article, academic or journalistic article

ﻣﺎﻗﺎﻟﻪ

maqul

Alright! Agreed!

ﻣﺎﻗﯘل

3

ﻣﺎروژﻧﻰ

14

ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﺎ

9

ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﭽﻰ

11

ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

8

ﻣﺎﺗﯧﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ

4
1

marozhni

ice cream

mashina

vehicle, car; machine

mashinichi

tailor (cf. mexanik ‘mechanic’)

mashinichiliq

tailoring, machine sewing

matëmatika

mathematics

mawu

this one (for objects)

ﻣﺎۋۇ

may

oil, fat, grease; petroleum, gasoline; battery
cell; face cream

ﻣﺎي

mektep

school, college, institute; religious school

ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ

3

melum

known, clear, obvious; certain, particular

ﻣﻪﻟﯘم

15

men (mëni ‘me,’ mëning
‘my,’ manga ‘to me’)

I

mënge

brain, mind

( ﻣﺎﯕﺎ، ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ،ﻣﻪن )ﻣﯧﻨﻰ
ﻣﯧﯖﻪ
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mëningche

in my view, according to me

Meryem

Märyäm (female name)

meshq

exercise, practice (mental or physical) (CIS:
meshiq)

meshq qil-

practice, do exercises

mesile

problem, question, difficulty, dilemma

mesilen

for example

ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﭽﻪ

9

ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم

1

ﻣﻪﺷﻖ

4

-ﻣﻪﺷﻖ ﻗﯩﻞ

4

ﻣﻪﺳﯩﻠﻪ

12

ﻣﻪﺳﯩﻠﻪن

13
15

mest (pronounced mes)

drunk, intoxicated

ﻣﻪﺳﺖ

mëwe

fruit, fruit and nuts

ﻣﯧﯟە

5

ﭼﯧﯟە-ﻣﯧﯟە

10

mëwe-chëwe

fruits and nuts

mewsum

semester

ﻣﻪۋﺳﯘم

12

meydan

field, open square, sports ground, arena

ﻣﻪﻳﺪان

6

meyli

OK, all right, never mind, whatever

ﻣﻪﻳﻠﻰ

14

meyli … meyli

whether … or …

ﻣﻪﻳﻠﻰ......ﻣﻪﻳﻠﻰ

14

ﻣﻪزﮔﯩﻞ

12

mezgil

period, duration

mijez

disposition, temperament, nature;
constitution
ride

min- [+ni]
ming

thousand

minut

minute

ﻣﯩﺠﻪز

15

-ﻣﯩﻦ

7

ﻣﯩﯔ

9

ﻣﯩﻨﯘت

6

ﻣﻮﻣﺎ

13

moma

grandmother, grandma, granny (N. Xinjiang)

ma’arip

education, learning

ﻣﺎﺋﺎرﯨﭗ

7

teacher

ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ

1
11

mu’ellim
mudir

manager, head, chairperson

ﻣﯘدﯨﺮ

muhim

important, significant

ﻣﯘﮬﯩﻢ

7
12

muhtaj [+DA]

in need of, wanting, lacking

ﻣﯘﮬﺘﺎج

mumkin

possible, likely

ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ

12

ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەت

13

ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەﺗﻠﯩﻚ

13

ﻣﯘﺷﺖ

15

-ﻣﯘﺷﺖ ﻳﻪ

15

munasiwet

relations, relationship, connection, contact

munasiwetlik

connected, associated

musht (pronounced mush)

fist, punch

musht ye-

be punched, receive a blow

mushu

this one (objects or situations just
mentioned)
journalist

muxbir
muxbirliq

journalism

Muxter

Muhter (male name); chosen one

nachar

bad, poor (in quality)
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ﻣﯘﺷﯘ

1

ﻣﯘﺧﺒﯩﺮ

11

ﻣﯘﺧﺒﯩﺮﻟﯩﻖ

11

ﻣﯘﺧﺘﻪر

3

ﻧﺎﭼﺎر

2
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nachar

inadequate, deficient, poor quality

ﻧﺎﭼﺎر

12

ﻧﺎﮬﺎﻳﯩﺘﻰ

2

nahayiti

extremely

nan

flatbread, nan

ﻧﺎن

11

naway

baker (of nan)

ﻧﺎۋاي

11

nawayxana

bakery (for nan)

ﻧﺎۋاﻳﺨﺎﻧﺎ

11

ﻧﻪ

3

ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ

5

ﻧﻪدە

3

ﻧﻪدﯨﻦ

5

ﻧﻪﮔﻪ

3

ﻧﻪﻟﯩﻚ

8

ﻧﯧﻤﻪ

1

ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺴﭽﻪ

1

ne

what?

nechche

how much? how many? few

nede (< ne + DA)

where at?

nedin (ne ‘what’ +Din)

from where?

nege (< ne + GA)

where to?

nelik

person from where?

nëme

what?

Nëmische

German language; in the German manner

nëmishqa (< nëme ish +GA)

why, for what reason?

(ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ )ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺸﻘﺎ

4

nëpiz

thin, slender (and flat)

ﻧﯧﭙﯩﺰ

10

nerse

thing, item

ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ

1

neshpüt

pear, Asian pear

ﻧﻪﺷﭙﯜت

5

ﻧﻪﺗﯩﺠﻪ

13

ﻧﻮﻣﯘر

13

ﻧﻮرۋﯦﮕﯩﻴﻪ

2

ﻧﯘر

9

ﻧﯘرﯨﻤﺎن

14

ﻧﯘرﻣﯘﮬﻪﻣﻤﻪت

12
11
11

netije

result, score, achievement

nomur

numeral; size; score

Norwëgiye

Norway (place name)

nur

light, ray; Nur (male name)

Nuriman

Nuriman (female name), light of faith

Nurmuhemmet

Nurmuhemmet (male name)

Nurshad

Nurshat (male name)

ﻧﯘرﺷﺎد

obdan

well, nicely; nice, pleasant

ﺋﻮﺑﺪان

ögen- (ögenmek, öginish)
[+ni]
oghul

learn

، )ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﻪك-ﺋﯚﮔﻪن
(ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ
ﺋﻮﻏﯘل

boy; son

oghul bala

boy, male child

okul

injection, syringe shot; intravenous drip

okul sal-

give a shot, inject by syringe (=okul qoy-)

öl-

die (do not use for close acquaintances)

oltur-

sit, sit down; settle, reside; (aux.)
continuation within a short period

on

ten

on bir

eleven
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ﺋﻮﻏﯘل ﺑﺎﻻ

1

ﺋﻮﻛﯘل

15

-ﺋﻮﻛﯘل ﺳﺎل

15

-ﺋﯚل

15

( ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘۇش، )ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرﻣﺎق-ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘر

9

ﺋﻮن

5

ﺋﻮن ﺑﯩﺮ

6
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twelve

ﺋﻮن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ
ﺋﻮڭ

6

ﺋﻮﯕﺎي

3

( )ﺋﻮﯕﺸﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﯕﺸﺎ

15

ﺋﻮﻗﻪت

8

-ﺋﻮﻗﻪت ﻗﯩﻞ

8

( ﺋﻮﻗﯘش، )ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎق-ﺋﻮﻗﯘ

3

student, pupil

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ

1

oqut- [+ni]

teach, instruct

( ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﯘش، )ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﻗﯘت

9

oqutghuchi

teacher

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻐﯘﭼﻰ

1

oqutquchi

teacher, instructor

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﻰ

10

oqutquchiliq

teaching, pedagogy

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﯩﻠﯩﻖ

10

or- [+ni]

scythe, cut, harvest

-ﺋﻮر

14

ora

pit, hole; cellar

ﺋﻮرا

14

öre

high (place, price); real, actual; upright, erect

ﺋﯚرە

14

örp-adet

customs and traditions

 ﺋﺎدەت-ﺋﯚرپ

11

orun

place, position, seat; position, work unit

ﺋﻮرۇن

6

( ﺋﻮرﻧﻰ،ﺋﻮرۇن )ﺋﻮرﻧﯘم

8

-ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﯘر

6

ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪۇق

1

-ﺋﻮرۇﻧﻼﺷﺘﯘر

11
13
13

on ikki
ong

right (side)

ongay

easy, convenient

ongsha- (ongshimaq) [+ni]

mend, repair, put right (=ongla-)

oqet

living, small trade, business sideline

oqet qil-

trade, do some business

oqu- (oqumaq, oqush) [+ni]

read, study

oqughuchi

orun (ornum, orni)

place, position, seat

orundin tur-

stand up, get up (from sitting)

orunduq

chair, stool

orunlashtur-

organize, set up

ös-

grow, develop, increase

-ﺋﯚس

ösüm

growth, interest, profit, gain

ﺋﯚﺳﯜم
( ﺋﯚﺗﯜش، )ﺋﯚﺗﻤﻪك-ﺋﯚت

9

öt- (ötmek, ötüsh)

pass, go through, transcend, occur, penetrate,
undergo; (aux.) single occasion

ötken (cf. öt-‘pass’)

past, previous, last

ﺋﯚﺗﻜﻪن

13

ottura

middle, medium, center

ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا

10

ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ

10

4

ottura mektep

secondary school (junior and high)

ottuz

thirty

ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘز

5

otun

firewood

ﺋﻮﺗﯘن

14

oxsha- (oxshimaq) [+GA]
öy

resemble, seem, be similar, be up to
expectation
house, home, room

öydikiler

those at home, parents and siblings

( )ﺋﻮﺧﺸﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﺧﺸﺎ
ﺋﯚي

3

ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر

13
9
6

oyla- (oylimaq) [+ni]

think, consider, have in mind, expect

( ﺋﻮﻳﻼش، )ﺋﻮﻳﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﻳﻼ

oyna- (oynimaq, oynash)

play, have fun

( ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎش، )ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ
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öz (özem/özüm, özi, etc.)

self; (deferential) you

Özbëk

Uzbek (person)

Özbëkche

Uzbek language; in the Uzbek way

özger- (özgirish)

change

pa’aliyet

activity, event

( ﺋﯚزى، ﺋﯚزۈم،ﺋﯚز )ﺋﯚزەم

8

ﺋﯚزﺑﯧﻚ

5

ﺋﯚزﺑﯧﻜﭽﻪ

5

( )ﺋﯚزﮔﯩﺮﯨﺶ-ﺋﯚزﮔﻪر

12

ﭘﺎﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪت

14

(ﺳﻰ- ،ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎھ )ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎﮬﻰ

padishah (padishahi (~si))

king, sovereign (poss. +hi is standard, but
nonstandard +si is also common)

pah!

Oh!, gosh!, wow! (expresses dismay or
amazement)

!ﭘﺎھ

pakar

short (in height)

ﭘﺎﻛﺎر

2

pakiz

clean; vacant

ﭘﺎﻛﯩﺰ

15

()ﭘﺎراﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﺶ-ﭘﺎراﯕﻼش

14
8

8
9

paranglash- (paranglishish)

chat, talk, converse

parta

school desk

ﭘﺎرﺗﺎ

pat- (pëtish) [+GA]

fit, be able to contain, accommodate; hold,
house, contain; sink, set, descend; bog, mire

-ﭘﺎت

pemidur

tomato

ﭘﻪﻣﯩﺪۇر

14

pënsiye

retirement

ﭘﯧﻨﺴﯩﻴﻪ

13

-ﭘﯧﻨﺴﯩﻴﻪﮔﻪ ﭼﯩﻖ

13

15

pënsiyige chiq-

retire, go into retirement

peqet

only, solely, just; (not) at all + neg.;
however, yet

ﭘﻪﻗﻪت

pesil ( possessive pesli)

season; division, chapter

ﭘﻪﺳﯩﻞ

10

ﭘﻪﻳﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ

6

( ﭘﯩﻜﺮى،ﭘﯩﻜﯩﺮ )ﭘﯩﻜﺮﯨﻢ

8

ﭘﯩﻼن

12

ﭘﯩﺮﺳﻪﻧﺖ

9

-ﭘﯩﺶ

15

peyshenbe

Thursday

pikir (pikrim, pikri)

idea, thought; opinion, viewpoint

pilan

plan, scheme; production quota (CIS: plan)

pirsent

percent

5

pish-

ripen, be ripe; be cooked, be baked

pishshiq

ripe, cooked, done; mature; thoroughly

ﭘﯩﺸﺸﯩﻖ

14

Pitër

Peter (male name) (do not spell as) ﯧ ى

ﭘﯩﺘﯧﺮ

12

piwa

beer

ﭘﯩﯟا

15

piyade

on foot, by foot

ﭘﯩﻴﺎدە

7
14

piyaz

onion

ﭘﯩﻴﺎز

pochta

post, mail

ﭘﻮﭼﺘﺎ

12

pochtixana

post office

ﭘﻮﭼﺘﯩﺨﺎﻧﺎ

12

Polat

Polat (male name); steel

ﭘﻮﻻت

2

ﭘﻮﻟﯘ

2

ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﺎ

8

ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ

9

polu

rice pilaf (dish of meat, carrots & rice)

popayka

sweater, jumper, cardigan

poyiz

train, locomotive
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poyiz istansisi

ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﯩﺴﻰ

train station

9

pul

biscuit, cookie (non-standard spelling:
) ىەى
money

ﭘﺮەﻧﯩﻚ
ﭘﯘل

13

putbol

football (Am. soccer)

ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل

6

püttür- [+ni]

complete, fulfill; graduate

-ﭘﯜﺗﺘﯜر

11

qachan

when, what time?

ﻗﺎﭼﺎن

5

-ﻗﺎﭼﯩﻼ

14

prenik

qachila- (qachilimaq)[+ni]

pack, bag, wrap, fill, load up

qal- (qëlish)

stay, remain, be left over, left behind, give
up; (aux.) end up being (unintentional
result); be about to, nearly happen

qal- (qëlish) [+DA]

remain; (aux.) end up unintentionally

qanche

how many?

qanchilik

how much ...?

qandaq

how; what kind of

15

( ﻗﯧﻠﯩﺶ، )ﻗﺎﻟﻤﺎق-ﻗﺎل
9

( )ﻗﯧﻠﯩﺶ-ﻗﺎل

12

ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ

5

ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ

12

ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق

2

ﻗﺎﻧﺪاﻗﺮاق

15

qandaqraq

like what?

qar

snow

ﻗﺎر

10

qara

black, dark

ﻗﺎرا

2

qara- (qarimaq) [+GA]

watch, look; look after, care for; compare

( )ﻗﺎرﯨﻤﺎق-ﻗﺎرا

12

qara- (qarimaq, qarash)
[+ni]
Qari

look at, look after, consider
Qari (male name); reader of scripture

qatarliq
qatnash- (qatnishish) [+GA]

3

ﻗﺎرى

8

and so on, etcetera, and all such

ﻗﺎﺗﺎرﻟﯩﻖ

14

attend, participate, take part

-ﻗﺎﺗﻨﺎش

13

ﻗﺎﺗﺘﯩﻖ

5

ﻗﺎﻳﺎق

8

ﻗﺎﻳﺴﻰ

1

qattiq

hard, firm, stiff; resolute, severe

qayaq?

which side, where?

qaysi

which?

qayt- (qaytmaq, qaytish)
[+GA]
qaytur- [+ni]

return, go back

qazan

( ﻗﺎراش، )ﻗﺎرﯨﻤﺎق-ﻗﺎرا

( ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯩﺶ، )ﻗﺎﻳﺘﻤﺎق-ﻗﺎﻳﺖ
-ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯘر

return, send back

ﻗﺎزان

3
13

Qazaq

pot, wok, cauldron (usually with four
handles)
Kazakh; Kazakh person

ﻗﺎزاق

5

Qazaqche

Kazakh language; in the Kazakh way

ﻗﺎزاﻗﭽﻪ

5
1

15

qeghez

paper

ﻗﻪﻏﻪز

qelem

pen

ﻗﻪﻟﻪم

1

qëlin

thick (and flat), close, dense

ﻗﯧﻠﯩﻦ

10

qëni

look, so let’s..., well then; where

ﻗﯧﻨﻰ

14

qëri

old, elderly, aged (animate; less polite)

ﻗﯧﺮى

2
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qërindash

pencil; sibling (male or female)

qerz

loan, debt

qerz al-

borrow money, take out a loan

ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪاش

10

ﻗﻪرز

13

-ﻗﻪرز ﺋﺎل

13

ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪر

Qeshqer

Kashgar (city and area in southwestern
Xinjiang)

qëtim

time, occasion

ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ

6

qeyer

where? what place?

ﻗﻪﻳﻪر

5

( ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ، )ﻗﯩﻠﻤﺎق-ﻗﯩﻞ

3

ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪت

8

ﻗﯩﺮﻏﯩﺰ

9

qil- (qilmaq, qilish) [+ni]

do, make

qimmet

expensive, dear

10

Qirghiz

Kyrgyz, Kyrgyz (person)

qiriq

forty

ﻗﯩﺮﯨﻖ

9

qish

winter

ﻗﯩﺶ

9

qisim

part, section, unit

ﻗﯩﺴﯩﻢ

7

qiyin

difficult

ﻗﯩﻴﯩﻦ

3

ﻗﯩﺰ

10

ﻗﯩﺰﭼﺎق

10
2

qiz

girl; young woman; daughter; bride

qizchaq

young girl; (address: girl)

qizil

red

ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻞ

qiziq

interesting, humorous; hot

ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻖ

7

ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻘﺎرﻟﯩﻖ

9

qiziqarliq

interesting, exciting, fascinating

qoghun

melon (honeydew, cantaloupe, Hami melon,
but not watermelon)

qol

hand, arm, forearm (one or both)

ﻗﻮﻏﯘن

5

ﻗﻮل

8

ﻗﻮﻻﻳﻠﯩﻖ

9

qolayliq

handy, convenient; advantage, convenience

qon- [+DA]

spend a night, stay over; land, alight

-ﻗﻮن

13

qoshna (pron. xoshna)

neighbor

ﻗﻮﺷﻨﺎ

13

qoshul-

be joined; accept, be receptive, agree

qoshumqe

appendix, extra, supplementary; (ling.)
suffix, affix

qoy

sheep

qoy- [+ni]

put, set, arrange; stop, settle, give up;
establish; (aux.) act in advance

-ﻗﻮي

qulup

lock, padlock

ﻗﯘﻟﯘپ

15

qulup sal-

lock (up), padlock

ﻗﯘﻟﯘپ ﺳﺎﻟﻤﺎق

15

، )ﻗﻮﺷﯘﻟﻤﺎق-ﻗﻮﺷﯘل
(ﻗﻮﺷﯘﻟﯘش
ﻗﻮﺷﯘﻣﭽﻪ
ﻗﻮي

Qumul

Qumul (city and region in eastern Xinjiang,
Ch. Hami 哈密)

Qumulluq

Qumulite, a person from Qumul

qurut-

dry, dry out
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ﻗﯘﻣﯘل

9
15
14
14

8

ﻗﯘﻣﯘﻟﻠﯘق

8

-ﻗﯘرۇت

14
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rak

cancer (illness); shrimp, prawn

راك

15
12

rast (pronounced ras)

fact, truth; factual, true; (interj.) Right!

راﺳﺖ

rawan

fluent; fluently, smoothly

راۋان

9
12

rehber

director, boss, chief

رەﮬﺒﻪر

rëmont

repairs, mending

رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ

13

rëmont qil-

repair, mend, fix

-رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ ﻗﯩﻞ

13

Rena

Rena (female name); chrysanthemum

رەﻧﺎ

2

-رەﻧﺠﻰ

15

-رەﻧﺠﯩﺖ

15

renji- [+Din]

be annoyed, be irritated, be cross

renjit- [+ni]

annoy, irritate, make upset

resimlik

pictorial, illustrated magazine

رەﺳﯩﻤﻠﯩﻚ

7

Roshengül

Roshengül (female name), bright flower

روﺷﻪﻧﮕﯜل

6

Ruqiye

Ruqiye (female name); doer of kind deeds

رۇﻗﯩﻴﻪ

14

Rusiye

Russia (place name)

رۇﺳﯩﻴﻪ

2

sa’et

hour; watch, clock; o’clock

ﺳﺎﺋﻪت

6
9

Sabir

Sabir (male name)

ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ

sal- (sëlish) [+ni]

insert, cover, place, put lay, set, plant,
arrange, build, lock; put on (clothing); move,
carry, pretend, engage, install; (aux.)
inadvertent act
greetings, salutations, regards; Hello!

-ﺳﺎل

salam
salam ber-

pass on greetings

salamet

healthy, well

13

ﺳﺎﻻم

10

-ﺳﺎﻻم ﺑﻪر

10

ﺳﺎﻻﻣﻪت

12

ﺳﺎﻻﻣﻪﺗﻠﯩﻚ

12

ﺳﺎﻟﻘﯩﻦ

10

salametlik

health, well-being

salqin

mild, temperate, cool, fresh, freshness

sang

grain silo, government grain storage facility

ﺳﺎڭ

14

sap

handle, grip, end; pole

ﺳﺎپ

8

saqay- (saqiyish) [+ni]

recover, get better, be healed

( )ﺳﺎﻗﯩﻴﯩﺶ-ﺳﺎﻗﺎي

15

saqla- (saqlimaq) [+ni]

guard, preserve, keep, protect; wait, await

( )ﺳﺎﻗﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺳﺎﻗﻼ

14

sat- (satmaq, sëtish) [+ni]

sell

( ﺳﯧﺘﯩﺶ، )ﺳﺎﺗﻤﺎق-ﺳﺎت

5

ﺳﺎﺗﺘﺎر

14

ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاش

2

ﺳﺎﻳﺎﮬﻪت

15

(ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە )ﺳﺎﺟﯩﺪە

14

Sattar

Sattar (male name)

sawaqdash

classmate

sayahet

journey, trip, tour, excursion

Se’ide (also as Sajide)

Sa’ide (female name), happiness

sëghin- [+ni]

miss, long for, yearn for

-ﺳﯧﻐﯩﻦ

13

sekkiz

eight

ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰ

6

seksen

eighty

ﺳﻪﻛﺴﻪن

9
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sen (sëni, sëning, sanga)

you (sg. informal/intimate)

sëriq

yellow

sëtiwal- (sëtiwëlish) [+ni]

buy, trade, barter, shop
cause, reason; basis

sey

vegetable (= ( ;آﯚآ تcooked vegetable dish

carrot

Tuesday

sez- (sezmek, sëzish) [+ni]

feel, perceive, sense

shahmat

chess

shamal

wind, breeze

shaptul

peach

3

ﺳﯧﺮﯨﻖ

2

-ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟال

13

ﺳﻪۋەب

seweb (pron. sewep) [-i
bilen]
sewze

seyshenbe

( ﺳﺎﯕﺎ، ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯔ،ﺳﻪن )ﺳﯧﻨﻰ

13

ﺳﻪۋزە

14

ﺳﻪي

14

ﺳﻪﻳﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ

6

( )ﺳﯧﺰﯨﺶ-ﺳﻪز

14

ﺷﺎﮬﻤﺎت

6

ﺷﺎﻣﺎل

10

ﺷﺎﭘﺘﯘل

6

ﺷﺎراﺋﯩﺖ

10

shara’it (pron. sharayit)

conditions, situation, environment

sheher

city, town

ﺷﻪﮬﻪر

8

shëker

sugar, granulated sugar

ﺷﯧﻜﻪر

15

shenbe (pronounced
shembe)
shepke

Saturday

ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ

peaked cap

ﺷﻪﭘﻜﻪ

3

sherq

east, orient

ﺷﻪرق

10

sherqiy

eastern, easterly, oriental

ﺷﻪرﻗﯩﻲ

10

shexs

individual, person

ﺷﻪﺧﺲ

13

ﺷﻪﺧﺴﯩﻲ

13

ﺷﯩﻤﺎل

10

ﺷﯩﻤﺎﻟﯩﻲ

10

ﺷﯩﻤﯩﺸﻜﻪ

10
3

shexsiy

private, personal

shimal

north

shimaliy

northern, northerly

shimishke

snack seeds (sunflower, melon)

6

Shinjang

Xinjiang, Chinese Turkestan

ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎڭ

shirket

company, firm

ﺷﯩﺮﻛﻪت

11

ﺷﻮﻳﻼ

14

ﺷﯘ

1

(ﺷﯜﻛﯜر)ﺷﯜﻛﺮى

8

ﺷﯘﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ

13

ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق

8

ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﺘﯩﻤﯘ

15

ﺷﯘﯕﺎ

4

ﺷﯘﯕﻼﺷﻘﺎ

13

ﺷﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن

12

shoyla

mutton, turnip and rice dish

shu

that, named, aforementioned

shükür (shükri)

thanks, gratitude (usually to God)

shunchilik

that much, that many; thus, so

shundaq

thus, in that way, that’s so (Demonstr. PN)

shundaqtimu

nevertheless, despite that, even so

shunga

so, therefore

shunglashqa

therefore, so, hence

shuning üchün

therefore, for that reason
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Sidiq

Sidiq (male name)

siler (silerni, silerning,
silerge)

you (plural, ordinary)

sin’alghu

video recorder, video player

ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ

1

، ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ،ﺳﯩﻠﻪر )ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﻰ
(ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﮔﻪ

3

ﺳﯩﻨﯫﻟﻐﯘ

13
13

sin’alghu lëntisi

videotape

ﺳﯩﻨﯫﻟﻐﯘ ﻟﯧﻨﺘﯩﺴﻰ

sina- (sinimaq)

test, try out

( )ﺳﯩﻨﯩﻤﺎق-ﺳﯩﻨﺎ

15

( ﺳﯩﯖﻠﯩﺴﻰ،ﺳﯩﯖﯩﻞ )ﺳﯩﯖﻠﯩﻢ

8

ﺳﯩﺮت

6

singil (singlim, singlisi)

younger sister; younger female relative

sirt

outside, exterior

sirtqa chiqsiyah (siyahim, siyahi (~yi))

go outside; (euph.) be excused, go to the
toilet
ink, writing ink (pron. siya) (poss. +hi is
standard; nonstandard +si is also common)

siyasiy

political

siz (sizni, sizning, sizge)

you (singular, polite)

sizningche

in your view, according to you

so’al

question

soda

trade, sales; baking soda

sodiger

trader, merchant, salesperson

sodigerchilik

trading, business

soghuq (pron. soghaq)

cool, cold, chilly, chilling

söhbet

dialogue, conversation

-ﺳﯩﺮﺗﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻖ
~ ﺳﯩﻴﺎﮬﻰ،ﺳﯩﻴﺎھ )ﺳﯩﻴﺎﮬﯩﻢ
(ﺳﯩﻴﺎﻳﻰ
ﺳﯩﻴﺎﺳﯩﻲ
، ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ،ﺳﯩﺰ )ﺳﯩﺰﻧﻰ
(ﺳﯩﺰﮔﻪ
ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﻪ

14
8
14
3
9

ﺳﻮﺋﺎل

5

ﺳﻮدا

11

ﺳﻮدﯨﮕﻪر

10

ﺳﻮدﯨﮕﻪرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ

11

ﺳﻮﻏﯘق

10

ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

7

-ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﻪش
،)ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﻪﺗﻠﻪﺷﻤﻪك
(ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﯩﺸﯩﺶ
ﺳﻮل

söhbetlesh- (söhbetleshmek,
söhbetlishish)

chat, converse

sol

left (side)

som (see koy)

unit of currency (e.g. yuan, yen, dollar,
ruble, etc.)

ﺳﻮم

somka

bag, handbag, briefcase, shopping bag

ﺳﻮﻣﻜﺎ

argue; hit each other; be at war; crash,
collide
ask, inquire, request

-ﺳﻮﻗﯘش
( ﺳﻮراش،)ﺳﻮرﯨﻤﺎق-ﺳﻮرا

winnow, toss up and scatter; squander

-ﺳﻮرۇ

14

occasion, gathering (usually male)

ﺳﻮرۇن

10

ﺳﻮۋﻏﺎت

9

soqushsora- (sorimaq, sorash)
[+Din]
soru- [+ni]
sorun
sowghat

present, gift

sowusöz

cool down, become cool; become
discouraged
word

sözle- (sözlimek, sözlisish)

talk, speak
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-ﺳﻮۋۇ

7
9
5
8
15
9

15

ﺳﯚز

6

، )ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻤﻪك-ﺳﯚزﻟﻪ
(ﺳﯚزﻟﻪش

7
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sözlesh- (sözlishish)

talk together, converse (<sözle-)

su

water

sughar- (sughurush) [+ni]

irrigate, water

sulyaw

plastic, synthetic

sun-

break, snap; to present, hold out

sundur- [+ni]

break, snap something

sür-

move, shift, flow swiftly, run, pour out,
spread
washroom, bathroom

( )ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﺸﯩﺶ-ﺳﯚزﻟﻪش

12

ﺳﯘ

2

( )ﺳﯘﻏﯘرۇش-ﺳﯘﻏﺎر

14

(ﺳﯘﻟﻴﺎۋ)ﭘﯩﻼﺳﺘﯩﻨﻜﺎ

10

-ﺳﯘن

15

-ﺳﯘﻧﺪۇر

15

-ﺳﯜر

15

ﺳﯘﺧﺎﻧﺎ

7

sack, gunnysack

ﺗﺎﻏﺎر

14

Tahir

Tahir (male name)

ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ

10

tal

single, individual; counter for many objects

ﺗﺎل

10

tala

outside, outdoors

ﺗﺎﻻ

2

tala [+DA]

outdoors, outside; braid, plait

(ﺗﺎﻻ )ﺗﺎﻻدا

8
2

suxana
taghar

tamaq

meal, cooked food, food

ﺗﺎﻣﺎق

tamasha

entertainment, show, recreation, enjoyment,
fun

ﺗﺎﻣﺎﺷﺎ

tamasha qil-

enjoy entertainment, have fun, have a
leisurely walk around, play pranks

-ﺗﺎﻣﺎﺷﺎ ﻗﯩﻞ

tansa

dance (ballroom or Western dancing )

ﺗﺎﻧﺴﺎ

6

tap- (tëpish) [+ni]

find, discover

( )ﺗﯧﭙﯩﺶ-ﺗﺎپ

12

tapshuruq

homework, assignment

ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق

4

14
14

tart- [+ni]

draw out, extend, pull, drag; suffer; extract;
urge; photograph

-ﺗﺎرت

tartip [+Din]

beginning, since

ﺗﺎرﺗﯩﭗ

14

tartma

drawer

ﺗﺎرﺗﻤﺎ

15

tashla- [+ni]

throw, cast, abandon; (aux.) sudden,
uncontrolled

-ﺗﺎﺷﻼ

tashliq

covered, backed; stony, graveled

ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﻖ

2

tashqiy

outer, external, exterior; foreign (affairs)

ﺗﺎﺷﻘﯩﻲ

12

tazila- (tazilimaq, tazilash)
[+ni]

clean, tidy up, clear away

taziliq
tëkist

cleanliness, hygiene
text

teklip

invitation, request (verbal or written)

teklip qil-

invite

tekrar

repetition, review

tekrar qil-

review, do repeatedly
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( ﺗﺎزﯨﻼ ش، )ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺗﺎزﯨﻼ

13

13

8

ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻖ

7

ﺗﯧﻜﯩﺴﺖ

6

ﺗﻪﻛﻠﯩﭗ

11

-ﺗﻪﻛﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﯩﻞ

11

ﺗﻪﻛﺮار

6

-ﺗﻪﻛﺮار ﻗﯩﻞ

6
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tekrarla- (tekrarlimaq,
tekrarlash)
tëlëgramma

revise, practice
telegram

tëlëwizor

television, TV

tëlëwizor istansisi

television station

temlik

tasty, flavorful

tenqid qil- [+ni]

reprimand, discipline

tenterbiye

physical exercise, sport

، )ﺗﻪﻛﺮارﻟﯩﻤﺎق-ﺗﻪﻛﺮارﻻ
(ﺗﻪﻛﺮارﻻش
ﺗﯧﻠﯧﮕﺮاﻣﻤﺎ

12

ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور

9

ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﯩﺴﻰ

9

ﺗﻪﻣﻠﯩﻚ

2

-ﺗﻪﻧﻘﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻞ

7

ﺗﻪﻧﺘﻪرﺑﯩﻴﻪ

10
14

6

tep- (tepmek, tëpish) [+ni]

kick; thresh

-ﺗﻪپ

tes

difficult

ﺗﻪس

3

ﺗﻪﺳﺘﯩﻖ

12

ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻞ

12

-ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻞ ﻗﯩﻞ

12

ﺗﯧﺨﻰ

9

testiq

approval, sanction

tetil

holiday, vacation, school break

tetil qil-

take a vacation, go on holiday

tëxi

yet, still

tëximu

even more, still further

ﺗﯧﺨﯩﻤﯘ

9

tëxnika

technology, technique

ﺗﯧﺨﻨﯩﻜﺎ

15

texse

plate, shallow dish, saucer, tray

ﺗﻪﺧﺴﻪ

1

ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎرﻟﯩﻖ

14

( ﺗﯧﺮﯨﺶ، )ﺗﯧﺮﯨﻤﺎق-ﺗﯧﺮى

14

ﺗﯧﺰ

15

ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەت

10
13

teyyarliq

preparation(s)

tëri- (tërimaq, tërish) [+ni]

sow, plant seeds; grow

tëz

quick, fast ; quickly

tijaret

trade, business

tijaretchi

business person, merchant

ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەﺗﭽﻰ

tijaretchilik

business, trade, commerce

ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەﺗﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ

13

tik- (tikmek, tikish)

sew, stitch; sow, plant; insert, put up

( ﺗﯩﻜﯩﺶ، )ﺗﯩﻜﻤﻪك-ﺗﯩﻚ

8

ﺗﯩﻞ

3

ﺗﯩﻠﺸﯘﻧﺎس

11

ﺗﯩﻠﺸﯘﻧﺎﺳﻠﯩﻖ

11
4

til

tongue; language

tilshunas

linguist, philologist

tilshunasliq

linguistics, philology

tinchliq (often pron. tëchliq)

peace, quiet, calm

ﺗﯩﻨﭽﻠﯩﻖ

strive, be diligent

، )ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﻤﺎق-ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺶ
(ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﯩﺶ
ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﭽﺎن

tirish- (tirishmaq, tirishish)
tirishchan

diligent, studious

tiyatir

theatrical play, performance; theater (CIS
teatr)

tiyatirxana

theater

toghra

correct, right

toghrisida

about, concerning, regarding, with respect to

töle- [+ni]

compensate, pay, reimburse
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ﺗﯩﻴﺎﺗﯩﺮ

7
7
6

ﺗﯩﻴﺎﺗﯩﺮﺧﺎﻧﺎ

6

ﺗﻮﻏﺮا

3

ﺗﻮﻏﺮﯨﺴﯩﺪا

15

-ﺗﯚﻟﻪ

12
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toluq

full, complete

toluqsiz

partial, incomplete

Tömür

Tömur (male name); iron

ﺗﻮﻟﯘق

10

ﺗﻮﻟﯘﻗﺴﯩﺰ

10

ﺗﯚﻣﯜر

10

ﺗﯚﻣﯜرﭼﻰ

8
8

tömürchi

smith, metallurgist

tömürchilik

ironwork, metalwork

ﺗﯚﻣﯜرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ

know, be acquainted

( ﺗﻮﻧﯘش، )ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻣﺎق-ﺗﻮﻧﯘ

tonu- (tonumaq, tonush)
[+ni]
tonush

acquaintance, person one knows

tonushtur- [+ni]

introduce

top

ball; globe, spherical object

toqquz

nine

toqsan

ninety

toqu- [+ni]

weave, knot, knit, braid

toqumichiliq

textile industry; knitting, weaving

töt

four

töwen

bottom, lower; low; below, beneath

toxu (toxuyum, toxusi)

chicken (m./f.)

traktor

tractor, farm vehicle (sometimes spelled
tiraktor)

tüge- (tügesh)

cease, be finished, come to an end; expire,
die, vanish, pass away, decease

tüget- (tügitish, pronounced
tügütüsh) [+ni]

finish, complete; make vanish

tughqan (pron. tuqqan)

relative, relation (by birth)

tughqanchiliq

kinship; relatedness

tün

night

tünügün

yesterday

tur- (turmaq, turush)

stand, get up; stay, reside; live, be settled;
persist; (aux.) habitual, repetitive, durative;
briefly, for a while

5

ﺗﻮﻧﯘش

15

-ﺗﻮﻧﯘﺷﺘﯘر

11

ﺗﻮپ

6

ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘز

6

ﺗﻮﻗﺴﻪن

9

-ﺗﻮﻗﯘ

10

ﺗﻮﻗﯘﻣﯩﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

10

ﺗﯚت

5

ﺗﯚۋەن

13

( ﺗﻮﺧﯘﺳﻰ،ﺗﻮﺧﯘ )ﺗﻮﺧﯘﻳﯘم

8

ﺗﺮاﻛﺘﻮر
( )ﺗﯜﮔﻪش-ﺗﯜﮔﻪ
( ﺗﯜﮔﯩﺘﯩﺶ، )ﺗﯜﮔﻪﺗﻤﻪك-ﺗﯜﮔﻪت

10
15
9

ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎن

11

ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

11

ﺗﯜن

6

ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن

6

( ﺗﯘرۇش، )ﺗﯘرﻣﺎق-ﺗﯘر
4

Turdigül (female name)

ﺗﯘردﯨﮕﯜل

11

Turghunjan

Turghunjan (male name)

ﺗﯘرﻏﯘﻧﺠﺎن

15

turmush

life

ﺗﯘرﻣﯘش

6

turmush

life, living, livelihood, lifestyle

ﺗﯘرﻣﯘش

12

Turpan

Turfan (city in eastern Xinjiang),
Tulufan吐鲁番

Tursun

Tursun (male name)

Turdigül

Tursun’ay

Tursun’ay (female name)
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ﺗﯘرﭘﺎن

14

ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن

14

ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي

14
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tut- [+ni]

grab, seize, hold, grip, catch

tutul- [+ni]

be captured, be held; be overcast, be dark

tuz

salt

tuzsiz

salt-free; tasteless, insipid

u

that; he, she, it

u (uni ‘him/her,’ uning
‘his/her’ uninggha ‘to
him/her’)
üch

he, she, it

uch-

fly; evaporate

-ﺗﯘت

15

-ﺗﯘﺗﯘل

15

ﺗﯘز

15

ﺗﯘزﺳﯩﺰ

15

ﺋﯘ

1

) ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ، ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ،ﺋﯘ )ﺋﯘﻧﻰ
3

three

ﺋﯜچ

3

( ﺋﯘﭼﯘش،  )ﺋﯘﭼﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘچ

9

( )ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘﭼﺮا

14

uchra- (uchrimaq) [+GA]

meet, chance (upon), hit (upon)

uchrash- (uchrashmaq,
uchrishish) [+bilen]

meet one another by chance

uchrash- (uchrishish) [+ni]

meet, get together

()ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺸﯩﺶ-ﺋﯘﭼﺮاش

uchrat- (uchratmaq,
uchritish) [+ni]

encounter, meet

uchritip qal-

bump into, meet by chance

، )ﺋﯘﭼﺮاﺗﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘﭼﺮات
(ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺘﯩﺶ
-ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﺎل

udul

straight (on), direct; opposite

-ﺋﯘﭼﺮاش

8
14
8
8

ﺋﯘدۇل

9
1

ular

they, those

ﺋﯘﻻر

ular

they; those

ﺋﯘﻻر

2

(ﺋﯘﻻار )ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ

3

ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ

9

-ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻞ

9

ﺋﯘﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ

13

ﺋﯘﻧﺪاق

13

ular (ularni ‘them’ ...)

they

ümid

hope, expectation, wish, anticipation

ümid qil-

hope, expect, wish, anticipate

unchilik

that much, as much as that

undaq

like that, thus

uning üstige
uniwërsitët

moreover, furthermore, besides, on top of
that
university

untu- [+ni]

forget (=unut-)

uq- [+ni]
ur- [+ni]

be aware of, grasp, comprehend, realize,
know
hit, strike, beat, knock; blow (wind)

ürük

apricot

ussul

Uyghur dance

üst

top, upper part; (Postposition) above

üstel

table, flat desk

uxla- (uxlimaq, uxlash)

sleep

Uyghur

Uyghur; Uyghur (people)
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ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯜﺳﺘﯩﮕﻪ

15

ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯩﺘﯧﺖ

3

-ﺋﯘﻧﺘﯘ

15

-ﺋﯘق

15

-ﺋﯘر

15

ﺋﯜرۈك

5

ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل

6

ﺋﯜﺳﺖ

8

ﺋﯜﺳﺘﻪل

1

 ﺋﯘﺧﻼش، )ﺋﯘﺧﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘﺧﻼ

6

ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘر

2
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uzat- (uzitish) [+ni]
üzül-

cause to leave, see off, bid farewell, hand
over
be broken off, be snapped off, picked (fruit),
severed

( )ﺋﯘزﯨﺘﯩﺶ-ﺋﯘزات
-ﺋﯜزۈل

14
15

üzüm

grape

ﺋﯜزۈم

5

uzun

long

ﺋﯘزۇن

12

ۋاﻟﯩﺒﻮل

14

walibol

volleyball

waqche

late, tardy, belated

ۋاﻗﭽﻪ

14

waqit

time; time period, free time

ۋاﻗﯩﺖ

6
6

waqit ket-

time passes, time goes by

-ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﻛﻪت

waqit öt-

spend time, pass time

-ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺋﯚت

6

ۋە

2

ۋەدە

14
14

we

and

wede

promise, pledge

wede ber- [+GA]

promise, make a pledge

-ۋەدە ﺑﻪر

wëlisipit

bicycle

ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺖ

6

woy!

gosh, oh! (expresses shock or alarm)

!ۋوي

14

( ﺧﺎﻻش، )ﺧﺎﻟﯩﻤﺎق-ﺧﺎﻻ

9

ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات

4

ﺧﺎﻟﺘﺎ

10

ﺧﺎم

6

ﺧﺎم ﺳﯚز

6

ﺧﺎﻣﺎن

14

-ﺧﺎﻣﺎن ﺗﻪپ

14

-ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮل

7

(ﺧﺎﺳﯩﯔ)ﻳﻪر ﻳﺎﯕﯩﻐﻰ

10

-ﺧﻪﺟﻠﻪ

13

ﺧﯧﻠﻰ

2

ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺖ

3

ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇ

4

ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ

2

xala- (xalimaq, xalash)

want, desire, aspire

Xalmurat

Halmurat (male name); fulfilled longing

xalta

pack, bag, carrier bag, sack

xam

raw, unprocessed

xam söz

unfamiliar word, new vocabulary

xaman

threshing floor, winnowing area

xaman tep-

thresh, trample out (grain)

xapa bol-

be irritated, angry

xasing

peanut(s)

xejle- [+ni]

spend (money)

xëli

quite, considerably

Xemit

Hämit (male name); praiseworthy

Xenzu

Han Chinese (person)

Xenzuche

Chinese language; in the Chinese way

xet

(postal) letter; complex (Chinese or typset)
character

xewer

news, information

ﺧﻪت

4

ﺧﻪۋەر

11
12

xewer al- [+Din]

get news (of), obtain information (about)

ﺧﻪۋەر ﺋﺎل

xewerchi

reporter, columnist

ﺧﻪۋەرﭼﻰ

11

ﺧﻪۋەرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ

11

ﺧﯩﻞ

10

xewerchilik
xil

journalism
kind, variety, type, sort
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ximiye

chemistry

xirajet

expenses, fees

Xitay

China (CIS usage)

xizmet

work, employment, labor, service, job

xizmetchi

(white-collar) worker, employee

ﺧﯩﻤﯩﻴﻪ

11

ﺧﯩﺮاﺟﻪت

13

ﺧﯩﺘﺎي

10

ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪت

8

ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﭽﻰ

3

ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﺪاش

12

xizmetdash

colleague, workmate

xosh

Goodbye! Cheers; enough, all right;
pleasure, satisfaction

Xoten

Hotän, Khotan (city in s. Xinjiang; Hetian
和田)

Xuda (Xudayim, Xudasi)

God

( ﺧﯘداﺳﻰ،ﺧﯘدا )ﺧﯘداﻳﯩﻢ

8

yadla- (yadlimaq, yadlash)

memorize

( ﻳﺎدﻻش، )ﻳﺎدﻟﯩﻤﺎق-ﻳﺎدﻻ

6

yagh- (yaghmaq, yëghish)

precipitate, fall from sky (rain, snow)

( ﻳﯧﻐﯩﺶ، )ﻳﺎﻏﻤﺎق-ﻳﺎغ

10

ﻳﺎﻏﺎچ

8

ﺧﻮش
ﺧﻮﺗﻪن

3
15

yaghach

wood, timber

yaghachchi

carpenter

ﻳﺎﻏﺎﭼﭽﻰ

8

yaghachchiliq

carpentry

ﻳﺎﻏﺎﭼﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

8

yaki

or

ﻳﺎﻛﻰ

9
13

yalghuz

alone, solitary

ﻳﺎﻟﻐﯘز

yaman

bad, evil

ﻳﺎﻣﺎن

2

yamghur

rain

ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر

10

ﻳﺎن

15

ﻳﺎﻧﭽﯘق

15

(ﻳﺎﯕﻴﯘ )ﻳﺎﯕﻴﯘﻳﯘم

14

ﻳﺎق

1

ﻳﺎق

8

ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن

13

ﻳﺎردەم

9
9

yan

side, edge, border; immediate vicinity

yanchuq

pocket (in garment)

yangyu (yangyuyum)
yaq

potato
no (in reply to question)

yaq

side, edge, border

Yaqupjan

Yaqupjan (male name)

yardem

help, assistance

yardem ber- [+GA]

help, assist

-ﻳﺎردەم ﺑﻪر

yardem qil-

be helpful, assist

-ﻳﺎردەم ﻗﯩﻞ

9

( )ﻳﺎﺳﯩﻤﺎق-ﻳﺎﺳﺎ

14

ﻳﺎش

2

( )ﻳﯧﺘﯩﺶ-ﻳﺎت

12

ﻳﺎﺗﺎق

8

ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺪاش

14
2
2

yasa- (yasimaq) [+ni]

construct, build

yash

young; age, years of age

yat- (yëtish)

lie down

yataq

dormitory, bedroom

yataqdash

roommate, dorm mate, housemate

Yawropa

Europe (place name)

ﻳﺎۋروﭘﺎ

yaxshi

good

ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ
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yaxshimusiz

Hello! How do you do? How are you?

yay- (yëyish) [+ni]

spread out, roll out, lay out; air; put out to
pasture

yaz

summer

ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ
( )ﻳﯧﻴﯩﺶ-ﻳﺎي

3
14

ﻳﺎز

10
4

yaz- (yazmaq, yëzish) [+ni]

write

( ﻳﯧﺰﯨﺶ، )ﻳﺎزﻣﺎق-ﻳﺎز

ye- (yëmek, yëyish) [+ni]

eat, consume

( ﻳﯧﻴﯩﺶ، )ﻳﯧﻤﻪك-ﻳﻪ

3

yekshenbe

Sunday

ﻳﻪﻛﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ

6

ﻳﻪﻧﻪ

3

ﻳﯧﯖﻰ

1

ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻖ

9

ﻳﯧﯖﯩﻼ، ﻳﯧﯖﯩﺮاﻗﺘﺎ

14

ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻦ

9

ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻦ ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەﺗﻠﯩﻚ

13

ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻨﺪا

9

ﻳﻪر

4

ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ

6

ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﻛﯧﭽﻪ

6

yene

again, further, still, else, also, more

yëngi

new

yëngi yëziq

Latin-script Uyghur orthography (1970s)*

yëngiraqta ~ yëngila

just (now), recently

yëqin

close, near, nearby

yëqin munasiwetlik

influential, closely connected

yëqinda

recently, lately

yer

earth, ground; place, locale

yërim

half; half-(hour); partly

yërim këche

midnight; late at night

yëshil

green

ﻳﯧﺸﯩﻞ

2

yesli

nursery, kindergarten, preschool

ﻳﻪﺳﻠﻰ

15

yetküz- (yetküzmek,
yetküzüsh) [+ni] [+GA]

pass on, convey, relay

yetmish

seventy

، )ﻳﻪﺗﻜﯜزﻣﻪك-ﻳﻪﺗﻜﯜز
(ﻳﻪﺗﻜﯜزۈش
ﻳﻪﺗﻤﯩﺶ

7
9

yette

seven

ﻳﻪﺗﺘﻪ

yëziq

writing, script, written language

ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻖ

9

-ﻳﯩﻎ

8

6

yigh- [+ni]

collect, gather, save, assemble (CIS zhigh-)

yighin

meeting, conference, assembly; gathering

ﻳﯩﻐﯩﻦ

6

yighla- (yighlimaq, -sh)

cry, weep

-ﻳﯩﻐﻼ

13

yighqach kel- [+ni]

collect and bring (pron. yighach)

yighqan (pron. zhiqqan)

savings (CIS: zhighqan)

-ﻳﯩﻐﻘﺎچ ﻛﻪل

8

ﻳﯩﻐﻘﺎن

14

ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﻪ

6

yigirme

twenty (CIS zhigirme)

yil (sometimes pron. zhil)

year

ﻳﯩﻞ

9

yip (pronounced zhip)

thread, yarn (CIS: zhip)

ﻳﯩﭗ

15

yiraq

far

ﻳﯩﺮاق

6

ﻳﻮﭼﯘق

15

ﻳﻮل

13

ﻳﻮﻟﺪاش

10

yochuq

crack, chink, gap; opportunity

yol

road, route, way

yoldash

husband, spouse, companion; comrade
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yoluchi

traveler, passenger

yoqla- (yoqlimaq, yoqlash)

visit, call on, see

yu- (yumaq, yuyush) [+ni]

wash, launder

yügür- (pronounced yüger-)
(yügürmek, yügürüsh)

run, jog (CIS zhügür-)

yultuz

star

yumshaq

soft, mild

ﻳﻮﻟﯘﭼﻰ

14

( ﻳﻮﻗﻼش، )ﻳﻮﻗﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﻳﻮﻗﻼ

6

( ﻳﯘﻳﯘش، )ﻳﯘﻣﺎق-ﻳﯘ

3

( ﻳﯜﮔﯜرۈش، )ﻳﯜﮔﯜرﻣﻪك-ﻳﯜﮔﯜر

yung

wool, fleece; woolen

yuq-

stick, adhere (to); be infected; be soiled,
stained

yuqiri

top; high, above

yuqumluq

infectious, contagious

yür- (often pron. jür)

yurt

move (forward), go (forward, along),
proceed, stroll; [+bilen] go around with,
accompany; (aux.) continued, regular, or
frequent action
hometown, home

yüz
yüz

6

ﻳﯘﻟﺘﯘز

10

ﻳﯘﻣﺸﺎق

5

ﻳﯘڭ

8

-ﻳﯘق

15

ﻳﯘﻗﯘرى

13

ﻳﯘﻗﯘﻣﻠﯘق

15

-ﻳﯜر
14

ﻳﯘرت

8

hundred

ﻳﯜز

6

face, surface, side; skin (of liquids)

ﻳﯜز

6

زاﮬﯩﺪەم

4

Zahidem (also as Zahide)

Zahidem (female name); religious, faithful

zaman

time, period

زاﻣﺎن

11

zawut

factory

زاۋۇت

8

zërik-

be bored, be fed up, tire of

-زﯦﺮﯨﻚ

15

zhurnal

journal, magazine, periodical (old spelling:
zhornal; sometimes jurnal~jornal)

ژۇرﻧﺎل

zörür

important, vital

زۆرۈر

12

zukam

cold (illness), flu

زۇﻛﺎم

15
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English-Uyghur vocabulary index
English
Abdurahman (male name); God’s merciful
servant

Latin-script Uyghur
Abduraxman

Abdurishid (male name; pron. and also
sometimes spelled Abdirishit)

Abdurishid (Abdureshid)

Abliz (male name); servant of God

Abliz

about, concerning, regarding, with respect
to

toghrisida

about, regarding, pertaining to

heqqide

ﮬﻪﻗﻘﯩﺪە

12

accountant, bookkeeper

boghaltir

ﺑﻮﻏﺎﻟﺘﯩﺮ

8

accounting, bookkeeping

boghaltirliq

ﺑﻮﻏﺎﻟﺘﯩﺮﻟﯩﻖ

8

ﺗﻮﻧﯘش

15

ﭘﺎﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪت

14
1

acquaintance, person one knows

tonush

activity, event

pa’aliyet

Arabic-script Uyghur

ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇراﺧﻤﺎن
(ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرﯨﺸﯩﺪ )ﺋﺎﺑﺪۇرەﺷﯩﺪ
ﺋﺎﺑﻠﯩﺰ
ﺗﻮﻏﺮﯨﺴﯩﺪا

Lesson

4
15
1
15

Adil (male name); righteous, just

Adil

ﺋﺎدﯨﻞ

Adile (female name); righteous, just

Adile

ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﻪ

5

ﺋﺎدﯨﻠﺠﺎن

5

Adiljan (male name); righteous soul

Adiljan

adjust, become accustomed; agree

kön- [+GA]

-ﻛﯚن

13

Africa (place name)

Afriqa

ﺋﺎﻓﺮﯨﻘﺎ

2

after, following

këyin [+Din]

ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ

5

after, later

këyin

ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ

4

ﭼﯜﺷﺘﯩﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ

4

afternoon

chüshtin këyin

again, further, still, else, also, more

yene

ﻳﻪﻧﻪ

3

ahead of time, beforehand

aldin

ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﻦ

14

alcohol, liquor, strong spirits

haraq

ﮬﺎراق

15

Aliyä (female name)

Aliye

ﺋﺎﻟﯩﻴﻪ

1

all, every

hemme

ﮬﻪﻣﻤﻪ

8

alone, solitary

yalghuz

ﻳﺎﻟﻐﯘز

13

Alright! Agreed!

maqul

ﻣﺎﻗﯘل

3

also, too, plus

hem

ﮬﻪم

2

ﺋﺎﻟﺘﺎي

Altay (region and city in northern.
Xinjiang)
always, frequently, constantly, invariably

Altay
her da’im

always, often, frequently

da’im
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10

ﮬﻪر داﺋﯩﻢ

13

داﺋﯩﻢ

9
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ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﺎ

America (place name); usually = United
States

Amërika

American; U.S. citizen

Amërikiliq

Amine (female name), faithful

Amine

2

ﺋﺎﻣﯧﺮﯨﻜﯩﻠﯩﻖ

5

ﺋﺎﻣﯩﻨﻪ

14

ۋە

2

ﻗﺎﺗﺎرﻟﯩﻖ

14

and

we

and so on, etcetera, and all such

qatarliq

and then, after that

andin këyin

ﺋﺎﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﻛﯧﻴﯩﻦ

6

animal husbandry

charwichiliq

ﭼﺎرۋﯨﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

11

annoy, irritate, make upset

renjit- [+ni]

-رەﻧﺠﯩﺖ

15
12
4

answer, reply

jawab

ﺟﺎۋاب

Änwär (male name); shining

Enwer

ﺋﻪﻧﯟەر

appendix, extra, supplementary; (ling.)
suffix, affix

qoshumqe

apple

alma

application, formal request

iltimas

ﻗﻮﺷﯘﻣﭽﻪ

15

ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎ

5

ﺋﯩﻠﺘﯩﻤﺎس

12

-ﺋﯩﻠﺘﯩﻤﺎس ﻗﯩﻞ

12

apply, make an application

iltimas qil-

approval, sanction

testiq

ﺗﻪﺳﺘﯩﻖ

12

apricot

ürük

ﺋﯜرۈك

5

argue; hit each other; be at war; crash,
collide

soqush-

Ärkin (male name); free, liberty

Erkin

-ﺳﻮﻗﯘش

15

ﺋﻪرﻛﯩﻦ

1
15

article, academic or journalistic article

maqale

ﻣﺎﻗﺎﻟﻪ

Asia (place name)

Asiya

ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﺎ

15

Asiye (female name)

Asiye

ﺋﺎﺳﯩﻴﻪ

15

( ﺳﻮراش،)ﺳﻮرﯨﻤﺎق-ﺳﻮرا

ask, inquire, request

sora- (sorimaq, sorash)
[+Din]

aspect, perspective, side

jehet

ﺟﻪﮬﻪت

15

aspect, point of view

jehet

ﺟﻪﮬﻪت

13

at first, initially, originally

deslepte

دەﺳﻠﻪﭘﺘﻪ

15

attach; fix up, arrange

bëkit- [+ni]

-ﺑﯧﻜﯩﺖ

12

attend class (angla- ‘listen’)

ders angla-

-دەرس ﺋﺎﯕﻼ

4

attend, participate, take part

qatnash- (qatnishish) [+GA]

Australia (CIS: avstraliya)

Awstiraliye

-ﻗﺎﺗﻨﺎش

9

13

ﺋﺎۋﺳﺘﯩﺮاﻟﯩﻴﻪ

12

ﻛﯜز

10

autumn, fall season

küz

autumnal, autumn-planted

küzgi

ﻛﯜزﮔﻰ

14

Aygül

ﺋﺎﻳﮕﯜل

3

Aygül (female name); moonflower
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Aynur

ﺋﺎﻳﻨﯘر

2

Azade (female name); freedom

Azade

ﺋﺎزادە

8

bad, evil

yaman

ﻳﺎﻣﺎن

2

ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻰ

2

Aynur (female name); moonlight

bad, morally bad

eski

bad, poor (in quality)

nachar

ﻧﺎﭼﺎر

2

bag, handbag, briefcase, shopping bag

somka

ﺳﻮﻣﻜﺎ

8

baker (of nan)

naway

ﻧﺎۋاي

11

ﻧﺎۋاﻳﺨﺎﻧﺎ

11
6

bakery (for nan)

nawayxana

ball; globe, spherical object

top

ﺗﻮپ

banana

banan

ﺑﺎﻧﺎن

5

bank

banka

ﺑﺎﻧﻜﺎ

13

be a burden, impose, be a pest, cause
trouble

aware qil-

be annoyed, be irritated, be cross

renji- [+Din]

be annoyed, irritated

achchiqlan- (achchiqlanmaq,
achchiqlinish)

be aware of, grasp, comprehend, realize,
know

uq- [+ni]

be bored, be fed up, tire of

zërik-

-ﺋﺎۋارە ﻗﯩﻞ
-رەﻧﺠﻰ
، )ﺋﺎﭼﭽﯩﻘﻼﻧﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎﭼﭽﯩﻘﻼن
(ﺋﺎﭼﭽﯩﻘﻠﯩﻨﯩﺶ
-ﺋﯘق

15
15
7

15

-زﯦﺮﯨﻚ

15

-ﺋﺎۋارە ﺑﻮل

15

be bothered, be inconvenienced

aware bol-

be broken off, be snapped off, picked
(fruit), severed

üzül-

-ﺋﯜزۈل

be broken, destroyed, damaged, ruined; go
bad, be corrupted

buzul-

-ﺑﯘزۇل

be captured, be held; be overcast, be dark

tutul- [+ni]

-ﺗﯘﺗﯘل

15

be helpful, assist

yardem qil-

-ﻳﺎردەم ﻗﯩﻞ

9

be irritated, angry

xapa bol-

-ﺧﺎﭘﺎ ﺑﻮل

7

، )ﻗﻮﺷﯘﻟﻤﺎق-ﻗﻮﺷﯘل
(ﻗﻮﺷﯘﻟﯘش

9

-ﻛﯧﭽﯩﻚ

15

ﻗﺎﻳﻐﯘﻏﺎ ﭘﺎت-ﻏﻪم

15

( )ﺋﯧﭽﯩﻠﻤﺎق-ﺋﯧﭽﯩﻞ

15

-ﻣﯘﺷﺖ ﻳﻪ

15

ﭼﯜﻧﻜﻰ

9

be joined; accept, be receptive, agree
be late, be delayed

qoshulkëchik-

be miserable, to sink into sadness

ghem-qayghugha pat-

be opened, be cleared

ëchil- (ëchilmaq)

be punched, receive a blow

musht ye-

because

chünki

become, be; be possible, permissible;
(aux.) completion, accomplishment

bol- (bolmaq, bolush)

beer

piwa

( ﺑﻮﻟﯘش، )ﺑﻮﻟﻤﺎق-ﺑﻮل
ﭘﯩﯟا
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burun

ﺑﯘرۇن

before, prior, previous; beforehand,
formerly

awwal

ﺋﺎۋۋال

begin, start; be lead

bashlan-

before, earlier [+Din]; prior, previous; nose

4
15

( ﺑﺎﺷﻼش، )ﺑﺎﺷﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺑﺎﺷﻼن
9

tartip [+Din]

ﺗﺎرﺗﯩﭗ

14

Beijing (capital city of China)

Bëyjing

ﺑﯧﻴﺠﯩﯔ

9

bicycle

wëlisipit

ۋﯦﻠﯩﺴﯩﭙﯩﺖ

6
2

beginning, since

big, large; advanced (in age)

chong

ﭼﻮڭ

billed flat cap (as worn in Ghulja/Ili)

kepke

ﻛﻪﭘﻜﻪ

3

Bilqiz (female name)

Bilqiz

ﺑﯩﻠﻘﯩﺰ

9

biscuit, cookie (non-standard spelling:
)ﭘﯩﺮەﻧﯩﻚ

prenik

ﭘﺮەﻧﯩﻚ

black, dark

qara

ﻗﺎرا

2

blue, turquoise, azure

kök

ﻛﯚك

2

ﻛﯩﺘﺎب

1

ﻛﯩﺘﺎﺑﺨﺎﻧﺎ

15

، ) ~ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎرﯨﻴﻪت ﺋﺎل
(~ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ

7

-ﻗﻪرز ﺋﺎل

13
15

book

kitab

bookstore, bookshop (CIS ‘library’)

kitabxana

borrow

ariyet al- [+ni] [+Din]

15

borrow money, take out a loan

qerz al-

bother, trouble, hardship, inconvenience

aware

ﺋﺎۋارە

bottom, lower part; (Postposition) below,
underneath

ast

ﺋﺎﺳﺖ

bottom, lower; low; below, beneath

töwen

ﺗﯚۋەن

13

boy, male child

oghul bala

ﺋﻮﻏﯘل ﺑﺎﻻ

1
1

8

boy; son

oghul

ﺋﻮﻏﯘل

brain, mind

mënge

ﻣﯧﯖﻪ

11

batur

ﺑﺎﺗﯘر

12

-ﺳﯘﻧﺪۇر

15

brave, heroic; hero; Batur (male name)
break, snap something

sundur- [+ni]

break, snap; to present, hold out

sun-

-ﺳﯘن

15

breath; breather, rest, break; moment

dem

دەم

4

bring down, take and alight, bring off (<
ëlip chüsh-)

echüsh- [+ni]

bring in(doors), fetch in, carry in (< ëlip
kir-)

ekir-

bring out, take out, take away (< ëlip chiq-)

achiq- [+ni]

building, office block

bina (binayim, binasi)

bump into, meet by chance

-ﺋﻪﭼﯜش
-ﺋﻪﻛﯩﺮ

uchritip qal-
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15
15

-ﺋﺎﭼﯩﻖ

15

( ﺑﯩﻨﺎﺳﻰ،ﺑﯩﻨﺎ )ﺑﯩﻨﺎﻳﯩﻢ

8

-ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺘﯩﭗ ﻗﺎل

8

Engesæth, Yakup & Dwyer

ﺑﻮﻻق

10

ﺑﯘرﮬﺎن

9

-ﻛﯚي

15

ﺋﺎﭘﺘﻮﺑﯘس

9

ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەﺗﭽﻰ

13

ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەﺗﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ

13

ﺋﺎﻟﺪﯨﺮاش

8

emma

ﺋﻪﻣﻤﺎ

2

but

lëkin

ﻟﯧﻜﯩﻦ

2

but, however

biraq

ﺑﯩﺮاق

2

-ﺳﯧﺘﯩﯟال

13

( )ﮬﯧﺴﺎﭘﻼش-ﮬﯧﺴﺎﭘﻼ

11

bundle, package, e.g. paper cone (t.M)*

bolaq

Burhan (male name); evidence (of faith)

Burhan

burn, catch fire, scorch, glow

köy-

bus, public coach

aptobus (pron. aptowus)

business person, merchant

tijaretchi

business, trade, commerce

tijaretchilik

busy, in a rush

aldirash

but

buy, trade, barter, shop

sëtiwal- (sëtiwëlish) [+ni]

calculate, count, compute

hësapla- (hësaplash)

Canada (place name)

Kanada

cancer (illness); shrimp, prawn

rak

آدا
راك

care, caution, attention, alertness

diqqet

carpenter

yaghachchi

carpentry

yaghachchiliq

carrot

sewze

intro
15

دﯨﻘﻘﻪت

14

ﻳﺎﻏﺎﭼﭽﻰ

8

ﻳﺎﻏﺎﭼﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

8

ﺳﻪۋزە

14

( )ﺋﯘزﯨﺘﯩﺶ-ﺋﯘزات

cause to leave, see off, bid farewell, hand
over

uzat- (uzitish) [+ni]

cause, reason; basis

seweb (pron. sewep) [-i bilen]

cease, be finished, come to an end; expire,
die, vanish, pass away, decease

tüge- (tügesh)

certainly, of course

elwette

ﺋﻪﻟﯟەﺗﺘﻪ

13

certainly, undoubtedly, definite, for sure

choqum

ﭼﻮﻗﯘم

10

chair, stool

orunduq

ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪۇق

1
12

ﺳﻪۋەب
( )ﺗﯜﮔﻪش-ﺗﯜﮔﻪ

change

özger- (özgirish)

( )ﺋﯚزﮔﯩﺮﯨﺶ-ﺋﯚزﮔﻪر

chat, converse

söhbetlesh- (söhbetleshmek,
söhbetlishish)

-ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﻪش
،)ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﻪﺗﻠﻪﺷﻤﻪك
(ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪﺗﻠﯩﺸﯩﺶ

chat, talk, converse

paranglash- (paranglishish)

14
13
15

7

()ﭘﺎراﯕﻠﯩﺸﯩﺶ-ﭘﺎراﯕﻼش

14
11

chemistry

ximiye

ﺧﯩﻤﯩﻴﻪ

chess

shahmat

ﺷﺎﮬﻤﺎت

6

( ﺗﻮﺧﯘﺳﻰ،ﺗﻮﺧﯘ )ﺗﻮﺧﯘﻳﯘم

8

chicken (m./f.)

toxu (toxuyum, toxusi)

child

bala

ﺑﺎﻻ

1

chili pepper

laza

ﻻزا

14
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Xitay

ﺧﯩﺘﺎي

10

China, People’s Republic of China

Junggo

ﺟﯘﯕﮕﻮ

9

Chinese citizen (PRC usage)

Junggoluq

ﺟﻮﯕﮕﻮﻟﯘق

10

Chinese language; in the Chinese way

Xenzuche

ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇﭼﻪ

2

chop up, cut up

kesle- (keslimek) [+ni]

-ﻛﻪﺳﻠﻪ

14

ﭼﻮﻛﺎ

1

ﻛﯩﻨﻮﺧﺎﻧﺎ

5

ehwal

ﺋﻪﮬﯟال

8

city, town

sheher

ﺷﻪﮬﻪر

8

classmate

sawaqdash

ﺳﺎۋاﻗﺪاش

2

China (CIS usage)

chopsticks

choka

cinema, movie theatre

kinoxana

circumstance, condition, situation, state

clean, tidy up, clear away
clean; vacant
cleanliness, hygiene

tazila- (tazilimaq, tazilash)
[+ni]
pakiz

clear, clearly, precise, accurate, definite

taziliq
ëniq

clever, skillful, gifted, dexterous, agile

mahir

close friend, pal, buddy (used by males)

aghine

close, near, nearby

yëqin

( ﺗﺎزﯨﻼ ش، )ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺗﺎزﯨﻼ
8

ﭘﺎﻛﯩﺰ

15

ﺗﺎزﯨﻠﯩﻖ

7

ﺋﯧﻨﯩﻖ

5

ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮ

13

ﺋﺎﻏﯩﻨﻪ

9

ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻦ

9

ﻛﯧﭽﻪك-ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻢ

15

clothing and personal attire, apparel

kiyim-këqek

clothing, garments

kiyim

ﻛﯩﻴﯩﻢ

8

cold (illness), flu

zukam

زۇﻛﺎم

15

colleague, workmate

xizmetdash

ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﺪاش

12

collect and bring (pron. yighach)

yighqach kel- [+ni]

collect, gather, save, assemble (CIS zhigh-)

yigh- [+ni]

come, approach; arrive; (aux.) persistence

kel- (kelmek, këlish)

company, firm

shirket

compensate, pay, reimburse

töle- [+ni]

complete, fulfill; graduate

püttür- [+ni]

computer

kompyutër

condition, state; strength, energy

hal (halim, hali)

conditions, situation, environment

shara’it (pron. sharayit)

connected, associated

munasiwetlik

-ﻳﯩﻐﻘﺎچ ﻛﻪل

8

( ﻛﯧﻠﯩﺶ، )ﻛﻪﻟﻤﻪك-ﻛﻪل

4

ﺷﯩﺮﻛﻪت

11

-ﺗﯚﻟﻪ

12

-ﭘﯜﺗﺘﯜر

11

ﻛﻮﭘﻴﯘﺗﯧﺮ

11

( ﮬﺎﻟﻰ،ﮬﺎل )ﮬﺎﻟﯩﻢ

12

ﺷﺎراﺋﯩﺖ

10

ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەﺗﻠﯩﻚ

13

ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰﻟﯩﻖ

consisting of...rooms (excl. kitchen,
bathroom)

ëghizliq

construct, build

yasa- (yasimaq) [+ni]
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8

-ﻳﯩﻎ

( )ﻳﺎﺳﯩﻤﺎق-ﻳﺎﺳﺎ

13
14

Engesæth, Yakup & Dwyer

cool down, become cool; become
discouraged

sowu-

-ﺳﻮۋۇ

cool, cold, chilly, chilling

soghuq (pron. soghaq)

ﺳﻮﻏﯘق

10

correct, right

toghra

ﺗﻮﻏﺮا

3
8

15

country, nation

dölet

دۆﻟﻪت

covered, backed; stony, graveled

tashliq

ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﻖ

2

cow, ox, bovine

kala

ﻛﺎﻻ

14
15

crack, chink, gap; opportunity

yochuq

ﻳﻮﭼﯘق

cry, weep

yighla- (yighlimaq, -sh)

-ﻳﯩﻐﻼ

13

ﺋﯩﺸﻜﺎپ

8

 ﺋﺎدەت-ﺋﯚرپ

11
6

cupboard, cabinet

ishkap

customs and traditions

örp-adet

dance (ballroom or Western dancing )

tansa

ﺗﺎﻧﺴﺎ

day; sun

kün

ﻛﯜن

3

department store, large shop

magizin

ﻣﺎﮔﯩﺰﯨﻦ

9

descend, fall, go down, drop, get off, leave,
finish, be built, accommodate

chüsh- (chüshmek, chüshüsh)

deserve, be worthwhile, be worthy of

erzi- (erzimek, erzish) [+GA]

( ﭼﯜﺷﯜش، )ﭼﯜﺷﻤﻪك-ﭼﯜش
6

( ﺋﻪرزﯨﺶ، )ﺋﻪرزﯨﻤﻪك-ﺋﻪرزى
8

dialogue, conversation

di’alog

دﯨﯫﻟﻮگ

6

dialogue, conversation

söhbet

ﺳﯚﮬﺒﻪت

7

dictionary

lughet

ﻟﯘﻏﻪت

1

-ﺋﯚل

15

ﺑﺎﺷﻘﯩﭽﻪ

13

ﺗﻪس

3

die (do not use for close acquaintances)

öl-

differently, on the contrary

bashqiche

difficult

tes

difficult

qiyin

ﻗﯩﻴﯩﻦ

3

Dilber (female name)

Dilber

دﯨﻠﺒﻪر

15

diligent, studious

tirishchan

ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﭽﺎن

7

Dilyar (male name); soulmate

Dilyar

دﯨﻠﻴﺎر

5

director, boss, chief

rehber

رەﮬﺒﻪر

12

disposition, temperament, nature;
constitution

mijez

ﻣﯩﺠﻪز

ditch, irrigation channel

ëriq

ﺋﯧﺮﯨﻖ

14

divide, partition; sever; share

böl- [+ni]

-ﺑﯚل

13

do, make

qil- (qilmaq, qilish) [+ni]

( ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ، )ﻗﯩﻠﻤﺎق-ﻗﯩﻞ

3

do, make; cook, prepare food

et- (etmek, ëtish) [+ni]

( ﺋﯧﺘﯩﺶ، )ﺋﻪﺗﻤﻪك-ﺋﻪت

3

doctor, physician (“western”)

doxtur

دوﺧﺘﯘر

12
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dog

it (pronounced isht)

ﺋﯩﺖ

7

دوﻟﻘﯘن

7

Dolqun (male name); wave

dolqun

don’t mention it, you’re welcome (~hëch
gep yoq)

hëchqisi yoq

dormitory, bedroom

yataq

ﻳﺎﺗﺎق

8

drama, stage play (formerly dirama)

drama

دراﻣﺎ

6

draw out, extend, pull, drag; suffer; extract;
urge; photograph

tart- [+ni]

-ﺗﺎرت

drawer

tartma

ﺗﺎرﺗﻤﺎ

15

drink, consume, eat (soup)

ich- (ichish) [+ni]

-ﺋﯩﭻ

14

drive, steer; expel, drive out

heyde- (heydimek) [+ni]

-ﮬﻪﻳﺪە

13

drunk, intoxicated

mest (pronounced mes)

ﻣﻪﺳﺖ

15

dry, dry out

qurut-

14

each

her

-ﻗﯘرۇت
ﮬﻪر

early, soon

baldur

ﺑﺎﻟﺪۇر

14

ﻳﻪر

4

ﺷﻪرق

10

ﺷﻪرﻗﯩﻲ

10

earth, ground; place, locale

yer

east, orient

sherq

ﮬﯧﭽﻘﯩﺴﻰ ﻳﻮق

15

13

7

eastern, easterly, oriental

sherqiy

easy

asan

ﺋﺎﺳﺎن

9

easy, convenient

ongay

ﺋﻮﯕﺎي

3

( ﻳﯧﻴﯩﺶ، )ﻳﯧﻤﻪك-ﻳﻪ

3

ﺋﯩﻘﺘﯩﺴﺎدﯨﻲ

13
13

eat, consume

ye- (yëmek, yëyish) [+ni]

economic, financial

iqtisadiy

economy, finance

iqtisad

ﺋﯩﻘﺘﯩﺴﺎد

education, learning

ma’arip

ﻣﺎﺋﺎرﯨﭗ

7

eight

sekkiz

ﺳﻪﻛﻜﯩﺰ

6

eighty

seksen

ﺳﻪﻛﺴﻪن

9

elder brother; (address) Uncle, Sir

aka

ﺋﺎﻛﺎ

8

elder sister; (address: Auntie)

hede

ﮬﻪدە

10

elderly man, elder, gentleman; (address)
Sir!
electricity, electric, electrical

boway

ﺑﻮۋاي

ëlëktir

ﺋﯧﻠﯧﻜﺘﯩﺮ

15

ﺋﯧﻠﯧﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻠﯘق

11

ﺋﻮن ﺑﯩﺮ
( ﭼﯩﻘﯩﺶ، )ﭼﯩﻘﯩﻤﺎق-ﭼﯩﻖ

6

electronic
eleven
emerge, ascend; exit, leave; be acquired;
blow (wind); (aux.) thoroughness
encounter, meet

ëlëktronluq
on bir
chiq- (chiqmaq, chiqish)

8

6
uchrat- (uchratmaq, uchritish)
[+ni]
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(ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺘﯩﺶ

8

Engesæth, Yakup & Dwyer

English language; in the English manner

in’glizche

ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰﭼﻪ

1

ﺋﯩﻨﮕﻠﯩﺰ

1

English; English (person), British (person)

in’gliz

enjoy entertainment, have fun, have a
leisurely walk around, play pranks

tamasha qil-

enter

kir- [+GA]

entertainment, show, recreation,
enjoyment, fun

tamasha

ﺗﺎﻣﺎﺷﺎ

equipment, gear, furniture; preparation,
arrangement

jabduq

ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇق

Europe (place name)

Yawropa

ﻳﺎۋروﭘﺎ

2

even more, still further

tëximu

ﺗﯧﺨﯩﻤﯘ

9

evening, dusk; late; tardy

kech (pronounced kesh)

ﻛﻪچ

6

ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن

4

-ﺗﺎﻣﺎﺷﺎ ﻗﯩﻞ
-ﻛﯩﺮ

14
11
14
15

examination, academic test

imtihan

exercise, practice (mental or physical)
(CIS: meshiq)

meshq

ﻣﻪﺷﻖ

expenses, fees

xirajet

ﺧﯩﺮاﺟﻪت

13

expensive, dear

qimmet

ﻗﯩﻤﻤﻪت

8

explain

chüshendür- [+ni]
(chüshendürmek,
chüshendürüsh)

extra money, change

ashqan pul

، )ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈرﻣﻪك-ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈر
(ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﺪۈرۈش

4

5

ﺋﺎﺷﻘﺎن ﭘﯘل

14

ﻧﺎﮬﺎﻳﯩﺘﻰ

2

extremely

nahayiti

eye, eyes

köz

ﻛﯚز

8

face, surface, side; skin (of liquids)

yüz

ﻳﯜز

6

fact, truth; factual, true; (interj.) Right!

rast (pronounced ras)

راﺳﺖ

12

zawut

زاۋۇت

8

faith; trust, confidence

iman

ﺋﯩﻤﺎن

14

family, kin, household

a’ile

ﺋﺎﺋﯩﻠﻪ

13

far

yiraq

ﻳﯩﺮاق

6

farmer, agriculturalist, peasant, farm
worker

dëhqan (pronounced dihan)

farming, agriculture

dëhqanchiliq

factory

father, daddy (N. Xinjiang)

dada

feel concern, care about

köngül böl-

feel, perceive, sense

sez- (sezmek, sëzish) [+ni]

fetch, get and bring (back); (al- ‘take’ +
kel- ‘come’)

ëlip kel- [+ni]

few

az

دﯦﮭﻘﺎن
دﯦﮭﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

8

دادا

8

-ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺑﯚل

13

( )ﺳﯧﺰﯨﺶ-ﺳﻪز

14

-ﺋﯧﻠﯩﭗ ﻛﻪل
ﺋﺎز
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meydan

ﻣﻪﻳﺪان

6

fifty

ellik

ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ

9

film, movie

kino

ﻛﯩﻨﻮ

5

( )ﺗﯧﭙﯩﺶ-ﺗﺎپ

12

field, open square, sports ground, arena

find, discover

tap- (tëpish) [+ni]

finish, complete; make vanish

tüget- (tügitish, pronounced
tügütüsh) [+ni]

firewood

otun

first

birinchi

firstly, first of all

aldi bilen

( ﺗﯜﮔﯩﺘﯩﺶ، )ﺗﯜﮔﻪﺗﻤﻪك-ﺗﯜﮔﻪت
9

ﺋﻮﺗﯘن

14

ﺑﯩﺮﯨﻨﭽﻰ

6

ﺋﺎﻟﺪى ﺑﯩﻠﻪن

14

ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻖ

8

fish

bëliq

fisheries

bëliqchiliq

ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻘﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

11

fisherman

bëliqchi

ﺑﯧﻠﯩﻘﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

8

ﻣﯘﺷﺖ

15

fist, punch

musht (pronounced mush)

fit, be able to contain, accommodate; hold,
house, contain; sink, set, descend; bog,
mire

pat- (pëtish) [+GA]

five

besh

ﺑﻪش

6

flatbread, nan

nan

ﻧﺎن

11

flower, flowering plant

gül

ﮔﯜل

5

راۋان

9

( ﺋﯘﭼﯘش،  )ﺋﯘﭼﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘچ

9

ﺋﺎﻣﺮاق

13

ﺋﺎش

15

ﭘﯘﺗﺒﻮل

6

ﻣﻪﺳﯩﻠﻪن

13

(ﭼﻪت ﺋﻪل ( ~ ﭼﻪﺗﯭل

12

15

fluent; fluently, smoothly

rawan

fly; evaporate

uch-

fond, dear, beloved

amraq [+GA]

food, meal

ash

football (Am. soccer)

putbol

for example

mesilen

foreign country

chet el ~ chet’el

foreigner, alien; foreign, overseas

-ﭘﺎت

chet ellik ~ chet’ellik

) ﭼﻪﺗﯭﻟﻠﯩﻚ( ~ﭼﻪت ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ
12

forget (=unut-)

untu- [+ni]

forgive, pardon; experience, undergo

kechür- [+ni]

forty

qiriq

four

töt

-ﺋﯘﻧﺘﯘ

15

-ﻛﻪﭼﯜر

11

ﻗﯩﺮﯨﻖ

9

ﺗﯚت

5

ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﻪ

7

frequently, often; usually, generally

köpinche

Friday

jüme

ﺟﯜﻣﻪ

6

from where?

nedin (ne ‘what’ +Din)

ﻧﻪدﯨﻦ

5

front

ald

ﺋﺎﻟﺪ

11
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fruit, fruit and nuts

mëwe

fruits and nuts

mëwe-chëwe

full, complete

toluq

ﻣﯧﯟە

5

ﭼﯧﯟە-ﻣﯧﯟە

10

ﺗﻮﻟﯘق

10
10

furniture, gear, equipment, utensils

jabduq

ﺟﺎﺑﺪۇق

future

kelgüsi

ﻛﻪﻟﮕﯜﺳﻰ

9

ﺑﺎﻏﭽﻪ

13

garden, park

baghche

German language; in the German manner

Nëmische

ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺴﭽﻪ

1

Gërmaniye

ﮔﯧﺮﻣﺎﻧﯩﻴﻪ

11

get hot, warm up

issi-

-ﺋﯩﺴﺴﻰ

15

get news (of), obtain information (about)

xewer al- [+Din]

ﺧﻪۋەر ﺋﺎل

12

-ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻗﺎل

12

( ﺋﯧﻠﯩﺶ، )ﺋﺎﻟﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎل

3
8

Germany

get sick, become ill, fall ill

aghrip qal-

get, take, obtain, buy

al- (almaq, ëlish) [+ni]

Ghalip (male name); triumphant, victorious

Ghalib

ﻏﺎﻟﯩﺐ

Ghulja (city and area in northwestern
Xinjiang; =Yining 伊宁city,Yili 伊黎area)

Ghulja

ﻏﯘﻟﺠﺎ

girl; young woman; daughter; bride

qiz

give a shot, inject by syringe (=okul qoy-)

okul sal-

give an exam, examine (al- ‘take’)

imtihan al-

give; (aux.) for someone else's benefit,
continuation, unconstrained

ber- (bermek, bërish)
[+ni,+GA]

glass, drinking glass (CIS: stakan)

istakan

go (and arrive); (aux) progressing

bar- (barmaq, bërish) [+GA]

6

ﻗﯩﺰ

10

-ﺋﻮﻛﯘل ﺳﺎل

15

-ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺋﺎل

4

( ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ، )ﺑﻪرﻣﻪك-ﺑﻪر

4

ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻛﺎن

1

( ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ، )ﺑﺎرﻣﺎق-ﺑﺎر

3

go outside; (euph.) be excused, go to the
toilet

sirtqa chiq-

-ﺳﯩﺮﺗﻘﺎ ﭼﯩﻖ

go shopping

bazargha bar-

-ﺑﺎزارﻏﺎ ﺑﺎر

3

go; walk; work, run, operate (machine)

mang- (mangmaq, mëngish)

( ﻣﯧﯖﯩﺶ، )ﻣﺎﯕﻤﺎق-ﻣﺎڭ

9

God

Xuda (Xudayim, Xudasi)

14

( ﺧﯘداﺳﻰ،ﺧﯘدا )ﺧﯘداﻳﯩﻢ
8

good

ﻳﺎﺧﺸﻰ

yaxshi

2

Goodbye! Cheers; enough, all right;
pleasure, satisfaction

xosh

ﺧﻮش

gosh, oh! (expresses shock or alarm)

woy!

!ۋوي

14

government, administration

hökümet

ﮬﯚﻛﯜﻣﻪت

10

grab, seize, hold, grip, catch

tut- [+ni]

-ﺗﯘت

15

grain silo, government grain storage
facility
gram (unit of weight)

sang

ﺳﺎڭ

gram

ﮔﺮام

10

grammar

grammatika

ﮔﺮاﻣﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ

3
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bowa

ﺑﻮۋا

grandmother, grandma, granny (N.
Xinjiang)

moma

ﻣﻮﻣﺎ

grape

üzüm

ﺋﯜزۈم

5

green

yëshil

ﻳﯧﺸﯩﻞ

2

greetings, salutations, regards; Hello!

salam

ﺳﺎﻻم

10

grow, develop, increase

ös-

-ﺋﯚس

13

growth, interest, profit, gain

ösüm

ﺋﯚﺳﯜم

13

guard, preserve, keep, protect; wait, await

saqla- (saqlimaq) [+ni]

( )ﺳﺎﻗﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺳﺎﻗﻼ

14

ﮔﯜﻟﻰ

10

grandfather, grandpa (northern Xinjiang)

8
13

Güli (female name)

Güli

gymnastics, exercises

gimnastika

ﮔﯩﻤﻨﺎﺳﺘﯩﻜﺎ

6

Hakimjan (male name), ruler

Hakimjan

ﮬﺎﻛﯩﻤﺠﺎن

14

half; half-(hour); partly

yërim

ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ

6

Halmurat (male name); fulfilled longing

Xalmurat

ﺧﺎﻟﻤﯘرات

4
3

Hämit (male name); praiseworthy

Xemit

ﺧﻪﻣﯩﺖ

Han Chinese (person)

Xenzu

ﺧﻪﻧﺰۇ

4
8
8

hand, arm, forearm (one or both)

qol

ﻗﻮل

handle, grip, end; pole

sap

ﺳﺎپ

handy, convenient; advantage, convenience

qolayliq

hard, firm, stiff; resolute, severe

qattiq

have diarrhea, have the runs

ich sür-

ﻗﻮﻻﻳﻠﯩﻖ

have fun, enjoy oneself

köngül ach-

he, she, it

u (uni ‘him/her,’ uning
‘his/her’ uninggha ‘to
him/her’)

head, top; beginning; chief, leader

bash

9

ﻗﺎﺗﺘﯩﻖ

5

-ﺋﯩﭻ ﺳﯜر

15

-ﻛﯚﯕﯜل ﺋﺎچ

13

) ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯖﻐﺎ، ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ،ﺋﯘ )ﺋﯘﻧﻰ
3

ﺑﺎش

15

ﺳﺎﻻﻣﻪﺗﻠﯩﻚ

12

ﺳﺎﻻﻣﻪت

12

health, well-being

salametlik

healthy, well

salamet

heart; emotion, feelings, spirit

köngül (könglüm, köngli)

( ﻛﯚﯕﻠﻰ،ﻛﯚﯕﯜل )ﻛﯚﯕﻠﯜم

13

heart; feelings, emotions, spirit

köngül (könglüm, köngli)

( ﻛﯚﯕﻠﻰ،ﻛﯚﯕﯜل )ﻛﯚﯕﻠﯜم

8

Hello! How do you do? How are you?

yaxshimusiz

ﻳﺎﺧﺸﯩﻤﯘﺳﯩﺰ

3

help, assist

yardem ber- [+GA]

-ﻳﺎردەم ﺑﻪر

9

help, assistance

yardem

ﻳﺎردەم

9

ﺟﯩﮕﻪر ﻛﯧﺴﯩﻠﻰ

15

hepatitis

jiger kësili

Hey!

hoy!

!ﮬﻮي

11

hey

ﮬﻪي

14

hey! (expresses surprise)
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high (place, price); real, actual; upright,
erect

öre

ﺋﯚرە

hit, strike, beat, knock; blow (wind)

ur- [+ni]

-ﺋﯘر

15

holiday, vacation, school break

tetil

ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻞ

12

hometown, home

yurt

ﻳﯘرت

8

homework, assignment

tapshuruq

ﺗﺎﭘﺸﯘرۇق

4

hope, expect, wish, anticipate

ümid qil-

-ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻞ

9

ﺋﯜﻣﯩﺪ

9

ﺋﺎرزۇ ﻗﯩﻠﯩﺶ

9

ﺋﺎرزۇ

9

ﺋﺎت

8

دوﺧﺘﯘرﺧﺎﻧﺎ

12

ﺋﯩﺴﺴﯩﻖ

10

hope, expectation, wish, anticipation

ümid

hope, wish, expect

arzu qil-

hope, wish, expectation

arzu

horse

at

14

hospital, clinic, infirmary

doxturxana

hot, warm; heat, high temperature; feverish

issiq

Hotän, Khotan (city in s. Xinjiang; Hetian
和田)

Xoten

ﺧﻮﺗﻪن

hour; watch, clock; o’clock

sa’et

ﺳﺎﺋﻪت

6

house, home, room

öy

ﺋﯚي

3

ﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ

5

ﻗﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ

12

15

how many?

qanche

how much ...?

qanchilik

how much? how many? few

nechche

ﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ

5

how; what kind of

qandaq

ﻗﺎﻧﺪاق

2

human being, humankind, homo sapiens

insan

ﺋﯩﻨﺴﺎن

11

human body; constitution

beden

ﺑﻪدەن

13

hundred

yüz

ﻳﯜز

6
15

hurt, ache, be painful, be ill, be sore

aghri-

-ﺋﺎﻏﺮى

hurt, cause pain, injure

aghrit- [+ni]

-ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﺖ

15

husband, spouse, companion; comrade

yoldash

ﻳﻮﻟﺪاش

10

I
ice cream

men (mëni ‘me,’ mëning
‘my,’ manga ‘to me’)
marozhni

( ﻣﺎﯕﺎ، ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯔ،ﻣﻪن )ﻣﯧﻨﻰ
3

ﻣﺎروژﻧﻰ

14

( ﭘﯩﻜﺮى،ﭘﯩﻜﯩﺮ )ﭘﯩﻜﺮﯨﻢ

8

idea, thought; opinion, viewpoint

pikir (pikrim, pikri)

illness, disease, sickness, disorder; patient

kësel

ﻛﯧﺴﻪل

15

illness, sickness, pain, ailment; patient

aghriq

ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﻖ

12

important, significant

muhim

ﻣﯘﮬﯩﻢ

7

important, vital

zörür

زۆرۈر

12

ﻣﯧﻨﯩﯖﭽﻪ

9

in my view, according to me

mëningche
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in need of, wanting, lacking

muhtaj [+DA]

ﻣﯘﮬﺘﺎج

12

ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯖﭽﻪ

9

in your view, according to you

sizningche

inadequate, deficient, poor quality

nachar

ﻧﺎﭼﺎر

12

income

kirim

ﻛﯩﺮﯨﻢ

13

increase; exceed; leftover, remaining

ash- (ëshish) [+ni]

-ﺋﺎش

14
13

individual, person

shexs

ﺷﻪﺧﺲ

inexpensive, cheap

erzan

ﺋﻪرزان

9

ﻳﯘﻗﯘﻣﻠﯘق

15

ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻦ ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەﺗﻠﯩﻚ

13

ﺋﻮﻛﯘل

15

~ ﺳﯩﻴﺎﮬﻰ،ﺳﯩﻴﺎھ )ﺳﯩﻴﺎﮬﯩﻢ
(ﺳﯩﻴﺎﻳﻰ

8

infectious, contagious

yuqumluq

influential, closely connected

yëqin munasiwetlik

injection, syringe shot; intravenous drip

okul

ink, writing ink (pron. siya) (poss. +hi is
standard; nonstandard +si is also common)

siyah (siyahim, siyahi (~-yi))

insert, cover, place, put lay, set, plant,
arrange, build, lock; put on (clothing);
move, carry, pretend, engage, install; (aux.)
inadvertent act

sal- (sëlish) [+ni]

inside, inner part; (Postp.) within, including

ich

interesting, exciting, fascinating

qiziqarliq

13

interesting, humorous; hot

qiziq

introduce

tonushtur- [+ni]

invitation, request (verbal or written)

teklip

invite

teklip qil-

invite, call over

-ﺳﺎل

chaqir- (chaqirmaq,
chaqirish) [+ni]

ironwork, metalwork

tömürchilik

irrigate, water

sughar- (sughurush) [+ni]

ﺋﯩﭻ

8

ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻘﺎرﻟﯩﻖ

9

ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻖ

7

-ﺗﻮﻧﯘﺷﺘﯘر

11

ﺗﻪﻛﻠﯩﭗ

11

-ﺗﻪﻛﻠﯩﭗ ﻗﯩﻞ

11

( ﭼﺎﻗﯩﺮﯨﺶ، )ﭼﺎﻗﯩﺮﻣﺎق-ﭼﺎﻗﯩﺮ
7

ﺗﯚﻣﯜرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ

8

( )ﺳﯘﻏﯘرۇش-ﺳﯘﻏﺎر

14

is (apparently, it seems...); indirectly
known by speaker, unsubstantiated

iken

ﺋﯩﻜﻪن

is not, not being (nominal negation)

emes

ﺋﻪﻣﻪس

1

jacket, light coat; caftan

chapan

ﭼﺎﭘﺎن

8

Jemile (female name)

Jemile

ﺟﻪﻣﯩﻠﻪ

9

journal, magazine, periodical (old spelling:
zhornal; sometimes jurnal~jornal)

zhurnal

ژۇرﻧﺎل

journalism

xewerchilik

12

1

ﺧﻪۋەرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ

11

ﻣﯘﺧﺒﯩﺮﻟﯩﻖ

11

journalism

muxbirliq

journalist

muxbir

ﻣﯘﺧﺒﯩﺮ

11

sayahet

ﺳﺎﻳﺎﮬﻪت

15

journey, trip, tour, excursion
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just (now), recently

yëngiraqta ~ yëngila

just now

hazirla

just now, for the time being

hazirche

ﻳﯧﯖﯩﻼ، ﻳﯧﯖﯩﺮاﻗﺘﺎ

14

ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻻ

15

ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﭼﻪ

13
7
15

just now, recently, so now

emdi

ﺋﻪﻣﺪى

just, hardly, scarcely, with difficulty

aran

ﺋﺎران

Kashgar (city and area in southwestern
Xinjiang)

Qeshqer

ﻗﻪﺷﻘﻪر

Kazakh language; in the Kazakh way

Qazaqche

ﻗﺎزاﻗﭽﻪ

5

Kazakh; Kazakh person

Qazaq

ﻗﺎزاق

5

kebab, barbequed meat with spices

kawap

ﻛﺎۋاب

15

kick; thresh

tep- (tepmek, tëpish) [+ni]

-ﺗﻪپ

14

ﻛﯩﻠﻮ

5

kilo, kilogram

kilo

kilometer (common nonstand. spelling:
kilomëtir)

kilomëtr (kilomëtir)

kind, variety, type, sort

xil

ﺧﯩﻞ

king, sovereign (poss. +hi is standard, but
nonstandard +si is also common)

padishah (padishahi (~si))

kinship; relatedness

tughqanchiliq

know, be acquainted

tonu- (tonumaq, tonush) [+ni]

know, understand

bil- (bilmek, bilish) [+ni]

known, clear, obvious; certain, particular
Kyrgyz, Kyrgyz (person)

10

(ﺳﻰ- ،ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎھ )ﭘﺎدﯨﺸﺎﮬﻰ
ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ
( ﺗﻮﻧﯘش، )ﺗﻮﻧﯘﻣﺎق-ﺗﻮﻧﯘ

11
5

( ﺑﯩﻠﯩﺶ، )ﺑﯩﻠﻤﻪك-ﺑﯩﻞ

4

melum

ﻣﻪﻟﯘم

15

Qirghiz

ﻗﯩﺮﻏﯩﺰ

9

ﺋﻪل

12

ﺋﺎﺧﺸﺎم

6

ﺑﯘﻟﺘﯘر

11

-داۋاﻣﻼش

13

ﻛﻪچ

14

ۋاﻗﭽﻪ

14

ﻳﯧﯖﻰ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻖ

9

-ﻛﯜل

15

ﻛﯩﺮ

7

el

last night, evening

axsham

last year

bultur

last, continue

dawamlash- [+ni]

late

kech

late, tardy, belated

waqche
yëngi yëziq

laugh, smile

kül-

laundry, dirty clothes or linen

kir

learn

5

8

land, country

Latin-script Uyghur orthography (1970s)*

(ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﺮ )ﻛﯩﻠﻮﻣﯧﺘﯩﺮ

10

ögen- (ögenmek, öginish)
[+ni]

leave, depart, go away; spend; (aux.)
change; unforeseen, accidental, intensive

ket- (ketmek, këtish)

left (side)

sol

( ﺋﯚﮔﯩﻨﯩﺶ، )ﺋﯚﮔﻪﻧﻤﻪك-ﺋﯚﮔﻪن
3

( ﻛﯧﺘﯩﺶ، )ﻛﻪﺗﻤﻪك-ﻛﻪت
ﺳﻮل
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ashqan

ﺋﺎﺷﻘﺎن

14

leghman (dish of noodles and meat sauce)

lengmen (pron. leghman)

ﻟﻪﯕﻤﻪن

2

lend

ariyet ber- [+ni] [+GA]

، )~ﺑﻪرﻣﻪك-ﺋﺎرﯨﻴﻪت ﺑﻪر
(~ﺑﯧﺮﯨﺶ

7

leftover, extra

less, fewer, fairly little, fairly few

azraq

ﺋﺎزراق

15

lesson, class, lecture

ders

دەرس

4

Letipe (female name); kind, gracious

Letipe

ﻟﻪﺗﯩﭙﻪ

14

letter, character, glyph

herp

ﮬﻪرپ

4

letter, postal letter; complex (Chinese or
typset) character

xet

ﺧﻪت

library

kütüpxana

lie down

yat- (yëtish)

lie sick in bed

aghrip yat-

4

ﻛﯜﺗﯜﭘﺨﺎﻧﺎ

7

( )ﻳﯧﺘﯩﺶ-ﻳﺎت

12

-ﺋﺎﻏﺮﯨﭗ ﻳﺎت

15
6

life

turmush

ﺗﯘرﻣﯘش

life, living, livelihood, lifestyle

turmush

ﺗﯘرﻣﯘش

12

ﻧﯘر

9

ﺋﯘﻧﺪاق

13
15

light, ray; Nur (male name)

nur

like that, thus

undaq

like what?

qandaqraq

ﻗﺎﻧﺪاﻗﺮاق

linguist, philologist

tilshunas

ﺗﯩﻠﺸﯘﻧﺎس

11

ﺗﯩﻠﺸﯘﻧﺎﺳﻠﯩﻖ

11

linguistics, philology

tilshunasliq

listen, hear

angla- (anglimak,
anglash)[+ni]

literature, belles-lettres

edebiyat

( ﺋﺎﯕﻼش، )ﺋﺎﯕﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﺎﯕﻼ

4

ﺋﻪدەﺑﯩﻴﺎت

4
15

liver

jiger

ﺟﯩﮕﻪر

living, life; alive

hayat

ﮬﺎﻳﺎت

10

living, small trade, business sideline

oqet

ﺋﻮﻗﻪت

8

loan, debt

qerz

ﻗﻪرز

13

lock (up), padlock

qulup sal-

ﻗﯘﻟﯘپ ﺳﺎﻟﻤﺎق

15
15

lock, padlock

qulup

ﻗﯘﻟﯘپ

long

uzun

ﺋﯘزۇن

12

Look at this!, Behold, here it is!

mana

ﻣﺎﻧﺎ

8

look at, look after, consider

qara- (qarimaq, qarash) [+ni]

look there!, hey look at that!

ene

ﺋﻪﻧﻪ

7

look, so let’s..., well then; where

qëni

ﻗﯧﻨﻰ

14

magazine with a white cover

aq tashliq zhurnal

ﺋﺎق ﺗﺎﺷﻠﯩﻖ ژۇرﻧﺎل

2

ﻣﺎﮬﯩﺮە

4

Mahire (female name); clever

Mahire
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adem

ﺋﺎدەم

1

manager, head, chairperson

mudir

ﻣﯘدﯨﺮ

11

manta; steamed dumplings

manta

ﻣﺎﻧﺘﺎ

2

market; commercial district; shopping area

bazar (pronounced bazaa)

ﺑﺎزار

3

Märyäm (female name)

Meryem

ﻣﻪرﻳﻪم

1

ﻣﺎﺗﯧﻤﺎﺗﯩﻜﺎ

4

man, person

mathematics

matëmatika

meal, cooked food, food

tamaq

ﺗﺎﻣﺎق

2

gösh

ﮔﯚش

9

medicine, medication, remedy, pills, elixir

dora (pronounced dara)

دورا

15

meet one another by chance

uchrash- (uchrashmaq,
uchrishish) [+bilen]

meet, chance (upon), hit (upon)

uchra- (uchrimaq) [+GA]

meet, get together

uchrash- (uchrishish) [+ni]

meet, see each other (< kör-)

körüsh-

meat, flesh

-ﺋﯘﭼﺮاش

8

( )ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘﭼﺮا

14

()ﺋﯘﭼﺮﯨﺸﯩﺶ-ﺋﯘﭼﺮاش

14

-ﻛﯚرۈش

12
6

meeting, conference, assembly; gathering

yighin

ﻳﯩﻐﯩﻦ

melon (honeydew, cantaloupe, Hami
melon, but not watermelon)

qoghun

ﻗﻮﻏﯘن

memorize

yadla- (yadlimaq, yadlash)

5

( ﻳﺎدﻻش، )ﻳﺎدﻟﯩﻤﺎق-ﻳﺎدﻻ
6

memory, recollection

es (ësim, ësi)

mend, repair, put right (=ongla-)

ongsha- (ongshimaq) [+ni]

midday..., noon...

chüshlük

middle, medium, center

ottura

( ﺋﯧﺴﻰ، ﺋﻪس ) ﺋﯧﺴﯩﻢ

12

( )ﺋﻮﯕﺸﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﯕﺸﺎ

15

ﭼﯜﺷﻠﯜك

15

ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا

10

ﻳﯧﺮﯨﻢ ﻛﯧﭽﻪ

6

midnight; late at night

yërim këche

mild, temperate, cool, fresh, freshness

salqin

ﺳﺎﻟﻘﯩﻦ

10

minute

minut

ﻣﯩﻨﯘت

6
13

miss, long for, yearn for

sëghin- [+ni]

-ﺳﯧﻐﯩﻦ

Monday

düshenbe

دۈﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ

6
13
10

money

pul

ﭘﯘل

month; moon

ay

ﺋﺎي

more or less, somewhat, occasionally, at
times

anche-munche

moreover, furthermore, besides, on top of
that

uning üstige

morning (Adj.)

etigenlik

morning, dawn early morning (before work
or school); early, premature

etigen

morning; second half of the morning

chüshtin burun

 ﻣﯘﻧﭽﻪ-ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ
ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯜﺳﺘﯩﮕﻪ
ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪﻧﻠﯩﻚ
ﺋﻪﺗﯩﮕﻪن
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most (superlative)

eng

most of them

köpinchisi

mother, mom (northern Xinjiang
vernacular)
mouth, opening; (M.) mouthful, room of

apa

ﺋﻪڭ

2

ﻛﯚﭘﯩﻨﭽﯩﺴﻰ

7

ﺋﺎﭘﺎ

ëghiz (aghzim, aghzi)

( ﺋﺎﻏﺰى،ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰ ) ﺋﺎﻏﺰﯨﻢ

8
8

-ﻳﯜر

move (forward), go (forward, along),
proceed, stroll; [+bilen] go around with,
accompany; (aux.) continued, regular, or
frequent action

yür- (often pron. jür)

move, shift, flow swiftly, run, pour out,
spread

sür-

-ﺳﯜر

much, many

köp

ﻛﯚپ

7

much, many, lots

jiq

ﺟﯩﻖ

8

ﻣﯘﺧﺘﻪر

3

ﺷﻮﻳﻼ

14

( ﺋﯩﺴﻤﻰ،ﺋﯩﺴﯩﻢ ) ﺋﯩﺴﻤﯩﻢ

1

14

Muhter (male name); chosen one

Muxter

mutton, turnip and rice dish

shoyla

15

name; noun

isim (ismim, ismi)

national, nation’s

ellik

ﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻚ

12

necessary, required

kërek

ﻛﯧﺮەك

8

need, necessity, urge

hajet

ﮬﺎﺟﻪت

15

neighbor

qoshna (pron. xoshna)

ﻗﻮﺷﻨﺎ

13
15

nephew

jiyen (oghul)

(ﺟﯩﻴﻪن )ﺋﻮﻏﯘل

nevertheless, despite that, even so

shundaqtimu

ﺷﯘﻧﺪاﻗﺘﯩﻤﯘ

15
1

new

yëngi

ﻳﯧﯖﻰ

news, information

xewer

ﺧﻪۋەر

11

newspaper

gëzit

ﮔﯧﺰﯨﺖ

1

next day, day after

etisi

ﺋﻪﺗﯩﺴﻰ

15

next, forthcoming

këler

ﻛﯧﻠﻪر

9

ﺟﯩﻴﻪن ﻗﯩﺰ

15

ﺗﯜن

6

niece

jiyen qiz

night

tün

night; period from bedtime until next
morning

këche

ﻛﯧﭽﻪ

nine

toqquz

ﺗﻮﻗﻘﯘز

6

ninety

toqsan

ﺗﻮﻗﺴﻪن

9

ﻳﺎق

1

ﮬﯧﭽﻜﯩﻢ

5
4

no (in reply to question)

yaq

nobody, no one

hëchkim

6

noon, midday

chüsh

ﭼﯜش

north

shimal

ﺷﯩﻤﺎل

10

northern, northerly

shimaliy

ﺷﯩﻤﺎﻟﯩﻲ

10
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Norway (place name)

Norwëgiye

ﻧﻮرۋﯦﮕﯩﻴﻪ

2
1

notebook, exercise book

depter

دەﭘﺘﻪر

now, immediately; presently, nowadays

hazir

ﮬﺎزﯨﺮ

4

ﮬﯧﭻ ﻳﻪر

14

ﻧﻮﻣﯘر

13

ﻧﯘرﯨﻤﺎن

14

ﻧﯘرﻣﯘﮬﻪﻣﻤﻪت

12

yesli

ﻳﻪﺳﻠﻰ

15

Nurshat (male name)

Nurshad

ﻧﯘرﺷﺎد

11

nurture, bring up, rear; (aux.) attempt to, do
a little

baq- (bëqish) [+ni]

O.K., all right, never mind, whatever

meyli

ﻣﻪﻳﻠﻰ

14

obligatory, needed

lazim

ﻻزﯨﻢ

12

occasion, gathering (usually male)

sorun

ﺳﻮرۇن

10

office, workroom

ishxana

ﺋﯩﺸﺨﺎﻧﺎ

14

official, administrator, functionary,
managerial worker

kadir

oh! ah! (expresses surprise or realization)

he!

Oh!, gosh!, wow! (expresses dismay or
amazement)

pah!

!ﭘﺎھ

Oh, gosh! oh, dear! (expresses dismay)

apla

ﺋﺎﭘﻼ

oil, fat, grease; petroleum, gasoline; battery
cell; face cream

may

ﻣﺎي

old (said of inanimate objects)

kona

ﻛﻮﻧﺎ

2

old script; Arabic-script Uyghur

kona yëziq

ﻛﻮﻧﺎ ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻖ

9
2

nowhere, anywhere

hëch yer + [Vneg]

numeral; size; score

nomur

Nuriman (female name), light of faith

Nuriman

Nurmuhemmet (male name)

Nurmuhemmet

nursery, kindergarten, preschool

( )ﺑﯧﻘﯩﺶ-ﺑﺎق

ﻛﺎدﯨﺮ
!ﮬﻪ

15

13
15
9
15
15

old, elderly, aged (animate; less polite)

qëri

ﻗﯧﺮى

on foot, by foot

piyade

ﭘﯩﻴﺎدە

7

ﺑﯩﺮ

1
14

one, once; a

bir

onion

piyaz

ﭘﯩﻴﺎز

only, solely, just; (not) at all + neg.;
however, yet

peqet

ﭘﻪﻗﻪت

open; uncover, unpack; turn on

ach- (ëchish) [+ni]

or

yaki

orange; tangerine (CIS: apël′sin)

apëlsin

orchard

bagh

organize, set up

orunlashtur-

other, another

bashqa
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5

( ) ﺋﯧﭽﯩﺶ-ﺋﺎچ

12

ﻳﺎﻛﻰ

9

ﺋﺎﭘﯧﻠﺴﯩﻦ

5

ﺑﺎغ

6

-ﺋﻮرۇﻧﻼﺷﺘﯘر

11

ﺑﺎﺷﻘﺎ

5
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outdoors, outside; braid, plait

tala [+DA]

(ﺗﺎﻻ )ﺗﺎﻻدا

8

ﺗﺎﺷﻘﯩﻲ

12

outer, external, exterior; foreign (affairs)

tashqiy

outside, exterior

sirt

ﺳﯩﺮت

6

outside, outdoors

tala

ﺗﺎﻻ

2

pack, bag, carrier bag, sack

xalta

ﺧﺎﻟﺘﺎ

10

-ﻗﺎﭼﯩﻼ

14

ﺟﯜپ

10

pack, bag, wrap, fill, load up

qachila- (qachilimaq)[+ni]

pair, couple

jüp

ﺋﺎداش

pal, dear friend, chum (address term; used
by youth)

adash

paper

qeghez

ﻗﻪﻏﻪز

1

parents; mother and father

ata-ana

 ﺋﺎﻧﺎ- ﺋﺎﺗﺎ

8

ﻗﯩﺴﯩﻢ

7

ﺗﻮﻟﯘﻗﺴﯩﺰ

10

-ﺳﺎﻻم ﺑﻪر

10

، )ﻳﻪﺗﻜﯜزﻣﻪك-ﻳﻪﺗﻜﯜز
(ﻳﻪﺗﻜﯜزۈش

7

part, section, unit

qisim

partial, incomplete

toluqsiz

pass on greetings

salam ber-

pass on, convey, relay

yetküz- (yetküzmek,
yetküzüsh) [+ni] [+GA]

pass, go through, transcend, occur,
penetrate, undergo; (aux.) single occasion

öt- (ötmek, ötüsh)

past, previous, last

ötken (cf. öt-‘pass’)

( ﺋﯚﺗﯜش، )ﺋﯚﺗﻤﻪك-ﺋﯚت
ﺋﯚﺗﻜﻪن
ﺗﯩﻨﭽﻠﯩﻖ

9

4
13

peace, quiet, calm

tinchliq (often pron. tëchliq)

peach

shaptul

ﺷﺎﭘﺘﯘل

6

peaked cap

shepke

ﺷﻪﭘﻜﻪ

3

peanut(s)

xasing

(ﺧﺎﺳﯩﯔ)ﻳﻪر ﻳﺎﯕﯩﻐﻰ

10

pear, Asian pear

neshpüt

ﻧﻪﺷﭙﯜت

5

pedagogical, pertaining to school

derslik

دەرﺳﻠﯩﻚ

7

pen

qelem

ﻗﻪﻟﻪم

1

ﻗﯧﺮﯨﻨﺪاش

10

4

pencil; sibling (male or female)

qërindash

percent

pirsent

ﭘﯩﺮﺳﻪﻧﺖ

9

belkim

ﺑﻪﻟﻜﯩﻢ

8

period, duration

mezgil

ﻣﻪزﮔﯩﻞ

12

person

kishi

ﻛﯩﺸﻰ

11

perhaps, maybe, possibly, seemingly

ﻛﯘﭼﺎرﻟﯩﻖ

person from Kuchar (city in south-central
Xinjiang, Ch. Kucha 库查)

Kucharliq

person from where?

nelik

ﻧﻪﻟﯩﻚ

8

Peter (male name) (do not spell as) ﯧ ى

Pitër

ﭘﯩﺘﯧﺮ

12

ﺗﻪﻧﺘﻪرﺑﯩﻴﻪ

10

physical exercise, sport

tenterbiye
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pictorial, illustrated magazine

resimlik

pile up, heap up (grain)

cheshle- (cheshlimek) [+ni]

pit, hole; cellar

ora

pitiful, regrettable

epsuslinarliq

place, location; residence, above

jay

رەﺳﯩﻤﻠﯩﻚ

7

-ﭼﻪﺷﻠﻪ

14

ﺋﻮرا

14

ﺋﻪﭘﺴﯘﺳﻠﯩﻨﺎرﻟﯩﻖ

15

ﺟﺎي

10

( ﺋﻮرﻧﻰ،ﺋﻮرۇن )ﺋﻮرﻧﯘم

8

place, position, seat

orun (ornum, orni)

place, position, seat; position, work unit

orun

ﺋﻮرۇن

6

pilan

ﭘﯩﻼن

12

(ﺳﯘﻟﻴﺎۋ)ﭘﯩﻼﺳﺘﯩﻨﻜﺎ

10

ﺗﻪﺧﺴﻪ

1

( ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎش، )ﺋﻮﻳﻨﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﻳﻨﺎ

6

ﺋﺎﻣﺒﯘر

15

ﻳﺎﻧﭽﯘق

15

ﭘﻮﻻت

2
14

plan, scheme; production quota (CIS: plan)
plastic, synthetic

sulyaw

plate, shallow dish, saucer, tray

texse

play, have fun

oyna- (oynimaq, oynash)

pliers, pincers, tongs, forceps

ambur

pocket (in garment)

yanchuq

Polat (male name); steel

Polat

political

siyasiy

ﺳﯩﻴﺎﺳﯩﻲ

possible, likely

mumkin

ﻣﯘﻣﻜﯩﻦ

12

post office

pochtixana

ﭘﻮﭼﺘﯩﺨﺎﻧﺎ

12
12

post, mail

pochta

ﭘﻮﭼﺘﺎ

pot, wok, cauldron (usually with four
handles)

qazan

ﻗﺎزان

yangyu (yangyuyum)

potato
practice, do exercises

meshq qil-

precipitate, fall from sky (rain, snow)

yagh- (yaghmaq, yëghish)

precisely, exactly

del

preparation(s)

teyyarliq

15

(ﻳﺎﯕﻴﯘ )ﻳﺎﯕﻴﯘﻳﯘم

14

-ﻣﻪﺷﻖ ﻗﯩﻞ

4

( ﻳﯧﻐﯩﺶ، )ﻳﺎﻏﻤﺎق-ﻳﺎغ

10

دەل

14

ﺗﻪﻳﻴﺎرﻟﯩﻖ

14
11

present, current, modern

hazirqi

ﮬﺎزﯨﺮﻗﻰ

present, gift

sowghat

ﺳﻮۋﻏﺎت

9

-ﺑﺎس

13

ﭼﯩﺮاﻳﻠﯩﻖ

9

ﺑﺎﮬﺎ

13
10

press, print; load, cover; oppress

bas- (bësish) [+ni]

pretty, lovely; nicely

chirayliq

price, cost, value, worth

baha

primary, initial, elementary, beginning

bashlanghuch

ﺑﺎﺷﻼﻧﻐﯘچ

private, personal

shexsiy

ﺷﻪﺧﺴﯩﻲ

13
12

problem, question, difficulty, dilemma

mesile

ﻣﻪﺳﯩﻠﻪ

problem, trouble, nuisance; lateral branch;
Too bad!

chataq

ﭼﺎﺗﺎق

promise, make a pledge

wede ber- [+GA]
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wede

ۋەدە

put, set, arrange; stop, settle, give up;
establish; (aux.) act in advance

qoy- [+ni]

-ﻗﻮي

Qari (male name); reader of scripture

Qari

ﻗﺎرى

8

question

so’al

ﺳﻮﺋﺎل

5

quick, fast ; quickly

tëz

ﺗﯧﺰ

15

quite, considerably

xëli

ﺧﯧﻠﻰ

2

Qumul (city and region in eastern Xinjiang,
Ch. Hami 哈密)

Qumul

ﻗﯘﻣﯘل

Qumulite, a person from Qumul

Qumulluq

rain

yamghur

promise, pledge

raw, unprocessed

xam

read, study

oqu- (oqumaq, oqush) [+ni]

recently, lately

yëqinda

recover, get better, be healed

saqay- (saqiyish) [+ni]

red

qizil

relations, relationship, connection, contact

munasiwet

relative, relation (by birth)

tughqan (pron. tuqqan)

remain; (aux.) end up unintentionally

qal- (qëlish) [+DA]

remember, recollect, recall, bear in mind,
miss

esle- (eslimek) [+ni]

Rena (female name); chrysanthemum

Rena

rent, lease

ijarige al-

rent, lease; rented, leased

ijare

14
14

8

ﻗﯘﻣﯘﻟﻠﯘق

8

ﻳﺎﻣﻐﯘر

10

ﺧﺎم

6

( ﺋﻮﻗﯘش، )ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻣﺎق-ﺋﻮﻗﯘ

3

ﻳﯧﻘﯩﻨﺪا

9

( )ﺳﺎﻗﯩﻴﯩﺶ-ﺳﺎﻗﺎي

15

ﻗﯩﺰﯨﻞ

2

ﻣﯘﻧﺎﺳﯩﯟەت

13

ﺗﯘﻏﻘﺎن

11

( )ﻗﯧﻠﯩﺶ-ﻗﺎل

12

( )ﺋﻪﺳﻠﯩﻤﻪك-ﺋﻪﺳﻠﻪ

15

رەﻧﺎ

2

-ﺋﯩﺠﺎرﯨﮕﻪ ﺋﺎل

13

ﺋﯩﺠﺎرە

13

-رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ ﻗﯩﻞ

13

repair, mend, fix

rëmont qil-

repairs, mending

rëmont

رﯦﻤﻮﻧﺖ

13

repetition, review

tekrar

ﺗﻪﻛﺮار

6

reporter, columnist

xewerchi

ﺧﻪۋەرﭼﻰ

11

reprimand, discipline

tenqid qil- [+ni]

-ﺗﻪﻧﻘﯩﺪ ﻗﯩﻞ

7

( )ﺋﻮﺧﺸﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﺧﺸﺎ

resemble, seem, be similar, be up to
expectation

oxsha- (oxshimaq) [+GA]

resource, way out, method

amal

ﺋﺎﻣﺎل

15

result, score, achievement

netije

ﻧﻪﺗﯩﺠﻪ

13

-ﭘﯧﻨﺴﯩﻴﻪﮔﻪ ﭼﯩﻖ

13

ﭘﯧﻨﺴﯩﻴﻪ

13

retire, go into retirement

pënsiyige chiq-

retirement

pënsiye

return, go back

qayt- (qaytmaq, qaytish)
[+GA]
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return, send back

qaytur- [+ni]

-ﻗﺎﻳﺘﯘر

13

-ﺗﻪﻛﺮار ﻗﯩﻞ

6
6

review, do repeatedly

tekrar qil-

revise, practice

tekrarla- (tekrarlimaq,
tekrarlash)

، )ﺗﻪﻛﺮارﻟﯩﻤﺎق-ﺗﻪﻛﺮارﻻ
(ﺗﻪﻛﺮارﻻش

revolve, go round; wander, tour; change,
turn (into)

aylan- (aylinish) [+ni]

( )ﺋﺎﻳﻠﯩﻨﯩﺶ-ﺋﺎﻳﻼن

rice pilaf (dish of meat, carrots & rice)

polu

ride

min- [+ni]

right (side)

ong

ripe, cooked, done; mature; thoroughly

pishshiq

14

ﭘﻮﻟﯘ

2

-ﻣﯩﻦ

7

ﺋﻮڭ

9

ﭘﯩﺸﺸﯩﻖ

14
15

ripen, be ripe; be cooked, be baked

pish-

-ﭘﯩﺶ

river

derya

دەرﻳﺎ

10

road, route, way

yol

ﻳﻮل

13
14
6

roommate, dorm mate, housemate

yataqdash

ﻳﺎﺗﺎﻗﺪاش

Roshengül (female name), bright flower

Roshengül

روﺷﻪﻧﮕﯜل

run, jog (CIS zhügür-)

yügür- (pronounced yüger-)
(yügürmek, yügürüsh)

( ﻳﯜﮔﯜرۈش، )ﻳﯜﮔﯜرﻣﻪك-ﻳﯜﮔﯜر
6

Ruqiye (female name); doer of kind deeds

Ruqiye

رۇﻗﯩﻴﻪ

14

Russia (place name)

Rusiye

رۇﺳﯩﻴﻪ

2

(ﺳﻪﺋﯩﺪە )ﺳﺎﺟﯩﺪە

14

Sa’ide (female name), happiness

Se’ide (also as Sajide)

Sabir (male name)

Sabir

ﺳﺎﺑﯩﺮ

9

sack, gunnysack

taghar

ﺗﺎﻏﺎر

14

salary, wages, earnings

ma’ash (pron. maash)

ﻣﺎﺋﺎش

13

salt

tuz

ﺗﯘز

15
15
14

salt-free; tasteless, insipid

tuzsiz

ﺗﯘزﺳﯩﺰ

Sattar (male name)

Sattar

ﺳﺎﺗﺘﺎر

Saturday

shenbe (pronounced shembe)

ﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ

save, economize

iqtisad qil-

savings (CIS: zhighqan)

yighqan (pron. zhiqqan)

say, speak; (aux.) quotative

de- (dëmek, dëyish)

scatter, spill out, dissipate, emit

chach- (chëchish) [+ni]

school desk

parta

school workbook, exercise book

derslik kitab

-ﺋﯩﻘﺘﯩﺴﺎد ﻗﯩﻞ

13

ﻳﯩﻐﻘﺎن

14

( دﯦﻴﯩﺶ، )دﯦﻤﻪك-دە

3

( )ﭼﯧﭽﯩﺶ-ﭼﺎچ

15

ﭘﺎرﺗﺎ

8

دەرﺳﻠﯩﻚ ﻛﯩﺘﺎب

7
3
15

school, college, institute; religious school

mektep

ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ

screwdriver

etwirke

ﺋﻪﺗﯟﯨﺮﻛﻪ
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scythe, cut, harvest
search, look for

-ﺋﻮر

or- [+ni]
izde- (izdimek, izdesh) [+ni]

14

( ﺋﯩﺰدەش، )ﺋﯩﺰدﯨﻤﻪك-ﺋﯩﺰدە
3

season; division, chapter

pesil ( possessive pesli)

second

ikkinchi

secondary school (junior and high)

ottura mektep

ﭘﻪﺳﯩﻞ

10

ﺋﯩﻜﻜﯩﻨﭽﻰ

6

ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘرا ﻣﻪﻛﺘﻪپ

10

ﺑﯚﻟﯜم

12

section; department, office

bölüm

see, look; read, meet; consider; (aux.)
tentative

kör- (körmek, körüsh) [+ni]

( ﻛﯚرۈش، )ﻛﯚرﻣﻪك-ﻛﯚر

self; (deferential) you

öz (özem/özüm, özi, etc.)

( ﺋﯚزى، ﺋﯚزۈم،ﺋﯚز )ﺋﯚزەم

8

sell

sat- (satmaq, sëtish) [+ni]

( ﺳﯧﺘﯩﺶ، )ﺳﺎﺗﻤﺎق-ﺳﺎت

5

semester

mewsum

ﻣﻪۋﺳﯘم

12

send, dispatch

ewet- [+ni]

-ﺋﻪۋەت

11

ﻳﻪﺗﺘﻪ

6

ﻳﻪﺗﻤﯩﺶ

9

( ﺗﯩﻜﯩﺶ، )ﺗﯩﻜﻤﻪك-ﺗﯩﻚ

8

seven

yette

seventy

yetmish

4

sew, stitch; sow, plant; insert, put up

tik- (tikmek, tikish)

sheep

qoy

ﻗﻮي

14

shoe, pair of shoes; foot; leg; base, end

ayagh

ﺋﺎﻳﺎغ

3

short (in height)

pakar

ﭘﺎﻛﺎر

2

( )ﻛﯚرﺳﯩﺘﯩﺶ-ﻛﯚرﺳﻪت

15

show, demonstrate, point out

körset- (körsitish) [+ni]

side, edge, border

yaq

ﻳﺎق

8

side, edge, border; immediate vicinity

yan

ﻳﺎن

15

side, fringe, margin

chet

ﭼﻪت

12

Sidiq (male name)

Sidiq

ﺳﯩﺪﯨﻖ

1

ﺑﯘﻳﺎن

15

ﺗﺎل

10

since, ever since

buyan [+Din]

single, individual; counter for many objects

tal

sit, sit down; settle, reside; (aux.)
continuation within a short period

oltur-

six

alte

sixty

( ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘۇش، )ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘرﻣﺎق-ﺋﻮﻟﺘﯘر
9

ﺋﺎﻟﺘﻪ

6

atmish

ﺋﺎﺗﻤﯩﺶ

9

skullcap

doppa

دوﭘﭙﺎ

3

sleep

uxla- (uxlimaq, uxlash)

 ﺋﯘﺧﻼش، )ﺋﯘﺧﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﯘﺧﻼ
6

slow, tardy; gently; behind schedule

asta

slowly, gradually

asta-asta

small shop, kiosk, market stall

dukan
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ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ
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ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ-ﺋﺎﺳﺘﺎ

13

دۇﻛﺎن

10
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small, little

kichik

ﻛﯩﭽﯩﻚ

1
8

smith, metallurgist

tömürchi

ﺗﯚﻣﯜرﭼﻰ

snack seeds (sunflower, melon)

shimishke

ﺷﯩﻤﯩﺸﻜﻪ

10

ﻗﺎر

10

ﺷﯘﯕﺎ

4
5

snow

qar

so, therefore

shunga

soft, mild

yumshaq

ﻳﯘﻣﺸﺎق

soldier

esker

ﺋﻪﺳﻜﻪر

11

ﮬﻪل

12

-ﮬﻪل ﻗﯩﻞ

12

ﺑﻪزى

5
5

solution

hel

solve, resolve

hel qil-

some, certain

bezi

some, several, a number of

bir qanche

ﺑﯩﺮﻗﺎﻧﭽﻪ

some, several, a number of

birnechche

ﺑﯩﺮﻧﻪﭼﭽﻪ

5

ﺑﻪزﯨﺪە

5

-ﺋﺎز ﻗﺎل

15
10

sometimes

bezide (bezi +DA)

soon, almost

az qal-

soul, life; dear, beloved

jan

ﺟﺎن

sound, voice

awaz

ﺋﺎۋاز

8

south

jenub

ﺟﻪﻧﯘب

10

ﺟﻪﻧﯘﺑﯩﻲ

10

( ﺗﯧﺮﯨﺶ، )ﺗﯧﺮﯨﻤﺎق-ﺗﯧﺮى

14
12

southern, southerly

jenubiy

sow, plant seeds; grow

tëri- (tërimaq, tërish) [+ni]

space between, interval, clearance, gap

ariliq

ﺋﺎرﯨﻠﯩﻖ

specialization, specialty; subject, major

kesip (kespim, kespi)

ﻛﻪﺳﯩﭗ

11

spend (money)

xejle- [+ni]

-ﺧﻪﺟﻠﻪ

13

spend a night, stay over; land, alight

qon- [+DA]

-ﻗﻮن

13

-ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﺋﯚت

6

spend time, pass time

waqit öt-

spread out, roll out, lay out; air; put out to
pasture

yay- (yëyish) [+ni]

spring, early spring; thawing season

etiyaz

ﺋﻪﺗﯩﻴﺎز

10

spring; late spring; sprouting season

bahar

ﺑﺎﮬﺎر

10

stand up, get up (from sitting)

orundin tur-

-ﺋﻮرۇﻧﺪﯨﻦ ﺗﯘر

6

stand, get up; stay, reside; live, be settled;
persist; (aux.) habitual, repetitive, durative;
briefly, for a while

tur- (turmaq, turush)

star

yultuz

14

( ﺗﯘرۇش، )ﺗﯘرﻣﺎق-ﺗﯘر
4

start, begin

bashla- (bashlimaq) [+ni]

station, stop

bëket

station, terminal

( )ﻳﯧﻴﯩﺶ-ﻳﺎي

istansa
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( )ﺑﺎﺷﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺑﺎﺷﻼ
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14
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( ﻗﯧﻠﯩﺶ، )ﻗﺎﻟﻤﺎق-ﻗﺎل

stay, remain, be left over, left behind, give
up; (aux.) end up being (unintentional
result); be about to, nearly happen

qal- (qëlish)

stick, adhere (to); be infected; be soiled,
stained

yuq-

-ﻳﯘق

storm, windstorm, sandstorm, gale,
hurricane

boran

ﺑﻮران

story

hikaye

ﮬﯧﻜﺎﻳﻪ

7

straight (on), direct; opposite

udul

ﺋﯘدۇل

9

ﻛﻮﭼﺎ

15

street, neighborhood side road

9

kocha

15
10

( ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﯩﺶ، )ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺸﻤﺎق-ﺗﯩﺮﯨﺶ

strive, be diligent

7
student, pupil

tirish- (tirishmaq, tirishish)
oqughuchi

sugar, granulated sugar

shëker

suitcase

chamadan

summer

yaz

Sunday

yekshenbe

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﻏﯘﭼﻰ

1

ﺷﯧﻜﻪر

15

ﭼﺎﻣﺎدان

15

ﻳﺎز

10

ﻳﻪﻛﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ

6
14

sunshine, sunlight

aptap

ﺋﺎﭘﺘﺎپ

sweater, jumper, cardigan

popayka

ﭘﻮﭘﺎﻳﻜﺎ

8
10

sweets, candy

kempüt (pron. kempit)

ﻛﻪﻣﭙﯜت

table, flat desk

üstel

ﺋﯜﺳﺘﻪل

1

table, workbench (= üstel)

joza

ﺟﻮزا

15

Tahir (male name)

Tahir

ﺗﺎﮬﯩﺮ

10

tailor (cf. mexanik ‘mechanic’)

mashinichi

ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﭽﻰ

11
8

tailoring, machine sewing

mashinichiliq

ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

take (for another’s benefit)

apirip ber- [+ni]

-ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﭗ ﺑﻪر

8

take a vacation, go on holiday

tetil qil-

-ﺗﻪﺗﯩﻞ ﻗﯩﻞ

12

take an exam (ber- ‘give’)

imtihan ber-

-ﺋﯩﻤﺘﯩﮭﺎن ﺑﻪر

4

take away, carry away, take out
(< ëlip ket-)
take away, take along (< elip bar‘take+go’)

eket- (ekitish) [+ni]
apar- (aparmaq, apirish) [+ni]

( )ﺋﻪﻛﯩﺘﯩﺶ-ﺋﻪﻛﻪت
( ﺋﺎﭘﯩﺮﯨﺶ، )ﺋﺎﭘﺎرﻣﺎق-ﺋﺎﭘﺎر

15
8

-دﯨﻘﻘﻪت ﻗﯩﻞ

14

dora ich-

-دورا ﺋﯩﭻ

15

talk

gep qil-[+GA]

-ﮔﻪپ ﻗﯩﻞ

11

talk together, converse (<sözle-)

sözlesh- (sözlishish)

( )ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﺸﯩﺶ-ﺳﯚزﻟﻪش

12

talk, speak

sözle- (sözlimek, sözlisish)

، )ﺳﯚزﻟﯩﻤﻪك-ﺳﯚزﻟﻪ
(ﺳﯚزﻟﻪش

7

take care, pay attention, be alert

diqqet qil-

take medicine
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gep

ﮔﻪپ

7

tall, high (people, things)

ëgiz

ﺋﯧﮕﯩﺰ

2

tape, ribbon, film

lënta

ﻟﯧﻨﺘﺎ

13

ﺗﻪﻣﻠﯩﻚ

2

ﭼﺎي

13

-دەرس ﺋﯚت

4

talk, words, speech

tasty, flavorful

temlik

tea; (tea) party

chay

teach class, give a class (öt- ‘pass’)

ders öt-

teach, instruct

oqut- [+ni]

( ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﯘش، )ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﻗﯘت
9

teacher

mu’ellim

ﻣﯘﺋﻪﻟﻠﯩﻢ

1
1

teacher

oqutghuchi

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻐﯘﭼﻰ

teacher, instructor

oqutquchi

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﻰ

10

ﺋﻮﻗﯘﺗﻘﯘﭼﯩﻠﯩﻖ

10

ﺗﯧﺨﻨﯩﻜﺎ

15

ﺗﯧﻠﯧﮕﺮاﻣﻤﺎ

12

ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﯩﺴﻰ

9

ﺗﯧﻠﯧﯟﯨﺰور

9

( ﺋﯧﻴﺘﯩﺶ، )ﺋﯧﻴﺘﻤﺎق-ﺋﯧﻴﺖ

7

ﺋﻮن

5

( )ﺳﯩﻨﯩﻤﺎق-ﺳﯩﻨﺎ

15

ﺗﯧﻜﯩﺴﺖ

6

ﺗﻮﻗﯘﻣﯩﭽﯩﻠﯩﻖ

10

(ﺷﯜﻛﯜر)ﺷﯜﻛﺮى

8

ﺋﯘﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ

13

ﺷﯘﻧﭽﯩﻠﯩﻚ

13

teaching, pedagogy

oqutquchiliq

technology, technique

tëxnika

telegram

tëlëgramma

television station

tëlëwizor istansisi

television, TV

tëlëwizor

tell, recount

ëyt- (ëytmaq, ëytish) [+ni]

ten

on

test, try out

sina- (sinimaq)

text

tëkist

textile industry; knitting, weaving

toqumichiliq

thanks, gratitude (usually to God)

shükür (shükri)

that much, as much as that

unchilik

that much, that many; thus, so

shunchilik

that one (far from speaker)

ashu

ﺋﺎﺷﯘ

1

that one (very far from speaker)

awu

ﺋﺎۋۇ

1

that, named, aforementioned

shu

ﺷﯘ

1

that; he, she, it

u

ﺋﯘ

1

ﺗﯩﻴﺎﺗﯩﺮﺧﺎﻧﺎ

6

theater

tiyatirxana

theatrical play, performance; theater (CIS
teatr)

tiyatir

ﺗﯩﻴﺎﺗﯩﺮ

then, if that is so, in that case

emise

ﺋﻪﻣﯩﺴﻪ

3

ﺷﯘﻧﯩﯔ ﺋﯜﭼﯜن

12

ﺷﯘﯕﻼﺷﻘﺎ

13

(ﺋﯘﻻار )ﺋﯘﻻرﻧﻰ

3

therefore, for that reason

shuning üchün

therefore, so, hence

shunglashqa

they

ular (ularni ‘them’ ...)
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ular

ﺋﯘﻻر

1

they; those

ular

ﺋﯘﻻر

2

thick (and flat), close, dense

qëlin

ﻗﯧﻠﯩﻦ

10

thin, slender (and flat)

nëpiz

ﻧﯧﭙﯩﺰ

10

thing, item

nerse

ﻧﻪرﺳﻪ

1

( ﺋﻮﻳﻼش، )ﺋﻮﻳﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺋﻮﻳﻼ

9

ﺋﻮﺗﺘﯘز

5

ﺑﯘ

1
1

they, those

think, consider, have in mind, expect

oyla- (oylimaq) [+ni]

thirty

ottuz

this (close to speaker)

bu

this one (for objects)

mawu

ﻣﺎۋۇ

this one (objects or situations just
mentioned)

mushu

ﻣﯘﺷﯘ

those at home, parents and siblings

öydikiler

thousand
thread, yarn (CIS: zhip)

1

ﺋﯚﻳﺪﯨﻜﯩﻠﻪر

13

ming

ﻣﯩﯔ

9

yip (pronounced zhip)

ﻳﯩﭗ

15

three

üch

ﺋﯜچ

3

thresh, trample out (grain)

xaman tep-

-ﺧﺎﻣﺎن ﺗﻪپ

14
14

threshing floor, winnowing area

xaman

ﺧﺎﻣﺎن

throw, cast, abandon; (aux.) sudden,
uncontrolled

tashla- [+ni]

-ﺗﺎﺷﻼ

Thursday

peyshenbe

thus, in that way, that’s so (Demonstr. PN)

shundaq

ticket, coupon, voucher

bëlet

tie up, bind

baghla- (baghlimaq) [+ni]

time passes, time goes by

waqit ket-

13

ﭘﻪﻳﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ

6

ﺷﯘﻧﺪاق

8

ﺑﯧﻠﻪت

9

( )ﺑﺎﻏﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﺑﺎﻏﻼ

15

-ۋاﻗﯩﺖ ﻛﻪت

6
6

time, occasion

qëtim

ﻗﯧﺘﯩﻢ

time, period

zaman

زاﻣﺎن

11

time; time period, free time

waqit

ۋاﻗﯩﺖ

6

today

bügün

ﺑﯜﮔﯜن

4

together, united (< bir ‘one’)

birge

ﺑﯩﺮﮔﻪ

4

ﮬﺎﺟﻪﺗﺨﺎﻧﺎ

15

ﭘﻪﻣﯩﺪۇر

14

ﺋﻪﺗﻪ

3

ﺗﯚﻣﯜر

10

ﺗﯩﻞ

3

ﺋﯜﺳﺖ

8

ﻳﯘﻗﯘرى

13

toilet, lavatory, W.C., washroom

hajetxana

tomato

pemidur

tomorrow

ete

Tömur (male name); iron

Tömür

tongue; language

til

top, upper part; (Postposition) above

üst

top; high, above

yuqiri
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tractor, farm vehicle (sometimes spelled
tiraktor)

traktor

ﺗﺮاﻛﺘﻮر

trade, business

tijaret

ﺗﯩﺠﺎرەت

10

trade, do some business

oqet qil-

-ﺋﻮﻗﻪت ﻗﯩﻞ

8

ﺳﻮدا

11

ﺳﻮدﯨﮕﻪر

10

ﺳﻮدﯨﮕﻪرﭼﯩﻠﯩﻚ

11

ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ ﺋﯩﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﯩﺴﻰ

9

-ﭼﯧﻨﯩﻖ

13

ﭘﻮﻳﯩﺰ

9

ﻳﻮﻟﯘﭼﻰ

14

( )داۋاﻟﯩﻤﺎق-داۋاﻻ

15

داۋاﻻش

12

دەرەخ

13
15

trade, sales; baking soda

soda

trader, merchant, salesperson

sodiger

trading, business

sodigerchilik

train station

poyiz istansisi

train, exercise

chëniq- [+ni]

train, locomotive

poyiz

traveler, passenger

yoluchi

treat, cure

dawala- (dawalimaq) [+ni]

treatment, cure, remedy, therapy

dawalash

tree

derex

10

tree blossom, bloom; smallpox

chëchek

ﭼﯧﭽﻪك

trousers

ishtan

ﺋﯩﺸﺘﺎن

11

(،ﮬﻪﻗﻘﻰ( ﮬﻪق ﮬﻪﻗﻘﯩﻢ

12

truth, justice; reward, fee, payment

heq (heqqim, heqqi)

Tuesday

seyshenbe

ﺳﻪﻳﺸﻪﻧﺒﻪ

6

Turdigül (female name)

Turdigül

ﺗﯘردﯨﮕﯜل

11

Turfan (city in eastern Xinjiang), Tulufan
吐鲁番

Turpan

Turghunjan (male name)

Turghunjan

ﺗﯘرﭘﺎن

14

ﺗﯘرﻏﯘﻧﺠﺎن

15
14

turn over, till; turn out; overturn

aghdur- [+ni]

-ﺋﺎﻏﺪۇر

turnip, short white root vegetable (=turup)

chamghur

ﭼﺎﻣﻐﯘر

14

Tursun (male name)

Tursun

ﺗﯘرﺳﯘن

14

Tursun’ay (female name)

Tursun’ay

ﺗﯘرﺳﯘﻧﯫي

14

ﺋﻮن ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ
ﻳﯩﮕﯩﺮﻣﻪ

6

twenty (CIS zhigirme)

on ikki
yigirme

two

ikki

ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ

3

ﺋﯩﻜﻜﻰ ﺋﯧﻐﯩﺰﻟﯩﻖ

13

twelve

two-room apartment or house

ikki ëghizliq öy

understanding, concept; annotation;
opinion

chüshenche

unemployed, without work

ishsiz

ﭼﯜﺷﻪﻧﭽﻪ

15

ﺧﺎم ﺳﯚز

6
5

xam söz

unit of Chinese currency (kuai = Ch. yuan)

koy

ﻛﻮي

som (see koy)

ﺳﻮم
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unfamiliar word, new vocabulary

unit of currency (e.g. yuan, yen, dollar,
ruble, etc.)
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unity, oneness; (ling.) singular

birlik

ﺑﯩﺮﻟﯩﻚ

15

ﺋﯘﻧﯩﯟﯦﺮﺳﯩﺘﯧﺖ

3

university

uniwërsitët

university department, faculty

fakultët

ﻓﺎﻛﯘﻟﺘﯧﺖ

4

use, employ, engage, utilize

ishlet- (ishlitish) [+ni]

-ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪت

13

usually, normally

adette

ﺋﺎدەﺗﺘﻪ

4

Uyghur dance

ussul

ﺋﯘﺳﺴﯘل

6

Uyghur; Uyghur (people)

Uyghur

ﺋﯘﻳﻐﯘر

2

Özbëk

ﺋﯚزﺑﯧﻚ

5

ﺋﯚزﺑﯧﻜﭽﻪ

5

ﺳﻪي

14

ﻣﺎﺷﯩﻨﺎ

9

Uzbek (person)
Uzbek language; in the Uzbek way

Özbëkche

vegetable (= ;)آﯚآ تcooked vegetable dish

sey

vehicle, car; machine

mashina

(not) very (+neg.), (not) much (used only
with negative)

anche

very, quite

bek

ﺋﺎﻧﭽﻪ

2

ﺑﻪك

2
9

via, through, by way of (Postposition)

arqiliq

ﺋﺎرﻗﯩﻠﯩﻖ

video recorder, video player

sin’alghu

ﺳﯩﻨﯫﻟﻐﯘ

13

ﺳﯩﻨﯫﻟﻐﯘ ﻟﯧﻨﺘﯩﺴﻰ

13

ﻛﯚزﻗﺎراش

12

( ﻳﻮﻗﻼش، )ﻳﻮﻗﻠﯩﻤﺎق-ﻳﻮﻗﻼ

6

ۋاﻟﯩﺒﻮل

14

-ﻛﯜت

14

ﻛﯜﺗﯜش ﺋﯚﻳﻰ

14

( ﺧﺎﻻش، )ﺧﺎﻟﯩﻤﺎق-ﺧﺎﻻ

9

( ﻳﯘﻳﯘش، )ﻳﯘﻣﺎق-ﻳﯘ

3

videotape

sin’alghu lëntisi

viewpoint, opinion

közqarash

visit, call on, see

yoqla- (yoqlimaq, yoqlash)

volleyball

walibol

wait, expect; look after (guests), entertain

küt- [+ni]

waiting room

kütüsh öyi

want, desire, aspire

xala- (xalimaq, xalash)

wash, launder

yu- (yumaq, yuyush) [+ni]

washroom, bathroom

suxana

ﺳﯘﺧﺎﻧﺎ

7

waste, extravagance (~ bol-, qil-)

israp

ﺋﯩﺴﺮاپ

15

watch, look; look after, care for; compare

qara- (qarimaq) [+GA]

( )ﻗﺎرﯨﻤﺎق-ﻗﺎرا

12

ﺳﯘ

2

ﮔﺎزﯨﺮ

10

ﺑﯩﺰ

3
15

water

su

watermelon snack seeds

gazir

we

biz

weather clears up

hawa ëchil-

-ﮬﺎۋا ﺋﯧﭽﯩﻞ

weather goes bad

hawa buzul-

-ﮬﺎۋا ﺑﯘزۇل

15

ﮬﺎۋا

10

weather; atmosphere, sky, air

hawa

weave, knot, knit, braid

toqu- [+ni]

-ﺗﻮﻗﯘ

10

charshenbe

ﭼﺎرﺷﻪﻧﺒﻪ

6

Wednesday
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hepte

ﮬﻪﭘﺘﻪ

6

well, nicely; nice, pleasant

obdan

ﺋﻮﺑﺪان

11

west; occident

gherb

ﻏﻪرب

10

ﻏﻪرﺑﯩﻲ

10

ﻧﯧﻤﻪ

1

ﻧﻪ

3

ﮬﯧﭻ

14

ﺑﯘﻏﺪاي

14

ﻗﺎﭼﺎن

5

week

western, westerly, occidental

gherbiy

what?

nëme

what?

ne

whatsoever (+ neg.), (none/no)... at all

hëch (pronounced hich)

wheat

bughday

when, what time?

qachan

where at?

nede (< ne + DA)

ﻧﻪدە

3

where to?

nege (< ne + GA)

ﻧﻪﮔﻪ

3

where? what place?

qeyer

ﻗﻪﻳﻪر

5

ﻣﻪﻳﻠﻰ......ﻣﻪﻳﻠﻰ

14

ﻗﺎﻳﺎق

8

ﻗﺎﻳﺴﻰ

1

whether … or …

meyli … meyli

which side, where?

qayaq?

which?

qaysi

white

aq

ﺋﺎق

2

who?

kim

ﻛﯩﻢ

1

(ﻧﯧﻤﯩﺸﻘﺎ )ﻧﯧﻤﻪ ﺋﯩﺸﻘﺎ

why, for what reason?

nëmishqa (< nëme ish +GA)

wind, breeze

shamal

ﺷﺎﻣﺎل

10

soru- [+ni]

-ﺳﻮرۇ

14
9

winnow, toss up and scatter; squander

4

winter

qish

ﻗﯩﺶ

with, by, about

bilen

ﺑﯩﻠﻪن

2

ﺋﺎﻣﺎﻟﺴﯩﺰ

15

without recourse, with no choice

amalsiz

woman; wife; lady

ayal (ayalim, ayali)

ﺋﺎﻳﺎل

2

wood, timber

yaghach

ﻳﺎﻏﺎچ

8

wool, fleece; woolen

yung

ﻳﯘڭ

8

word

söz

ﺳﯚز

6

work

ishle- (ishlimek, ishlesh)

( ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪش، )ﺋﯩﺸﻠﯩﻤﻪك-ﺋﯩﺸﻠﻪ

3

work unit, workplace, office, agency

idare

ﺋﯩﺪارە

13

work, employment, labor, service, job

xizmet

ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪت

8

ﺋﯩﺶ

3

ﺋﻪﻣﮕﻪك

13

ﺧﯩﺰﻣﻪﺗﭽﻰ

3

-ﺋﻪﻧﺪﯨﺸﻪ ﻗﯩﻞ

15

work, job; matter, affair, thing

ish

work, labor

emgek

worker (white-collar), employee

xizmetchi

worry, be anxious

endishe qil-
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worry, care, anxiety

endishe

worry, sorrow, concern

ghem-qayghu

wrench, spanner

kuluch

write

yaz- (yazmaq, yëzish) [+ni]

writing, script, written language

yëziq

ﺋﻪﻧﺪﯨﺸﻪ

15

 ﻗﺎﻳﻐﯘ-ﻏﻪم

15

ﻛﯘﻟﯘچ

15

( ﻳﯧﺰﯨﺶ، )ﻳﺎزﻣﺎق-ﻳﺎز

4

ﻳﯧﺰﯨﻖ

9
3

Xinjiang, Chinese Turkestan

Shinjang

ﺷﯩﻨﺠﺎڭ

Yaqupjan (male name)

Yaqupjan

ﻳﺎﻗﯘﭘﺠﺎن

13

year

yil (sometimes pron. zhil)

ﻳﯩﻞ

9
2

yellow

sëriq

ﺳﯧﺮﯨﻖ

yes, uh-huh

he’e

ﮬﻪﺋﻪ

1

ﺗﯜﻧﯜﮔﯜن

6

ﺗﯧﺨﻰ

9

siler (silerni, silerning,
silerge)

، ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﯩﯔ،ﺳﯩﻠﻪر )ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﻧﻰ
(ﺳﯩﻠﻪرﮔﻪ

3

you (singular, informal/intimate)

sen (sëni, sëning, sanga)

( ﺳﺎﯕﺎ، ﺳﯧﻨﯩﯔ،ﺳﻪن )ﺳﯧﻨﻰ

3

you (singular, polite)

siz (sizni, sizning, sizge)

، ﺳﯩﺰﻧﯩﯔ،ﺳﯩﺰ )ﺳﯩﺰﻧﻰ
(ﺳﯩﺰﮔﻪ

3

ﻗﯩﺰﭼﺎق

10

yesterday

tünügün

yet, still

tëxi

you (plural, ordinary)

young girl; (address: girl)

qizchaq

young; age, years of age

yash

ﻳﺎش

2

younger brother

ini

ﺋﯩﻨﻰ

8

younger sister; younger female relative

singil (singlim, singlisi)

Zahidem (female name); religious, faithful

Zahidem (also as Zahide)
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